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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Proceedings contains papers presented at the First International Symposium on Explosive Detection
Technology held on November 13-15, 1991 at Atlantic City, New Jersey. These papers have been arranged in
various sections for convenience in accessing the relevant information.
The papers in the General section address policy matters such as the existence and nature of the terrorist threat
to civil aviation and ways and means available to counter that threat. In particular, the paper by Vice Admiral
Robbins offers a proposed solution to this threat to global civil aviation. His proposal consists of adopting a
plan, approach, or strategy which will have a long-range goal, embedded in which are some short-range goals.
He strongly emphasizes the need to get a workable explosive detection sensor or system (EDS) into the field at
the earliest possible time.

The papers in the section on Nuclear Techniques describe the numerous methods used in this area of explosive
detection technology. The only fieldable nuclear-based system at the present time is the thermal neutron
analysis (TNA) EDS. This EDS is essentially a nitrogen detector. Other nuclear methods (e.g., pulsed fast
neutron analysis (PFNA)) can detect and measure the rations of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen in the explosive,

thereby achieving greater specificity. These techniques are, however, still at the developmental stage. Since

most of the nuclear techniques depend on a source of neutrons or other particles, a section on accelerators of
charged particles is also included.
The section on X-ray and Gamma-ray Techniques describes some innovative approaches to screening of
luggage and personnel. These include dual energy, back-scatter, 3-dimensional, computed tomography, and
gamma resonance absorption. Developmental work using combinations of nuclear, X-rays and other techniques
is also presented in the next section. The fusion of nuclear (TNA, positron emission tomography (PET)) and
the different X-ray technologies appears to a have lot of promise.
The section on Testing and Field Experience includes a very important paper on the testing protocol for bulk
detection. Other papers describe the practical issues faced by developers and the approaches they have adopted
to handle these issues when it was time to field an EDS at an airport.

The section on Electromagnetic Techniques includes a description of the methods of explosive detection using
the physical phenomena of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR).
Whereas NMR depends on a constant applied magnetic field, NQR does not require the existence of such a
field. This imparts to the NQR method an advantage over the NMR method, since it not only simplifies the
system but the problem of erasure of magnetic media by the applied magnetic field is also eliminated.

The papers on vapor detection technology are grouped into three sections. The Vapor Detection: General
section includes papers dealing with the preprocessing of the vapor (extraction, preconcentration, transportation
and ionization) before it is actually detected by a suitable detector. This is foilowed by a section on Mass and
Ion-mobilty Spectroscopy. These two detetion techniques appear to be the most favored for the accurate and
rapid
detetion
of explosive
vapors.
inally,
theuses
section
on Gas Chromatography,
which paper
is a separation
technique,
contains
two papers.
The first
paper
chemiluminescence
and the second
uses electron
capture for detection.
The section on Tagging has in it papers whic describe the program to tag military plastic and sheet explosives,
the preparation and characterization of explosives contain a taggant, and the techniques for the detection of the
taggants.
The section on Biosensors describes the various biochemical techniques for the detection of explosives. It also
contains a paper on canines since the olfactory response in a dog is a bichemical phenomenon.
The section on Signal Processing and Simulation has papers descrbing the different approaches used for the
identification of a bomb in a suitcase. These include discriminant analysis, artificial neural systems, design
optimization and performance prediction. Computer simulation for the purpose of EDS performance
improvement is also discussed.
The section on Systems Integration contains papers which contribute to our understanding of the application of
the systems approach to the explosive detection problem.
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INTRODUCTION
Dr. Siraj M. Khan
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City, NJ

The urgent and critical need to detect explosives in
airline passenger luggage was very clearly
demonstrated by the unfortunate and terrible incident
involving Pan Am Flight 103. As a result the FAA
has scaled up its efforts to prevent future events of
this type from occurring The First International
Symposium on Explosive Detection Technology
which was held on November 13 - 15, 1991 at Sands
Hotel in Atlantic City, NJ was a step in that
direction. Its purpose was two-fold: first, to provide
a forum for the exchange of ideas, information and
technology among program managers, scientists and
engineers working in the area of civil aviation
security for U.S. and foreign government agencies,
defense contractors,
national and defense
laboratories, and the universities; and, second, to
determine the direction of research and development
in the critical area of global civil aviation security.
The symposium was very well attended. A total of
430 civil aviation security experts from U.S. and
abroad participated (See Appendix A: List of
Attendees) and over 100 papers, most of them of a
technical nature, were presented. The activities
consisted of oral, poster and informal discussion
sessions. Arrangements were also made for breakout sessions. A total of fifteen foreign governments
izrluding France, Germany and the UK and a large
number of U.S. government agencies such as FBI,
DOD and DOE were represented. Technical papers
on various topics in detection technology were
presented at the symposium by scientist and
engineers from nineteen universities, fourteen
national and defense laboratories and equivalent
orlanizations from Canada, France, Germany and the
UK.
The highlights of the symposium included the
opening remarks by Harvey Safeer, Director, FAA
Technical Center; a briefing on aviation security
R&D at thoh Technical Center by Paul Polski,
Director, Aviation Security R&D Service; the
keynote address by Vice-Admiral Clyde E. Robbins,
Director, Office of Intelligence and Security, U.S.
epartment of Transporution, and the lunquet
speech by John Burt, Exacutive Director of Systems
Development, FAA.

The technical sessions at the symposium fell into five
general categories: (1) bulk detection (nuclear, x-ray
and electromagnetic techniques), 42 papers; (2) vapor
detection (gas chromatography, mas spectrometry
and ion-mobility spectroscopy), 35 papers; (3) testing
and field experience, 9 papers; (4) signal processing
and simulation, 6 papers; and (5) systems integration,
8 papers.
This symposium also provided an opportunity to put
forth a proposal to embark on the following activities
in an Attempt to enhance the art and science of civil
aviation security in particular and transportation
security in general:
1. organize a professional association of experts in
the field of transportation security;
2. publish a technical journal which will contain
refereed scientific and technical papers in the
area of transportation security; and
3. establish working groups and sub-groups on
various topics of interest to increase coordination
among the technical experts.
This proposal generated great interest among the
audience and some of them even came forwardwith
constructive and helpful suggestions.
The stated purpose of the symposium was clearly
met. This event provided a singular opportunity for
technology transfer and networking among various
organizations and individuals who participated. The
speeches by Vice-Admiral Robbins and John Burt
provided the direction which the R&D should take in
this critical task. The message is clear and a lot
remains to be done to ensure snd maintain the safety
and security of international airline passengers.
A survey conducted near the end of the symposium
showed that the attendees liked the arrangements and
the presentations. A majority of those responding to
the questionnaire thought that the content, variety and
length of the presentations was in the excellent-togood category. An overwhelming majority (91 %)
felt that the symposium met their expectations. Most

of the responses in the questionnaire contained
coast uctive and useful comments which will be
utilized to ma,,ke the future symposia even better.
3verall, everyone was very satisfied with the
organization of the symposium and it was judged to
be a giea success.
All Ihe presenters were asked to submit their papers
for inclusion in these proceedings when they arrived
for the symposium. Despite an extension of several
weeks in the deadline only about 90 written papers
out of more than 100 papers presented at the
symposium were -eceived and these papers have been
re-arranged in various categories for ease in access
to information covered at the symposium. A few of
the presepters sent us only hard copies of the viewgraphs and these have not been included because a
decision was made early on to publish only written
papers.
A list of acrony'ns used in explosive detection
t-.chnology (Appendix B) is included to assist new
comers in this field.
Appendix C contains a
bibliography of explosive dtection technology which
contains a listin, of reports and other d'-unients
published since 1971 and available in the open
literature. This list was "btaineJ trom the National
Technieal Information Service (NTIS). Finaily, an
author index is presented in Appendix D.
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OPENING REMARKS
Harvey Safeer, Director
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City International Airport, New Jersey

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome you
to the First International Symposium on Explosive
Detection Technology.

will be publishing the proceedings, which will be
made available to all of you. There will be enough
information at each of these presentations to whet
your appetite so that you can go down your shopping
list and see who is doing something of interest to you
and something that you can benefit from. There
could be another company that has a complementary
technology, a university that is working on a process
or product that can feed into your needs, or contacts
that are important in sharing the technology.

This symposium has attracted some of the finest
talent in the industry. Based on its success thus far,
we can safely say that we are going to start planning
our second symposium next Monday.
This symposium is the first of its kind. Other
symposia on explosives detection have directed
themselves to parts of the problem. This is the first
time we've brought people together from all over the
world, making this a truly international symposium.

This symposium is not accidental. It coincides with
the enhanced efforts of the Technical Center to
expand our program in aviation security research,
engineering, and development.

We have more than 60 participants from foreign
countries, including 15 speakers from Canada,
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. We also
have technical experts from the United States,
representing 19 universities, 15 national and defense
laboratories, and defense contractors, in addition to
the FAA.

For those of you who have the time to come out and
visit our facility this week, you'll see that there is a
lot of construction going on.
We have two
laboratories under construction. One, which will be
involved in the air traffic control systems, will house
the computers for the next generation of air traffic
control. The other building is of more importance to
you because it will house our aviation security
research, engineering, and development effort.

Many of you may be aware that the federal
government is engaged in a massive effort aimed at
"technology transfer." Taxpayers have ixvested
significant amounts of money in federal laboratories,
and this money in turn has been used to fund

We will be building a laboratory facility that will be
available to all of you in industry, academia, and

contracts in the private sector, uaiversities, and other

other government agencies.

government facilities,

facilities that are owned and operated by the Defense
Department, our facility will become available for
use by other agencies and by the private sector.

It is now the desire of the federal government to get
information that has been generated through these

Just as we share

expenditures of taxpayers' funds back into the hands
of industry so that industry can benefit and we can
produce the products that we need. In particular,

We haven't configured fully the inside of that facility
because we are still talking to many of you about
ideas for how to best use this facility to complement,

what is needed in aviation is a safe, secure, and
efficient air transportation system. So this can be
viewed as part of our technology transfer effort.
We're bringing together the experts to talk to each
other about what's happening in explosive detection,

rather than duplicate, what already exists.
If you have an opportunity to speak with Paul Polski
during the course of these few days, either tell him
what your ideas are or make arrangements to get
back in touch with him.

In order to bring together as many people as possible,
you'll note that briefings have been rather short.
Fifteen minutes is allotted for each presenter. But we

It's almost, and I say almost, a clean slate. While
we have not yet configured the laboratories, they are
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already designed. We have the space, and we know
which lab is going to have positive pressure control,
which lab will be reinforced so it can handle TNA
type devices, and which labs will be constructed
metal-free so that we can look at devices that rely on
magnetic or electrical energy without interfrence.
The walls are up now, and we are looking for the

best use of the insides.
I have some good news and some bad news. The
bad news is that even though you will be sitting here
for your dinner, the dancing girls won't be up here.
The good news is that you won't have to listen to me
again because we were advised this morning that John
Burt, the FAA's Executive Director for System
Development and my new boss, will be the keynote
speaker at our banquet. John has been on the road
and just got back into Washington yesterday. Paul
spoke to him and he called back this morning to say:
'It is important. I'll be there.*
So the bottom line is: We at the FAA are committed
to pursuing an aggressive research, engineering, and
development program. We fully understand that the
solution to our problem stands in advancing the state
of the art several orders of magnitude beyond what it
is today. We fully understand that many of you have
devices that have been developed which you believe
can do the job. We're going to make our facilities
and our program available to you to field test,
laboratory test -- or whatever kind of test is
practical - those devices.
We are looking for technology brealthroughs, which
means we know there are going to be failures. We
are ready to expect failure, but, most importantly, we
are not ready to give up. Congress has given us the
resources, and we have a long-range plan which will
provide the guidelines for how we proceed. The
technology is out there. We must try to serve as a
catalyst to bring it together and truly make this
endeavor a partnership between government,
industry, and academia.
I wish you the best of luck in this symposium. I look
forward to hearing as many of the sessions as I can,
and I certainly look forward to reading the

proceedings.
Thank you for coming.

KICKOFF ADDRESS
Paul A. Poisid
Director, Aviation Security
Research and Development Service
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City International Airport, New Jersey

1. WELCOME
I welcome all of you to this important symposium.
Looking at the audience this morning, I am truly
amazed with the diversity of disciplines, agencies,
and countries that are represented at the First

need to be more proactive in our approach to the
detection of explosives.
Unfortunately, in the
security business, we sometimes tend to be reactive;
problems happen and then we get out there to solve
them after the fact. Certainly, being proactive preparing ahead of time for the threat - has got

International Symposium on Explosive Detection

to be one of our major objectives.

Technology.
The FAA Administrator is insistent upon getting

There are people here from the medical professions.

improved equipment into operation. This is also a

For years, they have been using detection equipment
to examine the human anatomy, thus helping that
profession do its job better. There are people here
from quality control offices, who have been using
detection equipment to examine the inside of products

major thrust of various security groups, including the
victims of Pan Am 103. We have a tremendous
challenge here and we will meet it.

to ensure that they have been assembled correctly.
There are people here who have been using devices

Executive Director for System Development] on
Thursday evening. I want to tell you that he is a

to study the properties of coal and other materials,
There are others from a broad spectrum of industry
and government organizations concerned with
explosive detection technology,

manager and a leader who has embodied quality,
acquisition improvement, and a better way of doing
business for the FAA and our great country. I am
sure that you will find his remarks very stimulating.
He is going to help us improve the standards and
speed of our progress.

You are going to hear from John Burt [FAA

I think diversity represents the key ingredient of a
good meeting. I know that a lot of productive
networking and interfacing will happen in the next
few days. This will surely help advance the state-ofthe-art in explosive detection technology.

3. SYSTEMS APPROACH
My boss, Harvey Safeer, has been a major guidance
and inspiration to me.
He has aided me in
accomplishing the things I need to do and has helped
us to fight for the resources that we need.

In these brief "kickoff' remarks, I want to address
the following subjects relevant to explosive detection
technology:
challenge,
systems, community,
documentation, test and evaluation, the FAA's new
security laboratory, and symposium discipline.

Historically, in the systems approach to the explosive
detection business, we have looked primarily at the
probability of detection, which is paramount, and
secondarily at the probability of false alarm. We
have also been interested in the spread, or difference,
betwee these two probabilities.

2. CHALLENGE
As Director of Security Research and Development at
the FAA Technical Center, I have one of the most
challenging, and indeed most rewarding, jobs in the
government,

In the last year or two, increasing emphasis has been
placed on other probabilities: probability that the
equipment will run day in and day out; probability
that it will run well; probability that it can be

Our Secretary of Transportation has told us that we
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supplied, maintained, and supported; probability that
it fits well in the airport environment; and probability
that it is affordable. Thus, we who work on this
very critical research need to seriously scrutinize not
only the probabilities of detection and false alarm, but
also of all other aspects of explosive detection
equipment. We must make sure that we are putting
together sound systems that will work effectively in
an operational airport.

together in a collective fashion. I'm talking about an
architectural approach that may involve two or three
or more technologies together. This is ultimately
going to be the near term answer to our explosive
detection solutions.
Our Congress, the National Academy of Sciences,
OTA, and others are indicating that we need a
combination of technologies to best satisfy detection
requirements in the near term. So here I see xray, vapor, nuclear devices, and a number of other
technologies coming together. We need to expand
ourselves from a vertical orientation to one which
looks at what the industry next door has. I certainly
hope that in the next couple of days, we all will
benefit from looking at different combinations of
technologies to detect explosives.

I'm challenged by our customers. They include the
flying public, the airlines, the airports, and others in
the FAA. They want to make sure that we spend our
money wisely. Our explosivc detection equipment
absolutely has to be acceptable to the efficient
operation of the airlines and certainly to the
equipment operators.
So, in summary on this point, we must work together
to ensure the best use of existing resources so that we
will achieve even more effective explosive detection
systems as quickly as possible.

6. DOCUMENTATION
My next point is that I think we need better
documentation. I'm not a documentition freak. You
can overdo that.
I came out of the Defense
Department and they do that fairly well over there.
But, in our field, I see a paucity of things in writing,
records, plans, and solid descriptions of the testing
and evaluation we do.

4. SECURITY COMMUNITY
Development of new technologies in the defense
community has become a routinized ritual. Every
couple of years, a new tank, ship, or plane is
developed to meet the increasing threat. That type of
acquisition in our country, and most countries for that
matter, tends to generate a lot of associations,
publications, and meetings.
This understanding
results in organizations working together better. To
be candid, I don't think we've come together that

We put together, and some of you will be seeing it
soon, a program plan -- a real, good, solid, detailed
plan -- which details who we are, where we are,
where we are going, and how long we think it is
going to take to get there. It's primarily a technology
book and a road map to achieve success using the

well yet. We need to put aside nonproductive
pursuits and get down to the real technical work at

best we can get from our existing capabilities.

hand.

This program plan will help our six program

managers to better develop program management
This is one of the key reasons that we've established

plans, and to determine in what direction they will go

a stronger independent test and evaluation program.
Through it, we can objectively assess just exactly
what are the best technologies to develop and deploy,

in their various disciplines. It will give us better
doctrine and protocols for test and evaluation. We
need that documentation very badly, and we're
working very quickly to develop it.

S. MULTIPLE TECHNOLOGIES
7. TEST AND EVALUATION

There is another good thing about getting together as
a community. Our search for the Silver Bullet, i.e.,
a single machine that will find all mor threat
explosives, is probably going to take some time.
Quite possibly, the equipment that we have on the
street today, or nearly on the street, may best be put

I mentioned test and evaluation earlier. Let us take
a look at the Service that I run right now.
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We have a Test Director, who is preciously
independent from the program managers. They need
to satisfy him in readying their projects for tests.
Our test approach is very objective: we ask all the
bad questions and tell the truth, which is exactly what
I want to see happen in my service,

think we've set any flashing lights or anything, but I
need the chairpersons to take charge of their
segments, to be dynamic, and, if you have to, give
people the hook. Stand up, turn off the mike, or
whatever, but I don't want to see this conference
going on two or three hours into evening overtime.
This will disrupt people's schedules and this really
hurts. But, most importantly, we all must watch the

8. SECURITY R&D LABORATORY

time as we ask questions.

Harvey mentioned the security laboratory. One fear
that I have is that we will open the door and nobody
will come. Therefore, we're putting together a
utilization plan for the laboratory. I invite all of you
on a "knock and enter" basis to come and use our
laboratory, talk to us, and work with us.

Maybe there is a hot question that you would like to
get some visibility for or articulate. If you can't
because there's no time, see that person later. We're
all going to be here for the next three days. Get the
speaker's card, talk to him or her, and work it that
way. I hope you all ask challenging questions, push
these people, try to find the optimum technology, and
discuss how we can put it all together.

What a tremendous facility it will be. This is the first
time that a building will be erected from the ground
up, solely for the purpose of research, development,
test, and evaluation on security. It certainly is going
to have a lot of utility.

In closing, I want to plug some other symposiums
that will be coming up next year. They are as
follows:

Along that line, I would like to mention some other
areas that we need to be aware of: airport design,
human factors, training, integration of systems, and
aircraft hardening.

1)

National Energetic Materials Workshop
Golden Inn Hotel: Avalon, New Jersey
* April 14-17, 1992

2)

Internal Blast & Aircraft
Hardening Workshop

9. SYMPOSIUM DISCIPLINE

Container

9 FAA Technical Center
* April 29-30, 1992

conduct of our
I want to mention something about the
symposium. We are very concerned about the tight
schedule of our symposium. We could easily lose
control of this program if we don't maintain a tight
schedule and good discipline. There are three
particular groups of participants that I need to address
these remarks to:
the briefers, the session
chairpersons, and those asking questions.
We took a hard look at how we wanted to run this
to achieve.
symposium and at what we wanted
Certainly, we want a lot of good dialogue. We want
to increase awareness, and we want to see the
surfacing of new thoughts on detection technologies.
We hope to open up minds and get good back and
forth discussions to identify better ways of detecting
explosives.
But we also need good symposium discipline.
schedule says
Primarily to the briefers: when your
fifteen minutes, please keep your delivery to fifteen
minutes. Secondarily, to the chairpersons: I don't
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3)

Industry Day
* FAA Technical Center
* June 1992

4)

Physics & Engineering of Advanced
Detectors and Collection Focusing
Systems
* San Diego, California
* July 19-24, 1992

5)

Aircraft Hardening Symposium
0 Atlantic City, New Jersey
0 August 1992

6)

Second Annual Symposium on Explosive
Detection Technology
* Atlantic City, New Jersey
* November 1992 or 1993

7)

Technical Symposium, OPTCON '92:
*Applications of Signal and Image
Processing in Explosive Detection Systems"
* Boston, Massachusetts
0 November 15-20, 1992

I intend to be here for the next three days, day and
night. I want you to come and ask me questions.
And if you don't get an opportunity to do so, or you
think of something later, please give me a call.
At this time, I would like to thank you all for
attending. I am looking forward to a very fruitful
two and a half days work. Thank you.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Vice Admiral Clyde B. Robbins, Director
Office of Intelligence ad Security
United States Department of Transportation

Washington, DC

Good morning. I'm delighted to be here. I'm always
a little reluctant to hand out my biography because it
is somewhat misleading. What it really says is that
I can't hold a job.

Pan Am 103 has done a number of things, not only
for this nation, but for other nations as well. Perhaps
most importantly, it let us know how vulnerable we
all are. It brought a shocking revelation home to
may familier in the United States - the world we
live in is pretty dangerous.

I have moved around a number of times. The
experiences I had in Alaska with the Exxon Valdez
were very educational, and then the earthquake that
followed led to an interesting sequence of events,

The location and magnitude of the disaster focused
the attention of the world on terrorism as no other
event ever had.

While I worked for six months at the Exxon Valdez
oil spill site as the on-scene coordinator, I had many
visitors. Some were repeaters, and one of those
repeaters was Vice President Dan Quayle. He was
up there twice, and I briefed him both times. Then
we went out and looked at the shorelines, at the oil,
at the birds, and at one thing or another. I got to
know him a little bit and thought that he would
probably forget me rather quickly. In some ways, I
was hoping he would because of what was going on
up there.

Sometimes I think that when the United States finally
gets involved, things will begin to happen.
Otherwise, they don't seem to. It's pretty easy to put
those events aside when they happen in a desert in
Africa, the Indian Ocean, or places like that.
But I stand here before you today because of the
indiscriminate killing of people on Pan Am 103. My
office was formed as a result of the Pan Am 103
incident and the impact it has had on the international
transportation system. There was a perception, and
probably rightfully so, that the Department of
Transportation had not put enough emphasis on
security. The President, the Secretary, and the
Congress knew that it was time for something to be
done.

I went back to San Francisco in October. I had been
there about three weeks when the earthquake hit, and
I became the Federal Emergency Transportation
Coordinator. Of course, the Vice President came to
visit me again. We met again, and were waiting for
Secretary Skinner to arrive when he took me aside.
He looked around to make sure there weren't any live
microphones and said, *Doesn't anything good
happen where you are?"

I don't think for a minute, and I hope that no one
else does, that when they appointed me to this job, I
would solve the problem of terrorism or eliminate the
threat to the transportation system. Merely assigning
new people or new positions isn't going to make the
problem go away. If it was so easy, it would have
been done before.

I had been in this job for just over a month when
Saddam Hussein marched into Kuwait, so I do not
think good things happen where I am. Therefore, if
you want to leave now, it's OK. I understand.

Fortunately, strikes against the airlines and other
transportation systems have been isolated events since
Pan Am 103. As a matter of fact, them have been
no attacks against U.S. airlines since then. Only
incidents in ticket offices and an occasional incident
in a parking lot have occurred. Folks, I'm hete to

After Saddam, I think things have cooled down a bit,
and I am honored to be here today as your speaker.
This is a distinguished group, and it is one that is
extremely important. In many ways, you and your
colleagues hold my future in your hands.

tell you that isn't going to lat.
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That s the way I have to plar. I have to plan as if
this isnot going to last because the chances are that
I'm correct. I think we need to expect a terrorist
action any time, anywhere, and we must be prepared.

Now, that's a blinding flash of the obvious to most of
you. I think that things like X-rays, as we have them
Furthermore, some
today, are very limited.
operators aren't very well trained.

Terrorists have us at a great disadvantage. They can
sit back. They can watch. They can wait. And they
can do that very well. They can study our systems.
It doesn't matter how confidential or secret we make
them. They can find our weak spots and attack, or
they can develop new equipment that will thwart the
methods that we have in place.

I was recently in a foreign country and visited one of
the airports where there had been a problem. The
barriers around the airport were not very good, and
they were not keeping people out. There had been a
lot of construction, so there weren't any good fences
and the patrolling was not very good. I had promised
that Iwould get over there in a couple of months to
look at it because they were working with rear ends
and elbowr trying to get it fixed.

Explosives are, of course, their weapon of choice at
this point. They can plant them, and they can be
gone, and that is what they want to be - gone.

I went over there a few weeks ago and saw a vast
difference from what I had seen before. They had put
the fences back up, and they had more than tripled
the number of people responsible for security. It
really looked good. I thought that this airport had
really gotten its act together.

They don't want to be caught. They aren't heroes.
They are criminals. I consider the development of
explosive detection devices [EDDs] crucial. It reAly
is urgent. But if it is so urgent, why has progress
been so slow?
Before I try to answer that question, let me give you

The next day, I was getting ready to leave the city
and go to another one, #ad 1,like most of you, had

a scenario that will, I hope, get EDDs into the field

to wait in the airport. I don't know what you do

faster.

when you're in an airport, but I watch to se how the
security system lookb from the passe ger's
standpoint.

I think a detection system has to be just that - a
system. It has to be a group of detectors. Some of
it may be equipment and some of it may be people,
but it has to be a system that we put together, We're
playing catch-up ball, of course, but that isnot a
reason not to move.
I would not like to concentrate on the past other than
what we can learn from it. Rather, lot us take the
time we have together to see if w can impwve the

They had all of the screening ptpl,: there, and they
had two areas where they were screening paonger%.
There were only a few passengers, however. While
there were a few passengers dribbling in, you only
saw two or three scrmeers actually doing things.
The other three or four sceners were standing
around goofing off. They were telling stories, and
protty soon all fiv. or six of them were goofing off

future,

and telling atories.

I know that the Department of T=Ls.portation and the
FAA ate ready to listen. You art the experts. You

As we were going through the screening point, I saw
a guy go through with a briefcase, -t off the alarm,

can help us solve the problem. I hope it will be the

and keep right on walking. No one said a word to

kind of cooperative afrangement that was mentioned
earlier; we help you and you help us solve the
problem.

him. They had a great physical scurity sytem0
completely short-circuited by inattentive scroosv
standing the watches.

In terms of the development of EDDs and why they
are so urgent, I want to talk a little bit about our
shortcomings. I will keep it general because Iam not
sure how secure this facility is and I would nMt like
to publicize all of our weak spots. Noevthelens, I
have to tell you that the explosive detection
equipment that we have out there today leaves a lot
to be desired.

Interngly, thak system got much bhtter shortly
after that when more pssengers began to come
through. They opened both screening points and
divided the -eene in half. "rtcro were half as
many screeners to goof off, and they suddcnly got
interested in what they were doing and began doing
a preuy good job.
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That is the kind of thing we are faced with. The
whole system must work if we are going to be
successful. What we're trying to do isn't really like
finding a needle in a haystack; it is more like finding
a needle in the Pacific Ocean because there is a large
volume of material and people that pass through
airline terminals that aren't carrying bombs.
Let's face it, if we had to rely on the current
state-of- the-art EDDs, I would not sleep very much.
What we have to rely on is a number of measures,
not the least of which is profiling, to protect the
transportation system from would-be bombers.
Perhaps, for just a second, I should talk about the
threat. I would like to talk about the threat in the
right circumstances because I think everyone should
realize that there is a threat out there.
We haven't done a great deal to lower that threat.
Yes, perhaps it is a lot better than it was before the
Gulf War because there has been a lot of activity in
countries to take action against would-be terrorists.
State sponsors of terrorism are standing aside,
waiting to see what is going to happen in the world
situation. Unfortunately, terrorism is the voice of the
downtrodden, so we have to be prepared. It could
happen, as I aid earlier, at any time. That it why I
think the development of EDD is so important and
so urgea.
The development of EDD. is a tough problem to deal
with. I don't need to tell you that. In addition, we
haven't put much money into security in past yexm,
though we have increased it significantly in the last
two yews. I am hoping that the 1993 budget will be

Over the last year, I've seen that situation change to
some extent. The development of explosive detection
devic4A has become a growth industry. We probably
haven't matched that growth with a clear signal as to
what is going to happen with that equipment. We
need to change that, and we will.
I think either Harvey or Paul said, *In this business,
there is no silver bullet.* You all know that. There
will not be one piece of equipment that we can put
into the fiad that will solve all of our problems.
That should bb encouragement for everybody in the
field to wor. on equipment that they think will do
part of the job.
When I talk about a system, then, I am talking about
a number of pieces of equipment. Again, we are
faced with a question: What criteria must the
components meet in order to be approved by the
FAA for use?
There are those among you who have said to me that
your equipment would be useful if FAA would nly
approve it. Airlin are saying that they arc not
going to buy equipment until it is approved or until
the FAA signais what the future holds for them. The
FAA has been reluctant to approve equipment which
may be obsolete nt yer or two years from now or
to approve equipmet that is only partially Mccessful.
So where are we going with this? I met mcetly with
the victim of Pan Am 103. One of the points the)
made was that they fit my job is to get something
out into the field as quickly an peble. Whether it
works 100 percent, or maybe only 50 or 21 percent.
it tiwht be bettr than what we have today.

very good for R&D and, of course, tha much of t"a
money goes to the FAA Techal Cent.

One of the things that we haven't done very well is
let the induwtty know exactly what the future holds.
No one is eager to spend money developing
equipment and conc
if they don't think that there
i any money them. Comranies ae not in busines
as an altruistic adventure, as you well know. They
are in it for the money. If we don't provide the right
atmosphere forthe developmientof the equipment and
the arangements for getting it in place -- and I hasten
to say that foreign countries have done better than we
have in this regard - then we can't expect too much

We don't have to wait for the perfect piece of
equipment. Admiral Goshkov of the Rusian Navy
once said that *bett" is the enemy of *good
nough," and be was ,bsohuely right. We have to
get some equipment out there and get it in operation
soon, And we have to do it in a way that won't
discourage industry from continuing to develop better
equipment. That's a tall order.
I Mo*'1
popose forcing specific equipment on
aidines I want to leave them some flexibility. I
know they are eager to get better equipmem
themselves. The last thing that they want to have is
a bombing Oan one of their airplanes.

ot of the industry worldwide.
What I propose is tht we have a long-range goal.

Peraps embedded inthat ar soM short-range goals

that will help you do the job better. That kind of
approach led to the development of the airplane. Just
suppose the Wright Brothers waited until the plane
they built was big enough to fly across the Atlantic
before they undertook their first flight. We would
probably still be searching for something that would
fly.

come away with a better understanding of the
problem and at least a peek at the solution.
We can't afford to fail. We must not succumb to the
criminal element that terrorizes the public in an
attempt to force us to submit to its terms. They are
criminals. They arm not heroes. They are the scum
of the earth, and we need to truck them down and
bring them to justice in one way or another. President
Reagan stated it very well when he said, *They can
run, but they can't hide.* I think most nations are
now pulling together to try to track down these
terrorists. If all nations get on board, solving the
terrorism problem will be a lot easier.

We have to walk before we can run. We need to put
in place on approval process so that equipment, which
may not do everything for everybody, will be
significantly better than what we have right now.
As significantly better equipment is developed, we
must have a syrtem that can accept it without causing
a great economic impact. Phase in. Phase out.
Grandfathering. There are a number of ways we can
do that.

In the meantime, developing detection equipment is
urgent. Let's work together, and I think we will find
the solution. Thank you very much.

To lay out this scenario a little bit more carefully, we
will make an assumption. There is no silver bullet.
T'hro is no one solution to security. Security then
will b. based on performance standards. Flexibility
will have to prevail.
I will urge the FAA to set up a system of approval
for specific pieces of equipment or procedures. BAch
ailine or airport could then use different pieces of
equipment for its security system.
Using the
performance tandartds, the plans for using equipment

and procedures to meet mtandards would be submitted
to the FAA for approval.
Following the approval. the equipment would be
bought mul installed. As ceapncuce was gaind.
modifications to plans would be submittod to the
FAA for approvl as wvll.
The am ceday some downsides to such a flexible
approach. We would have what Kacm would de cibe
as a hodgepodge" of equipment and methods at the
airport that would oe difficult for the FAA to
monitor.
But, to be successful, the FAA must havy a flexible
approach. and I think they will. My discussions with
General Steele (FAA Assistant Admnistntor for
Civil Aviation Soewity] certainly indicad ta he

recognizea that.
I am delighted that the Technical Cster and the FAA
are holding this aymposium. I think it is a good first
step. I canmt stres to you enough the importwe of

findinga olutioato tus
spobl

I hope we all
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ROLE OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
IN THE SECURITY OF SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
Bernard B. Boubli
Head of Security
Eurotunnel
1. PREAMBLE

In reality, security, like the medical discipline,
concerns itself with prevention and protection of one
and all, calling upon the use of similar equipment
through diagnosis, prophylactic measures,
containmrient and healing. In the process it intrudes in
an otherwise perfectly happy life, censuring the petty
vices, meddling in routine habits, and confining the
patients to unwelcome enforced patterns.

First of all, let ne set the stage. Privileged with the
honor of addressing this very learned nssembly is a
man who was ensconced in the United Nations
system, wrapped in a dignified international civil
servant robe and quite content with the prudentrhythm of progress of world affairs. For the past
two years I have been thrust into the roller-coaster of
the industrial arena, somewhat naked, but with the
same resolve to serve secu *ty in its broadest
confines. I have thus taken the plunge from 40.000
feet to somewhere around 100 feet below the sea bed
and much to my surprih.. and relief have found the
security equation to be broadly the same in its basic
principles.

Not heeding medical advice entails personal risk.
Not heeding security advice entails collective risk.
This moderately long introduction was somewhat
subliminal in nature, as it conveyed to the sub-surface
the main components of this presentation, namely:
* The Threat Assessment

2. SECURITY - THE UNINVITED GUEST

,
* The Regulatory Framework

Like taxes and death, security is unavoidable in any
transportation enterprise. It is often spoken of in the
awed tones usually reserved for religious experiences
and natural disasters, and the question of its
implementation is a financial porcupine which bristles
with difficulties ro soon as it is touched.

* The Technological Dimension

e The Human Factor
9 The Financial Hurdles

The measure of its success is when a few years down
the road, top management concludes that considerable
amounts of money have been spent needlessly as
nothing has happened after all.

Before embarking on brief dissertations on these
points, let me say how difficult it has been to write
anything down which would not fall within the realm
of plagiarism, in the light of the U.S. Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) report "Technology
Against Terrorism: the Federal Effort". It is a
superb document which steals the thunder from any
presentation and makes one wonder why he is here,
monopolizing the floor time so generously awarded
by the organizers of this symposium. I therefore
retreated to the international arena, an arena I know
well. In spite of a few hidden skeletsls in closets,
one or two of which I was instrumental in
concealing, I still believe it is the avenue that will
ultimately lead to an enduring solution to the
problems at hand through international coopetation
which will foment the indispensable political will.

Security costs money and has little to show for i' It
intrudes and irritates by rearing its unwelcome head
at the least opportune moments bringing along 'he
need for that extra capital outlay, from a quester
often suspected of mild paranoia.
It is perceived as abusive, cutting across boundaries,
ruffling the neatly patterned feathers of well thought
out organizational charts, treading on sensitive
political toes and shamelessly trespassing.
All this is conventional wisdom.
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3. ROOTS OF THE EUROPEAN TERRORIST
THREAT

to force their will upon us. The threat of the release
or dispersal of radioactive materials including
radioactive medical isotopes or nuclear waste, is also
a threat which cannot be ignored.

Terrorism has ancient roots, with pevedents in
written history going back at least to Roman times
when religious and nationalist groups us)d directed
"4ndom ats of violence to opposo Roman
domination. The OTA's 'Technology Against
Terrorium' report notes that:

How real is the nuclear threat? The 'Technology
Against Terrorism* report chillingly states that:
"The spectre of nuclear terrorism, such as
the theft or detonation of a nuclear bomb,
th. use of fissionable material or intensely
radioactive waste as a radioactive poison, or
the seizure or sabotage of nuclear facilities,
is seen by many experts as plausible and by
others as inevitable.*

*There are, across the world, persistent
conflicting political, social, and economic
claims. Moreover, there will probably
always exist frustrated and unstable
individuals, delighted to devise an
ideological or theological excuse to commit
unconscionable acts.'

At this point, a thought come& to mind: even though
illicit narcotic substances do not create a hazard with
the same degree of immediacy as that of an
explosion, they nevertheless cause profound damage
to the very fabric of society and may be considered
as the ultimate, most sophisticated and enduring form
of terrorism ever devised.

Unfortunately, Europe has a long history of being a
staging ground for such individuals.
The end of the cold war east-west conflict will not
end or even reduce terrorism in Europe. The
breakup of the Soviet Union aud the end of its
domination over Eastern Europe is likely to make
terrorist acts even more dangerous and unpredictable.
Competing nationalist, ethnic, and religious groups
are likely to renew old fivdries.

3.2 Inadvertent Threats
Security must also tae into account inadvertent
threats to the security of an installation. Inadvertent
threats are those where the driver of a truck or other
vehicle may unbeknownst to him be carrying
substances which constitute a threat.

These problems are not likely to remain in check
within the territorial borders controlled by competing
factions, but will almost certainly result in terrorist
acts in Europe awd other parts of the world.

In many instances, the driver is not even aware of the
nature of the cargo or of the potential danger when
transporting items that are corrosive, toxic, or
potentially explosive in a high speed transportation,
variable pressure environment.

The movement of refugees from struggling Eastern
European countries to more prosperous Western
European countries including Britain and France will
create stresses. There will be high unemployment
among the refugees until they can be settled, and
there are likely to be right-wing nationalist backlash
movements in those countries where the refugees
threaten to displace existing workers from their jobs.
The refugee movements across European national
boundaries will provide a cover for terrorists posing
as refugees.

4. THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
In 1988, during a revision of Annex 17 to the
Chicago Convention, the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) introduced two new
recommendations which for the first time alluded to
research and developmet (R&D) and technology in
an international instrument.

3.1 The Nudear Threat
These recommendations dealt with the need at the
national level to promote R&D of new security
equipment, and at the international level to encourage
cooperation through the pool of efforts in this field in
recognition that the answer to curb acts of unlawful
interference would be tributary to technological
advances.

Up to this point we have implicitly assumed that a
terrorist threat would be conventional explosives or
armaments. We cannot ignore a nucleer threat.
Grave damage could be done without detonating a
nuclear weapon within the target. Successfully
positioning an artifact and holding the facility and
people in it hostage would give tenorists the means
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on how an equipment performs because the
test procedures were known.

"Each Contracting State should promote
whenever possible research and development
of new security equipment which will better
satisfy international civil aviation security."

b) Individual testing methodologies would
improve and the best test method would
emerge (from the combination of many).

"Each Contracting State should cooperate
with other states in pooling their efforts in
the field of research and development of
new security equipment which will better
satisfy international civil aviation security
objectives."

c) It would influence the setting and
revision of standards in a constructive
manner.
d) It will prevent sterile duplication of work
with allocation of funds to other pressing
tasks.

This little noticed amendment to Annex 17 marks a
quantum leap in the progress of the security
discipline, recognizing that beyond law making,
directives, procedures and international agreements,
the reliance on advanced technology had finally been
acknowledged by the international community.

Different test methodologies will exist for different
types of equipment. Some are easier and more
straightforward to define (archway metal detectors),
others much more taxing (explosives vapor
detectors).

Unfortunately, no such formal international law
making exists for other modes of transport, such as
surface/maritime where the size of the containers to
be examined dwarfs the airlines passengers' hand or
checked baggage and even the freight pallets.

One thing is certain however: it is far easier to
define a testing evaluation methodology than it is to
define a standard (in case of vapor detectors,
probably impossible). Furthermore, testing equipment to a methodology gives more information than
checking performance against a standard.

Before exiting this very brief foray in the regulatory
framework I wish to leave you with a thought about
the battle we are facing: while a full fledged
international instrument has recently been adopted
dealing with the marking of explosives to enhance
their detectability, plastic weapons are being
developed unabated and marketed by legitimate firms
to defeat the technology deployed to detect them.
Indeed, food for thought about our modem society.

The former puts competing equipment in rank order
and allows the choice of the best equipment to be
made for the specific problem encounter. The latter
only gives the information that the equipment in
question meets a minimum performance level which
may or may not be relevant to the problem to solve.
This brings us to the very heart of this symposium.
There is no such thing as good or bad technology.
There is equipment better or worse suited to solve a
specific equation, regardless of the intrinsic
excellence or flaws of its technological foundation.
The "Technology Against Terrorism" report notes
that no single phenomenology can presently provide
a high probability of detection of explosive devices
and other hazardous material. A combination of
sensors using different phenomenologies can provide
the degree of security required in any particular case.

5. THE TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION
This field is plagued by a proliferation of vocabulary
where "existing" technology is assumed to be
"proven" technology or where "shelf" technology is
assumed to be "mature", not forgetting "down
scaling" mistaken for "downgrading".
Wholesale judgments are often uttered about such or
other technology as colored by the vendor's more or
less successful pitches.

"....with today's or next year's technology
a more effective and imposing system can be
devised by combining several different ways
of doing the same thing rather than relying
on only one technique. In combining
technologies the strength of some {.... }

An exchange of information on evaluation
methodologies on national and international levels
would save much time and effort to all concerned.
a) It would facilitate the exchange of
meaningful test results yielding knowledge
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could compensate for the weaknesses of
others.
Such a systems approach,
combining different technologies .... would
be difficult to test and would introduce great

because of the consequential phenomena which create
greater hazard than the explosion itself. Time is also
of the essence if commercially tenable throughput is
to be maintained. Reliability, directly affected by

additional uncertainty for the terrorist'.

amount/time, becomes problematic.

"Uncewtinty to the terrorist'; hee are a few words
worth pausing to reflect on.

It is precisely these tfhee factos at the levels
required that have caused the technological hurdle to
the development of the ideal equipment for aviation
security.

The randomness of terrorist attacks gives the illusion
of their infinite ingenuity and our boundless
vulnerability, discouraging many parties into
immobilism. Turning the randomness factor against
the perpetrators is probably the single most powerful
weapon at our disposal and can be achieved through
increased security awareness, but above all, by
keeping the terrorists, as much as possible, with the
uncertainty of the limitations of the technology
deployed: nuclear interrogation methods handsomely
fit the bill.

For surface transportation, the criticalamount to be
discovered is considerably higher, thus easing the
pressure on the two other factors exponentially.
Military or customs anti-terrorist activity is of course
less dependent on any of the three factors: any
amount will do if it can be discovered, time will be
taken as necessary, which increases dramatically
reliability.

The optimum approach to implementing a hightechnology security system employing different
complementary sensor phenomenologies is an Open
Architecture combined with centralized information
processing and control.

5.1 Basic Asumnptio
The main objectives of terrorist
organizations are to publicize their cause or
to undermine the authority of the
Governments.

The Open Architecture philosophy allows system
capabilities to be increased or decreased as
examination priorities change with changes in the

To achieve both objectives, it is necessary to
perpetrate their attack while the target is

perceived threat. The Open Airhitecture philosophy
allows the configuration to be modified with advances

newsworthy and a headline maker.

as they become cost-effective and operationally

For the press, the glory of success or the

mature.

aftermath of a tragedy are equally material

The information, processing and control

capability should allow integratica of sensor and data
inputs centrally allowing interaction and co-ordination
with Government Authorities and Law Enforcement
Agencies whose efforts are concentrated at border
crossing or other sensitive points.

for sensational headlines that sell copy.
However a modest amount of explosive
would be sufficient to cause damage, a
major fire, a derailment, or a sequence of

incidents resulting in tragedy.
The relevance of the equipment to the problem
encountered is the single most important issue in any

A high incidence of anonymous threats

selection decision and is mainly governed by three

entailing mass evacuation would have

interdependent parameters:

profound negative impact on the public,
similar to that resulting from an actual
explosion.

a) Weight (amounts to be detected)
b) Throughput (time allocated)

For this reason, while it is impetative to
prevent the introduction of an explosive
device, it is equally imperative to be in a
position to n age the flow of anonymous
threats ad avoid unnecessary panic mass
movemuts.

c) Reliability (false alarming)
It is clear that for an aircraft at 35,000 feet, the
amount to be detected must be as small as posible
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temperatures in the inspection area, illness or
To do so, it is necessary to have in place a
reliable security system which affords the
possibility to identify, within certain
boundaries, those few anonymous calls that
ought to be taken seriously, thus avoiding
repeated disruption of traffic flows and
maintaining a smooth operation pattern,

eotional distress, and a range of other factms
impact inspectors' effectiveness.
Uilike high technology sensors, a human cannot
detect bombs or other dangerous materials purposely
or inadvertently hidden inside a vehicle or its
contents. Because of the inherent physical limitations
of the human senses, an unacceptably high level of
intrusiveness would be required to provide an
acceptable assurance that hidden bombs will be
detected. The only method of reliably detecting
hidden explosives in a vehicle, using human
inspectors, is to laboriously and intrusively dismantle
suspected vehicles. Such a system is obviously uot
consistent with high throughput requirements.

There is no such thing as 100% security.
The time factor in any commercial venture
is incompatible with acceptable flows and
attempts to implement exhaustive measures
could grind the system to a halt or slow it
down to commercially untenable levels, with
the same negative impact a physical assault
on the structure would have.
It is therefore necessary to seek a balance
threat/reliability which a happy marriage
between technology and creative procedures
could bring about.

7. THE FINANCIAL HURDLE
Security should transcend borders, nationalities,
interest groups and commercial considerations.
Terrorists belonging to opposing factions have
routinely united to perpetuate their nefarious deeds.

A particular technology, tailored to suit the
specific equation, would go a long way
towards ensuring maximum security.
However, the resources necessary may reach
a threshold beyond which reasonable
compromise becomes necessary.

Our divisiveness, micro-ambitions, shortsighted
interests and lack of global vision is their best and
cheapest weapon.
The financial factor is a flagrant display of our
shortsightedness. The security investment is always
dwarfed by the human, commercial and legal
consequences of an occurrence.

6. THE HUMAN FACTOR
The security system must be designed to provide an
examination capability to protect the facility against
terrorist threats and against the intentional or
inadvertent transport of corrosive, toxic, or explosive
materials.
The options are the use of human
inspectors to physically examine selected vehicles, or
high technology systems using sensors and
information processing systems providing data to
trained analysts.

The awesome scientific potential, material, and knowhow gathered at this meeting is like a priceless
mosaic waiting to be put together by a magic wand
into a universal solution to the problem at hand.
This, of course, is a dream, dissipated by otherwise
very legitimate preoccupations such as, for the
private sector, funding, competitiveness, patents,
market share, confidentiality, return on investment,
and contractual wizardry; and at the Governmental
level, the need for transparency, equal opportunity,
equitable distribution, elaborate administration,
political mood, public opinion pressures, etc.

It must be capable of providing an inspector with the
information required to detect and identify explosive
and toxic, corrosive materials carried in a vehicle,
The system must be highly reliable. The system
must be capable of providing consistent results under
The
all environmental conditions encountered.
system must be capable of a high throughput without
being an intrusion and a nuisance.

You will forgive me for dreaming of an elusive
philanthropist unencumbered by all these legitimate
constraints, taking the plunge to harness the R&D in
progress, guiding it towards the universal system
which would put the terrorists, and ourselves, out of
businessl

The performance of human inspectors is highly
dependent on alertness and motivation. Hot or cold
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Ladies and Gentlemen, a speech is like a love affa.

Any fool can at it,
but to end, it

uireq

considerable skill.

Let me clo

on the findinp of a corporate audit of

A.C.M.E.'s Symphonic Orchestra.

Duuing considerable periods, the four Oboe
players had nothing to do. Their number
could well be reduced and the work
distributed more evenly throughout the entire
oonced, thus precluding idle time.'
*All of the 12 Violins were playing identical
notes.
This seems to be unnecessary
duplication. The staff of this section could
be drastically cut. If mre sound were
required, it could be boosted by
electronics."
.Much effort was observed in the playing of
demi-semi-quavers, this appears to be an
unnecessary produce refinemnt.
It is
recommended that we merely round off all
notes to the nearest semi-quaver to make use
of trainees and lower classification
operators.'
"There als seems to be too much repetition
of certain musical passages... no useful
purpose can be served by repeating on the
Horns something which has already been

handled by the Strings., concert time of two
hours could be reduced to 20 minutes.'
"Finally, further investigation could be made
into obsolescent equipment.
The lead
violinist's instrument was centuries old... if

normal depreciation sedulke had bees
applied, this instrument's value would be
zero and the purchase of more modun
equipmant could have been considered.
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THE UK PERSPECTIVE ON AVIATIONSECURITY
Richard H. Doney
Principal Scientific Officer, Transport S ucrity Division
Department of Transport

United Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the public expects more from aviation
security than can be realistically delivered.

This presentation summary is divided into two parts.
The first sets out the views of the UK government on
aviation security in general and identifies the major
thrusts of its policy. The second part describes how
that perspective affects our attitude toward
technology. It discusses a number of questions which
will have to be satisfactorily answered before we can
come to place reliance on explosive detection
systems.

2.4 The Future
An extensive realignment in world order is taking
place. The impact on international terrorism is
uncertain. How will this affect aviation security?
2.5 Threat and Risk
Many states have based their regimes on having a
capability to intensify security in response to a change
in the threat. The UK has questioned this approach.
Being aware of changes in threat in time to respond
is difficult if not impossible.

2. UK SECURITY VIEWS AND ACTIONS
The UK has for a long time been at the center of
world affairs. It has direct experience of security
problems in many areas. It is a major player in civil
aviation.

2.6 Host State Rapoutbity
2.1 Role of the Department of Transport
This is a principal concept of Annex 17, but its
interpretation is dependent on the attitude of
individual states. Differences in interpretation can
lead to difficulties for govauments and carriers. Lews
developed countries often perceive terrorism as a
problem of the industrialized states, not theirs. They
may have other priorties due to ware resources.

The Department of Transport has an interest and
responsibility in all modes of transport. It is the lead
department in ensuring that the UK meets its
international transport security obligations. In the
aviation and maritime security fields, it has extensive
powers under two Acts of Parliament to introduce
ad enforce security mesures.

2.7 UK Actlm
1.2 Events over the Last Decde
The UK seeks to improve aviation security. Measures
which will ensure that every person mad article
are being
carried on board an aircraft is "'
introduced progressively.

Substantial attacks over the last decade fall into tree
groups: hijackings, bombings, and airport attacks,
Although there has been an intemational reVonse to
these attacks, its implementation has not been
consistent. The type of any future atack remains
difficult to predict.

3. UK PERSPECTIVE ON SECURLTfY TECHNOLOGY

atia RequM

m for Srewh*

2.3 ReKtin dF the Publi

3.1 The O

Attacks have raised public expectations about aviation
security. But reaction is variable, seemingly
depending on 'how do to home' the event ias.

The requirement for screening - for example, begs can be simply ated as a question: "h this bag safe
to fly - yes or no' Screening systems are requited to

operate in an environnt which shares mny of the
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characteristics of a production line. The process is
akin to quality control where a 'defect' is the
inclusion in a bag of a prohibited item. People and

country to country, destination to destination. How do
we trial (test) and operate machines whose
performance had to be optimized according to 'local

their possessions have to be processed at high rates,

rules'?

What effect does this have on the nature of the
equipment required? Can systems be constructed

3.6 UK R&D Programme

which mat this operational requirement?
3.2 PbptVoM m

The R&D programme is structured under three
headings: equipment, human fvtors and system

LU itatiom

studies. This structure recognizes the fact that an
Those involved in science and technology have a long
history of overselling their products. As a result,
optimistic claims about the abilities of smart new
mmchines are often accepted by a naive public as the

effective security system is dependent on a balance of
technology and procedures. It is unlikely that
technology alone will ever provide a total solution.

truth. This faith in the ability of machines to detect
explosive devices poem a problem for those trying to

design effctive scning systems.
The usefilnm of a screening machine is often
determined by what it cannot do rather than what it
can do. Manufacturers' brochures rarely point out the
limitations of equipment. Thnis is the task of those
who trial (test) equipment for governments and users.
3.3 Automated Syms

Automated decision making is often given a a key
goal by pee

arching for effective explosive

deteion sytem. It is held to be someuw 'bettr'
than human decision making. Is them a rel
advaaU ? Will there be no role left for pople?
3.4 DdopmW WhW
It is a big sop from knowin

di

a partficul

m&cnoogy will ase One operslonsi requirement o
hang ohim
off aalpoductioa
hIa& May
Wcoke
we rolling
momidy
t.pro th
W
realistically, few to smrviv in th coqVselo of the
marketplace. Whet options exist for creiAti an
ordedy nmAk whc mumctum con afford 96
invest in? Is t 'DS
dVticattu-lotificaaon'

routwap"3.3 Trlalin (To".
Trialng (testing uW ade weluic condtioss is the key
to undetstanding how a pticular teboo cm be
integrted into a wooosite euity system. Rewits
co often be laterpred in a variety of ways
acording to pt
r tases sd proudic. ma
2y
swWM
teho Oogis ly on Worplx algouithnms 2o
distnus a bag with waaous chactistlcs from
its saf. WoMsaka D" charactdstic vary free
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INSIGHTS INTO U.S. DOMESTIC AVIATION
Richd RedMan
FBI Bomb Data Center

FBI Academy

During the past decade it has been statistically

flight. Attacks at airports are very possible, and

and violently established throughout the world,
that the terrorists main weapon of choice is the
bomb! Use of a bomb does not require the
presence of the terrorist at the time the violence

have happened before.

is perpetrated and its ugly devastation seizes the
attention of the media and consequently, the
public. What could be more satisfying for a
terrorist than to wreak destruction and gain
widespread attention at the same time by using a
relatively safe and simple act.

A lot about how and why terrorists choose their
targets is known. I myself have been trained in
target analysis and am well aware of how open

nation's airports? In the 1970's the aviation
security considerations were geared to prevent
the rash of skyjackings that were taking place.
The advent of metal detectors, x-ray machines,
and the human screeners, were intended to
prevent guns and knife weapons from getting
aboard aircraft. Because skyjacking decreased
significantly in the succeeding years, many
people in the aviation industry believed that these
preventive measures were directly responsible for
the successful results. Such believers are
dangerous obstacles to establishing a really
excellent aviation security system, for they
believe their own hype and that real security can
be accomplished at relatively little cost and
effort. They believe that people who think
otherwise are alarmists. One need only look at
the screening test failures of undetected firearms
and simulated bombs to realize the tragic
potential had thou. been actual guns and bombs.

Does our present use of screening machine
technology provide an adequate defense at our

Too many U.S. Airline executives reason that
because since 1949 only 143 people have been
killed in the United States by bombs exploding
aboard aircraft, that statistic should be the crucial
indicator in evaluating the potential threat. Such
a view, 'It hasn't happened yet, so why think it
will?* is so short sighted and unwise in the
present world's climate, and is oblivious to the
considerations of motivation and opportunity.

the FAA test guns and bombs are

this country is to terrorisa attack. Concerning the

Furthenrm,

possibility of domestic attack, all but one of the
necessary conditions are already preseat-the

unrealistic and are displayed in an unrealistic
fashion, almost as if intended to be easily

teroists' reaolve to commit them.

discovered by wreners.

Domestic aviation targets are as viable as other
conventional domestic targets, i.e. power grids,
ports, POL (petroleun, oil lubrication), etc. As
interational aviation security tightens, U.S.
domestic aviation becomes a more inviting target
to terists groups bent on hitting U.S. symbols.
Although only 143 peole have been killed since
1949 in the U.S.. 2,152 people were killed by
bomb exploding aboard aircraft abroad in the
same time period. Many korists groups do
perceive commercial aviation as an extremely
attractive trget, and will continue to do so.
Also, there im't any ream to believe that future

As a member of the PBI/FAA Airport
Vulnerability Survey Team, I assessed aiqort
bombing security considerations from the a
parkng, airport concourse,
of perimeter,
scriening points, AOA's, and bomb squad/canine
capabilities. My assessmnen is based on known
capabilities of terrorist groups (from past
terrorist operations of fact) and reasonable
expectations of increased capabilities based on
my knowledge of. technology and training easily
obtainable by not only a determined dedicated
terorist group, but alo by the public. My
question was simply, coud a determined and
easonably equipped pern or persons petrate

aviatio attaks will be only against airraft, in

the
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viati waport security and place and

dga.mi n eqlasve devic? The anwr was
equIily simple-Yes My oamclumm we do

eve
im.
mcom to anas"
in ts pqW.

6

- atcker could admm
I mot specify fubr

Is d U.S., mka mud airpod security is
fecumig 10o UN as be commerial peS s
md hir cumy-ca baggege. Sinc for yeam now
the aviei terroris have demostrated dm
thr cu I mto
opeandi is in the use of
bagpaohld bombs, I must conclude th" we
we ad even faiombly reactive in our aviation
security effowd Aviation security can only be m

sung as its weakest are, and dometicaily we
are neglecting whole arm of concern.
TechnoloSy will, and should, play alarge rol in
acomplishing m effecive security for or
aviation industy sod tdo U.S. public. It is
cruied to publc safety tht effective explosive
detectioa system are developed and
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A BROAD SECURITY APPROACH
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1. INTRODUCTION

be detected by some methods (biotechnology, laser
detector). However, two questions arise:

When I first participated in the Symposium on
Explosives Detection in Mannheim in July 1989, my
experience in that field was limited to two years of

1) Is the ability to collect the sample as good as the
ability to detect it (I'm afraid the answer is no)?

resporisibility for bomb squad personnel (1983-1985).
I was very impressed by the technological advances
made during the prior four years, as well as the
enthusiasm of the speakers.

2) Is there any vapor in the ambient to detect (at
least one molecule)?
I have a partially negative answer to this second
question. Last year in French Biscaye separatists
from ETA successfully concealed bombs in steam
pressure cookers to avoid detection by dogs.
Similarly, terrorists have also used a data sheet
explosive to defeat x-ray systems. All terrorists
adapt remarkably well.

Only two years later we can say that this great
enthusiasm was justly founded.
The political
pressure which precipitated the effective development
of equipment and the more restrictive regulations
which require implicitly the use of EDS equipment
have created the present climate for use of EDS.
Nevertheless, in reality the practical solutions are yet
to be found for several reasons:
1)

Economic considerations (cost);

2)

Difficulty in integrating the new EDS
equipment in an existing airport
environment;

3)

Uncertainty in defining and quantifying the
threat; and

4)

They have knowledge of detection procedures
especially if used systematically, and they have
knowledge of performances of technologies such as
vapor or residue detection. All attempts made to
conceal explosives - for example, with polypropilene
sheets - have been successful. This consideration
appeals to a non-systematic, complementary use of
this technique.
* Secondly, is the detection of bulk explosive.
This technology has been most effective because,

To be convinced to enter into the process of
implementation,

unlike vapor detectors, small amounts of residue that
pose no real threat - for example, on clothing - will
not alarm the system. However, the presence of a
critical amount of explosive, which is a real threat,

2. TYPES OF THREAT

will be detected by a bulk explosive detection.

I would like to elaborate on detection methods based
on the types of threat. Knowledge of the threat is
essential and should define the choice of explosive
detection technique to be deployed. Let's consider
three cases.

The nature of the explosives to be detected is no
longer a question. Even if you are exhaustive and
include liquid explosives, such as ammonium nitrates,
etc., the list should not exceed more than 100
different compositions.

* The first is the search for and detection of
residue or vapor. The state of the art of this
technology is such that if there is even one molecule
of explosive collected in the detection chamber it can

The amount of explosive that must be detected, on
the other hand is the most controversial and difficult
problem. This should be the first issue addressed
before selecting EDS equipment. A 20% difference
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in the minimum quantity of explosive to be detected
makes a huge difference in terms of the technology,
The false alarm rate, the time of examination and
cost are issues - especially when you reach the limits
of detection. This has been illustrated by the
difficulties of the first convincing industrial product
available, the TNA.

The search of detonators is very interesting given the
fact that all commercial or military detonators contain
heavy metals (mercury, lead) and that their shape is
supposed to be well-known. For the terrorists who
have knowledge of what detects these detonators since it is written in every aviation newpeW - it
will be necessary to modify the shape of existing
detonators. This is not easy and could be dangerous.
Another option is the use of chemical components but
they are more difficult to handle and less efficient
than classicad detonators.

For many years the assessment of the minimum
quantity has been based on empirical knowledge and
the result of accidents. The critical quantity was
alleged to be around one kilo. Discussions have been
reopened for recent accidents - in particular PA103.

Whatever the method is, explosive detection
technology has made some notable progress for
checked-in baggage for which equipment will be
available in the very short term.

The only certain fact is that the problem of detection
of bulk explosives is made difficult by variables, such
as size of the plae, location of explosives, and
envimsuin
conditions.

The solutions for bulk explosives, for example, are
TNA or better TNX whose performnces Can still be
improved. Progress has also been wade with
tomography scanners. Vapor detectors, eventually
associated with x-ray, can be a valuable solution but
only a an alternative or additional measure for the
reasos which I mentioned before. However, these
systems and even detonator detection techniques
remin Coaly in terms of anmpower.

Serious studies on these parmtan
have been
started. These studies require ww theoretcal
knowledge; for example, to determine the rupture
criteria of light plane structures to the fast shock
wav produced by explosions or the role of vibration
phenomena in the rupture process. For that mas,
the first results will probably not be available for a
few years.

Furthermore, the performance of PFNA, PFNX and
gamma ray resonance absorption show exciting
po~uitisl for future solutioub (PFNA for example will
probably be able to check an entire container of
baMgage at one time). Thi could simplify the costly
manpower and handling problems. For these systems
to be effective, the fl alarm rate must be
minimizd.

Facing the limitations in detecting small quantities of
bulk explosives, the natual response is to harden the
airplane - even though the largest uncertainty is in
determining the weak point of the plane and the best
method of hardening. However, it will be much
more difficult to reach a vuiform hardening
throughout - especially on existing plaes.
Furthermore, it should never require trnusorming the
planes into battle tks. The emSe
of future
planes containing 600 to 1000 passengers could be
the opportunity to introduce a requirement ( the exact
figures need to be determined) which can facilitate
the desired hardening criteria,

Gemitly, the problem of false alarm becom mun
critical wheo the EDS system is operat far from the
passen
check-in am. However, if iqMection is
performed at the check-in countet, it causes long
lines and delays which inconvenience pusengers and
requires a ltage inspection area. Then the path to
secure between the controls and the plane is very
long, which increases the risk of pollution of the
supposed controlled ba g during the tranfer. The
shortened flow path decreases the ability of the
troist to place a bomb. Therefore, we need to
focus on the subect of secured ames and acma
control. Although thee are not really the topics of
this session, they are necessary complents to
explosive detection stategy. It would be useles tb
spend millions of dollars for detection equipmeat and
at the am
pemithbole in the emuy si

* Thirdly is the detection of iguitlon omponents.
Ignition components we detonators, batteies and
electronic circuits.
So many components in
paseger bags contain batteries and electronic
circuits which give very high false alarm rates, as is
the case with classical x-ray. Nevertheless, that is
the only method - combined with hand seach - that
can be used today on a lag scale. The recent
improvements in the field of x-ray are very
encourging, because they are more specific to the
threat, and bamse they facilitate the hwm decision.
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by failing to consider secured zones access control

* Security should obviously take into account the

and other basic measures like matching the passenger
and the baggage.

economical aspects. This is especially important in
relative peace and recession times. I'm convinced *t
is possible to advance future technologies in a ost
effective way, both in terms of capital cost and
associated manpower. The security solution should
provide safety and ease of movement for passengers,
baggage and other traffic.

All the components of access control systems are now
well known and operational (CCTV, locks with
badges for personnel and cars, remote control
computer system, etc.). But I don't know of any
airport where the problem is satisfactorily solved. It
is very difficult to control the movement of tens of
thousands of airport personnel who have good
reasons for moving throughout the airport. This
problem is compounded when you have a great
percentage of temporary manpower. The future
security solutions must be found on restricted zones
and the need for persons to pass from one zone to
another with as little hinderance as possible.

0 The knowledge of the threat, in terms of quantity
of explosive is solvable, it requires only enough
money and time.

Finally, I would like to remind you of a terrible
French experience. We should not build another
Maginot line. We must be flexible and not focus on
only one solution.

Additionally, other traffic such as mail and express
freight, must be considered. The solution developed
for controlling baggage must be easily applied to this
traffic. More progress must be made, but large x-ray
systems and more efficient methods like PFNA will
offer some valuable solutions.

As a complement to development of innovative
technology for detection, we must continue to
develop a global apprvach to security problems and
an international security blueprint in order to
coordinate between all security measures. With these
conditions we will be better armed to solve a problem
which can be compared to an open Fort Knox, with
visits of tens of thousands of people per day, and the
capability to detect in that flow, 24 hours a day, a
needle in a haystack.

One difficulty observed with the introduction of the
large x-ray equipment is the treatment of suspect
items, because it is necessary to have a nearby, safe,
well equipped area to deal with alarms in order to
avoid blocking the system. If this is not the case, the
operators will bypass the system after a few false
Alarms.
As you can see, it is easy to do an intellectual
exerci.W on security given the availability of
equipment.
We must not forget that planes leaving high-tech
airports return from countries with smaler airports
that are not in a position to finance such systmm. It
those airports the airlines must develop
complementary measuire,
More portable, easy to
usc equipment is required antd there are too few new
ideas in that field. I would like to emphasize the
nocessity for progress noting that very often the least
equipped coutrics are those where the risks ar the

highet.
3. CONCLUSION

0 EDS solutiot is not unique, they have to adapt to
each airport with minor modifications. There is not
an ultimate system, but one system for every airport.
11Tis diversity will also be a deterrent for the
teMorists.
/
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1. INTRODUCT!ON

2. SY

ENGEMG OF EDS

During the last decad, and in particular since 1985,
great strides were made in research, development,
design, construction, and deployment of nuclear-

The development of a functional EDS, esoteic as it
may be, has to follow the rational life cycle of the

based detection of bulk explosives.

syem euginering discipline (Figure I).

Nuclear

techniques are shown to provide the only feasible
approach for meeting the demanding requirements of
operation in the security aena in general, =zd at
airports in particular.

This

generic life cycle sttes the obvious (which is
unfostunately sometimes lost in the sea of enthusiasm
of the inventive mind). Once the need for the
development, in our case, of an explosive detection
system, has been identified, the custom (i.e., FAA,
airline, etc.) hWs to define and specify, preferably in
consultation with the potential developers, the
requirements of the system in order to fulfill its
mission. The developer needs to analyu and fully
understand these rediimeits and the system's
specifications. He then proceeds to the stage, defined
in the diagram as 'Conceptual Design'. In our

In the Past dcade, plastic explosives became the
weapon ot choice for teniriste, most specaularly
demonstrated in mid-air explosions of airliners with
disastrous loss of life and property. This has
motivated the development of rapid and effective
explosive detection systems (EDS). Though during
the last year there has been an apparent lull in

successful airline sabotage, there is no reason to
believe that this situation will continu through the
decade of the 90's. Terrorism - nationa and
intermational, whether motiated by political, narcotic
or any other cause - is still very much with us. In
fact, ulechange in world omder manifested by the
massive breakdown of political entities is a great
source of instability and tends to further exacerbate

developmental sequence it may entail:
* identify possible solutions;

the situation.

*

identify possible technologies;

*

establish and understand the cietific bsis
for the technologies;
select the proper technology
that is most
responsive to the requirements;

t

This paper briefly review- the wide tapestry of
possible nuclear techniques for explosive detection.
From this wide selection, some feasible and a few
practical techniques, which can comply with the
tough operational requirements, are emerging.

* develop a notional concept;

* iterate the above process;

The paper describes the requirements for exploaive
detection sensor and the reasons why nuclear
techniques are uniquely resposive to these
requirements. The *nuclear* (i.e., olemental)
signatures of explosives, available nuclear reactions,
and other nuclear scientific considerations are

*

finalize a conceptual design with sufficient
details for tbh ensuing engineing design of
the system.

We will follow below some of the Mot impoitant
steps mentioned above.

discussed and demonstrated with the aid of results

from sensors or systems which are inadvanced stages
of R&D or fully deployed.
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3. GENERIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

4. POSSIBLE SOLUTION

EDS requirements can be divided into three basic
categories: performance, operational and safety as
listed below,

Once the system's requirements are identified and
understood, the developer needs to survey for
possible solutions for explosive detection. There are
several techniques, methods, or procedures that are
purported to *detect
explosives.
These
techniques/procedures fall into five groupa:

3.1 EDS Requirements
Petformance Goals

*
*
0
*

" Positive detection of presence or establisbing
the absence of explosives;
*

Sensitive to all known civilian and military
explosives;

*

*

*

" Insensitive to explosive configuration or
concealment method;

While each technique and procedure is valuable,
except for the last category, none is truly an
explosive technique, failing one or more important
parts of the EDS requirements. The role of the first
four categories in a total security system is very
important. This role would not be obfuscated, but
enhanced further once an efficient, rapid and
automated EDS is deployed.

" Sensitivity threshold at minimum amounts of
explosives needed to cause fatal damage;
*

Profiling/intelligence
Hand search
X-Ray techniques
Vapor detection and canine
Biological
Magnetic
Active nuclear tecmiques.

Fully automated operation and decision
making, though the decision as to the final
disposition of suspected objects is obviously
done by a high-level human operator.

5. GENERIC FEATURES OF CONTRABAND
Operational Goals
*

Nuclear techniques using highly penetrating
radiations, as probes and induced ones, i.e., neutrons
and gamma rays, are inherently non-intrusive and
amenable to automation--two important requirements
of any effective EDS. However, the most unique
capability of nuclear-based EDS is probably its ability
to directly, and geneally unambiguously, detect
fundamental features of contraband.
Nuclear
techniques can detect elements (actually isotopic
nuclei) via their unique nuclear structures. However,
unless contrabands possess unique chemical and,
hence, elemental signatures that distinguish them well
from benign materials, the potential of nuclear
techniques would not be realized. Fortunately,
explosives and narcotics are well-separated in one or
more elemental features from most common
materials. Generically, most military and some
commercial explosives are denser than benign
materials and are richer in oxygen and nitrogen and
relativeiy poorer in carbon and hydrogen. Narcotics,
on the other hand, are about s dense as most
common household goods. They are relatively richer
in carbon and hydiogen and poorer in oxygen (and
nitrogen). Table 1 shows a list of 50 materials-explosives, narcotics, and common materials that may

Non-intusive;

" Throughput rate which does not adversely
affect airport routine;
*

Relioble and easy to maintain;

" Simple to operate ('user friendly') (should
not require too high a level of personnel to
operate);
" Reasonable price and running costs;
" Reasonable space and site requirements.
Safety
*

No significant radiation risks to personnel or
rassengers;

•

Non-hazardous to inspected items;

0

Does not fog film; does not damage
magnetic media.
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be carried in passenger luggage or shipped. The
composition (covering all the major elements, i.e., H,
C, N, 0) of these materials is given in units of
elemental density (g/c). A graphic presentation of
these compositions is shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
These are three-dimensional plots, with the different
elements along each axis. These plots and their twodimensional projections show the degree of separation
of explosives and drugs from benign materials. The
more features used, the better the separation. In
addition to one, two, or three-dimensional features,
i.e., explosive may be distinguished by detecting high
0-density, high N-density, and low C-density
simultaneously, one can also develop non-linear
signatures. A good example of this is the ratio of
carbon to oxygen densities (see Figure 5). It is
unusuaily low for explosives and unusually high for
narcotics. Many more signatures are possible. The
selection of the most eifective ones depends on the
specific nuclear techniques used, its design, and
implementation. The basic elemental signatures,
important as they are, define only a theoretical
discrimination capability between contraband and
benign materials. It assumes a perfect measurement
and observation of the pure (unmixed) materials,
e.g., either contraband or explosive. In reality, the
measurements are far from perfect and the
observations are made over volumes larger (or even
much larger) than the ones occupied by the pure
materials. This fact causes blurring of the separation
between contraband and common materials. The loss
of separation increases the probability of false
detection and mis-detection.
It underlines the
importance of selecting techniques and methods of
implementation that provide information as directly as
possible, on as small a volume elements as possible.
Different nuclear techniques offer that capability to
different degrees.

energy neutrons are slowed down to thermal
energies. The probing radiation interacts with the
matewial's content of the luggage. The interutions
may create unique signatures of the specific elental
constituents present in the probed object. The
resulting signals from the interacions with the
various elemental conitu ets can be one or more of
the following:
1) Specific change in the intensity of the probing
radiation (n,or y) from a resonance absorption
and/or scattering. This change is superimposed
on the overall attenuation of the probing
radiation which, in this context, is cousidemd as
background.
2)

Specific energy loss for the probing fast neutrons
via elastic scattering.

3) Inducing emission of specific gamma rays,
promptly or as a result of delayed activation, as
a result of nevtron capture or inelastic scattering.
The induced (or modified probing) radiations are
detected by an array of appropriate detectors located
in the vicinity of the probed object. The. detector
signals are usually processed firstly via analog
electronic processing and then digitally.
The
information from all detectors is analyzed by a main
computer which, based on prior calibration and
information can make the decision to clear the object
or to alarm. The various components of the EDS
raise a lot of technical issues. The most important
ones are listed below.

6. SELECTION PROCESS OF NUCLEAR
TECHNIQUES

*

Nuclear reactions, e.g., (ny), (n,n) (n,xy),
(y,'y); (y,n), ('y,p), (7,xn)

-

Cross-sections, branching ratios, angular
distributions

*

Sources of radiation - radioisotopes,
accelerators, steady state or pulsed (fast or
slow)

*

Detectors - type, size, efficiency, energy
resolution, time resolution, sensitivity to
probing radiation, stability

*

Electronics/Data Acquisition (hardware and

Once the requirements of EDS have been defined and
understood, the rather laborious selection process of

the proper nuclear technique and its ensuing
development commences. All nuclear-based EDS can
be described by a very simple block diagram (Figure
6).

All EDS have neutron or gamma-ray sources.

These sources can be either radioisotopic or
accelerator-based. The probing radiation has to be
*processed"--namely gamma rays and fast neutrons,

software) - count rate and data rate,
miniaturization

are usually collimated and/or modified, e.g., high
*
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Structural and shielding materials

Decision Analysis (hardware and software) image reconstruction, feature &aalysis,
classical, and/or advanced decision
techniques (e.g., ANS)

This statement is particularly correct for neutron
capture (nq) process, whera the cross-section for
thermal and epithetmal neutrons are well known
along with the branching ratio of the resulting gamma
rays.' "e main parameter for the thermal neutron
analysis (TNA) technique is the (n,y) reaction in 'N.
The production cross-section of the key gamma ray
(10.8 MeV) in TNA is 10.6 mb. Other very
important physics parpmeters are the total absorption
thermal neutron cross-sections in the common
elements encountered, for example, in passenger
bags: N - 1.9 b, H - 0.33 b, Cl - 33.2 b. Similarly
the gamma ray scattering and absorption in all
energies of interest are well known and the crosssection values are reliable. The cro8-sections for
elastic scattering of fast neutrons in the energy range
of 0.5 to 14 MeV are important to all techniques that
use these neutrons as the probing radiations (i.e., fast
neutron analysis - FNA, pulsed fast neutron analysis PFNA, neutron elastic scattering - NES, neutron
resonance attenuation - NRA). The value of these
cross-sections (energy and angular dependence) are
well known for most elements of interest in explosive
contraband detection. Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d
show the neutron elastic scattering cross-sections of
H, C, 0. and N. The main feature of these crosssections is the resonant, structure in the energy range
of 0.5 to 6 MeV in the C, N and 0. The baseline
(without the sharp structure) cross-sections in all of
these elements, including hydrogen, have the same
basic shape. In fact above 7 MeV, with few
exceptions, the cross-section is almost constant at
about 1 barn value. Thus the neutron penetrability,
which is dominated by the cross-section for elastic
scattering (and to a lesser extent, by their angular
dependence) decreases rapidly as the neutron energy
is lowered.

A flow chart for the development of a system based
on a nuclear technique is shown in Figure 7. It
shows the complex interrelation between the myriad
of factors and issues affecting the design of the
system. Proper considerations of these items in the
design and construction will ensure (at least
techologically) a successful EDS.

7.

SELECTION OF NUCLEAR REACTION(S)

Critical to successful development of responsive EDS
is the selection of the proper nuclear reactions.
Though many nuclear reactions involving the nuclear
constituents of contrabands are accessible, only few
lead to the responsive EDS. The list of accessible
nuclear reactions is given in Table 2. The table lists
the isotope being probed, the probing radiations (i.e.,
n or y and their energy range), the nuclear reaction
of interest and its measurable products, the name of
the technique or system (developed or being
researched) which uses the specific nuclear reaction,
and finally a comment which qualitatively identifies
the main strength and weakness of the reaction.
Specificity indicates how positively that isotope
indicates the presence of explosive. Sensitivity
indicates the strength of the measured signal. Thisis
a qualitative assessment based on the magnitude of
the cross-section for the nuclear reaction, the ease
and precision with which the reac, ,on products can be
detected, signal-to-noise ratio, strength of the signal
given the needed source intensity, etc. Even a
superficial look at the table will reveal that some
nuclear reactions are wholly inappropriate for EDS as
they do not fulfill several of the most important
system requirements.

The resonance structure in the neutron scattering was
used by Overley2 to determine the H, C, N, and 0
content in relative small samples of bulk materials
Since each element has unique
(e.g., grains).
resonances and other features superimposed on the
baseline shape, the attenuated neutron flux through
the probed object should reflect the structure,
showing depleted flux at the specific resonance. This
technique called neutron resonance attenuation (NRA)
requires varying (sweeping) the neutron energy or
using pulsed wide (e.g., 'white*) neutron spectrum,
and time of flight (TOF) technique. By solving as
many (or more) equations as the number of elements
present, one can, in principle, get a two dimensional
projection, along the neutron beam line, of the
elemental content of the object. Unfortunately when

8. REACTION CROSS-SECTIONS
The selection of the most appropriate nuclear
reaction(s) for the EDS requires the study of 'he
reaction cross-sections (o(E, E',0)). This entails the
variation of the cross-section as a function of the
probing neutron (or ganuna-ray) energy (E), angular
(0) and energy (E') distributions of the scattered and
induced radiations. The e-act behavior of all these
qualities is important in assessing, via modeling anti
simulation, system performance. Many reactions are
well studied and their cross-sections are well known.
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the probed object is large the neutron multiple
scattering tends to "fill-in' the depleted area greatly
debasing (lowering the signal to noise) the
information. Beyond a cortain thickness, depending
on the elemental content and density, very little
usefid information, with the possible exception of
information on the average physical density, can be
obtained. A related technique to NRA is neutron
elastic scattering (NES) technique proposed by
Pennetron Inc.3 It is based on the small difference
between the fast neutron energy loss in elastic
collision with carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. For
example, the maximum energy loss for backscattered
neutrons is 28.4% in C, 24.9% in N and 22.1% in
0. However, detecting small energy changes with
good accuracy is difficult. The discrimination
between the various elements can be enhanced by
using the structure in cross-sections mentioned above,
Again, the multiple scattering occurring in bulk
samples is detrimental.

highest to carbon followed by oxygen and then
nitrogen.
9. DETECTORS AND DETECTIONS
Successful design of a nuclear based explosive
detection system requires the use of appropriate
nuclear detectors. When using 'neutron in - neutron
out* techniques (i.e., NRA, NES), efficient neutron
detectors are required. These techniques require not
only the detection of the neutrons but also the
determination of their energy.
Thus neutron
spectrometers with high efficiency and good energy
resolution are needed. Such detectors are not eadily
available. Organic (plastic or liquid) scintillators do
provide some energy information, through the proton
recoil mechanism, but the unfolded pulse height
distribution would not have the energy resolution
required ef the NRA and NES techniques. However
these detectors are very useful, because of their
relative high efficiency and excellent time resolution,
when the neutron energy is determined by time of
flight (TOF) technique. Indeed this is the technique
used in the application of the NRA technique to
determine the protein content of various grains. 2
Unfortunately TOF neutron spectrometry is very
inefficient and requires a very strong pulsed neutron
source and long memsirement time.

The situation in regard to the cross-section for
neutron inelastic scattering, the production of gamma
rays from these reactions, and their angular
distribution is not as good as that of the elastic
scattering cross-sections. While the basic phenomena
and the approximate value of these parameters are
well known, a detailed look shows larger
uncertainties than desirable. An example to this
situation is given in Figure 9. This figure shows the
cross-section for the production of 6.13 MeV gamma
ray in the neutron inelastic scattering on 60. Three
evaluations are shown. These evaluations slightly
differ in the location of the peak energy of the
resonances but greatly differ in the absolute value of
the cross-section. It is interesting to notice that even
the cross-section with the lowest value for this
reaction in oxygen, and for that matter, in carbon and
nitrogen (see Figure 10) is still higher than the (n,y)
cross-section in nitrogen, which is the basis for TNA.
The cross-sections shown in Figure 10 are
fundamental to the Fast Neutron Analysis (FNA) and
Pulsed Fast Neutron Analysis (PFNA) techniques.'
In these techniques one particle goes in and a
different one comes out: "neutron in - gamma out.'
The induced radiation is uniquely characteristic of the
nuclei that created it. Its intensity however, is
determined mainly by the probing radiation (neutrons)
penetrability and the value of the cross-section for the
specific interaction. The former is mostly determined
by the cross-section for neutron elastic scattering
discussed above. The latter is shown in Figure 10,
indicating that the relative sensitivity will be the

All techniques that require gamma ray spectrometry
have a wider range of detectors to choose from (see
e.g., reference 5). Tha choice of a gamma my
detector depends on the specific technique and is
influenced by: efficiency, energy resolution, the
ability to handle high count rate, time resolution,
stability, sensitivity to the probing radiation (e.g., 14
MeV neutrons), geometrical constraints, cot,
availability, etc, The most commonly studied and
used gamma ray detectors for 'neutron in/gamma
out' techniques are (in decreasing order): NaI(TI),
BGO, BaF 2. The various considerations in using
these detectors are discussed in reference 5. Some
examples are shown below. The first is a pulse
height spectrum of an NaI(TI) detector in a TNA
system measuring a typical heavy passenger luggage
containing an explosive simulant (Figure 11). This
spectrum illuminates, in capsule, many of the
strengths and weaknesses of TNA. It shows the
weak but .nique and well sepaated peak of nitrogen.
The very intense lower energy background underlines
the importance of reducing pulse pile up. It also
shows that by proper choice of detector size, shape
and the special electronics, one can get very good
ganua ray spectroscopy even at the very high count
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rate required for TNA to be a practical high
throughput explosive detection system.

11. IMAGING CAPABILITIES AND DECISION
ANALYSIS

In a practical FNA technique the probing radiation is
a collimated beam of 14 MeV neutrons. These
neutrons create a significant background in most
gamma ray detectors. The ability to protect tho
gamma ray detectors from the direct beam rad
scattered neutrons is crucial for this applicaton.
Figur 12 through 14 show the quality of spctra
that can be obtained from pure samples. Figuns 12
and 13 are for graphite and oxygen (in D20) using
NaI detectors and Figure 14 shows graphite spectra
measured with a BOO detector. All spectra show the
high background ('sample out spectrum') inherit to
this technique. It also shows that the differtuce
spectrum ('net spectrum') is of high quality ant is
usable. The ultimate spectroscopical quality can be
obtained in the PFNA method using the same
detectors. This is achievable because in the pulsed
FNA the signal gamma rays can be separated by the
time of flight (TOF) of the neutrons from the
background events. A sample of PFNA spectra is
given in Figures 15 through 20. All these spectra
were measured in the time window when the neutrons
interact with the sample. The time uncorrelated
events (e.g., created by thermal neutrons interacting
in the room or detector) have been subtracted.

The composition of contraband, though different from
benign materials, when measured with any device
will occasionally be classified as benign and vice
versa. The ability to separate between the benign and
the non-benign materials is determined by the number
of relevant quantities (e.g., oxygen, carbon and
nitrogen densities) that can be measured and the
accuracy of their determination. This is shown in
Table 3 for the three most studied explosive detection
techniques. However, since the elements present in
explosives and other contrabands re present in
almost all materials commonly used, their presence is
far from a conclusive evidence that an alarm should
be sounded. The unmistaken presence of proper
concentrations of these elements in amounts and
proportions that are characteristic of contraband is a
definite cause for an alarm. The more localized the
information given by a technique, the more credible
the decision to alarm. The ability to get localized
signal is teated to the imaging capability of the
technique. Some techniques are inherently imaging
techniques and are built as such. An example of this
is the x-ray computerized axial tomography (CAT)
system. Such a system can provide the physical
density averaged over a small volume element (voxel)
of several cubic mm. Among the nuclear besed
techniques, it is the PFNA that can, in principle,
directly provide all key elemental comoents in as
Mall voxels as 100 cmi. The amount of explosives
that can be packed in such a volume is very small
(< 200 grams), thus offering very high sensitivities.
Whether or not it is practical to screen every object
to that small a detail (the number of such small
voxels even in an object such as a suitcase is a couple
of thousand) depends on the design of the system and
the required throughpvt. Other techniquea can
provide spatial information on one or more of the
elemental concentrtions through straightforward
image reconstnnuon techniques (e.g., TNA and
FNA) or by very conplicated mechanical meam to
provide tomographical information (e.g., multiple
irradiatonORA). TU rest of the nuclear techniques,
in principle, provideonly twodimenioalprojections
of elemental concentratins (etg., GRA for nitrogen,
NRA for C, N, 0) similar (but with poorer
reolution) to x-ray images of projected physical
density. Table 4 suumarfzes the current imaging
capabilities of the nuclear based detection techniques.
It should be recalled that the objective of an EDS is
to detect a small but finite size explosive or
contraband. The quality of the required elemental

10. PUTTING IT TOGETHER
Nuclear based explosive detection techniques can be
qualitatively asseased by studying the strength of their
signal for the most distinctive elet tal signatures.
Though mc)' assessment is incomplete sinc it doe
not tke Mw factors into account, it does provide a
beneficial overight. A sample compariso of the
most studied techniques is given in Table 3. The
stronger the nuclear signal of in element, which is
most abundant in contraband, the better. The case of
oxygen and nitrogen in explosive for FNA(PFNA and
IRA respectively is a good example. However other
cases, where low density of particular elements in
contraband is the unique feature, are quite important
if the nuclear signal is strong enough, This is the
cas of carbon in FNAIPFNA. In gneral the more
signatures we can measure the better is the system
performance: namely, low mis-detection and false
alarm probabilities.
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image is not the same as for a standard x-ray, where
a human operator tries to discern from the projected
image whether a gun or knife is present. The
automated decision algorithm of EDS uses the

5. 'Detector Selection for Nuclear-Based Explosive
Detection System,- W. Lee, 3. Bendahan, P. Ryge
and T. Gozani, see this Procedings.

(generally crude) image as one, though very
important, of several features to clear the screened
object or alarm on it. Many of the features, e.g.,
contiguous detectors with the highest count rate, do
contain information with a lot of spatial content.
Thus, even without a full fledged image
reconstruction, an EDS can make a reliable decision,
as long as the technique has inherently the 3-D spatial
content.

6. "An Explosive Detection System for Screening
Luggage with High Energ, X-Ray,', J. Clifford, K.
Habiger, R. Miller ard W. MeCillough, and
'Explosive Detection for Checked age by
DETEX, A Comb;,.,ed X-ray anda
qsitronTomograph System," H. W. Pongratz, se.this
Proceedings.3

12. CONCLUSION
The obstacle course of developing a responsive
nuclear based explosive detection system has been
covered in this paper. It is recognized that rarely
will all the steps that were described be followed,
But total disregard of those steps by the developers
(pursuing the approach of a 'solution' looking for i
problem) or by the potential users who need the
development (vainly pursuing the magic 'silverbullet'), is a recipe for failure.
It is shown that properly conceived and developed
nuclear based techniques can and do provide the
means to detect explosives and contraband concealed
in objects of all sizes in a manner compatible with the
well-established requirements.
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Table 1
Elemental Densities (g/cc) of Contraband and Various Common Materials
1
MATERIAL

2
H

3
C

4
N

5
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NITROGLY
EGDN
AMNTT
BLPOWDER
NCEL
PETN
DETASHEET

0.0352
0.0355
0.0850
0.0000
0.0384
0.042
0.0636

0.2544
03256
0.0000
0.402
0.3888
03344
0.4647

02960
02531
0.5950
0.1830
02256
03115
0.1806

1.0144
0,8658
0.9660
0.6588
0.9472
1.0683
0.7711

8

TNT

0.0359

0.6031

0.3016

0.6895

9
10
11
12
13
14

COMP-B
PBSIY
TETRYL
DYN
HMX
Ml

0.0462
0.0211
0.0299
0.0500
0.0532
0,04 4

0.4172
0.4651
0.4864
0.1750
0.3078
0.3648

0.5216
02718
0.4050
02188
0.7182
0.5248

0.7302
0.9302
0.7404
0.7375
0.8
0.6656

15

C4

0.0594

0.3614

0693

0.6633

16
17
18
19

PICRIC
PBAZ
TRIAC
HEXA

0.0229
0.0000
0.1164
0.0906

0.5526
0.0000
0.4644
0.5432

0.3221
1.2947
0.0000
0.2120

0.8606
0.0000
0.6192
0.7253

20
21
22
23
24
25

WOOL
SILK
DACR
ORLON
NYLON
POLYES

0.0071
0.00w
0.0063
0.00,6
0.1106
0.0056

0.0563
0.0593
0.0938
0.1019
0.7262
0.1001

0.0329
0.0432
0.0000
0.03%
0.1414
0.0000

0.0377
0.0395
0.0500
0.000
0.1619
0.0444

26
27

COTTON
RAYON

0.0090
0.0093

0.0720
0.0660

0.0000
0.0000

28

POLYET

0.0"

0.0M

0.0000

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

POLYPR
PVC
SARAN
LUCITE
NEOPR
PAPER
ALCOH
SUGAR
OIL
BARLEY
SOYBE
WOOD
WATER
POLYUR
MELAM

0.1316
0.03
0.0419
0.106
0,050
00434
0.1048
0.1040
0.0960
0.0685
0.0730
00441
0.1110
0.0w
0.0768

0.7884
03107
0.4050
0.6334
0j.00
03080
0,4168
0.6160
0.4320
0.4900
0.3806
0.0000
057
0.4576

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
00000
0.0000
0.0100
0"44
0.00
0.0000
0305
1.0656

0.0690
0.0740
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4222
0.0000
0.w4I
0.2720

44
45
46
47
48
49

HEROIN
HHCL
COCAI
COCL
MORPH

0.0628
0.0569
0,0692
0.06S3
0.0067

0.0
0.6214
0.6730
Om003
0.71 6

0.0379
0.0345
0.0461
0.0412
0.0491

0.2166
0.1971
0.2110
0.1883
0.1682

PCP
ISD

0.0104
0.0078

08587
0.7427

0.0576
0.1299

0.0000
0.0495
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0.6240
0.0n0
0.4700
03510
02744
0.8390
0.1342
0.0000

Table 2
Assessment of Accessibl Nuclear Reactim for
Neutrons or High-Eneag Photon Intem tion

No

Isotope
,,

1

___,_,

'H

Probe

Used in the

(and its

Listed

energy)

Technique/System

%

TNA

Reaction

Comments

,,

'H(%,TyH

Low specificity,

high sensitivity
2

'If

n (slowing down

TNA

Attenuation,

spectrum)

FNA/PFNA

thernalizatio ,

absorxption

Low specficity,

med-high sensitivity

3

2H

y(>22 MeV)

2H(y,n)H

Low speciity,

4

2H

n(14 MeV)

2H(n,2N)H

Low pe.ificity

5

'2C

2 C(t,

vy lowsensitivity
Medium specificity,
low sensitivity

6

12

C

%'
n(>5 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

)hyC

'2C(A, y2)'C

very low seasit ity

Medium

s

very high snsity
7

12C

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

"2C(u,np) 2 B•

Medium seificty

low sensitivity
8

12C

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

'IC(nptic*

Medium spcifit

low ensitivity,
hfrA bwAcpoun
9

12 C

n(0.4- 10 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

'C(0,)

2C

NES/NRA
10

2

1

C

ifi&y

and sensitivity
2 C(i,N)"'C

y(>19 MeV)

Medium s

Medium Wifidty,

low esitivity,
ememely high (
and n) doe rate,
require hl-E
clectron ael
11

11C

IC(qh,1 )'3 C

Rh,

Medium specifcity,

Vey low sensitivity,
very high dos faee
13

14 N

14 NQ%.7)"N

%TNA
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High specficity,
low sensitivity, basis
for TNA, to date
most pratal

No

4 1

Isotope

4N

Probe
(and its

Used in the
listed

energy)

Technique/System

3(9.172 MeV)

GRA

Reaction

Comments

14N(t,p)13 C 95%

High specificity,
low-mea sensitivity,

"4N('Y;)"4N 5%

basis for GRA,
requires very
intense proton
accelerator
15

14N

'(11 MV)

DETEX

14N(3',n) 3 N*

(MIDEP)

High specificity,

low sensitivity, very
high (7yand n) doe
rate

- (30 McV)

'irogen Camera'

14N(7,2n)Y2 N*
14N(y'zp 2 B*

High specificity,
low snsitivity, very

hih (y and n) d,=
rate, very high

background,
requires vetry hi-E
electron accelerator
16

14N

n(>3 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

14N(n,n'y)4N

High specificity,

med sensitivity,
high (14)/low (3
MeV) background
17

14N

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

14N(np-y)"B

High specificity,
low to Med.

sensitivity, high
(14)/ow (7 MeV)
background
18

14N

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

14 N(opy)yC'

High specificity,

low sensitivity, high
(14)/low (7 MeV)
background
19

14N

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

14N(,dy) 3 C

High specificity,

low sensitivity, high
(14)/iow (7 MeV)

bakround
2D

14N

n(14 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

3

14N(n,2n)' N

High specificity,

low sensitivity, high
(14) background
21

14 N

n(O.4 - 10 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

14 N(ngn)4 N

NES/NRA

High specificity,

low sensitivity

22

16O

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

60(nn'-)' 6 O

High specificity,

23

160

n(>7 MeV)

FNA/PFNA

'6 O(np) 6 N

high sensitivity
High specificity,
low sensitivity
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No

Isotope

24

'60

Probe
(and its
energy)
n(>7 MeV)

25

160

n(O.4 - 10 MeV)

____I_,

Used in the
listed
Technique/System
FNA/PFNA

FNA/PFNA

Reaction
,II

16

0(no) 3 C

High specifict,
low E signatures,
low sensitivity

0(nnY) 6 O

High specificity,

NES/NRA
26

16o

-f(16 MeV)

Comments

low sensitivity
160(7,)1uO

High specificity,

low sensitivity, very
high (7 and n) dose

rate, high meut.
background,
require hi-E
electron accel.
27

Cl

TNA

Cl(n,,y)PCl

High specificity,

very high sensitivity
(where applicable)
28

Cl

n(>3 MeV)

FNA/PFNA
NES/NRA

5Cl(nn',)PC
5C(nnp)PS

High specificity,
high sensitivity

(where applicable),
high (14)/low (3

M©V) background

TNA - Thermal Neutron Analysis
FNA - Fast Neutron Analysis
PFNA - Pulsed Fast Neutron Analysis
GRA - Gamma Ray Resonance Attenuation
NRA - Neutron Resonance Attenuation
NES - Neutron Elastic Scattering
DETEX (MIDEP) - See Ref. 6.
*Nitrogen Camera - Proposed by P. Trower
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Table 3
Elemental Signatures of Contraband
And Thei Strengths in Some Nuclear-Based EDS
characeristic
Feature

odm
,'Level

Drs

Spec

ty

Level

Nuclear Signal Strnth

Specficity

-

TA

GRA

FNA/PFKA

Low

High

Medium

Elemental
Density

N (Nitrogen)

__

__

High to V.
High

High to V.

Low

High

High_

___

o (Oxygen)

Very High

Very High

Low

High

0

0

High

C (Carbon)

Medium

Medium

High

High

Very

0

V.High

0

High

0

High

Low

H (Hydrogen)

Low to

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Cl (Chlorine)

Medium in

Very
High

High

Medium

V. High

Percholate

Very
High

Some
Elemental
Density
Correlation
O/C
Cl/o

High to V.
High

High to V.
High

Low

High to V.
High

N/A

N/A

High to V.
High

Low to

High

V. High

V. High

N/A

N/A

H4gh

Medium

O vs N,

High/High,

Very High,

Low/Med

High

N/A

N/A

High/Medium

o vs. C

High/Low

High

Low/High

V. High

N/A

N/A

High/V. High

High

Low-Medium

Med.-Low

Low

High

Very

High

Suitcase
Size

Suitcase
Size

NA. ultaw
size /PF A.
from sulteise
to MhLfq.
contakr

Total Density
Application

High

Value of the elemelntal density in the explosives or drugs
low specific is the value of the signature (i.e., elemental density or some fution of It)to the
explosives or d.ru
*Nuclear Signal Strength'. How strong the detected signal from the elemental signature. It is related to the nuclear aot
section, means of detection, estimme of S/N, etc
'Level"
Speciflcty

-

INA

- Thermal Neutron Analysis

GRA
FNA
PFNA

- Gamma-ray Resonance Aborption
- Fast Neutron Analysis
Pulsed Fat Neutron Analysis
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A REVIEW OF TLE DEVELOPMENT OF A LUGGAGE
EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEM
J. Bartko and F. H. Ruddy
Westinghouse Science & Technology Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-5098, U.S.A.

1. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

proximity to the cavity. A simple system is shown
in Figure 1. The moderating material thermalizes the
fast neutrons and deflects a fraction of them into the
cavity creating a thermal neutron "field' therein. An
item to be examined is inserted into the cavity and
the resulting gamma ray activity is detected for
elemental analysis. The sensitivity and practicality of
this technique is dependent upon the achievable ratio
of thermal neutron flux to fast neutron flux, the
gamma ray detection efficiency and the capability of
discriminating against potential false alarm materials.
To optimize these aspects one must select the
components, which are very interactive, with great
care. These components are the neutron source, the
moderator, the cavity, the gamma ray detection
system and the shielding. Their selection or
development will be discussed in the following
section.

Nuclear activation technology has some powerful
advantages over other technologies for determining
the composition of concealed material. To a great
extent this is due to the penetrating power of nuclear
radiation, particulaly, neutrons and gamma rays and
the unique properties of their reactions with nuclei
which enables a precise determination of constituent
elements. Th first step, then, in the evolution of a
detection system was to identify an element or
elements which would act as an indicator(s) of
explosives. The element selected was nitrogen which
is found in all cornmon explosives in abundances
ranging from - 15% to -36%. Oxyge and carbon
are aiso there in some abundance, but these are much
more como and are more difficult to detect.
Nitrogen, as we shall see, is an ingredient in some
other materials, but itis coesiderably more rare in
other materials.

2. SELECTION OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

There am three contending reactions that could be
employed for detecting nitrogen which involve

ncntrons

and

gam

rays:

2.1 Neutron Sour

"N(ng)"N,

Fast neutron sources can be of the machine variety or

'4N(i,2n)11N, and "N(n,n'g)"'N.

The firt was
selected because it is initiated by thermal wurons
(ft~ly produced from ft neutrons), its ¢cro section
is boer (80 millibarns) than those of its compeitors,
and h risutant gamma radiation has sowu uique
features. In -15% of the reactio si 10.8 MeV
gamma my is produced. Gamma rays of this and
higher energy are rare in other elemental neutron
reactions and their production probability is
considerable 1w than 15%.

isotope variety.
Machine sources, electrically
powered D1D or D-T generators, can be turned off
but they ar somewhat bulky and the periodic
replacement of generator tubes makes them mor
expensive. The isotopic soutoe, e.g., 4Cf, ae
smaller and lighter, but because they emit neutrons
and gamma rays continuonay, they must be shielded
continuously. We selected 4Cf as our orce
because of its convenient small size, - 1 cm diameter
ard -3.8 cm length, ad its low cost. The source
intensity was -I x l0 lcc.

Since the 10.8 MeV ganuis tsys are emitted
promptly, a detection system basd on this reaction
must incorporate the meanm of producing the requited
thermal neutron flux, as well as the gamma my
detmtion apparatus. In routine nmutn activation
analysis studies, this isgenclly accomplished by
constructing a cavity in neutron modrfating material
with a f4st neutron source and detecte(s) inclose

2.2 NModeator Mateial
For moderation of the fist neutrons, hydrogenous
materials am preferred. The themal neutrons will be
wattered back into the cavity where they will become
part of t" *thermal neutron ga cloud". In our early
wok paraffin was used but, because of its potential
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of polyethylene was needed to produce the maximum
thermal neutron flux in the cavity.

SYSI'M

The dimensions of the cavity were prescribed by the
FAA.
The size was selected which would

The MCf neutron source is also an intense source of
gamma rays. The capture of neutrons by the
hydrogenous moderator and shield materal is an
additional source of gamma ray background. Thus,
the selection of mCf for our neutron source and the

accommodate most of the baggage items stored in

selection of hydrogenous material for moderation and

airplanes. ThIe dimensions were - 40 cm wide, -60
high and - 80 cm long.

shiel,.ing presented us with a significant problem
vis-a-vis the selection of a gamma ray detector. That
problem was to find a detector which could handle
the high counting rate without producing pileup
pulses (overlap of two pulses) due to the intense
background, which would interfere with the detection
of the 10.8 MeV gamma rays from nitrogen captur.
The solution was to select plastic scintillators which
produce light pulses < 10 sec in duration compared
to the 250 nsec of the more efficient and widely used
Na! detectors.

2.3 The Cavity

2.4 The Gamma Ray Detector
There are three types of gamma ray detectors that are
preferred for TNA: Ge detectors, NaI detectors and
plastic scintillator detectors. Ge detectors have the
best energy resolution, Nal detectors are the most
efficient and the plastic scintillator detectors are the
fastest. The selection of a particular one for a
particuler application is a complex process because of
the many operational factors that must be considered.
Additiomally, one must also make decisions on. the
number and arrangement of the detectors.
We selected plastic scintillator detectors principally
because of their speed, ease of obtaining different
geometries and their low cost. Because the selection
of these detectors was key to the detection system
feasibility, i.e., it enabled us to succeed where others

had failed, we will devote the next section to a more
detailed discussion.
2.5 The Shielding
We mentioned earlier that only 5 cm of polyethylene
was required for moderation. Thus, the size of the
However,
basic system is relatively compact.
because the neutron and gamma my radiation must be
reduced to safe levels, a considerable amount of
shielding was required, and in our studies the
primary shielding material was polyethylene. Boron
doped polyethylene was used to reduce the number of
2.2 MeV gamma rays resulting from neutron capture
by hydrogen. The neutroc capture cross section in
boron is very high in a normal percentage of the
captures and an easily shielded low energy gamma
ray is produced. Sixty cm of borated polyethylene
adjacent to the moderator produced safe levels,
Finally, the 'Cf source gamma rays were shielded
by sunAnding the source with 15 cm of Bi.

The poor energy resolution of a plastic scintillator
detector was not a problem because of the
exceptionally high energy (10.8 MeV) of the nitroen
capture gamma ray. There are no interferng gama
rays at that energy or higher.
The poor intrinsic efficiency of these detectors could
be a problem if a high baggage throughput rate is
desired. Because these detectors are inexpensive the

solution was to simply increase the volume of the
detector. The specific way in which the volume was
increased was dictated by the solution of another
problem - the problem of distinguishing betvm
explosives and other nitrogenous materials nornally
found in suitcaes, e.g., wool, nylon, orlon, silk and
leather.
The key to the solution was the fact that althpugh the
nitrogen composition in these nmeris might be
high, e.g., 26% for orlon, the nitrogen densities are
significantly lower than that for explosives. Thus, an
array of detectors, sensitive primarily to the nitrogen
content immediately before it, could distinguish
between explosives and other nitrogenous materials.
To make a detector sensitive to the nitrogen content
before it we took advantage of some aspects of the
Compton interaction which is the governing
interaction in plastic scintillators for 10.8 MeV
gamma rays. The high energy electrons of the
Compton tail are directed in a forward direction cloe
to the axis of the incoming gamma ray. Thus, if one
made a detector long and narrow, one would: 1)
greatly increase the probability of interwton for a
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side and 2) because of the forward direction of the
high energy electron enhance its probability of
depositing all of its energy withln the scntillator.
This would provide tho deoction dire-tionality
dsired. Indeed, a Monte Carlo computer calculation
of the counts and distribntion of counts expected for
an array of 5 (m diameter by 25 cm long plastic
scintillator detectors monitoring a wool sweater and
four stcks oi dynamite, shown in Figure 2 verified
this. Thus, by increasing the length we improved the
efficiency and provided self-collimatioa.

~

----

-

bags per minute.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test results were groiqed into three categories:
(1) explosives alone in baggage, (2) false alarm tests,
and (3) detection tests. It is obviously impossible to
present all of the data from all of the tests. Instead,
we will select the most revealing data for presentation
in the par.

5.1 Detection of Explosives Alone in Baggage
4. TEST PROGRAM
In the first run the package of eight sticks of

4.1 The Laboratory System

simulated dynamite packed in a cylindrical array was

With the development of a gamma ray detection
system we were in a position to conduct a laboratory
test program of the feasibility of this approach with
the eventual goal of development of an airport
system.

placed on the floor of a large suitcase. Figure 4 is a
computer printout of the results and shows the
distribution of the counts in slightly more than half of
the suitcase. Note that the counts increase toward the
bottom-center of the suitcase. The dynamite package
is skeched in at its location during the test.

A test system consisting basically of a 25 cm
polyethylene cavity shell surrounded by paraffin was
designed and built (Figure 3). Along the right-hand
wall can be seen the front surfaces of the six
detectors (black circular areas) used in our study.
The detectors used in the study were 5 cm diameter
x 80 cm long NE102 plastic scintillator cylinders.
The figure shows the cavity containing a
Pullman-sized suitcase on a board used for
positioning the suitcases to different areas within the
cavity,

Based on this run as well as the other explosive runs,
we selected a threshold of 211 counts for obtaining an
"image" of the explosives. The white numbers in
Figure 4 represent this image. The dynamite is
clearly delineated by a solid block of high counts
covering its area.
5.2 False Alarm Tests
The results for 70% packing of wool (three medium
and two large sweaters) in the large suitcase are
shown in Figure 5. While there are many detector
positions exhibiting counts above the threshold, there
is no consistent pattern which would lead to a false
alarm on the basis of the aforementioned criteria.

4.2 Data-Taking and Processing
After positioning the explosive and/or nitrogenous
material within the suitcase, the suitcase was inserted
into the cavity on the locating board shown in Figure
3. After taking 200 second counts (recorded on a
computer), the suitcase was moved successively to
different positions until one half of the suitcase had
been scanned.

6. CONCLUSION
Based on the favorable results of the laboratory tests,
the FAA initiated a follow-on program to examine
real baggage. For this a detection system was
designed and constructed in a trailer. The trailer was
transported to four different airports and tests were
conducted on a sizeable number of baggage or cargo
items. The FAA would add simulated explosives to
selected items to provide information on detection
rates and false alarm rates. The results of the last
two tests are shown in Table 1. The results pointed
to the feasibility of moving to the prototype stage.

The FAA required extensive testing of differently
sized suitcases filled with wool and orlon sweaters to
various capacities, large pairs of shoes and/or
simulated explosives.
The key items to be
determined by the tests were whether the system
would be capable of detecting and discriminating the
defined explosives against a background of other
nitrogenous materials and the neutron source strength
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Table I Results of Aleport Tests
False Alarm
Rate

Airport

Number
of Bag

Type

Detectiou
Rate

Chicago

1,403

Cargo

99.2%

1.6%

,hecked

96.3%

4.1%

Philadelphia

815

60

Shielding & Moderator

[- Cavity Width Thermal Neutron
Flux

'ZL.Detector 4

6-Output to

Electronics

Earth

Figure 1 A Prompt Neutro Activation Systm

61

NL

L

Dynamit

,-.--.eater

ool,,o

Dynamite

Sweater

o,,o
Dynamite

Sweater

Figure 2 Comparison of the Gamma Ray Ojunt Distribution Produced
inAn Array of Long Narrow Detectrs by a Sweater and
by Dynamit,
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Figure 3 View of the Thermal Neutro Activation Cavity with a
LreSuilou nsd
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169

139 130

121
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120

70

138
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157
145

132 122
198 191

93
116

83
87

71
70

60
7

178

193

169

77

87

203

164

127

68

82

177

120
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60
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Dynamite
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Figure 4 Count Distribution Produced by Dynamite in a Large
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Figure 5 Woolen Swme Padt o 70% of Cadqit in a Larg
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A TRANSPORTABLE LUGGAGE
EXAMINATION SYSTEM
BASED ON NEUTRON INTERROGATION
D.B. Syme and G.D. James
Harwell Instruments, AEA Industrial Technology
United Kingdom
1. INTRODUCTION

the operator in loading luggage on to the analy-er, is
acceptably low. The normal analysis time is 1
minute. In this time good detection rates art;
obtained when the false alarms from ordinary luggage
are set to acceptable levels, e.g. 5%. These detection
rates are almost independent of the form of the
simulant in that both sheet and bulk simulant are
detected with about the same probability. However,
the arrangement of sources and detectors allows
positional information to be obtained for bulk
simulant. This information would be valuable in
directing the attention of an operator at an X-ray
analyzer. A system which combines the information
from a transportable TNA system with an X-ray
system would give a high detection performance with
a false alarm level of about 0.3%.

A transportable TNA system suitable for the analysis
of passenger luggage has been designed, built, and
tested on airport luggage. The response of the
system to passenger luggage and to luggage
containing explosive simulant has enabled the
detection performance of the system to be
determined. The system uses a distribution of low
strength 252Cf sources and an array of gamma-ray
detectors bordering the luggage cavity.
This
arrangement gives positional information for bulk
simulant but is otherwise equwd!y sensitive to bulk and
sht3t simulant. The system weighs 1.7 tonnes and
can be assembled in about one hour from components
weighing less than 30 kg each. The radiological dose
close to the analyzer is less than 1.5 pSv/h. Used in
conjunction with an X-ray analyzer, the combined
system would have low false alarm rate (FAR) and
high detection performance.

3. TIE TRANSPORTABLE TNA LUGGAGE
ANALYZER
The upper part of Figure 1 shows a perspective
sketch of the transportable TNA luggage analyzer.
The lower part of the figure gives a cross sectional
view which shows the cavity where luggage is placed
for analysis, and the form of the surrounding neutron
shielding. The shield measures 2.1 x 1.6 x 1.1 m
and weighs 1.7 tonnes. Each of the sixty pieces into
which the shield can be dismantled weighs less than
30 kg and can be taken through a standard 32.5 inch
doorway. The cavity is lined with an arrangement of
sources and detectors on each side of the suitcase
position. The radiological dose rate on contact with
the analyzer is about 1.5 /sSv/h. The piece of
luggage to be analyzed is loaded into the analyzing
position on a trolley which is designed to provide
good radiological protection for the operator both
when it is fully withdrawn, and also when it is fully
closed. It is estimated that the dose rate to the
operator during an eight hour day is less than 2 piSv.
The regulations governing the transport of radioactive
material allow the sources to be transported in the
shielding components which they occupy during
operation. The doses received by operators involved

2. THE TRANSPORTABLE TNA CONCEPT
In a TNA system, the gamma-rays produced by
thermal neutron capture in nitrogen are detected and
used as an indication of the presence of explosive
material. The analyzer must exploit the difference
between the distribution and level of signals obtained
from the nitrogen content of ordinary luggage, and
that obtained from luggage containing explosive
material. A transportable TNA luggage analyzer has
been designed, constructed, and extensively tested on
luggage and simulated explosive material both in the
laboratory at Harwell and at a military airport, and
also by Home Office scientists at a civil airport. The
system is suitable for use at conference or airport
check-in desks, in a hotel foyer, on the apron of an
airport, or on the platform of a suitable transport van
given access to an electrical power supply. The
system weighs 1.7 tonneb ri can be moved to a new
location in the form of sixty shielding blocks each
weighing less than 30 kg. The system can be
assembled in about an hour. The shielding is such
that the radiological doan on 4ontLct, and the dose to
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in the removal and reassembly of thn analyzer were
below measurements limits on a OFE.
In the present design the gamma-ray signals from the
scintillation detctors are processed by Harwell

luggage. Simulnk weights oi 700 g and 1 kg were
used. Roughly equal number of meaurements were
performed with the simulant in bulk form and in
sheet form. Experimmts were also performed isolated simulant, and on simulant placed in vaxus

Instruments proprietary series electroics, and then
displayed, stored- and arczesed uing a PC. The
operating system must be .,iven suspect count levels
which must be determined from the count distribution
of data from ordinary luggage. These levels can be
set, at any chosen value of the false slam rate, to

positions inside expriri.al luggsae. Thes
extnsive masurements allow the detection
pi bility as a function of sizmlast waght to be
detamined in two ways, for a preset value of the
fAlse .darm rate. First, by combining the count
distribution from passenger luggage withthe resone

indicate suspect luggage. For developmeat purposes,

from isolated and specially packaged smulumt.

and to maintain operatiotal records, the data are
stored for further analysis.

Second, by direct dterimination of the faise alarm
rate from innocent luggage, and of the detectirn rat
from luggage w which a known weight of sinwlut
has been ttached. It is found that the resuh
meamied in these two ways are in good agreemt.
It was also possible to say that 46 of the 722 suitcases
gave concern on first X-ray imago examination, and
required more detailed X-ray examination. Tat of
these cases would have needed to be opened, to
resolve suspicious or cluttered areas, on the basis of
X.ray alone. This gives an upper X-ray false alarm
level of 6.5% which could be combined with a 5%
TNA false alarm level to give a combined optial
false alarm level of 0.3%.

4. PERFORMANCE DEVTLOPMENT
Extensive development work has been carried out on
the shielding and disposition of detectors relative to
the source arrangement to produce a system almost
equally sensitive to bulk and shield simulants while
retaining positional information on bulk simulants.
Initially, reliable performance characteristics were
determined by laboratory measurements on innocent
luggage, on luggage toaded in a variety of ways with
bulk, and sheet simulant, and with simut, material
in isolation. These --. lts were reinforced by
independent measurements made 4t the Hurwell
Laboratory by Home Office scientist using eighty
assorted suitcases, and extended by measuremats on
300 suitcases at a military airport. These latter reMlts
are shown in Figure 2. They were fokal to be ir

5. SUMMARY
The transportable T*lNA i
AWY
coomsidm
in this rt4
hs bew oaf ii
so that it petorm
well on sinmlw oplosive material in both b*l ad

very good agreement wih the Laboratory data, giving

sheetform.

much the same distribution of counts, the saM
weight dependence of counts, and thus the same
counts at a choen 'alse "lgam level.

determined in dw iaborabry hwts been coafiumed by
extensive mem
e
on puenger luua at two
atirorts. Ue system is radiologically W6fs id Sivoa
minimAl tv,",
- to opeating staff. Within a
rezwbly
bo
" lia time, the dete-tiws
j -siltLy
ia high fot to acceptaby low fl alm
rate. ?" buA materia the sytem gives UeM
psiiiona- infrmition which can be %wed to aist
atb-equant X-ray analysis. For a combined TNA &W
X-ray system it has bew shown that ase alarm hah
of 0.3%S can be achieved.

The results obtained enable Vie detectioa probability
to be determined as a function of simulant weight for
any chosen false %larni level, At 5% false alarm,
detection probablitie! in excess of 90% are obW1X*t
for simulhr weights below 2 kg. Thesd ae sr=a*
values averaged over several hulk simulant positioG.
As a result of this averaging process. sheet -. d bulk
simulants have roughy equal avetge detctioa

Ilk

inaee

probabilities.
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AN APPROACH TO IMPROVING TNA EDS
Steven B. Buchsbaum and Duane Knize
Science Applications Internatioal Corporati
San Diego, CA 92121
Leon Feinstein

Science Applicatiom International Corportion
Los Altos, CA 95054

Joseph Bendahmn and Pat Shea
Science Applicatiom International Corporation
Santa Clara, CA 94022

two prototype EDS systems - Cf-based and ENGbased - were developed, designed, fabricated, and
tested in the laboratory within 15 months.
Subsequently, the two systems were taken to six
airline locations (in SFO and LAX) and their
performance were tested using over 40,000 pieces of
Using a weighted
mostly domestic luggage.
distributionof simulated explosives, the systems were
demonstrated to have a performance of approximately
95 %probability of detection (Pd) and 5 % probability
of false alarm (P). -his was tested against the
domestic bag distribution encountered, and for the
FAA specified amount and varieties of explosives
defined as a *threat level'. lor international bags,
and for the FAA defined reduced threat, the Pd is
somewhat reduced with a higher, but still usable Ps,.

1. INTRODUCTION
Original FAA work in the use of TNA for explosive
detection started in the mid 1970's with a contract to
Westinghouse, which led to the development of a
crude EDS using low resolution plastic scintillators
and simple threshold level electronicb. This early
system development was aimed at the detection of
bulk explosives.. Nearly a decade later, in response
to the bombing of the Air India flight out of Canada,
the FAA issued requests for new innovations in nonvapor EDS systems. TNA technology was again
chosen for funding.
Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) was awarded
contracts to investigate the TNA system based on
both an isotopic "Cf source and an electronic
neutron generator (ENG). SAIC's experience in the
application of TNA to non-destructive excmination
(NDE) of various bulk materials ror over ten years
and the proposed innovations for the application of
the TNA'tMchology to EDS wene the keys to these
effots.
Although the SAIC proposal originally called for the
detection of bulk explosives (C4 in bulk form, water
gel, and dynamite), the specifications were later
modified to include the detection of a reduced threat,
and sheet explosives such as RDX/PBTN or Semtex.
in various
These explosive. had been fou
configurations in passenger luggage. When placed in

Last fall, SAIC initiated a TNA EDS Performance
Improvement Sty to address the problem of
detecting smaller quantities of explosives with TNA
EDS, while maintaining or improving curent levels
of detection and false alarm performance. The
purpose of this internally fimded study was to develop
a set of specific recommendations for signal
processing changes, and system ennancements, to
improve the TNA EDS perfonmance, particularly to
reduce false alarms, and to develop a full system
simulation capable of predicting system performance
against various threats, baaed upon threat
specifications, clutter databases, and present and

thin sheets inside the lining of asuitcase, RDX/PETN

future design parameters.

and/or Semlex are practically undetectable, even in a
hand sea h. During the TNA research and
development, major breakthroughs were made in
source moderation, system materials and
detector configurations, electronic
construction,
signal processing, and decision analysis. In response
t the accelerated schedule called ;or by the FAA, the

2. FERFOMANCE EVALUATION AND
REQUIRM ET
In this section, we will develop, in engineering units,
the performance of the present system, and the gains
required to handle the reduced explosive threat.

;0

TNA EDS Performance is specified by a pair of
numbers: probability of detection, Pd, and probability
of fale alarm, P,, for a particular distribution of
explosive types. This distribution was specified by
the FAA as a distribution of explosive types at "full

Within the scope of the present program we have
available a baseline TNA EDS machine, and the
opportunity to iniplnoat and test one new optimized
machine deign. We will collect data with both the
baeline and optimizd machines on a test set of

threat- amounts.

The objective of the present

lugpge avNila& in te labortory. The luggage will

program is to maintain current 'full threat" detection
perfornmnce for the FAA explosive distribution at a
reduced threat level.
The initial TNA EDS
performance varies somewhat; for the most favorable
case, summer-domestic luggage, Pd - 95%, Ph f
5% has been demonstrated. For winter-intemational
baggage, performance falls to about Pd m 90%, P,
- 12%. These two operating points are compared

be meaurd withot expl;oves, and with fill and
redned threats.
Tbes two machin designs
operang agamnt two threat levels will provide four
performce points to compare with the
TNASIM/TNASIR prdictions.
If it can be
demonstrated that thee tools can adequately predict
performance as a fiuctim of system design and
direst, then future designs to mee increased

on Figure 1.

performance requiremts, or to perform against
more difficult thm , can confidently be projected.

The chart plots operating characteristics,
combinations of Pd and P , on probability scales

The system engineering provides technical focus and

(sometimes referred to as ROC curves for teceiver
operating gharacteristics, using terminology

coordination for the present program: estimating
performance, perfonming design trade-ff analysis

developed by radar engineers). The result is that the
Pd, Pu pairs corresponding to a constant signal to
noise ratio (for a constant signal, Gaussian noise
model) fall on straight lines. Each line represents a
level of performance. One ,an move along the isoSNR lines simply by changing detection threshold.
Real performance gains are achieved by moving
across the iso-SNR lines toward the upper left. The
FAA Goal for the present effort is a 5 dB
performance gain.

using the TNASIM/TNASIR system response aad
performance model, defining are where further
measurements are needed, defining areas of particular
focus for the analysts, and establishing a performance
baseline. A perfornmance baseline is being established
by processing the luggge set collated in the
laboratory with the unmodified TNA EDS. It is
likely that the absolute Pd/P. results from thi
baseline may be biaed relative to operational
experience, due to the limited number of be
available in the lab. This sate reference luggage et
will be used for all tests as system handwa and
prcessing algorithm modificatio= are implemented,
and therefore the biases should be consident for all
the lab data collections. A wond parallel beline is
established by using th present TNA EDS design
paame uis in the TNASIM and TNASIR models. It
is through the relationship of the experimtal and
estimated baselinm that predictions for paper. designs
are calibrated to real performance.
Whem the
optimized TNA EDS nmchine becomes available, this
sme luggage st will be process,
and an
'improved" set of Pd/Ph's will be calculated. The
absolute and relative perfornmnce of thee two
machine designs against the two threat levels will be
compaed to the absolute and relative performance
predictions of the model suite.
The initial

3. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
APPROACH
The required performance improvements can only be
obtained through a systematic engineering and deign
approach using coordinated experimental
measurements, data analysis, and modeling efforts,
The current program evaluates in a unified
quantitative framework, those elements of the TNA
measurement technology and data processing stream
that &re most critical to the detection performance,
and focuses our efforts on improvements in these
areas. The present program has two goals: the first
is to generate an optimal system design that can be
implemented within the constraints of the present
budget and schedule, and that will ueet the FAA

goals with regards to reduced thr ,performance, i.e.
> 5 dB improvement. The second goal is to validate
the TNASIM/TNASIR rmdels, and this quantitative
optimization apprlioh to system design, for TNA

comparisons of the model predictions with operational
data show good agreement.

EDS.

ovaluated twenty-eight candidate system designs.
These designs ar constrained to be lativly minor
modifications to the baseline system hardware. We

At the time of the writing of this paper we have
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The TNASIM model uses extensive computational
support from more sophisticated neutron transport
models such as MORSE as well as experimental
validation, for the modeling of neutron effects with
regard to luggage and shielding interactions.
TNASIM also relies upon MCNP and experimental
measurements for detailed modeling of the detector
spatial and spectral response, and noise performance
estimates.

anticipate evaluating more designs before a final
candidate is selected, but already a couple of the
candidates appear to meet the FAA requirements.
The remainder of the discussion will be restricted to
these twenty-eight designs for which the analysis is
complete. It is important to note that the complete
analysis of a candidate system design requires only a
few hours on a workstation class computer ( i.e.
SUN SPARC 2), as opposed to the months of effort
that would be required to perform the hardware
modifications and testing required for laboratory
evaluation of a design.

MCNP and MORSE are industry standard, general
purpose Monte Carlo codes fcr neutron, electron and
photon transport. MCNP was developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) over the past
35 years. MORSE represents a similar development
effort from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. These
codes use a Monte Carlo apprach to theoretically
duplicate a statistical process (such as the interaction
of neutrons and photons with nuclei) and are
extremely useful for complex problems involviing
many different kind of materials and geometries, that
cannot be efficiently modeled by deterministic
methods.

4. TNASIM - TNA SYSTEMS SIMULATOR
A complete, validated, end-to-end system model is
required to efficiently probe the large parameter
space of possible TNA system designs, and to
quantify ultimate explosive discrimination
performance for changes of detailed system
parameters. The objective of such a model is to
permit a large number of system design trades to be
performed, and performance impact to be quantified,
without the necessity of full experimental verification
for each design .configuration. In a system of this
complexity most system modifications have numerous
interrelated performance impacts, some beneficial,
others detrimental. Detector modifications are one
such example. The modification of a detector design
to improve specificity, for example, could also lower
overall counting rates, and therefore, signal counting
rates. Further, optimal design settings for all such
parameters must be determined if the best possible
TNA EDS system perforraance is to be achieved; an
engineering best estimate will not ae sufficient.

The detector model incorporated in TNASIM has also
been calibrated against controlled experiments
measuring the response f sodium iodide (NaI(Tl))
scintillators from a known source located at specified
positions within the cavity. These experiments have
been performed within a variety of detector
configurations. We are also capable of modeling
other types of scintillators for TNASIM such as
bismuth germinate (BGO), and other more exotic
materials. With multiple detector models, TNASIM
can explore the consequence of utilizing a
combination of different detectors in varying
configurations and sizes.

This required performance model, TNASIM, is under
continuing development, and has been validated by
numerous experimental measures. All facets of the
measurement and detection process are modeled, and
the intent is to validate the model components against
experimental measures wherever possible. It is

The TNASIM has been used during the present effort
to create a software realization of twenty-eight
designs, and to evaluate the performance impact of
these design for explosive discrimination.

anticipated that numerous system configurations;
5. TNASIR - TNA SIGNAL TO INTERFERENCE
ESTIMATOR

varying detector types, numbers of detectors, neutron
source strengths, shielding configurations, auxiliary
detector channels, and spatial configurations, will be
tested within the context of the model, and only the
most promising will need to be verified
experimentally. The TNASIM model is capable of
generating an estimate of machine responre, as has
been used for the present analysis. The model is also
capable of generating a Monte Carlo realization of a
luggage measurement set with any specified threat or
luggage clutter distribution.

TNASIR is a model to predict the performance of an
idealized detection processor based upon a specified
threat, noise and clutter statistics, and model inputs
from TNASIM for the detailed system response.
This allows for rapid analysis of the relative merits of
various system designs. Within the accuracy of the
assumed noise and system models, this processor
provides an idealized best estimate of system
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r~'- - -- -- -of achieving the performnce of this idealized
processor, this technique should pxovide good
estimawe of the relative performanc of different
configuratiozs, and a modly accurate estimte of
absolute system performance. It is possible to
include within the context of such an idealized
processor performance locues to account for less than
perfect processors. A simple approach to account for
these losses will be presented.

--

---

chome threat

Also under development is a detection processor that
can analyze either simulated bsg data sets produced
by TNASIM, or real data, for any specified system
configuration, TNASIR HI. The detection processor
will be constructed as a Maximum Likelihood
processor, mimicking the idealized detection model.
It is possible when working with real data, for a
single system configuration, to produce a highly
optimized discrimination processor, or ANS
processor, that can outperform our approximation to
a Maximum Likelihood processor, anW this is indeed
done for the operational system. The TNASIR I1
priocessor should be capable of providing nea
optimal performance, while still providing traceability
to the model results, and thus will be very useful in
highlighting deficiencies in critical areas of the
modeling, as well as providing asecond discriminator
for the various system designs. The remainder of
this section will provide a discussion of the structur
of the INASIR idealized detection processor. and
results from that analysis.
The spirit of the analysis in the TNASIR processor is
to model the most relevant system characteristics;
signal, background, noise, clutter, aind systemt
response, for each candidate design, making
approximations where necessary, And evaluate the
performance of each deign ina quantitative manner.
If in this process, an assumption is neede for some
system or environmental parameter, then the accuracy
and sensitivity of the final results are tested as a
function of the assumed parameter. If the results are
found sensitive, then knowledge of this particular
parameter is identified as an area in need of
refinement. In general the tagure of merit for the
system design is Pd/Pth, which is a logarithmic
measure of the basic physics. Thus a complete
quantitative treatment of the entire
measurement/detection process usually provides good
results, even if there are modest inaccuracies, and
best guess assumptions in some of the basic
environmental statistical factors.

u-

-.

______

-

--

w--w---

*

SNR - Signal to Noise Ratio in the absence
of clutter. in gseral this result is only of
modest us, since for the bulk of die
operation posaraer spac vm find tbo
pefoace to be limited by clutter.

*

SIR - Sip.! to Intvac Ratio. This is
an tid
of tde perfterunc of the fanl
system for a specified threat against both
noise and environmental clutter. This is the
priary figure of merit as it has direct
taceabilit to P1P,,.

*

The inhren
Estimation Accuracy.
capability, and intrinsic errors of a partcular
system desig to estimate iwiportsot bomb
paameters such -as density, aso sed
positio withi the luag sno estimated by'
Rao bousd. These
use of the Crmn
parameters provide an insportant secod
arder main of the system's perfbcaos
and of the overall munaremuat accuacy ad
specificity. Thn measures old bcm
important to a on-lne system algoritim if
an attemt is maeto estimate specific
paramsers of each detection in an efft to
mitigate fals alarm. Thes estimation
accuracy bounds =r also an importan
mei of the wsuntoss of a particular
system desg

We now prosun the structure of the calculations for
the Sips! to Interferuoc Ratio - SIR, and estimasio
errors in the presewe of clutter, the clutter free cms
can be recovered by setting the clutter covariance
natrix equal to the identity. The signal is modeled, a
a 3-d rectangula volma of nitrogen in exea of the
background. The dimosions of the volume can be
dhoen to match a bulk thre at either fll or reduced
strengths, and ca also be chosen to natch a sheet
threat. The threat can be positioned anywhere within
the bag; the SIR's are calculated for specific
positions, and as average SIR's over an ensemble
position within the luuage
Thebackground nitrogen distribution within avolume
is denoted as SMt, where 1 doootes position within
the volume. We will model the nitrogen as a
constant level it, and a zero mean spatially varying
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coqaozt ( clutter ) S(i), ie.:

S()

estimates a critically
dependent on clutter strength; the relative
performance for the designs presently under
absolute performanc

= I + S()

consideration are somewhat insensitive to clutter scale

(

lengths. This seemingly counter-intuitive result does

=

indeed make good physical sense.

All of the new

For this a ,lysis ( ) will imply an eenabmle over a

designs attempt to optimize signal while rejecting

distribution of luggage. We will assum that the
clutter is Gaussian distributed, and therefore it is
completely characterized by its joint probability
distribution. For the assumed zero mean process the

clutter on the scale lengths other than the spatial
scales of the signal. The correlation scale lengths in
the clutter model, ( x, Yo, z ), adjust the relative
amount of clutter in the different spatial scales,

joint covariance in:

target scale lengths ,v. non-target scalzs, and thus
the overall performance is affected. All of the

C(A,1,i) - = O VNS(

designs chosen are reasonably effective at rejecting
clutter on scales other than target scale lengths. The
overall performance is found to be more sensitive to
the signal and noise efficiency with which this
primary clutter rejection is performed, rather than the
detailed shape of the clutter rejection and its
interaction with the shape of the clutter model.
There are designs where the detailed clutter shape
and clutter rejection patterns are critical to
performance, but thes designs tend to be very high
performance designs where we are attempting to very
precisely notch the response of the detectors to the
signal, relative to the clutter, and are not realizable
physically within the context of an airport and
luggage environment.

)) = CA,-

We nave also assumed that the covariamce is spatially
invariant, aad therefore only depends on the
separaton distance, not the position within the bag.
At this point we have made a number of significant
assumptions about the statistical nature, and spatial
structu of the clutter. We use our extensive
database of luggage clutter collected by real
operational field machines to calibrate the diagonal
elements of our clutter covariance. The detailed
spatial structure is assumed to fit an ad-hoc model.
We have analyzed a number of different models for
the detailed nature of the spatial structure, and we
have found only a weak sensitivity of our final results
on the choice of model. The relative performance of
different designs that are presently under
consideration are very imensitive to the detailed
spatial structure of the clutter, and therefore, for the
family of designs under present rnsideration we will
assume our present model is sufficient. This is not to
argue that clutter is unimportant in these calculations.
Indeed the strmngth of the clutter, which we fit to real
data is a critical parameter in our analysis. It is only
the detailed spatial structure that is found to be
relatively unimportant.

The next important ingredient for the TNASIR
analysis is the machine's response to a given
distribution of nitrogen. The actual response is a
very complicated function of detector geometry,
source effects, cavity configuration, and unfortunately
the luggage nitrogen content ( and other elements ).
We assume that the mahine response only depends
on the detailed machine configuration, and an average
bag elemental content. This is a linearization of the
TNA system response for an average bag. The
TNASIM model provides the complex response
functions for each detector where a measurement in
the i* detector is described by:

For the results that will be discussed later we will use
a Oauss Markov model for the clutter.

o,.-+,1,1- (A411(I)W](~
C(II~I)
(A +

2~cP~
*Mi=fJw(J7)S(1)d1+N

where W (X) is the detailed system response provided
by TNASIM, and n is the noise estimated for the
detector.

where 2 is fit to resl data, and ( xO, yo z.) are the
correlation scale lengths in the different directions.
The new designs have specifically been chosen to
mitigate the offects of clutter in a manner that is
sensitive to &th signal and noise considerations. The
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KID

fit to a parametric model of the fm

dhat is normalized by both the noie and clMwe
corrations. This Whalf whitmwd'v
ru uMWV

(a~~)=O
(j%2)..=

T

NI' (Mj) +r,

'-A.TM-i

where the (Mi) is the mean clean bag masuremet,
NF is noise figure for a given detector, and r is a
noise floor, or dark current. The estimate for the
parameters in the noise model are provided by a fit to
existing data, and from estimates from TNASIM.
The TNASIR calculations have identified these noise
models as an area in need of further calibration, and
a measurement program to improve our Imowledge in
this area is under way. The noise performance of the
present system is well understood, although there is
at present some uncertainty with regards to noise and
interference effects for many of the paper designs.

wher ATA is the Cholesky decomposto of the
mensurement covarime. In thee coordiMes the
statistics of the observables am
(iAHO) - 0
I: , \
(jla) -(-

A

i

W

Assuming an additive target we can now onsrt the
expected value of a measurement in the absence of a
bomb, the HO hypothesis, and in the presence of a
bomb described by the parameters &, the HI

This implie that thus new W whitMd'
measuremets a uniboad sad of vi vmeme
In them ew coordimts do SIR is akuld :

8

hypothesi

(a~w) - l ')a2

£

(Jjj~gj))
+

whr 01.0a is the spatial distribution of nitrogen

The calculation of the Fisebe i"a

tlo.matrix is

greatly simpfi inths nw c

syt

.ai'

for a threat with the pammeters a. The parameters

m

(a ()
ass a

a describe the width, position, and nitrogen
content of a chosen threat. We will choose to work
with men removed masuremms for the remainder

Th Cramer Rao bored ism

of the analysis.

variace for M etiim

(hilJHO) - (4H~IO) - (t.- o

&of th

that the amu
Ie
ismssr

bounded beow by:

where ig is the bomb observable. Based upon the

An excellent refisem for this aerial is pwvd

previous assumptions we now estimate
measurement covariance to be:

by "Deaion,E u aton, and ModuLoawThey"
(Van TIe, 196 ).

the

(M:M;')- If WiI)WJ( 2)CVI -42044d

We will now discuss som selected resuts frmM the
above described analysis. Figure 2 shows the Sit
for the twenty-eight candidate system desigm.

4(12)

The last term is the noise term, which is uncorrelated

Design cae number 1 is our model for the baseli
machine. The estimated 10 dB performance cam be

from detector to detector.

compared to the 8 dB of performance displayed in
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Figure 1 for winter international luggage with some
caution. The clutter and the threat level for the
TNAStR analysis has been calibrated to this winter
international cae. The performance displayed in
Figure 1 is an average over threats and positions
within the bag. Figure 2 displays the performance
for a bulk threat, in the center of the luggage.
Within the context of these limitations, the 2 dB
spread in performance between actual and predicted
is quite good. When this analysis is repeated for
reduced threat levels the model predictions and
experiments observations again provide good
agreement.

difference in the present performance of 90% Pd with
a false alarm rate of one in ten (winter International),
to a 98 % Pd with afalse alarm rate of one in ten
thousand. A very important conclusion must be
drawn from this result: If performance and analysis
for the FAA explosive detection program are
performed without specific, detailed inclusion of
effects of luggage clutter, the results have little
applicability to the real threat.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions that we look forward to making as
this program matures, are that the optimized design
chosen from the TNASIM/TNASIR modeling effort
meets or exceeds the FAA performance requirement
for reduced threat, and that our systematic design
effort is capable of predicting TNA EDS performance
for paper designs. The preliminary indications are
encouraging, but much work is still to be done. The
models predict an absolute performance for the
reference system of 10 dB, which is to be cautiously
compared to the observed 8 dB performance. The
real test will be to demonstrate the 5 dB overall
performance improvement for our soon to be made
design selection.

The present analysis does not take into account
performance loss due to a less than idealized
processor. For example, one hundred measurements
each of a signal to noise ratio of 1/10, are valued
equal to a single measurement of signal to noise 10.
This is unrealistic since engineering limitations
conspire to make it difficult to accumulate many very
small meanuements for a detection. Figure 3
displays two estimates of SIR for each candidate
design. The first 'SIR - Threshold = 0.0' is the
same plot as Figure 2. The second trace, "SIR Threshold = 0.1', only accumulates individual
measurements with a SIR greater than the threshold
of 0.1 to the total system SIR. Though qualitative,
this incorporates some measure of anticipated
systematic errors from real world concerns. Notice
that many of the candidate designs are significantly
more robust to this measure than the baseline
machine.

One important conclusion can be drawn from the
present analysis, and operational experience. All
performance analysis for TNA EDS must include
specific calculations for clutter effects to have any
validity for airport performance.
REFERENCE

Figure 4 displays the rms estimatic a error for each of
the candidate designs, for one of the intrinsic bomb
parametees. In this case we display the average rms
error for the estimation of the width of the explosive
cube relative to an arbitrary baseline. This second
order mmsure of performance is an important
qualitative mesr of the specificity and robustness
a particular macbine design has against a specific
threat. Them eror measures may also become
important for algorithms that estimate parameters for
each deection, in an effort to mitigate false alarm.

Van Trees, Henry L. Detection, Estimation, and
Modulation Theory, John Wiley & Sons, New York,
1968, 697 pp.

Figure 5 provides an estimate of the TNA EDS
perfornmace in the absence of clutter. One of the
authors has often suggested that passenger luggage
should be ground to a uniform slurry before the
addition of an explosive. We see that this practically
difficult proposal would provide for a 9 dB
performance improvement.
Note that a 9 dB
performance improvement roughly corresponds to the
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PFNA TECHNIQUE FOR THE DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES
Zdzislaw P. Sawa and Tsshi Gozai
Science Applications International Corporation
2950 Patrick Hery Drive
Sata Clara, CA 95054

1. INTRODUCTION
Techniques for detecting chemical explosives in
paseger luggage must be capable of unequivocally
and rapidly identifying the throat in the luggage with
a negligible rate of false alarms. This can be
achieved by using nuclear radiations for a nonintruaive measurement of the chemical composition,
including mapping of elements of the contents of
luggage. Nuclear techniques have beem used for a
long time to measure chemical compositions. This
paper describes a method of detecting explosives,
basd on th gamma-ray spectrometry in inelastic
, ttnding of pulsed fast neutrons. This intwraction
Iclss to excitation of low-lying energy states of nuclei
of all the ele Mnts of importance in explosives. The
undrlyvig nuclear technique is rather well
undertood and was developed in I96-70 for studies
ot niear strwures. The elemental composttions of
explusives have a unique feature: a concomitsat high
cotent of nitrogm and oxygen in addition to
This distinctivcti. of
hydrogen and carbon.
explosive facili- As their detedlioa in the presence of
benig matrgals in the luggage by using time-offlight gamma-ray sw trontry, whimd is at the Core
of the PFNA.4echniqe conceived by SAIC in 1987'.
The high contints of nitrogen and oxygen can be
demonstrated oawt gr h ically (see Figure 1) by
p ir - a di inamt, which is the product of the

results will be presented of the ongoing extensive
experimental program at SAIC in support of the
P-NA technique development and engineering.

2. BASICS OF PFNA EDS
Science Applications International Corporation is
presently developing an Explosives Detection System
(EDS) which employs Pulsed Fast Neutron Activation
(PFNA) for interrogation of passengers' airport
check-in luggage. The irfmhtion of luggage with
fast neutrons of sufficient energy and the
measurement of the ensuing ptompt gainm-ray
spectra provido asitable weans for an effective search
It is based on the
of concealed explosives.
meaurem t of densities of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, and chlorine in Voxcls of Intercat (VOI),
ie., small volume elements of the interrogated object
(see Figure 2). The signaturms of the oxygen (eO),
carbon ('2C), nitrogco ("N), and chlorine ( 'Cl) will
occur in tb. gamma-ray spctra as lines, i.e., peaks.
of 6densities torsponding to the dr-sitwo of 0, N,
C. Cl in thl various VO)s. Plsed neutrons of
energy < 8.0 MeV, generated by d d + D m*actio,
are used in the current version of !he PFNA, The
pulsing of the nltrmn-prodticing deuteroc beam
provides short buraft of neutros, facilitating the
Umets of the gauma-ray spocta in well
mea

mAs~s (in g) of nitrogen and oxygen ian 1 cm5 of the

defined time intervals (time windows).

expl.oives ad in I coi, of the various conmM
It sould be nentiomd thal ither
materials_
discriminaatt can also be useful in diagnosing
exploives, for example, the ratio of the nms of
oxygen to that of calbw in a give ,mall volUMe.
These ad other diit-iminants can be used
simitanoounly to imAprove the detciion probability
and its specificity (i.e., one nunus the falso alarm
probability) of eiAoMVcs and/or narcotlcq.

distribution of events is obtidned by measuring the
ttal time eapsed between tWe cnwituio of the mtron
burs in the D target am! the ptoduouin of the
tI dwct.r s . the
gamin says and their s,
By
gamma-ray detoctor, e.g., Nal(TI) crysital.
closing the window for spectral data acqpisition when
the neutron burat produces garmma-rays; in the
shielding andlor structural materials or in the NaI')
crystal, itself, the background is either greatly
reduced or completely eliniated. It is then a
straightforward matter to obtain 1anuma-ray spectra
in the time windows correponding to the string of

A short description will be given in thi. paper of the
conccp underlying the PFNA technique. Also, some

he time

VOI along the path of neutrons across the suitcase,
The size of the VOIs is determined by the lateral
shape of the neutron beam, i.e. the pixel, as defined
by a collimator, and the depth, which is defined
mainly by the duration of the deuteron burst and the
time resolution associated with electronics. The
digitized spectral data form a T., x E, matrix, where
T, and E. are the pulse heights of the measured time
of event (i.e. time-of-flight) rnd the gamma-my
energy deposited in the NaI(TI) crystal, respectively,
The backbone of the PFNA technique is the gammaray spectrometry. The prompt gamma-ray transitions
that are induced in carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and
chlorine nuclei by fast neutrons are measured with
NaI(TI) detectors. These detectors provide a good
sample interrogation rate and satisfactory energy and
time resolution for the detected photons. The
measurement of the intensities of the fingerprint
gam=m-ray lines of explosives require that the
measured gamma-ray spectra will consist of well
resolved peaks. Though one can use higher energy
neutrons, it was found analytically ano corroborated
exper;mentally that the energy of the bombarding
neutrons should be well below 10 MeV in order to
obtain high apatial resolution, strong and sufficiently
resolved gamnm-ray fingerprint peaks, while keeping
the background and the radiological hazard low.
In the PFNA fingerprint lin* of C, N, O, and Cl are
produced predominantly in the (n,n'y) processes,
however additional weak fingerprint lins stem from
the (n,ary), and the (n,pt) processes. It should be
mentioned that the (n,n'j) processes involving light
nuclei and low energy of bombarding neutrons are
asociated with strong resonances, which is reflected
in the cross sections of the production ot the gammaray lines and in the angular distributions of the
gamma rays All these aspects have been carefully
stulied experimemtally by SAIC, since the current
evaluated reutron data files are incomplete or
insufficient for the PFNA objectives. The origin of
the fingerprint line. of C, N, 0, mid Cl is indicated
in Figure 3. It shows the low lying energy levels in
'Z.2, '4N, 1"0, and "$"Cl end the prompt gamia-ray
transitions which are utilized as the fingerprint lines
of *xplosive6 in the PFNA.

investigation was carried out at the Tandem
Dynamitron of the Applied Physics Division in the
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois.
The pulsed deuteron beam had -1.2
ns burst
duration at 2 MHz repetition frequency with a timeaverage intensity of :93 ;&A. The neutron beam spot
size was adjusted with the help of a W-Fe-CH 2
collimator, which also served as a shadow ahield
between the target and the gamma-ray detectors, For
purposes of diagnostics and monitoring of the neutron
beam, plastic scintillators, mounted on fast PMT,
were used. They provide for both time-of-flight
(TO1F) measurements of the energy and intensity of
the neutrons. The timing of the signals from the
NaI(TI) and the neutron detectors was measured
relative to the signals from the time pick-off electrode
in front of the target. The neutron TOF pulse height
spectra were measured using PC-based multichannel
analyzers, while the T, x F, data, provided by an
array of four NaI(M) detectors, were stored in the
appropriately divided memory of a commercial 2-D
pulse height analyrr. An euanple of the quality of
the gamma-ray entrgy rpectrum ,btained , th the
PFNA tecbniqua during irsdiation cf a ainnuant of
C4 explosive iv. shown in Figure 4.
Tho
measureints of the gamma-ray tergy and time
spectra were meitored oti-line using iii 2-D
divptys, (T, x R,), and the E, or T, sperm in the
preseleted time or energy windows, respectively.
The data were trasferred to magnetic tapes for a
subseqant off-line analysis. Som typical results of
the measurements are shown in te Figuro 5a
through 9b, which demonstrate the diagnoseic power
of the PFNA regarding the cncealed explosives, i.e.,
simulants of C-4 or Semitx. in each case the
amounts of C4 or Semtax aimulants were small
compared to the mass of explosive needed to destroy
aircraft in flight. The irradiation times of the strings
of VOIs were kept suffriently short to mimic th
realistic conditions for a PFNA EDS for th4
passenger luqgage, i.e., requirin; high interrogtti-a
throughput.
Of some interest is the case of a portable radio
receiver (ma -2 kg). The energy pulse height
spectr shown in Figures 8a end 8b were measured
when the battery compartment of the rmciver waa
partially filled with Semtex aimulant and %It he
batteries -- r reinstalled, respactively. Note that not
only the concealed Semlex uimulant wa detected
(e.g., nitrogen fingerprints) but also the chemical

3. MEASUREMENTS OF CONCEALED
EXPLOSIVES USING PFNA

composition of the batteies was established: MnO +
Some expenmetal data obtained in a rceit PFNA
invftigations, will be shown in this section. This

ZnO.

93

The PFNA technique allowed for the mapping of all
the relevant elements in the interrogated objects, =
demonstrated in Figures 5b through 5e. These
figures show the distributions of C, 0, and N
concentrations along a string of voxels (pixel size 6
x 12 cm 2) acros a Samsonite suitcase filled with
fabric in which a small cube of the C-4 simulant was
embedded. This capability of the direct 3-D imaging
of the distribution of light nuclei inside the sample is
highly advantageous over the 2-D imaging power of
the x-ray technique for the following reason: two
different chemical compositions may have the same
electron densities and therefore be indistinguishable
by the x-ray technique.
In other words, two
chemicals with the same mass density have the same
electron density even though the nuclei are different.
In the PFNA the neutrons interact with nuclei and
prompt them to emit the characteristic gamma rays.

experimental phase of the PFNA is gratefully
acknowledged. We extend our thanks also to Dr.
John Stevenson, who conducted the recent part of
experiments in ANL with support of Drs. Joseph
Krivicich, Robert Loveman, James Clayton, Ms.
Diane Hsiung, Mr. Willis Lee, and Mr. David
Mahood.
The cooperation of the staffs of the Tandem
Accelerator in the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory and of the Tandem Dynamitron
Accelerator in the Argonne National Laboratory is
deeply acknowledged.
NOTES
1P. Sawa, T. Gozani, and P. Ryge, *Contraband
Detection System using Direct Imaging Pulsed Fast

Neutrons', U.S. and overseas patent pending.
4. PRESENT STATUS OF PFNA EDS FOR
LUGGAGE

*Project partially funded by FAA, Contract DTFA0387-C-00043.

SAIC has acquired from the National Electrostatic
Corporation a 9SHD-2 Pelletron accelerator that is
providin4 a pulsed deuteeon beam burst of duration
< 1 ns at FWHM with beam repetition frequency oi
12 MHz and time average intensity a 20 sA. The
planned PFNA riDS investigations aim at finding an
optimum for the configuration of gamm-ray and

neutron detectors and for the neutron beam delivery.
In the next step we will build a small-scale
demonstration EDS that will consist of a suitcase
conveyor and a reduced-scale gamma-ray detection
system. Furthermore, a careful experimental study
of the radiological aspects of the PFNA EDS in the
airport environment is planned.
SAIC is involved in the feasibility study and design
of PFNA systems also for large objects such as
trucks and shipping containers.
It is recognized that the data acquisition system will
be quite complex, necessitating, e.g., distributed data
processing and requiring a great computing power for
the decision making. The design of the electronics
front-end boards (analog and digital) is complete and
their in-beam tests are in progress.
ACKNOWLEDGMJWNTS
The contribution of Dr. Peter Ryge and the
enthusiastic assistance of Messrs. Tom Merics and
Kurt Fankhauser from the very beginning of the
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The five gamma-ray TAenergy spectra shown on the right are viewed inthe indicated
five time
windows which correspond to five Voxeis of Interest (VOI) across the suitcase/container.
VOIs 1,2, and 5 are filled with fabrics, while VOls 3 and 4 contain inaddition 0-4 slmulant.
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1. INTRODUCTION

element that is common in all the explosives although
it does not correlate uniquely with all known
explosives. A system therefore that would be able to
identify and quantify all three elements, C, N, and 0
would be able to provide more reliable information
about the interrogated material.

Among the various analytical methods that could be
used for the detection of explosives, a nuclear
technique (thermal neutron activation analysis) was
the first to show, in a practical way, the ability to
detect small amounts of hidden explosives (Shea et
al., 1990). The method uses a mCf radioactive
source that emits neutrons over a range of energies,
with an average energy around 2.5 MeV. The
neutrons are subsequently thermalized and interact
with the N contained in the explosive through the
"4N(n, y) reaction. The emitted y-rays have an energy
of 10.828MeV, which is the highest energy 'y-ray to
be proditced by neutron capture. Although at this
energy the detection efficiency of a NaI(TI) 'y-ray
detection system has been reduced by 20 % compared
to a 1.5 MeV y-ray, the advantage remains that the
N y-ray sits on practically zero background, making
its identification vasy and its area determination void
of any corrections.

Among the various options for the C, N, 0
identification, a pulsed fast-thermal neutron
interrogation system is the technique that we utilize.
In the following sections we present the advantages of
the method, describe the characteristics of the various
nuclear reactions, and present the data demonstrating
the elemental identification.
2. PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD
The three elements C, N, and 0 are identified via
characteristic y-rays emitted after the interaction of
neutrons with the corresponding nuclei. To make the
identification process most probable, there should not
be a large number of y-rays emitted, dividing the
reaction strength in many channels. Table I shows the
most important neutron reaction channels for C, N,
and 0 along with the corresponding cross sections,
minimum neutron energy and characteristic y-rays.

Given the fact that thert; are materials such as
melamine equally rich or rich.r in N than the known
explosives, the detection of N was shown to be
inadequate in uniquely identifying an explosive
(Grodzins, 1991; Grodzins, 1991). In particular, it
was shown (Grodzins, 1991) that all explosives have
a unique O-N profile. By determining the amount of
these two elements contained in the interrogated
material, the identification of hidden explosives
would become more certain. C would be the third

Although other y-rays are produced from the inelastic
scattering of neutrons on N (Hall et al., 1959), the
2.31 MeV is the one that has the largest cross section
(Perkin, 1964). The last reaction in Table I is
actually the reaction 14O(n,p) 16N. *N beta decays
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with a half-life of 7.13 s to the 6.13 MeV state of
is a neutron

v-rays: a 20 % efficiency high resolution High Purity

From Table I we can see that all three elements could
be observed with fast neutrons. The identification

Germanium detector (HPGe) and a 3 in x 5 in BGO
detector. The HPGe detector was used for the correct
identification of peaks, and the BGO detector which
has a much higher efficiency but far worse resolution

however of N through the n,n' reaction can be very

for the final data acquisition. Two Analog to Digital

difficult because it is located in the vicinity of some
very strong y-rays. This will be shown later in our
data and will be discussed in the analysis of the
results. A combination therefore of fast and thermal
neutrons would obtain the desirable results. By
pulsing the neutron source one can achieve two other

Converters (ADC) with conversion times less than 4
Ass were separately gated in the acquisition system.
Sgate that
The one ADC was gated with a 20
opened at the beginning of the neutron pulse. The
second ADC was gated by a 90 Ass gate that started at
the end of the neutron pulse. The current neutron

important effects: a) the gating of the data acquisition
system so that y-rays produced from fast neutrons

generator set up did not allow us to stop the neutron
generator for a predetermined quiescent period (e.g.

will not interfere with 7-rays produced from thermal
neutrons and vice versa and b) possibility of timing
the arrival of the neutrons at a particular position of
the interrogated bulk, affording thus a depth analysis.

Fig. 1 describes the pulsing of the neutron generator
and the measurements to be performed. Neutrons are
produced in short pulses that last a few As. During

every hundred pulses), in order to detect gamma rays
from neutron activation only. Because of the low
neutron yield and the experimental conditions, spectra
were acquired over a 24 min interval. Thre samples
12 kg each were utilized in this experiment: a coal
sample that has a large number of elements in it but
a very small amount of nitrogen, a sugar sample
(CeH,2Oi) and a urea ((NH) 2CO) sample. Urea has
25 % nitrogen atomic percentage which is in the

this time interval, a data acquisition system is gated

range of the one in various explosives (Grodzins,

and -y-rays produced from (n,n') and (n,p) reactions
are accumulated. At the end of the neutron pulse, the

1991).

fast neutrons pass through a neutron moderator and

Fig. 2 shows a portion of the urea 7-ray spectrum

a percentage of them is thernalized (it would take
several As before a neutron is thermalized). The pulse
remains off for approximately 100 As. During that
time a different data acquisition system is gated and
-i-rays from (n, y) reactions are collected. The

taken with the HPGe detector. The ADC is gated on
the neutron pulse, i.e. we observe primarily reactions
due to fast neutrons. The 6.13 MeV 0 and 4.43 MeV
C 7-rays along with their first and second escape
peaks are clearly seen. The same energy region but

process repeats itself for a number of cycles. Every

without any sample in front of the neutron geneator

few hundred cycles, the pulse remains off for a much
longer period (a few ms). During this time a third

reveals a background that is void of any discernible
peaks. Fig 3 shows a lower energy portion of the

data acquisition system is gated and y-rays emanating
from radiocctive nuclei produced through neutron

same spectrum, with two pronounced peaks from the
neutron interaction with H (2.22 MeV) and with Pb

Three data acquisition
activation are collected.
regions can thus be separately triggered, eliminating
appreciably the background.

(2.61 MeV). We are not able to detect in Wbis high
resolution spectrum any evidence for the 2.31 MeV
peak from the N(n,n') reaction. The reason for this
is the very high background under the 2.31 MeV
peak due to the Compton tails of the large number of
-y-rays with energies greater than 2.31 MeV, It is an
example of the importance of the signal to noise ratio
and not just of the signal.

"0. The last reaction therefore,
activation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The pulsed neutron generator used in the current
experiments is based on a Zetatron tube. A full
description of the system is given in Kehayias et al.,

1987. Briefly, the generator was pulsed at an 8 kHz

To improve the signal to noise ratio, i.e. to lower the

frequency and the pulse duration was 10 As. The
yield from the D-T reaction was I104
neutrons/pulse. For neutron thermalization, a
nonoptimized moderator was utilized, composed
primarily of water. Two detectors were employed for
the characterization and collection of the emitted

Compton background under the 2.31 MeV peak, one
could use an anti-Compton shield for the HPGoe
detector. The use of such a shield has been
demonstrated in the detection of S in coal through the
S(n, 7 ) reaction (Vourvopoulos et al., 1989). The
Compton background can indeed be suppresed
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appreciably (by at least a factor of six) but with a
large loss of available solid angle, making such
measurements impractical. Fig. 4 shows a portion of
the HPGe y-ray spectrum around 10 MeV. The ADC
now is gated after the neutron pulse, i.e. the detector
is detecting mostly y-rays from thermal neutron
capture reactions. The 10.83 MeV N 'y-ray is clearly
seen in the urea spectrum, while the coal and the
background spectra reveal the absence of other
interfering peaks. It is worth noticing also in the urea
spectrum, the N signal to noise ratio. Without any
deconvolution of the data, we easily get a ratio of 5
while for the 2.31 MeV peak from fast neutrons, the
ratio is barely over 1.

For C and 0, the v-ray yield (Y for element i) can
be written as:
Y1

=

YXI(CI bk C, p, CM)

where
C, =

=

concentration of the ith element in the
material
fast neutron flux

CH = Hydrogen concentration in the material
=

p

The data taken with the HPGe detector indicate that
C,N, and 0 can indeed be identified through a
combination of fast and thermal neutron reactions.
Such a detector, however, because of its very low
efficiency and susceptibility to neutron damage cannot
be practically used in this application for the detection
of y-rays. To see if C, N, and 0 can be detected
with a high efficiency but low resolution detector, a
BGO detector was utilized. This detector was selected

Mass of matrix material/unit volume

Cm = concentrations of the elements
producing higher y-rays than the one
analyzed (e.g. for C and for the sample in
Fig. 5, these elements would be primarily 0
and Fe)
For N the y-ray yield can be written as:

instead of a Nal(TI) detector because of its higher

YN

material density, single light decay component and
absence of elements that can be neutron activated,
Fig. 5 shows the gamma ray spectrum with the ADC
gated on the neutron pulse. The coal sample was
substituted with a 12 kg sugar sample. The C y-ray
at 4.43 MeV is again clearly identified. The
background in this energy region reveals no
discernible structures. The shielding of the detectors
from the water moderator was not adequate in this
particular experiment. As a result, both HP-e and
BGO 4.tectors show an 0 6.13 MeV -y-ray even
when there is no sample. This situation did not occur
in the previous run (Fig. 2) and it was remedied in
the following runs. Turning to the ADC gated on the
thatmal neutrons, Fig. 6 shows a po~lion of the y-ray
spectrum above 8.7 MeV. A large peak at 10.3 MeV
dominates the spectrum. This peak is also present in
the fa t neutron spectrum and cannot be attributed to
a thermal neutron capture reaction. Around 10.8
MeV the N peak is clearly seen and this peak is
absent from the sugar and the background spectra.

-

YN(CN,

OW

C, P)

where
,

thermal neutron flux

As has been shown in previous caw of utilization of
neutrons for elemental analysis (Barm et al. 1991;
Vourvopoulos et al., 1989), a linear equation
connecting the v-ray yield to the above parameters
can be deterumn.
The yields that were obtained in this series of
experiments, although far from maximized, indicate
the feasibility of designing a system based on fastthermal interrogation. The net yields that were
obtained were 3xlO counts/kg/s for N and 3x 4
counts/kg/s for C. Ba&sed on the HPGc results and the
0 reaction croms section, we estimate that the BGO
yield will also be 3xlO' counts/kgls for 0. The
numbers, however, can be substantially increased.
Systens aleady exist (SODERN) and others are in the
design stage for scal)d neutron generators producing
101-101 neutrons/pulse. Better source-interrogated
material geometry and optimization of the ueutro
moderator could increase by a factor of three the fast
neutrons and by a factor of 10 the thermal neutrons
reaching the interrogated material. The electronics
associated with the HPGe and BGO detetors as well
as the ADC's have been designed to handle up to

The data taken with the HPGo and BGO detectors
clearly show that C, N, 0, can be measured with a
fasthenmal neutron combination. The BOO detector
with its large efficiency can give A meaningful
quantitative result without any interference from other
ra-my peaks.
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Table I Neutron (fast and thermal) induced nuclet retions on C. N, 0.
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THE NITROGEN CAMERA: A NEW EXPLOSIVE DETECTOR
W. P. Trower
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1. INTRODUCTION

All the gamma rays which result from these two
reactions are our nitrogen marker. With photons from
50 MeV electron collisions in a thin tantalum
radiator, the production reactions of interest are,

The Nitrogen Camera his much in common with
conventional cameras - photographic, x-ray, and
positron - but rests on different physics. In the
photographic camera visible light with energy of a
few eV is scattered by an object, is manipulated by a
varie. y of optical devices, falls onto an aperture, and
is corded on an electronic or chemical media. The
x-ray r-amera uses photons of a few keV, which are
scattered as they pass through an object, fal
unmanipulated onto an aperture, and are recorded. In
the PET camera, a radioisotope, with a half-life of
hour to days, is injected into an object. Decay
positron of a few MeV low energy by a succemsion
of bramsstrahlung collisions, finally annihilating into

y

+ 14N - "B + 2p;

"B

_ "C v. e,

+ "N 'N + 2n;
'N -. C v. e+;

6+ + e"-0 2y (511 keV),
while a third reaction,

-twooppositely-directed gamma rays, the signals from

-Y+

which are manipulated to produce threeimensional
images,

"C -* 1B +p; 1B

-.

"Cv, e',

provides the sole interference signal. Unfortunately,
these two-nucleon reactions have cross sections for 50
MeV electrons about a hundred times smaller than for
single-nucleon reactions whose production thresholds
are 20 MeV. With the solitary exception of ou
interfrence signal, all single knock-out nucleon
prduced sotop am rlatively stable, with lifetimes
from seconds to days, and so form a constant and
welt defined background to our signal. Three-nucleo
reacons, some hundred times teas probable than
two-ucleon reactions and with thresholds . SO
MeV, produce several unstable radioisotopes which
would mimic our signal if we wet to bstantially
higher exciWim energy,

2. THE PHYSICS
In the Nitrogen Camera hig-energy photons are
flashed into an object in which they create a wide
variety of radioisotopes. Many of these isotopes emit
gamma rays directly. Some decay with electron or
positrons which produce a plethora of bremsatrahlung
gamma rays, logarithmically increasing in number
with decmasing eergy. If positrm ae premeat, two
annihilation gamma rays are also produced. It is t
totality of these gmma rays detected in time after
irradiation which contitute th Nitrogen Camena
signal.

A concre, albeit unrealistic, example seves to
illustrate the Nitrogen Camer physics. Consider the
consequences of irradiating a pure nitrogm object
with a short burst of sufficiently energetic photons to
produce only two reactions, "N(y,2n)1N - the
,sigal - and ,N(y,n)'N whose half life is 600
seoomd - the 'noise'. During the first 10 ms after
irradiation half of the produced nitrogen-12, while
only AO.0OOI of the produced nitrogen-13, would
decay. So even if the singlemucleo crossecio ia

For photon energies of SO MeV only two
radioiotopes are produced in appreciable quantity
and decay rapidly, in tens of milliseconds: nitrogen12 and boron-12 whow half-lives (eod pointenergies)
are 11.0 (17.3) and 20.2 ins (13.3 MeV),
respectively. Their production probability for photo
on nitrogen-14 icrase with photon intensity and
enerly above their respective production threshoWs,
,30.6 and 25.1 MeV.
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a 100 times than that for two-nucleons, the signal-tonoise in the first 10 ms would be - 500/1.

the counting time, n , 102 ms, as - hENi
= n(N/2)(N+1). If the irradiation had been

The real situation, however, is more complicated in
several ways. First, the thresholds for producing
these reactions are different as are the energies of

delivered in a one burst, as in our eventual
operational single-shot mode, this
background per bin would be negligible.
Thus, the next panel shows the spectra with

their production maxima and their cross sections are
only vaguely known. Second, the incident photons
produced by an electron beam in the radiator will
have yields that depend not only on the beam energy
and intensity, but also on the geometry and material
of the radiator. Third, substantial extraneous radiation
produced during and immediately after the
acceleration process cause counts in the detectors.
Finally, we have not considered all the other long-

this large-time background subtracted.

lived "noise* reactions which will elevate the

copiously produced in the accelerator,

background on which our nitrogen signal sits.

radiator, target, and counting room walls. In

A short-time background appears
immediately after irradiation, has a half life
of .1.3 ms, produces , 65% of the counts,
and is seen isolated in the last panel and
shaded in the others. I attribute this to
radiative neutron capture on all the material
in the counting room, the neutrons being

the operational mode far fewer of these

3. THE DATA

counts will be present because the beam will
only travel - 1 m in air before spending
itself in the object. How much this
background will be reduced awaits a Monte
Carlo calculation, however, crude estimates
indicate that it will be at least three times
less.

We have constructed extensive calculations to
*prove* the Nitrogen Camer's ability to detect
explosives in a variety of applications and in myriad
of environments. However, physics is ultimately an
experimental science and no calculation should suffice
to convince: For that only data will do. Having said
so, I now explicitly omit a discussion of radiation
hazards to operators and the environment for brevity
since we have found both by calculation and
experiments to date that the radiation levels generated
lie within the prescribed international limits.

The signai, seen in the third panel, contains
103,746 counts, , 17 % of the total counts
and has a half life of .. 18.6 ma which when
apportioned between nitrogen-12 and boron12, gives . 83 %of the signal to the latter.

Figure 1 displays a typical time spectra taken at the
50 MeV electron racetrack microtron of the Royal
Institute of Technology's (KTH) in Stockholm,
Sweden whoem the experimental work is being
perforued. The target was I kg of melamine
( -... 66% nitrogen by weight) explosive simulant
located ... 25 cm from a 2 mm thick tantalum radiator
and - 25 cm from a detector -- a 5' fast
photomultiplier tube coupled to a 5' diameter, 2*
thick scintillator. The beam was ,1 mA delivered in
- 5 ms-long pulses,

The resultant nitrogen-signal/burst is ., 50 counts
above a negligible background. An operational system
will benefit from multiple detector cells (x4) and
greater beam intensity (X20), but will suffer from
lower target nitrogen concentrations (Wl/2) and
amounts (x1/5) as well as a larger tandoff distance
(x1/3). Thus, a prototype system should comfortably
operate within the catraints of this parameter
envelope.

The first panel is the raw spectrum containing
593,294 counts (the first bin has 74,843 counts, the
last 434) and was taken in 1,681 burts. The three
distinctive features arc:

I search for intefering signals with a computer code
using the National Nuclear Data Center compilation.
I looked for the reactions (y,p), (-,n), (n,p), (n,y);
(.y, 2 p), ('y,pn), (v,2n); and (y, 3 p), (y,2pn), (y,p2n),
('y,3n) on all stable isotopes with isotopic abundance
>0.1 % for incident photon energy of 100 MeV.
Reaction products which could produce interfer e
signals were those with a half live < 100 ms, tan
times that of the nitrogen-12 signal. 1 lt thae

4. INTERFERING SIGNALS

A long-time background which appears
equally in each bin, its magnitude
propot ional to the number of bursts, N, and
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candidates in Table I. The isotopic and chemical
(earth's crust) abundance percentages, threshold
energy, and a crude indication of the relative yields
at this specific excitation energy are also given. In
the first column is the number of knock-out nucleons
with the sign of the decay beta particle.

system to not only detect but also to image,
nitrogenous objects since often function can be
implied from form.
To see how imaging may be accomplished with the
Nitrogen Camera we construct again a simplistic
example. Imagine a nylon cube whose dimensions are
that of our pixel, - 6.3 cm on a side, and contrive a
scanning procedure so that the cube lies completely
within a single scan pixel. Make the detection interval
- 10 ms, to correspond to the half life of nitrogen-12
which we assume falsely to be the only nitrogen
marker produced. Further, assume that short- and
long-time backgrounds can be adequately subtracted.
Then the number of counts from each scan pixel
before encountering the cube will be consistent with
that of the intervening air and so can be subtracted as
a pedestal constant. Once the cube is irradiated N
counts will appear in the first counting interval.
When the next, and cubeless pixel is irradiated, N/2
counts will be recorded even though no nitrogen is
present in the most recently irradiated pixel.
Similarly, subsequent counting intervals will give
N/4, N/8, N/16, and so on, counts. Desmearing this
image can then be accomplished by taking the cube
pixel as containing 2N counts and then subtracting the
calculated tail from the subsequent pixels. Such a

Of the nine possible fast reactions at Ehy = 100 MeV,
six are on nitrogen isotopes, three on oxygen, and
one each on carbon-13 and boron-Il, the latter being
produced by neutron capture. From abundance
considerations only those reactions in bold type need
be taken seriously. At ,.. 20 MeV excitation energy
only the carbon reaction contributes, at , 40 MeV
nitrogen also produce an appreciable signal, and at
100 MeV oxygen may dominate the signal.
I obtained experimental spectra for medium and small
(plastic) and small (metal) land mine simulants; air,
brass, dirt, glass, granite paving block, particle
board, sand, steel, wood; Al, C, Cu, Fe, Mg, Pb;
and CaSO 4, FCI, H20, KBr, MnO2, N2H40 3, N6C3H6,
NaBiOg, NaCl. The targets included all but one
(titanium) of the 10 most abundant elements in the
earth's crust (99.48 % by weight) as well as 17 other
elements. I saw signals only from nitrogen and
carbon-13.

procedure can be generalized for real world non-ideal
Figure 2 shows these spectra typical of these other
materials: One kilogram of table salt taken under
irradiation conditions similar to that of the melamine
already mentioned. This spectra shows no indications
of a nitrogen signal, however, detailed analysis

conditions at only a cost of complexity.
A prototype detector section -- 4 5" cylindrical
scintillation detectors read out by photomultilplier
tubes whose power supplies are operated under
computer control - is being built to explore the

reveals a nitrogen signal which can be fully accounted
for by the room air.

imaging capabilities of the Nitrogen Camera. Each
tube output is to be fed into a four-channel customs
electronics module that will initially reside in the
back plane of an IBM compatible 486 computer.
These individual electronic channels will contain a
computer controlled discriminator and a 256 element,
2 t1 range, memory which will multiscale at 1 ms, or
factors of 2 thereof, under computer control. The
start/stop signals will originate in the external logic
and be initiated by signals from the accelerator
electron gun.

Thus only carbon-13, which constitutes 1.1% of
naturally occurring carbon, provides an interfering
signal. The carbon-13 created signals can be verified
(and therefore its interpretation as a nitrogen signal
falsified) using the unique ability of the racetrack
microtron to change energies in milliseconds: When
scanning with the 50 MeV beam, a nitrogen signal is
confirmed by halving the electron beam energy on the
next burst to 25 MeV and re-irradiating the pixel - if
no signal is seen then the original signal was from
nitrogen.

6. PROSPECTS

5. IMAGING

For the Nitrogen Camera technique to have a chance
of succeeding as an explosive detector, four now
experimentally verified facts had to be established:

A variety of natural and man made objects, from
wool gweaters to polish sausage, have a large
nitrogen content similar to explosives. It is therefore
essential for any operational explosive detection

That the abundant long half-life noise is at
worst well behaved (and so can be reliably
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Table I. Reactions produced at 100 MeV with decay products faster than 100 ms.

eN
0

Reaction
boron-li

-*

Ethres

ti/2

(MeV)

(ns)

Abundance (%)

Isotopic

Chemical

Relative

Yield

boron-12

-3.4

20.

80.1

0.001

-

-1

carbon-13

-

boron-12

17.5

20.

1.1

0.020

.01

-2

nitrogen-14

-

boron-12

25.1

20.

99.6

0.002

.15

+2

nitrogen-14 4 nitrogen-12

30.6

11.

99.6

0.002

.19

-2

nitrogen-15

-,

boron-13

31.0

17.

0.4

0.002

.20

-3

nitrogen-15

-*

boron-12

35.9

20.

0.4

0.002

.21

+3

nitrogen-15

nitrogen-12

41.5

11.

0.4

0.002

.24

-3

oxygen-16

boron-13

43.2

17.

99.8

46.400

.25

nitrogen-15 - beryllium-12 46.8

24.

0.4

0.002

.27

-3

-

-3

oxygen-18 - boron-15

51.6

9.

0.2

46.400

.30

+3

oxygen-16 - oxygen-13

52.1

9.

99.8

46.400

.31
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subtracted) and at best can be ignored in a
single-shot operational mode;

Support has been provided by the Swedish Techniczl
Development Board (89-01526P), the U.S Army
(DAAK7O-91-C-0034), and Defame Advanced
Research Projects Administration (DAAK70-92-C0001).

That the overwhelming small half-life noise
attending acceleration and targeting is both
sufficiently well behaved and of brief
duration that it can be either subtracted or its
time domain ignored;
That the signal strength is sufficient so as to
be measurable above these backgrounds
when produced by a single burst from the
accelerator; and
That the known nitrogen-faking signal from
carbon-13 can be falsified in real time.
The above accomplished, what now needs to be
demonstrated is:
0

That imaging capabilities - resolution, pixel
size, etc. - are sufficient;

S

That methods of sweeping the beam can be
found;

0

That automatic analysis algorithms can be
developed;

0

That data taking, beam sweeping and data
analysis can be synchronized; and

*

That the Zcanditronix medical micrtron can
be reduced in size and weight.

The above list is necessary, not sufficient. The failure
to accomplish any of these tasks will result in the
Nitrogen Camera being a sterile technology. The
achieving all of them, however, will not assure that
it will become an economically and societally
acceptable device. Whatever is the eventual result it
is great good fun trying, for a change, to solve,
rather than create, a social problem with nuclear
physics.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Staffan Rosander at KTH helped create the racetrack
microtron on which my experimental work is being
done, and skillfully operates it during data runs. This
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NEUTRON ELASTIC SCATTER (NES) FOR
EXPILOSIVEW DETECTION SYSTEMS (EDE)
Dr. Henry J. Gombag
PENETRON, Inc.
Df. Brian 0. Kushner
BDM Intenutional

1. BACKGROUND

A~n Arbor Nuclear but in close collobonition with
ERIM, was followed by formation of PENETRON as
a joint venture and the initiation of an experimental
testing and verification program. The experimeats
were carried out at the Nuclear Physics Research
Laboratory of the University of Kentucky at
Lexington under the supervision of Professor Marcus
McEllistrem.

PENETRON, Inc. was created in 1987 as a joint
venture between the Environmeutal Research Institute
of Midaigan (ERM and Ann Arbor Nuclear, Inc.
(AIN) for development of new, innovative search
systems for detcon and location of contraband such
as hidden explosives, and subsequently, oncealed
narcotics. The NES system concept described below
resulted from the initial joint venture for explosives
detection.

These studies form the base from which the BDMPENETRON team is moving towards prototype
system for demonstration and toward production of
fieldable sysems.

BDM acd PENETRON formed a team in April 1991
to pursue development further and to implemem the
NES technology.

2. INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL
DI!S"USSION

The systems are based on Neutron Elastc Scter
(NES) which incorporates two patented techniques,
Neutron Resounut Elastic Scatter (NRES) and
Neutron Elastic Back Scatter (NEBS), in a
proprietary technology. The first paw.nt (4,864,142)
on the NRES technology issued on September 5,
1989 and a second patent, on the NEBS technology
(4,918,315), issued on April 17, 1990.

The detection and location of concealed explosives by
Neutron Elastic Scatter (ES) i based on detection
ef the atomic constituents and measurement of their
respective concentrations. Using Carbon, Nitrogen,
and Oxygen as the primary targets, the presence and
amount ot each is mm ued and the Carbon-Nitrogen
and Oxygen-Nitrogen ratios established. As down
in Table 1, the principal explosives have C/N and
O/N ratins which fall into a fairly narrow range. The
densities range between 1.5 and 2, and the
co=n= aon of Nitrogm is high, 15 to 35%.

The development statted in 1986, in response to a
perceived need for new methods of contraband
detection that would be sensitive, difficult to counter,
and have a low false alarm rate,

There are nmy innocent articles of commerce,
however, which contain Nitrogen.
Here, the
conoentration of Nitrogen is lower or the ratios are

The chemical and physical properties of the common
explosives were analyzed (from the literature) and the

methods for their detection which were known to be
in use or under development were reviewed. There

different.

were many! In addition, chemical and physicad
processes which ware 4 under development were
explored. This study produced the realintion that the
large elastic scaatr cross sections of the nuclei of the
light elements for fast neutrons which are well known

It is important that a probe technique be sensitive
enough to detect the concentrations of Nitrogen, but
also be able to evaluate the setting in which it is
found; to determine the ratios or "signature."

in nuclear physics were not being used as a basis for

3. PRINCIFLIIS OF NES

an explosives identification system. The initial
analytical work, which ran for about a year within

The common explosives contain predominantly light
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avem4sed cross section as a function of neutron
energy, important differences emerge. The back
scatter resonances are usually higher, enhancing
sensitivity, but in some cases (1.59 MeV) there is no
back scatter peak (Figure 4).

atoms; Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen.
Fast neutrons win interact strongly, primarily by
elastic collision, with the light nuclei in contrast with
X-rays which show relatively weak interactions. In
elastic collisions there is no change in the structure of
the nucleus hit by the neutron.

These back scatter resonances can be found at

From a beam of neutrons with same energy

energies up tabout 10 MeV, as seen in Figure 5 for

impinging on target nuclei, the neutrons scattered in

Nitrogen. This sets an effective energy limit on the

a particular direction have a new, unique reduced

NRES technique. The NEBS technique which is used

energy determined by the mass of the nucleus hit.

to generate the "signatures" remains effective to 20
MeV and higher; as long as elastic scatter is
dominant.

By measuring the change between neutron velocity in
and the velocity out, the nucleus struck can be
identified.
Carbon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen all
produce different back scatter velocities (see Figure

Similar properties are displayed by Carbon and
Oxygen. Backscatter spectra for C, N, and 0 are

1).

shown in Figure 6.

From the intensity of the back scattered signals, the

The nuclear data presented has been developed from

amounts of the chemical elements doing the scattering
can be automatically calculated, and from the ratios
of their signals, the composition can be estimated.
Not only is Nitrogen detected and measured, but also
the ratios of Nitrogen to Carbon, Nitrogen to
Oxygen, etc. can be established automatically.
Neutron Elastic Scatter provides a quick and sensitive
way of doing a remote chemical identification.

sources in the open literature and in particular, data
from the National Nuclear Data Center at Brookhaven
National Laboratory.

4. LABORATORY TEST RESULTS
Up to this point we have dealt with concepts. The
NES technology has been successfully demonstrated
in the laboratory. Spectra, have been experimentally

Up to this point, we have assumed that the nuclei of

For some neutron energy regions this can be
reasonably accurate, but for particular energies,

observed for "innocent materials" (plastics) versus
simulated explosives. The results at one neutron
energy (application of the NEBS principle) are shown
in Figure 7. The difference, particularly in the
detection of Nitrogen, along with Carbon and
Oxygen, are clear. It should be noted that the
complete spectrum of elements is generated using one

individual elements can show unique changes in cross

input caergy.

the different light elements (C, N, 0) display the
same cross section; the same size and shape targets to
the incoming neutrons. Tho targets differ only in
mass or weight.

section because they no longer are essentially

We refer to the peaks in the scatter cross section at
particular energies as "resonances." This may be

Three spectra for the simulated explosive taken at
different neutron energies (application of the NRES
principle) illustrate in Figure 8 the change in contrast
and how the Nitrogen signal is enhanced. The
spectra were normalized to the Carbon signal. A
shift of 30 KeV (1.78 to 1.75 MeV) would change
only the Nitrogen peak, thus providing a test for false
alarms.

seen in Figure 2 for the elements H, C, N, and 0.
The differential cross section for Nitrogen as a
function of angle, with neutron energy as a parameter

The preceding figures were "smoothed" for clarity of
presentation. A computer printout of the actual data

spherical. Instead, they scatter the neutrons more
effectively in one direction (back scatter) than another
(side scatter) and the effective size, the cross section,
may increase several fold, or it may even almost
disappear making the element "transparent."

Note that for back scatter

points showing standard deviations for each channel

(cos a = -1.0) the cross section for 1.78 MeV is

count and the derived spectrum using the SAN-12

higher than for 1.59 MeV. The total cross sections
(see Figure 2) are in reverse order. When the back
scatter spectrum for Nitrogen is compared with the

code is presented in Figure 9. The experiments were
carried out in the accelerator laboratory at the

is shown in Figure 3.
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University of Kentucky under the supervision of
Professor Marcus McEllistreme

t. COMMENTS IN CONCLUSION
*

One other example is given. Thin heet explosives
ar a known problem. Figures 10 and 11 show the
experimentally generated spectra for a thin sheet
alone and for the same sheet behind aluminum as in
an attache case. It is easily detected, and a typical
cover makes no difference.

NES is sd upona primary effect &Wis
thus more precise, reliable, and quicker
for detection of ccovteled explouivs.
NES is based on currmt and available
echnology.
NES has mearnred daa from Ubatory
demonstrations

5. POSTULATED PROBLEMS
5.1.False Alarms
We have examined several sources of postulated false
alarms and find that either the NES system can
reveal spurious sigzals in its normal configuration
or is readily modified to meet the problem. The
basic protection comes from the fact
that:
5.1.1. *Signatures' are generated and these are
characteristic of the material being examined.
5.1.2. The resonance technique allows quick routine
and automatic check on the authenticity of signature,
that is, is a given peak really due to Nitrogen?
Our thinking on these and other postulated false
alarms is summarized in Table 2. We believe the
problems can be met.
5.2.
RadiationProtectionCalculationsindicatethat
for the proposed neutron energy range (to 3.5 MeV),
an operator and the genral public can be readily
protected by light (water tank or equivalent) shielding
less than 1 meter thick; about one third of that
required for 14 MeV neutrons.
On the matter of induced radioactivity, the basic
process depends on elastic scatter which is the
dominant reaction by orders of ma,nitude. In
Table 3, we have summarized our findings for
examination of an aluminum case. The initial dose
rate from the surface of a freshly examined case is
calculated to be less than 1 x 10.4 of the ambient sea
level dose.
For an experiment similar to that shown in Figure 7,
no radioactivity could be measured with a safety
survey (G.M.) type meter after the source was turned
off and the case brought out from behind the shield.
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*

NES produces negigb remidual
radioactivity.

*

NES can be in production, pending
funding and meolution of system
engineering issues, in 3-5 years.
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IMUATE

EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEM
Wil1i Lee, Joaph Bendabmi, Petr Ryge, ad Tah (ozani
Science ApOicsions bn udoW Csporation
Sana CWara, CA

1. INTRODUCTION

When the energy resolution is compared at 662 KeV,
the NaI(fl) detector has the best resolution of about
7%, followed by the BaF 2 at 10%, and the BGO at

The gamma ray scintillators form the basic detection

system for three nuclear-based explosive detection

13 %'.

systems, nanly the thermal neutron analysis (TMA),
fast neutron analysis (FNA), and pulsed fast neutron
analysis (PFNA). These scintillators are required to
distinguish gamma ray lines of interest from a variety
of background that comes from non-explosive
materials u well as the detector material itself. The
gammam
my of interest in the case of TNA is the
10.83 MeV thermal neutron capture line from
nitrogen. The lines of interest in FNA and PFNA
are t- 6.13 and 4.43 MeV lines from inelastic
scattering of fast neutrons in oxygen and carbon,
respectively, ammg others.
Various types of scintillators were evaluated.

The BGO detector is inferior to the NI(TrI)

in energy resolution by about a factor of two and
tends to trap the scintillation light because of its high
index of refrsction.
The time resolution for the 3*x3* NaI(Tn) detector is
around 0.6 ns and for the 4 cube is 1.1 ns at 6.13
MeV. The time resolution for the BGO is little
worse (around 1.4 ns) at 6.13 MeV and deteriorates
rapidly towards lower energies. The BaF 2 detector is
the fastest of the group; resolution time of 230 ps can
be obtained with the I"xl" scintillator. The timing
resolution also improves with size." This means
better timing resolution can be obtained by using
smaller crystals.

The

list included thallium activated sodium iodide
(NaI(TI)), bismuth germamte (Bi4 e30 12, also known
as BGO), and barium fluoride (BaF 2).

3. DETECTION EFFICIENCY
The detection efficiency increases with the density
and atomic number of the scintillator material. The
BGO has one of the best photopeak efficiencies (see
Figure 1). It has an extremely high stopping power
because of the high atomic number of bismuth
(Z=83) and its high density (7.13 g/cm'). A high
stopping power is required to detect the very high
energy gamma ray of 10.83 MeV in the TNA.
Despite the inferior energy resolution, the BGO has
a high peak to compton ratio and produces a lower
contribution in the forms of single and double escape
peaks. The former is 3 times and the latter 50 times
smaller than the full energy peak, enhancing the
separation of a nitrogen signal from that of chromium
and iron.

2. ENERGY AND TIME RESOLUTION
Good energy and time resolution are key factors in
the detector selection process. They enable the
separation of the gamma my of interest from other
interfering lines and background. In the case of the
TNA, there are several gamma ray lines that lie just
below the nitrogen region (10 - 11 MeV), causing
interference. Some of these interfering lines are the
9.7 MeV chromium capture line, the 9.3 MeV iron
capture line, the 9 MeV nickel capture line, and the
8.6 MeV chlorine capture line. The poor energy
resolution makes the separation between nitrogen
signals and deleterious signals from the interfering
materials very difficult. The main background comes
from pileup where two or more gamma rays, whose
combined energies fall in the nitrogen region, are
incident on the detectir within the resolving time of
the electronics.

In order to quantify the gamma ray detection
efficiencies for various sizes and types of detectors,
the detector responses were simulated using EOS4
(Electron Gamma Shower version 4) code. The input
geometry included only the bare crystal. The gamma
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ray sources were located 25 cm from the face of the
detectors at an angle of 0 degree. The simulation
results showed good agreement with the experimental
data for a few benchmark cases (see Figure 2).
From the simulation results, one can conclude that
the BGO detector is over 2 times more efficient than
the NaI and 1.5 times more efficient the BaF 2, for the
s;ame crystal size.

4"x4"*x4" and 2"x4" NaIl) detector while signal to
background ratio improved a little for the wide region
and remained same for the narrow region. A 3"x3"
NaI(TI) detector faired slightly better, but the
improvement in signal to background ratio was not
enough to offset the deficiency in the net signal and
figure of merit. However, these smaller detectors
could fare better if the source intensity could be
increased.

4. COMPARISON OF THE NaI(T) AND BGO
SCINTILLATORS

The 3"x3" and 2"x2" BGO detectors were then
compared against the 4" cube NaI(Tl). In order to
reduce the interference from neutron capture gamma
rays in 'N3e, the BGO detectors were encased in
appropriate shielding. The detector signals were
passed through a preamplifier and a conventional
spectroscopy amplifier (Canberra 2020). Its output
was then fed to an ADC which was part of the
Nuclear Data Accuspec PC-based MCA board.
Table 2 shows some basic comparisons between the
detectors, namely the front surface area, the volume
of the crystal and their total input count rates.
As might be expected, the count rate is roughly
proportional to the surface area ratio. Figure 3
shows the spectral comparison between these three
detectors. The resolution nieasurements were done
at three different gamma ray energies, namely 2.22
MeV (hydrogen capture), 4.95 MeV (carbon
capture), and 10.83 MeV (nitrogen capture).

A measurement was done to characterize and
compare the NaI(Tl) and BGO scintillators of various
sizes.
The following types and sizes of the
scintillators were studied:
a 4"x4*x4 - (cubic)
NaI(Tl), and cylindrical shape: 3'x3" NaIM), 2"x4"
NaI(T1), 3'x3" BGO, and a 2"X2" BGO detector.
These detectors were tested in a prototype carry-on
explosive detection system (COEDS). Two different
widths of nitrogen regions were evaluated, namely a
wide region (9.4 MeV - 11.3 MaV) and a narrow
region (10.05 MeV - 11.3 MeV). The wide region
included a 10.83 MeV full energy peak all the way
down to the double escape peak, and the narrow
region excluded the double escape peak. The wide
region favors the smaller detectors while the narrow
region favors the large 4"x 4"x 4" NaI(Tl). For
instance, since smaller detectors lack a detection
efficiency and have a higher probability of producing
single and double escape peaks, a wider region would
be more beneficial.

The resolution comparison (see Table 3) confirms
that the NaI(Tl) detector has a superior resolution
than the BGO detectors. For example, at 10.83 MeV
the 3"x3" BGO detector has about a 28% poorer
resolution than the 4" cube Nal detector, and the
2"x2" BGO has a 41 % inferior resolution than the
4"x4"x4*.

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of net signal,
signal to background ratio, and figure of merit. The
figure of merit (FOM) is defined as:
FOM

-

S
/S+2B

The efficiencies of these detectors are also compared.
To compare efficiencies of the detectors, a following
method of calculating the detector efficiency was
used:

S /B
V2 S7/B

where S represents count rate due to the source alone
without background and B represents count rate due
to background. The FOM measures the ratio of

Efficiency

signal to statistical background in terms of the
number of (counting statistics) standard deviation,
This measure is especially important in TNA because

Total output count rate above 2

MeV / Total input count rate above
noise.

of its short acquisition time.

This counting efficiency measures the intrinsic
detection efficiency for high energy gamma rays
(above 2 MeV) with respect to all gamma rays
recorded by the detector.

The results seem to indicate that there will probably
be more losses than gains by going with a 2"x4"
NaI(TI) detector. For example, the figure of merit
dropped by more than a factor of two between a

For the 4" cube NaI(Tl) and the 3"x3" BGO, the
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calculated efficiency was identical at about 17 %while
the 2"x2* BOO efficiency was somewhat lower at
about 14%.

do not interfere with the gamma rays of interest.
NOTES
-Harshaw Chemical Company, Solon, Ohio.

S. CONCLUSION
Other factors to consider in the detector selection
process are cost, availability, handling, and seesitivity
to outron backgrounds. Table 41- summarizes the
basic'properties of various scintillators. The NaI(Tl)
is the most available and relatively inexpensive
detector. Its mergy resolution is one of the best
among inorganic scintillators, but its time resolution
and detection efficiency are only average. It needs to
be handled with care since it is hygroscopic and
fragile'. The BOO detector is the most efficient of
the group, with its high stopping power and high
peak to compton ratio. It is also non-hygroscopic
and much more rugged compared to the NaI(TI). Itt
disadvantages include poor energy and timing
resolution, high cost, and low availability. The BaF 2
detector has the fastest timing resolution of the group.
Its efficiency is between that of the BOO and NaI(TI)
detectors. Figure 4 shows the comparisons of spectra
taken in a laboratory FNA system. However, its
disadvantages are poor resolution, high cost, and low
to medium availability.

2Rexon

Corporation, Macedonia, Ohio.

3Bicron

Corporation, Newbury, Ohio.

'E. Dafni, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in
Physics Research A254 (1987) 54-60, NorthHolland, Amsterdam.
W.C. Kaiser, Anal. Chem. 38 (11), 27A (1966).
6S.A. Wender, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, Vol. NS-30, No. 2 (April 1983).

In nuclear based systems, detectors are exposed to
neutron fluxes of different energies. These neutrons
may create backgrounds in the various gamma energy
region and may also add to the overall count rate in
the detector. The calculated cross section for thermal
neutron capture in a NaI detector is 2.7 x 10= barns
per gram while the cross section in a BOO is only
3.4 x 1021 barns per grain. The factor of eight
reduction in the cross section for the BOO means
significant reduction in the background. In the case
of the NaI(Ti), neutrons impinging on the crystal
creates cascade of gamma ray lines around 6.8 MoV
due to resonance capture of neutrons in iodine. On
the other hand, a BOO manifests a 10.2 MeV gamma
ray line which comes from cascade gamma rays
emitted as a result of neutron capture on 'Ge (7.8%
abundant isotope of Ge) within the crystal (see Figure
5). This high energy gamma ray falls within the
nitrogen region in the TNA and thus poses a
problem. Fortunately, it has been proven that this
line can be sufficiently reduced by surrounding a
BOO detector with adequate shielding. The same is
true with a NIM) detector. A BaF2 detector is the
least problematic in this area because of its low cross
section to neutrons, and its background gamma rays
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Table 1
FOM Comparison Between Various NaT Detector Sizes
Wide Region: (9.4 MeV

I1LI MeY)_______

-

j

FOM

Dtector Size

Net

SIB

Ux4 (det 33)

10.89

2.23

2.4

4(det 48)

11.18

2.64

2.52

3x3 (det 47)

3.61

3.44

1.51

2.%4 (det 34)

1.69

3.31

1.03

Narrow Region- (10.05 MeV

-

11.3_MeV)

[

OM

Net

S/B

04x4 (det 48)
4 x(det 33)
303(det 47)

6.92
7.17

3.22
3.41

2.09

1.79

3.65

1.08

2x4 (deL 34)

0.80

3.20

0.70

Detector Size

2.10

Table 2

IArft

Description of the Scintillators
3*x3* BOO

4"x4"01 Nal

2*x2' BOO

7F 6O

7.1in

3.1Iin2

Volume

64 it?

21.3 iv

6.2i00

Count Rate

23.6 kcps

11.5 kcps

7.1 kcps
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Table 3
Energy Resolution Comparison
DetecWor

Element

Energy

FWHM %
Resolution

.....-..

.

4"x4"x4"
3*x3'

H
H

2.22 MeV
2.22

5.8
7.4

2"x2"

H

2.22

8.7

4"x4"x4"

C

4.95

3.3

3"x3"

C

4.95

4.0

2*x2"

C

4.95

5.8

4"x4"A4*

N

10.83

1.8

3"x3"

N

10.83

2.3

2*x2*

N

10.8e

2.5
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EXPLOSIV DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON
ELECTRONIC NEUTRON GENERATOR (ENG)
Willis Lee, David B. Mahood, Peter Ryge, Joseph Bendahan, and Tahi Gozmni
Science Applications International Corporation
2950 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95054

1. INTRODUCTION

The D(d,n)He reaction has a high yield with low
particle energies and was uwed in the compact Kaman
generator. The energy distribution of tho neutrons
emitted from the D(d,n)He reaction at iow deuteron
bcam energy is alItost monoenergetic, resulting in a
good neutron thermalization efficiency. The Kaman
accelerator produced a 180 keV deuteron beam with
currents of up to 4.0 mA which resulted in a total
neutron output of 5x10' n/sec at an energy of about
2.6 MeV.

Under FAA sponsorship, thermal neutrou analysis
(TNA) explosive detection systems (EDS) for
inspection of checked airline baggage have been
developed and demonstrated.
Two parallel
development paths were initiated, one using a
californium-252 radioisotope source and one using an
electronic neutrcn generator (ENG) consisting of a
small particle accelerator with a neutron production
target. A second generation development produced
the ctlifornium-based TNA presently deployed in
various airports.

The 'Be(d,n)°B reaction was also employed for the
production of neutrons. The neutron yield from the
reaction is isotropic about the target and the energy
distribution is shown in Figure 2. The aeutron
spectrum of interest is from the 1.0 MeV deuteron
beam produced by the National Electrostati
Corporation (NEC) accelerator.

Each of these neutron sources has its advantages over
the other. The californium source is more compact,
economical and absolutely reliable since neutrons are
emitted constantly (whether desired or not). A
neutron generator is more bulky, expensive, and, like
any equipment, not totally reliable. However, since
it can be turned off and thereby cease emitting
radiation, it was considered inherently safer and
expects4 to be less difficult in terms of regulation and
licensing. It was also expected that the ENG-based
EDS would be less subject to the extreme sensitivities
of some individuals to the presence of radioactive
materials in a public application.

Figure 3 shows the expected neutron production from
the 9Be(d,n)10B reactiou at various bombarding
energies. A I MeV deuteron beam should produce
a neutron output of about lx10' n/uec-,uA. The NEC
accelerator was rated at a maximum beam current of
20 usA at I MeV energy with stable, reliable
operation, giving neutron outputs as high as x101
n/sec.

The Kaman A711 was the lest costly noutron
generator capable of providing the necessary neutron
flux and was therefore selected for the ENG-EDS
development. A prototype EDS using it was
designed, constructed and evaluated.

3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
THE D(d,n)He s AND &(dn)B 1* REACTIONS
The major advantage of the D(d,n)He reaction is that
high neutron yields ca be achieved at low voltage or

beam energy but requirea high beam current. The
2. THICK TARGET YIELDS

monoenergetic output results in moro officioa

thermal neutron production.
Vurious deuteron beam reactions can be employed for
producing neutrons. Neutron production yields are
shown in Figure 1 for various reactios.[11 The
prolific T(d,n)4He reaction is not suitable for INA
application because the 14 MeV neutrons emitted are
too difficult to shield and produce excessive
background.

The principal disadvantage is that the target is short
lived due !o deuterium sputtering erosion which
occurs at the high beam current needed to supply
adequate neutron yield.
The '(d,n)OB

reactiou has the advantage of

produuing high netr output but requirm higher
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beam energy. The major advantage of the reaction is
that solid beryllium neutron production targets can be
employed and %ill last indefinitely. A disadvantage
is the production of gamma rays along with the broad
neutron spectrum resulting in a higher background
which must be taken into account.
4. NEUTRON GENERATOR SYSTEMS
4.1 Kaman Model A711 Neutron Generator
The Kaman A711 Neutron Generator is shown
schematically in Figure 4 integrated with the
prototype EDS. The compact accelerator head is
located within the shielding above the baggagecarrying conveyor belt. The head consists of an SF6
insulated pressure vessel containing the glass and
metal sealed accelerator tube, cc.aprised of a
deuterium ion source, acceleration electrodes and
neutron production target. This sealed tube was an
expended component, replaced at a cost of $17,000,
requiring about eight hours. The high voltage power
supplies and cooling systems are placed on top of the
.,,", yor shielding at the ends of the EDS.
The Kaman accelerator was operated by a laboratory
technician. The control system for the accelerator
was found to be unstable, so a microprocessor basel
controller was developed to automatically maintain a
fairly constant neutron output. The A711 was used
for developrent and testing in the laboratory and was
later installed at airport locations in tbi'k prototype
EDS.
Reliability of the accelerator was found to be
unsatisfactory due to failure of the sealed accelerator
tubes. The accelerator was operated ngar mpximum
voltage and beam current in order to obtain the
requir d neutron output. The neutron yield dropped
considerably in ,ome tubes in reX. .ively short periods
of time.
Explosive detection perfomni nce of the EDS with the
Kaman generat.r was teste d at San Francico and Los
Angeles airports on passenger baggage and at San
Francisco on air cargo. Probability of detection,
probability of false alarm and throughput goals were
met.
The useful life of the tubes varied considerably but
was fenerally about 250 hours of continuous full
output operation.

4.2 National Electrostatic Corporation Model 3SH
Accelerator
The National Electrostatic Corporation (NEC) Model
3SH accelerator was installed and tested in the EDS
prototype previously used with the Kaman. A thick,
solid beryllium target was brazed to the end of the
beam tube. Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of
the NEC accelerator mounted on the EDS. The
Model 3SH is contained in a sealed tank filled with
SF, to insulate the ion source, accelerator column,
and pellet-chain high voltage charging system.
During initial installation and testing of the
accelerator some minor modification and -epairs were
necessary but all of the problems were resolved
within the first 2000 hours of operation and the total
time required tor the raodifications and repairs was
at-ut 4 days.
Operation of the accelerator was fairly simple and
required an operatot at a laboratory technician level
with an understanding of accelerator maintenance.
The stability of the neutron output was excellent and
did not require modifications to the control system as
did the Kaman unit. Other than minor adjustments of
the corona probe used for voltage regulation, the
NEC accelerator has been operated continuously with
no major faults or maintenance required for a period
of 10,000 hours. At the time that this report was
written the neutron generator had been run for 12,649
hours. The NEC Model 3SH pelletron has proven to
be a reliable, safe, and economical neutron generator.
5. EXPLOSIVE DETECTION PERFORMANCE
OF NEC ACCELERATOR BASED EDS
A largo number of bags must be run through the
system in order to establiah its performance with
statistical validity.
This process is very time
consumring. Therefore, a simpler technique for
estimating the performance from a smaller number of
memairements was desired. This simpler technique
involves measuring tm standard bags with and
without explosives.
For convenience reasons,
explosive simulants were used in place of actual
explosives. The bags were chosen to cover the full
range, as mea.ured by the nitrogen content and flux
absorption, of actual suitcases encountered in
airports.
The EDS computer makes explosive
detection decisions by discriminant analysis [21 of
features which are a mathematical combination of the
detector counts measured by the system. The
distance between the centers of the two clusters (with

and without explosives) in feature space can be used
to predict the performance and compare different
EDS systems.
To compare between systems on a common ground,
the same set of ten bags are used repeatedly, and the
five best features are deduced by the stepwise
discriminant procedure. Since the ten bags are
chosen to represent the extremes of the distribution of
passenger bags, there is a high correlation of the
distance between the two clusters as measured by the
ten bags with the detection and the false alarm rates
measured on the more numerous passenger bags.
The scparation is calculated from the means for the
two clusters in units of the standard deviation of the
points about the mean. This measure of separation,
also known as the Mahalanobis distance D, is
computed by SAS [31 procedure DISCRIM. Its
formula is as follows:

pulse height spectrum acquired at the three beam
cuirents and their respective FOMs. It is evident that
the FOM increases with neutron output in this range.
As count rate increases further, the background
increases and FOM deteriorates above an optimal
point.
6. CONCLUSION
Experience with the prototype ENO-EDS has shown
that an operational airport baggage inspection system
based on an electronic neutron generator can be built
and would be a practical and effective alternative to
a system employing radioactive materials.
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ASSOCIATED PARTICLE IMAGING
Albert Beyerle, Robin Durkee, Garrett Healey,
J. Paul Hurley, and Laura Tunnell
Special Technologies Laboratory
Santa Barbara, CA

1. INTRODUCTION
tube also records the alpha particle associated with
each neutron which defines the time of creaton and
direction of flight for each neutron. A sample to be
imaged is placed in front of the STNG tube (opposite
the alpha detector) and neutrons are allowed to
interact with it. Gamma rays characteristic of each
interaction are counted by gamma-my detectors
viewing the sample. A computer is then used to
process those complex position, energy, and timing
data for presentation to a user in an intelligible form.

An associated particle imaging (API) system has been
built and some first images recorded. These images
are presented in this paper. Design of the system has
been reported previously',
Associated particle imaging uses the direction and
time correlations between fast (14 MeV) neutrons and
alpha particles produced in a small accelerator via the
deuterium-tritium reaction. Detection of the alpha
particle with a position-seasitivedetector provides the
direction of flight and time of emission of the
associated neutron. The neutron may then interact
(most probably scatter ,ielastically) with the target
nucleus to produce a gamma ray whose energy is
characteristic of the target material. The time-ofdetection of the gamma ray gives the neutron
interaction time and is used to locate the neutronnucleus interaction and, hence, the target material,
while measurement of the gamma-ray energy
identifies the elemental composition of the target. The
system is information rich, since it can use the
geometric and elemental data recorded with each
event to generate real-time, fully manipulable, threedimensioui images of identified materials. API
permits single-sided, non-intrusive inpection of the
internal contents of sealed packages and containm,
ad will image all elements except hydrogen and
helium. The technique images 14 MeV nautron
interactions in the Utmeuia of interest.

The design and manufacture of the prototype sealedtube neutron generator (STNG) encompasses five
separate tasks: ion source studies; electrode geometry
design, including beam optics computer studies; alpha
particle detector studies; high voltage power supply
(HVPS) design; and selection of an appropriate
fabrication site. All Gf these are now complete. The
design lifetime goal for the STNG tube when used in
API applications has beem set at 1000 hours, with
every expectation that t figure will be exceeded
Five STNGs have been manufactured. The first four
have been used for beam optics studies, while the
fifth tube is now generating neutons. As of the time
of this writing, that tube will have been operating for
mor than 700 hours (as of 10115191; see above), at
a continuous neutron flux of -2 X lO n/s, a -rate
tha is limited by the performance of the existing
alpha particle electronics. The tube is operated at an
.-. 15 kV acceleration and . 1.4 uA current on target.
Designed for direct beam obervatiows and for ease
in making modifications, the beam optics tubes were
manufacured with a glass envelope, a clear glS
view port, a fluorescng glass target, and a removable
conflate flange a&sembly. The fifth tube is similar to
the first four, using the same glass envelope ad
flange assembly. However, in order to generate
neutrons and detect the associated alpha particles, the
glass target was repltced with a target containing
tritium and the clear glass view por was replaced
with an alpha detector.

The associated particle T(d,n)*He technique as a
mans of "electronic collin-ation has been used for
40 yeus with many examples of its us'. C. W.
Peters, et W constructed a proof-of-concept imaging
system. Groups at LANL ' and ANLO have also been
woking with the technique.
2. COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
The associated particle imaging system consists of
several components. Neutrons are produced in the
sealad4ube neutron ge ator (STNG). The STNO
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One of the count-rate limitations of any timing
technique is the need to limit random coincidences.
API is no different in this respect. The technique
tracks an individual neutron to an interaction site and
then a gamma-ray from the interaction site to a
gamma-ray detector. If two neutrons are produced in
a coincidence window, the system has no way to
know which neutron produced the gamma ray.
Therefore, the neutron production rate must be kept
low enough so that the interactions do not interfere.
In the case of the API system, to image objects out to
2 meters, the longest flight times are about 50 nsec.
This corresponds to a frequency of 20 MHz. Since
the neutrons are produced by a random process,
rather than at fixed intervals, the rate must be kept
low enough to avoid these random coincidices. A
factor of about 10 lower in average rate will yield
about a 10% random coincidence rate. Thus the API
system is limited theoretically to about 2xlO'neutrons
produced traveling in the direction of the target. If
the neutron production rate is pushed much higher
than this little is gained, because data ae confused
due to random coincidence events. This is a
fundamental limitation on API count rate and it is the
price that is paid for the 4-dimensional information
the technique provides.

The ion source, a Penning cell which operates on
ambient gas in the tube, is one whose design has long
been used in commercial tubes 9. The first tube was
used primarily to characterize the performance of the
ion source. The relationship between ion source
current, ion source (tube) gas pressure, and ion
source voltage was studied. This was important to
understand the mode switch point in the ion source
between modes I and III. For a discussion of mode
switching in ion sources, reference is again made to
the discussions by Hooper'0 . For the low target
currents appropriate to API, these tubes will be
operated well below the switching point, where the
ion source current is low, and the pressure versus
current slope is positive for good feedback control.
A unique aspect of the API STNG tube is the
requirement for a tightly focused beam. Most
STNG's intentionally defocus the beam to avoid
target heating problems. STNGs 2-4 were used
primarily to measure beam spot parameters including
those controlling beam current and beam focus. The
results confirmed the computer studies', showing that
the focal plane is adjustable through a distance
ranging from before the target to well beyond it, that
the beam is cylindrical in cross section and, when
focused

on

the

target,

has

a

diameter

of

3. IMAGES

approximately 0.8 mm, a measure that exceeds
expectations (.... I mm) for the first tube, and is
acceptable for API applications. The measurements
also define the focus voltage as a function of
acceleration voltage for smallest beam spot.
For this work a 3' x 3' BaF 2 detector has been used.
It provides good detection efficiency, good timing,

The images we have taken with the API system thus
far have all been obtained with roughly the same
operating parameters. The beam current in the system
has been limited to about 1.1-1.5 AA beam current on
target. This produces 3000-6000 a-particles/sec in the
alpha detector. We are currently using a 1 Aec pulse

and moderate energy resolution at reasonable cost. It

shaping time in the a detector, so the rate must be

would be desirable to have a huge array of highresolution Ge detectors in addition to scintillators, but
they are expensive and timing is poor. Any final API
system will probably comprise several detector types,
all working in concert.

kept low to avoid pile up. Above about 7000 cps a
pile-up "phantom' begins to appear in the middle of
the image. This rate limitation is imposed by the
existing alpha-detector electronics. Our calculation
indicates that this corresponds to a neutron production
rate of ,, I n/sec. There is a total gamma-count
rate of about 3,000 y/sec. This results in about )
coincidence-event/sec (depending of course on themass of the target). The coincidence window is <70
nsec for the coincidence between alpha and gamma.
The gamma-detector is a 3' x 3' BaF 2 scintillator. It
is located about 90' from the beam axis, just out of
the direct flux of the neutron beam, about 'Ameter
from the center of the target.

Two main factors influence the lateral position
resolution of the system, and both relate to the
precision of the measurement of the alpha-particle
direction. The first of these is the size of the ion
beam spot on the target and the second is the position
resolution of the alpha detector. The extent to which
the precise locations of the origin of the alpha particle
and its impact on the detector are undetermined
contributes to an uncertainty in the direction of the
neutron. This uncertainty defines the minimum
resolvable angle between sample features.

We have taken an image of two one quart containers;
one partially filled with salt, the other filled with
warn. The intent of this misureawt was to teot to
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ability of the system to resolve objects spatially as

API imaging provides isotopic information via the

well as chemically,

spectra produced by neutron induced gamma rays. A
3" X 3" BaF2 scintillator detects gamma-rays to
provide timing and energy resolution. The energy
resolution of this detector is about 3.5 at 6.13 Mev.

The experimental configuration is shown in Figures
I and 2. The figures show the arrangement of the
two containers relative to the origin. The containers
are 8 cm (X) x 8 cm (Y) x 8 cm (Z). Also indicated
is the viewing angle of the STNG (-.,13'), and the
slightly larger viewing angle of the shield
surrounding the STNG (.-...17*). The position of the
BaF2 gamma-ray detector is indicated in the top view.

Energy spectral peaks from Na and Cl are expected
in the salt. Spectral lines from 0 are expected in the
water since hydrogen has no fast-neutron gamma-ray
lines. Figure 8 shows the entire energy spectrum for
the arrangement of Figures 1 and 2. The most
prominent lines are those due to hydrogen thermal
neutron capture, (H(n.,,,'y)D) at 2.22 Mev, and
carbon ('C(nf,, n') 2C) at 4.43 Mev (escape triplet
peaks). Oxygen lines are barely visible as 6.13 Mev
(escape triplet peaks). Major lines are identified in
Figure 8.

Figures 3 and 4 are shadowgram images of the
objects obtained by integrating out the energy
dependence and one of the spatial dimensions. Figure
3 is a front view. This is the view of the objects from
the location of the STNG. Figure 4 is a top view.
This is the view, from above, down on the object.
The side view is available in the same data but is not
presented.

The major lines in this spectrum are due to hydrogen
and carbon which are constituents of the shield, not
the targets. Hydrogen capture is not prompt, since the
neutrons must undergo many collisions before they
slow down enough for this reaction to take place.
Upon examination of the following energy spectra,
note that the hydrogen-capture line is gone. It does
not appear in any of the spatially correlated slices
because it is a general random-coincidence "fog"
throughout the picture.

One of the great virtues of the API system is the 3dimensional imaging capability.
Conventional
radiographs are shadowgraphs of data, with one of
the spatial dimensions integrated out by the nature of
the technique. The presentations in this paper are
necessarily two- 1,' 'k,
:ibut this is a limitation of
the medium rathr" than a limitation of API. In this
section we will go through a slicing up process of the

data to demonstrate the power of this spatial isolation.
All of the data in this paper are different views of the

Figure 9 is the spectrum due to tle Z = 0 peak of
Figure 5. The prominent peaks correspond to carbon

same 4-D image.

(4.43 Mev and escapes). These gamma-rays are timecorrelated fast-neutron capture peaks from the shield.
The shield is out of the direct path of coincident
neutrons. This interaction must be a multiplescattering effect, where the STNG itself scatters
neutrons out of the exit cone of the shield. The shield
is very massive. It is about 1000 times more massiva
than the target so that a small diveWd neutron flux
will cause a huge effect.

Figure 5 shows the Z distribution of all events,
regardless of their X-Y-E value. The salt can be seen
near Z = 70, and the water, near Z = 90. The
largest peak near Z = 0 is from the shielding and
warrants some discussion later.
The depth (Z) data can be used to isolate objects of
interest. In order to spatially isolate either the water
or the salt, the data can be sliced or windowed in two
coordinates and then viewed in the third. The
horizontal (X) distribution of all events (no slicing) is
shown in Figure 6. The peak at X = 10 cm is the
water and the peak at X = -7 cm is the salt. Figure
7 shows the X distribution of the water after being
windowed in Y and Z. Now the water is the
dominant peak at x - + 10 cm. The salt data are still
present, although much reduced, because the objects
overlap in Y and the timing does not completely
separate the Z. The large overall background, which
is due to the large peak near Z = 0 in Figure 5 ii

Figure 10 is the energy spectrum resulting from
spatially isolating the water. Although the count rate
is low, the gamma ray lines due to oxygen
predominate. The low count rate may be attributed to
the degraded efficiency of the BaF2 at higher
energies. Despite this, the gamma-rays from other
objects are greatly suppressed (compare to Figure 8).
The hydrogen capture at 2.22 MeV is gone. The
carbon 4.43 MeV gamma-ray peak which would fill
in the valley between the two oxygen groups is not
present.

much reduced.
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Figure 11 is the energy spectrum of the salt region.
Both Cl and Na have many low energy lines. These
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lines show a correspondence to the peaks in the
spectra. Note that the line at 2.2 MeV is present in
this spectrum but not in the water. This is the Cl 2.19
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ACCELERA TORS

TIE RFQ LINAC: A HIGH-CURRENT COMPACT
ION ACCELERATOR FOR EXPLOSIVE DETECTION
Robert W. Hbmm
AczSys Technology, Inc.
1177-A Quarry Lane
Pleasanton, Cadifornia 94566

1. BACKGROUND

quadrupole-focusing channel consisting of four
electrodes that have bee modulated, as seen in
Fig. 1, to provide not only a radial focusing field but
also an axial accelerating potential. The axial field
component is adiabatically turned on by a careful
tailoring of the electrode pole tips [Crandall] to enable
the RFQ to capture almost entirely a low-energy dc
ion beam that is injected into it. Several successful
techniques have been developed for the tailoring of the
modulations to capture the ion beam in the rf
acceleration "buckets* of the structure, depending on
the ion beam current and ion specie being accelerated
[Yamada; Gough]. Once the injected ions have been
captured, the vane modulations are used to
simultaneously focus and accelerate the beam to its
final energy of a few MoV. The RFQ linac becomes
inefficient beyond these energies, so if higher energies
are required, tho beam from the RFQ is usually
uected into the conventional iac structures used for
many decades.

The linear accelerator (linac) has been the accelerator
of choice for generating high-current, high-energy ion
beams since its invention by Alvarez in 1934.
However, prior to the demonstration of the RFQ linac
in 1980 by Los Alamos National Laboratory [Stovall],
ion linacs were very large accelerators used primarily
at high-energy physics research facilities. The
successful operation at Los Alamos of a compact
version of this unique new device, first proposed in
1970 by Kapchinskii and Teplyakov [Kapchinskii] and
demonstrated in the Soviet Union in 1974 [Golosai],
immediately made it obvious that the RFQ would be
a useful tool for the generation of high-current ion
beams for many practical applications. An intense
development program was begun at a number of
accelerator laboratories worldwide after the U.S.
activities were published, resulting in widespread
acceptance and use of the RFQ linac for research
applications. By 1986, it was reported [Staples] that
more than 50 RFQ accelerators ,erein various stages
of development and that commercial development of
these structures had been initiated by AccSys
Technology, Inc. At the present time, at least five
companies worldwide now offer RFQ linacs, and
laboratories in at least ten countries are developing
new versions. In addition to its continued use in
physics research, mostly as an injector for high-eaergy
physics accelerators, the RFQ is now being developed
for several industrial and medical applications other
than explosive detection. These include particle-beam
cancer therapy, isotope production, ion implantation,
and neutron activation and radiography. Many other
practical applications requiring intense, energetic ion
beams are expected to benefit from the use of this
powerful but simple-to-operate accelerator,

The uniqueness of the RFQ linac is its simplicity.
Following a very sophisticated dsign and fabrication
procedure, this accelerator can provide simultaneous
bunching, focusing, and acceleration of a highcurreat, low-energy ion beam injected into it through
the use of only the electric fields creted by if power
coupled into the structure. Hence, no large high
voltages are required in the system; no large magnets
are needed to focus or contain the ion bemn; and only
one parameter (if input power) is adjusted to operate
the device.
Within th constraint impoeed by sparking of the high
voltage applied between the neighboring vane tips
(usually 30-100 kV), the RFQ can be designed with
great flexibility in its input energy, vane modulation,
and vane-tip bore diameter to accommodate a wide
range of beam curreats, from a few microamperes ti
as much as several hundred milliamperes. The output
beam propertes (output phase npace and beam
transmission) can also be traded against the required
RFQ vun length sod inpt if pow. A wide ge of

2. RFQ DESCRIPTION
The RFQ, which has been thoroughly described and
reviewed during the past decade by several authors
(Klein; Schriber; Stokes], is essentially an if-driven
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operating frequencies (10 MHz to 1 GHz) can be used
for the RFQ, depending on the mass of the ions to be
accelerated, the desired size of the RFQ, and other
physical constraints.
Higher frequency RFQs
(> 200 MHz) are usually implemented as vane-loaded
resonant cavities (Fig. Ib), while lower operating
frequencies are employed with resonant circuit
geometries, the "four rod" approach (Fig. la).
It is this flexibility in the design and implementation of
the RFQ linac that makes it an ideal accelerator for
several proposed nuclear techniques in explosive
detection. Coupled with its proven reliability and
simple, reproducible operation, the high-current
capability and compact size of the RFQ also make it
the most practical accelerator for deployment of these
systems in airports. It can be designed for the
production of neutrons or gamma radiation, both of
which can be used for explosive detection.
3. APPLICATIONS IN
EXPLOSIVE DETECTION
The applicability of the RFQ linac in explo.;ive
detection covers several of the nuclear detection
techniques described by Grodzins (Grodzinsi,
including thermal neutron activation (TNA), nuclear
resonance absorption (NRA), neutron elastic scattering
(NES), neutron attenuation transmission analys's, and
pulsed fast-neutron activation (PFNA). The flexibility
of the RFQ as a neutron generator allows it to he use
to generate either fast or thermal neutrons. A wide
selection of targets and bombarding particles,
energies, and currents allows the explosive-delection
system designer a wide range of neutron flux and
neutron spectra. Fig. 2 shows the tihet common
neutron-producing reactions that are available using
the RFQ linac, along with the yields and threshold for
each.
For comparison, the reported yields for
commercial sealed-tube neutron generators is included
in this figure. The output neutron spectra from the.e
reactions vary greatly in both energy and spatial
distribution, allowing one to choose the appropriate
reaction for a given application. Monocnergetic
neutrons can even be produced by using the RFQ to
bombard a tritiatod target with deuterons at several
hundred keV energy or by bombarding other targets
such as vanadium or scandium with high-energy
pi'oons,
Very compact neutron sources producing a continuum
of neutron energies are available using the 9e(d,n)
reaction, since the negative Q value of this reaction
also allows low bombarding energies. These compact

systems can be used with a modest-size moderator to
produce thermal neutrons because the high-quality
beam from the RFQ can be transported through a
small beam tube to a target located inside the
moderator.
Primary neutrons with much lower
energies than those in the Be(d,n) reaction c.n be
produced using the Li(p,n) or Be(p,n) reactions, but
the input ion energy must be higher, making the
accelerators somewhat larger. A 4.0 MeV proton
RFQ linac capable of delivering I mA average current
is currently being assembled by AccSys for use as a
neutron source for thermal neutron radiography.'
This transportable system is expected to produce more
than 10"2 neutrons/second with energies of up to only
2 MeV.
As proposed by Schempp [Schempp], the RFQ can be
configured with multiple acceleration stages, each
operating at a different frequency, in order to produce
intense, short beam pulses of ions separated by long
periods. These ion beam pulses can then be used to
produce pulsed fast-newron bursts for PFNA analysis,
NES, or pulsed nt!itron absorption analysis. For
example, an RFQ with three sections operating at
frequuncies- of 240/320/340 MHz would produce a
beam structure with pulses of les than 0.5 ns.c width
at intervals of 50 nsec, with an intensity reduction of
only 15 from the injected dc beam current.
In onotrast, the RFQ linac can also be used to produce
gamma rays to detect cxplosiv -s using the ganmm-ray
resonance absorption technique. The RFQ can easily
accelerate the 1.7476 MeV protons required for this
technique at average currenws of several milliamperes,
and it has a minimal phase space growth in the
injected ion beam if designed properly. Since the
RFQ can utilize an H' beam, very low phase space
ion sources such a the duoplasrnatron are available
for this application. Although the RFQ linac does not
have an intrinsically low output beam energy spread,
due to the fact that it is an rf accelerator with a pulsed
beam structure, the output beam can be de-bunched in
a separate rf cavity to reduce the beam spread
sgnificantly, with little loss in intensity.
4. RFQ TECHNOLOGY STATUS FOR EDS
Several RFQ linac systems pertinent to the dotwtion
of explosives are currently being fabricated or tested
by AccSys Technology, Inc., the leading commercial
supplier of REQ linacs. These systems include the
prototype Model DL-l KFQ linac system shown in
Fig. 3, which was developed for the FAA under an
SBIR contract' as an ectrically-driven neutron surce

for TNA. This compact RFQ linac is only 70 cm in
length and produces a 900 keV deuterium beam at a
maximum current of more than 100 jiA.
The
deuterium beam bombards a beryllium target attached
at the end of a 22 cm beam pipe to produce up to 10'
neutrons/second. These neutrons have a comtinuum of
energies of up to 5 MeV, with an average energy
slightly higher than that of the neutrons prluced by
Cf-252.
A cross-sectional view of this accelerator is shown in
Fig. 4, revealing the duoplasmatron ion source and
electrostatic einzel lens used in the 25 kV injector, and
the RFQ resonator located within the vacuum
chamber. By using cryopumps on this system (one for
the gas load from the ion source and one fo, the RFQ
.section), the accelerator is lightweight and free from
hydroc.arbon contamination. It also has no restriction
on orientation, allowin, the unit to be used either
vertically or horizontally. The entire system is
computer-controlled and can be operated at a
repetition rate of 1500 Hz with a duty factor of 0.0225
to produce a quasi-continuous thermal neutron flux.
Preliminary measurements made at Gamma-Metrics
in a prototype TNA system with a fissio chamber
gatod 50-10(X)0 Wc after the beam pulse iadicated that
th Model DL-I prototype was producing thermal
neutrons in thi.i particulaf moderator geometry
equivaleni to a 454 pg Cf-252 source [Iiurwitzi, even
though the bea. current on target was only about
6
0 AA. No msurenwts have bowecompitied on the
total fat-neusion output fr. 'ho beryllium target.
An evon soia!!er version of this compact linAc neutron
generator has becn designed. The Model DL)'- A RFQ
linac has a douteron output energy of 500 keV and
produces a maximum neutron flux of 5x10
ncutronslh.ftond.
This saller system ues a
600 MHz RFQ (a opposed to 425 MHz in the Model
DL-I), reducing its dianeter from 30.5 cm to about
22 cm. A 1.5.nster high, double-hay lectrtonics
cabinet howies all of tle ea'tru::" rliipmnt requirod
to power and operate this system.
Both of thesc compact linac neutron ge-ncato:. were
designod to replace radioactive Cf-252 sources, which
have inherent safety hazards and increasing regulatory
re.nctions, as well as waled D(d,n) neutron
genertor tutus, which have shorler lifetim., and
lower neutron outputsl.
Another existing RFQ linac that has potential --ses in
the area of explosive detection is the Model PL-2
proton accelerator syAem shown in Fig. 5. Ths

standard commercial system, of which seven have
been sold, has a maximum proton energy of 2.0 MeV.
Along with medical and beam research applications,
it is also being used as a neutron generator for nuclear
waste assay [Katvinen] and as a gamma ray source for
high-energy physics detector calibration [Mal. One
system is currently being assembled at AccSys to
accelerate protons to 1.75 MeV, with the standard
Model PL-2 resonator length of 1.6 m used to obtain
higher beam transmission, lower beam emittance
growth, and a lower energy spread. This system uses
a single-gap cavity placed at the output of the RFQ to
further reduce the beam energy spread to a final value
of ±6 keV. All of the existing Model PL-2 RFQ
linacs produce a pulsed output current of up to
25 mA, and the recent systenz, made with copperplated aluminum RFQ resonators, can operate at duty
factors of 0.25 using appropriate rf power sources.
Finally, recent experimental data [Delayen] have
revealed that a saperconducting RFQ geometry has the
potential for yielding a high-current continuous-wave
(CW) -ccelerator that is very compact. AccSys, in
collaboration with Argor-e NRational Laboratory under
an SBIR grant sponsored by the Department of
Energy" is currently designing a prototype
up.erconducting RFQ for accelerating high-current
proton beams. Preliminary design results reveal that
a 1.75 MeV RFQ operating with a current of 10 tnA
would W les than I mter in length and would
reqin, only 18 kW of tf power. Further beam
dynamics ,.Alculations will be completed during the
next few months, along with the mechanical dcsign of
a prototype resonator to be tested with beam.
5. CONCLUSION
Ihe RFQ linac is well-suited for use in the deection
of explosives. As a proven, comaiercially available
ion accelerator, the RFQ linac has no equal in the
generation of high-current, high-qutality beams. The
flexibility of the RFQ and the implementation optioms
avalable eahan.c it, ability to be the nomA apprmpiale
accelerator available for several of the propoed
nuclear detection techniques. Its compact size, high
current capability, and ease of operation and
maintenance have already made the RFQ the
accelerator adleted for several now systems under
developtuent.
Although the tochnology is now well-established,
development of the RFQ is continuing vigorously at
many compaiies &d resech laborelies worldwide.
These new technical improvements, coupled with the

commercial availability of RFQ systems, should
ensure that the RFQ will remain the principal tool in
these applications.
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(a)

Fig. 1 RFQ accelerator configurations: (a)resonant circuit and (b)resonant cavity
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DESIGN OF A HIGH CURRENT PROTON ACCELERATOR
A. M. M. Todd, C. C. Paulson, J. W. Rathke, and M. F. Reusch
Grumman Space Systems Division
4 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ
0. A. Anderson and K.-N. Leung
MFE Group, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, CA

1. INTRODUCTION
Gamma(y)-ray resonance absorption analysis is based
on the preferential absorption of 9.172 MeV "y-rays
by Nitrogen 14 ("'N), which occurs at higher density
in explosives than in almost all other common
luggage materials. The y-rays are generated in
carbon foil targets by the proton resonance absorption
C (P,Y) "'N, as shown schematically in Figure 1.
The reaction occurs when protons irradiate a "C foil
at an energy of 1746,6-±0.9 KeV. The width of the
resonance has been measured to be 135-±9 eV'. Due
to the center of mass energy, y-rays at an angle of
80.8±(o to the reaction plane have the precise
energy required for reabsorption by "N in the
luggago. Imaging of the nitrogen density distribution
in the luggage results from normalization with other
off-angle high energy y-rays to determine the
resonant absorption due to "N.
This paper principally addresses the physics design,
to nominal performance criteria, of the accelerator
system which produces the 1.76 MoV proton beam
incident on the "C target system. Electrical, radiofrequency (RP), thermal, vacuum and mechanical
diesign of the various components shown
schematically in Figure 2, have also been performed.
Target and resonance or non-resonant scintillator
detector issues are not discussed here.
The resonance absorption EDS requires that the
accelerator meet the qualitative performance goals
identified in Table 1. An approach to solving these
issues is identified and discussed in greater detail
below. Some specific Table I requirements depend
on details of the trget system, such as foil thickness.

2. ION SOURCE
An L&. H' multi-cusp ion source has been chosen

because of the excellent characteristics of this source
with respect to beam performance, gas efficiency,
reliability and maintainability.
Such a source,
schematically illustrated in Figure 3 with filaments,
permanent magnets and filter, has been consistently
measured to deliver quiescent CW proton beams (<
± 1% current fluctuation and : 1% dropout rate)
with very high species purity and very low beam
emittance at the current levels required.
In particular, proton fractions approaching 90% are
achieved as shown in Figure 4. This is important,
not only because it reduces the total extracted ion
current which in turn leads to lower values for the
emittance, but also because the H,' and H3' species
are not accelerated through the RFQ and thus
represent a CW thermal load on that component. At
the present time, the CW hot cathode mode of
operation is baselined. However, the ongoing RF
drive development program at LBL in support of the
SSC (Superconducting Supcr Collider) sourcc will
lead to the adoption of this lower power, higher
reliability and higher performance operating mode in
the near future.

3. LOW ENERGY BEAM TRANSPORT (LEBT)
In addition to RF drive, the SSC injector requires an
electrostatic LEBT because of the short timescale of
its macropulses. The electrostatic approach leads to
a lower power, shorter length component with no
gas neutralization for the present application. The
absence of gas neutralization greatly reduces the
LEBT gas load and enhances beam stability and
quiewcence.
The SSC acceleration-deceleration schen fins been
selected because it gives low extracted source
emittance, little LEBT emittance growth and the
ability to generate a gorW match to the RFQ

acceptance ellipse. The specific design utilizes the
proven ring lens approach shown in the simulation of
Figure 5. Here, the various LEBT electrodes, their
voltages mid associated electric potential contours are
plotted. The space charge forces within the overlaid
extracted beamlets is self-consistently modelled. The
source is biased to 30 KV and the first gap extraction
voltage is -43 KV. The extraction optics decelerate
andexpand the beam with 30 KV at the ring lens and
then deliver a highly convergent beam at zero
potential in the RFQ match plane. The RFQ design
has used an input normalized transverse nms
emittance value of 0.08 i" mm-mrad, but such
sources and LEBT have been consistently measured
to deliver significantly better 10 mA H prformance.
4. RADIO FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLL kWF)
The proton accelerator is a conventional four vane
Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) device whose
symmetric point cross-section is illustrated in Figure
6. In order to provide long term performance
stability and eliminate the requirement for periodic
structure retuning, we propose to electroform the
accelerator. It is believed that operating cost savings
and the increased reliability will easily defray the
higher mamufacturing cost of electroforming as
opposed to more conventioaal design approaches.
The electroformed BEAR (BEam Aboard Rocket)
RFQ demonstrated
the same performance
characteristico throughout a space flight and after a
subsequent 70-g landing, without any hardware
changes or retuniug. A higher-current, higlwr-power
CW cryo~imic
QR!)
has already been designed and
fabricated fni !k., C. tinuots Wave Deuterium
Demonstrii
<
b) projec:., and hence CW
operation with the presnt 10 mA proton current
causes no particular thrmal or m
cihaidcal problems
for the engineering design. Details such as the
thermal load of the CW proton, H2* and H," currents
collected inside the RFQ have been factored into the
thermal design of the accelerator.

modulation variation. It has been verified that the
design will accommodate the projected levels of input
beam misalignment, mismatch and performance
fluctuation within the desired output performance
envelope. As an example, Figure 7 shows the
variation of output centroid energy as a function of
vane voltage. Given a I* phase and 1% amplitude
RF control system, the output energy stability will be
on the order of ± 1.0 KeV and will thus require no
feedback control.
A summary of the principal RFQ design parameters
and the performance values projected by beam
dynamics analysis sach as is illustrated in Figure 8,
is given in Table 2. Emittance values are in r=m
normalized units. Figure 8 shows the achievement of
about ± 35 KeV total beam energy spread at the end
of the RFQ, and the dominant transmission lon as
ions fall off-energy and out of the RF bucket in the
gentle buncher region of the accelerator.
5. HEBT
The HERT is required to traniport the RFQ output
beam to the foil target. Typical target requirements
are an approximate 10 mm spot with a divergence of
*: 5 mrad and a spot uniformity of better than
± 20%. Additionally, the long term variation of the
centroid beam energy and the bunch energy spread
should be les than ± a few KeV and approximately
± 10 KeV respectively, in order to maximize the flux in the sharp monan cone angle. The output
emittance values amd energy stability of the RPQ are
sufficient to accommodate these requiremtnts, but it
is necessary both to expand the beam thus increasing
the spot size while decresing the divergence angle,
and to enrgy compact the bunches after a drift in
order to achieve the low energy q.ad.
A summary of proposed HEBT tranportelements is
provided in Table 3. The principal function of
elements 1 through 9 is to provide a paallel

expanded beam of the approprit spot sin in the
With coat and practicality in mind, the RFQ design
driven were adequate output brightne at minimum
length and power consumption. The selected design
has a 1.6 mm constant average aperture (rJ), 3/4 r.
vane tip radius, and the relatively low operating
potential of 46 KV. This minimizes the power
connumion uid the peak srface electric field
(PSEF) while maintaining satisfactory current
transmission (79%) and an adequate current limit(28
ma) for off-nominal perfortrance.
The length was
minimized principally by the choice of the axial vane

vicinity of the target beyond elemzt 15. This can be
am in the beam envelope behavior shown in Figue
9, where each elemet is numberod as per Table 3.
The nominally zero strength electromagnetic
quadulpole (EMQ) spot trim coils and drift of
elements 13 through 15 will be site geometry
dependent and hence while the qualitative function is
relevant, the detaled szing of this HEBT design is
only illustrative. Additionally, if it is desred to
locate the bemaline above or below the target area,
oriented vertically, then a 900 bend will be needed in

the HEBT before the target. HEBT steering will
either be provided by misalignment of PMQs 2 and
5 or by separate small electromagnetic dipoles placed
in the beamline.
The synchronous energy and energy spread control is
performed with the element 11 single 425 MHz
fundamental RF cavity, whica should be placed as
near to the target as possible to minimize the beam
energy spread after bunching. The drift length from
the end of the RFQ is set by the desired phase spread
at the buncher, which in turn derives from the RFQ
output longitudinal emittance and desired target
energy spread. Using phase and amplitude control,
the buncher, nominally at -90' and 34 KV
respectively, provides the fine tuning on the output
energy by varying the synchronous phase from about
-80* to -132" while the amplitude changes from
about 34.6 KV to 45.9 KV respectively. The HEBT
longitudinal emittance at the beam edge, defined here
as five times the rms emittance (> 90% of the
beam), has a value of 375 KeV -0 . This can be
manipulated by the HEBT to yield ± 8.3 KeV by
± 45 ' thus satisfying nominal target requirements.
In the Figure 9 example, some growth in beam size
and energy spread following the element 13 delivery
point can be seen. Specific site design would greatly
reduce this growth.
The last function of the HEBT is to deliver a beam of
high uniformuty. Otupoles "" are ued to fold the
wings of the X and "Y* plane transverse beam
distributions back upon themselves.
Figure 10
dornonstrates this effect in the "X*-plane with the

addition of elemnt 3. Each octupole is optimally
placed at a waist an each piano and again, since the
final drift to the target is critical for the placement
and strength of these magnet, the final de-sign will be
site depndent.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A high-current proton beanline design applicable to
the gamnar ray resonance absorption EDS technique
has been completed. Projected beanine performance
parameter and anticipated reliability levels will lead
to a viable detection system. Cost and complexity,
the principal drawbacks of the proposed system, are

being Iddrsed.
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Table 1: Qualitative Beanmline Requirmnents and
Design Approaches Adopted

REQURMENT

APPROACH

Quiescent Proton Beam

H' Multi-Cusp Ion Source

Short, Un-Neutralized LEBT

Eletrostatic & Ring Leas

10 mA CW H+Current

425 MHz CW RFQ

Tunable Energy

1,76 Me V RFQ +
425 MHz RF Cavity

Good Energy Stability

I- Phase and 1 %Amplitude
RF Control

Low Energy Spread

Low Longitudinal
Emittance & Enmgy
Compaction System

- 10 mm spot diameter,
:5 5 mrad divergence &
good spot uniformity

Beam Expanding HEBT +
Low Transverse Emittanco
+ Multipole Correctors

Table ': RFQ Design & Performance Parameters
Frequency/Pulse Length

425

MHz / CW

Energy In

0.03

Mev

Energy Out

1.76

MeV

Current In

'2.8

mA

Current Out

10.0

mA

Transverse Emittance In

0.08

w mm-mmrad

Transverse Emittance Out

0.13

r mm- mrad

Longitudinal Emittance Out

75.0

ir KeV - °

Synchronous Phase Out

-22

0

Number of Cells

154

Average Aperture

1.6

Peak Modulation

3.0

Current Limit

28

mA

Peak Surfice Electric Field

1.8

Kilpatrick

lnlervano Voltage

46

KV

Length

1282

nun

Cavity Power

76

KW

Totl Power

110

)(W

Rm

Table 3: Summary of HEBT Elements

No

_

Element

Length

Strength

I

Diift

10.66

-.-

2

PMQ

20.00

-165.6 T/m

3

Octupole

20.00

-.-

Steering Trim

T/m3

4

n

4.14

-.-

5

PMQ

20.00

85.5 T/m

6

Drift

405.30

-.-

20.00

-.-

7_Octupole

Comment

Steering Trim

T/m3

8

Dnft

4.14

-.-

9

PMQ

20.00

-78.6 T/m3

10

Drift

333.24

11

RF Cavity

10.00

12

Drift

100.00

13

EMQ

14

15

34.1 KV

425 Mhz@ -90

20.00

0.0 T/m

Fcus/Spot Tnm

DnAf

1250.00

-.-

EMQ

20.00

0.0 TIm
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Focus/Spot Trim

Detector
Convevor

80.8 ±10 Cone of 9.172 Mm-4
Resonant Gamma-Rays

Schematic of the 'y-ray resonance absorption technique used for explosive detection
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AN I ION SOURCE FOR RESONANT
GAMMA PRODUCTION
P. W. Schmor and L. Buchmann
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Gamma Ray Absorption
Resonant gamma (I) rays are produced by 1.75 MeV
protons striking a "3C target[I],[21. Those I-rays
which are suitable for resonant absorption in "4N are
confined to a cone of small angular width. This
angular width depends on the spot size and the
angular divergence (i.e., emittance) of the proton
beam at the target. Good image resolution requires
that this width be made as narrow as possible.

momentum and momentum spread of these ions. The
emittance, normalized by (ay) 3 where PI? are the
normal relativistic parameters, is an invariant of
motion under the influence of linear forces. For
most systems the emittance volume can be characterized by the three independent projections (x,x'),
(y,y') and (p,6p). Initial estimates have been made
for the transverse beam emittance requiremets.
Although the vertical and horizontal requirements are
slightly different, a reasonable and achievable design
goal is 0.13 T mm-mrad for a normalized nm
emittance. The energy spread is dominated by the

power supply stability.
1.2 Accelerator
1.4 Emittance Growth
Although there are a number of different accelerator
techniques which should work, the electrostatic
tandem accelerator, in particular, has several

Emittance growth, invariably, occurs during the
acceleration process in all accelerators. The beam

advantages.

optics of an electrostatic accelerator can be optimized

The unmodulated dc beam, from any

electrostatic accelerator,

simplifies the detection

for minimum emittance growth by using large

As the beam is unbunched the

apertures in all optics elements, including the

momentum spread is inherently small and the
longitudinal emittance requirements for gamma ray

accelerator columns. However the main contribution
to the increase in emittance is from the W to H+ gas

resonance can be met with conventional techniques.

stripper. This stripper is a compromise between the

The complexity of the high voltage system is

conflicting constraints of maximum fraction stripped

minimized by the tandem system which reduces the
total required voltage by a factor of two. Reliable,
high-current (100 mA), 1 M8V power supplies

and minimum Coulomb scattering of the beam by the
stripper gas nuclei. Because of this compromise,
there is an optimum gas pressure for any given
geometry and gas type. Requiring a maximum

electronics.

already are routinely being used in industry. Ion
source operation, maintenance and complexity are all
simplified if the ion source is made to operate near
ground potential. The ion source power supplies
require considerable line power which can be
provided much easier and more economically when
the ion source is near ground potential.
1.3 Emittance
The emittance of an ion beam is the six dimensional
(x, x', y, y', p, 6p) volume containing the beam,
where (x,y) are the transverse coordinates of ions
within the beam, (x',y') are the divergence of the
ions at this point, and (p,bp) are the longitudinal

transverse emittance of 0. 13 r mm-mrad at the
stripper exit, the fraction of beam lost due to
scattering and non-stripping is a fraction of the input
emittance. This fraction Jepands on the geometry of
the stripper. In order to maintain at least 90% of the
initial ion source beam within the 0.13 Tr mm-mrad
it is necessary to have an ion source emittance les
than 0.09 r mm-mrad for a stripper canal 1 eter
long and 2 cm in diameter.
1.5 Beam Curren
The precision of the nitrogen density mea
tsreamnt
and the length of time to obtain the required statistics
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2.2 Source Description

depend on the y-ray flux. The y-ray flux is
proporional to the proton current. The precise
proton current required depend. on a number of
factors. It is estimated, based on the results of a
feasibility experiment performed by TRIUMF scientists, that a current of about 5 mA is required to meet
existing specifications.

Given the above, a nitrogen detection system for
explosives requires an H ion source with a current of
at least 5 mA de within a normalized rms emittance

The TRIUMF source consists of a cylindrical, allcopper, water-cooled plasma chamber (anode) which
is surrounded by 10 axial rows of SmCo permanent
magnets for plasma confinement. The chamber is 10
cm diameter by 15 cm deep and is divided into two
regions by a transverse magnetic field. A filament
which extends into the chamber is mounted on the
back flange. The front face forms the first electrode
of the ion extraction system, is electrically insulated,
is biased at a few volts positive with respect to the
anode, and contains an 11 mm diameter aperture

of 0.09 7 mm-mrad. These specifications are met by

through which the H ions are extracted. The extrac-

a multi-cusp ion source and ion extraction system
which was developed at TRIUMF[3]. This ion
source is being used on a cyclotron for the
commercial production of radio isotopes. The
cyclotron has been in operation for slightly more than
)ne year. During this period the ion source has
*perated without problem, requiiing only regularly
3cheduled filament changes. Some of the important
criteria for the ion source in this application include:
i) current stability, b) reliability, c) ease of
operation, d) reproducibility, and e) minimal
maintenance requirements. All of these features are
needed for a practical explosives detector.
2. ION SOURCE

tion system is an axially symmetric, four-electrode
structure designed to produce a 25 keV ion beam. A
collimator on the final electrode makes possible
differential pumping and minimizes gas stripping of
the extracted ion beam. A turbo-molecular pump is
used to achieve a pressure of the order of 105tort in
the region between the collimator and plasma
generator, while a cryo-pump downstream of the
collimator yields an adequate vacuum in the beam
line (approximately 10-6 ton). The gaps between the
electrodes have been experimentally obtained by
optimizing the beam brightness (proportional to the
current divided by the emittance squared) for a 25
keV ion beam with current in the range of 1 to 6
mA.

2.1 H"Production

2.3 Eaittance Measurement

During the last three decades, the application of H"
,ons in accelerators has been growing. Two basic
,echniques are used for H- production; namely, either
volwue production or surface conversion. These
processes have been studied in a number of
laboratories[4],[5]. Surface conversion ion sources
produce H"very efficiently but they generally require
cesium; a distinct disadvantage for acceleratorsl The
TRIUMF source uses volume production, where Hions are extracted from a hydrogen plasma which
contains positive ions as well as electrons and a small
number of negative H- ions. These negative ions are
created at energies less than 1 eV through dissociative
attachment. (Cesium is not used to enhance the
negative ion production, as the problems this creates
for the accelerating structures are considerably worse
than the benefit.) The H- beams are characterized by
low emittance, high brightness, stable output and low
noise. These properties, along with the inherent
simplicity of the volume source and the relatively
long filament lifetime make it a practical choice for
accelerators with external dc H"injectors.

The beam emittance is determined by a method
developed at LAMPF which uses a pair of
electrostatic deflecting plates located between two
slits and a linear feed screw to precisely position the
system in the ion beam[6]. A portion of the beam
passes through the first slit and is deflected by the
electrostatic plates. Any current going through the
second slit is measured on a Faraday cup. The plate
voltage (angular beam deflection) can be stepped up
uniformly by computer control and the Faraday cup
current is digitized at each voltage step. The detector
is moved and a set of curves is generated whose
width is proportional to the angular spread at each
position. The computer is used to calculate the
emittance and plot the contours.

1.6 Ion Source

2.4 H- Current
The H' current is neasured on a Faraday cup
approximately 2 meters downstream of the ion
source. Th, total current from the source depends on
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the area of the extraction aperture. For an 11 mm
diameter hole, a 7 mA H- beam has been obtained
within a normalized rms emittance of 0.085 Tr mmmrad at an arc current and arc voltage of 27 A and
127 V, respectively. The output current is stabilized
to the few percent level for periods of 24 hours with
an electronic feedback loop which regulates the arc
power. Long term current stabilization of weeks is
maintained by computer control.
The filament
lifetime at 5 mA is approximately 4 weeks.

matching conditions and emittance growth effects.
K. Jayamanna, M. McDonald and D. Yuan obtained
the ion source data.
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2.5 Controls
The ion source is controlled by a commercial
programmable logic controller (PLC) which is
monitored by an IBM personal computer. The ion
source control system uses high level macros to
operate the electronics, vacuum pumps and valves
and thus reduce the need for highly trained operators.
For instance a single set command at the console can
turn the ion source on, through a predefined process,
to preset values. The console screen contains colourcoded icons of the system which rapidly allow
problems to be diagnosed. Various pages allow the
operator to call up Help screens, interlock status of
devices as well as the interlock logic step ladder.
The diagnostic system is very user friendly and can
be quickly mastered by individuals familiar with
personal computers.
2.6 Reliability
1"he ion source has operated for over one year on a

cyclotron which is being used for the commercial
production of radio active isotopes. The source is
required to run at 5 mA continuously. Regular
maintenance periods are scheduled in advance. The
ion source filament is changed during a scheduled
maintenance approximately every four weeks. The
computer is used to monitor the filament current and
voltage to predict the anticipated lifetime of a given
filament. The time dependent filament characteristics
allow the operators to extrapolate and estimate the
lifetime more than one week in advance.
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X-RA Y AND GAMMA RAY
TECHNIQUES

PHOTONS IN - PHOTONS OUT: NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
OF CONTAINERS USING X-RAY AND GAMMA RAY TECHNIQUES
L Grodzins
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA
I. INTRODUCTION

4. The system mist be difficult to thwt or
circumvent. Camouflaging the explosive m"

The non-invasive examination of containers for lightelement contraband presents different challenges
depending on whether we seek explosives or narcotics
or foodstuffs; whether we are examining hand bags,
or hold luggage or cargo containers; whether we have
5 seconds or 50 seconds; whether we have constraints
or foreknowledge. Them is no universal solution.
Indeed, at this time there is no single detector that
promises to solve more than a sub-set of our
problems. We therefore seek a systems apjr oech that
presents a gauntlet of barriers whose sum will deter
the most determined.

alarm the system.
The mininsim weight and thiclas guidelines we
classified. In order to make calculations I have
awmed minimum weights wd thickness ha
according to well-publioed repoita, have been ued
successfully by terrorists. Them are but a fraction of
the weight and si of typical bag.
They pon
daunting challenges to technology. Nevethelea, I
believe that we are not far from demonstrating a
credible system that will maet the full set of
guidelines, with a low enough ala
rate as to mok
the frequency of hand seamr s acceptabW.

It is also clear that the search for explosives, the
subject of this paper, is inherently different from the
search for narcotics or foodstuffs. Explosives ae
expected in but one in a billion pieces of luggage;
narcotics may be in more than one in a hundred. If
but one explosive in ten passes our surveillance we
have, tragedy; the system aa failed. If we find one
out of ten stashes of nurcotics that wouldn't have
bem found otherwise, the system has beo a ucces.

The paper begins with a dise.ioe of the pkysW
properties that distinguish an explosive. We im
consider x-ray techniques. including
ioe
tranamisio, Compton backc
, utiple en y,
ad multiple view. We omit coherent watwing and
dcmator detection. We then make up Mev x-ray
imging for invetigating large ou
rs, wwhc
lkdh into the ue of Mov x-raya for Duca

The evaluation of different explosive detection

eonance absoptioe, a n technaiqw no prviaualy
discussed. Recat proem in the Sosq tecbniquw of

devices (EDDs), which integrate ato a system called
EDS, implies criteria of pedonmaocc If vch exist,
I don't know them.
In the sbaw e of such
knowledge, I have adopted my own guideline. in
order to evaluate different EDS approaches. The
following qualitative criteria are a sub-set e ded for

nuclear resomnce dwrpdw is " m ms iad.
The final ectioeuggstaagsa m"ofdiffms t EDD
x-my mchines, &Wteir m' ort will be avail"
soe. which togethe w-dth profitml ad had msarob
could, I believ be a fomoidhle dseaW agui
tertolists.

the paper.
I. Testing must be

2 TIlE
utomated and not rely on

UNIQUENES

OF

3ENG

AN

EXPLSIVE

human judgeniL
2.1 Cbmal
2, The probability of detecting a potential threat
should be close to 100% for bulk explosives that

Every type of explosive has a unique chemical

terorists use.

formula mad its vVr contain aingular msolecu

3. The probability of false positive alarms can be
substantial if passegm are with their luggage,
but must be negligible with pausengers absent.

•.

?Int

2.2 Elemental

interactions may well be the most important single
security tool for detecting explosives.

Explosives of concern in EDS are composed of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. So, too, ae
many common organic rand inorganic materials. As
a clm, explosives are rich in nitrogen and oxygen,
poor in carbon and hydrogen. Atomic concentrations
am not a particularly good discriminant since many
common non-explosives have high atomic
concentrations of oxygen (dacron, silk, cotton) and
nitrogen (wool, silk, orlon). A more significant
discriminant is the atomic densities of oxygea and
nitrogen, measured in moles per cc. Still, many
common materials (water, sand) have high densities
of oxygen. Very few, however, have high densities
of nitrogen; the most cited exceptions being certain
plastics (melamine, polyurethene, and solid nylon).
Nitrogen density is the most effective single elemental
discriminant.

Linear attenuation coefficients of materials, which aro
measured by three-dimensional x-ray imaging
techniques such es cornpt erizPd axial tomography,
are a much more discriminating characteristic. The
data a presented in Figure 5.
2.5 Density
The densities of explosives, shown in Figures 4 and
5, can vary over a wide range but the densities of
high performance, robust explosives that terrorists
use ae tightly clustered between about 1.5 and 1.9
g/cW. If the density of objects in luggage could be
measured, we would be able to eliminae from
consideration a large number of confounding
materials.

2.3 Crystalline

2.6 Canelations

Most explosives have a crystallioe structure that can
be measured by modem x-ray Bragg scattering
techniques. T7he detection probabilities and the %Ise
alarm A" remain to be determined. So too is the
ability of Bragg system to scan luggage in desired
airport conditions. But we know, a priori, tha many
light materials am not crystalline aW that metals have
very special Bmgg sigatures that will not confound

Not a single attribute of explosives, !part from the
moleclar structures, is a unique signatu,-e of an
explosive, but several have but a limited number of
confounders, The nrAsurtemt of two or nme
attributes in %isingle volume has the potential for
eliminating or ot least severely rstricting the false
alarm rgtes. in this subsection we examine a fow
two-rawde correlation.

the method. In my view, this tecique, wch is not
discussed in this aper, has a definite role to play in
a security system and soul be explostux as fuily as
poW".b

0

Nitrogu veotw Oxygen: In previous publications
we hrve callod attmniuo to the fact that the
correlition of high awmi. deaities of nitroen
Od oxygen is a unique siguature of explosivm,
Figure Ishows, in a plot of rnoksicc of nitrogen
versus the corresponding moles/ce of oxygen.
that ll explcsives fall within a rectangle that
contains no na-exploive, ad imocuos
maas an fat from the rectangle and generally
clustered in the lower left cone of the graph;
i.e. the concentratio's are low. A mesmremt
of the oxygen and nitrogen densities to
uncertainties of 20% gives a unique separation of
explosives from other materials.

0

Carbon veras Hydrogen: Figure 2 shows the
correlation between carbo and hydrogen.
Explosives (black squares) are for the most part
will separated from innocent materials which
contain either much more or mucb less of both
carbon and hydrogen.
Unfortunately, the
explotation of the dstinction demands highly

2.4 Mas and Iim AUnuation Coeffrkmb
The ubiquitous airport x-my machinle measure the
atteutliou of x-rays of energies betwee about 60
key and 120 key. T sbjet is gone into in greater
detail below. Suffice it to emphasize that the im
attenuation factors that are the quantitative reslmt. of
nich meawumts cannot give unique signals for
explosives since mnx light materis (plastics. paper,
clothing) have essrtially the same absorption effects
as explosives. The examiple in Table I makes the
point by compoing sua with the military explosive
C.4.
The mnu attenuation coefficients, ;& measured in
cm'/g, and the densities are the same within a few
percent; they cannot be distinguished by x-rays,
Nevaertheles,
as we will enpaize, x-ray

z02

accurate measurements, and methods for making

3.

such measurements, especially of hydrogen, are
unknown to this author.
•

The aboption of a beam of X-rays of enrgy E and
intensity I ( tons/sec) passing through material
(atomic number Z, atomic weight A and density p) is
described by an exponential attenuation,

Carbon versus Oxygen: An important
discriminating signature is the correlation
between the oxygen and carbon densities, shown
in Figure 3. Measuring this correlation, which,
in principle, can be done with some accuracy by
several tecbniques, could greatly reduce false
alarm rates.

1=1, exp(-',,tnt)

(1)

where I is the measured intensity after the beam has
traversed material of thickness t having n atoms per
cc. Taking the log of both sides and writing n
explicitly, we obtain,

" Mass attenuation coefficients versus density: The
degeneracy of mass attenuation coefficients, a, is
lifted to some extent if the densities of the object
can be measured as well. Figure 4 shows the
correlation of u vs p for 80 key x-rays for a
number of substances. The explosive group
(black circles) is rather tightly constrained on this
plot, though ambiguities with innocuous materials
are inevitable, as already noted in Table Nevertheless, if a correlation measurement can be
made it would greatly reduce false alarys from
clothing, liquids and foodstuffs. After nil, what
percentage of passengers carry a pound of sugar
in their luggage?
*

h INTERACTION OF PHOTONS WIT
MATTW

ln(II) =fi rnt

=

o,.NJA pt.

(2)

N, is the number of atoms per mole (Avogadro's
number), A is the number of grams per mole (atomic
weight), and p is the density. Equation 2 is usually
written in a condensed form,
ln(I/I)

=

(a.,.N/A)(p t) = A(pt)

=

Asx,

(3)

where ;&(cm 2/g) is the mass attenuation coefficiont,
and x=pt is the areal density in g/cmn.
For some
purposes it is mor appropriate to -.ao he linear
attenuation coefficient (cnr')= pp:

Linear attenuation coefficients versus density:
The linear attenuation coefficient Xis the product
of us and p. A single measurement of X,
obtained, for example, by computerized axiai
tomography, gives the separation implied by the
correlation in Figure 4. If p can be measured as
well as X then a further separation is obtained as
shown by the correlation graph of Figure 5.

ln(I)

=

(,awN./Ap)t

-

Xt.

(4)

The total cross section per atom or. is the sum of
four independent cross sections:
¢,(Z,E) = ar.(Z1,E "71 ) + Zau(E) + ¢rPr(E,Z a )

+onu.
" Mass attenuation versus elemental concentrations:
A number of systems propose to reduce false
alarm rates by combining images of atomic
concentrations with those of x-ray attenuation.
Such correlations are, a priori, a "good thing'
since any new information is valuable, but the
correlation will be especially useful if the
parameters are uncorrelated. For example, the
nitrogen density of light materials is, to first
approximation, uncorrelated with the x-ray
attenuation coefficients and independent
measurements of these quantities would help
considerably in distinguishing explosives.
Carbon densities, on the other hand, are not
uncoinlated with ju values, so that the
measurement of both gives little more
information than the measurement of either.

(5)

r.u(Z,E), is the photoelectric cros section that
measures the probability that a photon will be
absorbed by an atom, ejecting an electron whose
kinetic energy is equal to the photon energy low the
binding energy of the electron to the atom. The
photoelectric effect, which increams as the fifth
power of the atomic number and decreames as the 7/2
power of the photon energy is most important for xray energies below about 100 key and for heavier
materials.
,(E) is the cross section for photon scattering by
electrons. At low photon energies, of the order of
the b, ding energies of the atomic electrons, the
scatte.ag has a strong coherent component. As thz
energy of the photon increses, that component
becomes small and the scattering is dominated by the
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Compten efftt in wich the photon, acting like a

energy of the beam exiting from the luggage is

particle, scatters from firee electrons. We emphasize
here, and again Lelow, that the probability for
Compton scattering is almost independent of Z since,
as seen by Equations 4 Lad 5, it is proportional to
(Z/A)o,; Z/A apart from hydrogen, deviates little

typically arund 80 kev.

from 0.5, and a,, the cross section per electron, is
independent of Z.

dynamic xange so that the security operator could
identify w'apons made of metals in characteristic

Airport x-ry imaging systems were introduced to
conzbat hijacking. The devices were designed to give
high resolution pictures with excellent gray scale

shapes. We now ask that these devices make evident
explosives made from light materials with no
charcteristic shape. X-ray machines now being
offered as EDS systems are, for the most prt,
adaptations of existing technologies to the EDS
problem.

2

or,(E,Z ) measures the probability that the photon
transforms into a positrn and electron. Since this
can only occur at energies greater than 1.022 Mev, it
is important only for Mev photons.
or. is the cross section for the photon to excite a
nuclear state. This is an idiosyncratic phenomenon of
importance only for very specia photon energies

Attenuation: The most elementary approach to an
EDS is to use the attenuated signal as a measure of

matched to specific nuclear isotopes. In general c

potential threat. Consider the x-ray signal obtained

is negligible, but there are a few exceptions in which
the cross section is comparable to and may even
dominate the electronic cross sections of Equation 2.

in a simple two-dimensional projected image f an
The
explosive shown idealized in Figure 7.
integrated signal, S, is simply:

4. EXPLOSIVE DETLCTION SYSTEMS (EDS)

S,,'=N log(Io/I)=N(N./A)pt a=or(N/A)M
(6)

There are

a number of ways in which the

fundamental interactions outlined in Section 3 can be

where N is the dumber of pixels covering the bomb's

used to identify materials in containers. We begin by
discussing methods using x-ray generators with
terminal voltages wel below the pair production or
nuclear excitation thresholds. A later section will
consider EDS based on x-ray generators in the Mev
range where both pair production and nuclear effects
are significant. Finally, we will consider gamma ray
schemes which make specific use of the nuclear
interactions for measuring the distribution of specific
elements.

projected area, a, is the area of each pixel and M is
the mass of the bo".b. The sum of the logs of the
attenuation ratios, due only to the bomb, is
proportional to the mass of the bomb and is
essentially independent of the type of explosive. We
have assumed, for simplicity, a constant thickness of
penetration but the answer is a general one,
independent of shape.
The total signal from a bag is the sum of the signals
S from every component in the bag. That is, the log
of the attenuations add linearly and the total signal
depends on the bag's mass. Thus, a small explosive
in a large, heavy suitcase filled with light material
will yield a bomb signal Sw ,, that is only a few
percent of Su. If heavier materials, such as iron,
are present then the ratio will be greater. If we set
our threshold equal to Sb.,, we will false alarm on
almost every heavy bag. The total attenuation is
therefore not by itself a useful measure for finding
smal bombs, though it will be an important input in
more general EDS schemes.

4.1 Airport X-Ray Scanners
The ubiquitous airport scanner is shown schematically
in Figure 6. These typically operate with electron
energies of 120 key impinging on a tungsten target.
The resulting x-ray spectrum, sketched in the lower
part of Figure 6, consists of the characteristic x-ray
energies of tungsten (-60 key) superimposed on a
broad bremsstrahlung spectrum whose maximum
energy is the electron energy (120 key) and whose.
intensity per energy interval is inversely proportional
to the x-ray energy. The luggage absorbs the lower
energy x-rays preferentially and the exiting spectra,
also sketched in the figure, is *hardened* to a degree
that depends on absorbing material. The mean

Dual Energy: Commercial x-ray systems at airports
now feature dual energy analysis to measure the
atomic numbtij of the material in the bag, a vital
piece of information for the security operator. Figure
8 shows a schepatic of the method. The method
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makes use of the fact that the photoelectric effect is
strongly Z dependent. To see the power and
limitations of the method consider again the simple
object of Figure 7. The log of the attenuation signal
obtained at a mean x-ray energy, E, is given in
Equation 7.
ln(Io/I,) = [qu .(Z,E) 4 ZA,(E)](No/A)pt

But simple objects for which Equation 8 applies are
rarely seen at airport gateways. The contents of
actual luggage is infinitely varied and only
occasionally neatly packed.
And, terrorists
camouflage their bombs. The dual energy method
when applied to real luggage no longer gives the
atomic number of the object, but only an effective
atomic number, and the areal densities are poorly
known. In the real world, simple dual energy
analysis, while an improvement over single energy
analysis, is easily confounded and cannot be used for
automated screening. To improve the method one
must separate the objects in a complex image.
Several approaches are being vigorously pursued.

(7)

There are too many unknowns in Equation 7 to get
much information from a single measurement. In
particular, a thin, high Z material will have the same
attenuation signal as a thick, low Z material. But
two measurements obtained with two different
energies, as indicated in Figure 8, can unravel some
of the mystery about a single object.

*

The division of the two signals cancels the common
factor of Apt. The result is,
In( 2/1,) = a,.(Z,E)+Zo,(E,)[o,..(Z,E2)+Za (E)D"

Multiple views: Two views are better than one;
three better than two. Figure 10 shows a system
in which two orthogonal views are obtained so as
to uncover some objects hidden from one view.
In this idealized drawing, the five objects that are

observed to be one continuous object in the
(8)

horizontal view, are revealed in the vertical view

This ratio shows strong discriminating power at lower
But there is little
energies and heavier Z.
discriminating power among the lighter materials.
Figure 9 presents the ratio of mass attenuation
coefficients for a number of materials and for two
energy ratios: the black squares are for 80 kev to 40
kev mean energies: the open circles are for 100 key
to 60 key. Not surprisingly, the lower the lowest
mean x-ray energy, the better the discrimination
power. But the lower energy x-rays are strongly
absorbed and it is very doubtful that present x-ray
systems can produce useful signal strengths with 40
kev radiation passing through heavy luggage. The
100/60 results show reasonable discriminating power
(if the measurements can be made to an uncertainty
of 10%): materials with a modest component of
heavier elements, such as black powder with its
potassium, sand with its silicon, saran and PVC with
chlorine can be distinguished, as can all of the metals
heavier than sodium.

to be at least 4 separate objects. A modest
amount of computerology should be allow all 5
objects to be identified.
A dual view system when combined with dual
energy, represents a significant advance. In some
cases, the two views can, in principle, give sufficient
information to derive the volume of the objects, and
hence their densities; in principle, because the
computerology of the image reconstruction has not
been demonstrated to my knowledge. Obviously, two
views still contain ambiguities and degeneracies, so
the more views the better; the limit is a full
computerized tomographic scan taking as many
independent views as there are independent voxels.
0

The dual energy method applied to a simple object
also yields the areal density pt and that in turn gives
a measure of the density and the thickness, since the
atomic number has been determined. (That measure
could be reasonably precise for heavier materials but
is expected to have large uncertainties for light
objects since the densities of objects with the same
effective Z andM can have densities that range from
0.2 to values close to 2.)

Compton scattering plus absorption:
A
competing technique to dual energy analysis
makes use of images formed by absorption
together with bck-scattering. Figure 11is my
cartoon of the AS&E method in which a beam of
x-rays scans the luggage; the Compton scattered
x-rays together with the transmitted x-rays are
counted in registration with the beam position.

It is sometimes said that the AS&E method and the
dual energy method of x-ray analysis give eqluivalent
information since they both, in principle, separate and
identify the photoelectric and Compton components.
That argument ignores the competition between the
two effects, which allows Compton
backscattering to
provide information that cannot be obtained in
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practice by dual energy. The proper comparison of
dual energy analysis is to the combination of
transmission attenuation plus forward Compton
scattering. Backward Compton scattering has special
advantages as the following simple calculation makes
clear.

no doubt but that pattern recognition, especially
obtained from multiple views, will eventually, if
not now, be able to identify a considerable
number of objects in luggage, provided that the
data is robust enough. But my own estimates of
counting rates raise doubts as to whether the
counts per pixel are sufficient for many levels of
image manipulation. State of the art x-ray tubes
used at airports have beam power levels of about
a kilowatt. The total detected x-ray fluence, in
rapid, dual-energy scan of a large suitcase, must
be divided into thousands of pixels. The number
of counts per pixel is limited, especially through
denser sections of a bag.
Each succe&sive
subtraction introduces statistical fluctuations so

Compton bxckscatterinS gives inftmation about light
material in the near surfaces of luggage that is
difficult to obtain otherwise. The principal reason is
that the Compton signals from heavier material are
suppressed by the photoelectric attenuations. The
backscattered intensity, Ib, from a sheet material of
arel density d(g/can), into a detector that subtends
O of a sphere is given by,

that the final, isolated object may be very poorly
=

l0 (uJ2u)[-p(-2~d)].

(9)

characterized. A thin sheet of explosive that
weighs but a fraction of the bag poses a severe
challenge since its identification requires the
subtraction of two signals that may not differ by
more than I %. There are a number of ways to
enhance the signal strength per pixel. Perhaps
the most obvious is to use areal rather than linear
arrays of detectors so that image information can
be taken in parallel in two dimensions.

Assume for simplicity that the incident x-ray flux is
uniform from 30 key to 60 key and that the thickness
is such that 2p/d= I for plastics. The intensities I/I
for plastic, aluminum and iron are they in the ratios
of 1:0.8:0.2. The signals from the heavier materials
are suppressed, allowing the light materials to stand
out clearly.
By the proper choice of beam
conditions, the light materials in the near surfaces
(and to a lesser degree in the interior) can be strongly
enhanced for either visual or automated
discrimination,

*

" Pattern recognition with object subtraction: An
operator examining a high-resolution, wide
dynamic-range x-ray image can highlight
individual objects by examining the images at
each level of grey scale. Companies claim to

A comment on the advantages of digitized pulse
counting, as opposed to digitized current
measurements: The x-ray systems in place at
airports digitize the charge currents obtained
when the x-ray beam strikes the detector; the
effective x-ray energy is a convolution of the xray energy spectrum and the detector efficiency
function. Dual energy images can be obtained by
several methods, the most straightforward being
the taking of sequential views, each at a different
x-ray tube potential, Figure 8. The analyses
obtained in this way suffer from the problem of
'beam hardening;* i.e., the lower energy x-rays
are preferentially absorbed. It is difficult, with
current digitization, to obtain an x-ray image at
low x-ray energies where the sensitivity to atomic

have written programs that do this automatically.

numbers is greatest. Pulse counting, in which the

That is, objects are identified by pattern
recognition schemes and are isolated by
subtracting the signals representing
the
background materials. If dual energy analysis is
carried out on the separated objects, then the
analysis of Equation 8 applies and the device has
the potential for being an automated detector of
potential explosives,

energy of each detected x-ray is measured and
stored, cures the problem. Dual energy analysis
is carried out with specific knowledge of the
detected energies and is independent of beam
hardening.
The low-energy x-ray image is
obtained at the lowest that is practical for each
area of the luggage. Digitizing individual pulses
at very high rates in arrays of detectors was once
prohibitively expensive but the cost has come
down dramatically in recent years and systems

Compton backscatter imaging is, at this time, unique
in finding thin explosives, especially near surfaces.
That uniqueness, which I have described for
examining luggage, is being applied by AS&E and by
IRT to the search for explosives and other contraband
on the surfaces and clothing of people,

*

A comment on the need for two dimensional as
opposed to linear x-ray detector arrays: I have
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where F is the transmitted flux of x-rays in
number/cm 2lsec, T is the total interrogation time on
the sample and K is a constant that depends on the
size of the object and its average X. The linear
attenuation coefficients for explosives have a spread
of about 10% and thece is little to be gained by
X to better than say half
having the ability to -measure
that value. Similarly, there is little merit in having a
spatial resolution that is more precise than is needed.
If our aim is to find explosives, we should be
designing the computer algorithms to recognize a
volume of material with x-ray attenuation coefficients
implicative of an explosive. The CAT specifications
will then be much less severe than for image
visualization or object identification and the fluence
needed per slice, as well as the needed computation
power, may well be reduced by one or two orders of
magnitude. It might be possible to now design an
Imatron-type system that can fully scan every piece
of luggage in a few seconds. The technology will
doubtless require a totally new x-ray detector system,
though one that is well within the state-of-the-art.

with hundreds of detectors, digitizing at rates of
10/sec, are practical.
a Computerized axial tomography: CAT scanning,
so well developed for obtaining 3-dimensional
images of the insides of people and commercial
objects, is now being applied by Imatron to the
It is an exciting
surveillance of luggage.
development since the voxel size is fixed by the
system parameters so that the x-ray absorption
yields the linear absorption coefficients rather
than the mass absorption coefficients. The linear
coefficient, as Figure 5 shows, is the more
informative parameter. Only a few common
materials such as sugar and polyurethane will
likely be confused with high-performance bombs.
The present Imatron system, while considerably faster
than most CAT systems used for people, is still too
slow for use as a screener at airports. Part of the
slowness is due to deficiencies in computer power,
but that will disappear in a few years with the
inexorable advances in computer capabilities. More
fundamental is the deficiency in x-ray fluence which
is limited by available x-ray tubes and the scan time.
That limitation prompts a general remark about the
development of x-ray systems for airport security.
*

4.2 High Energy X-Ray Imaging
X-rays of 80 to 100 key are marginally capible of
examining the heavier and bulkier pieces of checked
luggage. As the x-ray energies are raised so as to
increase the penetrating power, the intenctions
become dominated by the forward Compton cross
section, which does not give measure of atomic
In otder to affect such
numbers or masses.
discrimination w must inc-ease the energy into tht
Mev range where the pair production cross section is
important.

Automated x-ray security systems: All of the
present x-ray security systems are patched up and
augmented versions of the original designs aimed
at thwarting hijacking by showing security
personnel the clearest possible image of the
interior of a suitcase. The Imtron CAT-EDS
had its origin in a portable medical scanner,
where again, the principal goal was clearest
visual images. A device or system designed for
automated decision making nther than viewing
will likely have vety different specifications than
present systems. The subject is an involved one
and I will illustrate my point with but one
example.

Several manufacturers have comaewrcial, Mov-class,
x-ray systems for investigating the interior of large
containers; sow,* includ dual energy to obtain atomic
number information, and there are even computerized
tomogmaphic systems available. These systems will
play no role in ctjekod or hand luggage, though they
scanning cargo cocitainen. If so,
may have uses iti
they will bt housed in special buildings since the
commorcial sysamus require large amounts of
.iielding. The systems that use l0 Mnv b4am from
linear accolenators are enonmu.

In CAT imaging, and no doubt in other x-ray
imaging systems as well, there is a fundamental
relationship between the total fluence that passes
through the test object, the limits in speial resolution
Ax,, and the precision of meauring the linear
attenuation coefficient AXIX. That rulationship is
simply

As we have &hown afxve, attenuation measurements
made at one eorergy can only give morphological

informatio.
FT , K(Ax)(Ay)(Az)(AXX) "

To obtain amasure of the atomic

nwtkuber of the absorbing material one need, two
measurements taken at different effective energies.
The ratios of attenuation coefficients calculated at 10

(10)
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Mev and 5 Mev for various materials are shown in

The first column gives the energy of the states; e.g.,

Figure 12. Just as with dual-energy x-rays, there is
little difference in the ratios for materials consisting
of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen. But
concrete, sand and metals show up clearly. The
discriminating power at energies in the Mev range is
at least as great as that in the 50 to 100 kev range.

the first excited state of carbon is at 4.4 Mev. The
spin and parity of the states are given in the 2nd
column. Column 3 displays the total width of the
states, while the partial width for the transition to
take place directly to the ground state is given in
column 4. Column 5 gives the maximum gamma ray
absorption cross section, in barns, including the
effects of spin. The last column gives a figure of
merit for excitation, defined as the total width in
electron volts multiplied by the peak cross section in

4.3 Nuclear Excitations by iHigh-Energy X-Ray
Beams

barns.
A high energy x-ray beam contains a white spectrum
of photons. At certain special energies characteristic
of the individual nuclear species, the nuclear part of
the interactions, Equation 5, becomes comparable
with the electronic absorption. An excellent general
reference is F. Metzger, Resonance Fluorescence in
Nuclei.'

Consider the example of the 15.11 Mev state of 11C.
Its width is 43.6 electron volts and, once formed it
decays mainly to the ground state emitting a 15.11
Mev photon. The peak cross section is 29 barns,
almost 100 times the electronic cross section. That
is, at the precise energy of resonance, the mass
absorption coefficient due to nuclear excitation is

The probability for nuclear excitation by photons is

1.45 cm2/g, while the mass absorption coefficient due

given by the Breit-Wigner formula:

to the Compton plus pair production effects is only
0.018 cnI/g. At this energy, the mean free path in
carbon is only 7 mm, rather than 55 cm, which it is
at energies only a 100 electron volts away.

(X2,/4)rr,[(E,-Ej) + rP/41"

(11)

where q. is the cross section in cm2 , X is the wave
length of the photon in cm., I is the total width of
the state being excited and rIY is the partial width for
deexcitation to the ground state, Eo is the energy of
the eigenstate and Ey is the energy of the photon;
spin terms have been omitted.

There are, number of ways of exploiting nuclear
resonance absorption to measure the concentration of
particular nuclei. One way, that utilizes the high
energy x-ray beam discussed above, is outlined here;
a fuller discussion will be the subject of a
forthcoming paper.

The maximum cross ction, a, occurs when the
photon energy is exactly on resonance (E-Y-Eo = 0).
q,(E'y EJ

)X-)rI

S
r

E

0lQ
.
r

Figure 13 shows, in schematic form, an EDS method
that utilizes a high energy x-ray beam to measure
simultaneously the distribution of the bulk material
and projocted concentrations of a number of elements
in a cargo container.

(12)

where o. is in bamrs (10" cm2) and Eo is in MeV;
vpin dopendent terms have again been omitted. If
the excited state only decays to the ground state then
yIflr = I and a 10 Mev stte can have an absorption
cron. tection of order 50 barns, which is 100 ii'nes
the electronic stopping cos section for 10 Mev
photons 1 light materials,

A highly collimated x-ray beam, produced by
electrons of say 10 Mev, is attenuated on passing
through a cargo container that contains carbon,
oxygen and nitrogen. (The method also applies to
other elements, in particular chlorine.) The idealized
incident spectrum, shown in the top right of the
figure is attenu.ted by electronic interactior. to
produce the fictional transmitted spectrum shown. At
cc-tain spesific narrow energy bins, corresponding to
the nuclear excitations in carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen, thee are shatp dips in the spectrum. For
example, oxygen should show a dip at an energy of
6.917 Mev; nitrogen should have a dip at 9.17 Mev,
and carbon dip at 4.4 Mev. To measure the strength
of the absorption we propose to use resonant

Table 2 lists some of the states in carbon, nitrogen
and oxyge4. that are candidates for re.onance
fluorescence. Tlpe data have been taken from the
Nuclear Physics articies of Ajwenberg-Selove.' Note
that the widths of the state- vary over factors of 10,
from milhb-lctron volts (me,) to kilo-electron volts
(key).
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detectors that are sensitive only to the resonant
energies and insensitive to the non-resonant photons.

The lifetime of the 9.172 Mev state is so short th;.
the deexcitation gamma ray is emitted before the
recoiling nucleus can slow down and the fluorewent
gamma ray suffers a Doppler shift proportional o the
cosine of the emission angle witt respect to the beam
direction. Every gamma ray emitted at a cone angle
of 80.50 has precisely the right energy to excite
nitrogen nuclei in luggage.

An example of a resonant detector for oxygen is
shown in Figure 14. An oxygen target, such as
water, is placed in the path of the beam exciting the
cargo container. Emerging from the sides of the
water target are the Compton scattered photons,
annihilation radiation, and the 6.917 Mev gamma
rays that deexcite the 160 nuclei that have been
excited by the x-ray beam. The energy of the
annihilation radiation, produced by the positrons
created in pair production, is concentrated at 0.511
Mev, a factor of 14 below the gamma ray energy.
The energies of the Compton scattered photons
depend on the angle of scattering; at scattering angles
of 0* and 1800, the maximum energies are 0.511
Mev and 0.255 Mev respectively. Thus, if we view
the water target from the back direction with a well
shielded detector, as shown in the figure, we should
be able to measure the strength of the nuclear
interactions in the cargo container as signaled by the
yield of 6.917 Mev fluorescent gamma rays from the
water target. The signal to background strengths,
calculated with Monte Carlo codes, indicate that it
should be possible to scan cargo size containers in
less than 5 minutes to produce quantitative images of
the projected densities of the elements of most
interest,
4.4

Soreq Method
Absorption

of

Nuclear

The Soreq method is powerful with many striking
merits. The radiation levels are extremely low;
neither neutrons nor radioactivity are produced; the
method cannot be thwarted; a normal radiographic
image is produced together with the image of the
projected nitrogen concentration; the spatial resolution
in the projected direction is excellent. The method
has two obvious disadvantages. First, the yield from
the production reaction is low so that exceptionally
high currents of protons are needed if luggage must
be scanned in a few seconds. Second, the method is
keyed to nitrogen, which is not a unique marker for
explosives. We have begun to address both those
concerns. The following is the briefest of progress
reports.
'
The
accelerator target: The primary reason for
the low yield of 9.172 Mev gamma rays (about I
in 101 protons) is that the effective thickness of
the target is equal to the resonant width of 140
e.v.; i.e. about 1 jg/cm2. We haie been
exploring the possibility of amplifying the output
by using multiple foils (or gas cells) and
reaccelerating the protons in the path between the

Resonant

The final topic in this survey of photon-photon

foils (or gas cells). Figure 16 shows a schematic

methods of EDS is the Soreq method of finding
nitrogen through the use of the 9.17 Mev nuclear
gamma ray resonance. Figure 15 is a schematic
depiction of the method. The basic idea has been
described earlier. 4 We address here two recent
advances that have not previously been reported.

drawing of the basic idea for a 5 element target
with a magnetic field to suppress the electrons.

The requisite gamma rays are obtained by the
resonant capture of 1.7476 Mev protons by 13C. That
is,

Celeste Chang and I have carried out a detailed
theoretical analysis of the limits of the amplification
factors imposed by energy straggling and multiple
scatterings in the foils. The conclusion, detailed in
Chang's Senior Thesis', is that amplification factors
greater than 50 will be difficult to attain, primarily
because of energy straggling in the foils; the 5
element target of Figure 16 is expected to have a gain
of about 4. The major unknowns are the practical
ones: How long will thin carbon foils last under the
intense beams? How thin can one make a stack of
thin foils? How easy is it to replace ruptured foils?
Can we deal effectively with the secondary electrons
emitted from the foils?

1.7476 Mev p+ "C-. "N'(9.172 Mev) -. 14N +9.172 May y.

Oxygen Concentrations. The 6.9 and 7.1 Mev states

Gamma rays of precisely the right energy to excite
the 9.172 Mev state in '4N nuclei are passed through
the examined luggage. If nitrogen is present, those
gamma rays will be absorbed; the amount of
absorption is a measure of the projected nitrogen
concentration in the luggage.

in 160 have excellent resonant absorption properties
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and the states have been studied in some detail by
resonance techniques. We have been examining the
practicality of using the same 1.7 Mev proton beam,
used for measuring nitrogen distributions, for
measuring the "60.

having a practical, semi-automated airport security
system that will be a strong deterrent to terrorists,
even though it is not the ultimate that we desire. My
scenario does not include future technologies.
Nuclear techniques, despite their promise, are not yet
at the stage to be considered for today's EDS.

The central idea is to make use of the fact that the
6.9 and 7.1 Mev states in "10 can be produced by the
reaction of 0.5 to 1.7 Mev protons on IF. The
reaction, which has many resonances, proceeds as
follows:
IF

The flow diagram for the suggested system is shown
in Figure 18. Every piece of luggage must be
examined in the presence of the passenger. The most
obvious place for the system is close to the check-in
counter. The system consists primarily of a series of
x-ray detectors that would look quite similar to the xray systems passengers go through now. Every
passenger must be profiled. Every bag must be
passed through a series of detectors each of which
has a special as well as a general purpose.

+ p -* 2Ne* -* 160* + ot.
160*
" + 6.9 Mev y'

The 6.9 Mev (and 7.1 Mev) gamma rays are Doppler
broadened by about 100 key on emission from the
fast moving "60 nuclei and only about 1 gamma ray
in 10,000 is in resonance. To detect the resonant
signal we again need a resonant detector but this time
it can have close to 41r efficiency since the count
rates are moderate and the incident gamma rays are
nearly monochromatic. A schematic drawing of the
method is shown in Figure 17.
Whitney Edmister and I have modeled this method on
a computer to determine its merits and limitations,
Our conclusion, detailed in Edmister's Senior
Thesis6 , is that it is practical to use a composite target
of 13C plus 'IF and a single beam of 1.7 Mev protons
to detect both the projected nitrogen density and the
projected oxygen density. The efficiency of the latter
is significantly smaller than that of the former,
however, so that the measurement of oxygen can
neither be carried out quickly nor with high
Tesolution. What does appear practical with the same
accelerator system is to investigate the nitrogen
quickly, with high resolution. If an area of a bag is
.suspect, it would be investigated over longer periods
of time with the special oxygen detector.

*

The first line of defense is the profiling and the
questioning of the passengers. I doubt if we will
ever give up this primary hurdle.

*

The second line of defense is an x-ray system
designed specifically for detecting dotonators.
Detonator detectors may never be perfect but
even those presently available are better than no
detonator detector system at all.

*

The third line of defense is a Compton
backscatter-transmission system whose primary
function is to examine the near surfaces for
potential thin explosive-like material. I expect
that that would not be difficult to do with
computer software but until that is proven, the
examination should be visual. One can expect
that this system will be implemented with dualenergy capabilities in the not distant future. The
AS&E system purports to do much more than
find contraband in surfaces, and that is all to the
good. But the primary purpose of the detector in
the present EDS is to find what other detectors
cannot.

*

The fourth line of defense is a multi-view, multienergy x-ray examination whose primary function
is to ascertain whether there are potential blocks
of low-z material that have the critical mass.

0

Any or all of the three x-ray systems should be
able to automatically detect the possible presence
of batteries and wires.

5. A POSSIBLE SECURITY SYSTEM
During the past decade, a wide variety of methods
have been proposed for finding explosives in airport
luggage. Some of these methods have gone beyond
the proof-of-principle phase to the prototype phase,
and a few are in commercial production. And as this
conference makes abundantly clear, there is no lack
of new ideas for explosive detection schemes. In the
fullness of time and funding, the nation will have an
automated explosive detection system that will meet
the most stringent requirements of security. In the
meanwhile, I suggest that we are within reach of
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*

All systems must alarm if there is a potential for
camouflaging, and must alert the operators as to
the suspect areas.

3. F. Azjenberg-Selove, Energy Levels of Light
Nuclei. Nucl. Phys. A336 (1980) 1; Nucl. Phys.
A360 (1981) 1; Nucl. Phys. A375 (1982) 1.

*

The first generation systems will have substantial
problems. There will surely be high false alarm
rates that will necessitate hand searches. But
these rates will fall with each improvement in
hardware and seftware, and with the integration
of each device with the rest. The critical
questions are whether the false alarm rates of a
mature system will be tolerable and whether the
detection probabilities will be high; I predict that
the answer to both questions will be yes. I
emphasize that the tests for explosives must not
only be the conventional ones to determine that
the system will alarm when explosives are
introduced into "standard" bags, but that the tests
include those by a "red" team that is trying its
best to defeat the system.

4. L. Grodzins. Nuclear Technologies for Finding
Clandestine Explosives. International Conference on
the Applications of Nuclear Techniques, Crete,
Greece, June 1990, Editors, G. Vouvopoulos and T.
Paradellis. World Scientific Press, 1991, pp. 338360. Nuclear Techniques for Finding Chemical
Explosives in Airport Luggage, Nuc!. Inst. and
Meths. B56/57 (1991) 829-833. Nuclear and x-ray
Technologies for Airport Security, MIT Symposium
on Technological Measures for Airport Security.
April, 1990.

Alarming luggage should be channeled to one of
several possible detectors, including, finally, a
hands-on, vapor-detector search of the opened
suitcase. CAT scanning to carefully examine a
few individual areas of a bag should be available
soon. Coherent x-ray scattering to examine
suspect parts of a bag, especially "black boxes"
that can't be conveniently opened, should also be
available in the not distant future.

6. Whitney Edmister, Oxygen Density Measurements Using Nuclear Resonance Fluoresceice.
Bachelor of Science Thesis in Physics, June 1991.

*

5. Celeste Chang, An Analysis of Factors Limiting
the Amplification of Resonance Fluorescence in a
Carbon 13 Accelerator Target. Bachelor of Science
Thesis in Physics, June 1991.

In sum I believe that we already have sufficient
technology to implement a credible security system at
or close to the check-in counters. What is required
is the early installation and testing, under airport
conditions, of each new x-ray system that advances
the state of the art of EDS.
The testing,
improvement and retesting should be a cooperative
venture of the FAA, the manufacturer, the airport
security people, and an independent testing team who
will make the final judgements.
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Table I
Material

den-si tN
g/cm'

sugar
C-4 ~

1.64

40'kev
26
0.25

60 kev
0190
0.7
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80 kev
0.174

100 kev 150 kev 200 kev
.162
0.144
0.133
10.159
M0.170
[0.141
0.139

Table 2
E (Mev)

in

Total Width

Prtial width

c

r

to ground

barns

state. r

L

4.44
12.71.

2+
1+

10.8
18.1

mev
ev

10.8 mev 634
0.35 ev
0.9

15.11
17.23

1+
1-

43.6
1,150

ev
kev

38.5
44

7.03
7.97

2+
2-

8.06

1-

8.49

8.62
8.79
9.17
10. 43

02+
2+

7.2
140
8.2
1
0.12
2.5

mev
mev
mev
mev

Merit

(ev-barns)

ev
ev

29
0.001

7
16
1300
1150

14

Nitrogen

0+
1+
03+

,,, ,ao

12

Carbon

2.31
3.94
4.91
6.44

Figure of

7.2
5.5
8.0
0.7

mev 156
mev
6.3
mev 35
mev 98

1
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.8
1.1

ev
ev

0.12
18

ev
mev

84
0.47

30

key

10.3

ev

0.01

4-

27

mev

5.6

mev

0+

7

key

1.2

ev

0.002

460
140

key
ev

43
7.3

ev
ev

0.001
2.6

460
360

33

key

12.1

ev

0.014

460

-

6.13
6.917
7.117

32+
1-

8,872

2-

3

mev

9.847

2+

625

ev

11.52

2+

74

12.96
13.09
13.66

211+

0 .024mev
95
mev
54
mev

2
130
68

qgen
94
54

22

300
0.7

15

16

.024 mev 466
mev 261
mev 148

0.01
25
8

0.24

mev

6

mev

0.001

0.6

13

0.04

key

0.61

ev

0.0008

60

key
key
key

0.08
32
8

ev
ev
ev

0.003
0.01
0.005

5.9
1300
340
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Correlation of Oxygen Density and Nitrogen Density
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Figure 1. The a.omic densities of nitrogen and oxygen ae plotted for a number of types of
explosives (black squares), clothing (crosses), plastics (open circles), and miscellaneous

(open triangles).
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Correlation of Hydrogen Density versus Carbon Density
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Figure 2. The atomic densities of carbon and hydrogen art plotted for a number of types of
explosives (black squares), clothing (crosses), plastics (open circles), and miscellaneous
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Correlation of Oxygen Deity vs Carbon Density
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Figure 5. The linear attenuation coefficients are plotted against the density of explosives
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Two-Dimensional X-Ray Scanning
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Figure 10 A schematic of a two-view system using two separate x-ray sources and detector
arrays arranged orthogonally.
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Figure 11. A schematic of the x-ray transmission plus back-scatter Compton method. The
x-ray beam is raster scanned perpendicular to the direction of the bag's travel. The x-ray
counts in the detectors are registered in time with the beam position to give images of the
transmitted and backscattered intensities.
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Dual Energy (10 Mev: 5 Mey) Discrimination
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Figure 13. Schemic drawing of a method for investigating cargo containers for
explosives and other contaband, using nuclear resonant absorption.
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Figure 15. A schemoatic drawing of the gamma-ray resonance absorption method using the
9.17 Mev y-ray of 14N produced by proton absorption on 13C.
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Figure 17. A schematic drawing of a nuclear gamma ray resonance absorption scheme for
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as used for the Soreq scheme of resonance absorption in nitrogen.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL X-RAY SYSTEMS AND
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES
Dr. Max Robinson and Mr. Paul Evans
Nottingham Polytechnic
i2i Vision Limited
Nottingham, England

1. INTRODUCTION
X-ray images are by their very nature difficult to
understand. Interpretation of these images is based
solely on shape and grey shade information. For
most security applications these images are
presented on standard video monitors.
Not only do the images usually contain no
information concerning 3-D Tace they are often
presented in ways that have paid little heed to the
psychology of the human visual syscem.
Two distinctly different developments are
considered in this paper both of which provide xray information in ways which make human
interpretation an easier task.

may well reduce this contrast sensitivity quite
considerably.
In order to present all the grey level information
that the machine has detected in a manner that can
be discriminated by a human observer e number of
image processing routines have been developed. It
has been found that no one particular routine is
ideal for every image situation, nor in any given
situation do all observers favour one specific
display. It has also been important to ensure that
the operational environment and practices are not
unduly altered by using such techniques.
In
addition, although powerful, digital image
processing is employed an operator does not have
to be computer literate to operate it. No keyboard
exists, but rather a simple operator input device
which allows interactive control of the image.

2. X-RAY IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Most security x-ray systems currently in use ata
capable of providing at least 256 grey levels of
information. This is a convenien 8 bits of digital
sampling which has become a common standard
with which to work. However, a human observer
is incapable of discriminating grey level differences
with such contrast sensitivity. For example, some
security x-ray systems will display 16 grey level
bars at start up, ranging from what the display
determines as complete black to complete white,
Each of these grey level bars consists again of 16
more grey Ievols giving 256 in all (ic 16 x 16),
This extra detail is not readily discernable by a
human.
It is not possible to put an absolute figure on the
contrast sensitivity of the human eye :'nee so much
depends upon the viewing conditions. Even
assuming a very !iberal figure for this of I%
contrast difference") this still only represents a 40%
discrimination in 256 levels of grey. Viewing a
video monitor in typical artificial ambient lighting

This work has reached the stage where fully
operational equipment is available and curremly in
use at certain security installations in the UK.
3. THREE DIMENSIONAL X-RAY SYSTEMS
Work has been carried out for a number of years
oa the development of three-dimensional (ie
binocular stereoscopic) imaging systems based on
closed circuit television cameras.
The main
application areas of this technology has been in
remote control vehicle guidance M and manipulator
arm control in hazardou; environments (1. Much
of the attention in this work has been directed to
the develonment of :;uitable image sensor packages.
Over a period of time, considerable expertise ,,s
been built up on the production of novel
stereoscopic sensors 14)
As a natural extensi'-o of this work api as the
result of a requirem,nt by IHM Custo.L & Excise,
a prototype
iereoscopic x-ray s stem was
produced '
This was based on linear array
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detectors and is effectively a three-dimensional
imaging system using one-dimensional sensors.
In recent years the security industry has become
used to using new types of linear array in x-ray
screening equipment. Two particular developments
are the use of folded arrays for complete tunnel
coverage and dual energy sensors for materials
identification.
A project is currently under way with the
Department of Transport and the Home Office to
develop a 3-D x-ray machine incorporating both of
these features. A theoretical design has already
been produced and work has now commenced on
the construction of the machine. Further mention
of this will be made in Section 3.6.

not meant a binocular stereoscopic display. There
is now effectively a crisis of terminology because
of this. A computer-aided design (CAD) system
having a so called three-dimensional display usually
means tht certain psychological depth cue such as
linear perspective and interposition have been
introduced. Even with the addition of the effects of
shading and shadows, the displays contain fewer
three-dimensional depth ce than a broadcast
television signal. It is inconceivable tha any
television station would claim that their current
transmissions are three-dimeasional.
A few notable exceptions exist, however, where
CAD systems do produce full stereoscopic images,
but the step-up in computing power necessary to
manipulate such an image from that required for a

pseudo
In order to put into context the new threedimensional x-ray system, a brief description of the
way in which humans perceive the 3-D world will
be presented.
3.1 Three-Dimensional Human Vision
Human beings determine the positions of objects in
the real, three-dimensional world via a variety of
distinctly different depth cues. Some of these are
purely psychological such as interposition, linear
perspective and the effects of shades and shadows.
In general, it is relatively easy to disguise the
reality of a situation when only psychological cues
are used.
However, a number of powerful
physiological depth cues are also available to enable
us to determine the relative positions of objects in
space.
Prominent amongst these are the linked binocular
mechanisms of convergence and accommodation
and also monocular movement parallax. The most
powerful cue employed by humans over a short
range, however, is that of binocular parallax.
Simply put, this means that objects at different
distances from an observer will have images on
each retina having different relative lateral
separations. The eyes are capable of discriminating
very small variations in this parallax information
and translating them into depth information,
3.2 Three-Dimensional Computer Graphics
The computer graphics fraternity have in recent
years advertised their products as having a threedimensional capability. In most instances this has

three-dimeional

image

is

quite

considerable.
Caution must be exercised, therefore, when claims
of three-dimensional capability are made to
establish exactly what combination of depth cues
are being presented.
3.3 Three-Dimensional X-Ray Images
X-ray imaging in a variety of forms has become a
standard analytical technique in many divers
fields.
Prominent amongst these are the
multiplicity of uses employed by the medical
profession and also the many applications of quality
control and assessment used in industrial nondestructive testing (NDT).
In all of these situations, except for a few specific
laboratory set-ups, the images produced are twodimensional in nature. Intepretation of thee
images, whether from photographic film or more
recently from a variety of disp'-y monitors, is
based solely on flat image shape and grey level
information related to the penetration of the
particular range of x-ray energies being employed.
X-ray imagery is unique in that many of the usual
powerful three-dimensional depth cues that humans
are able to extract from two-dimensional images
are missing.
Examples of these cues are
interposition, the effects of shading and shadows,
texture gradient and to some extent, linear
perspective. Almost all of these cues and others
are available, for example, in an ordinary
photograph. The difference is that a photograph is
produced by reflected light whereas an x-ray
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picture is derived from transmitted radiation. This
consequent loss of depth cues can, and does, cause
serious ambiguities to arise in the interpretation of
complex images.
Attempts to overcome this inherent problem with xray imagery have in the past involved using bulky
equipment, employing tedious operating
procedures, and have usually been time-consuming
and expensive.
For example, stereoscopic pairs of x-ray plates
have been produced by the medical world in the
past. They usually require the patient to be
motionless for some considerable time whilst each
perspective view (left and right) is taken
sequentially.
Further delays occur before the
images may be viewed, usually via a stereoscope,
and should any three-dimensional measurements be
required, then the use of some kind of stereocomparator would be necessary.
Pseudo three-dimensional x-ray images are
currently derived from standard computer
tomography (CT) scanners.
These enhanced
images are not readily available since they are very
computer intensive and consequently costly in their
production. They involve the introduction of a
number of depth cues into the images by
*computer-aided joining together" of a number of
CT scan slices. This is obviously an approximation
since any irregularity between adjacent slices
cannot be seen.
A major departure from all these techniques has
been the development of a three-dimensional (ie.
binocular stereoscopic) x-ray system based on
liuear arrays.m
In the normal two-dimensional mode of operation
a linear array x-ray system operates as follows. A
thin collimated curtain of x-rays is derived from an
x-ray source and targeted onto the linear detector.
Relative movement now between the object to be
imaged and the x-ray beam causes an image to be
built up when the linear detector electronically
scans in synchronism with the speed of object
movement. The digitised image information which
is captured is then loadod directly into a frame
store. The three-dimensional version of this
technique can take two forms, either of which are
able to acquire a left and right perspective view of
the object under inspection during one single pass.

In one configuration two linear detectors and two
x-ray sources are used. A more elegant technique,
however, is to use only one x-ray source and to
derive two collimated beams from it; again two
linear detectors are required. The amount of depth
perceived in the stereoscopic image by an observer
will be controlled to some extent, but not entirely,
by this x-ray beamilinear detector array geometry.
Solutions to the problems of manipulating the x-ray
intensity information received from two sensors,
which are usually scanning different parts of the
same object at the same time, and of designing the
x-ray beam geometry such that successful
reconstruction of real three-dimensional image of
an object is possible, have been derived.
3.4 Viewing The Image
The method selected for observing the threedimensional x-ray image is known variously as the
time division or field sequential type of display.
The technique takes advantage of the interlace
facility used in normal video displays and the short
retention memory capability to visual stimuli of the
human eye/brain combination. Left and right
perspective views are displayed sequentially on the
monitor screen whilst the observer views that image
through liquid crystal glasses which are switching,
transparent and opaque in synchronism with the
display. The speed of switching is at twice the
standard video rate and so a solid 3-D image
without any perceived flicker is observed. An
alternative method used has been to place an active
liquid crystal plate in front of the monitor screen
and then to view the image using polaroid
(circularly polarized) glasses. The left or right
two-dimensional image can also be viewed in this
way.
Two interesting and useful phenomena have been
observed. Firstly, since normal x-ray images
contain very few, if any, depth cues, it has been
shown that by altering the phase of the viewing
glasses (ie. presenting left eye information to the
right eye and vice versa) a three-dimensional view
of the object from the opposite side may also be
obtained. Quite simply one may observe the threedimensional image of the object from the position
of the x-ray source, or alternatively the position of
the linear detectors. This is possible since the only
depth cue being presented is binocular parallax.
This technique would not work with a stereoscopic
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image derived from television cameras since other
conflicting depth cues would also be presented.
A second useful artefact of the images is an
apparent pseudo-movement parallax. Normally,
movement parallax manifests itself as an increased
movement of foreground object relative to
background when an observer moves laterally with
respect to a scene. In stereoscopic images an
"apparent* greater movement of the background
occurs. This can be used as a powerful depth cue
especially for complex images. Other effects are
also possible such as electronically 'shifting' the
image in and out of the monitor screen. This
technique ensures that the complete stereoscopic
depth of field is utilised.
3.5 Measurement in Stereoscopic Displays
A technique has been developed for measuring x,
y and z coordinates in stereoscopic video images ().
The method uses measuring markers inserted into
the left and right perspective views. The disparity
information obtained in this way of conjugate points
in each image is a measure of the z-coordinate. It
is necessary to calibrate the system initially in order
to eliminate distortions in the display due to
geometrical misalignment, the electron optics of the
display and the inherent distortion due to point
source illumination in an x-ray image.
The calibration technique (7is a derivation of tried
and tested methods used in standard close-range
photogrammetry.
Each individual pixel separation in a display
between left and right conjugate points gives rise to
an individually resolvable depth plane. In a
correctly constructed image this number could be
quite large. Consequently, images are produced
with a considerably higher density of depth planes
than would be obtained from the normal use of a
CT scanner. This occurs in a matter of a few
seconds without the need for expensive computing
equipment.
3.6 Latest Developments
As stated previously, a new generation of 3-D xray machine is under construction which is aimed
primarily at security applications.
Particular problems associated with the use of
folded-array, dual-energy linear sensors have been

identified and specific solutions have been
proposed. A continuing theme throughout the
development presented in this paper has been the
importance of displaying x-ray information in ways
which are conducive to accurate human
interpretation.
To this end, new techniques of depth plane
isolation based on perspective subtraction are to be
investigated. It has already been shown by the
authors that images can be produced having a high
visual impact which are not unlike edge illuminated
microscopy displays. This is a well known
technique for enhancing 3-D surface features. A
dynamic sequence of such images which effectively
peels away depth planes in the stereoscopic image
has also been shown to be possible. Using the
organic/inorganic discrimination of this new
machine it is proposed that volume estimations of
objects will also be possible.
The results of the work which is supported by the
UK Department of Transport and the Home Office
will be reported in due course along with
information relating to trials of the equipment in a
real operational environment, possibly an airport.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the downing of Pan Am Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, Scotland, on December 21, 1988, the
airline community has been searching for a
technology that can detect a terrorist device with less
than one pound of high explosives. The search has
focused on an explosives detection system for
checked baggage which has more sensitivity and less
false alarms than the thermal neutron activation
technique, which was designed for a 2.5 pound TNT
threat. The techniques explored, including vapor
detection, x-ray systems, electromagnetic and nuclear
techniques, have attempted to identify explosive
materials by their unique combination of elements,
their densities or their chemical structures.
TITAN has developed an explosives detection
technology that relies on the unique combination of
nitrogen density and physical density within most
commercial or military high explosives. Explosives
which have been used by terrorists have nitrogen
densities between 0.15 and 0.60 g/cm3 and physical
densities between 1.2 and 1.8 g/cm3. Figure 1
compares the characteristics of bulk explosives with
common plastics and other high-nitrogen
concentration materials. Of the most common
materials, including foodstuffs, fabrics, plastics,
organic compounds, and drugs, only solid
polyurethane and melmac have physical densities and
nitrogen concentrations similar to explosives,
Our EXDEP technique measures the nitrogen
concentration of materials on a per unit-volume basis.
Together with a conventional x-tay scanner to
measure the physical density, an EXDEP-based
system will detect bulk explosives with a high
probability and very few false alarms.
This paper focuses on the EXDEP technique and the
experimental results which show the capability to
detect explosives, to image the explosives, and to
discriminate explosives from other materials. The

accompanying paper, *Explosive Detection for
Checked Luggage by DETEX, a Combined X-ray
and Positron-Tomography System' by Hans Pongratz
of MBB (Germany), presents details on an EXDEPbased explosives detection system and shows
simulation results for detection of sheet explosives
using a combination of EXDEP and standard x-ray.
2. THE EXDEP CONCEPT
The EXDEP concept is shown schematically in
Figure 2. A radio frequency linear accelerator (RF
LINAC) is used to produce an electron beam with an
energy of 13.5 MeV. The electrons strike a tantalum
or tungsten target and produce breimstrahlung
radiation with a maximum energy equal to the
electron beam energy. The x-rays interact with the
explosive and activate the nitrogen via the
photoneutron (y,n) reaction. The stable nitrogen
isotope 4N thus becomes the radioactive isotope 13N,
which then decays with a 10-minute half-lif via
positron emission to 13C. The positron immediately
slows down and annihilates, producing two coincident
511-keV photons that are oppositely directed. Thee
photons tre easily detected and counted in
coincidence using standard scintillation detectors.
The high-energy bremestrahiung photons from the
accelerator penetrate easily through most materials
and, therefore, are excellent probes for inspecting
luggage and cargo. The bremestrahlung photons are
attenuated significantly only by Compton scattering
and pair production.
The 10-15-MeV photon
attenuation coefficients range from 0.018 cme/g for
low-Z elements (C, N, 0, Al) to 0.030 cm2/g for
Cu. Assuming that luggage contains mostly low-Z
elements and that the 6ulk density is 0.2 gloss, .the
l/e attenuation length for the illumination photons is
2.8 m. The attenuation through 75 cm of luggage is
less than 27%.
The positron range is typically only a minor factor in
determining the resolution that is possible with
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EXDEP. The positrons produced in the decay of the
activated elements lose energy primarily through
inelastic collisions.
Their range in g/cm2 is
approximately half their energy in MeV; and typical
positron energies are only about 20-58% of these
values. Thus, a positron from the decay of 13N
travels at most 3.75 mm in the explosive before
annihilation with n atomic electron. The same
positron travels at most 3 cm in clothing and 4 m in
air. For a 3-mm thick piece of detasheet explosive
with a large surface-to-volume ratio, a small fraction
of the positrons will escape the explosive. For those
positrons that escape the explosive, however, the
positions where the annihilations occur are dispersed
throughout the luggage and no one source produces
sufficient activity concentration to be detected as a
false alarm.
Ti, 511-keV photons which result from the
annihilation of the positrons are attenuated by
photoelectric and Compton scattering interactions, but
most of them will escape from the baggage and be
detected. Most luggage items contain low-Z elements
with an attenuation coefficient of 0.087 cm/g and
average bulk densities of 0.2 g/cra, which gives a
Sl/e attenuation length for the 0.511 MeV photons of
58 cm. A book or large report has significantly
greater attenuation due to the larger bulk density.
For example, a 5-cm thick report attenuates the
annihilation photon flux by almost half. It would
take a 0.8-cm thick steel sheet to obtain the same
reduction.
The attenuation of the annihilation
photons is the most important limitation in the
EXDEP performance. Calculations including these
attenuation factors and experiments with buried mock
explosives, which will be described in subsequent
sections, show that EXDEP should effectively detect
explosives in luggage in spite of this limitation,

sponsored jointly by Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA).
Under the SNL and DARPA programs, TITAN
designed and built a portable LINAC for testing
againd mock land mines. The LINAC uses a Varian
Linatron 6000 centerline and electron gun and a
Thompson 6.5 MW klystron. Figure 3 shows the
accelerator moumted in TITAN's laboratory, with a
cart containing sand and a mock mine in the
illumination position. The LINAC produces a 13.5
MeV beam with peak current of >200 mA and a
pulse width of 5.8 As at a pulse rate of 200 Hz.
For safety reasons, a mixture of melamine and
glucose was used to simulate TNT explosive; the
elemental composition was essentially the same. The
mock explosives were buried a few inches deep in
silica sand and peat. The sand is reasonably free of
trace elements, consisting primarily of silicon and
oxygen. Since both of these elements have very high
('y,n) thresholds, essentially no activation was
anticipated when the electron beam kinetic energy
was kept below the oxygen activation threshold of
15.8 MeV. The peat, on the other hand, is rich in
organic matter and trace minerals which give
measurable background signals. The primary
experimental objective was to demonstrate that the
EXDEP photon activation technique can detect the
explosive within a background resulting from (yn)
reactions in common elements.
The soil also
provided for attenuation of the 13.5 and 0.511 MoV
photons.

We conducted three sets of experiments to show that
the EXDEP technique is effective at detecting
concealed explosives. The first was a proof-of-

The mock explosive targets were mounted on a
carriage assembly whose position was remotely
controlled using a constant-velocity motor. A sketch
of this experimental geometry is shown in Figure 4.
The cart/explosive was stationary in the beam duing
irradiation, after which it was moved down the track
and in front of the detectors. The cart was moved to
the detector location at -1 mph, such that the delay
between irradiation and detection was typically a few

concept experiment performed by TITAN using the

seconds.

RF LINAC at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). A second set of experiments
was done at the 906 port of the DOE LINAC
operated by EG&G at Santa Barbara, California, to
benchmark the model and calculations. Finally, a
third experimental series was done at the Naval
Research Laboratory LINAC in Washington, DC, to
obtain improved experimental results necessary for
the design of a portable system. These efforts were

A single 258 cm-, 1.27.cm thick bismuth gernianate
scintillation detector was used for the following tests.
BGO was selected because it is not sensitive to
neutron activation, whereas Na(Tl) crystals are. The
detector had an energy re lution of 19% ut 511 keV.
The scintillation detector was located -3 rn from the
beam line and 0.3 m from the sand surface. A uNa

3. EXPLOSIVES DETECTION RESULTS
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radioactive source was used to calibrate the detector
and electronics.
Following illumination of the sand and mock
explosive, both multi-channel and single-channel data
were taken. Figure 5 shows a typical multichannelanalyzer spectrum of the mock explosive; the 511keV photopeak stands clearly above the background
photons from other decay processes. There are no
extraneous gamma peaks from the target which could
give spurious background contributions. The singlechannel-analyzer data, with the window set for the
511-keV photopeak, were taken to count the
annihilation photons-

To demonstrate the imaging capability of EXDEP,
we did a series of four tests using the UCGM PET
camera at the University of Pennsylvania Medical
Center. While this PET camera is not designed for
our application, it did provide good evidence that
PET imaging would be effective. Based on previous
experiments, a half-kilogram of TNT illuminated with
x-rays from a 1-mA beam at a luggage throughput
rate of 30 bags per minute should produce an activity
of 0.9/uCi over 300 cm3 or 3.0 x 10.3 ACi/cm 3.
Therefore, we used 0. 1-sCi point sources of 12Na and
a solution of 'iGa in water diluted to 6.8 x 104
asCi/cm 3 to simulate the distributed activity from the
illuminated explosive.

With the detector's low background, the measured
signals from the explosives were clearly and
consistently observed above the soil background.
Figure 6 shows the number of counts verses time
after illumination for a 1.5-kg and 9.2-kg TNT mock
explosive surface-buried in sand. The explosives
were illuminated with x-rays from 30 AC of charge
deposited on the converter. The count times were 10
seconds per data point. Figure 7 shows a similar plot
for data from the NRL experiment with the 1.5-kg
mine buried at up to 2 inches in sand.

In one test, three 0. 1-AtCi point sources were placed
5 cm apart near the center region of the camera.
Figure 9 shows the raw data (in sinograph format)
for four slices through the volume containing the 2Na
sources. The data was collected for a 20-sec count
time. The resolution for the data appears to be
approximately 1 cm.
In another test, a 0. 1-AsCi point source was immersed
within the water solution containing 1.7 ACi of 'Ga.
The beaker had a 9-cm radius and a 10-cm depth and
contained 2500 cm3 of water. The count time was 20
seconds. This is equivalent to counting a 2.3 x 104
jACi/cm 3 source for a 6-sec count time, which is very
close to the activity we expect in the explosive.
Figure 10 shows the raw data (in sinograph format)
for six slices across the beaker. The activity shown
in the last slice is decreased because the slice includes
a smaller cross section of the beaker. The 0. 1-jsCi

These data verify that EXDEP can detect concealed
explosives using only crude collimation. The two
questions which remain for luggage inspection are:
Can a small quantity of explosives be detected in the
background of a suitcase? Can the explosive be
distinguished from the myriad of objects found in a
suitcase'? We will examine these questions next.

point source is also visible in the distributed activity
4. IMAGING OF EXPLOSIVES

in the fourth slice.

EXDEP has excellent resolution because the two
oppositely-directed, coincident, 511 -keV photons are
counted simultaneously. The explosive lies on the
line between the two detectors measuring the event,
As many nuclei decay, there are multiple lines that

These experimental results clearly demonstrate that
the activity levels which we expect to produce using
the EXDEP accelerator are observable using a PET
camera. Moreover, the linear resolution that is
achieva'le is approximately 1 cm, which should be

intersect at the explosive's location, as shown in

sufficient to detect sheet explosives.

Figure 8. The positron range (the distance that a
positron travels before annihilation), Compton
scattering of the annihilation photons before exiting
the baggage, and uncertainty in the location of the
photon interaction within the detector crystal blur the
image somewhat, but the resolution still remains
about one centimeter. This type of imaging, called
positron emission tomography (PET), is used

The excellent resolution achievable with EXDEP
directly reduces the false-alarm rate of a system.
With low resolution, e.g., the 1000 cm 3 that is
achievable by collimation in TNA, only an average
nitrogen concentration in a given volume is
measured. A volume containing a large cheese may
give the same count rate as a volume containing a

routinely in modern medical diagnostics.

small explosive and some cotton clothing. With high
resolution, e.g., the 1 cm with EXDEP, the nitrogen
concentration of individual items are measured over
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a small enough volume to distinguish explosives from
most other nitrogenous materials,

different activity concentrations or densities which
distinguish them.

From our experimental data and our EXDEP model,
we have estimated the count rate that a highefficiency PET detector system might encounter.
Assume that 1 kg of TNT (nitrogen concentration
equals 0.18) is located in the center of a typical
suitcase with dimensions 30 cm x 60 cm x 75 cm and
a mass of 30 kg. Using an average absorption
coefficient for 10-15 MeV photons of 0.02 cm2/g
gives a 14% attenuation. If the bags pass on a
conveyor through a 1-m2 tunnel at 30 cm/sec, the
throughput past the illuminator is 60 bags/min. If the
LINAC operates at 14 MeV with an average current
of one milliampere and the irradiation coverage is
over A = 100 cm x 30 cm = 0.30 i, then the total
number of activated '3N atoms created in the
explosive is

Since the nitrogen in the explosive has a photoneutron
threshold which is substantially lower than that of the
most common elements, proper adjustment of the
electron beam energy allows activation of the
nitrogen in the explosive without activating the nuclei
of most of the surrounding materials. This is shown
schematically in Figure 11, where the bremsstrahlung
spectrum is overlaid on the cross sections for
Tuning the
nitrogen, oxygen, and aluminum.
accelerator can maximize the overlap of the
bremsstrahlung spectrum with the nitrogen cross
section while minimizing the overlap with other
elements. Calculations and experiments have shown
that the best nitrogen-signal-to-background ratio is
achieved when the electron beam energy is around
13-14 MeV.

(7)

The limited number of isotopes which are detectable

N1, = 2.4 x 10' atonm

For an array of NaI(TI) scintillation sheet detectors
located around the conveyor belt, the average
detector solid angle coverage is 4.2 sr, and the
crystal efficiency is 0.7. Ten seconds following the
irradiation of the 1-kg explosive, the coincidence
count rate from the activated '3N atoms in the
explosive is
C, 1345 cts/wc

(8)

Assuming that the explosive is a simple cube
approximately 8.5 cm on a side, then the count rate
per unit volume is C, = 2.0 ct/cm 3/sec. For the 10
seconds that the bag is in the detector array, each
cubic centimeter of the explosive will produce 20 cts.
The count rate is low enough that the detection
electronics will not be saturated, yet high enough to
be detectable.

for the EXDEP technique are shown in Table 1.
Fourteen elements are identified in the "A,!as of
with
Obtained
Photonuclear Cross Section
Monoenergetic Photons" (Ref: Atomic Data and
Nuclear Data Tables, Vol 38, No 2, March 1988) as
having photonuclear thresholds below 13 MeV and
The rare earths
producing a positron decay.
(praseodymium, samarium, and erbium) are not
present in any significant amount in luggage. The
metals (nickel, copper, zinc, gallium, zirconium,
molybdenum, and silver) have mass densities which
Moreover, the
distinguish them from nitrogen.
reaction cross section, density, and half-lives of these
metals make the activity concentration significantly
higher than that for nitrogen. Fluorine is found in
trace amounts except for the compound teflon, which
has a density of 2.2 g/cm 3. Phosphorus, chlorine,
and bromine are elements which would not be
expected in luggage and, if found, should indeed be
identified as potentially hazardous.

5. DISCRIMINATION OF EXPLOSIVES
Figure 12 shows on a log plot the activity
concentrations vs physical density expected for
various benign items containing those isotopes
identified as EXDEP detectable, i.e., items
containing copper, zinc, silver, nickel, and fluorine.
None of the items overlap the explosives. Therefore,
these potential false alarms are in fact easily
discernible. There may be items in luggage that
contain combinations of these isotopes which would
make them look like explosives, but we have not
been able to identify any. Empirical examinations of

The relatively low nitrogen photonuclear activation
threshold energy at 10.6 MeV and the subsequent ten
minute half-life positron decay is a unique
combination which makes it possible to discriminate
explosives from other items. Most other elements
common in luggage have photonuclear reaction
thresholds above 13 MeV, produce no positron, or
have very short or very long half-lives. Those few
elements which do react similarly to nitrogen, and
thus could contaminate the nitrogen signal, have
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checked luggage using EXDEP will determine if
there are many such false-alarm targets.

of these neutrons will be absorbed by the shielding
immediately surrounding the converter.

Consider u ' -m x 60 cm x 75 cm piece of luggage.
It would be inaged using the EXDEP detector system
into 135000 individual cubic centimeter cells. From
the previous model calculations, a TNT explosive
would produce 20 counts in a 10 sec count interval if
there were 50% attenuation for each annihilation
photon. If there were 10%attenuation, then the TNT
would produce 65 counts in the same time. A 1-lb
piece of TNT would occupy 275 cells. Ten pennies
in a cell would produce almost 800 counts in the
same time interval with 50% attenuation and 2600
counts with 10% attenuation. The background count
rate per cell is less than 1 count per 10 see.

We have calculated the activity generated in the
luggage from the direct bremsstrahlung radiation. It
is quite low because the threshold for activation of
most common materials is above the maximum
energy of the illumination photons. Also, the
secondary radiation from Compton scattering is well
below the photonuclear thresholds for the bag
contents and thus causes no additional activation.
The result is that most contents of checked luggage,
including food, clothing, plastics, and drugs, whose
primary elements are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
will acquire g activity.
For an example of residual activity, consider luggage
with a 1-kg TNT explosive, 25 g of copper, 10
pennies, or 16 g of sterling silver. It is irradiated
with photons from a 1-mA electron beam per 0.3 e
of x-ray coverage. Leas than 10 5% of the nuclei
become activated and produce les than I pCi of
activity. This is equivalent to a dose of 0.0004
mR/hr.
For comparison, the average annual
individual doses for some common activities are:
medical and dental x-rays - 400 mR,living in a brick
building - 7 mR, air travel - 3 mR, and watching
television - I mR. (Ref. 'The Effects on Population
of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation,"
National Academy of Science, 1980.) It would take
500 such suitcase within one mater of a person to
exceed the recommmded environmental exure
limit. Even that slight amount of activity decreass
during an hour to less than 1/64 of the original
amount. The exceedingly alight amount of ditiMon
present is detectable only with an extremely amsitive
detector system.

Fcr a suitcase with pennies, a brass ring, a piece of
sterling silver jewelry, and 1-lb TNT explosive, a
histogram of the counts might look like Figure 13a.
A two-dimensional slice through the bag may look
like Figure 13b, where the gray scales correspond to
the counts. Either representation clearly shows the
presence of the explosive.
6. RADIATION ISSUES
The bremsstrahlung radiation dose rate at 1 meter
from the accelerator converter is given by
D(rada/a/c)=1. 1x UP (V(MoVII(A)

(1)

where V is the electron energy and I is the beam
current. For a 1-mA, 13.5-MeV beam, the radiation
dose is 1.6 kR/s at 1 meter. If the accelerator pulses
200 times per second and the beam is directed such
that each portion of the bag receives illumination
from four pulses, then the radiation exposure to any
part of the bag would be 30 R from the primary xray beam. The scattered radiation dose to the bag is
down by a factor of 0.4 x 10"3 and does not
contribute appreciably to the dose to the bag. At this
dose, no material other than film should be affected.

The EXDEP accelerator for luggage scrming would
require shielding equivalent to that for a mmdical
cancer treatment facility, but only for the suitcase
volume. The accelerator would preferably be oriented
downward on the ground floor so that the soil would
be the primary ahieldinS. The detectors would be
outside the shielded area. The radiation exposure to
the suitcase, the passengers, and the baggage handler
would be well below govermet regulations for
environmental standards.

The neutron dose comes mainly from the converter
and is proportional to the x-ray flux and the converter
thickness. We used the TIGER spectra (see the next
section) to calculate the x-ray flux and Berman's
Atlas of Photoneutron Cross Sections for the tungsten
cross section as a function of energy. We also
assumed that half the converter thickness was used to
produce neutrons. For a 1-mA beam striking a 0.25mm thick tungsten converter, a neutron flux of 10",
nt/sec is produced, and is emitted isotropically. Most

7. CONCLUSION
The final evaluation criteria for an explogives
detection system will be the cost per bsg to perform
adequately. ThI includes the costs of the bardww%
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operations, and facilities. The hardware costs and
size for any nuclear technique will be approximately
the same. The processing speed and the performance
capabilities of the EXDEP/CTX system, however,
should be significantly better, so that the cost per bag
should be significantly less. The EXDEP/CTX
system should truly be a second generation explosives
detection system.
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Table 1. Isotopes Detectable by EXDEP.
-

I

Isotope

%

Threshold
(MeV)
....

Nitrogen ( 14 N)
Fluorine ( 19 F)
Phosphorus ( 3 1p)
Chlorine (35 CI)
Nickel (5 8Ni)
Copper (6 3 Cu)
Zinc (6 4 Zn)
Gallium (69Ga)
Bromine (7 9 Br)
Zirconium (OZr)
Molybdenum (9 2 Mo)
Silver ( 10 7 Ag)
Praseodymium ( 14 1pr)
Samarium ( 144Sm)

99.6
100
100
75.8
68.3
69.2
48.6
60.1
50.7
51.4
14.8
51.8
100
3.1

__......

10.6
10.4
12.3
12.8
12.2
10.9
11.9
10.3
10.7
12.0
12.7
9.5
9.4
10.5

Cross
Section
mb) at 13 MeV
1
2
<1
2
5
20
10
30
?
25
20
75
150
250
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HalfLife
10 mn
110 M
2.6 m
32.3 mn
36 hr
9.8 m
38 m
68 in
6.5 m
78 hr
15.5 n
24 n
3.4 m
8.9 m

-

%A+

Emao

+

(MeV)
-,
100
97
99
50
50
97
92
87
92
22
94
60
50
50

1.198
0.635
3.24
2.5
0.85
2.93
2.34
1.9
2.5
0.9
3.4
1.96
2.37
2.47

0.8

0.6

*

Common

*
*
*
*
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Figure 1. Plot of physical density vs nitrogen density for cmmon materials and explosives.
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The EXOEP resolution will be 1 cm using coincidence counting of oppositely,-directed

photons from positron annihilation.

Figure 9. Data (insinograph format) showing excellent resolution for three 0.1p.Ci 22Na point sources 5
cm apart.
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Figure 10. Raw data for six slices across the beaker.
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EXPLOSIVES DETECTION LIMITATIONS

USING DUAL-ENERGY RADIOGRAPHY
AND COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
K.W. Dolan, R.W. Ryon, D.J. Schneberk, H.E. Martz, and R.D. Rikard
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Nondestructive Evaluation Section, L-333
P. 0. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94551

1. INTRODUCTION
throughput explosives detection. We have also used
transmission anode x-ray tubes, which produce nearly
monochromatic radiation, for x-ray gauging. Such
tubes may be useful for baggage inspection CT.

Computed tomography (CT) provides volumetric
mapping of x-ray attenuation in objects. X-ray
attenuation is a function of composition and density.
By making measurements at two or more energies,
density and "average composition" (or effective
atomic number) can be separated. Dual energy CT
has therefore been suggested as a means for positive
identification of small explosive quantities in
baggage, boxes, containers, etc. That is, tomographic
volumetric mapping and cross correlation of density
and effective atomic number may provide the key for
explosive materials detection with reduced false alarm
rates. For example, we have used the dual energy
CT method successfully to determine density and
effective atomic number of explosives and mock
material with accuracies of a few percent on density
and better than ± I atomic number [Ref. I1. Our
dual energy CT work has been done in a materials
analysis context. Two methods have been used:

2. BACKGROUND
X-ray transmission through an object is a function of
material composition, density, and thickness. Film
and real time radiography produce two-dimensional
"shadowgraph" images of an object with internal
features superimposed in the image. Each point in the
shadow image is a function of the attenuation of the
x-ray beam along the path from source to image
point. For each ray-path, the total linear attenuation
coefficient is the sum of the attenuation coefficients
of each volume element in the path. Computed
tomography (CT) produces cross section (i.e. planar
slice) images of an object by reconstructing a matrix
of x-ray attenuation coefficients. These images can be
volume rendered to provide three-dimensional
information. In the slice or volume rendered images,
the reconstruction algorithm determines the linear
attenuation coefficient tor each volume element of the
image. The linear attenuattion coefficient is a function
of the composition (effective atomic number),
density, and volume element dimension. The term
"effective atomic number" is the atomic number of
that hypothetical single element which gives the same
x-ray attenuation as a compound or mixture being
measured. Since the volume element dimension is
known from the geometry of the CT scanning system,
the attenuation coefficient bec,.mes a function of only
two variables, effective atomic number and density.
Separation of these variables is done by taking CT
data at two separate source energies, ant] essentially
solving two equations in two unknowns. Thus, the
volume elements can be nupped according to
eflective atomic number and density, and correlation
of' these variables can provide both feature and
material identification

Isotope sources,which emit discrete energy
(monochromatic) x-rays, coupled with
energy discriminating x-ray detectors;
X-ray tube sources, which emit a continuum
(brentsstrahlung) energy distribution of xrays, coupled with nondiscriminating
detectors (Ref. 1,2,31.
We have developed beam hardening correction
procedures for CT with polychrormatic x-ray tube
spectra IRef. 31. Dual energy CT with polychrornatic
surces is implemented by any technique that
modifies the x-ray spectrum at either the source or
the detector, This is d,._kuiiiic,,Jicd by usig:g two
accelerating potentials, beam filtration before or After
the sample, or energy selective detectors. The
polychromatic option provides high IluA source
intensities which would be needed for routine high
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3. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY AND CAPABIL-

(/pxZfE) = E (/)(ZE).w.

ITEES
where the nmas attenuation coefficient (aip) is a
function of atomic number (Z) and x-ray energy (E),
p is the material density, w. is the weight fraction of
component n, and E represents a summation over all
components. Effective-Z values are not solved
explicitly, but am obtained from interpolations of
tabulated x-ray uie attsuadion coefficients, or from
interpolations on a bags mt of materials. Effective-Z
is a function of both material composition and x-ray
atergy, and every volume elem t in a sample can be
characterized by both an effective-Z and a material
density.

Dual energy radiography for explosives detection is
a research activity funded by the FAA [Ref.4]. It has
been suggested that dual energy computed
tomography might provide enhanced detectability for
explosives. The high throughputs required for
baggage inspection necessitate the use of very fast
scanning and analysis. For example, x-ray scanning,
reconstruction processing, and decision analysis needs
to be accomplished in less than about 10 seconds.
The technology associated with fast medical imaging
systems already provides the capability of fast
scanning, and these scanners could be extended to
incorporate dual energy features. We have used
parallel processors to reduce CT reconstruction times
to the order of seconds. Decision making by artificial
intelligence (AI) methods could be used to provide
near real-time decisions. Image display and image
analysis of CT image slices have been developed
extensively here for visual interpretation. The
technology elements are all available for high
throughput inspection for explosives detection by dual
these
energy CT. A prototype scanner combining
capabilities could be used to demonstrate speed, false
alarm probabilities, detection limits, and
Wspoofability*. But before launching such an effort,
we performed a preliminary analysis to test the
potential success of the concept.

Since x-ray absorpdan at a particular energy is a
function of both material (i.e., effective Z) and
density, the two parameters may be separated by
making measurements at two (or more) ergies.
At energy 1, the x-rays am attenuated by the familiar
exponential equation
(I0f1 =exp(-(Z) p t)
where (i/p) is the summation E
(Wp/).(Z,E 1)'w. at energy El, and t is the thickness.

At a second energy, we likewise have
(I/IJ2=exp(- 670)2 p t).

4. DUAL ENERGY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY METHODS

By using the ratio of the logarithms of the meamured
quantities (I/I at the two energies, the density and
thickness are eliminated:

Dual energy CT provides an additional parameter
(i.e. effective atomic number) to the usually
measured density that may provide another means of
distinguishing explosives from common materials.
We have used dual energy CT to advantage in several
applications [Ref. 1,2]. Based on this experience, we
consider dual energy CT a possible candidate
technique for explosives detection, or perhaps as a
secondary technique used to resolve false positive
identifications made by other method

In{((I/I)1}/ In{(

(/7 ), /

) .

Examples of the ratios as functions of atomic number
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Effective Z's can be
determined by interpolation using such curves.

5. EXPLOSIVES DETECTION CRITERIA AND
PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

A thorough treatment of multiple energy CT analysis
is given in a previous publication (Ref 3], and only
the concept of effective atomic number will be
covered here. Effective atomic number (Zwo as used
in x-ray CT is defined as the atomic number of the
single element that attenuates the x-ray beam most
like the multicomponent object. This concept is
conveyed by the relationship

In order to positively identify explosives, there must
be one or more nearly unique signatures from the
measurements. Since dual energy x-ray measurements
yield the two parameters density and effective Z, the
correlation of the two values could greatly diminish
the possibility for false positive results. However, a
further consideration is that the precision of the
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measurements must be sufficient to eliminate
ambiguity. X-ray measurements are subject to
statistical fluctuation proportional to the square root
of the number of photons detected (and therefore of
the measurement time). We will not carry out an
explicit error analysis here, but we will show by
example the range of results which accrue from
measurement errors.

from the very small attenuation (Table 1) and from
the great sensitivity in effective Z to small changes in
the measurements (Figure 2). At high energies all
materials "look alike" to x-rays, since the primary
interaction is Compton (inelastic) scatter which is
primarily a function of the number of electrons
present (i.e., electron density).
In the short list of materials reviewed here,
explosives stand out from other organic materials and
polymers principally in density. Dual energy radiation
techniques, which yield effective Z's, seems to offer
little help. The only way to obtain the required
precision through signal averaging is to use many
volume elements in a model-based analysis scheme.

A complete analysis of the feasibility of dual energy
CT would require, first, an extensive compilation of
the compositions of explosive and common materials,
and second, radiation transport modeling of these
materials using a variety of x-ray source spectra.
Tables 1-3 give a first cut, short version of such an
analysis. While not complete, it is possible to make
some significant inferences.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In Table 1, we see that explosives tend to have higher
densities than common hydrocarbon fibers and
plastics. X-ray attenuation is therefore greater for
explosives. There are marked differences in
attenuation at optimum energies around 10 keV for
thin materials. However, baggage inspection requires
considerably higher energies, 50-150 keV, in order to
penetrate the thickness of baggage. At these higher
energies, a thin sheet explosive is almost transparent
to x-rays, and there is very little difference from one
material to the next. The latter point is emphasized in
Table 2, where relative transmittances are given,
There is only a percent or two difference between
any of the materials at higher energies. It would be
difficult to achieve precision better than several
percent for any volume element in a fast CT scanner.

We have shown that dual energy CT can be used to
provide separate images of density and effective
atomic number in laboratory situations. However,
preliminary analysis suggests that unique correlations
between density ond atomic number would be very
difficult to obtain in %practical baggage scanner due
to inherent limitations W.sensitivity and measurement
precision.
More thorough modeling and
computational testing are required to evaluate this
technique. It is likely that very sophisticated data
processing, using correlation schemes and modelbased analysis, will be needed for this technique to
succeed. While composition (effective atomic
number) adds some discrimination, it is primarily
density which distinguishes explosives from other
hydrocarbon materials.

Regardless of the inherent limitation in the x-ray
measurements, we may proceed further and look at
the effective atomic numbers, given in Table 3. The
values in Table 3 were derived from Figures 1 and 2.
If the measurements could be very precise, there are
clear distinctions between the effective Z's of
explosives and many hydrocarbon materials. An
exception is wool. This is an unfortunate exception,
since the nitrogen in wool also gives a false positive
result in thermal neutron activation (TNA) scanners.
The other unfortunate result is the error bars. Even
at low energies, 2% measurement errors lead to
effective Z ranges which obscure distinctions between
materials. It would be difficult to obtain 2 % precision
even in ideal laboratory environments where x-ray
coergies can be optimized and long counting times
are possible. At the higher energies needed for
baggap scanners, small measurement errors
completely obliterate all distinctions. This results both

If the inherent limitations can be conceptually
overcome, a high throughput prototype scanner could
be assembled, and parallel processing techniques
could be developed for fast reconstruction and
decision analysis. Testing would be needed to
demonstrate speed, detection limits, false alarm rates,
and "spoofability'.
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Table 1. Compositions, densities and transmittances (Il%) at various x-ray energies for some
explosives and common materials

Composition

Material
explosive
explosive
explosive
explosive

1
2
3
4

PBX9502
Comp B
Comp C-4
PETN

Density
(grams/cc)
1.9
1.71
1.65
1.76

fraction transmitted (L/o) by 1.0 mm
100keV
25 .1eV
50 keV
10 keV
0.4030
0.4925
0.5087
0.4451

0.91360
0.9290
0.9315
0.9226

0.9614
0.9660
0.9670
0.9644

0.9710
0.9739
0.9746
0.9730

0.8112
0.83381
0.8318

0.9689
0.9717
0.9706

0.9810
0.9819
0.9813

0.9843
0.9850
0.9844

polystyrene

(C6H5CHCH2)n <1.0-1.0 +

paraffin
polyethylene

(CH2. 06)n
(-CH2-)n

Nylon
wool (keratin)
wool
water

(C6H1INO)n
<1.0-1.14
17 amino acids
<1.0-1.0
@65% humidity <1.0-1.0
H20
1.00

0.7462
0.6201
0.6062
0.5961

0.9600
0.9521
0.9514
0.9507

0.9773
0.9787
0.9788
0.9777

0.9816
0.9840
0.9842
0.9832

aluminum
steel

Al
Fe

0.00088
10-58

0.6080
2.1x10 -5

0.9049
0.2140

0.9550
0.7457

0.88-0.92
0.92-0.95

2.7
7.86

Explosive components and atomic com .sition:
PBX9502:
TATB(95%), Kel-F(5%); [C2.30H2.23N2.2102.21C1O.038F0.131
Comp-B:
RDX(63%), TNT(36%), wax(l %); [C2.03H2.64N2.1802.671
Comp C-4:
PETN:

RDX(91%), Di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate(5.3%), Polyisobutylene(2.I%),
Motor oil 1.6%); [Cl .82H3.54N2.4602.5 11
[C5H8N4012] Detasheet: PETN(85%), binder(15%)

wool

C4 .OOH6. 69 NI.1I101.65SO. 104

at 21.2 0 C and 65% humidity, add 16% water
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Table 2. Relative transmittance (I/%) for the explosives and common Mattrials listed in Table 1.
tm, smitance of 1.0 mm
relaiv to wattr

Density
10 keV

25 keV

50 !IV

IOOkcV

0.676
0.826
0.853
0.747

0.961
0.977
0.980
0.970

0.983
0.988
0.989
0.986

0.988
0.991
0.992
0.990

(CH2.06)n
(-CH2-)n

<1.0-1.0 +
0.88-0.92
0.92-0.95

1.361
1.406
1.395

1.019
1.022
1.021

1.003
1.004
1.004

1.001
1.002
1.001

(C6HI INO)n

<1.0-1.14

1,252

1.010

1.000

0.998

+

1.040

1.001

1.01

1.001

1.017
1.0000

1.001
1.0000

1.001
1.0000

1,00O0

Material

Composition

explosive 1
explosive 2
explosive 3
explosive 4

PBX9502
Comp B
Comp C-4
PETN

polystyrene

(C6HSCHCH2)n

paraff'n
polyethylene
Nylon

wool (keratin) 17 amino acids

(grams/cc)

1.9
1.71
1.65
1.76

<1.0-1.0

wool
water

@65% humidity <1.0-1.0 +
1.00
H20

aluminum

Al

2.7

0.0015

0.640

0.925

0,95

steel

Fe

7.86

10-58

2.2xi0 -5

0.219

0,758-
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Table 3. Effective atomic number (Zef) at selected x-ray encrgies for the explosive aid common
mateials listed Table 1 using ratio method
Density

Zeff firn ratio ln(W) with 2% meas. error

(grams/cc)

Zeff(f.10/t25)

Material

Composition

explosive 1

PBX9502

1.9

7.45+0.68

7.51 t7.0

explosive 2

Comp B

1.71

7.22+0.79

7.17t8.0

explosive 3

Comp C-4

1.65

7.17+0.81

7.12t8.3

cxplosive 4

PETN

1.76

7.45+0.77

7.36t7.7

polystyrnie

(C6H 5 CHCH2)n <1.0-1.0 +
(E2.06)n
Cparaffin
0.88-0.92

5.73t1.36
5.59±1.48

5.58t>10
5.50t>10

polyethylene

(-CH2-)n

0.92-0.95

5.51.t1.38

5.30t>10

Nylon

(C6HI INO)n

<1.0-1.14

6.00t±1.06

6.09t>10

wool (keratin) 17 aninoacids

<1.0-1.0 +

7.28t±1.28

7.48t>10

wool @65% humidity
water
H20

<1.0-1.0

+

7.45t+1.34

7.60t>10

1.00

7.55t 1.36

7.44t>10

100

-EEff(g0/

aluminum

Al

2.7

13.+0.2

13t2.2

steel

Fe

7.86

26.0.02

26-0.4
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Figure 1.Effective atomic number (Zeff) as a function of In(Q/lo)@ 10 keV )fln( (1/o)@25 kcV)
which fs equivalent to (ji@ 10 kcV)/(p. @25 keV). Note that the approximate slope
(sensitivity) AZ/Aratio = 0.51
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Figure 2. Effective atomic number (Zeff) as a function of In(I/Io)@50 keV)An((I/Io)@ 100 keV)
wH,.-h is equivalent to (ji@ 50 keV)/(p. @ 100 keV). Note that the approximate slope
(sensitivity) AZ/Aratio, = 15.

DETECTION OF OBJECTS CONCEALED
UNDER PERSONS' CLOTHNG USING THE "SECURE" SYSTEM
Steven W. Smith, Ph.D.
IRT Corporation

1. INTRODUCTION
The probl rm of detecting weapons and contraband
concealed under the clothing is very old. Airline
hijackings in the it,'-T's focused the problem on
detection of metal firearms and knives. The
technological challenge of the 1990's, and beyond,
will be detection of non-metallic weapons, explosives
and illegal drugs. While metal detectors and chemical
sniffers may be used for the detection of larger metal
objects and certain chemical substances, no system is
currently available that can detect a wide variety of
concealed objects and materials. Security personnel
have little option but to hand search persons
suspected of concealing many kinds of threats. This
paper describes the operating principles and test
results (1) of a new technique developed to address

significant exposure to x-rays have also been known
for nearly this long. Until the development of the
SECURE technique, the overwhelming view of both
the security and radiation protection communities was
that x-ray imaging could not be used to detect
concealed objects on persons because of the health
implications.

Using this as a background, the important
technological features of the SECURE technique can
be appreciated. Through the use of back- scatter xray detection, an optimized imaging geometry, and
computer image enhancement, the SECURE
technique requires only a small fraction of the
radiation level previously thought possible. Radiation
exposure to examined persons is so low as to be

trivial compared to naturally occurring environmental

this need.

radioactivity. In accordance with accepted radiation
safety standards, these levels are completely
negligible, and do not need to be considered for
purposes of radiation protection.

The method used to detect concealed objects is
referred to as: Subambient Exposure, Computer
Utilized Reflected Energy, or more simply,
SECURE. As the acronym implies, SECURE is a
back-scatter x-ray technique that produces images of
subjects and any objects concealed under their
clothing. Two operational models of the SECURE
system have been constructed and tested. These
systems are referred to as the SECURE 1000. In
physical appearance, the SECURE 1000 is self
contained in an enclosure 82 inches high by 48 inches
wide by 32 inches deep. Persons being inspected
stand about 6 inches in front of the system and must
remain relatively motionless for 3 seconds. Almost
immediately, a computer enhanced image appears on
a display monitor showing the outline of the person
and any concealed objects. A typical image acquired
on the test syitem is shown in Figure 1. Each 3
second scan produces an image of one side ef thb
person. Multiple views, such as front, rear, and
sides, require the subjects to turn th. r bodies for
additional scans.

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The block diagram shown in Figurs 2. illustrates the
operation of the SECURE system. A small x-ray
source provides a very narrow "pencil' beam of xray directed at the body of the person being
examined. One of three things will happen to each
individual x-ray striking the body. First, the x-ray
may pass completely through the body without
interacting. At the relatively low x-ray nergy used in
the SECURE method, virtually none of the x-rays
will be able to achieve complete penetration. The
second event that may happen is the x-ray interacting
in the body by the photoelectric effect. Ie final
result of this interaction is that the x-ray is absorbed,
releasing its energy in') the body. The third event
that may occur is an interaction of the x-ray by
Compton scattering. This can he most simply viewed
as an x-ray colliding and bouncing off of an electron
in the body. The important point here is that
Compton scattering does not destroy the x-ray, it only

Techniquv.q for producing images using x-rays have
been in comnn use for nearly one-hundred years. In
the same context, adverse health effects from
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changes its direction and energy. Many of the x-rays
striking the body will penetrate a few centimeters,
interact by Compton scattering, and exit the body
through the same surface that they entered the body.
These "back-scattered" x-rays can then be detected by
large area x- ray detectors placed near the x-ray
source.

bones in the lower legs which are near enough to the
skin to be seen in the acquired image.
3. RADIATION SAFETY
Each scan using the SECURE technique exposes the
subject being examined to a 3 microRem dose of xray radiation. For comparison, medical x-rays
typically expose patients to 30,000 to 300,000
microRem per examination.

The main detection principle used in the SECURE
method is based on the relative magnitude of
Compton scattering as compared to the photoelectric
effect. X-rays passing through materials composed of
low atomic number elements are most likely to
interact by Compton scattering. X-rays passing
through materials composed of high atomic number
elements are more likely
to interact by the
photoelectric effect. As shown in Figure 3, this
results in the number of back-scattered x-rays being
a strongly varying function of the atomic number of
the material the x-rays were scattered from. Low
atomic number elements produce much more backscatter than high atomic number elements. The actual
number of x-rays detected as back-scatter will depend
on many fixed parameters including x-ray energy and
imaging geometry. When the x-ray beam ased in the
SECURE 1000 is directed against soft tissue,
approximately 7 percent of the incident x-ray beam
can be detected as back-scatter. This can be
compared to medical radiography, where typically
only 0.1 percent of the incident x-rays are detected
passing through the body.

Every person is continually exposed to radiation from
naturally occurring radioactive materials in the air
and soil. The level of this "background" radiation
ranges between 10 and 20 microRem per hour (2),
depending on local conditions. Cosmic radiation from
space also provides a significant radiation level that
increases with elevation. For example, commercial
airline passengers are typically exposed to 500
microRem per hour (3) during a flight at 35,000 feet
above sea level.
The radiation dose values listed above are measured
at the skin of the subject. The average energy of
background radiation is significantly higher than
used in the SECURE technique. As shown in Figure
4, this results in background radiation penetrating
more deeply into the body than radiation used in the
SECURE system. Each SECURE 1000 scan produces
a radiation dose of 3 microRem at the subject's skin.
This same 3 microRem is produced at the subject's
skin each 10 minutes from exposure to normal
background radiation. Tissue below the skin receives
less dose because it is partially shielded by the outer
layers of tissue. Near the center of the body, 10 to 15
centimeters below the skin, a single scan from the
SECURE technique produces less radiation dose than
a I minute exposure to background radiation. As an
average between these values, the radiation dose
resulting from a SECURE 1000 examination is
equivalent to the radiation dose all persons receive
each 5 minutes from normal background radiation.
Passengers flying aboard conunercial airlines are
exposed to this same level of radiation about every 20
seconds.

Using the above method, the relative amount of backscatter, and therefore the relative atomic number, can
be measured at the point the x-ray beam strikes the
body. Additional points on the subjects' body are
examined by rapidly scanning the x-ray beam in a
raster scani pattern. These measurements are
assembled to form an image of the person and any
objects concealed under the clothing. Body tissue,
organic matter and plastic appear light in the image
indicating a low atomic number material. Metals and
bones near the surface of the skin appear dark
indicating a high atomic number composition. Before
displaying on the image monitor, each image is
digitally processed using various non-linear spatial
filters to provide easier image interpretation.
Because the x-rays penetrate only a few centimeters
below the skin, the images displayed by the system
show only those features within about 1-2 centimeters
of the body surface. This allows detection of objects
concealed under the clothing without imaging the

Front and rear scans are normally required to
determine if a subject is concealing an object. In
som cases, side views are also required. These
additional views do not raise the radiation exposure
beyond the stated comparisons to background
radiation. Each additional view exposes a different
side of the body to the x- ray beam. For example,

body's internal anatomy. An exception to this is

after a front scan, the front of the subject has been
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exposed to 3 microRem of radiation, however, the
rear of the subject has received virtually no dose.
Only after all four views are completed has the
subject received 3 microRem over the majority of his
body. Since background radiation produces a dose
over the entire body, 5 minutes of exposure to
background radiation is equivalent to a SECURE
examination composed of 4 views,
As the above analysis shows, the radiation exposure
from the SECURE system is small compared to the
radiation exposure from naturally occurring
background radiation. Even more importantly, the
SECURE dose is small compared to behavior induced
variations in the background dose. Every person
receives 250 to 500 microRem of radiation dose each
day from background radiation. Variations in this
level result from local conditions, elevation, housing
material and even clothing. For example, decid;ng to
wear a sports coat instead of a sweater produces a
few percent change in the background radiation
reaching the body. Over the period of a few hours,
this results in a few microRem change in dose. In
this manner, a scan from the SECURE technique is
literally equivalent in risk to wearing a sports coat
instead of a sweater, or eating lunch on an outside
patio inst3ad of an inside dining room. These
comparisons provide the strongest claim for the safety
of the SECURE technique. The SECURE technique
is safe, because its risks are no larger than the risks
from daily activities and behaviors that are considered
unconditionally safe.

effective dose limit for membms of the general public
of 100,000 microRem per year (4). Accepted
radiation safety procedures require that efforts be
taken to keep this exposure as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA), with economic and social
factors being taken into account. In 1987, the NCRP
specifically addressed the issue of very low level
exposure to radiation. In report No. 91,
Recommendations on Limits for Exposure to Ionizing
Radiation (4), the NCRP recognizes a lower limit
below which further effort to reduce radiation
exposure to the individual is unwarranted. They refer
to this as the Negligible Individual Risk Level (NIRL)
and assign a value of 1000 microRem per year from
any one individual source or practice. Radi ion
exposures at or below the NIRL are regarded as
trivial, completely insignificant, and are not required
to be considered for purposes of radiation protection.
In another publication (5), the NCRP addresses the
use of radiation in consumer products:
*In certain cases the use of radiation, although not
mandatory, enables a task to be performed more
rapidly and/or economically. In a few cases, there
may be no technologically better way of conducting
the given operation. As long as the associated
individual and collective radiation doses are small,
such applications appear to be acceptable. Examples
include airport luggage inspection systems and gas
and aerosol (smoke) detectors.'
The SECURE technology clearly falls within both the
letter and spirit of these radiation exposur
recommendations.
Even when individuals are
examined up to 300 times per year, the accumulative
radiation dose falls within the NIRL. This should not
be interpreted to mean that all persons must be
restricted to less than 300 scans per year. The NCRP
emphasizes that the NIRL is not a radiation exposure
limit and that exposure to small dose increments
above the NIRL are of little significance.

The commercial version of the SECURE system will
be capable of performing approximately 600 scans
per hour. Based on a single scan emission of 3
microRem, this results in a total maximum radiation
emission cf 1800 microRem per hour. This can be
compared with Federal regulations classifying
locations with respect to their radiation levels. Under
Part 20.105.b. 1, Title 10, Chapter I of the Code of
Federal Regulations, locations with radiation levels
less than 2000 microRem per hour are classified as
*unrestricted,' the lowest category. Access to
unrestricted areas is not controlled for purposes of
radiation protection, and radiation warning signs are
not required. Even with intentional operator misuse,
the SECURE system cannot emit significantly higher
levels of radiation at any point on the exterior of the
enclosure.

4. TESTING RESULTS
A fully operational SECURE 1000 prototype was
tested by Sandia National Laboratories during the
period July 23-25, 1991. Detection capabilities of the
system were evaluated by concealing objects on
volunteers and then scanning them with the SECURE
1000. The acquired images were then inspected to
determine if the concealed items could be detected.
The testing included actual samples of explosives,
weapons, and illegal chemical substances. More than

The National Council on Radiation Protection and
Memurements (NCRP) has recommended an annual
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200 scans of concealed objects were acquired during
the testing period. Additional tests were made to
confirm radiation exposure levels and investigate
system safety. The following comments and
conclusions are taken from Sandia's report of the
testing (1).

unquestionably safe. The full detection capabilities of
the system will be determined through future field
tests, however, summarized in the report from Sandia
Laboratories, "The primary conclusion which can be
made is that the SECURE 1000 does have
applicability to the detection of contraband material(s)
on personnel. This includes explosives, illegal
chemicals, weapons and SNM.

Explosive testing included the use of actual
explosives, including: C4, Detasheet, Kinemax and
WaterGel. The primary test samples were 100 gram
blocks of Detasheet and C4. Both of these samples
could be detected without question on any subjects'
chest area. Explosives located in overt positions on a
subject's body could be detected in a single scan.
Explosives placed in covert positions (e.g., small of
back, top of head, ankle area, inside thigh), were
always detected by a combination of two scan views,
e.g., front and side.

REFERENCES
1. Kenna, B.T. and Murray, D.W. "Test Report of
IRT SECURE 1000 System," July 1991, Sandia
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3. NCRP Report No. 45, "Natural Background
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10, pg 20, National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measurements, Bethesda, MD.

Illegal chemical substance testing used evidentiary
materials from past court cases including : cocaine,
Mexican heroin, marijuana, and anabolic steroids in
various forms, i.e., pills, capsules, filled
hypodermics, and vials. Various scenarios were used,
attempting to mimic some of the methods used to
attempt transport of illegal chemical substances across
borders. The items could usually be detected by a
combination of scans, i.e., side and front.
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Measurements taken on the system showed the
radiation exposure during normal scanning to be
2 +/-1 microRem. Interlocks and safety systems on
the scanner were tested and there appears to be no
danger for excessive radiation exposure due to a

mechanical malfunction.
5. CONCLUSION
The feasibility and usefulness of the SECURE
technique depends on two factors: first, radiation
safety, and second, detection capabilities. Safety of
the system is certain. Any health risk a&:ociated with

the techniques is no greater than the risks associated
with everyday

activities

that

am

considered
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Figure 1.

The following concealed objects can be Identified In this actual SECURE 1000 Image:
simulated one-half pound plastique explosive charge; .38 caliber handgun; two
quarters; screwdriver with a plastic handle; metal watchband.
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The SECURE technique uses a scanning "pencil" beam of x-rays, back-scatter x-ray
detectors, and computer processing to generate an Image of the subject.
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NEW X-RAY TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES
D. Schafer, M. Annis, and M. Hacker
American Science and Engineering
Fort Washington
40 Erie St.
Cambridge, MA 02139

Traditional X-ray transmission systems are not well
suited to detection of low Z threats such as plastic
explosives. Several different approaches have been
implemented, such as backscatter and dual energy, to
use X-ray imaging to detect these threats. The
physical principles of X-ray interactions are used to
interpret the results and to deduce the types of
materials present in the luggage. These X-ray
technologies are sensitive to the overall density and
atomic number of the constituents and since plastic
explosives are typically characterized by low atomic
number (low Z) and high density (relative to other
low Z materials), these techniques can be effective in
locating explosive threats in many situations,

typically used to screen airport luggage; at higher
energies, pair production must be considered). For
transmission imaging, both processes contribute to the
signal. The resultant signal is given by the formula
in Figure 2. The integral is over the energy
spectrum of the incident radiation. The exponential
term is the attenuation along the line of sight
associated with a given pixel for a given energy
photon. Completing the equation is the probability
of detection in the transmission detector times the
energy of the photon (only true in energy sensitive
detectors; in photon counting detectors this energy
factor is not present). The transmission at any
energy depends on the density of the material and on
the total mas attenuation coefficient Wj0 which
describes both the scattering and absorption.

In an attempt to improve on the detection capabilities
of the AS&E Model 101Z TM , a new approach, based
on forward scattering, has been investigated at
AS&E. The physical background for this technology
as well as some preliminary results of this

The total attimuatlon coefficient consists mainly of
contributions from Compton scattering and from
photoelectric absorption. Since the photoelectric
absorption cros section is strongly energy dependent,
the total atteauatioo coefficient isalso strongly energy

investigation am presented.

dependent in the region where the photoelectric effect
is dominant.
For metals such as iron, this is

2. BACKGROUND

generally true up to energies in the range 10O-150keV

1. INTRODUCTION

wherm
AS&E manufactures and sells X-ray inspection
equipment based on a flying spot technique. The
technique is shown schematically in Figure 1. A
rotating chopper wheel and a stationary slit form a
thin pencil beam of X-radiation which is used to
raster scan a bag. A single detector collects the
transmitted radiation and converts it to an electrical
signal. This signal is digitized, stored and used to
create a visual image of the transmission of X-rays
through the bag.
X-rays are removed from the pencil beam in one of
two ways. They are either absorbed (photoelectric

4beorption),

or they are

(Compton

When an incident x-ray photon tmdergoes a Compton

by material in the bag (note: this

scattering interaction there is a scattered X-ray photon

approximation is only true in the energy range

whose energy is not far different from the incident X-

Scatteri,)

scattered

for organic material (e.g. the element

nitrogen, ad plastic explosives), the Compton effect
dominate at energis above approximately 20keV.
Since the total absorption cross sections for low Z
and high Z materialt are differmt , it is possible to
make two separate mastuemes at different energies
to determine the amount of metal and the amount of
low Z material present in an object. Traditional dual
energy system. will employ the equations of Figure
2 using either two input energy spectrums, or two
detectors with differmt P5 (E), and some mathematical
analysis to separate the amount of high and low Z
materials.

ray photon (the actual scattered photon energy is a
function of the scattering angle). This scattered Xray photon can also be detected. The Z technology

integrated over the range from Z' to L. If the
scattering angle is small the equation reAuces as
shown in equation 6a.

manufactured by AS&E uses a f15
ing spot technique
coupled with detection of Compton backscattered
radiation to produce images that directly highlight
high-density, low-Z materials. Figure 3 shows a
schematic of a Model 101Z backscatter system.
Figure 4 shows the equation describing the expected
measured signal from such a backscatter system using
the same notation as in Figure 2. Again the first

The more interesting case occurs when there are both
high and low z materials in the beam. This situation
is illustrated in Figure 7. The two equations in two
unknowns can be solved to obtain the thicknesses of
the two materials, as shown in the two equations.
The above analysis is appropriate for a monoenergetic
X-ray spectrum. Since it is not obvious that the

integral is taken over the incident X-ray spectrum as

technique will also work with the polychromatic

a function of energy. The next integral is taken
along the line of sight in the bag. The scatter signal

spectrum produced by an X-ray tube, a Monte Carlo
computer analysis was performed to simulate this

detected from each depth into the bag is treated

situation.

differentially. The first term in the square brackets
describes the attenuation of the beam from the front
surface of the bag to the depth Z'. The second term
in square brackets describes the probability of scatter
per photon in the region of the pencil beam from Z'
to Z'+ dZ'. The third term in square brackets
describes the attenuation of the scattered radiation as
it travels from the region of scatter to the scatter
detectors over the total solid angle of those detectors,
and therefore must be integrated over the solid angle
subtended by the detectors. The factor (Pd(E')E')
again represents the detection efficiency for an energy
sensitive detector. X-ray backscatter imaging is
effoctive for detecting high-density, low-Z materials
such as plastic explosives and narcotics in cluttered
environments.

4. MONTE CARLO CALCULATION

X-rays scatter from the object in all directions
according to the Klien-Nishina formula for the
differential scattering cross section. Since the X-cays

To test the Monte Carlo progra n, a monochromatic
X-ray beam was used initially. Assumptions were
made for energy efficiency for the transmission and
scatter detectors based on the design of these
detectors. Cross section informatior, was included
from the Compilation of X-ray Crs Sections'.
Input parameters to the program includes the amount
of material of iron (X gm/cm) and the amount of
plastic (Y gm/cm 2), and the X-ray energy. Each
combination of material thicknesses is represented by
a point on a graph of transmission signal vs. scatter
signal. The results for 140kV X-rays are shown in
Figure 8. From this Figure we can see that over the
useful range of material thickness, there is a one to
one mapping relating the pair of values (X,Y) to the
pair of measured values (T,S), and therefore such a
system could use the two measured values to deduce

that scatter in the forward direction must also traverse

the material thicknesses.

the remainder of the object, the raw forward scatter

image contains a measure of the scatter probability as

Next the model was expanded to include a

modulated by the total attenuation properties of the
surrounding material. If the transmission image is
also measurod, an algorithm can be developed to
produce separate images of low and high Z materials,

polychromatic spectrum typical of a filtered X-ray
tube. It was not known whether the technique would
extrapolate to this situation because of the way the
cross sections, and therefore the total attenuation and
scatter signals, change with energy. Figure 9 shows

3. FORWARD SCATTER IMAGING

the results of this calculation. Again different
amounts of plastir and metal are represented by
different combinations of transmission and forward
scattering signals. The separation between thes
points indicates that forward scattering technology

A new technique for detecting low Z materials with
X-rays utilizes detection of forward scattered Xradiation. Figure 5 shows a forward scattering
system in schematic terms. Figure 6 shows the
equations for forward scattering for a monoenergetic
beam of X-rays using the same notation as the
previous equations. Note that as with backscatter,
there is an integral over the thickness of the object;
however, the second attenuation term is now

can be used to separate high and low Z material in a
practical system.
5.LABORATORY TESTING
A laboratory test was conducted to evaluate the

forward scattering technology. A two dimensional
step wedge was constructed by placing a horizontally
varying plastic step wedge behind a vertically vary.Ag
steel step wedge to produce a pattern of rectangular
regions each of which has different thicknesses of
metal and plastic. A model 101Z source and
transmission detector were used in addition to
forward scatter detectors with electronics taken from
a model IO1Z backscatter detector. Each detector
produced a separate image of the phantom, one in
transmission and the other in forward scattering.
Each of the rectangles was analyzed to obtain the
average and standard deviation of the signal level for
both detectors, and the results are plotted in Figure
10. The separation of the data points shows that
forward scattering can be used to separate the high
and low Z materials in this thickness range.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A Monte Carlo computer simulation and a simple
experimental system was used to test the idea of
using forward scatter and transmission data to
measure the amount of high and low Z material in the
path of an X-ray beam. These data indicate that a
forward scattering system will have the capability to
separate high and low Z material using a simple look
up table of values of thickness for given signals. A
system that uses this technology could then show
separate images of metal and plastic only over a wide
range of material thickness. Ths ystem will have
certain advantages over both backscatter imaging and
dual energy imaging. AS&E plans to implement
forward scattering into the model 101Z systems under
a later phase of a currently awarded contract (contract
# DTFA03-90-C00047) with the FAA Technical
Center to develop and tes a automatic explosives
detection system (EDS).
NOTES
1) Compilation of X-ray Cross Sections, W.H.
McMastor, N. Kerr Del Grande, J.H. Mallett,and
J.H. Hubbell, National Bureau of Standards, TID4500,UC-34 Physics,UCRL-50174 Sec II, Rev I
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Figure I.- Schematic diagram of Flying Spat System for Transmission only
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where
T(x,y) =

the transmission at the x and y coordinates of the projected image.

N(E) =

number of incident X-ray photons between E & E+ 8E

lt(x' ,y',z',E) =

the total mass attenuation (cm2/gm) coefficient as measured along
the X-ray line of sight

p(x' ,y',z')

the density (g/cm 3) of the materials in the bag along the
X-ray line of sight.

=

Pd(E ) =

the probability of detection of a photon of energy E incident In the
detector

E

photon energy

This may be written in a simplified form:

T(x,y)

f dE N(E) T(x,y',E) Pd(E)E

(2a)

where
T(x' ,y' ,E)

=

the transmission of the bag at energy E along the X-ray line
of sight.
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Figure 3.- Schematic diagram of Flying Spot System forlransmission and Backscatter
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where the notation is the same as for the transmitted radiation, except
S(xy) =

the scattered photon signal from the position (x,y) of the projected image.

Z =

depth into the object along the pencil beam.

p.c(E) =

The Compton scattering cross-section as a function of energy. The cross
section is also a function of angle. However the backscatter detectors
used here sample a range of angles over which the cross section is
nearly flat. This angular dependence is dropped for simplicity.

E'=

The photon energy after scattering.

This may be simplified as

S(xY)=J dE N(E)

f{ dz'T(x',y',z',E) pc (E)p(x',y',z') T'(x",y",z',E')

}

Pd(F') '

where:
T(x',y',z',E) is the transmission of the bag at energy E along the X-ray line of
sight to a depth Z', and
T(x",y",z',E') is the transmission of the bag at E' from the depth z' averaged
over the total solid angle of the scatter detectors.

Figure 4
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Figure 5.- Schematic diagram of Flying Spot System forTransmission and Forward Scatter
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where the notation is the same as for the transmitted radiation, except
F(x,y) =

the scattered photon signal from the position (x,y) of the projected image.

Z=

depth into the object along the pencil beam.

P1c(E) = The Compton scattering cross-section as a function of energy. The cross
section is also a function of angle. However the Forward scatter detectors
used here sample a range of angles over which the cross section is
nearly flat. This angular dependence is dropped for simplicity.
The photon energy after scattering.

E=

Since for small angle forward scattering, the photon energy is nearly unchanged and
the scattered photon passes through nearly the same material as the primary beam,
this may be simplified as
F(xvY)

dE N(E)

{

dz'T(x',y',L,E) ge (E)p(x',y',z')

}

Pd(E') E'

(6a)

where:
T(x',y',L,E)

is the transmission of the entire bag at energy E along the X-ray line of
sight.
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ADVANCED DUAL ENERGY X-RAY FOR
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
Kristoph D. Krug and Jay A. Stein
Vivid Technologies
Waltham, MA

The operator's screen is a high resolution million
pixel display commonly used in engineering CAD
applications which provides bright and sharp black
and white and color images.The software provides
many advanced image enhancements with several
unique image and threat analysis modes. The operator
interface is designed to be familiar to current x-ray
machine operators and compatible with airport
operations and facilities.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Vivid Rapid Explosives Detection System is a
precision materials analysis instrument designed to
automatically inspect airport baggage for the presence
of explosive materials. The unit also features a high
quality image and many imaging enhancements to aid
human operators in baggage inspection and in visually
clearing false alarms. The system is designed to
physically resemble imaging-only x-ray machines now
in place in airports around the world and is able to be
used in any location where a conventional x-ray
machine is currently installed.

The machine incorporates high reliability components
and features extensive self-test and diagnostic
capabilities to insure the high level of accuracy in an
airport environment. It continuously monitors internal
voltages, temperatures, and interlocks. An integral
modem allows remote diagnosis for more accurate
field service calls to minimize mean-time-to-repair.
VDE/TUV certification is standard.

2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The Vivid system combines an ultra-stable dual
energy x-ray scanner, a high performance computer,
and an advanced imaging system together with a
unique software algorithm to achieve true materials
analysis on objects in airport baggage.

Current x-ray machines create images that roughly
depict the composite atomic number, cded as a color
change in the case of 'E1-Scan" or HiMat'2 or as a
white on black image for organic objects near the
surface of a bag in the case of backscatter-basod xray machines.

The dual energy scanner provides precision high
voltage pulses to an industrial quality x-ray tube to
produce alternating x-ray pulses with 2 different
energy spectra. This technique, in conjunction with
an array of 960 detectors utilizing proprietary
detector circuitry, provides high resolution and
quality x-ray data with an accuracy, stability and
reproducibility unmatched in the industry.

The composite atomic number methods are only able
to broadly clasfy objects in bags as organic,
inorganic, or metallic. Typical baggag contains
mostly organic objects ad so thew images provide
little discrimination betwoen normal objects and the
high explosives. Additionally, overlying objects and
materials can shift the composite atomic number
which confuses the ability to discern the composition
of the object of interest.

This data stratm is sent to a high performance array
of "super-micro computers, based on transputers,
manufactured by Inmos Ltd., and i860's,
manufactured by Intel Corp. This computer power,
which achieves peak rates of 200 million floating
point operations per second (Mflops), is configured
as a parallel proceso with a very high Input/Output
data rate and is expandable to over 400Mflops for
future algorithm features and enhancements.

The backwatter method images organic materWs near
the surfaces of bags but the bkscaLte photons
generated have little penetrating power and are easLy
masked by overlying objects and materials.

Additionally, the machine is *network ready'
incorporsing an induitry standard
cawtion utilizing standard protocols.

The Vivid materials analysig system compares each
object in a bag to its local background to determine
the effective atomic number of the matmial in that

Erwetm)
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object. The effect of overlying objects and materials
is effectively subtracted out thus yielding a
measurement that is independent of other objects in
the bag as well as the bag itself. This can only be
done with data taken on an absolutely characterized
and stable x-ray system and requires an extremely
high level of computation, on the order of 500
million floating point operations per bag.
Typical detection images shown represent 2 organic
objects with equivalent mass and densities and
differing slightly in effective atomic number. One of
the objects is, in fact, C4 high explosive. Detection
is unchanged with the addition of a 1 inch thick
aluminum plate. The C4 explosive in both cases is
highlighted in red over the grey-scale image, the
other object is rejected and is shown in normal grey
scale.
The next image shows the same 2 objects in a
different bag, and in a bag with a 1/16 inch steel
plate overlaying the objects. The composite
'TriMaterial' image shows that the plate changes the
color of the organic objecs into the inorganic range.
The Vivid detection image again shows detection of
the explosive and rejection of the other organic
material despite the intervening steel plate.
The effective atomic number of a material is shown
to be an effective way to discriminate the 'plastic'
explosives consisting of RDX and PETN-based
materials, The window in effective atomic number is
e rlatively narrow slice of an admittedly large
population of materials that can be found in airport
baggage. Other explosives, due to their high nitrogen
and oxygen contents such as TNT, also fall within
this narrow window. The Vivid system is architectod
to allow for multiple 'windows' placed anywhere in
the entire organic spectrum to simultueously detwt
multiple types of materials. e.g. other types of

the algorithm. This parameter set can be tuned to a
wide range of Probability of Detection/Probability of
False Alarm rate settings, offering the user the
capability of adjusting the machine in response to the
local or changing levels of threat.
Testing and tuning of the algorithm is done on an
extensive database of recorded baggage data. The
bomb-free set was recorded at Logan International
Airport in Boston, Ma. Over 1500 checked bags from
9 international carriers was recorded during a 2 week
period in October 1990. The bomb set currently
numbers over 700 and consists of various explosives
concealed in heavily packed baggage.
The Vivid Rapid Explosives Detection System is
designed to be an integral part of a multi-sensor
Explosive Detection System (EDS) as well as a
standalone security system. The Vivid Information
Protocol is designed to allow information to be
passed from the Vivid machine to other devices
downstream to speed inspection and provide a high
clearing rate. Industry standard networks (Ethernet)
and protocols provide an easy and reliable
iatrnction.
Capabilities include machine control and status to
enable integration with a high level host prormm
bag information, which can include ID. total wmA of
the bogs, suitcase composition (cloth. metal, plastic).
image data (for rcorig and disp!ay), and thrA
object information such as object 1D. object locado
and size, object mass and estimated density.
This protocol could be utilized to implemtma 'osup review' system, which allows an explosives expert
equipped with a Sun-bansd worsation which is
networked to many Vivid machi
to review images
which cannot be cleared by the machWe operatos.
This would allow a human expert to consult with

explosives or drugs.

each operator as required without moving from hs

3. VIVID DETECTION ALGORITHM

remotely located workstation. Information could aso
be .'sed to a display system which would guide

sery pro
The Vivid detection algorithm is an effective expert
system for the detection of threats and contraband in
baggage. The algorithm architecture is a multilevel
analysis responsive to the full V ctrum of explosive
devices and baggage contents. Information utilized by
the algorithm includes, but is not limited to.
composition analysis, identification of bomb
components, shape and other heuristics, as well as
object definition. isolation and mass. Currently, over
150 separaft parameter govern the peformace of

alin hand inspecto.

4. SUMMARY
In summary, the Vivid P.aid Explosives Detection
System is an effective tool for airport security,
available now and for the future. It can be utilized as
part of an automated system of detection devices or
as a standalone device combining machine decision
thtet detection with the best imfg. peetratio. and
resolution in the industry.

NOTES
I1.Tradmuk BG&G AdtcPhyacs, Long Beec& CA.
2. Trs&mauk Heimann GmbH, Weiabdcn, West
GerMay.
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3-DIMENSIONAL X-RAY IMAGING FOR
THE DETECTION OF CONTRABAND
D.C. Shreve, R. Schirato, R. Polichar, and V. Orphan
Science Applications International Corporation
4161 Cwp Point Court
San Diego, CA 92121

1. INTRODUCTION

given by the equation

Standard transmission radiography is used in many
typw of inspections. We ae all familiar with the
technique. Radiography allows the examination of the
interiors of objects. X-ray imager yield information

H-0
where P is the length of the projection.
L is the leth of the object line.

about the shape and density of the items inside of an
object.

H is the distance between the source
planes.

and impg

o is the distance between the inp plane and the
One potential problem with transmission radiography
for the detection of explosives is the difficulty in
image interpretation when dense items obscure or
confuse the observation of lower density objects. Our
experience has shown that this can ceutainly be the
case when one desiras to detect explosives on the
interior of containers which also contain metallic
objects. The clutter caused by overlapping objects can
be a serious problem in image interpretation.

object line.
The length of the projection P on th image pime is
seen to be independent of the lateal position of fh
source.

This paper will describe X-ray laminography, a 3-

The two dimensional geometrical principle iom in
Figure I can be extrnded to three dimensiom s
shown in Figure 2. In this figure we show thee
sketches of the projections of a two layer object with
the X-ray source at different positions. w mume is

dimensional inspection technique that can reduce the

constrained to move in a plane which we call the

problems caused by overlapping objects in normal
transmission X-radiography. An example of the

source plane. Te projections are MNM d ont a
second plane, parallel to the source plae, labeled the

technique will be presented.

image plane. The object is asued to have a Cross

(X) on one of the layers ada Plus (+) an the oed
2. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

layer.

Laininography, or Tomosynthesis' as it is sometimes
called, is a technique which produces images of
"slices' through the object. These slices are generated

The positions of the projections move n the ime
plane a the source moves; but, by the geometrical
argument given above, both the shape and size of the

from normal transmission radiographs taken at

X-my image are unaffected by the source position.

multiple angles.
If oe moves the imgw a the source is moved (w
shown by the box around the Plus) then the im% of
the Plus will be fixed at the am location on the

Th resriting individial slice images are similar to
those obtained using computed tomography, but can

be obtained iu a fraction of the time necessary for a

a

comlete 77" inspection. Thse slices can be
combined to produce a fully three dimensional
repreentation uf the contents of the inspected object.

as the movement progresses. Integration of

Laminography is baseod on a very simple geometric

the image duing the motion will produce a dap
image of the Plus. The poaition of the X is n to
move across the image an the interation takes place.
This will produce a blurred image of this feature.

property. This basic principle is shown in Figure 1.
The length of t"e projection of a !ine of length L is

The above example showed a linear motion of the
source and iWager. The motion of the source could
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have been circular or, indeed, could have been along

position. For otlier data ollection geometries (eg.

any arbitrary path.

circular or elliptical), the shift recessary to produce
the reconstrur .ons will also be a simple function of

Also, since only the relative motion is important, any
two of the three components (source, object, and

the data collection g,.omety.

imager) could have been moved.

By properly shifting and a4ding the individual
snapshots, one can obtain the reconstruction of any
plane in the object.

There are two data colletion options when
considering laminography. The first option of
integrating during the motion was discussed above. In
this method, the image of a single slice through the
object is obtained.
In the second option, one takes "snapshots* of the Xray image as the source is moving. The
reconstruction of any slice through the object can
then be obtained by properly shifting and adding the
individual snapshots. This shift and add process is
easily performed on digital images using an image
processor.
This "multi-planar" approach is shown in Figurv 3.
In this figure we show a series of simulated X-ray
snapshots of an object with three planes. The planes
are assumed to have an 0 on top, a Plus in the ceater
and an X on the bottom.
The snapshots are assumed to be obtained as the
source and imager move in straight lines, with the
center of the imager moving so that the Plus remains
at the center of the image. The center column of
images is shown unshifted. It is seen that the X and
0 move as the angle is changed. The other columns
show the same snapshots after they have been
scrolled,
The results of adding and normalizing the snapshots
are shown at the bottom of the figure. If the images
are simply added as shown in the center column, the
image of the Plus adds coherently, producing a sharp
image. The other two layers in the object produce
multiple, lower intensity features in the summed
image.
The right-hand column shows the addition after
scrolling all of the images so the X adds coherently.
The Plus and the 0 now produce blurred images.
The left-hand column shows the shift and add
procedure so that the O is added coherantly. In is
case the Plus and X are blurred.

For the linear geometry shown in this case, the shift
applied is simply a linear function of the source

3. RESULTS
In the present experimant, we examined a suitcase
that was packed with a number of dense objects that
could be found in typical suitcases. The objects
included coat hahgers, shoes with shoe treas, an
aerosol can, coins, and other metallic objects. Also
included was a sawed-up broom handle that was
intended to simulate sticks of a low density explosive,
and a hand calculator and battery pack intended to
simulate a timing device. Wires connected the
simulated timing device to a piece of solder used to
simulate a detonator.
(Tis experiment was designed to demonstrate the
principle of laminography. Neither the objects in the
suitcase nor the simulations were designed to be
representative of actual threats.)
A sketch of the experimental geometry is shown in
Figure 4. The suitcase was placed on a large area,
real-time X-ray imager and exposed by a 220 KVCP
X-ray beam at about 30 degrees to the normal. The
X-ray imager and the supported suitcase were rotated
under computer control through 360 degrees with
images being obtained every 4 degrees. These
transmission radiographs were stored digitally and
used to reconstruct the laminographic slices. (is is
not the most appropriate geometry for Isminography.
Better results would have been obtained if the
suitcase had been rotated on a separate table so that
the plane which requires no shift in the addition
process would have been located at the center of the
suitcase instead of being below it, This would have
allowed a much better use of the imager's available
field-of-view.)
Figure 5 shows a transmission radiograph of the
suitcase. The high density objects are easily
identifiable. We can see the coat hangers, the wrool
can, and the shoes with the shoe trees. Te simulated
explosive and timing device are visible in this
radiograph, but difficult to interpret. LAminograic

reconstructions were obtained by shiftinS and adding
these individual images. For the geometry used, them
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shifts were

be performed in from 0.2 to 0.3 seconds per
reconstructed slice using a modem imager processor.
(The time for reconstruction will depend on the
number of individual i Zes collected during a scan.)

XahifJ=VCOS (O-O)
Yahift= Vsin (O-O.)
where V is the height o, the reconstruction,
0 is the angle of the individual measurement,
and 00 is the angle
measurements started.

at which

the

It should be noted that there is only one parameter,
60, that must be deurrined experimentally.
Various heights were reconstructed by varying the
parameter V.
Figures 6 to 9 show laminographic reconstructions
through severai sections of the suitcase. The objects
at each layer tre easily interpreted.
Figure 6 shows a slice approximtely 3 inches ahove
the bottom of the bag. The shoe trees and the top of
the aerosol can are visible.

Figure 7 shows a slice about 2.3 inches above the
bottom of tha bg. The heels of the shot*, coat
hangers and the bottom of the aerosol can are vizible,
Figure 8 show a slice at an elevation of about 2
inches. The bottom of the heels of the show am
visible along with coat hauens, coins an a igare
lighter.
Figure 9 shows the rconstruction through the
simulated explosive. The individual wood sticks ae
visible a are the wires, batteries ad sImlawed
timing device. The presence of the other object is
almost completely eliminated in ds impe.

In addition to the conclusions that can be drawn from
this demonstration, we would also like to point out
that laminographic techniques might be very useful
for correlation with other 3-dimensional inspection
techniques that are more specific for the detection of
explosives.
The X-Ray Enhance , Neutron Inspection System
(XENIS) produced by Science Applications
International Corp. several years ago attempted to
correlate low resolution, 3-dimensional thermalneutron-activation (TNA) data that detected the
preswe of nitrogen in an inspected object with high
resolution, 2-dimansional transmission X-ray images.
The correlation of high nitrogen concentration with
relativoly high X-ray attenuation indicated the
presence of a potential explosive.
This correlation was hampered since the X-ray
inspection system produced transmission radiographs.
The images of metallic objects superimposed on low
deity objects with high nitroge, concentrations
could cauew larp coreflations with the TNA data,
yielding Mae alarms, even though the metallic
objeds ad the high nitrogen concentration objects
were physically mepsated. The use of a
laminorphic X-ray inspection technique could
increas the uaofulmm of the corelion twhique

REFERENCES
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threats.

* Laminography presents 3-dimeuional informatio
of the inspectd object.

The data collection and procig shon here could
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Figme 1. Geometrical Basis of Laminogtaphy. The length P of the projection of a line of
length L is independent of the laterl positio, of the source.
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Figure 2. Three-Dimensional Sketches of
Laminographic -eometry.

The X-ray

source is constrained to move in a plane.
The three sketches show the source at
three different positions and the resulting
projections.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the Process of Shifting and Adding Individual X-ray Images taken
at Different Source Positions. The three columns show the same set of 7 simulated X-ray
images with the horizontal positions of the images in each column being displaced before
addition. The bottom row of images are the normalized sums of the images above them,
showing the reconstruction of different layers in the object.
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Figure 4. Sketch of the Experimental Geometry. The suitcase was placed on a rotating Xray imager and illuminated by an X-ray source at about 30 degree orientation to the axis
of rotation. Images were taken at 4 degree increments during a complete revolution of the
imnager and suitcase.
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Figure 5. Transmission Radiograph of the Suitcase. The dense objects such as coat
hangers, shoes with shoe trees, belt buckles, etc. are readily visible. The simulated
explosive is visible, but difficult to interpret as a potential threat.

Figure 6. Laminographic Reconstruction of a Layer in the Suitcase 3 Inches above the
Bottom. The shoe trees and the top of the aerosol can are visible.
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Figure 7. Laminographic Reconstruction of a Layer about 2.3 Inches above the Bottom.
The heels of the shoes, coat hangers, and aerosol can are visible.
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Figure 8. Laminographic Reconstruction of a Layer about 2 Inches above the Bottom of
the Suitcase. The coat hangers, coins and a cigarette lighter are visible.
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Figure 9. Laminographic Reconstruction of a Layer 0.3 Inches above the Bottom of the
Suitcase. The simulated explosive, a battery pack, a pocket calculator, and wires are
clearly visible. There is very little evidence of the overlapping structure that is apparent

in the transmission radiograph.
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THE EVOLUTION OF COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT)
AS AN EXPLOSIVES DETECTION MODALITY
Fredrick L. Roder, Ph.D.
Imatron Federal Systems, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

detection to be practical, a scanner would have to:

There was a revolution in diagnostic radiology in
1972 - Godfrey Hounsfield announced the
development of the world's first computed
tomographic (CT) scanner.
For the first time,
radiologists did not have to decipher the vague x-ray
shadows which spelled the difference between normal
anatomy and ominous tumors. Tho scanner allowed
organs to be seen directly and individually, just as
they would have appeared to a surgeon, had a biopsy
been necessary. Today, to physicians throughout the
world, diagnosis without the added dimensions
provided by CT scanning would be unthinkable.

1.

Have a physical and image aperture of sufficient size to accommodate large luggage.

2.

Rapidly acquire image data.

3.

Rapidly reconstnct thea data into crosssectional images.

4.

Produce i
eges
with sufficient resolution to
allow the automted delection of sheet
explosive.

5.

Perform these functions oomtiamusly, over
extended time periods.

The parallel between detecting a tumor in the body
and an explosive device in a packed suitcase extends
beyond the dire consequences of a misdiqnosis.
Suitoes contain a varied asay of innocuous
materials - organic and inorganic; high density and
low - which, when superimposed in conventiotal xray imq . produce complex and cluttered Shadow

In this paper, we will trace the progress mWd toward
each of the
goals, culmintn in t curent
develmeint of the CTX Explosives Detection
System. We will also briefly discuss the tets to date
which Wave demnstrased the efftcacy of this

images not too disimila from the complex images

tacfnlque, and extapoWe to the omr in which a

produced by the interplay of internal organs and

CIX system will be ued in an aqport.

boe.. Just like a tumor, an explosive device can
easily be mined.

Even in its infancy, wbm eight

minutes wer requited to perform a CT wca, the

L TilE EVOLUTION OF CT EXHI.OSJVL Df.-

applicability of this technoogy to the explome

TECTION

detactio problem was obvious.
L I scm Spud

The firt CT explosives dtection expeimets were
performed on the fint Ct scauer built in the Uitel

The first CT ecaa, the FRMI Mat 1. wed a fiwI.

States - the AC"A I scannet a Ge rgtowu

detwo ina a tru

oe"
I

University. The reMAut of that stdy were p

four mas

quire the de

at the March 1978 joint meeti

Ne

of the Bioysical

to

gwa"u

d"

wd

for oes lge

,

incmsing the WuM% of daiedou. to ""Wiftwy

an American Physical Societies' and more fully in
a te ical report published by The Aerospace

20 (a "wcnd-pmemtiou" Sometry) redonW & ahem
speed to about 20 aemsds.
Thnrad "fmrh-

Corporation.' Despite the ptomising results of thaL
dsubsquem studies of CT explosive deecton,

gewrioa* geom~ries. wh"c utiliad hmd or
even t&ousnds of defotors in a roa
y mods,

however, this tocnique remained in the province of
research because the oadl aperture and relatively
long image acquisition and reconaruction times of
existing medical scanness made them ill-suited to the

allowed scan tims to be redacd to about am
second. Frthder reaetlom proved ialfmible for amy
system whkch required Physical Eotos. noe met
advaae wu Khkeved by lintme, wch ian 1904,

explosaves detection applicaao

sip

For CT explosives
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its firt Ulfms CT Ka*W

(ftPMg

1).

levels) could be reconstructed in 13 seconds. Thanks
to continuing advances in computer t*e¢iology. the
CTX Explosives Detection System (Figure 5) will
have an image reconstruction time of less than 3
seconds, and shorter reconstruction times can be
expected in future generations. The dcreas,- in
image reconstruction titm since 1972 is illustrated in
Figure 6.

This scanner, developed to provide three-dimensional
motion pictures of the beating heart, used electron
beam technology to acquire up to 34 images/second.
The decrease in scan time from 1972 to the present
is shown in Figure 2.
Scan speed in a medical CT scanner is of paramount
importance to image quality: motion during a scan
degraded the resulting image, and the human body is
in constant motion. However, a subsecond scan
speed does not necessarily mean a large number of
scans/hour. The x-ray tubes in conventional medical
scanners overheat if too many scans are taken in
succession, and even the Imatron Ultrafast scanner
(which is not subject to overheating) is subject to data
handling and image reconstruction limitations. As a
result, less than 100 scans/hour are obtained by
conventional hospital-based CT scanners. Increasing
scanner throughput (scans/hour) required a freh look
at the problem.

2.4 Aperture and Image Matrix Size
The first CT scanner, the EMI Mark I, had an image
diameter of 25 cm and a reconstruction matrix of 160
X 160 pixels. The CTX Explosives Detection
System has an image diameter of 80 cm (more than
enough to accommodate a 16 X 26 X 32 in. suitcase)
and a reconstruction matrix of 512 X 512 pixels.
The increase in CT image diameter and
reconstruction matrix size since 1972 is shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

3. EFFICACY OF CT EXPLOSIVES DETECTION

2.2 Throihput
The throughput problem was addressed by lmatron in
1987, under the auspices of the U.S. Army Medical
R&D Command. The Army needed a CT scanner
for use in military field hospitals for mass casualty
care, where time is of the essence, and surgeons
cannot wait for a CT scan to be scheduled, executed,
and interpreted. In response Imatron produced the
FMS 5000, the fint CT scamftr d-mgned for
cotinuow operation and pipelined recontruction,
See Figure 3. In addition to its continuous duty cycle

Initial studies of CT explosives detection involved a
few explosive samples. a few simulants, and as wide
a variety of innocuoin materials as could be
conceived of by the researchers involved. In adition
to the Georgetown University and Aerospace studies,
experiments were conducted by Varian Associast &
and by UCLA.' From these studies, it became
apparent that explosives could be characterzed as
dease organic materials, and, as such, could be

and high-peed recorstnrtioa, the small size, light
weight, and low power requirements of this scan

differentiated from the vast majority of objects which
:ould be expected to be commonly encountered in

The
rep eaested maso* design Wekthmghs.
designed principles developed and implemented in the
FMS S00 have been employod and exiended in the
MTx 5000 Explosives Detection System. Figure 4
illustrates the increase in throughput (cans/hour) of
CT sysems from 1972 to the CTX 5000.

suitcase. However,. without au antial data base
for explosive anid for the population of object
y eacountered in suitcases, the efficacy of CT
aj
for explosives detectioo remained, at beat, problematical. Cetay, materials existed which mimicked
The real
the CT characteristics of explosives.
questioa, howaver, was the frequency with which
these werials would be encountered in checked
luggage in the teal wo-fd. The first sriou attempt
to address this question was a study performed by
Imatron during the summer of 1987. This study ws
funded by the FAA and pertormed under a
&vbcoauatfrom UCLA.'

2.3 Image

n-

Time

With the development of the electron beam Ultrafast
CT, scamitg speed ceased to be an isme. Only
image recoastuction speed limited CT explosives
detection pefornace, *,d this was a limitation
entirely within the domain of the rapidly advancing
computerindustry. The FMS 5000demonstrated that
a high-resolution (312 X 512) cross sectional image
with extremely high density resolutio (4.000 grey

The explosives characterization study wu peformed
at the Bureau of Mine, (BoM) in Pittsburgh. In this
study, ninety three distinct explosive products were
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examined using a medical CT scarner, as well as a
set of sheet explcsive samples diftbring only in
thickmess.
These explosives constituted all the
cap-sensitive products resident in the BoM magazines
at that time. Included were 31 water gels, 15
emulsions. 28 dynamites, and 18 products which
contained military explosives. While it is believed
that this npresents the most extensive explosives
characterization study ever performed for purposes of
explosive detection research, this number of
explosives products is still negligible compared to the
total number of products produced in the United
States and throughout the world.

automatitally, simultaneously acquiring image data,
remintniting images from these data, and analyzing
the resulting images to automatically detect a
identify threats. Each image cycle will re-ire leas
than 3 seconds. Images identified by the CTX an
coatinig possible threats will be provided to a
system operator. The possible thum't object will be
identified to the operator both in the kmge and by
other mesxwd chatruistics. If the operator cannot
identify and exclude the possible threat object as
innocuou?, the system Continues its analysis,
obtaining a full three-dimensional data set for the
now-suspect object. The three-dimensional data may

be analyzed by the sme operator, or transferred to
The suitcase characterization study was performed
using the same medical scanner at Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX). Data from a total of
700 suitcases were compiled, measuring the CT
values for the six most explosive-like materials in
each suitcase.

a better-trained 'expert* operator. If the suspect
object cannot be identified as innocuous by the expect
operator, given all the information provided by the
CTX system, we believe that it is time to call the
bomb squad.
The CTX Explosives Detection System may be
amployed as either a stand-alone system, embodying
prin"amy, secondary, and teWtiary detection and
decision functions; or in conjunction with an J
primary screening device, in which case it will merve
secondary and tertiary detection and decision
functions.

The BoM-LAX study (and all previous CT explosives
detection studies) included the acquisition and
analysis of dual-energy as well as single-energy data.
Dual-energy x-ray techniques were originally
developed as an adjunct to computed tomogr.phy.
Initial studies included the explosives detection cited
above, as well as medical research concted by
Rutherford q gl.' in the United Kingdcm and by
Brooks and DiChiro' in the Unit,'. States at the
Natioaal Institutes of Health. However, it was the
technique developcd by Alvarez and Macovsi'l at
Stanford University which established dal-eaergy CT
as a valid quantitative measure of the average atomic

In a stand-alone configuratioa, the scan planes are
selected automatically, on the basis of x-ray
projection data obtained by the CTX. The number of
scan planes selected will be determined by the
defined threat and by the nature of the suitcase
population. A minimum nuwber of scans will be

number and electron density of each region within a

required in aay case to identify sheet explosive

cross sectional image. A variant of this technique
will be employed on an *as-needed basis by the
CTX Explosives Detection System.

which is essetially invisible in projection data.

The results of the BoM-LAX study were promising,
both in terms of the automated detection of explosives

Alternatively, the CrX may be used in cojunctw
with another explosives detection device, even if that
device idertifies a large fraction of suitcase as
containing threats, provided that that device is

in general and plastic and sheet explosives in

inclasive (i.e., that it does not miss any explosives).

particular, and in terms of the information which CT
images were demonstrated to provide to an operator,
permitting the fast And unambiguous resolution of
potential alarms. On the basis of them results,
Imatron initiated the in-house development of a CT
explosives detection system, the progenitor of the
CTX.

Primary screeuin devices that generally locai
possible threat objects aid in the scan plane selection
process, and will increase overall system throughput.
S. CONCLUSIONS
Since its development in 1972, computed tomography
has evolved rapidly in terms of san speed,
throughput, reconstruction time, aperture, and image
matrix size. As a emilt, it ix now possible to
consider the deployment of a CT explosives detti

4. OPERATIONAL DEPLOYMENT OF THE
CTX EXPLOSIVES DETECTION SYSTEM

The

CTX

will

operate

continuously

and

system a practical and operationally viable.
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tt

efflicay of CT as an explosivew detection mrodality
hs long b~en proposed, and field data obtned to
The current
date smport this proposition.
development of a field prototype CT Explosives
Detaction System under the auspices of the FAA
Technical Center will provide the tool to fulty
explorw the capabilities of this modality in real-world
xnironentr. both as a stand-alone system and in.
conjunction #ith other explosive detection devices.
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COMBINATIONS OF X-RA Y,
NUCLEAR, AND OTHER

TECHNIQUES

EXPLOSIVE DETECTION USING X-RAYS AND
THERMAL NEUTRON ACTIVATION
T. R. Wang and P. . Bjorkholm

EG&G Astrophysics, Long Bah CA
R. Scarlet
E &G, Wellesley, MA
S. Goldberg

G&G Electro Optics, Salem, MA
1. INTRODUCTION

and pair production processes. For medium mnrgy xrays (By < 140 keV), the intemaction of x-ray with
material is dominated by photoelectric and Compton
scattering. While the cross section of Compton
scattering with an atom is roughly proportional to
atomic number Z, the cross section of photoelectric
effect has strong Z depedec (.. Z"Y). In a dual
emgy x-ray system, the drastically differnt Z
dependence of the Comqpton scatteing and the
photoelectric effect is used to extract the atomic
number, and density of the contents of a beg.

For the last fifteen years, EG&G Astrophysics has
been actively involved in research, development, and
implementation of various weapon and explosive
detection systems which can be used in airports,
government facilities and other institutions for overall
security. Since the Pam-Am 103 accident in 1989,
there has been heightened concern from the public,
congress, and the FAA regarding aviation security,
One of the biggest concerns has been the potential
threat from plastic explosives.
The detection of an explosive is often accomplished
by scanning a bag with various forms of radiation,
such as x-rays, gsmma-mys, and neutrons, to map
the physical and chemical propcdtes of the materials
in it. While each technology hs its strengths and
limitations, none is an ideal solution to tue threat
detoction problem. Since different technologies can
complement each other, It is desirable to consider the

In a DVDE system, the x-ray module consists of two
separate, well calibrated EO&G dual energy x-my
imaging devices. One system provides a normal
laterad projection and the other pruvides an oblique
projection from the bottom. The data from both
views are analyzed to extract the line of tight orguic
density information. Thee two orgsan imale are
then used to reconsct a three dimensonal model of
the scanned object using Al4ebra Reconosuctio

best way to design a system that can exploit sevetal

Techniques

methods at once.

mthematics] represntations of physical constraints.

(ARV) with specially developed

The three dimensional model is examined for
EG&U Astophysics has developed an explosive
detection system that uses a dual view dual energy
(DVDE) x-my system. In conjunction with the FAA,
EG&G is continuing its own development of DVDE
in combination with thermal neutron analysis (TNA)
to identify both metallic weapons and plastic
explosives in baggage. This approach allows the
analysis to fully utilize data sets from DVDB and
TNA to their best potential, and to objectively define
tradeoffs among the coas and performances of the

contiguous volumes that have a physical density
within preset limits. Th identified region am then
examined to determine if any exceed a pviously
defined mass level.

differing sensors.

mos we have only 2N values to dermine N"pixel

2. DVDE

densities. In order to obtain a reasonably
reconstruction, additional physical constraints are

The interaction of x-rays with material can be
described as a combination of photoelectric, Compton

invoked which restit the poenia solutions to this
uadetdarmined poblem. Tbme coosrai
range
from the vay obvious (ponphyical density is mt

It is well known that two views am inadequate to
reconstruct a tomogrephk ismage. In gener one
needs the product of the views and the number of
rays per view to be equal to the number of pixels in
the crou sectional ims. In the cue of DVDB this
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allowed) to more obscure observationally based
constraints (limits on the frequency content of object
reconstructions).

normal check-in baggage. Algorithms for processing
the DVDE and TNA data sets separately and in
combination have been tested and verified. The
system is automatic and is designed to process 720
bags per hour. The output will be the standard x-ray
screening images for a cleared bag. For a bag with
an identified threat there will be an alarm, and the
images will have a graphic overlay indicating the
location of the threat within the bag and the size of
the threat. We have also started a viability study of a
multi-view (number of view > 2) dual energy
system.

Experimental results have shown that although any
single slice has serious ray artifacts, objects with a
density typical of the explosives of interest can be
identified, followed in contiguous slices, and have
their mass determined with a reasonable degree of
accuracy.
3. TNA
For two dozen different types of plastic explosives
which are available, most of them have high
concentrations of nitrogen and oxygen 3. One concept
to detect the 14N content in an explosive is through
thermal neutron capture which results in high-energy
y-rays (10.8 MeV) which can be observed by various
types of y-ray detectors. Indeed, SAIC', building on
earlier Westinghouse efforts, made use of this fact to
develop the first prototype thermal neutron analysis
(TNA) system for airport security.
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In Astrophysics' TNA system, bags move through a
sea of thermal neutrons produced by a 21, source
and neutron moderator. The 10.8 MeV -y-rays from
1
N(n.Y) 'IN reaction are analyzed to give the spatial
distribution of nitrogen, and in turn, plastic
explosives. The cros section of thermal neutron
capture on "'N is 75 mb, whore the branching to
ground state of IN is 13.8% $. In order to provide a
reasonable yield of y-rays from thermal neutron
capture on 'IN. an intense neutron source ii requited.
This raises a series of problems: neutron moderation,
neutron shielding, pile-up in detectors, elastic and
inelastic neutron scatteing etc. A great effort is
needed to optimize the performnce of TNA while
cutting the overall volume, weight. and coot.
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Although implementation of a TNA at airports is -not
a trivial task, TNA does provide very unique
information, i.e. 'IN content of an explosive. By
jointly interpreting the information from the DVDE
and TNA subsystems, one is able to make a better
determination of the proleties of objects which
appear in the baggage than can be made fron the
Separate data sets.
4. PRESENT STATUS
The x-ray and neutron module, have been tested
independently for senitivity to various types of
explosives, masses, configuration and location within
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FUSION. OF THE NUCLEAR AND DIFFERENT X-RAY
TECHNOLOGIES FOR
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
V. Leung, P. She&, F. Liu, and M. Sivakumsr
Sciece Applications hmational Coporation
Santa Cla, California

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the baic principles of the
XENIS, and the complex data analysis ad automted
decision algorithim developed by SAIC for the
realization of thi echnology. It also discusses the
issues involved in the pnca application of the
XENIS in airports. Two new X-Ray techniqum wre

Explosive Detection Systems (EDS) are to be used in
airports to detect explosives concealed in baggage.
They have an important role in the security sysem
protecting human life and property from being
destroyed by acts of terrorism. The basic criterion of
an effective EDS is to be able to distinguish
explosives from any other materials and automatically
identify explosives hidden in baggage without human
intervention. The most significant signature of
explosives compared to benign materials is the high
content of nitrogen in explosives.
Among the
existing explosive detection techniques, the one which
can achieve the highest total sensitivity to nitrogen is
the Thermal Neutron Activation ([NA) technology.
The TNA-EDS, desigued and developed by Science
Application International Corponimoo (SAIC), is able
to detect explosive. with high probability of detection
(PD) and an operationally wcct&W pobability of
fse alarm (PFA).

investigated for the future upgrade of the XENIS.
They ae the X-Ray Tansmission Computed
Tomographic (C) Scanning technique built by
Imatan, Inc. and the X-Ray T si sion and
Backacatta Tomographic (ZT) Scanning technique
built by AmeriCAn Science and Eniering (AS&).
Both techniques woe invetipted by SAIC and tested
by the FAA, ad am described in t
pper.

2. XEMS PRINCIES
The mdelying principle of the XBNIS is the
mathematical fusion of the charseteristic physical
parametes of explosives detected by the TNA-DDS
and the X-Ray sy#Am
As mentioned earlr, the

False alarm impede the baggage circulation

first sad the fomos sigature of bulk explosives is
the high coet of nitroge. As of today, TNA bt

proesses became of the need to fuitber screen them.
In order to decrease the PFA, a secondary inspection
system has been added to the TNA-EDS. X-Ray

the chnique which gives d higw sensitivity to
nitrogen, main ThA the be existing technolk in
bl explosives dtcin

rdioraphy, which mamures the densities of objecta

in swtcAs

with high spatial resolution, has proven

11e dautron Wtogaion technique of t TNA-4)S

to be a good acon
inspection unit to the TNAEDS in reducing the PPA. The fusion of the most
pominent pieces of information from both the TNA
sad the X-Ray reinfore the EDS ability to identify

the presence of explosives in suitca
accurately.

is bawd on the nmero-Spmms modality, Th
essential compomt of the TNA-IDS are the
neutron muree ad the gammrmy detors. When
thenl neutu emitted by the antzon source hit

re

the miaerials in the suitcom being scanmel, a few

This combined system, the X-Ray

specific auear retios are iaduced rulting in

Enha*&ed Neutron Interrogation System (XENIS).

gmm my emion. It

was designed and developed by SAIC udsi
the
Astrophysics X-Ray Transmission Lea
System,
&d is currently used by the U.S. Pederal Aviation

detected g
my siniofies the poce
(or
absnce) of nitroges i the suitcase. The esaber of
deteced gamma rays at the nitroiem eergy level

Administration (FAA) in several airports in the U.S.
And Europe.

icaem t

aOmat of nit

e y diabfio

of the

bea debctd

Owing to th hig nitroge count rat of the dectore
in the TNA-1DS, a din fiedammul owpa from
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the neuron interrogition is the amount of nitrogen
present in the suitcase.
This is one physical
paranmet" that the TNA-EDS uses to detect
explosives. Anothe" key otput from the neutron
interiogation is th reconstructed nitrogen image.
The orientation of the narun source and the
detectors of the TNA-EDS are de-tigned in such a
way that a I-D nitroge image can be reconstructed
by using the ,itrogen signAls detected in the array of
detectors. "is TNA nitroen image is a good
indication of the threat level within the suitcase.
However, dw to the limitation on the practical sizes
of the gamma detectors, the spatial resolution of the
image is tLoarse even though the TNA image is very
nitrogen specific.

in that set that was confirmed by the XENIS. PFA
represeats the percentage of clean cases in that set
that was alarmed by the XENtS. The percentag of
the false alarm reduction (100% - PFA) can be
extracted from the plot at the point where the curve
iec
the 100% PD line. The ultimate goal of the
XEIS is to maintain the high PD from the TNAEDS and minimi
the PFA by using the X-Ray
system.

3. XENIS TECiNIQUE
The XENIS is a highly efficient and intelligent EDS.
It is able to scan a suitcase with TNA followed by XRay, perform real time data analysis, and come up
with an autonated decision of bomb or no bomb, all
within six seconds. The XENIS final decision is
based solely on mathematical analysis without any
human intervention. The intelligence of the XENIS
lies inthe software which is the most complex and
unique part of the system.
The software is
responsible for three main functions:

The best wa:' to improve the spatial resolution of the
nitrogen image is to correlate it with a high-resolution
density image. X-Ray rdiography is currently the
most efficient technique for obtaining a high
resolution, 2-D densi y image ofan object. Although
the X-Ray does not deliver any information about the
elemental composition of the materials in suitcases,
the spatial resolution in two dimension that it can
deliver is far beyond what neutron based systems can
provide. The idea of the XENIS is to make use of
the most prominent attributes of the TNA and the XRay modalities. The TNA image is very specific to
nitrogen but has coarse spatial resolution. The XRay image has no specificity of nitrogen but has high
spatial resolution. By mathematically correlating the

3.1.
3.2.
3.3.

Data Acquisition
Data Reduction, and
Decision Analysis

These three sections are briefly described below.

two images, a much more accurate and precise image
of nitrogen bearing materials is obtained. The fusion

3.1 Data Acquisition

of these two pieces of orthogonal information is the
scientific basis for the effectiveness of the XEN1S as
an EDS.

The main purpose of the data acquisition module is to
acquire raw data from the TNA and the X-Ray
scanners to generate images. The data acquisition

module performs two tasks:
The basic concept of the XENIS, which is the
merging of the strengths of the TNA-EDS and the XRay system into a single system, is called the multimode approach. The advantage of this approach is
its great flexibility and versatility. The XENIS can
be upgraded (by replacing the current X-Ray by a
new generation X-Ray) or expanded (by incorporating
a third subsystem) with minimal modifications on the
existing design. The overall system performance of
the combined TNA-EDS and X-Ray system is far
better than any of the individual system can deliver as
shown on the PD/PFA curve in Figurei 1. This curve
indicates how much the XENIS has reduced the

The TNA image acquisition is done by a data
acquisition package custom designed and developed
by SAIC. When a suitcase passes through the TNAEDS, the nitrogen signals acquired by the gamma
detectors are passed to the image reconstruction
algorithm to generate a 3-D nitrogen image of the
suitcase. This image is analyzed by the TNA-EDS
data analysis module. When a TNA-EDS automated
decision is reached, the image is then transferred to

TNA-EDS PFA. It is generated from the set of bags

the XENIS data analysis module for image

(used for the FAA test in San Francisco hiternational
Airport) that is considered a threat by the TNA-EDS

correlation.

(i)
(ii)

alone. PD represents the percentage of bomb cases
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TNA Image Acquisition
X-Ray Image Acquisition

specially designed asuithm~ noe CIVBMW~ in burg

11m X-Ry image aquisation system uses a modified
Astroph)yics Lineecan System Five %,ichprovider a
2-D trn imion top view and a 2-D transmisson

correlation is to merg the TNA and the X-Ray
ave
imp iuipein but ot
imges with aboutteM
tia fWomution tiat the
to lose the impoca
original X-Ray thih resolution image xctaimu. Ibi
is the madt crucial part M image correatimn

sid view of the scianed suitcase. Oce saquired
onto a specialized ima processor, the XENIS daa
reduction module peitformas image orelation,

Another important pat is that the inteity of th

rTA and the X-Ray images have to be well beanced
3.2 Data Reduction

aording to their sigaificance level. If the correlateid

image is dominated by either the TNA or the X-Ray
The data reduction module pedorms the fusion of the
TNA and the X-Ray image& Before the actual image
correlation takes place, both the TNA and the X-Ray

image. te information extracted from this resulted
image waild be biased, which would directly affect
the seuriy of the automated decision.

images require preprocessing.
The last steps in image correlatic are image
reglarimiion and eg enhancunt. The purpos
of these procedures is to ngulariz the rough spot in

The first: Step in the image preprocessing is the
conversion of the dimensionality of the TNA image
to that of the X-Ray image. This is done by
projecting the 3-D TNA image onto the 2-D X-Ray
image plane.
There are two image projection
methods. One, known as the straight-projection
method, collapses the 3-D image along parallel rays
perpendicular to the plane of projection as shown in
Figure 2. This method does not account for the X-

the image and to make the different objects in the
nuitcate stand out from the background and from each
other. The final imag, hence, becomes a moth
and fine tuned conelated image which contains the
most important information fim both the TNA-EDS
and the X-Ray system.

Ray magnification due to the fan shape of the X-Ray
beam. The other, known as the warped-projectioa

Once a final correlated image is created, the useful

method, compens-es for fan-beam magnification by

information contained in the image are extracted.

progressively magnifying dices of the 3-) image
which are closer to the projection plane before
collapsing as in the straight-projection method as
shown in Figure 3. Warped-projection is more
computationally intensive than straight-projection but

This informatin is expressed as quantitative
variables, or features. There are two types of
features available from each image. One type is the
global features. Global features show the average
information of a bag with no regional specific detail,

certainly produces an image that corresponds more
closely to the fan-beam configuration of the X-Ray
system.

One value is obtained for each global feature for each
image. The other type is the local featues. Local
features show the localized information within a
suitcase by using the agglomeization technique. The
function of this technique is to identify owe or more
high threat level regions within the siutcase.

The next steps in the image preprocessing are image
rescaling and image convolution. The size of the
reconstructed TNA image is different from that of the
acquired X-Ray image due to the difference in the
data acquisition systems. It is important to match up
the sizes of both images before correlation is
performed. On the other hand, the vast contrast in
the spatial resolution between the TNA and the XRay images requires the X-Ray image to go through
image convolution. Image convolution helps to adjust
for the re3olution mismatch between the TNA and the
X-Ray images by filtering the X-Ray image. This

It is important for the decision algorithm to
distinguish explosives not only based on the average
bag information, but also specifically on the different
objects within the suitcase. The way to perform
agglomeriation is to threshold the intensity of the
correlated image with preset values. If there is any
localized region that exceeds the threshold, this
region is identified as a blob. A blob means the
identified region in the suitcase has high density and

will lower the image noise level and smooth the X-

high content of nitrogen, or in other words high

Ray image.

threat level. Ewh image may contain more than oe
blob, depending on the nitrogen content of the
objects, the density of the objects, and the number of
objects contained in the suitcase. In contrast to the
global features, each image may have many local

Upon the completion of image preprocessing, the
TNA and the X-Ray images are correlated. Image
correlation is carried out mathematically by a SAIC
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feature values. For example, if three blobs are
identified in an inmage, thre values of a local feature
would be produced.

rules established by the discriminant analysis of the
calibration sample. If the distribution of the data in
the calibration sample are not representative, no
matter how fine tuned the system calibration is, the
discrimination rules es ablished based on the invalid
data set would not he optimal, resulting in a nonrobust automated decision.

The aggloaization technique is important in
providing the decision algorithm a much clearer and
more regional specific picture of the scanned
suitcases, especially for dense suitcases. The loul
features of explosives in a dense suitcase have much
stronger indications of its presence than the global
feAtures.

4. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF THE XENIS
System integration plays an important rele in building
the XENIS.
Many technical problems were
encountered and solved before the XENIS was fully
operational. They include the assembly of the TNAEDS neutron source, gamma detectors, neutron flux
moderator, scanning cavity, shielding walls, shielding
doors, the physical integration of the TNA-EDS with
the X-Ray system, the conveyor belt common to both
subsysterms, the electronics for data acquisition, the
data transfer from the TNA-EDS to the XENIS, the
interface for the hardware, software, and image
processor, and the system throughput.

3.3 Decisiou Analysis
The multi-mode approach of the XENIS makes the
system ittherently complex. The abundant raw and
processed data from both the TNA-EDS and the XRay system result in the generation of more than a
hundred features. By utilizing these features, a fully
automated threat or no threat decision is made.
The classification theory, discriminant analysis', is
used to make the XENIS decision. Discriminant
analysis is a statistical technique for classifying
individual objects into mutually two or more
exclusive and exhaustive groups on the basis of a set
of independent variables, or discriminant features.
Its objective is to derive a linear combination of the
independent discriminant features that will
discriminate between a priori defined groups (bags
with or without threat) with minimum
misclassification error rates.

The XENIS performance depends on the optimization
of the above components beside software
implementation and the XENIS calibration.
In
addition to the optimal operation of each individual
component, the integration of all components at final
installation affects the features values used in the
decision making. The key requirement in making
sure every part of the XENIS is working optimally is
ample experience with on-site operation.
The

Discriminant analysis for the XENIS can be thought
of in terms of a simple 'scoring system'. Given a

application of the XENIS in airports in the U.S., the
Middle East, and Europe has shown that different

calibration bag data set with known status (with or

airports in different seasons have different needs from

without threat) of each bag, a score, which is

the system.

essentially a weighted average of the independent
discriminant features, is assigned to each bag. Once
a score is determined, it can be transformed into an
a posterioriprobability that gives the likelihood of the
bag belonging to each of the (with or without threat)
groups. Fisher's approach is used in generating this
probability. It is accomplished by maximizing the
between-group variance relative to the within-group

differently in order to suit different airports' specific
requirements. The system adjustment procedure has
been made convenient through telecommunications.
The SAIC main computer system can make
adjustments to the on-site XENIS anytime without
interruptions to the normal daily operation of the
system. Off-line analysis of the on-site data can also
be performed on the same day through

variance,

telecommunications.

The accuracy of the XENIS decision depends on the
robustness of the XENIS calibration which is
dependent on many factors. The most significant one
is the distribution of the calibration data set. The
way the XENIS discriminates bags into different
(with or without threat) groups is by following the

The collected data that the XENIS obtained from
passengers' bags provide a valuable statistical
database for decision analysis. The robustness of the
XENIS calibration depends on the distribution of
these data.
Without this important piece of
information, it is impossible for any kind of EDS
which makes automated decisions to be able to
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Each XENIS has to be adjusted

perform optimally because of the lack of valid
information to train the decision algorithm.

technique built by American SciMce and Engine ng
(AS&E).

The robustness of the XENIS calibration also depends
on the simulants, which are materials containing the
smn charaeristic features as in the explosives but
has no risk for explosion. The experience in making
different types of siulants and developing the
methods to qualify the simulants are very important.
If the errors between the qualities of the simulants
and the explosives exceed certain limits, the collected
dta using these simulants will carry false
information, which certainly reduces the robustness
of the XENIS calibration. For instance, if the
XENIS is trained with one set of simulants, when it
is tested with real life explosives, or, even worse,
simulants which are not thoroughly qualified, the
system performance would most probably be lower
than its normal performance because there are
discrepanciw between the informtion carried in the
calibration data set and the information observed in
the test. The only way to avoid this problem is to
utilize the experionce of dealing with simulants,
figure out which fetures are important in qualifying
simulants, and design a detailed and complete
simulant qualifying test to minimize the errors of
those features.

Th advantage of the Cr Scaner is that it provides
a 3-D X-Ray image. If this 3-1) X-Ray image is used
to correlate with the TNA image, the projection of
the 3-D TNA image onto a 2-D plane would no
longer be required. The colated imag would be
more spatially specific and the raultant blobs from
agglomerization would be more precise.
The
preparation for the FAA test of the combined TNAEDS and CT Scanner required very minor TNA-EDS
modifications.

All the above observations are solely based on the
practical experience of the XENIS in airports. It is
observed that detailed decision analysis on airport bag
information is essential to obtain a robust calibration,

The high nitrogen sensitivity of TNA makes it the
best existing technology for the detection of bulk
explosives concealed in baggage. The XENIS, the
fusion of the TNA and the X-Ray technologies,

even though all the software implementation have

successfully

been finished and the system is up and running. How
well the XENIS performs directly depends on how
valid the calibration data set is, how detailed the
decision analysis has been done, and how much has
been learned from on-site operational experidnce.

enhanced the effectiveness of explosives detection.
The rigorous correlation of the TNA 3-D nitrogen
image with the X-Ray 2-1) high density image, the
novel agglomerization technique, the detailed
discriminant analysis of an extensive databam

The advantage of the ZT Scanner is that it provides
backscateringas well as transmission information on
the 2-D X-Ray images. The backscaterg X-Ray
image indicates the presence of materials with low
atomic numbers, which may be useful in
distinguishing plastic explosives. The preparation for
the FAA test of the combined TNA-EDS and ZT
Scanner requires minor modifications, which is
consistent with the idea of the multi-mod approach.

6. CONCLUSION

developed

by SAIC,

significantly

acquired on site, and the thorough qualification
process of simulants used for calibration, all
contribute to the robustness of the XENIS automated
decision.
The extensive airport operational
experience of the XENIS has proven valuable in

S. INVESTIGATION FOR THE XENIS
UPGRADE

identifying the factors critical to the sucoess of the
The multi-mode design of the XENIS makes the
system very flexible for future upgrades without
requiring any major modifications on the existing
design.
Two new X-Ray technologies were
investigated to assess the possibility of replacing the
current Astrophysics X-Ray Transmission Linescan
System.
They are the X-Ray Transmission
Computed Tomographic (C) Scanning technique
built by Imatron, Inc, and the X-Ray Transmission
and Backscater Tomographic (Zi) Scamning

XENIS. The multi-mode design of the XENIS has
made the system very flexible for fiu upgrades, as
demonstrated in the investigation of the CT Scanner
and the ZT Scanner.
NOTE
1. Linear Stastical Inference and Its Applications
by C. Rao, 2nd ed., Wiley and Sons, 1973.
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EXPLOSIVE DETECTION FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE BY DETEX,
A COMBINED X-RAY AND POSITRON-TOMOGRAPH SYSTEM
Hns W.Pongratz
DASA-MBB
Munich, Germany
1. SCOPE

3. DETEX CONCEPT
The DETEX-System (DETection of EXplosives) is
a multistage, automatic detection system for
explosives in checked luggage on airports. The
operating principle of DETEX combines a two energy
x-ray machine performing three-dimensional
reconstruction and a bremastralhings source with a
positron tomograph system and automatic threat
assessment algorithms. Special reconstruction
algorithms for the positron tomograph have been
developed for three-dimensional reconstruction of
activity distribution at low count rates. Results of
simulations and measurements are presented and
discussed.

The DETEX-concept is a multistage and multisensor
approch to the explosive detection problem. It
combines two energy x-ray systems which can take at
least three projections of a luggage sample and create
a three-dimensional approximation of the absorption
density and the atomic number distribution of
materials with an activation unit and a positron
tomograph system with good spatial resolution which
can create a nitrogen and oxidation agent density
distribution of the checked luggage piece.
A survey into possible materials in a piece of luggage
shows that nitrogen- or oxidant-agent carrier density
alone is not selective enough as a decision criteria.
Taking physical density and atomic number as wall
into wount gives a reasonable selective criteria, if
the spatial resolution is high enough to avoid
excessive false alarms (Fig. 3).

2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Investigations in recent terrorist attacks showed that
explosive charges smaller than one pound can destroy
an aircraft. At the moment a detection threshold of
sub-kilogram quantity of explosives in a camouflaged
format, found with a false alarm rate of less than

The nuclear measuremet component works by

0. 1%at a detection probability of greater than 99 %

activating nitrogen and other low threshold material

seems adequate. Smaller charges should be found
with higher false alarm rates (Fig. 1).

by bremastrahlug, which is a spectrum of hard irays. The brometrahlung is produced by a 14 MeV

electron bem tiking a heavy metal tigvL
The system shall have low susceptibility to
camouflage (shielding, sheet explosives, gastight
enclomement) and deception.

The x-ray comoments above the threshold of 10.8
MeV generte a (y, n)-rcton which transforms 1N

The system shall have a high throughput of at least

into 'N. 13N reacts kltber to 1C and a positrm. The
positron gets slowed dowa in the material md

600 bags per hour and shall be expandable to 30

eventually annihilates with ao electron producing two

bags per hour.

y-quanta in opposite directions. These coicident (in
time)y -quanta can be measured on opposing position

The system shall operate fully automatic until alarm
generation and must be integrated into standard
luggage handling systems on aiqorts. Low false
alarm rate is important to allow uinteuipted luggse

aensitive detector. Thus a lie can be defined where
theevent must have been with a w m of about
I cm (Fig. 4).

handling opetions.

From the sum of tho events a reconstructon
algorithm can P u the activity density i the
msaed sUn e. Activity densitibB of doth

The system shall be able to find nitrogen based high
performam explosives like TNT ad SEMTBX and

material, drugs, explosives ad metals are sfficiently

othe mixtures based on chlores, perchlort and
other oxidation agents in larger quantities (Fig. 2).

apart to discern regions of posi
teslution of about 2 cat
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explosives with a

Measurements with an Anger camera to prove the
spatial resolution at the anticipated low count rates
have been performed at UGM Medical Systems of
Philadelphia, USA and showed that a resolution of 1
cm can be reached (Fig. 8).

The resulting 511 keV annihilation radiation is hard
enough to penetrate usual luggage materials and to
allow nondestructive measurement of the activation,
Measurement can be in a small energy band (energy

resolution about 10%) which results in high signal to
A detailed measurement simulation of both the x-ray
and the (Fig. 9) Anger camera and a first version of
the reconstruction algorithms showed that TNT sheet
explosives as thin as 3 mm and down to about 50 g
of mass can be reliably found in a standard luggage
environment. As well a shielding of 5 mm copper,
which is activated by itself much stronger than the
explosive, can be penetrated and allows, for example,
to see whether a hollow cube of 5 cm edge length
and 5 mm copper walls contains explosives or not
(Fig. 10).

noise ratios. With this kind of energy resolution some
'y-quanta which are compton-scattered still can enter
the measurement device and result in some softening
of the resulting image. However, this effect remains
in tolerable limits due to the operation of the
reconstruction algorithm which tends to suppress
stray signals.
The complete DETEX-System operates in three
stages (Fig. 5). In the first stage the bags are
activated in the illumination chamber. Then the x-ray
machine takes three projections from the bag in two
energy bands. From these an absorption density and
an atomic number distribution of the bag is produced.
The (Fig, 6) activation is measured in the Anger
camera as a list of coincidence events. From these an
activity density map is produced. Mass and activity
density are correlated and coherent objects identified
and classified. These objects are used for a first
threat analysis. Unsuspect bags are cleared from the
process at this stage. Suspect bags are transferred
into a high precision computer tomograph which
produces a high resolution outline and density map of
suspect areas which takes some time and cannot be
performed on every hag in reasonable time. This is
the secoud stage of the process. Bags that can be

Materials like copper, silver or gold get activated
much stronger than nitrogen. This results in some
problems around the edges of thick materials, where
a halo is created, which could be mistaken as a sheet
of explosive on the metal and cause a false alarm.
Thse cases can be resolved in part by taking the xray images and inspecting the edges whether a
sufficient dense plastic material is actually there to
constitute an explosive lining or not. This is where
the high resolution of the computer tomograph is
needed and where the false alarm rate can be reduced
over that attainable in the first stage alone.
5. CONCLUSION

cleared are taken from the system now. Bags which
Taking these results together there is a good chance
for the DIX-Concept to answer the needs for an
effective explosive detection device which is operable
in an average airport (Fig, 11) environment. A vital
advantage is by separating illumination and
measurement resulting in a long life expectancy for
the Anger camera (20 000 h). There is permanent
access without radiation hazard except to the
illumination chamber.

are still suspect enter the third stage of the process.
Here the bags are recycled and reactivated at 17 MeV
- at the suspect areas only to avoid excessive
activation. At 17 MeV 110 gets activated at a notable
scale and Pllows assessment of "40 contents in the
suspect waea (Fig. 7).
Areas which contain enough nitrogen or oxidant agent
carriers like chlorine, phosphorus and fluorine and
enough oxygen to comprise an explosive charge of
sufficient size are considered as bombs and trigger an
alarm to initiate separate treatmeat by the operator of

The illumination unit as well has long life exp.ctancy
(30 000 h).

the possible bomb.
The system is highly modular and adaptable. High
spatial resolution translates into good resistance to
counteraeasures.

4. MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
with
14
MeV
Activation measurements
bremastrahlung to confirm the cros,-sections for the
(y-n) activation reaction have been performed by the
TITAN Company of Albuquerque, USA.

The rsidual activity of the luggage is far below
allowable limits for free handling and has short half
life (order of 10 minutes), which improves the chance
for public acceptance (Fig. 12).
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Conclusions:
*

DETEX meets all requirements

"

Vital advantages by separating illumination and measurement
- Long life expectancy of Anger Camera (20.000 h)
- Permant access without radiation hazard for operating
and maintenance except illumination chamber

"

Long life expectancy of illumination unit (30.000 h)

"

All important system components verified by experiments

"

High modularity

"

Best spatial resolution of all discussed methods results In
highest sensitivity and high resistance against counter
measures

*

Residual activity of luggage far below allowable limits

-

MBB has processing license for handling of explosives for
test measurements

FIG. ii
AbwehrundSchu.
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SELECTIVE GAMMA RAY RESONANT ABSORPTION
FOR
EXPLOSIVES DEITION
Colin Nicholls & J. Derwin King
Instrumentatioa and Space Research Division
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, TX
Floyd McDaniel
Ion Beam Modification & Analysis Lab
University of North Texas
Denton, TX

1. INTRODUCTION
The provision of improved security for passengers in
domestic and international travel is a high priority need
of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and other
government agencies. One technique currently inder
investigation is based on the resonant absorption in
nitrogen of 9.17 MeV gamma rays. Since explosives
contain a higher proportion of nitrogen than most
common materials, a high nitrogen absorption can be
used to infer the presence of explosives. This technique
is attractive in that the gamma rays used are of
sufficiently high energy that they can penetrate most
shielding that could reasonably be incorponrted into a
suitcase. However the method is more accrately a
nitrogen concentration detector rather than a specific
explosive detector and so false alarm rates from this
approach could be high. If a degree of chemical
selectivity (i.e. detection of explosives, rather than
nitrogenous compounds) could be incorporated into the
method, then false alarm rates might be reduced to a
low enough level to make this a particularly attractive
technique. SwRI has identified a promising method to
achieve this and has filed for a patent. In this modified
method, high energy gamma rays are used to penetrate
metal shields while a magnetic field is applied to
modulate the nuclear energy levels of selected nuclei
(I'N) in the material being tested. This modified
resonant gamma ray absorption approach will
potentially provide chemical sensitivity and specificity
to selected nitrogenous compounds, including some
explosives,
2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Despite the increasing threat from terrorist attacks and
substantial R&D expenditures by the FAA, no entirely

satisfactory technique for detecting explosives concealed
in airline baggage or mal has yet ben developed. The
previously developed methods are not specific to
explosives, have too high a fake alarm rate or they are
not able to inspect all bags.
However, some time ago, one of us (J.D.K.) filed an
invention disclosure which described a technique which
relies on combining the resonat absorption of 9.17
MeV gamma my photons by 'IN with additional
features that provide specificity to selected compounds.
Any nitrogenous materials placed in a beam of 9.17
MeV gamma rays will absorb these photons with a
relatively high cross-section. However, nitrogen in
some explosives (notably TNT and C4-the high-threat
plastic explosive) has nuclear quadrupole resonances
(NQR) at various frequencies in the 1-5 MHz range.
Application of a magnetic field of the appropriate
intensity (generally in the 200 - 1500 Gaum range)
causes the nuclei of hydrogen atoms, which are also
present in the explosive materials, to have an NMR
frequency co-incidentwith the nitrogen NQR frequency.
From our previous NMR work (Ref. 1,2), it is known
that this frequency co-incidence allows greatly enhanced
energy transfer between the hydrogen and nitrogen
nuclei and this effect strongly influences the proton
NMR characteristcs (for example, the NMR spin lattice
relaxation time, T1, of proton in C4 isreduced by a
factor of several thousand - Ref 3). Our present NMR
system for explosives detection utilizes this cross
coupling effect. It was postulated that this coincidence
would also affect the nitrogen esonant absorption of
gamma rays, possibly by changing the width of the
resonance line or by shifting the resonant ergy level
by a small amount. Hence, by varying the intensity of
the applied magnetic field about the level that causes
coincidence of the IH-NMR ad 'N-NQR in the
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material under test, it was anticipated that any effects
due to this coincidence will be shown as variations in
the absorption characteristics of the resonant gamma
rays. For example, if the resonance is broadened then
gamma ray energies which were previously outside the
resonance absorption line would be attenuated as they
move under the resonance curve.

Similarly, if the

resonant energy shifted, then the attenuation of "onresonance" gamma rays will be affected. Recently the
basic measurements needed to verify the existence of
such effects were carried out. It was believed that the
success of the measurements would demonstrate the
feasibility of a detection scheme which combines the
chemical selectivity of NMR with the capability to
These are
penetrate dense metallic shielding.
fundamental requirements for an entirely successful
explosives detector to meet the needs of airport security
as well as other portal inspection applications,
3. APPROACH
The experimental investigations were conducted at the
University of North Texas. The tandem accelerator at
the University of North Texas was used to generate
protons of approximately 1.7 MeV required for the
studies. Collision of these protons with a carbon-13
target generates high energy gamma rays (Figure 1).
At an angle of approximately 80.70 to the proton beam,
the doppler shift is of exactly the correct value to
produce a beam of gamma rays at an energy of 9.17
MeV -- the value required for resonant (maximum)
absorption by nitrogen-14 (Figure 2). These gamma
rays were directed through an explosive simulant
(powdered hexamethylenetetramine - HM'T) which
contains '4N in a molecular (crystalline) environment
that causes a nuclear quadrupole resonance to be
present. It was necessary to use explosive simulants
such as HMT to avoid difficulties in handling and
shipping explosive materials. Future studies will use
real explosives. Nitrogenous materials with no known
NQR resonances (e.g., liquid nitrogen) were to be used
as controls but difficulties with the accelerator severely
limited the useful beam time available to the study.
Controls were therefore achieved by other means,
which are described below. The test materials were
located in a magnetic field and irradiated with the
resonant gamma rays. The intensity of the gamma ray
transmission was monitored as the scattering angle
between the incident proton beam and the emitted
gamma ray beam was varied. Since the doppler shift
varies with scattering angle, by sweeping the detector
through various angles the incident gamma ray energy
is effectively varied.

To compensate for the effects of beam cutrent
fluctuations and the presence of magnetic fields, a
second gamma ray detector was used on the side of the
beam line opposite to the sample system. This detector
was used to detect the emission of 9.17 MeV gamma
rays (which are emitted in a cone of constant scattering
angle - 0=80.7*).

A gamma ray spectrum obtained

from this detector during one experiment is shown in
Figure 3. The peak centered at channel number 2550
is the 9.17 Mev Gamma ray photopeak, and the
smaller, broader peak centered at channel number 2400
is the first escape peak. Both peaks were included in
the data window, since both peaks represent the arrival
at the detector of a 9.17 MeV gamma ray. When the
magnet was switched on, the fringe field altered the
photomultiplier response, effectively reducing the
photomultiplier gain by about 30%. The 9.17 MeV
peak thus accumulated in channels centered around
1700. The counts detected in the sample detector were
normalized by dividing by the counts detected in the
reference detector. In order to properly define the
scattering angle (and hence the gamma ray energy) the
sample detector was collimated with four inches of
lead, except for the entrance aperture which was 2 mm
wide.
This represents an angular width of
approximately 0.25 ° .
After the proton beam had been calibrated to ensure
that the requisite 1.7 MeV protons were incident on the
13C foil, the first experiment was performed using a
melamine sample. This material was chosen because it
has one of the highest nitrogen concentrations available
in a conveniently handled material (-80% that of
liquid nitrogen). With a 10" long powdered sample in
no magnetic field, the scattering angle was varied to
map out the resonance which is shown in Figure 4.
The absorption dip is clearly seen. The depth of the
dip agrees with calculations based on published data
[Ref 4.]. If the sample goniometer were exactly
aligned with the proton beam axis, then the center of
the resonance should occur at 80.70. The data shows
a goniometer offset of approximately 1.1*, but since
this is just a constant offset which is defined by the
goniometer position, no adjustments were made.
After this result had been obtained, several
experimental difficulties severely reduced the available
beam time, during which useful experiments could be
performed. All of these problems were identified and
corrected, but they so severely reduced the time
available on the apparatus that only one sample with an
NQR signature could be studied. Fortunately this one
sample was enough to indicate the possibility of the
approach being feasible.
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in this experiment a 10" long cylindrical sample of
HMT powder was placed inside the magnet with its axis
aligned along the gamma ray beam. The scan was
begun at a scattering angle of 800 and the angle was
incremented in 0.20 steps except around the center of
the resonance where 0.10 steps were used. At each
position data was collected with no magnetic field
applied and then repeated, without moving the sample,
with an applied field of 800 gauss at the center of the
magnet. The homogeneity of the field was such that
the field at the sample was everywhere within the range
780.800 gauss. Since the proton NMR/ nitrogen NQR
cross-over region in HMT occurs at fields from 750
gauss to 820 gauss, all parts of the sample were
subjected to magnetic fields which satisfied the

The fits to the entire a set, shown in Figure 5 gave
the following valum

Baseln Depth

Width

Center

Magnet
Off

0.1201 0.0296 0.5690 81.89'

Magnet
On

0.1301 0.0241 0.343'

81.780

crossover condition. The results are shown in Figure
5.

As part of the fitting process, a technique called ajackknife fit (Ref. 5) was used to estimate the error in the

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Examination of Figure 5 shows there is appreciable
scatter present in the data. However there are certain
differences between the data sets, the most obvious of
which is that the 'Magnet on' data has a higher baseline
than the 'Magnet Off Data'. Unfortunately this may
not be significant, since the baseline, defined by the
ratio of the counts at the reference detector to the
counts at the sample detector far from resonance may
be influenced by the experimental configuration. It is
possible that the differences seen in the two baselines
might be due to a shift in the sample detector
calibration in the fringe field of the magnet. The two
calibrations (with and without magnetic field) required
two sets of energy windows to be set to observe the
9.17 MeV peak. Small differences between the true
widths of these two windows could account for the
small baseline shift ( 1% of reference detector count

rates) observed here.
To more quantitatively assess the differences between
the data sets, a computer program was written to fit the
data to a Lorentzian line shape of the form:
Y

A + B ( I + (the

where
Y

fitted parameters. This procedure works by taking the
entire data set, dropping the first point and then
calculating the fitted parameters. The first point is put
back in the data set, the second point is dropped and a
new set of fitted parameters is obtained.
This
procedure is repeated dropping each of the n points in
turn and generating n sets of fit parameers. The
uncertainty in the fit paramftrs is then estimated by
taking the standard deviation of the n sets of fits.
However a standard Chi Squared value is also geerated
as part of the fit and it was noted that 4im either of
two points (point numbers 2 & 5, corresponding to
scattering angles of 81.2 and 81.5 ) were dropped, the
Chi Squared paratmeter dropped by almost factor of
two suggesting that these points were outliers.
Examination of Figure 5 supports this hypothesis. The
fits were repeated excluding these points and the dta of
Table I were obtained.
The first line in Table 1 shows the pameters obtained

from fitting all points except the two that had already
been identified as outliers. The lower portion of the
table shows the parameters obtained when the point
number identified in column 1 was dropped. The
second line in Table 1 (labelled 'Mean' ) represents the
means for the paramets shown in the lower table and
third line shows the standard deviation of thes
parameters.
For visual comparison, the data is
presented in graphical form in Figures 6-8. Note that
no graph is shown for the baseline parameter, because
the differences observed in this parameter could be an
experimental artefiat, as previously described.

B

is the ratio of the counts in the two
detectors
is the baline ratio (far from
resonance)
is the depth of the resmance dip

0
0.

is the scattering angle
is the center of the resonance

A

Examination of Figures 4-6 appears to show sigificant
differences between the 'Man Ofr and 'Mapet On'

is the width of the reoance,

states. In particular the 'Magnet on' data appears to

A
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have a narrower and deeper resonance than the 'Magnet
Off' data and to be shifted by approximately 0.10. It
is not known what causes these changes.

3.

"Hydrogen-nitrogen Cross Relaxation in
Hexamethylenetetramine" R.Gonano et al. 3rd
Int. NQR Conf., Tampa Florida April 1975

The total absorption of the sample under the resonance
can be calculated by integrating the equation for the
resonance line shape. This yields an expression of the
f-'rm
r(x) = BA Tan-'(x)

4.

"Feasibility of Detecting FAA-Threat
Quantities of Explosives in Luggage & Cargo
using Nuclear Resonance Absorption in
Nitrogen*,Los Alamos nuclear Laboratory,
Advanced Nuclear Technology N-2, October
1989

Where the baseline parameter A has been arbitrarily set
to 0.

5.

"Estimating Error Limits in Parametric Curve

Fitting" M.S. Caceci, Anal. Chem. 61 (20)
Calculation of the integral oyer a range of 1.20 using
the values .215, .3, and .172 and .4 for B and A for
'Magnet On' and 'Magnet Off respectively, gives areas
r,.= 9.80 and r,,=9.85, which are identical to within
the experimental uncertainties.

1989 p 2324-2327

5. CONCLUSIONS
The data from these experiments appear to show that
there are significant differences in the resonant
absorption characteristics in a magnetic field intensity
selected to maximize the 'H- 14N cross-coupling effects
compared to that in no applied magnetic field. It is still
uncertain whether these effects are of a magnitude large
enough to be practically useful in the detection of
explosives in suitcases. It is also unknown what the
effects will be on real explosives, on materials with no
NQR resonance, on materials with NQR resonance but
at other fields or on materials with NQR resonances
irradiated with RF at their resonant frequency. The
various problems with the apparatus precluded these
determinations and further work is required to fully
address these issues.
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TABLE 1
Manet Off
Base
Fit
Mean
Std Dev
Drop Pt.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Man

Depth Width Center

Eue

Depth Width Center

1118.4 171.79 0.398
1120.0 173.47 0.404
13.3 11.30 0.054

81.89
81.89
0.0126

1277.2 215.43 0.299
1277.5 216.09 0.300
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0.329
0.411
0.397
0.397
0.397
0.429
0.375
0.382
0.395
0.405
0.353
0.408
0.582
0.375
0.401
0.426
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215.41
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0.300
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1. INTRODUCTION

conditions, will be tested with the sam

igid

standards.
In March 1990, the FAA Technical Center
established a Task Force of independeat consultants
to undertake testing and evaluation of the TNA
technology as implemented by SAIC at the JFK
airport. As a result of its work, the Task Force was
asked to prepare a protocol for the conduct of
operational testing of explosive detection systems
(EDS) for checked or carry-on airline baggage (bags,
contaiaors, etc). These results, in part, would also be
used to decide on FAA certification of bulk explosive
detection systems. This protocol is specific to testing
of production hardware, as opposed to R&D
brass/bread board models or prototype versions of the
system. This protocol is applicable to systems which
are automated (i.e., no human intervention used for
the detection process) and for those systems which do
not change the characteristics of the tested item as a
result of the item being tested. This protocol is only
applicable to systems based on detection of explosives
in bags via bulk properties (i.e., vapor detection
systems are excluded). Finally, although this protocol
was written to be applicable for the detection of
explosives in bags, much of it is applicable for the

For each application, the FAA will establish the
specific threat package (including size, shape, anmmt
and type of explosive) to be detected by the system.
Although there will be only one overall thret
package, one could envision (in a long range plan)
where technologies could be appropriate for, or apply
to, a subset of the threat package but not the total
package.
In order for the FAA to make a decision on the
operational effectivenes of the system, te FAA will
need to consider the:
a

Potential locations of the EDS;

0

Fraction of detectiom, f(d), of explMives
observed in the operational testig md
evaluation (OT&B) of the EDS;

0

Ftaction of fale alarms, f(fa), obsved;

*

Rate of processing of the contaiwn

, IL

detection of explosive devices.
Since different technologies may be considered in this
application, the protocol does not provide sufficiently

The FAA may als be inteest d in the trade-off
between the two fractions, especially for those
technologies/syaem which could readily adjust

detailed plans and procedure- #, allow one to test and

detection thresholds (thus affectig these fwtios).

evaluate any specific hardware system. However, it

Other fictor which may be considered by the FAA

provides the guidance and ftamewok to ensure that
all explo4ve detection systems, meeting the above

in determining the effetiveas
include:
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*

Reliability, maintainability, availability;

*

Cost, initial and annual;

0

Significant operational constraints
(environment, manpower, etc.);

0

Processing time distribution,

plan for the system under test. These may be
separated into two groups, general topics and specific
topics. The general topics are discussed in this
section, while the specific topics will be covered in
the next section. However, since this is a generic
protocol for a variety of explosive detection systems
(using different technologies), there may be some
additional factors which may need to be considered,
and the discussions that follow should not prevent any
additional factors from being included in the final test
plan if those factors are considered to be relevant.

The FAA will determine when the test will take
place, and will provide the test team, which will be
responsible for generating the detailed test plan,
preparation and execution of the test, analyses and
evaluation of the test data, and finally prepare a
report on the findings of all aspects of the operational
testing. The test team should have a test director, and
be composed of experts in the technology being
tested, test and evaluation planners, and analysts who
can design the statistical plan and conduct the
evaluation of the test results. An independent
observer should also be a member of the test team.
The individual should comment on all activities
associated with the testing and evaluation of the EDS.

2.1 Identification of the Measured Characteristics

All test baggage and test articles, threat explosives
(explosives or simulants) and personnel will also be
provided by the FAA.

Once the system to be tested has been identified, the
set of characteristics of the explosives that will be
measured in order to determine if a detection has
occurred has to be identified and specified. For
example, for the TNA system, one of the primary
characteristics of the explosive being measured is the
nitrogen content. Having done this, the test team
must determine if simulants can be identified which
will exactly mimic the explosive characteristics under
test. This determination must be made especially
when the use of explosives will be prohibited in the
operational test and evaluation (OT&E) of the system
at ai-rort facilities.

Section 2 provides some general requirements
associated with the operational testing process.
Section 3 addresses a set of issues that must be
considered and specific requirements that must be
fulfilled prior to the development of a detailed
operational test and evaluation (OT&E ) plan. In
Section 4, specific aspects of the detailed OT&E plan

In addition, any countermeasure techniques to be
included in !he testing should be identified prior to
the test initiation by the FAA, or by the test team in
consultation witb the FAA. Some systems have
relatively simple and effective countermeasures which
are obvious, while others may not have any known
countermeasures or only difficultly applied

are discussed. Section 5 deals with issues related to

counterneasures.

the conduct of the test, while Section 6 discusses the
data analyses and evaluations of the test data. Finally,
the appendices contain the statistical approaches
suggested for the analyses of the test data.

2.2 Identification of the Set of Threat Explosives
The set of threat explosives (type, shape and weight)
to be used in the OT&E testing must be specified by
the FAA. For example, the FAA may include as part
of the threat, that testing must be done using 2.0
pounds of sheet explosive of RDXIPETN base
(Semtex). The FAA must also specify the relative
frequency of expected occurrence for each item in the
set of threat explosives. The FAA should identify
whem in the containers the explosives should be
placed. For example, some explosives may be more
difficult to detect when placed on edge, or along a
wall of the container. Some systems will be more
scnsitive than others and thus this requirement
assumes knowledge of the system characteristics.

2. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
In order to develop a specific test plan, the test team
must consider all of the factors that may: (1)influence
the conduct of the test; (2) bias the measurements
related to the detection system under test; (3) affect
the results obtained from the test and/or the reliable
interpretation of those results. The test team must
establish the conditions under which the test is to be
conducted and the characteristics (i.e., attributes.,
variables) of any bag as it is processed by the system.
There are a number of steps or topics which must be
considered before developm=t of a final specific test
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2.3 Identification of Potential Bag Populatiom

threshold was raised (or lowered)- question cm be
answered, then the above requirement
manufacturer would not be necessary.

Since the FAA will designate where the EDS will be
located, the test team must determine the

characteristics of begs typical of those that will be

n the

2.5 Mamldactuisr/Cosactor PartidpIadu

processed by the system when placed at those

designated airports. Thus, data mutt be collected on

Although the test team imy be required to rely

actual passenger bags that will be processed at those
facilities. Further, data may need to be collected over
a sufficiently long period of time in order to be able
to reflect seasonal and bag destination diffeences,
unless that data is already available from other
sources. The data bane should cntain observations of
all the major characteristics that will be measured by
the detection system being tested. This databasewill
be used by the test team to select representative
groups of test bags, when required to do so. The
actual set of bags used for testing could be: (1) actual
passenger bags; (2) fabricated by the FAA appointed
team; or, (3) selected from the set of FAA 'lost"
begs. Bag selection is a crucial topic in designing a
test plan which is fair and effective. For additional
information on bag selection techniques, ae
subsection 3.1.

heavily on the zmmfacem/contm
or personal for
support in conducting the testiu, pcedures "u
be established to minimiz the possibility the
manufietur could affect the rmuttl of the te.
Toward this end, the fanufactum may be required
to train FAA chosem permnel to operate the system
during the test. The personnel choen should be
representative of the types that will be eapected to
operate the system if it is indeed placed in te bed
of the airpotairline conyanes.
2.6 Test Sites
All EDS hardware "0
be tested at tither the
airport facilities where they might be located, or at m
FAA 4dicated test site designed to acmmWda the
OT&E process. If the testing is at an FAA dedicaled

site, the distinct big popultion samples
2.4 System Calibration and Threshold Settings

gerated; however, tre

simu.nta

ead to be

should not be a ned to use

since the use of explosives

old be

This protocol was developed for systems which are
tot lly automatic in their response. That is, they are
to be operator independent. The manufacturer will
not be allowed to change or modify the settings of the

is conducted at irpor, then
allowed. If the ti
the bag populations ae available (pmameqW bas),
assuinp the tes are oadwctd ovar the varlow
aso= which might iflunce the charcteristica of

system once t too for a given bag population has
been initiated. Thus the manufacturer should be

the bap. In mo cae, the us of explosives will ot
be ac" ble awl uinulaats will be mquired. (in

allowed to have access to the set of bag populatioas
that will be used for the OT&E testing so that they

either case, sinulauta nay be needed if oas wants to
check the system while Oey are openional at the

can determine the associated response of the system
to the characteistics, AMd thus libNe the system

various airpots.) A mqjor disadvantage of airport
tting that thees
cOMl
inupt oproM at

and establish the threold settings prior to any
testing by the FAA. However. the rmnufmctrer
should not be given any details as to the reltive
frequency of threat occurwa and location of the
threats in the bags, since it is the intent to make the

the airpo Oa the ohr baud, ifte DS is to be
used in counco with oer systems. l4 dy in
pla at the alpr there would be no nwd to haw
to provide the other hardware at te ddkabd st

tests as blind as possible. The manufacturer should

All things takm ito acount, the Ferd test t

provide the FAA with the complete calibration

would be an FAA dedicated sit

ti,

-.

fac,

ted can store the bac d

Howemr, at thi

be wriae

for airport

faclites, sace reaiically, it would take sverl
years to obtain mach a site, and in the interim the
only practical l sites would be the aiports.

While the manufactarer is establishing the treshold
settings, they should also be required to provide the
FAA test team with the relationship between f(fa) and
f(d), a a function of the dvod
setting. This data
should be made available prior to the OT&E testing
to help answa the 'What If' questions. If the system

bei

the protocol mu

3. SPECIFIC RE.MU

EMENTS

Before a test plan can be developed. it is emential to

so that, after the

know where the tWO will take pao sad ls

the- wha would happim to the f(d) if the

constmini
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thatwill be placed n the useof theat

constraints/conditions placed o x measurements
associated with f(d) and f(fa) determinatiops. FPr
example, the size and weight of a tezt bag ny be
restricted, their destination &nd/ortime of year may
be specified, etc. One must first Address the issue of
the number of different populations of bags which the
system will be expected to process. Different
applications or situations may be such that the
distribution of the observed values of the
characteristics being measured by the system will
change significantly from one application to another.
If it is determined that these differences are important
to the determination of f(d) and f(fa), then the
different bag populations should be used for the
OT&E testing.

during the tests. The preferred location of the tests
should be at the airports where the hardware systems
will be used. Further, it is preferred that actual
explosives samples be used when testing for the
detection capability of the system. Finally, it is
preferred that actual passenger bags be used when
testing for both the detection and false alarm
capability of the system. Unfortunately, it may not be
possible to conduct the operational tests in the above
preferred manner. The test team must first determine
what deviations will take place and use alternative
methods for achieving as realistic and meaningful
tests as possible, given these deviations,
If the tests can not be conducted at airport facilities,
it most likely will not be possible to use passenger
bags to test for the fraction of false alarms, f(fa). It
may also be difficult to address operational
processing rates of bags through the system. If on the
other hand the tests can be conducted at airport
facilities, then it may not be possible to use actual
explosive samples, but may require the use of
simulants. Under either situation, the test team must
determine the set of bags that should be used in
testing for both -f(d) and f(fa). The selection pocess
will be e rended on where the testing will take place.

At this stage of the planning phase, it is assumed that
the test team has identified the potential set of
different bag populations. Further, the test team has
established the various factors which are significant
in determining if an explosive has been detected. The
test team now needs to collect data to determine the
final set of populations that will be tested. In order to
evaluate these bags, the data collected should be the
numerical values of the measured characteristics, as
opposed to detect/no-detect.
In order to collect this data, it is recommended that
the system under c sideration be physically located
at those airport facilities for which the potential
baggage populations can be observed. For each of
these locations, the system manufacturer should be
informed by the FAA what maximum fraction of
false alarms will be acceptable, so that the system can
be properly calibrated and the threshold (for
alarming) established.

In summary, the three specific areas that may have to
be addressed before the test team can develop the
detailed test plan for the conduct of the OT&E of any
system are: i) identification of the set of distinct bag
populations that must be used in the OT&E of the
system, ii) identification and selection of the threat
package to be used in the testing of the system, and
iii) specification of the procedures used to measure
baggage processing rates.

One of the most important aspects of the test plan and
subsequent analyses is the selection of the bags to be
used for the tests, These bags must reflect the type of
bags that will be operationally encountered and
processed by the system, over time and at various
locations. Bags which are destined for one location,
Pt a given time of year can be expected to be packed
with different items than bags going to a different

For each of the potential bag populations, the
manufacturer will process passenger bags from these
populations and provide the test team with the
measurements of the explosive
observed
characteristics for each processed passenger bag. A
sufficiently large sample of processed bags is
required, so as to obtain a reasonable estimate of the
multi-variate frequency distribution of the set of
characteristics being measured (for each of the
populations). At the same time, data will be collected
on the f(fa), which could be of use to the

location, or even going to the samine location, but at a

manufacturer in establishing and/or reconfirming the

different time of year. The contents of the processed
bags, and the effect it will have on the measurements
that will be taken of the characteristics of the
explosive, must be considered in any test plan.
Toward this end, the FAA will specify the

calibration and threshold setting. If the distributions
for one or more of the potential populations are not
statistically different, then the data from those
populations should be pooled to represent one
population. In this manner, a new set of populations

3.1 Identification of Distinct Bag Populations
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will be established which will represent the fini 9A

select the appropriate groups of test bap (when this

of populations that will be tested during the 01&E.
It should be mentioned that the pooling process iEnot
rigorously defined and will require a consideble
amount of judgemeat.

is required) and/or produce simulards of explosives
(when this is requited) the folloing seeds to be
est.ablished:

S
Some statistical approaches o making this
determination are given in Appendix A.

UThe
characteristics of the explosive that an
being meaured.
The bq re led item which affet the

If it is not physically possible to cond.4t the testing
at the airport facilities, then the test team must
prepare a set of bags from each of the potwtial bag
populations, and conduct the tests at alternative sites,
This will require the test team to know the bag
characteristics, as measured by the system, for ewch
of the populations. To this extent, some uncertainty
will be introduced into the OT&E process, si=ce the
true bag populations are defined by tLe ar-tual
passenger bag populations and the test team is
generating artificial populations. In this sitution, the
test team must attempt to prepare these sob of bags
to be as close to the populations of inteaYt as
possible.

ciuactit-ics, and if the syste' reading of
that ch cteritic, with an explosive in th
bg are " tiive (that is, will tLe obserwv
value of the charactieristic of as explocive in
a bag, be statistically equal to the oburved
value of t& bag plus the oberwved value of
te explosive without the bgt).
UThe
reiohip bawee the m ued
values of the Charactaistcs and the shAp,
weight and type of explosive being
consideted.
The distribution of the observed
meamzrtmeaft on the characteristics of the
explosive. Are the differeal bmteisica

*

3.2 Identification and Selection of the Threabs

related or indepeadeul of each othe
The threat as specified by the FAA for the EDS
should include:

The discrimnate fumtion bm* usd to

*

type of explosive (C-4, PEMN, etc.);

Cbavactuiso.ea

•

minimum quantity (mas);

*

shape (bulk, shot,thickness, ek.);

*

relative frequency of use of each threat;

If w. all possle, the COT tcAt &=W
shoud
dow
usig ftt4es of the a0ip-ito dtW. &3rOd by dhe
FAA. Al explosive sOMOW &VU N) verified malive

*

the location of the thr, ttin the container;

to type, pity. we

ssitilae the couvrid valsn
into

a

of tdo

4*W-act

decision. Tis will be impotw to k~om '
uimalants wil be tequirad in --

thAt

*

ck_

t

, lad dv

f

A coapontio, if
-tk

'f or tim sysm beift

the set of containers to be used (begs,
electronic devies, etc.) and any pertinent

tost- U; Ogdis&- a4,Mlbido&- by anm epomdm
laboragoy. Uw un
of samtles of each thrul

features;

type to d
-Maod
by the te dwp, "s is t**
anaiuhm, of difrmn bags benS; pmewd ad the

potential countm

-iiily of the w sawmeun
of the ebmteislics
of diffiert ampki of each threa type.

As has been aated before, any detecton system mist
measure a Wt of characteristics associated with the
explosivelbag as it passes through the system, and
based on thesu measurements, decido if a thtw &,%
present. In order to develop a meaningful ted,pled,
the test plner need to know the chmutenistic of
the explosive tbtt are being meauted by the sywtm
and how these mes ements might be affected by the

If, bo"v,". sinwiats mit bo used Mlmed of
eipk*veubeuse the explosives to be LtA wW ad
I.- .iiow
at the Miilfor thea it is impot Wt
w-.me that the siimlants hfuly reptsew the
explosive relative to the chatrwtics of th
explosives that are mesmued by the systm md vusd
for the detecdon prues. In one to do this, mcb

iunsdm, Mpreamfisa qwific

container in w'i-h the threat is plced. In oder to
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M of a p,r msW

To ensure :hat tie -.xplosives ae what they were

&nd the simulants. One purpose of using the same
empty bags on each run is to collect data to evaluate
if the system has Omemory', in that if higher vahes
of charw.teristics are being measured on a given run
(as a result of ten bags containing explosives or
siatulants) then the system might be reading higher

purported to be and to inspect their purity, du.plicate

on all bags, inciuding the empties. A second purpose

analyses of each explosive should be performed by an
independent laboratory. Samples for the analyses
should be taken from the explosives under the
supervision of the test team.

is to collect large quantities of data of a selected
number of bags to estimate the variability of the
measurements from th5 selected bag set. This should
be used to reconfirm the bag selection process for

explosive, must be cumpared to the actual mass of
read explosive matrial with the system being teste,
The simulant and explo&ive should both be in the
same geometrical shape, i.e., sheet or block,

validation testing and to help guide the test team in

Once the explosives have been checked and the
simulants produced (the number of each simulant type
should be determined by the test team and should be
adequate to ensure that a sufficient quantity will be
available for the OT&E testing), a validation test is

the bag selection process for testing at an airport
terminal. The test team must monitor all aspects of
the validation testing, record data for each bag
processed, verify the sequencing of bags through the
system, place all explosives and simulants in the

required to verify that the simulants are faithfully
repr,eenting the explosive. Obviously, the validation
testing cannot be done at a, airport facility. The
following otlin, the -e'ouiaunded procedure for
the valhd,tion testing of the simulants.

appropriate bags, and observe the verification tests of
each of the samples of explosives used for
comparison against the simulants,

1) Test P.)ixures. The simulant validation test
design should b- based on placement of the explosive
in bags repretntative of the total set of r opulation of

2) Test Results. The detailed data collected on each
hag will be maintained by the FAA. The mean value
rnd standard deviation of the measurements of the
characteristics for empty bags, the bags with
explosive and the same bags with the simulated

bags being tei ed, and recording the value of each of
the characteristics the system uses in the detection
process. Using the sane set of bag; and rtplacing tho

explosive sWould be recorded and compared, For each
characteristic, its mean value for the bags with an
explosive is compared to its mean value for the bags

explosive with its simulated explosive in the snac
location, the test is repeated. Each time, the explosive
(or simulant) is placed in the same location of the
bag. Note: if possible, the seloction of the location

with the simulated explosive and F-tests and t-tests
are condwled. A priori, the test team should select
th critical region for both the F and t-test (reject the
hypothesis that the simulant is representative of the

should be such as to provide high signal-to-noiw ratio
in order to facilitate the explosive-simulant

explosive with roespct to the characteristics being
considord), usually selected to be at the a-5%

comparison, All bags should be samp.ed at least ten
times with the explosivo, with the corrcsponding

level.

simulant and with neither. By comparing the average
and the variances of the readings of the
characteristis with explosives in the bag, with the
average and the variances of the readings of the
characteristics with the simulated explosive in the
ame bag, oue can dctermine the validity of each
smulant.

Bad on this data, one accepts or reici s those
simulants using the t twst. The rejected simulants may
be reworked (if possible) and rerun through the
system. This procs may be cimlinued in an attempt
to validate as nany simulants as possible. For overall
confination, one can run an Anal)is of Variance,
testing that the differences of the mean value of the
charag.teristic of the bags with explosives from the

For example, in order to test, sQy, simulants of ten

mean value of the characteristic of the bags with

explosive types identified by FAA, fifteen bags,
covering the population range of the characteritics
being meaured, are recommended for use. Five
empty bags (containing neither explosive nor
simulant, but only the contents of the bag) would he
randomly placed among the ten bags containing either
explos.ives or simulants on every one of the major
runs that are used to obtam data on the explosives

s.imulated explosives wer zero (die F-test, with the
asociated test of homogeneity). The detailed
statistical approach that can be used for the validation
process is contained in Appendix B.
The validated simulants rhould immediately be put in
the cu.tody of the lest team who will then deliver
them to the tea site at the appropriae time. If the
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simulant characteristics can change ovr time, the
simulants should be revalidated after appropriate time
periods,

interference with the automatd processing function,
etc., which should be reported in the final report on
the OT&E activities.

3.3 Bag Proemsing Rates

Appendix C provides the statistical approach for
analyzing ad reporting the beg processing rate.

Avery significant aspect of the operational suitability
of the system is the average time required to process
each bag, R. If this time is excessive, the airlines will
have difficulty in incorporating the system so ,s te
not affect its schedule of activities. It wilt be
necessary to collect data on this operatiotially
important issue, while conducting the various tests
associated with the estimation of the detection and
false alarm rates.

3.4 Pre-Testg
Prior to the full scale operational teting, the test
team should conduct a pre-t#t to determine if the
system can meet the FAA requirements against a
but limited number of target bags randomly
std
intermingled with a standard but limited number of
normal bags. In this mawer, the test team can proscreen systems without having to undergo the
complex ritual of the OT&E, since mn* system' test
results do not tend to be *near misses' and could
easily be sorted out in such a pr-test. The above
standards could also serve as system cres
comparison set.

The first time that operational data can be collected
is when the test term is testing to determine the final
set of bag populations. During these tests, procedures
should be established to ensure that meaningful data
is collected on the time required to process the bags
being tested. It will be important to collect individual
processing times for each bag, as opposed to the total
time required to process a number of bags, so that
the mean and the variance of the processing time can
be determined. The second time that operational data
canb collected is during the OT&E tests. It may be
more difficult to collect &ta at this time since more
test activity is being conducted (such as placement of
explosives in bags, marking bags, etc.) which might
have an effect on the process times. However, with
care, additional processing time data should be
available from these tests.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE OT&E FLAN

4.1 Genera Factors
At this point in tim, the test team should be aware
of all factors that may influence the conduct of the
test as well as the meamuements related to the
detection process as implemented by the technology
being used in the EDS and be ready to develop the
OT&E. The following items address various factors
that should be considered in developing the detadled
test plan.

If the above testing is conducted at airport facilities,
the collected processing time data should be fairly
descriptive of the operational processing time of the
system. If however, the testing cannot take place at
an airport facility, then the test team must set up the
testing fwility to mimic the airport facilities of
interest. Here again, some artificiality will be built
nato the collection of this data.

The test design 3hould be as robust as
possible so as to lend itself tu studies of as
many operational factors a possible. All
planned pre- and post-test ativities should
as the test
be clearly identified, es %vl
activities, to all concerned parties-who,
when, how, where, why, etc.

Since almost all of the operational processing will
t.o' place with passetger bags (not containing
explosives), the processing rate data should be
geaerated with that testing associated with the false
alarm rate estimation. Toward this end, processing
time should be asswiated with each bag, including
the re-p-ocessing of a bag when an initial false alarm
has occurred.

r vta collection should be automated (if
possible) and also maually recorded by
independent " coilectors. At a min-mum,
the collectors should identify and record the
order and bag number of each bag entering
the system and record each alarm respome
nd appropriate data. All rins should be
numbered, and the time of each run
recorded. Basically, one should collect

The test team should record any malfunctioning of
the system, unusual processing activity, manual

sufficient data to be able to rereate the
complete time history asociate with each
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bag and with each threat. Toward this end,
the test team should consider the use of
blind bar graph labeling techniques, with all
reading done by hand-held bar graph
readers, with the data automatically fed to a
central processing unit. All bags, threats and
countermeasure items should be bar graph
labeled.

prime part of the test plan. It should be emphasized
that the test team should be allowed flexibility in case
of unanticipated data outcomes, and they should not
be rigorously held to the initial plan. However, the
initial hypotheses of interest and the associated
criteria should not be changed.

Test conditions should be clearly understood
and agreed to by the system operators.
Specific evaluation plans, including all test
conditions, should be reviewed by the system
manufacturer and the system operators. The
FAA test director will determine if the plan
is complete and suitable for the system under
test.

In order to determine the number and the
characteristics of thz bags from a distinct population
of bags (generated by the process described in
Section 3), to be used in the testing, it is assumed
that data collected on bag characteristics from that
population have been collated so as to statistically
describe the multi-variate frequency distribution of
the characteristics. The data base for a specific
population should be used by the test team to assist in
the selection of the actual set of test bags that will be
used in the OT&E test. The set of bags to be used
could be (i), selected from FAA-held 'lost' bags;
(ii), fabricated by an FAA appointed team; or (iii),
actual passenger bags. When non-passenger bags
mus. be used, it would be beneficial if the test team
could use several groups of bags, for each given
population, each group representing a typical set of
bags for that population.

4.3 Selection of Test Bags

If appropriate, the acceptable minimum f(d)
and maximum f(fa) required to certify the
EDS should be clearly identified to the test
team. All confidence statements will be made
at the 95% level,
The primary response variable is binary,
i.e., detection/no detection.
How the bags will be screened through the
system should be determined including where
operators will be required in this process and
the typical time required to process a bag, or
a group of bags.

For each of these different populations, there are
three different methods for selecting bags.
1) Selecting Representative Bags When NonPassenger Bags Are Required. For each of the
different populations, designated in Section 3, a set of
test bags needs to be available, which reflect the
multi-variate frequency distribution of the
characteristic measurements of bags from that
population. In this method, one should try to use a
stratified sample of bags froru that population. For
each characteristic, its range is partitioned so that an
equal frequency of observations are observed in each
of the partitions. This generates a number of multidimensional cells such that the marginal frequencies
of occurrence of each characteristic are equal. Then
the multi-variate frequency in each cell is observed
and a proportional number of bags are selected to
represent each of the cells.

Will the system be able to automatically
adjust the detection threshold and how?
What is the relationship between the fraction
"f detection, f(d), and the fraction of false
alarms, f(fa), as a function of th- detection
threshold level? This relationship will require
the contractor to conduct testing of various
bag populations while the threshold is varied,
4.2 Data Analysis Plan
The specific analysis plan should be developed prior
to any testing. The analysis plan must describe the
data that will be required to be collected during thtest, show how the data will be analyzed, and the
statistical tests that will be used in analyzing the
collected data. It is advisable to exercise the data
analysis plan by generating artificial data and
performing the analysis on that data. The resulting
proposed data collection and analyses should be the

For example, if 20 cells are established (each cell
representing 5% of the population which has the
multi-variate frequency of the characteristics as
represented by that cell), one bag should be selected
from each of the cells, each bag having the
characteristics associated with that cell. This would
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generate a sample of 20 test bags representative of
the population. If a sample size of 40 is required,
then 2 bags should be selected from each cell, etc.

4.4 Number of Test Bags Required

If it is not possible to do the above because, for
example, the number of characteristics is too large to
allow for this approach, delete the least critical

The number of observations required for the test will
depend on the values of the FAA-provided minmm
f(d) and the maximum f(a). The required number of
tests against bags with explosives will vary between
4500*f(d)*(1f(d))and l500*1(d)*(l-f(d)),depending

characteristic and continue, reducing the set of

on the assumptions underlying the analym and the

characteristics until the process can be accomplished,
The unaccointed-for characteristics can, then be
handled by statistical techniques. Alternatively,
ensure that at least onetag is selected f6r each of the
non-zero cells, and then use the same statistical
techniques to account for the nonrepreentative
sample of bags.

methodology used for acceptance. For bags without
explosives, one replaces f(d) with f(a) and ues the
same formula. (See Appendix C for detailed
formulation of the required sample size as a function
of the Luumptions on confidence statements and/or
hypothesis testing.) When passenger begs are not
being used, it is recommended that the number of

observations be obained by sampling a given beg
.enother possibility is to estimate the correlation
betweec t1; variabies being measured and attempt to
use a transformation function which might assist in
the above process.

without the explosive and the same bag with the
explosive threat a minimum of six tims each, thus
requiring approximately 1/6 of the above numbers.
It is further recommended, that these bags be chosen
such that there ae multiple groups (i.e., 6 groups of
bags) which are each representative samples of the
population being considered.

2) Selecting Bags at Random. If the above process is
not possible, because of the large number- of
characteristics or not having an understanding of the
correlation between the characteristics, etc., one can
take statistically random samples from the population
of bags.

If the "Red Team" approach is being used, it may not
be possible to test each bag with ad without
explosives.
4.5 Selection of the Number of Tre

3) Using Passenger Bags. If the system is set up at an
airport terminal, which is the preferred location for
conducting the OT&E (that terminal handling bags
from one of the chosen populations), one can use
passenger checked bags to test for the false alarm rate
of the system (as was discussed in Section 3). To test
for the detection rate, one can, with the cooperation
of the passengers, use their bags for incorporating
explosives (or simulants), or by using a "Red Team"
to package bags, with explosives or simulants, going
to the same destinations as the other passenger bags.
These bags should be clearly identifiable to the test
team (but not the system operators) so that they can
be retrieved once they have been processed. Under
this approach, the "Red Team" determines what will
be placed in the bag and where it will be located.
This approach will provide f(fa), for the time period
being observed, using actual passenger bags, and f(d)
either using the modified passenger bags or fabricated
bags.

Artides

The number of threat articles (explosives or
simulants) to be used for the fraction of detection
determination will depend, in part, on the number of
bags available to conduct the testing. For each
defined threat, multiple samples may be required to
facilitate the testing. For example, if there are 5
distinct threats (one threat could be 2.5 pounds of
TNT), then, one might want 4 samples of each threat
so as to provide 20 test articles. The determination of
the number of detection test articles must be made
early in the planning process if simulants are
required, so that the simulant validation testing can be
conducted prior to the OT&E testing.
5. TMIT EXECUTION
For the purposes of this section, it is asamed that all
parts of the previous sections of this protocol have
been carried out. Thus the test team has examined
and learned about the explosive detection system to
be tested, and has a complete understanding of all the
relevant technical issues and characteristics of the
system. (If the test team does not fully understand the
system to be tested, they may not be able to assure

The recommended approach is to use passen$ tr bags
("Red Team' approach), if that is possible; if not the
second choice would be using selected representative
bags.
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the FAA that the system has been adequately tested.)
It is also assumed that the test team has access to the
raw data as well as any processed data of the critical
characteristics of the explosives and the baggage as
being measured by the system. They have selected
the set of bags to be used in the testing and
understand how these bags represent the population of
bags being considered. Finally, it is assumed that the
test team has determined the threat samples to be
used for the OT&E testing.

and at the conclusion of each day's test, in order to
provide assurance and documentation that the system
response has not changed significantly during the test
sequence. If the test team determines that the system
response has changed over the testing period, the test
may have to be repeated, unless an acceptable answer
to why it occurred can be provided to the test team.

The following areas should be considered by the test
team in the execution of the OT&E testing.

*

5.3 Other Areas
The test team shall directly supervise the
placing, moving or removing the threats in
the bags being tested.

5.1 Contractor Independence
The test team should control the threats with
an established chain-of-custody procedure.

Although the test team may be required to rely
heavily on the contractor personnel for support in
conducting the tests, procedures need to be
established to minimize the possibility that the
contractor could affect the results of the tests.
Toward this end, at least one member of the test team
should:

At the end of each day of the testing, print
outs of all test data should be collected by
the test team; a backup package should be
available for the FAA, and this data retained
for possible future use/confirmation.

Participate in supervising and overseeing all
operations of each test including placement
of threats in bags, numbering and sequencing
bags through the tested system, and
identifying and manually recording data on
each bag as it was being processed;

All available data should be collected, even
if some will not be used immediately. At a
mininrun, threshold values and alarm/noalarm readings on each item tested should be
recorded. All parties should sign off on the
data packages each day.

Verify that any internal computer
identification system does not affect the
measurement system;

The system manufacturer should be informed
of all data requirements (by the test team) as
early as possible.

*Disconnect computer modems and any other
outside manipulative devices to isolate the
system from the outside world. If at all
possible, the system manufacturer should
train FAA chosen personnel, who will

Prior to any testing, dry run each significant
set of test conditions, to insure that the
system is functioning in an operational
mode.

operate the system during the test. The
personnel chosen to operate the system
should be representative of types that are

If possible and appropriate, all tests and test
activities should be video/audio recorded.

expected to operate the system when it is in
the field, in terms of education, experience,
IQ, etc.

The system being tested will be used as set
up by the manufacturer, i.e., there will be
no non-routine changes or adjustmeats made
during the evaluation testing.

5.2 System Reproducbaiity
5.4 AnExample
During all test periods, the test team should collect
data on measurement reproducibility by taking
repeated measurements of a controlled set of bags.
For example, over the test period, a set of control
bags should be repeatedly processed before, during

In order to provide a model that could be used for the
actual testing, the following is provided. For
explanatory purpose only, it will be assumed that 20
threats are available to conduct the test. If passenger
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bags cannot be used, then it is suggested that for each
of the bag populations, six groups of twenty bags
should be selected to be representative of that
population. If it is not possible to "reproduce* the
distribution because an adequate number of bags to
select from is not available, one could correct for this
discrepancy by using a statistical weighing process on
the data to better match the distribution.
After having selected the six groups of twenty bags,
randomly order the bags in each group with the first

6. ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF OT&E
TEST
Once the OT&E tets have been completed, the test
team will be required to prepare a report of the test
findings. The testing program should have produced
most of the following data and information:
*

Detection characteristics measured;

*

Set of explosives/simulants used;

group, called Al, A2, ... , A20, the second group
called BI, B2, ..., B20, etc. To accomplish this, one

can use a random number generator, such as a table,
and select a number. Next, the first 10 B bags are
randomly intermingled with the first 10 A bags and
the second 10 B bags with the second 10 A bags.
Twenty threats are then randomly assigned to the 20
A bags. Each newly defined group of ten A and ten
B bags are then processed through the system. Each
time the group of twenty bags is processed, the threat
location in the bag is changed by flipping and/or
twisting the bag; see Figure 1 for the 15 locations in
the bag and the 9 starred locations that should be
used. The threats are then transferred to the B bags
in the group and again processed through the system.
In this manner, one is able to obtain measurements
on A bags with threats and B bags without and on B
bags with threats and A bags without, obtaining 9
observations on each bag. One then moves on to test
with C & D bags (using the same process - replace A
with C and B with D) obtaining 9 observations on
each combination. Finally one tests with E & F bags
(using the same process--replacing C with E and D
with F) obtaining 9 observations on each
combination. The total number of observations on
empty bags is 1080 while the number of observations
on bags with threats is 1080, with each threat being
tested in 6 different bags, and in 9 locations in each
bag.

Bag

populations

used,

including

justifications;
*

System calibration results;

*

Threshold settings used;
Number of bags used and the selection
process;
Simulant validation data, as appropriate;
Detections observed data;
False alarms observed data;

*

Bag processing rates data.

Using procedures such as those presented in the
appendices, the above information will provide the
following.
The fraction of detections observed, for
different bag populations and different
threats;
The fraction of false alarms observed for
different bag populatious;

The processing rate of baggage through the

Before running the six groups of twenty bags
through, two control bags should be processed
through the system 10 times (one bag without a threat
and the second bag containing one of the threats).
This set of two bags should be procssed in a similar
manner at various times during the tests and also at
the end of each day. Comparing these mea-,rements
assures the test team that the system readings are not
varying over the duration of the tests.

EDS.
Although the appendices provide procedures for
calculating the above three items, it should be
understood that there may be modifications to the
procedures to accommodate different systems
undergoing the testing and testing conditions. Thus
the appevdices are suggested procedures but the test
team has the responsibility to correctly apply those
procedures or to modify or revise them to provide
scientifically corrc and defensible data analysis
methods.

3.5"

tested bag populations ae equally likely, statified
sampling of the bag populatious is used, and a11
thrints and locations tested are equally likely, then
f(d)=(# of detections)/(total # of possible

detections);
f(fa) = (# of false aLarms)/(total # of possible

fase alarms);
R=(time required to process all bags)/(# of

bags processed).
If any one of the above assumptions is not true, then
these fractions must be computed for appropriate
subsets of the test data and these fractions weighted
to account for any differences (for example, if the
bag populations or threats are not equally likely).
How this can 'e done is described in Appendix C. At
some point the test team should provide a composite
fraction for the OT&E test for use by the FAA.
Finally, the test team report should contain all of the
raw data generated in the testing, as well as the
reduced data, and include all of the detailed
calculations showing the complete test design and
how the results were obtained from the data
collected. This report should be sufficiently detailed
and transparent so that any competent technically
trained individual should be able to completely follow
the testing system and results to its logical
conclusion.
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APPENDIX A: SELECTION OF BAG
POPULATIONS
Given that a set of potential bag populations has been
identified and data collected on each of these
populations (data in terms of the measurements of the
characteristics being obtained by the system being
tested), the test team must determine the final set of
populations to be used. There are a variety of
approaches that can be used. One approach would be
to use all of these populations of bags and ignore the
fact that several of these populations might be
statistically the same. This approach might be
required if data cannot be collected to compare these
populations. A preferred approach is to reduce the
number of different populations that need to be tested
to a minimum by comparing each of the populations
with each other and combining those that are
statistically the same.
In order to do this, one must be able to compare the
bag populations as defined by the measures of the
critical characteristics used by the EDS in its attempt
to detect the existence of an explosive threat. Thus an
operational system must be placed at each airport
being considered, so that each of the associated bag
populations can be processed th;'ugh the EDS. This
does not have to be done simultaneously so a single
system could, if necessary, be moved from airport to
airport or be operated over different seasons. The
system should be recalibrated for each airport/season
so as to produce the FAA specified f(fa) for the
population being considered.
Once the EDS is installed and properly calibrated, the
data base for the population should be developed by
recording the observed values of the characteristics,
a{), and whether or not a false alarm has occurred.
This should be done for a large number of bags that
are routinely checked at the airport. The number of
bags so processed should exceed 5000 for each
season of interest. Once the data base has been
developed for all airports/seasons of interest, one can
compare the associated a{} for each airport/season to
determine if any of the populations are statistically
the same and hence can be pooled. A multi-variate
Analysis of Variance can be used to test the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between any of
the populations as far as their multi-variate means are
concerned. Of course, one must test for homogeneity
first. If this hypothesis is accepted, then there would
only be one distinct bag population to use in the test.
If, however, the hypothesis is rejected, then some
type of outlier, or cluster analysis technique should

be used to determine which of the populations should
be pooled into a single population. Such a pooling
procedure should then be followed by a repeat of the
Analysis of Variance test. The combined approach
should be repeated until the null hypothesis is
accepted separately for each of the pooled
populations.
To further elaborate on this procedure, for each of
the potential bag populations, one would geneate an
n-dimensional set of cells (where n represents the
number of charcteristics that are being measured),
and in each cell, observe the frequency of occurrence
of the bags. Thus, let a{i,k} be the measuremnmt of
the i-th characteristic in the k-th bag. The range for
each of the characteristics should be divided into a
fixed (small) number of intervals, say n. Let these
divisions be designated by &,(r), with rfl,... ,n. Then
the number of bags with a(i,k) between a1(r) and
a,(r+l) for all of the i divided by the number of bags
in the set, would reprsent the frequency of
occurrence of those bags in the cell identified by the
a,(r) and a(r+ 1). If there were only two populations
to be compared, and only one characteristic being
measured, a paired comparison test of the two
populations can be conducted to determine if the
samples are statistically the same. (Altemtively, a
Chi-Squared test can be used to test for significant
differences.) However, the number of populations
will most likely exceed two, and the number of
characteristics being measured could very well be
larger than one. In these cases, the comparing of the
bag populations can be very difficult ad more exotic
techniques might be required.

APPENDIX B: VALIDATION OF SEMIULANTS

the bag population they are thought to be representing
and to check for additivity of the measurements;

The decision to be made is whether or not a given
simulant gives a similar enough response to that given
by the real explosive as far as system operation is
concerned, namely detect or no detect.
The
following testing is recommended for the validation
process.

(ii) Place the J explosives in the K bags, selecting the
assignment at random, all in the same location, that
being where the a} readings are expected to be least
variable. If appropriate, use the flip\twist\move
procedure, described above, to sample the a{} at
different relative locations in the system. Run the
K+Q bags through N= 10 times;

We start with a representative group of J + Q bags
where J equals the number of different explosive
types being simulated and Q represents a small
number of additional bags. For the j-th explosive
type, there are m(j) simulants which need to be
validated. Here the m(j) depends on the OT&E test
design. These J + Q bags are run through the system
N times for each of the three conditions, (1) with the
explosive, (2) with the matching simulants, and (3)
with neither (to check on additivity of the
measurements and to ensure that the bag
characteristics have not changed over the testing
period). The explosive and its matching simulant are
also placed in the same bag in the same position, that
position being where the measurements of the
characteristics are considered to be optimal for
measurement purposes.

(iii) Replace each of the J explosives with a simulant
of that explosive, Sj,m), and repeat (ii), continuing
this until all simulants have been tested in bags which
contained the appropriate explosive;
(iv) At the beginning of each new day of testing and
at the end of the testing, repeat (i).
The above procedure would require a total of
10x(J+J+M) passes through the system, of bags
containing either an explosive or a simulant, with
each pass providing observations on the I
characteristics. Here M=m(1) + m(2) +... + m(J). In
addition to the above, for each set of K bags
processed through the system, the Q control bags
should be randomly located within the K bags. These
bags and the associated measurements will be used to
measure consistency of the operation of the system,
over time.

The set of characteristic measurements of the bag as
determined by the system are the determining
operational variables used in the test. Thus the
primary data can be considered as three matrices:

B.1 Analyses for the Validation of Simulants
(1)
(2)
(3)

a{i,k}
a(i,E(j),k), and
a{i,S(j,m),k),

Let
A{} =!La(}/10

where (1) is the observed value of the i-th
characteristic in the k-th bag, (2) is the observed
value of the i-th characteristic with explosive type
E(j) in the k-th bag, and (3) is the observed value of
the i-th characteristic with the explosive replaced by
the m-th simulant of the j-th type explosive, Sj,m),
in the k-th bag. Hare,

be the mean value of the respective reading, taken
over the 10 observations on the k-th bag and
v( )=E[a(}-A}] 2/9
be the sample variances. In order to validate a
simulant, we are testing the hypothesis that the
mean as estimated by A{i,E(j),k} is equal
to the population mean as estimated by A(i,S(j,m),k},
given the populations are normally distributed with
equal variances. Three statistical tests can be used to
determine if these samples came from the same
distribution, so as to justify the validation of the m-th
simulant of the j-th type explosive.

i= 1.population
j = 1,...,J
k= 1,.....K=J
m= 1...,m(j)
The following process is recommended:
(i) Run K+Q bags through N=10 times without
explosives or simulants. This data is needed to
ensure that the bags being used are representative of
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1. The Significance of the Difference Between Two
Sample Means. In this approach only one bag is used
for the testing of the explosive and the simulant of
that explosive. That bag (say the k-th bag) should
be randomly assigned for a given simulant and
explosive pairing.
For a simulant of the j-th type explosive, one now
tests that A{i,S(j,m),k}=A{i,E(j),k}, for all
m= 1,... n(j) and for all characteristics i= 1,...,I. If,
for each of the I characteristics, the two sample
means are not significantly different at the 1-a level
of significance using the two-sided alternative, we
will declare the m-th simulant to be validated, at the
1-(l-a)l ltvel of significance.
To make such a statistical test, one must first
determine if the two observable random variables, for
each of the I characteristics, have equal variances or
not. To test this one uses the Snedecor F statistic
computing

2. The Paired Difference Approach. Since the values
of a{} come from the same bag with the explosive
and its matching simulant in the same position in the
bag, it is natural to consider the paired difference
approach to test the correspondence between a
simulant and the explosive. In this approach, one uses
the differences
d{ij,m}=a{i,Ej),k}a{i,SOj,m),k},
where the pairing over the 10 observations are
randomly vssigned.
The population of such
differences has an expected value, E(dfij,m))=O if
indeed the m-th simulant faithfully represented the
j-th explosive for the i-th characteristic. An
appropriate null hypothesis to test would be
H(O): E(d{ij,m})=O,
against the two-sided alternative,

F(9,9) =V(i j,m)/v(i j,m),

H(1): E(d~ij~mj) + 0.

where by convention V( ) represents the larger of the
two variances and v( ) the smaller and (9,9) are the
respective degrees of freedom.

Once again we could accept the m4-t simulant a
being validated if the null hypothesis is not discarded
at the ct level of significance for ul of the I

characteristics. The te statistic to use in making
If the F value proves to be not significantly different
than 1, using once again the 1-alevel of significance,
one can pool the two variances into a single variance
v(ij,m)=[9v(i,E(j))+
9v(i,Sm)]/18
Then the Student-test statistic is
t(18)=[A{i,E(j),k}A{i,S(j,m),k}]/
[v(ij,m)*2/10]1
If It(8) I <t(18I l-a/2), for each of the I
characteristics, the simulant will be declared to be
validated at the l-(1-a)'.
If, however, the F test of the two variances shows
them to be significantly different, then the simulant
does not exhibit the same properties as the explosive
and should be rejected. In this validating approsch
each of the M simulants is considered independeatly
even though some of them are simulating the same
type of explosive.

this test is:
t(9)-D(ij,m)/(v(d(ij,m]
where D(ij,m)-Ed(ij.m)/10, taken over the 10
samples, and
v(ij)-l(d(ijm)-D(ij,m)P/9.
Note that in using this test we have lot 9 derees of
freedom and a a result this test would be preferrd
only when there is a relatively high correlation
between &(i,I(j),k) and a(i,SO,m),k). Here again,
each simulant would be subject to its own validadnS
decision.
3. The Analysis of Variance Approach. It should be
noted that d(ij,m) as defined above, can be
considered in an Analysis of Variance for etch
explosive typej. The Analysis of Variance approach
provides a statistical test of the composite null
hypothesis:
H(0): E[D(ij,m)]-C, for all i and m
against the aternative,

R(1): E[D(ij,m)] + C, for some i or m.

associated with the testing of that explosive, but not
containing the explosive) with the average reading of

We test the above hypothesis by selecting the level of

the bag with the explosive. The above Analysis of

significance a and assuming homogeneous variance,
establish the critical region (reject H(O)) as

Variance appiach is suggested for testing for
additivity of the measurements.

F> F,.,(m(j)-1, m(j)*(I-1))

where

B.2 A Recmmnded Approach for Validating
Simudants

F is the ratio of the mean of the sum of squares
amoung simunts to the mean of the sum of squares
within simulants.

Repeated use of the Analysis of Variance approach
appears to be appropriate. If in its initial use, the set
of simulants are not validated, an individual t-test
should be run and the simulant which differed most
significantly from its null hypothesis would be
declared to be invalidated and dropped from the
group of simulants being tested. The Analysis of
Variance approach would then be repeated using the
reduced group. This process would be repeated until
a final reduced group of simulants would be declared
to be validated. This is then repeated for all of the J
explosives.

This test can then be applied for every one of the J
explosives. Tests such as this are available on most
computers' statistical packages.
If the null hypothesis is accepted, then one needs to
test the hypothesis that the constant C=O. One
approach to this test is the use of the t-test.
In using this test if the composite null hypothesis is
not discarded all simulants of the j-th type explosive
would be declared to be validated. However, if the
null hypothesis is discarded, none of the simulants
would be validated. There is an approach that allows
one to also examine a wide variety of possible
differeaces, including those suggested by the data
itself. This test is based on the range of the tn(j)
observed means (we are looking at the difference
between the smallest and the largest observed values).
The reader is referred to pltodwtign to Stistia
jyji, Dixon & Massey, Second Edition, pages
152 to 155.
4. Measurement Additivity. As was mentioned above
only one bag is used to validate the simulats of a
given explosive.
This is acceptable if the
measurement system is additive, that is, if the
meastrement of the characteristic of the explosive
plus the measurement of the characteristic of the bag,
statistically equals the measurement of the explosive
in the bag. If this is not the case, then the validation
of the simulcits will require testing over a
representative set of bags, for each explosive threat.
Hence one must test for additivity of the
msurements. This is done by taking measurements
of the explosive in the absence of any background
which would interfere with the measurement of the
characteristics of the explosive. These measurene-ats
are repeated 10 times (as in the above). One then
compares the sum of average reading of the explosive
and the average reading of the bag (which is
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APPENDIX C: STATISTCAL PERFORMANCE

V (c3 (k)j))=P(c3 (k)j)*

TESTS

(1-P(c 3 (k),j))I(c

3

(k)),

(2)
C.1 Statistical Analysis Plan
To determine how best to measure the operational
effectiveness of the system one must consider the
form of the data that will be evolved by the testing
program.
The test data will come as a 0, 1 vector of
observations for each of the bags as they are
processed through the system.

V(P(c3 (k),0))fP(c.(k),0)*
(1-P(c5 (k),O))/N(c.(k)).
We can use the weighted fraction of P(c, )'s to
estimate the probabilities of detecting the j-th type
threat and the probabilities of false alarms by,
PD(cj)=EP(c.(k)j)*
g(c.(k)), and
(3)

PFA(C.J= P(cA(),O)*
g(c.(k)),

In this analysis the operational parameters of the
system are PD, the probability of the system detecting
an explosive and PFA, the probability of the system
giving an alarm when no explosive is present.
Let the n-th population being tested be subdivided
into K categories, each designated by c.(k), and let
c,(k,m) be the condition that the bag in the k-th
category from the n-th population is being sampled
for the m-th time. Here, N(c(k)) is the total number
of times the bag is sampled.

for j 1,... J
where g(c,(k)) are the frequencies of that c.(k)
category as given by the bag distribution for the n-th
population. The error variance of the estimates in (3)
are given by
V(P 0(cj))=Eg(c(k))*
Vq(k)cj), and

(4)
Let r( ) represent the alarm response variable,r( )=0,
when there is no detection and r( )= 1, when there is
a detection. Let r(c(k,m),O), m= 1,...,N(c,(k)), be
the vector of responses obtained for the N(c.(k))
times an empty bag from category c.(k) is passed
Let
through the system, with k-l,...,K.
r(c,(k,m)j), mml,...,N(c(k)), be the vector of
system responses for the N(c.(k)) times a bag
containing a j-th type threat is passed through the
system, with j = l,.,,J and k= ,..., K. Further, let
tie estimates of the dewcction probabilities of the j-th
type threat in bags from populationcategory c.(k) and
the false alarm probabilities of the bags in cat4egory
c(k) be given by
,

P(c.(k)j)
N(c.(k)),

=

V(PFA(C* = E&A)
V(c.(k)00),
j

*

.

In order to provide an overall measure of
effectiveness of the system, one can weight the
fractions as defined by (3) by the weight assigned by
FAA relative to the expected frequency of occurrence
of the j types of explosives. Heace, the ovorall
fraction of detection is given by
(5)

PD(c.)JEP(cj)w6),
with j:
=I...,"J' Lvo)=- ,

r(c.(k),m)j)/

(1)
P(c.(k),O) =r (ct(k),m),0)/
N(c(k)),

and the fraction of false alarms,

PFA(c.) is given by
(3). Here the wj) are the expected frequency of
occurrence of the j-th type explosive. The estimate
of the error variance for PD(cJ is given by

(6)

V(Pb(cj) = Ew1(j)V(PD(cj))

m=l1....N(c(k))

The error variances of the P( ) are given by

With the above statistics, techniques are available
which will allow the test team to determine the
sample size needed to provide confidence bands about
the estimates of PD(c.) and PFA(c.) or to test

hypotheses about the corresponding population

probabilities.

The next section describes several

(PFA-PFA(C,)).

approaches to the determination of the sample size N.
and Table I can be used again to determine the
necessary sample size for a given F(fa), a and th.
confidence interval half width.

1) False Alarm Rate. One method for the
determination of the sample size is to use a
cornfidence band approach. The true population value
of the false alarm rate, PFA, can be estimated by
PF(W, as given by equation (3) and the population
variance estimated by V(PA(e)) as given by equation
(4) in the above. Then for large N, the following
confidence statement can be made:
P{PFA(C)-z(l -a/2)*V(PpA(c,))

In the above approach, there is no attempt to protect
the decision maker from making an error of the
second kind, B. Only the error of the first kind, a,
is specified. An approach which considers B in
determining the sample size is to use hypothesis
testing. In this approach one tests

"

H(O): PFA> F(fa) versus

<PFA<

H(1): PVA<F(fa)-D,
PFA(cn) + z(1 -a/2)*V(PF^(c,)).5}

D>0

=

One specifies the error of the first kind, a, and the
error of the second kind, B. Then, under H(O), and
for a large sample size, N, H(O) is rejected when

1..a.
An upper bound on

PFA

is given by
N"'*[PFA(CJ-F(fa)]/[F(fa)*

(7)

P{PFA < PFA(cI) + z( 1-a)*

(1-F(fa)J'< z(a),
V(PFA(cJ))}

=

-a
where z(a) is the value of the normal variate (with
zero mean and unit variance) for which a percent of
the population fall below. If one also requires that
given H(I) is true, N is determined so that we would
select H(I) when H(1) is true, I-11 of the time. Then

From (7), if we replace PFA(Cr) with the maximum
acceptable value of f(fa), say F(fa), then, for
PFA(cJ < F(fa),
(8)

PyA < F(fa)+z(l-a)*
[(F(f&)*(l-F(fa))/N]'3
(I-F(fa))/N) 5 + DJ/[(F(fa)-D)*

or

(l-F(fa)+ D)/NPJ
(9)

N < z(l-a)*[F(fa)*
end solving this for N yields
(I -F(fa))I(PFA-F(fa)) 2
N = {z()*[F(fa)*( I-F(fa))J'-

Table I displays N as a function of F(fa), o= .05 and
using IPFA-F(fa) = .3*F(fa)*(l-F(ta)) for the
confidence interval half width.

z(l-fi)*1(F(fa)-D)*(l-F(fa) +

Alternatively, (7) yields,
Table 2 displays N versus a-il1.05, F(fa) and D.
Here D was chosen to be equal to. 3*F(fa)*(l-F(fa)).
For different values of the parameters, oue can ee
the above equation to calculate N.

PrA-PP(c) < z(l-v)*[PFA(c)*
(I -PCA(c,))/N

I'

and solving for N yields

This approach to determining N is preferred over the
confidence band appromch, since it allows the t ster
to statistically vintrol both errors a and B. It does,
however, require a sample size on the ordet of 3.5

N r z(l-a)*F(fa)*(l-F(fa))/
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FIGURE 1.

THREAT LOCATIONS IN
BAGS
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times more than the former approach.
2) Detection Rate. The unbiased estimate of PD is
given by equation (5) above. With probability I-a,
the true value of PD %ill fall between
Po±z(-a/2)*V(PD) "
where V(P.) is given by equation (6). In like manner
as above, the test team- can again determine the
sample size needed when testing for the fraction of
detections, by using either the confidence band
approach or the hypothesis testing approach.

determine the PO and PFA for the first run of n and
conidering these values as representing the
populationprobabilities ask, using the exact approach
for Binoimial random variables, if the number of
"successes, realized in a subsequent run could have
come from a Binomial with these values for
probability of success.
LM N(t, 1) be the number of alarms realized on the
t-th nm of n for the bags with the thieats.
Assuming N(t,l)>%o, the expected number of
successes, one computes
P(N(t, I))=Eq*Pd(1-PD)*1,

An excellent source for determining sample sizes is
How to Choose the Prier Sample Size. American
Society for Quality Control Statistics Division,
Milwaukee, WI, 1988. There are many other textbooks teat can bL used as well.

with the sum taken over ll values of j larger than
N(t,l). If P(N(t,l))< I-a, one can assume that the
system is operating in an inconistent fason. A
similar computation could be run for the experiwoc

with the emm bas.
3) Through-Put. The unbiased estimate of the
through-put, R, is given by R(I) = lER(i)/I, where R(i)
is the time required to process the i-th bag and
i= 1... -. Assuming that I will be large, then with
probability 1-a, the true value of R will fall between
R(1)+z(l-a12) %(l)
where s(I) is the sample standard -mror of the R(i).
If one imposca a cvmfidwcs inteival half width of
size r, thl the "ple siznee da is given by

This test requires a large sample size in order to have
any reasonable power.
An additional method would involve u=# amm type
of quality coatrol chart, using the entra line as
p-P 0 and the Upper and Lower Control Limits by
P 0 ± 3[P0 (l-PO] "s. Th aucce ve values of PD
could tham be plotted on the halrt and from them a
coasistecy of operation decsiou made.
Characteristic muurama a
l" availale for
thee coan ency cbeck rns. In an a poaiiori

I =z l-aI2)#R()*(l-R())/ri.

fshioc, one can look at the gompIo m of daa
C.2 Testing

r

r Consistency of the Opmera

of

the Systan
Data mt be made avilabl for checking the
consistency of the opcratirn of the system. It is
recomamvadxk that th*,. data be geerated throkgh the
use of a set of bags, (say T in sumber) radomly
solected, half coataining a re-Prew.-tative type threat
and the othe half eapy'. Thewe begs re run
through the system in between opattional tet run=,
a tims t the initiation of the test run .4du times
during everal selected time during the courw of the
test progrm. For all of these runs both the main
charcteristic masurements and wheher a d-tection
has occurred should be roc ded.
There are several approaches that can be used to
chemk om consi
cy. One approach would be to

using ab AMlysai
of Vsriwee type aalytis,
gcMztey for ewh type bag. It each bag, Q (the
wAmber of diffeant mw) nuas of a obeewvaaie of

a( will be availe.

A mlti.vaimte Aaysis of

Variance can be usd to tat that the expected value
of the averasge (over a saxd 1) readin of the i4
characteristic is costant over thu Q nm a for all
measured charcteristics.
If this hypothms is
dwAr
, then the OT&E reaults need to be wmre
etrefully aralynd to inite that the lack of
comistey is not siguificat ia the muteorn of the
tedt
ints. If it is, thm the wto4.rector M"tm
dewnumi if thet uwed to be rake af the
correction for the lack of cosistecy has to be m .

TABLE 1. SAMPLE SIZE USING CONFIDENCE BAND APPROACH

F(fa)

I PF-F(f*)

.05

.014

633

.10

.027

335

.15

.038

236

.20

.048

188

.25

.056

161

.30

.063

143

.35

.068

133

.40

072

126

j

N

121

.454

TABLE 2. SAMPLE SIZE USING HYPOTHESIS TESTING
D

N

.05

.014

2171

.10

.027

1165

.15

.038

836

.20

.048

677

.25

.056

587

.30

.063

533

.35

.068

N0

.40

.072

481

.45

.074

474

F(fa)

PERFORMANCE TESTING OF EXPLOSIVES AND WEAPONS
DETECTION SYSTEMS
T. G. Sheldon, Dr. R. J. Lacey, N. C. Murray, and G. M. Smith
U.K. Home Office
Police Scientific Development Branch

1. INTRODUCTION

2. WHY DO TRIALS?

Many agencies, all over the world, have an interest
in explosives and weapons detection and carry out
tests on detection equipment. There is probably no
single organisation which can afford the time or
resources needed to evaluate every piece of
equipment with all its possible uses, but all can
contribute something to the body of knowledge of this
subject. It is probably fair to say that every group
working in this field knows something that the others
do not.

In general terms, when we test a piece of explosives
or weapons detection equipment, it is because we
want to know whether it will reliably detect the
explosive or weapon we are looking for in the
operational situation in which we envisage the
equipment being deployed. There are other aims,
however, and, depending on available resources and
on what we already know, we may do a trial for the
following reasons:
0

Unfortunately, the exchange of this information is
hampered by the differing approaches these
organisations t*ke towatyls planning and carrying out
tests, and sometimes, sadly, by the poor standard of

some evaluations.

To determine whether an entirely new
detection technique is useful;
To compare similar instruments, or an old
instrument with a new version;

The picture is further obscured
To determine whether a piece of equipment
meets predetermined pelformance standards.

by the odd snippets of imfornation which leak into
the public domain., unqualified by any supporting
information as to methods, materials used, purpose of
trials and so on.

in addition to the above, it is to be hoped that doing
trials will increase our understanding of why a piece

This paper describes the philosophy and methodology

of equipment behaves like it does, and when it can

underlying equipment tests carried out by the Home

and cannot be used.

This understanding is

This

something you can ake away from a trial and use

organization carries out, amongst other things,
development and testing work on explosives and
weapons detection systems on behalf of three main
customers: Police Forces, the Prison Service and the

over and over again to piedict roughly the behaviour
of the equipnent in circumstances other than those of
tha trial.

Office Police Scientific Development Branch.

Deputment of Transport.

The reasons for testing a piece of equipment make a

It describes the steps in planning and carrying out
trials and some of the pitfalls to avoid. It refers to
past and current evaluations and tests for different
types of equipment are outlined. The possibility of
tandardising certain tests is also discussed.

difference to how the trial is done.
If we are
looking at a new technique, we will do a fairly
informal set of trials, bearing in mind that we won't
know exactly how to use the equipment, and may
need to adapt our test methods to suit the technique.
A more rigid set of tests may come later.
To compare similar instruments we must be sure that
all our tests are equally applicable to each system,
and we may need a large number of tests to show up
small differences in performance.
Consistency is
very important in this type of trial, as is experience
of using each system.

It is not intended to suggest that PSDB's trials
philosophy is better than anyone else's, but to
provoke comment and discussion and thus, one
hopes, to improve the exchange of usable
imformation.
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Testing against a preetermined set of performance
stndards is not too difficult in itself. The hard pat

Throughput we could mmme easily but we ns
also determine wether changing throughput affects

nd deciding which m
th madasW
ting

detectim. We may aho hve to delaiem whethe

is do

n

The thing to avoid is
more or les important
rejecting equipment which offers real benefits becaus
it fails to meet some arbitrary or outdated standard.
For this reason the standards need to be reviewed
regularly,
None of these things should be done without
considering the requirement, for this will largely
determine what kind of trials you will do.
3. MATCHING THE TESTS TO THE
REQUWE'MVLT
Wh-:a we start testing a piece of equipment, we
obviously have some possible applications in mind.
We will also hsve some ideas about the constraints
each cpplication will wt on the use of the system.
General -spects of the requirement include:
The threat: what explosives and weapons do
we expect and in what quantities, and how
might they be concealed?
Operational constraints: portability,
environment, ease of ease so on;
*

Throughput and speed of response;
Acceptable false alarm rate: This depends
on what the user will do when an alarm
occurs and how much disruption will be
caused;
Safety: many systems have radiological or
other hazards which may restrict their use.

To give an example: for screening aircraft hold
baggage the deection system must be capable of
screening the bags in a limited time. It may have to
be capable of doing this without opening the begs,
and to both detect a small amount of explosives and
to have a low false alarm rate. The user may also
feel that only, say, plastic explosives are a threst.
Some of these constraints could be got around by
changing operational procedures - throughput could
be increased by using more systems; screening could
be done at check-in ad bags could be opened - but
some, like detection capability and false alarm rate,
depend mostly on the detection system itself so these
are the main things we would want t test.

opening bags affects out detectin capa ly.
false
Essentially, we must measure the detectio
alarm perforsma of the system in the situatioa in
which it is likely to be ud, and relate the test to a
realistic threat, but keep in mind the variations which
may be made in operating procedures, and how these
may alter performance.
It is very important to consult the prospective users
about this, and maybe beoom involved in so=n of
This will lead rapidly to an
their operation..
appreciation of what cam and cm't be dam
operationally.
4. DEVISING A TEST PROTOCOL
By a protocol, I mean a written-down plan of what
teat we are going to do and why. The protocol is
not a completely inflexible document. It can be
discussed with interested parties and ay be altered
as a result, or it may be altered after the fe few
tests. Any changes, however, should be node for a
good reasm and properly recorded.
At PSDB we have devised a generalised prot6oo
Thi dives do tral to
which to basaall om.
three stages:
1. Laboratory tests. Thm measure fwidatul
parameters like ansitivity and crude selectivity.
Attempting to detct the
2. Semi-realistic teats.
weapon or explosives in a realistic situatio, but with
no attempt to simulate operational conditioqs, or to
do blind tests.
3. A large scale blind test in which an operation is
simulated, and false alarm rates sad/or daecdon Ma
are me"ed.
After any stage the teA may be curtiled for a
variety of reasons. The system may not purf, mn well
enough in the laboratory, or we may decide we know
enough to msibly relate its performance to an
existing system. The last stage is much mor
complicated anddifficult to set up than the others, so
it may be left until several similar systems can be
tested together or until faults found in the first two
stages have be corrected.
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.

The trial should be blind -equipment
operators should not know, or be given any
chance of finding out, where the target items
are;

We would normally pass the protocol to the potential
user of the equipment and to the manufacturers for
comment. We may then revise the protocol in the
light of these comments. This part of the process is
very important. The users will have their own
questions about a system, and we want to make sure
that these are addressed in our trial.
The
manufacturer knows how his instrument should be
used, and can often tell us how to get the best out of
it.

The number of variables should be limited,
since more variables mean even more
searches;
The targets must be made and concealed in
a realistic way;

Full consultation at this stage largely allays the
mutual suspicion which sometimes develops between

The detection systems under test must be
used properly.

manufacturers who think that their equipment is being
unfairly tested and testing agencies who think
something is being hidden from them. Not that the
manufacturers should dictate the tests, of course, but
if there is to be any argument, it is better to have it
before going to all the trouble of doing the trials,
So, having agreed our protocol (remembering that we
can still vary it, with consultation, after we start the
trials) we now have to carry out the tests. The first
two stages whilst important and often complicated,
consist of fairly obvious tests, and it is not proposed
that they be discussed in detail here. Blind tests and
simulated operations are, perhaps, more difficult to
do and so some comments on their more general
aspects may be worthwhile.
5. BLIND TRIALS AND OPERATIONAL
SIMULATIONS

The organisation of the trial must be carried out with
these considerations to the fore. A good idea is to
appoint a trials director. The trails director should be
a person who is thoroughly conversant with the
equipment under test and familiar with explosives and
weapons detection generally.
They should
preferably have been involved with stages I and 2 of
the testing programme. The director needs to devise
the protocol, discuss it with interested parties and
organise and supervise the trial itself. They should
therefore be given the freedom to negotiate with the
users, manufacturers and the providers of the venue
and helpers. The director has to be sure, before the
trial begins, that all the scientific criteria above are
met and that everyone involved knows what they are
doing. Often, non-scientific staff will not understand
all the requirements, so they must be thoroughly
briefed and allowed to discuss their role before the

trial begins.
Blind operational simulations can provide an excellent
overview of a detection system's capabilities in a
realistic scenario, but they are complicated and
difficult to do. The difficulty is in organising a
fairly big event, with lots of people and equipment
involved, often at a venue remote from the
laboratory, sometimes with large quantities of
explosives (or even viable explosive devices) around
and with considerations of safety, security and
commercial confidentiality and so on and yet still
preserve the scientific integrity of the trial.
The scientific requirements of the trial include the
following:
The trial should simulate as closely as
possible an operational scenario;

The first thing to be sorted out is usually the venue.
There needs to be room to accommodate all the
equipment involved, and operators, experimental
subjects, baggage or whatever. If vapour or trace
detection equipment is being tested the venue must be
free from explosives vapours or traces, so civilian
premises may be preferred.
Helpers and possibly experimental subjects may need
to be found, end all must be briefed. In cases where
cross contamination is a problem, they must not be
allowed to contaminate one another.
If some
subjects are carrying target materials they should not
know this in case they communicate this knowledge
to the equipment operators. Substitute materials
could be given to some subjects so that everyone is
carrying something.

A large number of individual searches will
need to be done for statistical reasons;
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A system of keeping records must be devised. Two
separat records are needed, with some way of tying
them up. We need to record, firstly, where the
targets were placed and, secondly, where instrnmmt
responses occurred. Incidental details and comments

tend to assume that al our equipment, staff amd
lboratorie are cotaminate in this way. The best
way to limit fuuihr contmintion is for all persons
not me t to be placing explosives to wear disposable
coveralls, gloves and overshoes and to change them

may also be needed.
At PSDB we favour using
forms which have spaces for each piece of
information. For example, fig. I shows a form used
Each
for recording EGIS responses on a train.
carriage was divided up into search areas with one
sample per area and these areas are shown on the
diagram at the top right. The vehicle number (all
railway rolling stock is numbered) is recorded by the
searcher along with the search area and a description
of the area is included in case of error. The searcher
also records start and finish time and any comments.
The form then accompanies the sample back to EGIS
where the analysis results are recorded at the bottom.

regularly.

Other aids to record keeping include video (essmential
with baggage X-Ray machines) and computers.
Checks should always be included so that one type of
record does not get out of step with another. Where
live explosives or weapons are used record keeping
should be designed to ensure that all of thm are
returned at the endl
The movement of people, bags equipment and so on
through the trial area may need to be controlled to
prevent crogs-contamination or to prevent the
'blindnes' of the trial from being compromised. If
several detectors are being tcted together they should
be arranged so that operators of one system cannot
see the others.
In some cases it should be
remembered that use of two systems one after anothe
may not be practical, since one search may affect
subsequent tests (for example, using a particulate
sampling system on a bag will reduce the number of
particles available for subseque;t tests, or may
introduce contamination),
Samples of target materials used in the trial should be
in good condition.
Explosives eqecially tend to
cross-con aminate (EGDN is the usual cwtamin at)
so the purity of sample. should be checked before the
trial. Equipment used for checking purity should be
at least as sensitive to the contaminant s the
equipment under tet. For vapour dectors, it is the
purity of the vapour from the explosive that counts,
rather than the explosive itself. An aiternative
approach is to get the explosives straight from the
factory and isolate them from possible contaminants,
Non-volatile explosives tend to contaminate other

items through physical contact. As a precaution, we

The director should be convinced that all these details
have been filly worked out before the trial. If
mistakes are discovered on the day it may be too late
to do anything about them.
The usual approach to a simlated operational trial is
to measure the detection capability and false alarm
rate at the same time, in the same conditions. For
some types of instrumet, like particulate explosives
detectors where ross contamination is a problem,
this may be very difficult. A possible alternative
approach is to determine the detection capability in
the laboratory and than to measure the false alarm
rate in operational conditions. It is very important
that search techniques used in the laboratory are
reproduced in the field and that the calibration of the
instrument is not changed.
To summarise, then, operational simulations are
complicated and expenaive. To get the mo out of
our investment in time and resources, a thorough
understanding of the inatnaments we are tetins,
coupled with moticulo phmninS, are es tial.
6. USE AND ABUSE OF RESULTS
The result of each stage of our trials should tell us
the things we set out to discover. We can use them
to decide whether a detection system is useful,
whether it needs imrovement or whatever,
depending on how we designed the tests. The tam
results can also be taken out of context ad obwme
the truth about a sywtm. This is especially likely to
happen with the results of large scale field triala and
blind tests, perap because they ar difficult to st
up and to repeat, so the resulta are quoted more
widely ad with less qalificaton than they should
be.
An important poin about then large blind trials is
that, whils they are a vecy good way of weasuring
falme alarm rates, they do Dot always provide as much
information about detection capability a we would
like. "Tis is becaue often, in settig up a trial of
this sort we make implicit sumptions about the
terrorists and their methods. A good eaample is the

testing of ba

ge X-Ray systam .

Suppose we

make 20 dummy bombs, put them into packed bags,

7. SOME EXAMPLES

mix them with 100 other bags and then put them
through an X-Ray machine. The operator spots 15
of them.
Does this mean that the probability of
detecting a terrorist bomb is about 75%

Below are some examples of different detection
systems, with sme ideas as to what can be measured
in each case.

No!

7.1 Vapour and Trace Detectors

Ignoring for a moment the human factors (if you tell
an operator you are putting bombs through he may
pay more attention or be more cautious than usual)
there is an assumption built into this test that our
bombs are typical of the terrorists'. Some bombs
are more easily spotted than others and we will
probably have used a variety of types. We do not
know that the distribution of 'ease of identification'
of our bombs is typical of what terrorists will
produce. The database of real bombs (in aircraft
baggage) is too small to tell us much. A terrorist
knowing that his work is to be X-Rayed may well
produce only well-disguised bombs, which may all
resemble the 25 % that we missed.

Stage 1. Sensitivity of analytical system, efficiency of
sampling, effect of impurities and dirt in sample,
effect of commonplace chemicals

The point of this is that the figure of 75 % is perfectly
good for comparing the system with similar X-Ray
systems, tested under similar conditions with the
same set of dummy bombs. It cannot, though, be
used to compare an X-Ray system with, say, a
vapour detector, because the performance of a vapour
detector is affected by a completely different set of
constraints,

The main difficulty in testing vapour and trace
detectors is cross-contamination. Explosives samples
may be contaminated with other explosives (notably
EGDN) and supposedly 'clean' objects and places
may be contaminated with particles of explosives,
Extreme precautions may need to be taken to avoid
contamination, and false alr
should be chocked to
ensure that they are really false.

This lesh to the unfortunate conclusion that the
often-used term 'probability of detection' is
meaningless when unsupported by details of trials
methods, or for comparing different kinds of
detection'system. The performance of complicated
systems cannot be reduced to a few percentages. A

7.2 Bulk Detecor

Stage 2. Can explosives of various types be detected
in baggage, in electrical devices, in cupboards, cars?
Are they detected by sampling vapours or particles?
How is this best done?
Effect of handling
explosives, wrapping etc.
Stage 3. False alarm rates in specified situations.
Detection capability for specified explosives and
concealment methods, but this may be difficult to do
and of limited value.

Stage 1. Response to various masses of different
explosives, response to other materials, screening
effects of various matea, variation in repow
with target distance or position, radiological safety.

far deeper uaderstanding is required.
Stage 2. Detection in realistic situations (e.g.
packed bagage, behind walls etc.)

At PSDB we usually give the manufacturers full
details of trials metbods and results, excluding, of
course, information on competitors' systems. There
is seldom any good reaun why this cannot be done,
provided it it made clear that the information is not
given to third parties without permission and also that
paut of the report (the good prts) are not taken out
of conxt.

in

Stage 3. Blind trial to distinguish, sy, bags with
axplosives or situlants in from 'normal' bags.
,
Measure deto-,.) - f'%!
.ai% false alarm rate. Also
need to test effect of powatioa and size and Ape of
explosives.
Difficulties in testing bulk detoctors for baggage
include:

In general, teoter should be aware of the uses which
may be mah of their results and guard againsat both
possible unauthornsd disclosure and simply reading
things into the results which are no there.

i. Formulating realittic explosives gimulants, as large
quantities of explosives would otherwise need to be
used.
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ii. Getting enough bags to do the blind trial.

BagsPr

belonging to the general public can often only be

--

inehn

Othreavirmmi

fictors.

used as blanks, so the 'live' bags must be acquired
and packed specially. The packing has to resemble
real bags as closely as possible, and for a large scale
(Think of what you
trial this can be difficult.

Stage 2. Response to objects carried on the person,
with and without 'legitimte' metal items (keys, peas,
watchm).

normally pack on a foreign trip, multiply it by 100 or
so and imagine the amount of trouble involved in
acquiring it all).

Stage 3. Trial to determine false alarm rate. The
doorway is set at a sensifivity setting determined after
stages 1 and 2.

7.3 X-Ray Machines
Stage 1. Resolution, imaging of fine wires,
penetration (amount of material which can be
interposed between the source and the object of
interest without obscuring the object), discrimination
between materials, radiological safety, effect on
photographic materials and magnetic media.

Testing metal detecting doorways may be complicated
by the large number of adjutments available on some
instruments. One way around this is to specify some
simple detection criteria and ask the manufacturers to
set the instrument up to meet these. We now have a
detailed general test protocol for metal detecting
doorways.

Stage 2. Visibility of various items in baggage, effect
of overlap

8. STANDARD TESTS AND SHARING OF

Stage 3. Blind trial with bags having weapons or
bombs mixed with 'normal' bags to determine
number of detections and number of false alarms.
Operator comments.

So, what about standardising all our teat me&o. so
that we can all tea different instuments md th=
swap the data? I do not think this is possible for all
the types of detection systems round. To fully teat

RESULTS

a detection system u dewribed above is co plicated,
and the test methods depend on both the. system itself
and on the requiret. However, some test will
always be the ssme for certain types of equipment,
and these tests can form the basis of information
For instace, the sensitivity of vapour
exchange.
detection syst
is a useful indicator of
performance, as is the rsdtion of an X-Ray
machine. Thee is probably scope for standardisation
of tests of things like arway metal detectrs, ske
they have been around fo ralong tim ad all do
The ICAO bgia
roughly the same thin.
programme poduwed some standard too proctslm
on,
for vapour detectore, which deserve a
It is importat. however, tia it is th test tmthod
and the presentation of rmlts atWis s adadised and
of the results. Only the uer
no the int"etwke
fits thor
can decide whetheir an instnmm

It is important in X-Ray trials to remember that their
performance depends on the operators. Operators
should not only be experienced in X-Ray
interpretation generally but should have training sad
experience on the actual system under test (for
intnce, operaors used to monochrome may take
some time to adapt to colour and use it effectively.
In our tests, operators were actively hostile to dual
energy systems but still produced better results than
Itcan be difficult to decide
with mothochrowe).
what objects to put in the bags and how many of each
type to use, bearing in mind that more variables
inevitably ens a bigger trial,
We may wish to distinguish genuine detetion the weapon or bomb - from
where the operator "
those where the operator rejects a bag for some other

rao

requirement.

and does not spot the weapon in it. This

cannot usually be done with noa-X my systems, but
it provides useful information.
7.4 Metal Detecn

which do not lend
For thos detection syste
themsilves so readily to standardised teab the answet
is probably to be more specifi, when sharing
If a fig e needs qualification, we
information.
should qualify it.
If our test pto-Adura are
unconventional, we should explain them. This is not
always easy. No-one wants to wait months for full,

Doorway

Stage 1. Response to standard test objects (rtal
rings, blocks of various metals, weapons) in different
positions and orientations and at diftreit speds.

deputmertaIly sanctld. glosay covtred, fully
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illustrated repom, but there must be a middle ground
between this and the cursory Owe tested it and it was
very good/bad*.
A clear statement of what was
tested, how it was done and what the results were is
what we need.
9. CONCLUSION
The useful exchange of performance data depends on
the understanding of the differing aims and
approaches of the testing agencies involved. It also
depends on those agencies building their own

credibility by carrying out well planned tests,
presenting results in a useful way, with the limitations
of the tests made clear, and by openness with others
working in the same field. I have endeavoured to
explain our aims and our approach and, I hope,

enhance our credibility &little.
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Fig. 1 Example of Trial Record Form
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A FRAMEWORK FOR TILE OBJECTIVE TEST AND
EVALUATION OF EXPLOSIVE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
Donald R. Greenlee
Science Applications International Corporation
Falls Church, VA

1. INTRODUCTION

2. WHY WE TEST

The critical need for effective explosive detection
capabilities in support of aviation security has
stimulated the research and development of a variety
of potentially applicable technologies. Prior to any
major investment in the acquisition of equipment for
actual deployment, however, each candidate
technology (or combination thereof) should be
subjected to test and evaluation (T&E) in an
operationally realistic setting adequate to verify its
effectiveness and suitability. A framework for the
objective approach to this testing and evaluation
should promote test requirements definition, test
concept development, test design, technical and
operational test planning, test instrumentation and
facilities, the role of modelling and simulation in
support of test and evaluation, test conduct and
monitoring, data collection, reduction, proce.sing and
analysis, and assessment of results adequate to
determine *How much testing is enough?', the most
difficult question in the relationship between T&E
and acquisition or deployment. The costs of test and
evaluation, particularly where advanced techn ology,
ophisticated threats, environmental constraints and
hazards to safety exist, coupled with inevitable
progranumatic, political and schedule pressures on the
system under test, create forces tending to minimize
the type, amount and duration of testing.
Conversely, the need for tw.hnical and oportional
information about the system and it- behavior, and
for proof by demontration that the system satisfics
the requirements it was developed to meet, give. rise
to the desire for tairnizing testing and itssupport
functions to acconmoate the systemn's developers,
users and overseers. Since testing per se does not
improve the performance of a system, T&E is
technically a zero value added" process, except for
the information it provides.
The projected
information value of a test in reducing risks in the
acquisitionldeploynment decision process, then,
provides a basis for solving the indicated "ainimax
problem.

As a working hypothesis, we assume that, at least in
theory, testing is an information generation activity
with the objective of reducing the risk of doing
something. Or in very general terms, we test to
generate information to reduce the risk in applying
new technology or in using old technology in new
ways. Then we stop testing when that risk has been
reduced to a level generally acceptable to those
responsible for the application. (Many other factors
tend to intrude, however, as noted below.) Since the
uncertainties introduced by new technology or its
novel applications drive T&E, testers tend to be
challenged most b. .Jhe very features and
characteristics which make new systems effective. It
has bem noted that, despite its utility, 'Testing is a
zero value-added activity', since no system is ever
improved by the act of testing alone. Testiae is
usually performed either to find out something
(experiment) or to prove something (demonstration),
of either an operational or technical nature, with the
ultimate goal of reducing the risk of an unwanted
result of taking some action. Although ideally testing
proceed until adequate risk reduction has been
achievod, numerous other constraints tend to affect
the type, amount, and duration of T&E:

•
0

•
0

a
0
0

Resource Constraints
Schedule Cons.raints
Environmental and Safety Conntraints
Pr-sing Need to Use, Deploy, or Market
Desire to Exploit A Technique, Technology
or Opportunity
Security Limits on Capability Exposm
Programmatic Perturhations
Political,
Social,
and Cultural
Considerations.

3. TIlE TEST AND EVALUATION PROCESS
The T&E process. lite the systen design process,
begin. with the ,tatenwat of a general need. This
statement should not df a specific system to mect
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the need, mckh lass thlquantitative parameers of
eor example, the need for 'a
such a sysem.

After a system is vowed as having satinfactorily
pased ita technical tas, it become a candidate for

combination of sawot equipment and operatinad

optrational

procedures to paevet the transportation of explosives

requirements. (An inportant point to note, however,

aboard aircraft and their subsequent detonation" could

is that a system can fal to mot me or

serve as such a statement. The 'user', or authority

te

ultimately responsible for acquiring and deploying the
system, should issue this statement.

operational requiremet, jutas a system can pas all
of its technical tea, yet be fosad unacceptable in

a

testing

against

spectficatons,

operational

the

and stll

re of its

satidy

the

Thius technical specl&sions

operational testing.
This general statement of need should then be
translated into a set of g-.mrinkrequirements; these
should be as specific ana quantitative as possible, but
couched in operational, rather than engineering terms.
Again, the articulation of operational requirements
should not explicitly define the design of a system to
satisfy these requiremnts. For explosive detection
systems, the traditional parametrs of detection
probability and false alarm rate, when specified in
relation to a particular type and amount of threat
explosive, serve as examples. Other characteristics,
such as throughput rate and physical attributes (size,
weight, etc.) can either be specified as requirements
or held out as variables to be used as discriminants in
the selection procem fo alternative system
candidate.
Again, the user is responsible for

must be treated very carefully when they am being
used to assess system as candidates for operational
testing.) Ideally, to maximize the objectivity of
results, operstional tasing should be conducted and
evaluated by an ageat who is indepandent of the user
and the develo/er/oocor, but who is nevemheles
as informed about the sysmn as the latter and yet a
worthy surrogate for tL- forme. (This is sometimes
diffiult to arrsae in"caihtionally, but adds & ly to
the credibility of the procos) Operational WAtq
obviously should take place in on, evionment pid
nearly operadopally reaistic as
under conditioas
practicable, e.g., using actwd items (bhagse),
persouael (handltrs) and threat replicas (exploives).

operational requirements, based,
on soma analysis of the operating

compared wi* the operabaa requismca and
crtical opeional iaw and an sanam made of

articulating
presumably,
enviromnt

d

real-life

constraints.

These

Finally, the rua~t

the system'tt

O

of opwatiual

4omctivea"

Md atwwh

y

Effe utveMeM" hae

operational requirerAts are also used to Senotatea

to t e user's w

sat of critical operational isaxwe or quetio
iddmsed later by opeuaional testimn-

rewtes to peroNmace fatom Verm ,mtbllityo
Mfeu to factors sfictins Lhe amti twY bufsthis
of &0 Iyiam4 eg.. rfolio*ty,
=4 davloyume

to be

a IOed.

twsins are

ntain -ity,
eW,) Upon this
" wbeheU to qre aMI dsPIoy

Based on the oputional requiremm, then, the
'developer can create technical or egineering

avaitawfiuty..
CASesnct, - d

specificatiom for one or more sysdms which are
fesibe ciWes to med the opertioa
requirem tns.The technica qcifications in turn

the sytm at bo =a&. NralIy, oth* bt0
bcA
ae th& decksx ptoces a tis tis,
quantifiable (e.g., coa of deo smyts in reltio to its

Lead

to critical technical iasum., or engiering

questiow to be addresed by technical teming. Since

the technical Specificatiots, unlike the ope

onapl

dfectivtows)

and

WOnqOfible

(*.I..

presumed dweAewt effect of 4&viug th,

place).

the
-t

to adititm to forming the basis for a

requiremenw are peculiar to each system de&g,
they can vary widely in number and type, Technicai
specificatioM apprPriate to an X-ray device, for
example, would probably not be suitable for a device

inAfend "Wy dat.Wisb, the rmlts of opwwtaW
te&s g can, if pprptiat, be tsd to mw-f. d
user's expectationa at to o'aticeai eMquirmau or
evew the basic aeod, jus u be vete of technical

attempting to exploit vWor detection pbeconuology.

ttting are employ

The developer, usually in cooperaton wita the
contractor actually responsible for the design nd
fabricatioa of the system, will perform developmena
or technical teting against the technical specifictions
to detemm whether, and to what degree, they are
met. Technical testing is in the naturu of an
"expeimet', in tbat the results may be used, often
with AnUMW test-anlyw-fiz iterations, to improve

system dtaip. conactim ad evean qe4ficstioas

the $Yom=.

Fit. both a

iaAO itative f-.UM t,adjust

4. TEST AND EVALUATION OF EXKPOM'S
DETZFION TECHNOLOGY
Within the gamsJ fsaveawtt outlined above falla
omber of crucial o sideratios specific to the te
and evaluation of xploive detectoa technology.

am awl m

ortawew is

establishn~ of the need for the technology and the
equipment by which it it implemanted. This need is
presumably based on so=e real explosive threat, and
so, umlees the threat disappears, the =4ed once
articzIrtc-d, i~mua to be awt. Thdai the user ray
choose to socept the technology which coma cloo.4
to miecting this need, even though the opeunto&i
requittam~ts arn not all hilly ae, in order to avoid
the sitution vhneri 2-0 rowstuctive action is tamen
System acuisition theory offers a formal solution to
this pri~cant in which no ctmretly existing
techno"oY is corelistly Satisfactory, namely the
evoltitionary strategy. In this appro.%ch, formial
acknowladcdg mxt in made of the circumstanco t"a
the operational nyqwrements ame nog completely stated
(e.g., becaus of an insufaduy precise threat
definiticm) andlor the tochaoiogy is not completely in
W4n to satisfy the requireamts (although tht
expectaoh'onexietU tht sucl, cchm4ogy wil Aevetally
be available). Ao attainble increment of ore*
capablty is "bw defined, implemented, t-0ett andi
deployed. Subaxquently. wsier thA mequirement is
botter
ado and/or the technology iinprm ed, at
swcxwd increment of capabiity is fielded, Th1is cycle
is rqpe&Wo as peeecisrv until the fiaial &ystm,
evolves, wih technical Wn opmfaional twistn
ocWee &aimu the provisional tequirements at
eah @spg. 'Muga th, UWe is a&NO to provvitly enjoy
tho bwsie
*f the- bedt aistS tehnlogy while, in
a diacipljeod atw justiable way, Addressing tih.
(posiby chaig) roqiru"as wit gradually
improviag technology. In the Cm Of explosive
detacttin tecAW408y,. the UMSWr
asoawn t~o= the
detarruit PLwe tn hovwg oz rwust system whose
limitations may not be wideratood (and henc must be
repetoed) by i et et4.wl

the threat definition. Other candidAxe parameters
traditionRlly offered as operatoal requirements
include probability of detection Pd, probability of
false alarm PF, throughput %fto V and system cost
(fixed initial plua recurni'g operation and
maintenanc) C. This act dafines a four-variable
simultaneow stochaitic optimiza~tionu problem.
Bercet of the very different naure o" C from the
odhe paramwtetv, it is probably best considered
separately, either in the mannei of a cost4ecieflt
analysis, or as simply a lactor in the eventual
prociureawx process, to be driven out by market
forc *.
l'u~theenno,
in many candidate
technologies, FXi and Pf ame directly correlated (anid
invemsly joy-producini), so that a joint specification
which allows *h system designer to accomplish
traeofts may be appropriate. .In any event, the
operational reqircomai andi critical operational
issues uc to be dezi-void fom tha need stattment and
not tailod to the prmoqective technologies; all
systetna ghow 4 eero opmeroal testing asans the
sawe *ajctiveg.

With the ari'.orsal operational requirements and
iicaI cperationalissuca, t-tW with the technical
4 fvtions and critical tehnical issues specific to
each techriology derivbd from them in hanA, the test
planning~ prwcess mabegin. The overall test concept,
kIding to detailed Lest Jlesigns, leeding in turn to
delailed technical and opervional test plans, *iould,
in addition to presoning exactly how the tests shoul
be conductod, nionitoreid and re~oiaw, relate the
reults of testing to the Iftmete decision abolt
acqirmg ad deploying the candidate technoloisca.
TI&Atis.a in adhion to providing date zbout the
technologi"s ('ex ert' fuarticm) or &hewing ".t
softe ffOrCSat deit4Kion capability actuallY e,%liSt
Iiavin &ecved thea his explosive d ctio need must
(-denonsioa* t'nutori} the ultiw~itr output of the
be Mon, to the maximw Oif SwR UU4i extent, the User
tes program~ should bo sofficiera utfo ition vW
must a.Culeto -qu"Uumve operatinA.4. 'qwtuenieats
to~v
pemit e-n wq tSO dctsion toIx vk~
bcginni*S with a cbVrcteization of the thrrat.
with nunimum tisk wvxrnWy cW-rscten"~ as ie
Althoi&
the $intpl,4 f434(Uxt"o of the thratlial
exam',
dX~die
of ",!UndY gn*i
0s&ak-. woAIA be a 1ninu~t dotcctabb. zain
futioin). The tWa plaw- shoul k NO qwfy 1te bWs
(e.g., the aelacted touinaogoy tow, be able to detct
tokwicxe (facilities, rwAstwstion' 1e#t cVita, ew.)
al leas X Potirds of different Iypes of xPloI04)
whic-h wi0 bc, rewt, tolitboro-ith ay liwiwaso
CAMe 0A4~ be taken twut to Mte
ityqVasible pmolsN=.
oMIesti soopo of realims which ft eVAluator Wis
As wt4~ above, adequm;n fmenoibWM
sotv
oilt
M
cope With IsAt~r For ostlowe dot ioa systuin
into the threAt qoficiion to allow Wocceding with
uergoiuj onmtknWa twtni in an aziual %xvWioig
oshewise acceptable kWlIvologies wtich do umt
air"or e-Tivirouatem.t,&s
thoi
ra
can be
,comletely moot the critecion; othawiwe, #Rlmr~ress
Isigaiftcant.
ig bl-cked. Otkec characteistics of thA tiareatwhich
art riect&My to ake the explosive a Problem for the
One obviCAA i&.ol which oa gmrally Q'<411 thz 4.msem
detecion system use (C.gI., timen. pre"Mure wsorc,
tester, ar well wi tbe qayi& tn dteigee; v," %a~no
detonaW4X5, widWec) hud asUo tke o(iderd in
S4XlatioiX Of t sX'etOiU. SUA.h AMC44J. w~ich tire
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not necessarily incorporate the detailed physics and
mechanics of the system, can be used in the test
planning phase to suggest the most useful
configurations for actual testing (thereby minimizing
low information content events), as well as in the
post-test analysis and evaluation phase to extend the
results of testing to additional configurations; both
modes potentially sawie time and money. If the
simulation is available early enough in the design
phase, it can of course be used to experiment with
various combinations of technologies and their

0

0
•
0

•

interconnections, along with methods and procedures
for their use.

A Lte "it Would Have
Sufficed (Mariner)
This Is OK, We Cam Always Tweak
It Later (Hubble)
Every Day's Woth Makes Us
Happier (Lotus 1-2-3/0).
If It Works In Practice, 'Whatver'
Was OK (Numerous)
None Is The Least We Can Get
Away With (Various)
Some Is Exactly Right (?).

The last reference ackmowledge

the difficulty of

The rightful entitlement of each party to his

identifying systems or programs in which the amount
of testing was precisely enough; istances of
insufficient testing are much easier to cite, and
'overtesting' is a difficult notion, if not an
oxymoron. Nevertheless, part of the teeter's job is to
determine (expertly) how much telting is enough,
assess and articulate the adequacy of testing, and
defend his vision of testing sufficiency against those
This .is to be done,
of other constituencies.
furthermore, under very geeral TAE policy
guidance, directives, and regulations which are
virtually free of glaring strengths regarding how
much is enough. A variety of approaches has bee
used to attempt to answer the question "When can we
stop testing?'. These include classical statistics,
Bayesian statistics, game theory, decisio theory, and
modelling and simulation. Most approaches view a
test as an event characterized by a binary choico of
outcomes, viz., success or failure. But moat systems
of any non-trivial degree of compkuity don't sinply

special perspective is not disputed; however,
the tester is expcted to supply special
contributions, including independence and
technical expertise in his craft. Discussions

*pass* or "fail'. Furthermore, if, as ammmed in the
discussion above, the fundamental objective of testing
is to obtain information, it seetm tamooae to
measure the information generated by testing ad stp

of how much testing is enough have
traditionally focussed on analytical
approaches to the determination of test
sample size. Statistical considerations are
essential (and certainly comforting), but may

t rsk to oome
when we have enough of it to red
acceptable level. In this approach, a tea of a syesto
can be viewed as a multi-state stechstic proem, the
system proceeding from state to state in accordance
with assumed probability distribuionm (or els te

not embody all of the real-world factors, as
the examination of some prominent

outcome of the test would be fixed) mad rotding in
different states for periods of time determined in

programs and their associated amounts of
teting tends to suggest:

rnamed probability
accordance with other
distributions. The passae of tdo system throoo

*

One Is Optimal (Anti-

each 'test state gnerates a qiecifi, quantifiable
amount of information. nlo total amount of

Satellite Syrtem)
None IR Plenty (Continuity of
Government Prognams)
Any Is Appreciated (Electronic
Warfare Systems)

information generatod by the test is them the sum of
the information generated by the sequence of relimed
states. Since the i'sk is inversely propMtiol to the
total information, it decrmes monotonically with
Tasting (i.e., Informefim
increasing testing.

5. HOW MUCH TESTING IS ENOUGH?
What constitutes Renough testing lies, like beauty, in
the eye of the beholder. A system of any appreciable
significance will normally have a diverse set of
constituents, each with a view on the sufficiency of
testing:
*
*
*
"
*
*
*
•
*

*
*

The Program Manager
The Contractor
The User
The Tester
The Review and Audit Community
The Analytical Community
The Taxpaying Public
The Media
"The" Congress.

generation) continues ,sill rik is reduced to the
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desired level, or conversely, we stop testing when the
information Seneted exceeds the reciprocal of the
accepable risk level.
The

xmthematical

description

of the

stochatic evolution of a process such as the above
caracterizt'o of a tea has been worked out and
described by the author. Although the approach is
valid in principle for arbitrarily complex processes
(i.e., arbitrarily large number of possible states), the
actual calculations can become laborious for
complicated systems. Fortunately, numerical methods
can be applied to gSerate the numbers by computer,
so that closed-form analytical expressions need not be
derived. The handling of information by quantitative
methods is discusse in any competent text on

information theory.
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VALIDATION OF SIMULATED EXPLOSIVES FOR TESTING TNA
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION SYSTEMS
Michael J. Hurwitz

and
Wilbert P. Noronha
GAMMA-METRICS
5788 Pacific Center Blvd
San Diego, CA 92121

1. INTRODUCTION

The nitrogen content should be
accurately matched to that found in
explosives, since the nitrogen
gamma-ray is the primary signal
which is used for the detection of
the explosives.

GAMMA-METRICS has developed an explosives
detection system (EDS) for airline checked baggage.
This system is based upon prompt gamma neutron
activation analysis,(PGNAA), often referred to as
thermal neutron analysis. In this technique the
checked baggage is placed in a chamber filled with
thermal neutrons. Th thermal neutrons tvedily
penetrate the contents of the checked baggage and are
absorbed by .he various chemical elements. Each
5!ement then emits characteristic gamma-rays which
are then detected and analyzed by a large bank of
scintillation detectors. Primarily this technique is
based upon the detection of the 10.8 MeV gamma-ray
from the absorption of neutrons by nitrogems atoms.

The hydrogen content should be
approximately matched since
hydrogen absorbs and moderates
the neutrons which probe the
contents of the checked bagg
and cause the emission of the
characteristic gamma-rays.

In the development and testing of such systems it
would be normal to place the target materials in the
system in order to obtain realistic signals and to
measure the performance. However, explosives are
highly regulated materials and special licenses and
permits are required for their handling and storage.

Th density and average atomic
number should bo matched
approximately so that the simulant
will absorb the emitted gamma-rays
to a similar extent. However, for
the size of explosives generally
sought there is relatively little
absorption of the gamma-rays in the

In fact we have been unable to obtain a permit :o
store explosives in our facility,

simulant so the utch can be fairly
crude.

We amre now also engaged in airport testing of our
EDS. This also requires a suitable target but it is
difficult, if not imposible, to bring real explosives
onto the airport whore we are performing the tests.

The form and weight of the
in
tashould
ol
also be simiar to,
that of rol explosives for th. above
reasons and also so that they

displae material within a sitcase
The alternative is to create a suitable inert simulated
explosive which will produce the same gamma-ray
signatuyes thIt are produced by teal exploeives. The
simulants ideally should comprise precisely the same
elements in the same proportions and mass as are
found in the real explosives which we wish to detect.
The explosives are primarily composed of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. It is possible for
the simulant to have some differences from the real
explosives and still be a suitable substitute. The

in a similar way. Simulants which
are used for both TNA and X-ray
system mast be much more
carefully matcled in denity,
average atomic number, and form.
We have chosen some fairly common and convenient
materials to create aimuhats for the TNA EDS.
Melamine is a relatively inexpensive and inert
po wd plastic material which contains 66%

simulant should have the following charactrstics:

nitrogen by weight. Polyester resin with an organic
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catalyst is the Finder and provides some hydrogen.
Sand and graphite are used as fillers and they control
the density and pourability of the mixture as it is cast
into molds. The oxygen, ,arbon, and silicon in these
filler materials have relatively minor effects upon the
neutrons,

but the simulants are still close enough to be useful
for purposes of testing the EDS. The low value for
the bare semtex is probably because of the low
hydrogen content of the simulant. The Tovex
simulant was low in nitrogen by about 20% because
we did not know the nitrogen content of the Tovex
before the tests and therefore we did not make an
exact simulant.

Table I provides a comparison of the percentage of
nitogen and hydrogen by weight of the real
explosives and simulants. The nitrogen matches
exactly for all for the simulants. The hydrogen
content and density are similar. Table 2 provides the
poDpirtions used in our simulants. We have found
these mixtures can be fairly readily mixed and
poured. They result in fairly durable simulants and
they do not segregite significantly in the time it takes
for the resin to solidify. We have found that the
mesh size of the powders which we use is important
in controlling the mixability and pourability of the
mixtures.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the upper third of
gamma-ray spectra obtained for real and simulated
C4 and for the empty test chamber. The spectra of
the C4 and the simulant were virtually identical. The
broad peak at channel 10 seen in the difference
between the C4 (real and simulated) and the empty
tunnel is due to the 10.8 MeV nitrogen gamma-ray
and the escape peaks. The spectra of the other
simulants also agreed well.
Table 4 provides the results of the tests of comparing
the simulated and real C4 explosive in 10 suitcases of
differing weights. Each case was run through the
system 5 times and mean values and deviations of the
tal net nitrogen counts were computed. The
percentage error in the difference between the
simulant and the real explosive is pro- ided. There is
no particular trend in variation with weight. Tests
with the t statistic showed that 3 of the cases had
statistically significant differences. We believe that
these variations are probably due to not placing the
siriulants and explosives in exactly the same location
in the suitcase.

Three types of tests were performed in validating that
the simulants do indeed give the same results as real
explosives. Total net nitrogen counts were measured
to demonstrate that the nitrogen signal i- the same.
Gaimna-ray spectra were otaine.. o demonstrate that
other significant gamma-rays were comparable.
Final'y, thv C4 smulant and real C4 explosives were
placed in the same position in 10 oaitcases of
differing weight to demor trate that the contentn of
suitcases dii not produce any significant differ..ces
between the simulants and the real C4.
In these tests 6 types of explosives were used: C4,
Detasheet, water gel, Tovex, semtex, and TNT. The
quantities were not ihe same as the FAA defined
explosives, but they were close enough that if these
simulants are suitable, the properly sized simulhaL
should also be suitable.

2. CONCLUSION
?'ractical simulated explosives for several common
explosives were described. All of these simulants
(with the possible exception of the TOVEX simulant)
re similai enough to real explosives that they may be
used for testing of TNA systems, but some .re
measur bly different from the real explosives. The
differences show that great car. should bu taken in
creating simulated explosivzs and that it is not trivial
to bst exact matches to real explccives.

Each simulant and explosive was run through the
EDS 10 times in the same location at the s:,me belt
speed used for inspecting luggage. They were tested
alone ad also in the center of an average size
suitcase (29 lbs). The mean values and standard
deviation of the total net nitrogen counts for the 10
runs were computed and compared. Table 3 provides
the results. Generally the 95 %confidence band was
± 9%. This degree of precision is sufficient since

explosives which must be sensed by the system vary
quite widely. Most of the comparisons lie within the
95% confidence band but several do not.

We

performed tests with the t statistic on the results.
Some of the differences were statistically significant
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Real Explosive

Simulant

N%

H%

Density

N%

H%

Density

C4

34.5

2.0

1.68

34.5

3.7

1.47

SEMTEX

25

2.0

1.40

25

4.0

1.45

WATERGEL

23

3.0

1.28

23

3.7

1.34

TNT

19

2.0

1.47

19

3.0

1.47

DETASHEET

15

4.3

1.48

15

2.8

1.48

Table 1 Comparison of explosives and simulants

Melamine

Polyester
Resin

Sand

Graphite

C4

51.7

33.0

15.3

0

SEMTEX

37.5

37.5

12.5

12.5

WATERGEL

34.5

55.5

0

10.0

TNT

28.5

44.5

17.0

10.0

DETASHEET

22.5

45.4

17.1

15

Table 2 ThA Simulant Mixtures (percentage by weight)
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AIRPORT TESTING OF A NEW THERMAL NEUTRON ANALYSIS
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION SYSTEM
M.J. Hurwitz, W.P. Noronha, and T. A. Atwell
GAMMA-METRICS
5788 Pacific Center Blvd
San Diego, CA 92121

1. INTRODUCTION

following:

GAMMA-METRICS has developed an explosives
detection system (EDS) for airline checked baggage.
This system is based upon prompt gamma neutron
activation analysis (PGNAA), often referred to as
thermal neutron analysis. In this technique the
checked baggage is placed in a chamber filled with
thermal neutrons. The thermal neutrons readily
penetrate the contents of the checked baggage and are
absorbed by the various chemical elements. Each
element then emits characteristic gamma-rays which
are detected and analyzed by a large bank of
scintillation detectors. Primarily this techniques is
based upon the detection of the 10.8 MeV gamma-ray
which results from the absorption of neutrons by
nitrogen atoms.

Airline selection
Airport site selection (baggage room,
concourse, etc.)
Detailed site inspection
Airline approval:
Local
Corporate
FAA approval of site
Adequate baggage flow
Radiation safety approval from federal, state
and local authorites
Coordination with local FAA
liaison office
Insurance
Personnel access and badging for airport
security
Baggage handlers
Site preparation (power, walls, base for the
system, etc.)
Preparingandvalidatingsimulatedexploaives
Test Plan
Plans for transport and assembly of the
system

This
system is designed to use a long-lived
SODERN electronic neutron generator, but it can also
use a californium-252 neutron source. Among the
other features of this system am the use of a larger
number of detectors and provision for the use of an
integrated X-ray system in order to improve tho
detection versus false alarm performance for smaller
explosives. As shown in the line drawing, in Figure
1, the EDS is made up of 5 modules so that it may
be readily assembled in the field. Figure 2 shows a
photograph of the system which is currently deployed
in an extensive data collection and testing program in
the baggage make-up room of Delta Air Lines at Los
Angeles International Airport (LAX). This testing

Figure 3 it a top view line drawing of the installation
at LAX. A significant amount of site preparation
was necessary. A level base for the system was
prepared. Walls were erected for protection of the
system from rain. Feed and exit conveyors were
installed. Power and lighting was installed. Barriers

program is being supported under an FAA contract.

were installed to protect the system from collisions by
airline vehicles such as baggage cats.

2. AIRPORT TESTING
The airport mission itself also requires many step
including:

The preparation and performance of airport data
collection and testing requires a great deal of
planning and negotiation. This process can normally
be expected to require about 4 to 6 months.

Assembly of the system without impacting
normal operations
System checkout
System calibration

Among the issues and operations required for the
preliminary arrangements for the airport test are the
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Collection of data on real airline checked
baggage
Maintenance
Training of neural network explosive
discrimination algorithm
Performance verification testing
Disassembly and removal of the system
3. TEST PLAN
For developing the explosives discrimination
algorithm we must obtain data with real explosives or
properly validated simulated explosives and we must
also collect a large body of data for baggage without
explosive or simulant. Ideally one would use real
airline baggage without simulated explosive and then
place simulated explosives in these same suitcases.
This is not possible since one can not open checked
luggage or readily place simulants in it.
One unsatisfactory alternative which was used in
early work was to place the simulants on the side of
the luggage. As shown in figure 4 the situation is
quite different if a simulant is placed outside rather
than inside a suitcase. First, the system develops a
three dimensional nitrogen density distribution which
would clearly show a concentration of nitrogen
outside the suitcase and this would clearly indicate
the presence of the simulant. This is not typical of
the situation in which the EDS must work. Second,
the simulant would be too close to the neutron source
and too close or too far from certain of the detectors.
Third, the simulant should displace normal materials
within the suitcase.
We have elected a different procedure. False alarm
data is gathered using real airline checked baggage.
Data with simulats is collected using unclaimed
(lost) airline luggage purchased from th airlines.
Simulants are placed in random positions within the
unclaimed luggage.
Of course, it is essential to insure that the real airline
luggage and the tnclaimed airline luggage are indeed
equivalent as see by the EDS system. This is
confirmed in three ways. First, the weight and size
of the bags in these 2 s% are compared. Second,
the distribution of total nitrogen counts of the two
Sts of baggage is conured and the unclaimed
baggage set is adjusted to match the real airline
chocked baggage. Third, data is acquired without
simulants in the unclaimed luggage and ultimately,
the false alarm performance of tho two sets of bags
is compared.

Figure 5 shows the distribution for total nitrogen
counts in domestic luggage, international luggage,
amd for the GAMMA-METRICS' set of unclaimed
Juggage. The GAMMA-METRICS' set was found
to have too many bags in the region around 4000
total counts and too few suitces in the region
around 11000 counts. Subequently, we revised the
distribution of the GAMMA-METRICS unclaimed
baggage by emptying some of the baggage with
counts around 4000 and stuffing more -tems heavily
laden with nitrogen with counts around 11000 into the
bags. Most of the real luggage with very high counts
at LAX appeared to be more like air cargo rather
than normal luggage.
4. AIRPORT TEST STATUS
The airport data collection is still underway. We have
collected data on about 9500 suitcases as shown in
table 1. Despite the bea efforts of our hot, Delta
Air Lines, we have found that we have not been able
to gather data on as many real airline bt as hoped.
The primary problem has been that there in vecy little
time for the airline to bring us carts of suitcases
before they must be taken to the airplane and,
obviously, we can no delay any of the luggag.
At this time we are beginning to analyse the airpot
data and train our bomb discrimination algocithms.
Once we have tranW the bomb discrminatbo
algorithm which employs an artificial neural network
we install this algorithm in the real-time sytem and
perform verification tes
.

III
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Figure 2

Photograph of the GA)O(-KETRCS Explosive Detection
System
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RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY ASPECTS OF TNA DEPLOYMENT
I. M. Bar-Nir, Ph.D., and P. Ryge, Ph.D.

Scic Applications Internatial Corporatior (SAIC)
Santa Clara California

1. INTRODUCTION

most common reaction that forms the basis of the
detection process. A nucleus which has absorbed a
neutron wiln emit y'rays of characteristic energy at
a known rate. In particular, a nitrogen nucleus will
emita 10.8MeV -rayabout 14% ofthe fewtimes
that it absorbs a neutron in a radioactive capture
process. By knowing the number of y rays received
in a detector, the number of neutrons bombarding the
sample, and the known reaction rates for the elements
in the sample, the amount of a particular element in
the sample can be determined.

Active nuclear interrotion techniques enable noninvAve explosives detection. These techniques use
neutrons or highenergy Trays as probes. They
study the products of the interactions of thsem probes
with individual atoms in the inspected object to
determine the presnce of specific elements
characteristic of explosive materials. These active
techniques provide highly penetrating probes that
generate distinguishable and detectable reaction
products from the different elements constituting the
various substances present inside the inspected object.
Thermal neutron analysis (TNA) is currently the only
nuclear technique incorporated in a practical and
tested explosive detection system (EDS).
The
deployment and use of nuclear based dex -es in ares
accessible to the general public (e.g., the concourse
of an airport) raise concerns about potential radiation

Delayed emissions (which occur on the order of
seconds after irradiation) are of concern only as
regards the safety of the system.
These are the
subject of the present paper.
Neutrons can be obtained from either radioisotopes
(e.g. californium-252) or from electronic neutron

related hazrds. A major part of the effort put into

generators. All the operational TNA units at present

the TNA program was to ascertain that its installation
and operation are harmless both to personnel and to
members of the general public. Section 2 provides a
brief description of the technology and how it is

are californium based. A neutron generator based
unit was built and successfully tested as well. It is
envisaged that in situations where the use of
radioactive materials is precluded, the generator will

implemented. Section 3 describes the safety issues

be used instead. In either technique the neutrons are

and how they were addressed in the TNA devices,

produced at a broad spectrum of ecergies. Thus, the
design of the system must incorporate materials to

2. TNA AND ITS MODE OF OPERATION

slow the neutrons down to thermal equilibrium. The
resulting energy spectrum of the neutrons hitting a
suitcase to be inspected is thus rather complex. It
would be therefore probably incorrect to describe the
system as a purely Thermal Neutron Analysis system.
However it was designed so that those interactions
dominate. The requirements for the design of
moderating assemblies can be found in the literaturei.
A more detailed description of the technical aspects
of the TNA system and its implementation can be
found elsewhere4 .

2.1 TNA Tefhiqum
The basic physics behind Thermal Neutron Analysis
(TNA) is well-understood and has been applied to a
wide variety of assay problems. The technique is
used, for example, in laboratory sample analysis, online monitoring of coal and cement quality, and
borehole loggingj ,2. In TNA the object to be
inspected is exposed to a thermal neutron flux; each
of the elements composing the materials in the object

has a known reaction rate with these neutrons. The

2.2 The TNA Deyke

neutrons are captured and the resulting nucleus has

excess energy. If this energy is released in a short

Figure I shows the TNA with its mjor components.

time (on the order of 1012 seconds) then the emission
is called prompt. For most materials encountered in
passenger bags, the emission of prompt y rays is the

Bags move through the system, traveling on a
conveyor belt, passing through a cavity bathed with
thermal neutrons and encircled by detector arrays.
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luggage. Standard X-ray screening that carry-on bap
are subjected to is designed only to detect weapons,
and has proved to be ineffective against explosives.
SAIC has designed and tested (under contract to the
FAA) a system for screening carry-on luggage.

Signals from the detectors are processed by the TNA
computer which automatically makes a determination
to clear the bag or not. The presence of suspect
materials inside the luggage triggers an alarm that
generates an audio signal and sends a visual message
on the operator's monitor screen Bags containing
suspect objects are automatically removed from the
luggage flow by the diverter.

3. SAFETY ISSUES
The use of radioactive materials in airports raises the
issue of possible radiation exposure to TNA
operators, other airport personnel and members of the
public. Potential exposure pathways include the
following:

Figure 2 is a "see through' view of the system
showing in greater detail the process of bag
inspection.
Also indicated is the shielding
incorporated into the system design. The massive
shielding provided, was reflected in the system's size.
TNA by itself is 13' x 8' and its weight is
28,000 Lbs. As a consequence, the installation of the
TNA into airports entailed careful planning and rather
involved logistics,

Radiation leakage through the system's
shielding in the course of its normal
operation and its impact on the immediate
environment of the system.

2.3 The TNA Use in Airports

Induced radioactivity of the contents of the
inspected luggage caused by the neutron
interactions.
Both potential external
exposure from activated objects and potential
internal exposure through ingestion of food
stuffs carried in the examined baggage have
to be considered,

Passengers with overseas destinations have their
luggage examined prior to their departure from major
international airports in the United States and
overseas. At present only luggage from outbound
international flights is screened, but this may change
in the future and baggage going to domestic
destinations may be examined as well. The number
of airline passengers whose luggage would be
examined was estimated to be 1.1 million per year
per system.
Based on an average of 2
bags/passenger, the number of pieces of luggage
exposed to neutrons can therefore be as high as 2.2
million per year (at the time these lines are written,
the total count of baggage items that underwent TNA
inspection is about 650,000). The bags would pass
through the TNA on the conveyer belt and would
normally be inside the system for approximately 20
seconds during which they would be exposed to the
neutron flux from the "Cf source. However, the
flux is sharply peaked near the source. Thus, most
of the neutron irradiation occurs within a shorter time
frame (approximately 6 seconds). The effects of the
neutron irradiation on the bags' contents are
discussed in detail in Section 3.2, while the effects of
a possible longer exposure due for example to a
baggage jam in the system are addressed in Section
3.3.

Potential radiation hazards in the event of a
system malfunction (e.g., jams or power
failures) or accidents. In particular, the
potential for radiation hazard in the event of
a bomb exploding inside the system or as a
result of fire.
Shipping and handling of the radioactive
source of the system. In particular, source
loading and retrieval.
As regards the handling of radioactive materials or
the use of any ionizing radiation generating device for
that matter, a universally accepted guideline is the
following: "...the magnitude of individual doom, the
number of people exposed, and the likelihood of
incurring exposures where these are not certain to be
received should all be kept as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA), economic and social fators
being taken into accountS.u
3.1 Potential Radiation Exposure In the Immedi.
ate Vicinity of the TNA

Checked luggage has been the focus of the first
application of the TNA technology, but threats from
attacks in carry-on luggage may be equally great. In
fact, approximately half of the explosive attacks
against aircraft have been made through carry-on

Individuals who might be exposed to radiation due to
normal operation of TNA are divided into two
categories. The first group consists of workers who
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handle the baggage and operate the system. These
people spend significant amounts of time in the
immediate vicinity of the system. Baggage handlers
may also be specifically assigned to the TNA. The
second group consists of members of the public,
primarily airline passengers. Figure 3 shows the
layout in one of the TNA installations, indicating the
flow of bags and passengers through the system.
Two factors determine the effects of radiation: the
radiation level and the exposure time. The biological
effects of radiation depend on the total dosage
absorbed and are cumulative. A certain level of
radioactivity is always present in the background.
This background radiation has its origins in a variety
of sources. Primarily it is caused by natural sources
(e.g., cosmic rays and naturally occurring
radionuclides such as potassium-40). A small part of
it, however, is man made (e.g., home appliances
such as TV sets and computer monitors, or medical
devices such as X-ray machines). This background
radiation results in an effective annual dose of
approximately 1 mSv (100 mrem/yr) at sea level. At
high altitudes (e.g., Denver CO or Mexico City), due
to the increasing contribution from cosmic rays, it
can be as much as twice as high (the same is true for
The
the altitudes of commercial flights)'.
International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) guidelines call for maintaining the dose rates
in areas accessible to the public ('public arme') near
any nuclear installation at such levels that ensure that
the resulting annual effective dose does not exceed

this background of I mSv.

The door arrangements at both ends of the system are
made of 4 in, thick plates. The end panels swing
about vertical axes with return springs. The four
inner panels Jang from a horizontal pivot point with
a cam-spring arrangement. In the event of a spring
mechanism failure, the weight of the panels will keep
them in the closed position. Individual position
sensors for each panel are coupled to an indicator
light on the main panel to show that the doors are
closed when there is no luggage. The arrangements
for loading and unloading of the bags are such that no
one has to spend any length of time directly in front
of the openings. Additional safety features include
the following:
The outer shield doors are key locked when
the system is unattended.
The outer shield doors are interlocked so
that if the system operator removes the
computer system key before locking the
shielded doors, an alarm sounds.
The source can be drawn manually to a
retracted position, so that in the event of a
baggage jam, retrieval can be affected with
lower radiation fields.
The source is always confined within several
layers of shielding, and a locked panel
covers the Teleflex cable to which it is
mounted.

The upper limit
A tamper indicating seal is used to show if
tampering with the system has been

recommended for instantaneous dose rate for
members of the public is 0.5 #Sv/hr (0.05 mrem/hr).

attempted.
ThU TNA design kcoporates massive shielding to
reduce the internal neutron and y ray radiation to
very low levels. Figure 4 shows the shielding and
the doors arrangement in the TNA. The mechanical
structure of the TNA is made of aluminum, with a
outer shell of 3/16 in. aluminum
welded-na
(aluminum is preferable to other choices, such as
steel for instance, due to its low interaction rate with
neutrons). The structure is filled with moderators of
low atomic number which is thee cast into place.
Additional shielding, consisting of 1/4 in. thick lead
and 1 in. thick polyethylene plates, further reduces
the exterior dose rate. The measured dose rates at
any distance of one foot from the systems surface
were found to be less than 3 pSv/hr (0.3 nuem/hr)'.
For comparison, during a typical chest X-ray, one is
exposed to 1,000 times the dosage absorbed next to
a TNA in a whole year.

Envirotmetal monitors are used to monitor
possible radiatio does in the area.
All this was achieved at a price: the system's
dimensions and overall weight are rather large and its
installation into an auport calls for som creful
planning.
All the workers directly associated with the TNA
operation are extensively trained. They are taught
basic information about radiation and exposure to it,
how to minimize their own exposure, and how to use
survey instruments. The operation is supervised by
a highly trained responsible operator. In addition,
informative briefings ar held for all personnel who
might occasionally have to accem the system area
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(e.g., baggage handlers, supervisors, ramp managers
etc.).

(at present 5 #Sv/hr) the bg is released for loading
on the plane.

Survey instruments are provided at each airport
location and doses to the operators are monitored
using personal dosimeters. Explanatory and warning
signs are posted at visible locations around the system
for the general public.

A few of the neutron interactions result in
radionuclides with somewhat slowe detay rates
(longer half life) (e.g., gold or sodium with half life
values of 2.7 days and 15 hours res!*tively). Even
in these cases the risk is low as can be seen from the
following two examples.

TNA devices have undergone extensive radiation
safety evaluation both by the health authorities of the
State of California, where the systems are
manufactured, and by the NRC. The environmental
assessment determined that: *...for normal operation
of the EDS and anticipated abnormal events, the
radiological impact to both the worker and the public
is well below NRC and the environmental protection
agency (EPA) dose guidelines and is acceptable'."
An additional environmental assessment performed in
order to demonstrate TNA's suitability for operation
in areas accessible to the public (e.g., airport
concourse) resulted in a *Finding of No Significant
Inpact'.'

Case 1: Exter,ial irradiation by elements that had
undergone TNA inspection. The largest potnit
radiation source is gold. Because of its relatively
long half life nearly all the induced radioactivity in
gold will be present when the passenger claims his
luggage (assuming that he carries his gold jewelry in
his checked luggage). To make things worse, we
omit the delay time, and have the passenger access
his bag immediately after the TNA scan. If that
passenger were to wear a 40 gram (approximately 1.4
ounces) gold medallion continuously for 10 days (24
hours a day), the total effective dose equivalent
would be 4 x 103 mSv. This is only one eighth of
that resulting from the natural potassium content of
his average daily food intake.

At no time during the two years of operation was
there any incident of the radiation levels in the areas
around any of the TNA systems approaching that of
the natural background.

Case 2: Ingestion of foods carried in bags that had
undergone TNA inspection. Table I shows the daily
intakes of the elements that are the principal
contributors to the dose that would be received and
the dose estimates for each element under the
assumed conditions. The results of Table I show that
salt is the principal source of radiation exposure from
consumption of food that has passed through the
TNA. About 90% of the effective dose equivalent of
1.7 x 10" mSv would be due to ingestion of sodium
and chlorine. This meams that although the asmumd
scenario ia unlikely, its equivalmt could occur. As
a specific example, if a passenger were to onsume
in one day 2 ounces of salt, approximately 27 grams
of sodium, (this excessive amount is the highest daily
reroted salt consumption encountered in some exotic
Japanese diets) right after being inspected by TNA,
the radiation dose absorbed would be les than 0.4%
of that resulting from naturally occurring potassium
in food. In general, however, passengers gain access
to their luggage only after the flight ha rached its
destination, which for most international flights
means a delay of many hours before the pamger
recovers his luggage.

3.2 Assessment of the Induced Radioactivity In
Luggage Contents
Since the interactions of neutrons with the elements
in the interrogated bags results in their becoming
slightly radioactive it was necessary to demonstrate
the safety (both to personnel and passengers) of
handling the luggage after it had undergone TNA
inspection. The TNA inspection time was determined
so as to keep this induced radioactivity at a
minimum. Most of it decays within a few seconds to
a few minutes. By the time a bag exits the system,
its radioactivity is below the natural background and
no longer measurable. Detailed descriptions of the
calculations and measurements performed to establish
the levels of induced radioactivity in the inspected
bags are provided elsewhere'-". In all the examples,
worst case scenarios were assumed. As an added
precaution, every bag's radioactivity level is
monitored at the exit from the system and whenever
it exceeds the background that bag is shunted aside
by the system's diverter and the operator is warned.
The bag's radioactivity level is then manually
checked and only after it has been verified to be
below the iegulation limit for non-radiative shipment

Another issue concerns the integrity of the contents of
bags undergoing TNA scans; in particular foods,
electronic and photographic media and
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Existing federal guidance and
pharmaceuticals.
laboratory data both provide assurance that neutron
irradiation of luggage as proposed will not cause
deleterious effects.
The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has approved neutron
irradiation of food using =Cf sources to determine
its moisture content. Such irradiation is permitted for
absorbed doses of up to 2 mGy'. Examination of
luggage is estimated to produce an absorbed dose
from neutrons of about 0.01 mGy under normal TNA
operating conditions. It is estimated that one bag in
6000 could be exposed for about 45 seconds due to a
baggage jam. In that case, the absorbed neutron dose
is estimated to be about 0. 1 mGy, still well below the
FDA dose guideline,

items are manually taken out of the system and kept
aside until the measured radioactivity level is found
to be below the regulation limit for non-radiative
shipment before being allowed to be loaded on the
plane.

Gamma irradiation of food has been approved for
much higher dose levels, - 10 Gy' 2 . The gamma
ray doses from passage through the TNA are far
lower, about 0.02 m~y. This has been determined
by integrating dose rates (measured with a survey
meter), and by passing a dosimeter through the
system in various pieces of baggage.

3.4 Source Shipment and Handling

The radiation 3afety of the TNA in the event of an
accident was assessed independently. The U.S.
Bureau of Mines built a mock-up of the system and
an empty capsule used to contain the radioactive
source was exposed inside it to the blast from an
explosion of a large amount of high explosives. It
remained intact 3. The potential radiation resulting
from an accident followed by a fire was addressed as
well 14.

The components of the TNA are shipped individually
and are assembled in situ within the airport where the
device is to be used. No radiation exposure of
workers or members of the public results from either
shipment or assembly of the TNA because the
radiation source is not in the system during this stage
of the operation.

Passage through the TNA would expose a medicine,
lotion, or other item in the suitcase to a flux of 8 x
10 neutrons/cm if the item were located at the peak
flux. This neutron exposure is comparable to that
experienced from cosmic rays in Denver each year
(about 1 x 10' neutrons/cm).

The 25Cf source is shipped separately in a single
shielded cask. The source contains 150 micrograms
of 'Cf (approximately 80 mCi or 3 x 10' Bq).
Following the assembly of the TNA, the source is
transferred from the cask to the TNA. Radiation
exposure of individuals can occur due to transport of
the z5Cf source and during the source installation at
the airport location. In assessing the effects of
source transport, it is assumed that the 2mCf source
is shipped by a truck from a manufacturer in Ohio to
the various airports. An average travel distance of
approximately 1200 highway miles is estimated for
assumed airport locations. Because the 2Cf source
decays (with a half-life of -2.64 years), periodic
replacement of the source would be necessary. It is
estimated that a new source would have to be
installed as frequently as once every 18 months. The
operational lifetime of the TNA systems is estimated
to be 15 years, so a total of 10 source shipments is
anticipated per system.

The effect of the system on photographic film is
undetectable under normal conditions. This was
determined by testing several types of film with
single and multiple passes through the system.
3.3 System Malfunction and/or Accidents
The system's built-in radiation shielding is sufficient
to ensure thai even during a potential system
malfinction, the emitted radiation level will not
increase.
However, system failures (caused by
power interruptions or by jamming of the conveyor
belt mechanism) can result in the baggage being
exposed to neutrons for longer periods of time than
under normal operation. The potential effective dose
equivalent from wearing gold jewelry for 10 days
following its irradiation in a suitcase that was caught
in a baggage jam would be about 0.003 mSv but
could perhaps be as high as 0.01 mSv. If this occurs
for one gold medallion per year, the resulting
effective dose equivalent would be 1 x 10" personSv, about 2.5 %of the effective dose. In the event of
bags caught in a baggage jam, the relevant luggage

The expected radiation dose rates outside a shipping
cask loaded with a 150-microgram source of 2Cf are
shown in Figure 5.
The dose rates along the
cylinder's axis are somewhat higher tan those
perpendicular to that axis. The cask would be
transported in a truck. The nearest point of public
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access is likely to be - 3 m and the dose rate would
be expected to be less than 0.01 mSv/h at that point.
Radiation doses to the truck drivers, who might spend
24 hours at a distance of 2 m from the cask while
transporting a new source from the manufacturer to
an airport, are estimated to average about 0.16 mSv
per delivery. Assuming two drivers per truck and
that the used source is returned to the manufacturer,
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result in a collective dose to drivers of 0.0004
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Table I EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT FROM DAILY INTAKES
OF ELEMENTS ONE HOUR AFTER IRRADIATION
DURING PASSAGE THROUGH THE TNA
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Mean Daily

Effective Dome
Equivalent (mSv)
from 1-day Intake

Induced

w Hour_ Da

N,
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1.4xl0o 7
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4.4
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RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY REGULATION AND LICENSING OF
NUCLEAR-BASED EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS
P. Ryge, Ph.D., and I. M. Bat-Nir, Ph.D.
Science Applications Internatiozl Corpoation (SAIC)

Santa aw, Cfiomia

1, INTRODUCTION

2.

The use of nuclear-based interrogation techniques for
non-invasive explosive detection has several marked
advantages over competing technologies.
1y
employ neutrons or high energy gamma rays a
probes. By analysing the products of the intemetins
of these probes with individual atoms in the inspected
object, the presence of specific elements,
chaiacteristic of explosive materials, can be
determined. These highly penetrating techniques can
be made resistant to defeat mechanisms and are well
suited to automatic operation - the two key features
required for any practical EDS.

SAFETY AND REGULATION
NUCLEAR-ISED EDS

OF

Potential radistion. afety inus raised by the we of
nuclear-based e ilaive detectim system include the
following:
* Radiation emitted by the system in the cotuee of

its nrma
impact.

operation and its envirmtal

e Induced radioactivity in the -ontents of the
inspected items caused by th neutron
interactionl.

However, the deployment and use of nuclear-based
devices, especially in areas accessible to the public
such as concourses of airports, raise concerns about
potential raldiation related hazards. It is necessary to
address these issues in the design and m nufacturing
of such devices. In addition, it is necessary to deal
with various regulatory agencies both on local and
natioaal levels and meet certain performance
standards before thee devices are permitted to be
installed. The regulations regarding the use of
radiation-based devices call for the implementation of
certain procedures and safety meases. These have
a direct beating on the costa of operating such
devices.

9 Potential radiation ha ds in the eveat of a
system malflaction (e.g., baggejams or power
failures) or emergencies (e.g. fire or a bomb
exploding within the system).
* Shipping and handling of the radioactive source

of the system, in particular, source loading and
relacement.
Bach of these issm mint be addressed to the
satisfaction of all the relevant mathorities beore sch
a system can be put into operation.

The safety issues and the general regulatory

The nuclear industry may well be the most replted
in the world. Virtually every country has set up a
regulatory framework incorporating various rulm,

framework are discussed in section 2 below. Section

regulations and guidelines that govern nucler related

3 describes the path that has to be undertaken in the
U.S. before one ia authorized to install and operate a
nuclear facility. Issues such as the responsibilities of
the users and the manufacturers and the different
regulatory bodies one has to deal with in different
circumstances are discussed. Section 4 describes the
situation in some foreign countries. The experience
from the deployment of TNA systems is used as an
example.

activities. Before embarking on any such activity,
licenses or permits have to be obtained from the
relevant regulatory bodies. The procedures vary
according to the particular regulations of each
specific country. Sometimes thy am saightforward
albeit entailing considerable paperwork and
sometimes delay, while in extreme ca
the
regulatory pathway effectively precludes the
implementation of certain activitiee.
Brief
descriptions of the steps that have to be undertaken in
various countries in order to install and operate t
nuclear facility am provided in [1]. That documnt
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is primarily oriented towards the nuclear power
industry.
The basic ground rules are similar,
however, and it can serve as a good example of what
is involved. In addition to the national bodies, there
are a number of intematioai bodies that deal with
the uses of nuclear eaery (e.g., the International
Atomic Energy Agency - IAEA, the International

as Cf-252, the neutron so .rce used in TNA). The
U.S. is divided into five NRC Regions, each
administered by a Region office which issues licenses
and conducts inspections.
The NRC does not
regulate X-ray or other radiation producing
equipment such as particle accelerators, nor
accelerator produced radioactive sources; these are

Commission on Radiological Protection - ICRP or the

subject to regulation by the individual states.

World Health Organization - WHO). These bodies
sponsor a wide variety of research activities as well
as monitor the safety aspects of nuclear related

The NRC regulations are contained in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. Part 20 of Title 10,

activities. In particular, they issue recommendations

designated 10 CFR 20, is subtitled "Standards for

and guidelines setting standards and upper limits for
radiation exposures. Although these guidelines and
recommendations are not legally binding, most
countries incorporate them fully or in part into their
laws.
With few exceptions, when national
regulations differ from the international
recomnmdations, they are more stringent,

Protection Against Radiation'; it is mostly but not
entirely consistent with the recommendations of the
ICRP.

The basic approach to the use of nuclear technology

The Atomic Energy Acts provide for "Agreement
States.' By agreement with NRC, these states license
and regulate byproduct material themselves.
Agreement states must maintain regulatory practices
and standards at least as stringent as those of the

is that "no practice involving exposures to radiation

NRC, and their programs are audited by the NRC.

should be adopted unless it produces sufficient benefit
to thde exposed individuals or to society to offset the
radiation detrin t it causes.'[21
The dire
consequences of any successful bomb attack on an
airplane make it of paramount importance to have an
effective explosive detection in place. The use of
nuclear based systems (e.g., TNA which at present is
the only nuclear technique incorporated into a
practical and tested EDS) for this purpose was found
to satisfy these requirements.[3] Another dominating
rule in the regulatory framework is that "the licensee
shall use, to the extent practicable, procedures and
engineering controls based upon sound radiation
protection principles to achieve occupational doses
and doses to members of the public t6,t are as low as
is reasonably achievable (ALARA)."[4] (See in this
connection also [2]).

Approximately half of all the states are Agreement
States.'
In all other states, designated NonAgreement States, the NRC regulates byproduct
materisi.
All states maintain radiation control
programs which regulate other radiation matters such
as accelerator-produced radioactive material.
The Conference of Radiation Control Program
Directors, Inc. (CRCPD) is an organization whose
members are representatives of radiation control
related organizations, such as the NRC, state
radiation control agencies, the USFDA, EPA,
Department of Energy, military services, World
Health Organization, etc. It publishes "Suggested
State Regulations for Control of Radiation, used by
states in running their radiation control programs. At
the request of and with support from FAA, a special

3. THE REGULATORY PATHWAY

CRCPD task force on EDS produced "Regulatory
Guidance for State Registration/Licensing of
Explosive Detection Systems", covering both

-

U.S.

3.1 The Regulatory EstablishAnawi

radioactive source and electronic neutron generatorbased EDS.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is the
primary regulating authority in the U.S. for all
nuclear energy related matters. Its authority is
derived from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
regulates X-ray baggage inspection systems under the
regulatory category "cabinet x-ray systems." It also
has jurisdiction over foodstuffs in commercial

Atomic Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, which
are concerned primarily with nuclear reactors and the

shipments ("interstate omme rce") but not in personal
baggage. Under FDA regulations, contained in Title

nuclear power industry, not of concern here. The
NRC regulates and licenses "byproduct material" -radioactive sources produced in nuclear reactors (such

21 of CFR, radiation in food is an additive. In
general, food additives are prohibited unless
specifically permitted.
Irradiation of foods is
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permitted for certain specific applications, such as

concourse areas, These involved the submission to

monitoring the moisture content in grains using
neutrons. Since at present no regulation specifically
permits irradiation for explosive detection purposes,
it is not permitted cun~tly; if it were deemed
desirable, a regulation permitting TNA inspection
could be made, since it can easily be shown to pose
no health hazard.

the NRC of extensive reports including:
o Description of use scenarios;
e Estimates of worst case individual radiation
doses and collective doses to workers and
members of the public;

3.2 Liensing

e Dose pathways included direct radiation from the
TNA, beta and gamma radiation from potential
activation of baggage, external and internal
(ingestion of foods in inspected baggage);

To possess and use a device containing a radioactive
source, the user must obtain a radioactive materials
license from the NRC or Agreement State, depending
on the user's location.
For a commercially
distributed device such as SAIC's TNA, this is fairly
straightforward because most of the burden falls on
the manufacturer. The manufacturer is licensed as
such, and, prior to commercial sale, the device must
undergo a safety evaluation and be registered by the
NRC or Agreement State (where the manufacturer is
located). In addition, the source used by the device
manufacturer is a *sealed source" sold by a licensed
source manufacturer, in a sealed capsule which has
undergone a separate safety evaluation and
registration, according to a stringent quality control
and test process.

The NRC based its assessments on these reports as
well as other information and in each case arrived at
a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). TNA
units, manufactured by SAIC, are now approved for
use in airport baggage handling areas and in public
concourse areas, [4],[7].

For safety evaluation, the device manufacturer
submits information such as source identification and
quantity, description of the device and its safety
features, measured radiation levels, prototype testing,
the conditions for normal use, operating and

As discussed, for a U.S. airline, airport or other
organization to operate a TNA or other explosive
detection system containing a radioactive source, a
radioactive material license must be obtained. The
applicant fills out a standard form and sends it with

emergency procedures, radiation warning posting and

a fee to the NRC Region office or Agreement State;

labeling, limitations and other conditions of use, and
operator qualifications and training. The evaluation
process results in issuance of a *device sheet" which

the amount of the fee varies with the jurisdiction but
is generally in the range $1,000-10,000.

is listed under the manufacturer's model number in

The application asks for the following:

Doses calculated for normal operation,
installation, maintenance, clearing of possible
baggage jams, extreme fire vaporizing the source
and explosion of baggage within the TNA
*

the Registry of Sealed Sources and Devices. The
Registry is issued to all Agreement States and NRC
Region offices, administered by the NRC Washington
headquarters office,

*

Cost/befit analys.

Organization, location, and contact person;

* Type and amount of radioactive source, and

proposed use (e.g. in SAIC Model EDS-3 for
inspection of baggage);

This evaluation process is typical of what isnormally
done for radiation-based industrial devices. For
SAIC's TNA, there was an additional requirement.
Because of the potential exposure of millions of
members of the public, an Environmental Assessment
was required to be performed. This process is
required by the National Environmental Policy Act of
1963, and the implementing regulations for byproduct
material licensing are described in 10 CFR 51. Two
separate Environmental Assessments were done, for
restricted access baggage handling area and for public

e Designation of Responsible Individual, usually
called Radiation Safety Officer, and his
qualifications. For TNA,a technical degree and
a few-day radiation safety course are generally
sufficient;
*
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Training for workers.
Can be based on
maufacturer-supplied training;

" Facilities and equipment, e.g. access control,
nearby personnel and radiation monitoring
instruments;

installs and operates it on its own, though such an
organization could also contract with SAIC for
operation.

* Radiation safety program. Procedures (usually
based on manufacturer's instructions and
training), source leak test schedule, source
loading, personnel radiation badging, record
keeping, etc.

4. THE REGULATORY PATHWAY - OTHER
COUNTRIES
It is beyond the scope of the present work to describe
the regulatory situation worldwide. We shall present
the situation in the UK, where a TNA unit Ias been
in operation at Gatwick airport near London since
July of 1990. We shall also include a brief
description of t.he situation in France.

The NRC Region office or Agreement State looks up
the device in the Registry of Sealed Sources and
Devices and verifies that the proposed use and safety
program are appropriate; if so, the license is issued.

4.1 The United Kingdom
The basic responsibility of the licensee is to operate
safely and in compliance with the conditions of the
license. In particular, this includes the following:

In the UK, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is
the competent authority for regulating all nuclear or
radiologically related activities. It is the primary
authority in the issuance of licenses for the
installation and operation of nuclear facilities. The
HM Nuclear Installations Inspectoraft
(the
Inspectorate) is the arm of HSE that ensures strict
adherence to all statutory requirements regarding the
safety of the workforce and the general public.
Although both the HSE and the Inspectorate are to a
large extent independent of any government
department, they are ultimately answerable to the
Secretary of State for Energy through the Health and
Safety Commission. Another body which plays a key
role in all nuclear related activities in the UK is the
National Radiation Protection Board (NRPB). This
is an independent body that acts in a advisory
capacity primarily in nuclear safely related matters.
It usually perform studies for the HSE to verify
claims made in license applicabios for devics
employing radiaion.

* Ensure that operating personnel are trained in
radiation safety and the applicable procedures;
e Radiation badging as required (e.g. for TNA
operators, not required for baggage handlers);
* Source leak tests (usually every 6 months); fairly
simple procedure, can be done by trained
operator or by manufacturer;
* Radiation instrument calibration (usually every 6
months);
* Posting and labeling of radiation warnings and
signs;
* Security - control accs of unauthotizad
individuals;
* Report exposure incidents, if any, to NRC or
Agreement State;

The Health and Safety at Work Act placm
rsponibility on the employer to operate safely. The
eafomcemeat agecy is the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE). The employer must notify HSE of
intent to use radiation and designate a highly qualified
Radiation Protection Adviser (RPA) (consultant-ype
arrangement). In addition, approval for possession of
a radioactive source is required from the Department
of the Eaviroanmeat. There is no generic device
safety evaluation process like that in the U.S.

* Keeping of records of license activity such as
operator training, source leak tests, instrument
calibrations.
The first generation TNA units are owned and have
bee deployed by the FAA. Although the FAA lends
these units to individual carriers (TWA in JFK, Pan
Am in Miami and United Airlines in Dulles), the
FAA is the responsible organization and therefore is
die licensee. At present, all TNA units are operated
by specially trained SAIC personnel under contract
with the FAA. This may change if an end user (a
carrier or an airport) purchases a unit directly and

The regulations and rules that govern the installation,
operation end, whenever applicable, eventual
modifications of nuclear facilities in the UK, are
summarized in 'The lonising Radiations Regulations'
of 1985 (IRR 85), and their associatue 'Approved
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Codes of Practice* (ACOP) for the protection of
persons against ionizing radiation arising from any
work activity, [81,[9].

Frmch atomic energy commission, has a rol, similar
to that of the NRPB in the UK (i.e., it is usually
called to perform studies and verify claf s made by
license applicants).

Having to deal with a single body facilitates matters,
and the regulatory procedures in the UK are rather
straightforward. As is the case in the US, the user of
the device must have his own permit to install and
operate the device. It is his responsibility to see to
the implementation of all the required safety measures
and procedures on site as well as provide the
appropriate personnel and necessary training. As
regards the TNA, once the NRPB was satisfied
(through its own measurements both in the factory
and on site after the installation) that the safety of the
systems conformed with the UK [radiation safety]
standards they were very forthcoming and the whole
licensing process could be completed with relative
ease. The TNA at Gatwick is run by the Gatwick
Airport Authority who is handling all security
matters, and to whom the FAA has lent it. Again
SAIC was subcontracted to operate the system with
its personnel.
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The Service Central de Protection contre les
Rayonnements lonisants (SCPRI) handles installations
that employ electronic generators that produce
ionizing radiation.
The Commission
Interministerielle des Radiodl&nents Artifici61s
(CIREA) is the relevant authority for insta!lstions that
use radioactive materials. When the operation of a
facility might result in the exposure of foodstuffs to
ionizing radiation, the ministry of agric-,!ture and the
office of the prime minister (throug. a special unitr
responsible for maintaining the integrity of foodsi)
have a say as well. The Institut de Protection et de
S&lWet6 Nuch.aire (IPSN) which is an arm of the
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1333', HMSO Publications Centre, ISBN 0 It
057333 1.
10. "D&ret 1986 no. 86-1103 relatif I Iaprotection
des travs'illeurs contre les dangers des rayonnements
ionisants", Journal Officiel de la R6publique
Franaise, 12/10/1986 (modifi6 par le dacret no.
88-662 du 6 mai 1988, Journal Officiel de la
R6pblique Frangaise, 8/5/1988).
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1988 no. 88-521 relatif k la protection du

public contre les dangers des rayonnements
ionisants', Journal Officiel de la Rdpublique

Franwse, April, 1988.

NOTE
1. Currently the Agreement States are: AL, AZ,
AR, CA, CO, FL, GA, IL, IA, KS, KY, LA,
MD, MS, NB, NV, NM, NY, NC, ND, OK, UT,
RI, SC, TN, TX, and WA.
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EXPERIENCE WITH FXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS IN

AIRPORTS
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Santa Claa California

the FAA minimum contractual acceptance tot

1. INTRODUCTION

standards: automatic decision making, acptable r
Starting in 1985 the major threat to civil aviation
shifted from hijacking to bombing (Air India flight
from Montreal to London bombed, 329 killed),

of throughput, and meet mininm requiremnts for
detection and false alarm rates. TNA systems have
been installed and operated in JFK Interntiomi

Although the number of highjacking attempts may be

Airport,

comparable or even higher than the number of bomb
attacks, the consequences of bomb attacks in terms of
the fatalities incurred are much more severe (see
Figure 2 in ref. [1]). In response to the threat, the
FAA stepped up its efforts to support the
development of anti-terrist technologies.

International Airport, Gatwick Airport (UK) ad in
the Middle East during the -Iadj period. Additional
units will son be installed in San Francisco
International Airport. A detailed description of to
TNA and its mode of operation is provided elsewhere
([21).

SAIC was selected in an open competition to develop
and test operational prototypes of an Explosives
Detection System (EDS). SAIC's approach was to
utilize a known technology, thermal neutron analysis
(TNA). Prototypes were developed and installed at
San Francisco and Los Angeles International
Airports. The testing demonstrated that the concept
was feasible (details of the tests and discussion of
their methodology can be found in [2]). Based on
these tests, performance specifications were set by the
FAA defining the types and amounts of explosives to
be detected, as well as expected detection rates and
alarm rates. Additional performance specifications
defined die maximum sizes of baggage items to be
inspected, the expected throughput (number of bags
to be scanned in a given time unit) and the
requirement for automatic decision by the system.

This paper describes the integration of a high tech
In
based EDS into the arport environmet.
particular, the operational aspects are emphasized.
The pros and cons of different inatallatio senatios
(e.g., lobby versus tarmac) are discumed. Section 2
describes the operational experience of he TNA units
in the various locations focusing on the installation
and summarizing the performance results. Section 3
describes the operational logic' of explosive detection
in general and its implementation by the TNA.
Conclusions are presented in Section 4. In an
Appendix we discuss the perfoawmce of an EDS in
terms of the relationship between its detetion
capabilities and its alarm rates.

Miami International Ahport,

Dullas

2. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Upon completion of the primary R&D phase of te
program, SAIC proceeded to build working units for
the FAA. The next step was to incorporat these
units into actual security systems. Once out of to
lab, however, practical problems aos: 1 delivery
and rigging the units in place; 2 locating the units so
as to ensure smooth integration into the Airport flow
of operations; 3 interfacing with the existing security
system and 4 handling suspect bags, to name a few.
The introduction of high-technology large pieces of
equipment, employing radioactive source in public
areas such as airport lobbies, turned into a
bureaucratic challenge. In addition to addressin
concerns about radiological safety and ascetuining

Again, SAIC was asked to complete the development
process and prepare systems for testing at key
airports. This latest development effort, which began
in 1988, was accelerated in early 1989 in response to
the Pan Am 103 bombing. Additional bombings that
have occurred (e.g., the UTA and the Avianca
planes) strongly suggest that more are quite possible.
Presidential commission, congressional action, special
interest groups, and intense media coverage have
served to increase public awareness and concern.
At present, TNA is the only technology operational
in airports and available commercially, that satisfies
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compliance with all the safety standards and
regulations that govern the use of such devices, it
was necessary to coordinate between different bodies
each havingjurisdiction over a different aspect of the
program (e.g., airport management, airline, FAA,
state and/or federal licensing authorities, foreign
authorities to name a few). Figure 1 is a flow
diagram of the process of getting a TNA unit into the
field. The numbers in brackets present averages of
the actual numbers of days required for each step in
the different sites. The whole process, from the
initial decision to start of routine operations, could
take up to a year.

opted to place the system on the tarmac where it
could most easily be inserted into the normal flow of
bags being transferred into the TWA system from
other carriers. However, the TNA was not fully
integrated into the overall TWA baggage handling
system and luggage had to be routed specially to be
fed into the system. As a consequence, the system
throughput fluctuated widely since delays in domestic
flight arrivals and adverse weather conditions
frequently led to the system being bypassed.
Deciding to place the system out of doors meant that
it was necessary to provide protection for the system
and the operators. Figure 2 shows the layout of the
JFK facility3. With the extreme weather conditions
encountered in JFK, providing air conditioning and
heating was mandatory. This was accomplished by
getting a pre-fabricated building in place. However,
after having the building in place and installing the
system it turned out that the building which had been
delivered from outside the state, did not meet the
Port Authority and/or New York State building
codes. Thus, the interior walls had to be torn down
in order to redo the electrical wiring.

2.1 Installation
The overall weight of the TNA is approximately
28,000 lbs. The space requirements depend on the
precise configuration installed. The TNA unit by
itself requires an area of at least 20' x 15'. These
requirements are a result of the massive shielding
incorporated into the design of TNA to ensure that
units can be safely installed and operated in areas
accessible to the general public2. Space is at a
premium in the airport, particularly in the ticketing
areas. Moreover, in most airports the floor of the
higher levels is usually not designed to withstand that
type of weight. Thus, not only pure operational
considerations affect the decision on the units
placement, rather, additional mundane fa.tors such as
space availability, extra costs for site preparation or
accessibility play an equally important role. To
facilitate shipment, the TNA was designed so that it
could be broken into smaller modules. However, the
heaviest module weighs more than 10,000 lbs. which
calls for careful planning of the access route and the
method of transportation of the system to its
designated location. None of these problems was
insurmountable. Even in Gatwick, wher the only
direct access to the terminal is through a pedestrian
footbridge, a solution was found enabling the whole
installation and rigging process to be completed
within one night. In the rest of this section we shall
describe briefly each of the individual installations,

Miami In Miami the TNA system operated for a
whole year without protective enclosure (it was
located in the baggage make up area below concourse
*F*). Like JFK, in Miami the TNA screened only
interline luggage. In order to demonstrate the TNA
capability to perform under adverse environmental
conditions, no protective enclosure was built and the
system was exposed to the high temperatures and
humidity levels encountered in Miami. Apart from
providing the necessary power nothing else was
rcquired. Unfortunately, the elimination of the need
for a protective enclosure did not shorten the
installation process. The airline would not allow the
radioactive source on its premise until it got
assurances from different bodies as to the safety of
the device. On one day there were no less titan 5
different representatives from federal, state, local and
airport authorities examining the system with no
problents cited. Additional issues were raised by the
airlines that concerned liabilities and indemnification
which led to further delays. The TNA ended up
stored in a trailer in the FAA regional facility for
three months before installation could start. The
airline also insisted )n having all personnel that might
come in contact with the system undergo training in
the basics of the system operation and energency
procedure. This amonted to about 700 employees,

JFK
TWA was the first airline volunteering to
cooperate with the FAA in its program for installing
EDS to protect civil air transportation. They offered
to place a TNA unit at their facility in John F.
Kennedy International Airport, New Yott.
Following the FAA's decision to let TNA screening
substitute X-ray inspection of interline luggage, TWA
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and obviously took s
be held.

time for sufficient clam to

The two yers of operating th TNA have dhowa Wiat
each installatim is uique with its own prMblem.
The program covaed a divinsty of envirenmeets,

Gatwick, Dulles

The next two units were installed

and demonstrahd hat in sVite of large differenes

in Gatwick Airport (UK) and Dulles International
Airport (Washington, D.C.). Both are located on the
concourse and do not need a special structure to
protect the system. In both locations minor structural
modifications were necessary to accommodate the
system's weight (this was accomplished by providing
a load spreading platform below the system).
Partitions were built around the units, to limit acces
by the general public. In Gatwick, as mntioned
above, the direct access route into the terminal was
precluded by the system's weight, and a special crane
was used to hoist the heavy modules of the system
into the terminal through a window,

between specific smario (particularly betwoen the
requirements of lobby and tarmac imtallaticm) TNA
systems could be adapted to fit into all environments
with minor modifications. The suitability of the
technology for use in a wide variety of operational
scenarios was established.
2.2 Perfonnance Ras"

Gatwick was the first foreign installation and issues
pertaining to sovereignty came up. The radiological
safety of the device was checked and verified
independently by the British authorities.
Also,
instead of the FAA lending the use of the machine to
a specific carrier, the Gatwick agreement is between
the FAA and the British Airpoit Authority (BAA).
Since the UK Department of Transport (DTP) directs
its airports with iegards to aviation security
requirements, they had to be consulted throughout the

There was concern expresed both by the airports and
the airlinm that the speed of the TNA would not be
adequate and pasenget delays or flight delays would
result. Such has not been the case. As of October
31, a total of over 585,000 baggage items were
inspected by TNA. Frequently, the TNA units were
idle, waiting for luggage to be seat to it. The TNA
units experieaced practically no down tOme, since all
trouble shooting and maintenance could be performed
outside working hcurs. Hours of operation in the
different sites wero set so ao to conform with the
local flight scheddes. Diffezvnces in opeatioal
logic betvA= tabby installations mad tarmac
installations (see Section 3 for a more detailed
discussion of this subjct) resulted in suLatantial

process and approved the bag screening procedures.

differences of throughputs at different sites.

Dulles was the first domestic istmation inside a
main terminal not located on the ground level. Most
of the installation time had to do with meeting the
airport management requirements that the final
system outside appearance blend into the terminal
overall design. This was accomplished by having the
syetem paintd 'Dulles gray', adding a power turn
conveyor to feed the system and providing eathefic
covers for the various accessories (e.g., opeator
consoles,
monitors, etc.)
Liability and
indemnification issues were raised here as well but
with experience from previous inallatious, they did
not reult in significant delay.

The performance results of the systwm at the
differemt sites, dur;g the 2 years covered in this
report, are presented in Table i. Diffeamces in the
implemuitatiwi of TNA a well as difercs in the
approaches to security account for the diveriy of the
reaults. As an example, in one of the cocourse
installations the system was at to detect a aiderate
threat leval (a smaller amount of exploives, see
Section 3) at a higher detection rate with little regard
to the resuting higher rate of alarns. In addition,
every bag that alarmed was opened and hand
searched. In December of 1990 the TNA unit in
Gatwick was recalibrated. The numbers in bmrckets
reflect the performance of the unit for the period
starting at January 1, 1991. No single flight wa
delayed due to usage of TNA.

One TNA unit was leased to the government of a
Middle East country. It was used to screen luggage
during the Hadj peniod in 1990 (June through
August). It was again & lobby inatallation not
requiring any special site preparations whatsoever
apart from providing power. Since a major concern
in that country was the smuggling of explosives into

Detection rate measuremnts were performed daily.
Explosive simulants were attached to pasenger bags
at different locations and run through the system.
Regulations proibbit the opening of the bags so the

the country, the TNA was installed so that it could

simulants were attached only to the outside of the

cover arriving flights as well as departres.

bags. The decision process of the TNA is automatic,

without any itervctio from the operao, thn the
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results are not compromised by the A priori
knowledge of the presence of the simulants.

distribution which is determined by the baggage
contents and may vary seasonally).
The most
important parameter which affects the PD - PFA
relationship, however, is the threat level (or the
amount of explosives the system is set to look fora).
From Figure 3 it can be seen that while an alarm eate
of 3 % is associated with a detection capability of
90% for a high threat level, one has to accept more
than 4 times that value (13 %) in order to maintain the
same detection rate for a moderate threat level (a
significantly smaller amount). At a detection rate of
95 % the associated alarm rates are 6 % and 25 % for
full and reduced threats respectively. Thus, when
installing an EDS into the airport environment one
faces a certain degree of a conflict of interest: a
higher level of security (which requires a high
detection rate with an associated high alarm rate) may
result in a slow down of the flow of routine
operations and delay flights. To mitigate this conflict
of interest the TNA systems offer the flexibility of a
varying set point on the PD - PFA curve. During
periods of increased terrorist activity, or in response
to intelligence information, one can raise the PD level
and pay (temporarily) the price of a higher rate of
alarms. This feature was used in Gatwick where the
set point was changed on several occasions. Such
changes were affected only with special authorization
(by the ministry of transport or the home office). It
goes without saying that such changes were not
publicized.

The TNA decision procedure is based on a "fail safe"
philosophy, which means that whenever there is the
slightest doubt about a given item it is marked as a
suspect. Many of the raw TNA alarms are resolved
by using a secondary method5. This is done
automatically by the system (XENIS). Items that are
not automatically cleared are dealt with by a security
screener basing his/her judgment on the X-ray images
together with the TNA additional information (see
Section 3).
In particular, the TNA generates
composite images where the TNA information is
imposed on the X-ray images clearly delineating the
suspect items. So the security screener knows what
to look for and where to look for it. In some cases
the security screeners decided to have passengers
open their bags and conduct a hand search6 .
Concerns that had been raised about "clogging the
airport system" due to high number of alarms which
result in having to conduct an "unacceptable" number
of manual searches of bags7 did not materialize. In
fact, even where every alarm was manually searched,
no delays resulted from the TNA usage.
The concerns about the throughput of the TNA
resulted from the assumption that all international
bags would have to go through the TNA. This is not
the case. In a well designed comprehensive security
system, a large part of the baggage load can be dealt
with by alternative method(s) and/or various EDS
configurations.

3.2 Integrating TNA Into the Airport Security
System

3. OPERATIONAL LOGIC
3.1 Detection and Alar

A most important aspect of an EDS operation is its
capability of automatic decision making. A screening
system which relies on human interpretation of its
results is deficient (see in this connection p. 6 of [5]).
In addition to the scope for human error, the layge
number of items involved will wear out even the best
trained operators. TNA reliably clears the majority
of inspected items without recourse to human
judgment, and reduces the number of items that have
to be manually inspected to a managuble size'. Any
EDS that cannot operate in this manner will be
impractical.

Rates

The performance of an EDS is usually expressed in
terms of its detection rate (PD) and its alarm rate
(PFA). These two parameters are not independent,
The precise mathematical relationship may vary
between systems, but the general characteristics are
well described by the curves in Figure 3, which
depicts the results of a given calibration of the TNA
(the Appendix at the end provides a more detailed
discussion of these curves). As can be seen, there is
a "trade off" between the detection capability and the
alarm rate. At high detection rates (c.g., above
90%), any incremental improvement in the detection
rate comes at the price of a significant increase in the
alarm rate. Several parameters affect the preci.e PD
- PFA relationship (among others: the radioactive
source size, the conveyor belt speed, the hackgrourid

The effectiveness of any EDS depends to a larg
extent on its mode of employment. Diffrence, in
the attitudes to security had a large impact on .e
TNA usage (placement of the units in the lobby or on
the tarmac, have all bags undergo inspection or ise
it on a selected sample only, how to handle the
sustet bags, are but few of the issues that have to be
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resolved). In both tarmac installations (JFK &
Miami), it was intended to have all the interline
luggage undergo TNA interrogation. However,
operational considerations frequently interfered with
this decision. For example, when inbound flights
landed too close to their corresponding connection
departure times, the ramp managers often decided to
by pass the TNA inspection in order to avoid
delaying the departures (required security standards
were still met). In addition, the interline luggage
constitutes only a small fraction of the total baggage
load which resulted in both units being under utilized,

the approach wa to have every alarm hand searched
At other sites it was left to asecurity screeer to
exercise judgment as to whether to clear a suspect
bag or whether to conduct a hand search. In a lobby
scenario, passengers are readily available and having
them open their bags involves little inconveaieice.
In a tarmac scenario, on the other hand, getting a
passenger to open his bag can be more
complicated". The reactions of passengers that
were called, was positive. In most cases, the called
passengers expressed their appreciation of this
security measure.

In the lobby scenario, on the other hand, one had to
decide between having all passengers undergo
inspection or pick up a sample only. Another
decision to be made was whether the inspection
should take place before or after check in. Figure 4
shows a schematic layout of the Gatwick TNA
installation where the passengers check in before the

In most European countries where methods of
security are different, stopping and hand searching up
to 40% of the passengers is quite common. Thus,
having these 40% undergo TNA interrogation and
hand searching only 35% of these (14% of the
original total), presents a great improvement in terms
of manpower and time requirements.

TNA inspection.

Only a selected sample of the

passenger (composed approximately of 20% chosen

4. CONCLUSIONS

according to i profile system and 10% picked at
random), are sent to the TNA.
The flow of
passengecs and luggage is indicated by arrows on the

The experience gathered thus far from the TNA
deployment clearly dmonstrateas that high tech based

figure.

EDS can function effectively in a real airport
environment without causing disruptions. Even the
added complications emanating from the use of
radioactive materials in the public domain did not
affect the implementation. A lot depends on the
actual method of implementation, and each of the
scenarios described has its pros and cons. In
particular, an additional benefit of the lobby scenario
is the deterrent effect due to its very prosence. The
main argumeat raised against lobby insallationu is the
scarcity of space.

Another difference in the implementation of TNA
stems from a basic difference between the US and the
UK. Whereas in the US he responsibility for the
implementation of security lies with the individwitl
airlines, in the UK it is airport authorities together
with the relevant ministries (e.g., the home office and
the ministry of transport) that handle security matters.
Thus, the TNA units installed in the US were
allocated by the FAA to individual airlines (TWA in
New York, Pan Am in Miami and United Airlines in
Dulles), In the UK on the other hand, the TNA unit

As a last word of caution, one should bear in mind

is operated by the Gatwick Airport Authority, and

that any technology, TNA included, is only a tool.

serves all US and international carriers flying to the
US'". A similar approach will now be attempted in
the new installations underway in San Francisco,
where the TNA will be run by the airport for the
benefit of all carriers using that facility. This mode
of operation is likely to ensure higher system
utilization,

Like any tool, its usefulness and effectiveness arm
directly related to the way it is used. Judicious use
of TNA as a part of a comprehensive security system
based on a blend of a variety of indopendent
methods, each compensating for the other's
weaknesses, is probably the most effective way of
achieving the goal of fool-proof security. A key
feature that makes TNA an idel candidate for such
a system is its automated mode of operation (with no
reliance on humans). This minimizes the likelihood
for human error and, in view of the huge amounts of
item to be inspected, turs an unmanageable
problem into one that can be reasonably handled. In
major airports, where the international traffic load is
high (e.g., JFK, Heathrow iv Miami) an EDS that

3.3 Handling of Suspect Bags
The central issue in each of the scenarios described
above is the handling of alarms. Obviously, there is
a limit to what can be done by a machine and there
is always a point at which the responsibility must
pass to a human. As mentioned earlier, in Gatwick
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does not possess the capability of fully automatic
decision making will be of limited use, regardless of
its performance level. Rural airports, on the other
hand, where the total number of international
passengers is small, can cope well with security by
manual methods, and are not likely to require
automatic systems.

3.

Note that the JFK system, like all the EDS
units ordered by the FAA, is augmented by
an add on X-ray unit. The X-ray part,
designed to help in resolving ambiguous
cases, does not constitute an integral part of
the basic TNA configuration. The overall
area required by this system therefore, is
significantly larger than that of a basic
TNA.

4.

The trade-off between detection and alarm
rates has processing rate implications.
Alarms must be examined and resolved.
The resolution of alarms can be labour
intensive (manual searches) or technology
intensive (X-ray techniques involving
sophisticated image processing). Europeans
typically opt for manual techniques, whereas
technology solutions are preferred in the
USA.
Costs, resulting disruption to
passenger flow, and, of course, system
efficacy all must be considered.

5.

Early in the program it became apparent that
a single technology based EDS would not
suffice to cope with the threat. Rather, it
was established that a comprehensive
security system, employing a multitechnology bsed EDS as well as additional
methods would be a better approach. TNA,
although ideally suited to be at the center of
such a system, cannot provide the ultimate
answer by itself.

6.

When time permitted, bags that had
triggered the TNA alarm, were re-rnm
through the system with the specific item
that had been marked as suspect by the TNA
removed. In all cases the alami was not
prompted during this additional pass. Since
this entailed opening the hag, it was always
done in the pass=nger's presece.

7.

Every alarm must be regarded as
threat and handled accordingly.
the term *false alarm" which has
popular in the media, could
complacency.

8.

It should be stres.,d that setting the TNA to
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I.

2.

Under 'operational logic* we cover different
facets of the TNA operation. Among others
these include the following:
*

System placemeat (tarmac versus
lobby)

*

Passengers selection process

*

Baggage processing

*

Handling of suspect bags

Extensive radiation safety evaluation of TNA
both by the health authorities of the State of
Califomta, where the sy-stems are
manufactured,

and

by

the

Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) ascertained
the safety of TNA (see refs. 131,141).

a genuine
Usage of
boen very
lead to

a given threat level dtes not mean that it
will not be able to detect snmaller amount. of
explosive,
It means that the unit is
calibrated to obtain optimal result; (in lers
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calculation produced one point on the curve. The
bags used had bon purchased from the 'unclaimed
bags' stock of different airlines. The bags' contents
were left intact and explosive simulauts were inserted
into some of the bags. The use of real passengers'
luggage ensures that the background encountered
replicates the oe expected in the real world.
Different curves are produced by varying the sizes of
the simulants used. Although there are differences
between different EDS, the general characteristics are
common to all systems:

of its PD and PFA) for this threat level,
Setting a TNA unit for a different threat
value without modifying the calibration at
the same. time, results in a less than optimal
performance level,
In lab experiments, TNA successfully
detected amounts of explosives less than one
tenth of the full threat level as defined by
the FAA at the start oil the program.
9.

It should be noted that by abandoning the
"fail safe" approach mentioned earlier, one
can reduce significantly the number of
alarms. However, the consequences of
missing a real threat, no matter how remote
its likelihood is, are too severe to permit
relaxing this requirement.

10.

The following US carriers operate from
Gatwick: American Airlines, Continental,
Delta, NorthWest, TWA and UsAir.
Although at the beginning TNA vwas used
only to scan luggage of passengers of these
carriers, this attitude changed in time. At
present non-US carriers account for more
than half of the bags inspected by the
system.

11.

Due to potential liability issues, the airlines
personnel are reluctant to open passenger
bags not in the presence of the owners.
Also, in the event of a real bomb which may
be booby trapped, it is safer to have the
passenger handle his own luggage.

The alarm rate increases with tb detbcion
rate.
At lower threat levels the
rate/detection rate deteriorates.

alarm

For a single-feature based EDS (e.g., X-ray devices
that masure only the overall density), it is very eoy
to build a PD - PFA curve. Use of several featuret
mAkes the calculations more complex, but thes is
more scope for fine tuing (calibrating) to obhan
optimal performance from the system.

APPENDIX
EDS Performance, PD - PFA Relation

Derivation of PD - PFA curves like the ones shown
in Figure 3 for an EDS is a straightforward
procedure. The actual calculations though, may be
quite involved, particularly when the decision
algorithms used cannot be expressed in simple
mathematical formulae. The curves of Figure 3 were
obtained in the following way. A large number of
bags were run through the system and the various
features used by the decision algorithm were
measured and recorded. The detection and the false
alarm rates were then calculated with the threshold
for distinguishing 'suspect* bags from 'clean' ones
set at a given value. These calculations were
repeated modifying these threshold each tim. Each
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Table I
TNA Systems Performance Statistics

Site

Operating Days

Total # of Bags

Alarm Rate

JFK
Miami

745
275

135,000

< 15%

68,500

<20%

Gatwick

427

286,000

<40%

Dulls

335

78,500

< 10%

Saudi Arabia

35

17,000

<45%
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SAMPLING EXPLOSIVES ON AIRLINE PASSENGERS
Eugene K. Achter, Gabor Msikolczy, and Fremm W. Frm
Tihmmedic, Inc.
Wobui, MA 01888
Eugeni Hainsworth
Arthur D. Little, Inc.

Cambridge, MA 02140
John R. Hobbs
U.S. Dept. of Transportation
Cambridge, MA 02142

1. INTRODUCTION
Terrorist bombs have been planted in passenger
compartments as well as luggage compartments of
airliners. To guard against terrorist bombing attacks
by this route, passengers as well as luggage should be
screened for explosives. Under contract to the U.S.
Department of Transportation, Thermedics has
developed SecurScan, a prototype portal system for
screening airline passengers for cxplosives, and has
carried out limited airport testing. SecurScan is an
integrated system consisting of a personnel sampling
portal, a preconcentrator for explosives vapor,
particulate, and aerosol, and a fast GC /
chemiluminescence module for sensitive and selective
detection and analysis of explosives. This paper
discusses design considerations for efficient sampling

chemical analysis system. In principle, this could be
done with a hand-held probe. However, by analogy
with metal detectors, this approach would be too
slow, invasive, and labor-intensive for initial
screening applications. Therefore, an automated
portal screening system is the preferred approach.
In an air-coupled, automated portal system, the
sample is collected without the need for physical
contact with the body or clothing of the subject. The
sampling process involves two essential steps:
extraction of explosives from the subject into a
sampling air stream, and transport to a collection
device via the air stream.
When an explosive device is hidden underneath a
subject's clothing, trace quantities of explosive are

of explosives from human subjects in an airport
environment,

transferred from the explosive device to the air apace
near the device, and to adjacet cloth surface. The
trace quantities released may be in the form of vapor,

For the sampling portal, the essential functiocal
criteria include sampling effectiveness, acceptable
human factors, and passenger throughput. Gemal
design considerations and their specific
implemeitatioc in the SecurScan portal system are
discussed below.

particulate, or aerosol. Evaporation is lanced by
temperature ad by air movement. As clothing rubs
against the explosive device during normal body
movement, pariculate is releaaed by abraioa ad
eleotrostatic effects.

2. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

With time and normal body movemet, traces of
explosive in the form of vapor or particulate

The sampling procedure must be performed on

accumulate, either in the air apace beeath the
clothing, or adhering to hair, akin, or clothing.

human subjects of varying size, sex, age, and
clothing style. Explosive davices may be carried in
pocke*s, or attached to the body and hidden under

Passive transfer of traces of explosive into the
sampling air stream occurs only slowly by difflsion
and normal body movemnt. Active extraction

clothing,

techniques such as infra-red heating and air jet
impingement must be used to enhance the rato of
release into the air stream, and increase the
effectivemes, of the overall sampling process.

Trace quantities of explosives must be extracted from
the body or clothing of the subject and delivered to a
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The sampling air stream receives the explosives
released by the extraction process, and transfers this
material from the immediate vicinity of the subject to
a collection and pre-concentration device.

transport of RDX by air jet impingement appears in
Fine & Achter, 1991.

The extraction process and the sampling air stream
must be designed to satisfy human factor and
passenger flow requirements. Both processes must
accommodate human subject variables such as subject
size, type of clothing, and site of concealment of the
explosive device. These processes must also be
quick, taking only a few seconds, and must be
acceptable in terms of human comfort, aesthetics, and
safety. The air stream must transfer the sample to
the pre-concentrator without major losses due to
sticking of sample on duct walls.

The function of the sampling air stream is to carry
traces of explosive from the subject to the
preconcentrator. In principle, the air flow direction
can be horizontal, vertically upward, or vertically
downward. Vertical flow in either direction leads to
a longer air flow path from the subject to the preconcentrator. Upward flow causes the skirts of
female subjects to billow. Downward flow can clog
the pre-concentrator with excessive debris from
shoes. Therefore, the horizontal direction was
selected.

3. SECURSCAN SYSTEM

The portal is equipped with an array of air collection
funnels. A suction blower mounted downstream of
the pre-concentrator is used to pull room air past the
subject, through the funnels, and through the preconcentrator. At the flow rate of 380 liters per
second, the air in the vicinity of the human subject is
completely exchanged in about 2 seconds. The air
flow pattern has been optimized so that vapor
released near any part of the subject's body - front,
back, waist, head, legs, - is swept into the funnels
and collected.

The design approach for the prototype SecurScan
portal is discussed in this section. A schematic view
of the portal is shown in Figure 1. In operation, the
subject stands in portal, and an array of infra-red
heaters and air jets stimulates the release of traces of
explosive into a sampling air stream. The air stream
carries the sample through funnels and ducts to a preconcentrator.

5. SAMPLING AIR STREAM

4. EXTRACTION PROCESS

Infra-red heaters are used to raise the temperature of
the outer surface of the clothing, thereby increasing
the vapor pressure of any explosives that may be
present on the outer surface. A 20-degree rise in the
surface temperature produces a 32-fold increase in

The air flow pattern was studied by computer
modeling using FLUENT, a general purpose program
for fluid flow that solves continuity, momentum, and
energy equations (Creare, Inc.). Figures 2 and 3
show computed air velocity contours for a small
subject and a large subject, respectively. The air
flow pattern is robust on the sides of the subject and
along the walls of the enclosure. A stagnation zone
at the front of the subject is broken up using the air

the vapor pressure of PETN.(Dionne et. al., 1986)

jet puffers, which are not shown in the figures.

To minimize the perceptual impact on the subject, the
heaters are designed to emit energy in the infra-red
region, with little or no output in the visible region of
the optical spectrum.

6. HUMAN FACTORS AND INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN

Active extraction of explosives by infra-red heating
and air jet impingement is discussed in this section.

Air jet impingement extracts traces of explosive by a
number of mechanisms. As the air jets agitate the
clothing, particulate is shaken loose into the sampling
air stream. The air jets cause a pumping action of
the clothing that pushes air out from beneath the
clothing, along with vapor and particulate contained
in that air. Air jet impingement strongly enhances
evaporation from surfaces of the explosive device,
and from traces of explosive adhering to skin, hair,
and clothing. A quantitative treatment of evaporative

The industrial design of the portal was developed in
conjunction with Design Continuum, Inc. The
objectives were to provide an aesthetic design that is
attractive and looks like it belongs in an airport, and
to minimize the negative impact of the heaters,
puffers, and funnes, and problems associated with a
small, confined space. A photograph of the portal is
shown in Figure 4.
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As the subject approaches the portal, a proximity
Saor turns on some of the puffers to give the
subject time to become accustomed to the sound of
the puffer. When the subject enters the portal,
photoelectric sensors measure the subject's height and
turn off all puffers above shoulder height, to avoid
puffing in the subject's face.
The fmnels at the end of the portal may appear
threatening. To hide them, the funnels and associated
panels are painted black, and a light blue mesh is
installed in front of the funnels. The perceptual
effect is that the eye is drawn to the light colored
mesh, and the black-painted structures behind the
mesh are hardly noticed.
As part of the design study, the possibility of
incorporating a metal detector was explored. Once
the metal detector was considered, a design evolved
in which an opaque metal detector arch opens into a
transparent section near the back of the portal. The
aesthetic effect is a light at the end of the tunnel that
beckons and aesthetically draws a person into the
portal. In design experiments, when the opaque roof
of the metal detector was removed, or the metal
detector section was removed entirely, the effect was
lost and the portal became neutral rather than
inviting,

readily accepted the explanation that the heat helps to
detect vapors, and generally found the heat only a
minor nuisance.
There were no objections to the force of the puffing,
although a number of people commented on the noise
of the puffer solenoids - a problem that can be easily
corrected in future designs.
People did ask whether the portal was safe, and
almost everyone accepted the explanation that 'you
will feel heat and puffs of air. There are no x-rays
or other harmful rdiation, and the process is entirely
safe.'
Aesthetic reactions to the design were positive.
People commented that the portal looked very nice
and futuristic, and that it looked like it belonged in an
airport.
Frequent comments were: is that a
teleportation booth, or the Organsm
from the
Woody Allen movie?
After the preliminary field test at Logan Airport,
additional research was performed to enhw. the
system's sensitivity to plastic explosives. The ability
to detect plastic explosives hidden under clo&iug was
demonstrated by exteusive labotoory teatiag in 1989
and 1990.

7. TEST EXPERIENCE

8. CONCLUSIONS

In August and September 1988, laboratory tests at
Thermedics demonstrated that the SecurScan system
could detect a broad spectrum of explosives hidden
under clothing. In October 1988, the SecurScan
portal was installed at Boston's Logan Airport, and
preliminary field testing was carried out. The
purpose of this testing was to operate the equipment
in a real-world environment for the first time, to te(at
whether ambient background conditions associated
with passengers, fuels, or engine exhaust would cause
false alarms or serious maintenance problems, and to
assess the willingness of the public to enter the
portal.

The essential functional criteria for an explosives
detection portal for airport use include effective
detection of explosives, aoceptable human factors,
and acceptable throughput of pmuenger. Based on
airport testing l labomtory tting, the prototype
SecurSca system meets objectives for desection
capability ard human factors. Increases in pasenwer
throughput are needed and can be wahieved by
engineering developmeat

People walking through the airport concourse wore
asked to enter the portal on a voluntary basis, and
over 2000 tests were performed. The false positive
rate for this testing was less than 0.15 %.

ACKNOWLEDGENWENS
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Public reaction to the portal was generally favorable.
With few exceptions, people went into the portal
smiling and came out smiling. There were frequent
comments about the heaters. However, most people
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of th-s project is to execute a proof-of-concept
nuclear quadrupolar resonance (NQR) detection of
explosives and, further, to explore NQR techniques in
the laboratory in sufficient detail so that we can provide
realistic design criteria for an NQR prototype fieldable
at an airport. Exporimeatal guidelines are the detection
of sub-kilogram quantities of explosives within 6
seconds with a detection probability of 99% and false
alarm rate no greater than 1% for RDX. We
concentrate on RDX-based explosives since, on the
basis of published data (1), RDX is (one of) the most
favorable explosives to detect by NQR. Our primary
focus is a detector for checked baggage, but we also
consider NQR for potential application to examining
people. For a suitcase size detector, the goal is
detection of sub-kilogram quantities of explosives, and

a lower da-ecable quantity for people scanning.
2. BACKGROUND
NQR is particularly ittractive to the problem of
explosives detection as the "N NQR absorption
freque4wie from crystalline materials am virtually
unique aud hence, by looking for the uitrogea signal at,
say, khe RX NQR frequency, only thoso nitrogens in
RDC will be detected. Hence we do not expect that
sy,.natic false alarms, duo to 'interforen.es', will be
a problemi with an NQR explosives dedecor. A scan of
the 10,000 compounds which have been examined by
NQR tails to qhow any other NQR reomces
sufficiently near to RDX. This specificity feature
hould be contrasted with nuclear-based techniques, for
which all nitrogen cross-sections are the same,
independent of the chumical composition of the

examination could be performed essentially
simultaneously with the RDX inspwcin, but
implementation of such technical details is not a major
goal of this project.
'Pure' NQR is the examination of nuclei with nuclear
quadrupolar momonts in the absence of a static
magnetic field. Hence, in addition to its specificity, a
second advantage of NQR is that no magnet is required,
in contrast to nuclear magneic resmonance (NMR)
methods. Hence damage to mnetically recorded
material is avoided in NQR; there is no exposure of
large, static magnetic fields to personnel; and, without
the magnet, the costs are lower than for an NMR
system.
There are some inhe ly unattractive feature. of NQR
which must be addrese for a successful NQR
explosives detector. NQR signals are wak and are
generally below the level determine by the random
electrical noise in the radiocfreiiey (RP) coil which
detects the signal. The sinal o-ooi ratio is irtwaud
by repeating the experiment u rapidly as poulble ad
adding up the results: the signal-to-noise ratio improves
by the square root of the number of repetitions. The
maximum rate at which the experiment can be repeated
is generally determie by the sin-lattice relaxati
time, T, typically in the rapn 10 - 1000 ma for IN
NQR. Hence, under a conventional approach, the
maximum signal, corresponding. to the equilibrium
magnetization, is gcnerted in a ti greater or equal to
T1. We employ a particular RF pulse seqtwnce, a
strong, off-resonance comb (SORC) of pulses (2-3),
which produces an NQR signal about equal to one-half
of the equilibrium magnetization but in a time

compartble to the spin-qpia relaxation time, T2, on the

awtorial,

order of 1-10 ma.

NQR would determine the presence of other classes of
ex ,losives (e.g., PETN) by examination at the
corresponding PETN froq ency. In principle, "uch

We are also examiaing the potential of NQR as a
people scanner. A very intriguing type of murface coil
is the 'dedine', for which the RF cinets
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conductors (4).
We had earlier examined the
meanderline RF coil and demonstrated for the first time
its use in NQR (3). A particular advantage of the
meanderline is that the RF field intensity falls off very
rapidly away from the surface of the coil. We
anticipate that an NQR people scanner could be
constructed with a meanderline which has sufficient
sensitivity to see an explosive on the human body, but
does not deposit significant RF power into the body.
3. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Figure 1 shows part of a full scale proof-of-concept
NQR explosives detector for airline baggage that has
been designed and built at the Naval Research
Laboratory. The 300-liter (10 ft3) radio frequency (RF)
coil sits inside a screened cage. To the left of the cage
are the RF amplifier and receiver; the PC-based
controller and data system are at the far left. In a
commercially built system the electronics can be
constructed more compactly than in this laboratory
version.
The contents af the suitcase in Figure 1 illustrate some
advant.iges of NQR for explosives detection. No large
magnetic field is required, so magnetic media (disks
and credit cards) are not corrupted. The presence of
ferromagnetic material (steel, electric shavers) does not
interfere with the inspection, Electronics can be safely
inspected. Due to the high chemical specificity of
NQR, other nitrogenous materials, such as nylon,
polyurethane or nitrile rubber, do not produce a signal.
We have not yet optimized either the hardware or the
details of the NQR pulse sequence. We elected to
freeze the implementation of the NQR explosives
detector at a reasonable, though not optimal, operating
condition and perform a series of benchmark tests to
evaluate performance under lab)ratory conditions.
Rather than challenging the system with thousands of
different bags, each with different contents, we
employed only one arbitrary suitcase geometry: no
attempt was made here to look for systematic
variations. Table I presents these abbreviated test
results which indicate the capability of the NRL NQR
explosives detector, but do not represent a definitive
test of the technology or the system.
In Table 1 the 'Alarm/No alarm' determination is
based on a preset threshold value, set to give a I%
false alarm rate for the empty detector. The detection
rate is reported as 99+ %; no missed detections were
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-
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indeed strictly Gaussian, a detection rate of 99.99%
would be anticipated from. the signal-to-noise ratio
under these conditions.
The performance of the detection system can be better
understood by examining the distributions (Figure 2) of
the actual intensities of the NQR signals under these
four test situations: (a) empty; (b) RDX only; (c)
suitcase and contents; (d) suitcase, contents and RDX.
For each condition, the 6-second scan was repeated for
either 400 or !000 trials. For clarity, the areas of each
distribution are normalized.
Also shown is the
threshold value, set to produce a I % false alarm rate
for the empty detector. This overall test examines only
the random noise contribution to the detector: the
variations seen in signal intensity in Fig. 2 reflect
primarily the Johnson noise in the coil and preamplifier
front end. Some further systematic 'noise' may be
anticipated on examination of a large set of differing
bags and contents.
In Figure 2 note that the signal profile for the empty
detector (a) is substantially the same as for the suitcase
and contents (c): there are no interfering NQR signals
from benign baggage contents. Further note that the
signal intensity distribution for RDX alone (b) is
comparable to the response for the RDX with the
suitcase and contents (d): the suitcase and contents do
not mask the RDX signal. Finally, the substantial
separation between the NQR signal response of the
'clean' and 'dirty' bags provides a very high detection
probability and low false alarm rate.

4. SUMMARY
We have shown that nuclear quadrupolar resonance
(NQR) provides a means for detecting RDX-based
explosives in a full-size suitcase geometry.
Advantages of this approach include:
* Sensitivity: Sub-kilogram quantities of RDX-based
explosives can be detected in suitcases.
* Specificity: Because the NQR resonance frequencies

are highly specific to chemical structure, signals
from other nitrogenous materials do not interfere.
9 Throughput: An inspection time of 6 seconds is
demonstrated in the laboratory.
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" No magnets are required and therefore magnetic
media will not be damaged.

* Radiofrequency (RF) field strengths are low,
minimizing RF exposure to operators and allowig

the possibility of examining people by NQR.
* An alarm is triggered when the NQR signal from
a explosive anywhere within the NQR OF coi
volume exceeds a preset threshold: operator
intervention and interpretation are ;ainimal.
" The apparatus is inherently simple, comprising RF
electronics and a computer system.
Thir NQR approach has been demonstrated for RDXbased explosives in a laboratory setting. Extension to
detection of other nitrogenous explosives carried in
luggage, mail, small cargo or on a person is
anticipated. The technology can be extended to
detect certain drugs of abuse. As envisioned, such an
NQR explosives detector could be useful in airport
and other fixed site installations. The apparatus
could be made portable.
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TABLE 1
CONDITIONS
Scan time (data taking)
Quantity of RDX explosive
Suitcase and contents*

6 seconds
Sub-kilogram
35 pounds (16 kg)
2 f (60 liters)
10 ft (300 liters)

NQR detector size

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Specimen

Number of
Trials

Alarm

No Alarm

Detection
Rate

Empty (no suitcase, no RDX)
RDX
Suitcase and contents*
Suitcase, contents* and RDX

1000
400
400
400

t0
400
3
400

990
0
397
0

99+%
99 + %

False
Alarm
Rate
1.0%
-

0.75%
-

Two small hardsided nylon lined overnight bags were used in place of a single large suitcase. Contents were:

2 hardcover ooks
electric shaver
steel hav- : NaNO 2
(2 kg)
hoodee sweatshirt
rubhr soled shoes

computer diakettes
aerosol can
1 liter Perrier water
1 liter methanol
nylon fishing line

flashlight
2 horseshoe magnets
2 sweaters (75%
wool; 50% ramie)
electronic calculator
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polyurethane
(400g) (125 g)
m a n ' s
windbreaker
(polyester/cotton)
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EXPLOSIVE DETECTION USING DIELECTRONMTRY
D. Clint Seward, President,
Spatial Dynamics Applications
T. Yukl, Technical Director,

Spatial Dynamics

1. DIELECTROMETRY TECHNOLOGY
REVIEW AND DEFINITIONS

1.1 Definitions
1.1.1 Dielectric Constant (E'): the ratio of the
strength of an electric field in a vacuum to that in a
material under test for the same distribution of
charge.
Phillipe Robert's work describes how
dielectric constant is the summation of microscopic
polarization effects from electronic,
ionic,

The dielectrometer detects using two parameters:
dielectric constant and loss tangent. The basis for the
technology and for the existing instruments is the
patented antenna/lens combination described in the
referenced patents"'2 . The imstrument establishes a

standing wave of microwave energy in a fixed field
configuration. For microwave users, it can be
thought of as doing the work of a network analyzer

orientation, and interfkcial factors4 . Examples are air
with E' = 1 and water with E' = 80.

without requiring waveguides or probes. As such it
allows a wide range of non-contacting internal
measurements. This technology forms the basis of
existing instruments widely deployed,

1.1.2 Loss Tangent (D): (or dissipation factor) is
the ratio of the loss current to the charging current in
a material under test3 . Robert's work describes in
detail the difference between polarization dielectric
loss and conduction dielectric loss.
Exanks
: lossless materials such as plastics have D close to
zero. Metals are lossey and have an infinite loss
tangent.

As a brief review, the dielectrometer has an
antenna/lens combination that establishes a fixed field
of microwave energy in front of the instrument.
Objects which enter the field will alter the field. The
microwave energy penetrates non-metallic objects and
produces a volumetric reflection coefficient. From
the reflection coefficient can be calculated dielectric
constant and loss tangent information. A picture of
a typical dielectrometer is shown in Figure 1.

2. DIELECTRIC DETECTION OF DRUGS AND
CONTRABAND: CASE HISTORIES
2.1 Summary of Detection Guidelines Based on
Field Experience7

The dielectric technology can detect changes in
chemicals and materials with a high degree of
reliability. In many cases, such as finding cocaine
dissolved in sealed bottles of wine and liquor, the
detection of items and substances has proven to be a
definitive GO/NO-GO tester.

2.1.1 Water has a uniquely high dielectric constant
of 80, and absorbs microwave energy very well.
(This is why microwave ovens work so well). Any
substitution for a water based item is an easy
detection. All fruits, vegetables, flowers, meats, and
drinkable liquids are water based, so anything
substituted for them is easy to detect (drugs or
explosives, for example, which have a low dielectric
constant).

Dielectric technology can also identify detected items
on a limited basis at present, with the promise of
improved identifications as the technology develops.
This is possible because it utilizes two distinctly
different parameters for detection; dielectric constant
and loss tangent.

2.1.2 Metal reflects microwave energy very well.
Thus it is easy to detect metal contraband items.
2.1.3 Dielectric constant is similar to density, so
changes in density will be detected by dielectric
changes.
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loss tagent. Replacing them in part with drugs or
explo.ives will enable an easy detection.

properties can both be used at present to screen
chemicals for further tests for absolute identification.
This technique is being used to test 55 gallon plastic
drums to ensure they are labeled properly. A data
base of chemical responses is required and is
obtained with simple tests.

2.2 Best Detection Cases to Date
2.2.1 Drugs dissolved in beer, wine, whiskey and
other water based fluids: when drugs are dissolved
in a liquid, the microwave absorption is greatly
changed, and can be used to make this detection. The
M600 can be used as a GO/NO-GO tester for this
application since the detection is so strong. There
was a well publicized case in 1990 in Miami where
the M600 was used to detect cocaine dissolved in
bottles of imported soft drinks,

3. SCREENING OF PEOPLE FOR
EXPLOSIVES
Work has been done to demonstrate the proof of
concept for detecting explosives and weapons carried
by people under clothing.
The theoretical
considerations for this application will be discussed.
Discussed will be the testing done to date, and the
outlook of what needs to be done as a next step.

2.2.2 Liquid explosives in bottles: terrorists have
carried liquid explosives in sealed wine bottles.
Visually and by feel, the altered wine bottles look the
same as normal wine bottles. Dielectric detection
will always be able to tell the difference between a
normal bottle and one filled with liquid explosive.
The dielectric constant of petroleum based fluids is
about 2, nitromethane is about 37 while water is 80.
Testing has shown the microwave absorption change
is so strong this is a GO/NO-GO detection.

There are several reasons why the dielectrometer is
attractive for the people screening application:
First, the use of low level nicrowave is safe. The
dielectrometers operate at energy levels 1000 times
less than government safety standards for leakage
from kitchen microwave ovens 8 . Microwave energy
is non-ionizing, and non-polluting.

2.2.3 Metal Contraband: drug runners recently hid
cocaine in a metal container which in turn was hidden
in the middle of a flatbed truck loaded with ceramic
tiles. The M600 tested through the ceramic tiles and
detected the metal. Metal is an excellent reflector of
microAave energy and as such will give a strong
response. This same detection ability enables the
M600 to detect weapons hidden in any non-metallic
articles due to the microwave absorption and
reflection.

Secondly, the lens/antenna combination of the
dielectrn meter allows for full penetration of clothing,
even wet, heavy winter clothing.
Third, the dielectrometer detects items even if sealed
in glass, plastic, or non-nctal containers. It also
detects all metal containers.
Fourth, no imaging or operator interpretation is
required. Detection is made on the basis of dielectric
effects Operation will be analogous to a present day
metal detector which finds any undeclared tnetil
above a threshold level. With the diclectrometer any
undeclared object will be found, whether metal or
non-metal. This method of operation potentially will
keep traffic flow at toolay's rates, without increasing
the number of operators.

2.2.4 Drugs hidden in frozen blocks of fish and
shrimp: Displacing ice or water with drugs will
cause a strong change in microwave absorption,
2.2.5 Drugs hidden in fruits and vegetablhs: This is
an easy detection since both the dielectri., constant
and the microwave absorption greatly change by this
substitution.

A first prototype sensr has b.en built and tested with
interesting initial results. This was done for Sandia
National Laboratories.
1he antenna used has a
patented, elongated parasitic array and operates at
5400 MHz. The sensor frequency was chosen as a
tradeoff between the depth of penetration in clothing
and the resolution of tile detection.

2.2.6 Metal pipe:;, conduit, reinforcing bars: these
can easily be detected since metal reflects
microwaves so strongly. These can be found inside
walls, inside concrete structues, underground,
2.2.7
Chemical Identification: Chemicals have
different dielectric constants, as well as different
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Clothing tested was all easily penerated including
heavy winter coats and sweaters, and damp clothing.
Sensitivity of the signal remained good even through
the clothing. Detection of test objects was made
through the clothing,

4.1 Diectriometer vs. Timed Dielecrometer
The Dielectrometer produces a microwave field
which is shown schematically in Figure 2. Using
timing circuits, the microwave field can be sliced and

analyzed a piece at a time, as shown schematically.
The purpose of the elongated parasitic array is to
shape and project the microwave fiela and minimize
reflections'. A field was designed for detection of
the test objects under clothing in the range from 2" to
20". Testing confirmed that this is feasible.

4.2 Timed Dkkedumetry: Descrption
A dielectrometer is used to transmit microwave
energy in 1/2 wavelengths, starting and stopping at
the zero crossings. During this tranmission the
receiver is turned off.
At the end of the

The dielectrometer was designed to identify the test

objects as well as to detect them. The objects chosen
were:

transmission, the receiver is turned on for 1/2
wavelength so the first portion of the reflection
coefficient can be captured. The receive is then
turned off. The result is analyzed by computer.

Plastic: 2" square by 1/8" thick.
Metal: 2" square by 1/8' thick.

Rest period: the dielectromater is thm turned off (we
These test objects could be detected and differentiated
from each other and from human skin at a range of
6' to S'. More testing needs to be done to collect
data.

Figure 3) for a rest time of 5 waveleaqS to allow
the field to dissipate ind the system to ae to wi.
A second transmission is completed for two half
wavelengths. This time the receiver is tued on at
the end of the transmission for only 1/2 wavelength.
hLis enables the capture of the second portion of the
reflection coefficient. The result is stored in the
computer and analyzed.

The above experimental sensor was delivered to
Sandia National Laboratories for their tests and
evaluation. Testing done was for the purpose of
verifying proof of concept, and has been promising.
Engineering work to move the technology forward
has bwn defined as a result of this work.

The process is repeeed for successive transmissiom

and aalyses until the entire object under test has
'Thenext step in the dielcctrometry technology will be
to build inother sensor with improvenents identified

been analyzed in timed slices. At that time the
reflection coefficient of each slice will be known.

by the Sandia work. First, it will be necessary to
measure distance to the iarget to avoid ambiguities.
This effort appears to be straightforward. A second
effort will be to add to the data bs of repoam of
explosives and normal materials since there is little
published information in this area. Finally, an array
of sesors needs to be configured for a portal.

4.3 Timed Diectrx"

Spedflciow

Frequency: 600 MHz
Depth of pentation: 24 inches or more in
baggage.
Wavelength: 20 inche in air, approximately
10 incha or mote in baggage.
Resolution: Approximately 1 cubic inch.
Sensitivity: Approximately one omce of cocaine

4. DETECTING EXPLOSIVES USING T.I).D
DIELECTROMETRY

or one ounce of explosive.
A new extension of the dieloctrometry technology has
been patented to provide a method for internal
searches of bulk materials and cargo. It utilizes the
basic dielcctrometer technology to measure dielectric
effects. The techniq.e adds the capability to measure
in tine volumes. '1his allows searches by analyzing
the object under test one small voluam at a time.
Thxu,
timed dielectrometry allows a three
dimensional search awd s yalsis from o aiWe of an
objc(.t uider tet'.

4.4 Responm of Mateila
eidet
try

to Timed

4.4.1 Response of a homogeneous tmeal: A
homogeneous material will respond to a normal,
untimed dielectrometer as shown in Figure 4. The
homogameous material will give the shown response
to the dielw
er as long ns th, material has a
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in air for 600 MHz).

transmission, the receiver is gated opened for 1/2
cycle. The receiver will get only information from
the first part of the reflection coefficient.

4.4.2 Response of different dielectric values: Figure
5 shows how the normal, untimed dielectrometer will
respond to different materials. Different materials
with different dielectric constants will have different
responses as shown.

4.6.2 First rest cycle:
once the reception is
complete, a rest period will occur until all reflections
are ended. This is designed to be 5 cycles.

4.4.3 Response of a homogeneous material to timed
dielectric interrogation: If a timed dielectrometer
were to interrogate a known homogeneous material,
each slice would be separately evaluated. A response
would took like Figure 6.

4.6.3 Computer Analysis: The received information
is sent to a computer for storage and analysis. The
reflection coefficient of the first reflection are
calculated, then stored. In this way the first timed
slice of the material is evaluated.
4.6.4 Second Measurement

4.4.4 Mixture of Materials: Response of a mixture
of materials to a timed dielectric interrogation is
shown in Figure 7. For ease of understanding, we
assume one slice of the material under test is actually
a higher dielectric constant material, and all the rest
is a single material.

4.6.4.1 Second Transmission: At initial time T2, a
transmission of two 1/2 waveleng!hs is completed.
4.6.4.2 Second Reception: At the end of the
transmission the receiver is gated open for 1/2 cycle.

In this case, the actual response curve will parallel
the response curve of the single material. However,
the one slice of a different material will cause the
response curve to displace as shown. It is this
change in response that is measured and evaluated of
successive interrogations.

4.6.5 Second Rest Cycle: A rest period of 5 cycles
is completed.
4.6.6 Computer Analysis: The received information
is sent to a computer for storage and analysis. The
reflection coefficient information of the first and
second slices of the material under test are now
known.

4.5 Clarifications
4.5.1 Depth of analysis: the transmission is 1/2
wavelength. This allows ffr analysis of the material
in 1/4 wavelength increments since time of two way
travel must be considered. The 1/2 wavelength is an
arbitrary selection and may be decreased to improve
resolution.

4.6.7 Successive Transmissions: In the same way,
successive standard transmissions are made and
analyzed. Each time a further 1/4 wavelength of data
is captured.
5. DISCUSSION OF IDENTIFICATION USING
DIELECTROMETRY

4.5.2 X,Y resolution is enhanced by the addition of
a matrix of receivers on one inch centers designed to
provide analysis and identification in one cubic inch
increments. Increased resolution will be provided in
future configurations by reducing this spacing.

5.1 Identification
Initial testing confirms that classes of materials can
be identified. Plastics, metals, and human tissue are
three classes of materials which testing verifies have
distinctly different responses.

4.6 Timing Diagram for a Timed Dielectrometer
4.6.1 First measurement

Further testing is needed to determine other classes of
identification. There is very little in the published
technical literature to provide E' and D of any
materials at the frequencies of interest. Testing to
provide this information is not difficult, and could be
accomplished quickly.

4.6.1.1 First Transmission: At initial time T, a
single transmission occurs. This is a 1/2 wavelength
transmission (Figure 8).
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A Microwave
Seward, D.C. and Yukl, T.
its
Applications.
:ntemrational
Dielectrometer and
Microwave Power Institute Symposium, Duaver, CO,
1990.

5.2 Dielectric Identification
Some field work has been done to indicate that
screening and identification of chemicals using E' is
possible. The "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics"
lists approximately 1000 materials and chemicals by
dielectric constant". This is an indication that there
is a wide range between the E' of chemicals and
materials.

Test Report: Drug Detector with US Customs at
Miami, April 1990.
Spatial Dynamics Applications, Inc.
Skolnik, Merrill I. Radar Handbook. McGraw Hill
Book Company. 1970.

5.3 Loss Tangent Identification

Vin Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia.
Nostrand Reinhold. 1989.

This parameter also holds promise of screening and
identification of nterials. It is a separate parameter
from dielectric constant.

Van

Patent 4,234,844: Electromagnetic
Yukl, T.
Noncontacting Measuring Apparatus; Nov 18, 1980

5.4 Timed dielectrmnetry
This will initially provide screening and analysis for
each individual cubic iach of an object under test.
Testing a small volume at a time will improve
sensitivity by at least lOx. Eventually, this test
With this
volume will be reduced further.
information, it will be possible to screen substances
a&nd mz.-:re two separate parameters, improving the
•i tiy to identify.

Yukl, T. Patent 4,318,108: Bidirectional Focusing
Antenna; March 2, 1982

6. CONCLUSION

Yukl, T. Patent 4,947,848: Dielectric Constant
Change Monitoring; March 26, 1990

Yukl, T. Patent 4,878,059: Nearfield/Farfiekd
Transmission Antenna; October 31,1989
Yukl, T. Patent 4,912,982: Nonperturbing Cavity
Method of Fluid Measurement; May 5, 1990

Die-tzrometry is a proven technology now in
operational use for detecting contraband drugs.
Testing has shown the technology can be useful for
explosive detection. The new 5400 MHz sensor has
been built and tested with promising results, and a
plan to move forward has been establisbed. Timed
dielectrometry is a further extension of the
technology, and has the promise of interrogating a
volume in small, timed volumes.

Yukl, T. Patent 4,949,094: Nearfield/Farfield
Antenna With Parasitic; April 1, 1990
Timed Three
Yukl, T.
Patent 4,975,968:
Dimensional, Dielectrometry; June 1, 1990

NOTES
1. Yukl, T. Patent 4,234,844.
2. Yukl, T. Patent 4,318,108.
3. Van Nostrand, Vol.1, p 204.
4. Robert, P., p 307.
5. Van Nostrand, Vol.1, p 204.
6. Robedt, P., p 321.
7. SDA Test Report, Miami, 1990.
8. IMPI Handbook, p 71.
9. Yukl, T. Patent 4,975,094.
10. Yukl, T. Patent 4,975,968.
11. Handbook of Cbematty and Pyaics, E49
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LIQUID EXPLOSIVES SCREENING SYSTEM
Dale R. McKay, Charles R. Moeller,
Erik E. Magnuson, and Lowell J. Burnett
Quantum Magnetics, Inc.
11578 Sorrento Valley Road, Suite 30
San Diego, CA 92121

1. INTRODUCTION

encountered. In addition, the sy-tem is designed to
provide a *red light/green light" output, thus
eliminating the need for operator interpretation.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) techniques have
been developed to verify the liquid contents of
beverage containers commonly carried aboard
aircraft, thereby detecting substitution of explosive
liquids for the normal contents. The capability of
NMR to distinguish between liquids is well known,
but conventional NMR equipment is bulky and
expensive.
NMR systems generally require the
application of an extremely strong and homogeneous
magnetic field over the volume of the sample. The
magnet used to generate this field largely determines
the size and cost of the NMR system, particularly
when large samples such as beverage bottles must be
accommodated.

2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) arises from the
magnetic properties of atomic nuclei'. When
immersed in a steady magnetic field, B0, the nuclei
align with the field and precess at a characteristic
frequency given by
v. = (,2r)B.

(1)

This precession frequency is called the Larmor
frequency, vo, The constant , is called the
gyromagnetic ratio and has a different value for each
type of nucleus.

A detection strategy requiring modest magnetic field
strength and homogeneity has been developed for
distinguishing explosive liquids from alcoholic
beverages. A surprisingly small magnet capable of
applying such a field to common beverage containers
has been designed, and a prototype has been built and
tested.

An externally applied pulse of radio-frequency (RF)
field at the Larmor frequency causes the nuclei to tip
away from their equilibrium position and, while still
precessing, induce an NMR signal called a free
induction decay (FID) into an adjacent pickup, or
sample coil. A sketch of the envelope of a typical
NMR FID signal is shown in Figure 1.

The data gathered about a sample by the NMR
system is extremely rich, with many parameters
which can be measured, often simultaneously. Thus
it is possible to construct several different types of
signatures for any given set of samples. The system
is designed to perform any of a number of NMR
experiments under software control, thus providing
the flexibility to respond to varying threat levels, and
to adapt to new threats, without hardware
modifications.

The magnitude of the NMR signal depends upon the
magnitude of the nuclear magnetization at the time of
the pulse. The equilibrium nuclear magnetization,
M0, in an applied field, B0, is given by,
Me - N-yfh 21(l+ 1) Bo/122rkT,
where I =
gyromagnetic
the sample, h
constant, and

The system design readily accommodates information
regarding bottle contents such as, for example, label
or bar code information. Under this arrangement,
the system would verify the legitimate contents of the
container rath., than looking for a particular
explosive, so that few assumptions need be made as
to the types of potential threat liquids which may be

(2)

1/2 for protons, y is the proton
ratio, N is the total number of nuclei in
is Planck's constant, k ia Boltzmann's
T is the absolute temperature,

Both the nuclear magnetization and the Larmor
frequency are proportional to the applied magnetic
field and depend upon the type of nucleus immersed
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in the field. For protons in a magnetic field of 0.1
Tesla (1000 Gauss), the Larmor frequency is 4.26
MHz.
The strength of the signal is roughly
proportional to the product of M0 and vo.

A: The Amplitude of the signal. This is a measure
of M0. It is usually measured as a relative number,
determined by the initial signal strength in a given
experiment. In that context, it varies primarily
according to the number of spins in the volume of the
sample to which the sample coil is sensitive. In most
cases this volume is constant for different samples, so
A represents the spin (hydrogen) density of the
sample.

2.2 Relaxation Times
The complex and detailed NMR stral
characteristics of molecules in solution have long
been used as a powerful tool for the unique
identification of chemical compounds. NMR spectral
identification, however, requires very homogeneous
and powerful magnetic fields. Spectra taken at low
field strengths, or in less homogeneous fields, do not
provide detailed chemical spectral details, yielding
generally featureless NMR resonance lines,

D: The Diffusion Constant. This is a measure of the
mobility of the molecules in the sample. In the case
of a simple fluid, it can be related to the sample's
viscosity. Absolute measurements of D rely on
knowledge of the magnet homogeneity, which is
characterized by a parameter G, the magnetic field
gradient.

Methods more appropriate to this study utilize NMR
relaxation times, and related parameters. The two
principal relaxation times used in the dtection
process are T, and T2, defined below,

J: The Spin-Spin Coupling Constant. This is the
strength of the interaction between separate nuclear
spins within individual molecules.
It can be
and can
spectrum,
measured directly from an NMR
designed
also be seen in some appropriately
experiments intended primarily to measure T2.

TI: The spin-lattice relaxation time. This is the
characteristic time for the nuciear spin system to
come to equilibrium with its surroundings following
a disturbance. Disturbances may be induced by an
RF pulse or by a change in the applied field,

T, The longitudinal relaxation time in the rotating
frame. This is similar to the T, which the sample
would have in a much weaker magnetic field than
ta sdt
aetemaueet
h
N
the
thatae o the the mesret:
advantage of the higher field is retained in the
experiment, and neither B, or voneed be changed.

T,: The spin-spin relaxation time.

This is the
characteristic time for the spin system to come to
internal equilibrtm following a disturbance. Also,
it is the approximate decay time for the NMR FID
signal in a perfectly homogeneous nagntic field.

The effects of D can be readily observed in standard

In an imperfect field. the directly observed decay
time is T, represented by

T2 experiments on all of the samples measured in this
study. I is visible in many, depending on the details
of how the experiment is set up. In the Carr-Purcell

(3)

experiment, for example, the experimental data has
the form over time t of

liTI= IT 2

+

I/T2.,

where T2,,, is the rate at which the spins dephase due
to the magnetic field inhomogeneity.

In (MIM)

-uT

2

-9DGY/,

(4)

Note that the sample must be placed in the magnetic
field and allowed to come to equilibrium for about
one Ta time betore the experient begins. If signal

where G is a measure of the magnet inhomogeneity
for the idealized case of a magnet whose field
strength veries in a particular way, i is an adjustable

averaging is required to improve the SNR, then the
spacing between experiments must also be about one
T time. In this case, the time to sean a given region
will be nT, where n is the number of pulses required
to produce an acceptable SNR.

experimental parameter, and the observed signal
strength is M. Note that M0 corresponds to A.

Other parameters which can be measured by the
Liquid Explosives Screening System include the
following:

on oscillating function dependant on the spin-spin
coupling J. The data then takes the form

In addition, in experiments of this type, we may add
a term for T, defining V as the time between
successive repetitions oi the experiment, and one for
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In (M/M.) = -F1(t',T) -F2 (t,T2)
-F3(tD,G')-F4(tJ).

The size, weight, and cost of the magnet used in an
NMR system goes up rapidly with increased field
strength, homogeneity, and sample volume. Thus the
design of the magnet is critical to the success of an
NMR design project.

(5)

In general, the sample may possess multiple
components, so that the data is a super-position of
several signals, each with the form of Equation (5).
There would then exist more than one M0, T1, T2, J,
and D. In fact, we saw this with some of our
samples.

Another detail, not shown in the figure, is a *lock"
system, to maintain the relationship between M0 and
required by Equation (1). Some means must be
provided to detect drift in the ratio of the two
quantities and to adjust one or the other of them to
hold that ratio constant.

For the purpose of establishing signatures for
different liquids, there is no need to extract any of
these parameters as indivdual numbers, though
experiments and analysis techniques can be devised to
do so. The actual time domain shape of the response
of the sample to a particular experiment constitutes
the signature.

3. DEVELOPMENT DETAILS
The development work proceeded in two phases. In
the first, we took measurements in a general purpose
laboratory NMR system. In the second phase, we
built a prototype system and took additional
mea:urements.

2.3 NMR Instrumentation
3.1 First Phase Results
The block diagram of a typical pulsed NMR system3
is shown in Figure 2. The transmitter supplies RF
pulses through a coupling network to the sample
which is located in a steady magnetic field. A
sensitive, low-noise receiver amplifies the resulting
NM signal, the FID, which is detected and then
digitized.

In the first stage of this study, we used a laboratory
system to measure the T,'s of a selected sample of
explosive and benign liquids. We found that the T1's
of the explosives differed substantinlly from those of
the beverages, thus providing a simple means of
separating them. This early study was limited,
however in two ways.

Most modem NMR systems use a digital computer
and computer controlled peripherals to control the
transmitter, collect the digitized data, and perform
various data analysis tasks. The size and cost of
suitable computers, sad of appropriate RF electronic
building blocks, has declined substantially in recent
years.

The laboratory system included a magnet which
weighs several tons and yet is not big enough to
accommodate ordinary beverage containers. This
meant that serious efforts toward the design of a
practical magnet were required, and that we cmald
only estimate the performance parameters that might
be expected from a deployable system. In addition,
the range of samples was limited, and we did not
attempt any measurements other than T,.

In most NMR applications, the NMR signal is very
small. Low-noise, radio frequency engineering
techniques are required to optimize the NMR
signal-to-noise ratio. Since the signal is larger in
stronger magnetic fields, the strongest field practical
is used.

4. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
4.1 Magnet

When the sample's T2 it. long, as for the liquids of
interest in this study, the decay time T2" of the FID
is dominated by Tm (Equation 3). This means that
the time available to collect the signal, and therefore
the effective SNR of the experiment, depends on the
homogeneity of the magnet.

We chose an electromagnet design for this system
because its field strength can be varied and because,
unlike ai permanent magnet, it need not be
temperature controlled.
The temperature control
system for a pernment magnet with a large, open
pole gap would be no less cumbersome than the
power supply and coils required for the
electromagnet. In addition, an olectronmgnet can be
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turned off. This is a safety issue, and is helpful
during shipping and for portability.
5.1 Coil/Preamp/Multiplexer
Tihe electromagnet in this system is unusual in that it
generates a relatively weak field of 1200 Gauss,
corresponding to a proton resonance of 5 MHz, but
must do so over a substantial sample volume and
allow for the placement of a large bottle such that at
least part of the bottle is within that sample volume.
Most NMR systems can accommodate samples of just
a cubic centimeter or so.
Systems which can
accommodate larger samples are generally huge, and
an order of magnitude too expensive for this
application.
The solution was a traditional, open H-magnet design
with a very untraditionally small ratio of magnet gap
to pole diameter. An unusual pole face design
compensates for the very poor homogeneity which
would ordinarily be expected with a gap nearly as
wide as the pole face diameter.
Figure 3 is an outline of the prototype magnet, which
requires less than 150 Watts from the AC line. This
magnet was intended to function as a very flexible
test platform for what we expected would be a long,
cut-and-try development process.
Among other
things, it is capable of generating a field twice as
strong as required, and provides extra 'elbow room'
for working within the gap region.
The magnet surprised us by working on the first try,
delivering an effective field homogeneity of one part
in 10,000 over the sample region. We expect the
production version to draw a similar amount of
pruto
vesin
aot da" a simiar
o
pouto f
power but to be about half he size of the prototype.
The lock system is realized in software. Whenever
a sample is measured, the computer checks its center
frequency and compares it to the desired value. If
the difference exceds a set limit, the magnet power
supply is *ejusted appropriately. At turn-on, or
during periods of inactivity, the system would reluest
that a standard sample be put in place so that it could
maintain its ready status. Note that this system also
hecing
or
mehansm
cntiuouly
consitues for
constitutes a mechanism
continuously checking
the system for faults.

The Sample Coil, Preamplifier and Multiplexer are
conceptually part of the RF Electronics but will be
located within the magnet, in close proximity to each
other.
Sample coils are usually designed so as to enclose the
sample, but in this system that would require a very
large coil which would show poor sensitivity with
small samples, and would require an extremely
powerful RF power amplifier. We therefore used a
small, flat 'single-sided' sample coil oriented
horizontally. The sample is conveniently placed
directly on the coil.
The preamplifier is a conventional design with
onboard regulation and active switching. It and the
multiplexer are closely coupled at an impedance level
of 2K ohms, rather than the usual lower impedance
commonly used when a preamplifier must be fed
from a coaxial cable.
Since recovery time is not a major concern in th'
system, the multiplexing scheme is passive, with
discrete components. Time to full recovery is 100
tricroseconds. The system has a receiver Q of
roughly 50 and a transmit Q of 5.
5.2 RF Board
A block diagram of the KF Board is shown in Figure
4. The transmitter section of the RF Board includes
4.TetasterscinothRFBrdnlus
a divide-by-four phase shifting system followed by a
phase selector / transmit gate. Its receiver section
includes an IF amplifier, phase detectors, and video
aplfes
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copstdcytl
lock.
frequency c
r
amplfor
exc clok2
fi i
RE banidth
The tatr
RF bandwidth is in excess of 20
ansmitter's
The tr
tely 12
MHz, with a transmitter output of approximat
dBm. Its video section has a quadrature bandwidth
of more than 200 K z, with a maximum output of 5
an overhead ofs
lato s i rqi
o-boar dg
regulators which require an overhead of 3
on-board
volts.

The RF electronics includes the transmitter/receiver
board (RF Board), the preamplifier and multiplexer
module, and the RF power driver and final

The production version of the RF Board is expected
to differ only in that it will plug directly into the
CPU back-plane, and will incorporate the Pulse
Width Generator and 8-bit port discussed below. The
board was designed to facilitate the necessary

amplifiers.

connectoriag change.

5. RF ELECTRONICS

5.3 RF Power Amplifiers

from the CPU bus.

The RF power amplifier chain consists of two
inexpensive solid state commercial modules with only
minor modifications. It delivers 500 Watts of pulsed
RF power, drawing only 125 Watts from the AC
power line. It is a very rugged unit, operating at very
short duty cycle at less than its full CW rating. It is
inherently fail-safed, in that the power supply cannot
deliver enough CW power to damage either the
amplifier or any of its associated circuitry.

The magnet power supply is under digital control,
with 16-bit resolution above an offset, via a simple
8-bit port which also plugs into the CPU. In the
production unit, its bus interface circuitry will be
used to control the RF/PWG board, and the 8-bit
output to the magnet power supply will also come
from that board.
6.3 Software

6. DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL

Most of the control software for the system,
including the entire user interface, is written
primarily in a commercial FORTH language
extension called ASYST. The drivers for the AID
board and the pattern generator were supplied by the
vendors
then
and extended with their
aid. An and
additionalmodified
layer of code linking the drivers

6.1 Central Processor
The data acquisition system is based on a ruggedized
vesion
d
auisiionISAO
syste
bus
6 com
rug d
versof'n
buso80286ecomptning
Microsoft's

MSDOS

operating

system.

The

with ASYST was written in C. The C code for the

essentially the same, but
production version will be048
onan daa pocesin sped.A/D
basetoboot

impleThe that for the
as rte
b
A/D
board is relatively simple, while that for the
pattern generator constitutes an assembly language for

6.2 Peripherals

pulse programming.
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It features two fully independent channels, and
can be configured under
anti-aliasing filters whichesoutin
is16 it-, Itcan
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verio
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unit's control software will retain only the drivers of

only in that it will be available at the plant
version
fotetadmienceprss.Terduio
for test and maintenance purposes. Te production

comptercontol.Its
computer control.
Its resolution is 16 bits. It can
PU emor, mre han
an DMAto
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Alex
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50,000 complex points per second.

and in the ductionmunt
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In normal

operation, the system runs at a bandwidth of about
5000 points/second, but the higher speed is available
so that the lock can go into an extended capture mode
to recover from being left without its standard sample
by a careless operator.

the prototype system, with the higher level control,
data analysis, and user interface functions re-written
in C.

The RF electronics are controlled by a pulse
programmer, outlined in Figure 5, which consists of
a commercial pattern generator board which plugs
into the CPU backplane, and a pulse width
generator/interfwe
(PWG) board.
The
CPU controls
gentr/inbetwefaen expWri
d The
cPUme
cotrs
l
determines the time betwemen
pulses and issues
triggers to the AID board, and the PWG ss the
wtrighs o thepuls bocould
width of the pulses,

The experimental part of the project was set up as an
iterative process, with the final goal being the
collection of data for a wide range of beverages and
explosive liquids, in actual beverage containers and
using
a signature
expected to allow the unambiguous
detection
of explosives.
To do this we started, in the
first phase of the project, with a simple T, signature
and a small range of samples in containers which
be accommodatd by our general purpose
laboratory electromagnet.

In the prototype unit, the PWG is free-standing. Its
pulse width registers are loaded indirectly by a
special 'pulse program' in the pattern generator
board. In the production unit, the PWG will be
incorporated with the RF board, on a plug-in board
in the CPU, and its registers will be loaded directly

From this data we went on to develop other
signatures, with which we accumulated more data. At
the samwtime, we developed the hardware required
to ame imdtele
the adwarerodue
to acconunodatularger containers and to produce
additional signature options. The process is by no
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means complete. In addition, a new, longer list of
both benign and threat liquids is being considered. If
adopted, this will certainly necessitate additional
testing, and may require the development of
additional signatures.
We believe that the most efficient effective signature
is a variation of the standard Cart-Purcell multiple
pulse and acquisition sequence, in which the usual
inversion pulses are replaced by 3-pulse composite
sequences. This yields a signature such as that
represented by Equation (5). The optimum tau time
and number of inversions have not yet been
determined. The choice of tau times affects the
manner in which primarily the J and D parameters
appear in the signature.
This sequence can be run, with sufficient signal to
noise, in a single scan. The time required for the test
is thus roughly one T1, plus one T2, plus the
computation time. The longest part of the experiment
is currently the computation time. We run a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the data acquired after
each inversion: this loads down the 80286
substantially. The production unit, using an 80486, is
expected to be roughly 50 times as fast, at which
point the computation time will no longer be.
significant.
Additional iterations will be required before this
signature scheme can be considered finalized,
however. More importantly, substantial analysis of
the data already collected will be required in order to
optimize the manner in which the signature is
characterized and compared with the known signature
of the labeled contents of the bottle being inspected.
The characterization scheme will determine how the
acquired data is ultimately converted to the go/no-go
signal which must be delivered to the security
personnel who use the system in the field.
8. COUNTERMEASURES
Given the richness of the NMR data available, the
ability of the system to e configured in software to
select from an almosl arbitrarily wide range of
signatures, and the fact that the liquid cannot be
shielded from inspection, we know of no effetive
countermeasures to this technology.
9. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to use a practical, field deployable
NMR system to screen for liquid explosives packaged

to be visually indistinguishable from ordinary sealed
containers of alcoholic beverages. Such a system has
been prototyped and is capable of meeting this goal.
Due to the unique magnet design, and the use of
off-the-shelf components
and
sub-assemblies
throughout the electronics, a production unit would
be priced within the range of security systems
currently in use. Because of this design strategy, it
would generally be serviceable by ordinary
electronics personnel. Due to the use of a general
purpose digital computer for system control, data
collection, and analysis, the system can be
programmed to be operable in a *green light - red
light" mode by ordinary security personnel with no
special technical training or background.
The system can be operated in a mode where it
verifies the labeled (or bar coded) contents of the
container, rather than being sensitive to a particular
explosive or class of explosive.
Due to this
characteristic, and because of the richness of the data
which can be obtained from liquids by NMR, it is
believed that any realistic technical countermeasures
would be inherently ineffective.
NOTES
Support of this work by the Federal Aviation
Administration through the SBIR program is
gratefully appreciated.
1.

Slichter, Chapter 1.

2.

Abragam, Chapter 3.

3.

Fukashima, Chapter 5.
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IMPROVED NMR SIGNATURES OF EXPLOSIVES
Lowell J. Burnett and John P. Sanders
Department of Physics
San Diego State University
San Diego, California 92182

1. INTRODUCTION

these transitions correspond to changes in m of + 1 or
-1 and are, therefore, allowed. In a system of
isolated spin pairs, the other eight transitions are
strictly forbidden. However, the strong interactions
present in. many solids mix these states2. Therefore,
the resulting energy levels are not pure states and the
transitions are weakly allowed3 .

The work reported here is part of an ongoing
program to identify unique proton NMR signatures
for explosive compounds. In many explosives a
significant fraction of the hydrogen nuclei (protons)
are coupled to nitrogen nuclei. The energy level
diagrams of these proton/nitrogen pairs contain both
allowed and weakly allowed transitions. In the
measurements reported here, weakly allowed
transitions in the sample were irradiated with RF
energy and the resulting effects on the proton NMR
signal were recorded.

In low fields and zero field, the quadrupole
interaction dominates, with the dipole interaction a
perturbation. The energy levels for isolated nitrogen
nuclei in zero field are determined by the quadrupolar
interaction 4,

2. THEORETICAL BASIS

E.-

-

21

(2)

4
For an isolated nucleus in an applied magnetic field
Be, the interaction of the nuclear dipole moment with
the field results in the following energy states',
E. = -7hBn

where e6qQ is the quadrupole coupling constant and
a zero asymmetry parameter is assumed'. Energy
level diagrams for protons and nitrogen nuclei in zero
field are shown in Firre 2.
In low fields, the dipole interaction perturbs the
quadrupolar interation through the relation',

(1)

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus.
Protons are spin-1/2 nuclei and possess only a dipole
moment. Therefore, m in Equation (1) takes on one
of the two values, -1/2 or + 1/2. The resulting
energy level diagram for protons is shown in Figure
1.

E; - -y, %8. M cos 0

(3)

wherey. is the gyromagnetic ratio for nitrogen and
e is the angle between the direction of the apied
field and the symmetry axis of the electric field
gradient. Eneqy level diagrams for protons and
nitrogen nuclei in low field are shown in Figure 3 for
a particular value of 0.

Nitrogen nuclei are spin-l nuclei and possess both
dipole and quadrupole moments. In high fields, the
interaction of the dipole moment with the applied
field produces three energy levels according to
Equation I (corresponding to m values of -1, 0, and
+1) and the interaction of the quadrupole moment
with local electric field gradients perturbs these
levels. The energy level diagram for nitrogen nuclei
is also shown in Figure I with the quadrupole
perturbation indicated by w4.

The dat presented here were taken on polycrystalline
samples at an intermediate value of field. That is,
the angle 0 takes on all values and the dipole sad
quadrupole interaction energies for nitrogen are
comparable. This made it difficult to evaluate out
results quantitatively.

In high fields, when protons and nitrogen nuclei are
coupled, six energy levels with 15 possible transitions
resulL These are also shown in Figure I. Seven of

Energy level diagranm for protons, nitrogen nuclei
and coupled pairs in polycryatalline saamlea are
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shown in Figure 4. It is important to note from
Figures 3 and 4 that the maximum frequency of a
weakly allowed transition is given by the sum of the
proton and nitrogen Larmor frequencies and the
zero-field NQR frequency.

transition, then the return of the proton spin system
to equilibrium is altered and the magnitude of the
resulting NMR signal is reduced. This is also shown
in Figure 6.
To acquire data, first an off-resonance irradiation
frequency was chosen. Then the pulse sequence of
Figure 6 was applied to the sample a number of
times, with irradiation, and the results averaged.The
sequence was then repeated without irradiation and
the results averaged.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL
Measurements were made on four compounds:
TNT,PETN,
the explosive simulant
hexemethylenetetramine (HMT) and mannitol. The
TNT and PETN samples were commercial grade.

The averaged results obtained with and without
irradiation were compared and the percentage
decrease due to the effect of the irradiation was
calculated.
If the RF irradiation frequency
corresponded to a weakly allowed transition,
substantial changes in the proton polarization were
noted. If not, then little or no change was noted.
The effects were mapped out as a function of
frequency by selecting a new off-resonance
irradiation frequency and repeating the process.

HMT contains four nitrogen atoms, six carbon atoms
and twelve hydrogen atoms per molecule. HMT has
a proton spin-lattice relaxation time (T,) of 58
seconds, as measured in our laboratory. HMT has a
single nitrogen-14 quadrupole coupling constant and
an asymmetry parameter of zero. At room
temperature in zero field, HMT has a single NQR
transition at 3.308 MHz7 .
Mannitol, a complex sugar, consists of a six-carbon

4. RESULTS

linear chain with one hydroxyl group on each carbon.
It contains no nitrogen atoms. The T, of mannitol at

the frequency of these experiments is approximately

The results for HMT are shown in Figure 7. As

280 seconds.

expected, the effects of RF irradiation are greatest
near the proton Larmor frequency of 19.14 MHz due
to the natural linewidth of the HMT resonance.
However, significant effects are observable at
frequencies far from the proton resonance frequency.
These effects are much greater than experimental
uncertainty. Below the proton resonance, significant
offects occur near 16.8 and 17.4 MHz. Above the
proton resonance, significant effects occur namr 20.8,
21.2, 22.3, 22.7 and 23.8 MHz.

The experiments were performed at a proton Larmor
frequency of 19.14 MHz which corresponds to a
nitrogen Larmor frequency of 1.38 MHz. A block
diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in
Figure 5.
The pulse NMR spectrometer was a Spin-Lock
Electronics Model CPS-2 used in conjunction with an
Hitachi Model 6041 digital oscilloscope.
The
off-resonance irradiation electronics consisted of a
PTS 160 frequency synthesizer, an Amplifier
Research ISOLA RF power amplifier, and a Diawa
CL-680 impodance-matching circuit,

Definite zeros in the reslmse to off-resonance
irradiation occur at 21.7, 23.1 and above 23.9 MHz.
The latter observation is in quantitative agreement
with our expectations since the maximum weakly
allowed transition frequency for a proton resonance
frequency of 19.14 MHz in HMT (Figures 3 and 4)
is 23.83 MHz.

One method of acquiring data is shown in Figure 6.
A series of 90 degree pulses, spaced time t, apart, is
applied to the sample. The pulses disturb the proton
magnetization from equilibrium and, between the
pulses, the spin system relaxes back toward
equilibrium. The NMR signal following each pulse
determines the degree of proton polarization.

The results for utannitol are shown in Figure S.
Again, the irradiation effects are largest near the
proton Larnmor frequency of 19.14 MHz. However,
unlike HMT, there are no oticeable effectS due to
RF irradiation at frequencies more than a megahertz
away from the proton Larmor fr.,qucncy.

Off-resonance RF irradiation was applied to the
sample in the time intervals between some of the 90
degree pulses in the series. If the frequency of the
RF inadiation correspns to a weakly allowed

The lack of effects in the mannitol is attributed to the
abwence of nitrogen nuclei in the sample and, hence,
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the absence of hydrogen-nitrogen couplings. The
energy level diagram needed to explain these results
is the simple two-level system characteristic of
protons. There are no weakly allowed transitions
available for off-resonance irradiation.
A plot of the percentage decrease in the proton NMR
signal versus the RF irradiation frequency for PETN
is shown in Figure 9. It is clear from these data that,
compared to HMT, the effects of RF irradiation do

NOTES
Support for this program was received from the US
Federal Aviation Administration, EG&G Incorporated
and San Diego State University. This support is
gratefully acknowledged.
The present address of one of the authors (JPS) is:
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas
78228.

not extend over as wide a range of frequencies.
1. Slichter, Chapter 1.
However, the structure of the response may be as
complex as in HMT. There is a prononced effect at
20.2 MHz which is followed by an apparent zero in
the response at 20.25 MHz. Similar behavior was
observed on the low frequency side of the proton
resonance.

2. Abragam, Chapter 9.
3. Wind and Yannoni.
4. Das and Hahn, Chapter 1.

In addition, there are clear non-zero responses near
17.8 and 20.6 MHz. No effects in PETN were
observed above 21 MHz or below 17 MHz. The data
are consistent with a 5ymmetric response about the
proton Larmor frequency.

5. Slichter, Chapter 10.

The data obtained for TNT are shown in Figure 10.
There is little or no response far from the proton
Larmor frequency, though there appear to be small
effects starting about one megahertz away from
resonance, i.e., in the 20-21 MHz region.
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weakly allowed transitions through off-resonance RF
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found that changes in the amplitude of the proton
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APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE TO
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
James Derwin King, Armando De Los Santos,
Colin I. Nicholls, and Williams L. Rollwitz
Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

1. INTRODUCTION
An essential element in airport security is the inspection
of all hand carried items and checked baggage to detect
concealed explosives as well as weapons.
An
acceptable explosives detection system must be effective
in the detection of all explosives that pose a threat to
the safety of the passengers, crew and aircraft. It must
rapidly and reliably distinguish between explosives and
non-explosives and provide detection independent of
explosive configuration and distribution. To avoid
unnecessary delays the system must also provide rapid
automated inspection and have as low a nuisance alarm
rate as is consistent with operational and security effectiveness. In addition, the apparatus should not pose a
health hazard to either the public or the operators nor
damage baggage or contents. It should be reliable and
friendly and should be economically affordable in initial
cost, installation and operation. Development of the
technology or combination of technologies needed to
achieve these goals has posed a tremendous challenge
to the scientific research and engineering communities.
Radio Frequency Resonant Absorption Spectroscopy
(RRAS) techniques were considered early in the efforts
to find an acceptable solution to this inspection problem
and these methods still provide features and capabilities
that are largely unmatched by other technologies,
Much of the work to successfully apply one :)f these
techniques, hydrogen transient nuclear magnetic resonance (HTNMR), to the practical detectio, of explosives concealed in letters, parcels and baggage has been
carried out by the authors and associates.'k"'2
HTNMR was first investigated for the detection of
explosives nearly twenty years ago. 2 Early in our work
it was discovered that explosives exhibited HTNMR
signal relaxation properties that allowed the signals
from these materials to be distinguished from those of
most other materials.
This feature is absolutely
essential to the successful application of this method for
inspection since the vast majority of non-metallic
materials contain hydrogen and produce strong hydrogen NMR responss. In addition, 'H-NMR to "'N-
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NQR level crossing effects were found to be very
effective in reducing the detection time for several
explosives and also in providing a potentially useful
selective signature". Methods for implementing rapid
detection of explosives based on hydrogen magnetic
resonance properties were developed and first applied
in an experimental apparatus for the detection of nonmetallic land mintz
In the middle 1970's work
was initiated to adapt this technology to the detection of
explosives in letters (mail bombs) and, shortly thereafter, to the detection of bulk explosives in checked
airline baggage. As part of this work the utility for
baggage inspection of the various RRAS methods which
includes Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Nuclear
Quadrupole Resonance (NQR),1-O° Electron Spin Resonance (ESR), and Microwave Molecular Abjorpion
(MMA) were evaluated.7 ESR was found to be particularly suitable for detection of black powder, as was
NQR for detecting a few of the explosives, notably
RDX, while NMR was capable of detecting almost all
of the explosives of interest at that time. This included
the high energy military explosives as well as the more
common commercial explosives such as dynamites and
water gels used in civilian construction, excavation and
mining activities. Microwave molecular absorption was
determined to be of little value since it primarily
responds only to selected materials in gaseous form.
Based on these conclusions the nuclear magnetic resonance technology, in particular Hydrogen Transient
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (HTNMR), was selected
for further study and for subsequent implementation in
a form suitable for the inspection of checked airline
baggage to detect concealed explosives.
To realize the baggage inspection objective, magnetic
resonance apparatus much larger than anyone had ever
attempted previously was needed.
In addition the
capability to provide sensitive, selective and rapid
detection of all the explosives of interest while accommodating the wide variety of materials encountered in
baggage structures and contents was essential. The
capability to distinguish explosives from the nonexplosive baggage contents was required to minimize

false alarms. These capabilities were first realized in
an experimental system which was demonstrated and
evaluated in the laboratory.7 -7 Following this success,
the methods were applied to the development of an
engineering model of a system suitable for testing in an
airport environment (see Figure 1). ' This objective
was achieved and the first airport tests of the NMR
baggage inspection technology were conducted in the
spring of 1979. This initial series of tests allowed the
general suitability of this technology for the inspection
of checked airline baggage to be evaluated and a data
base of HTNMR properties of checked airline baggage
to be acquired. Secondarily the performance and
limitations achieved to date in the apparatus could be
assessed. The apparatus was found to operate quite
well though some shortcomings wem recognized where
further work was required. In particular the sensitivity
to materials inside the bag was lower than required.
Subsequent series of airport tests were conducted in
1980, 1983, and 1984 to evaluate the effect of improvements that had been incorporated in the system during
the intervening time periods. All of these tests were
6conducted with essentially the same basic apparatus.
However, many minor modifications were incorporated
to provide uniform detection sensitivity throughout the
bag, to reduce spurious alarms, to improve the detection sensitivity and to incorporate additional signal
criteria to eliminate false alarms from certain items of
baggage contents. Additional modifications which
could reduce spurious alarms and improve the detection
probabilities were recognized and identified even prior
to the last series of tests but these could not be accommodated within the mechanical configuration and frame
work that was available in this initial model. Despite
these limitations, azd known possibilities for
improvement, the performance achieved in this system
were comparable to the best that has been achieved by
systems based on any other technology to date.

explosives and propellants. Results of several thousand
tests have demonstrated the general suitability of the
HTNMR method for baggage inspection and have
shown a high detection probability and a low rate of
false alarms. In the original implementation the system
could not effectively inspect a small percentage of the
bags but those were identified by the apparatus. As an
additional limitations, it is advisable to remove magnetically recorded media prior to inspection to avoid
possible erasure and liquid explosives were not
selectively detected. Work currently underway is
expected to greatly alleviate these limitations.

HTNMR, like the other RRAS methods, does not use
nuclear radiation, radioactive sources, x-rays nor any
other form of ionizing radiation. Instead detection is
accomplished through magnetic and electromagnetic
fields used to sense the hydrogen contained within the
materials of the bag and the baggage contents. By
analy, s and proc~essing of this total hydrogen NMR
signal, any contribution to the response produced by
hydrogen in explosives can be separated from that produced by hydrogen in most other materials. Through
processing of this total HTNMR response, NMR has
been found useful for rapidly and selectively detecting
nitroglycerine-based dynamites, water gel explosives,
C-4 (plastic) explosives, RDX, TNT, PETN, smokeless
powder and most other high-eergy and commecial

Figure 2 illustrates the basic NMR detection concept.
The item being inspected is located in a magnetic field
of selected intensity, H., and tested with an electromagnetic field having a frequency, f., corresponding to the
nuclear resonance. In the transient mode of opeimrion
as used for baggage inspection the electromagnetic field
is applied in short pulses (RF bursts) of controlled
width and amplitude. Detected NMR responses are in
the form of transient radio frequency signals emitted by
the excited nuclei following the burst of tunmittod
energy. The frequency of the emitted NMR signal is
that for nuclear resonance in the applied magnetic field,
H., and the peak amplitude is propotional to the
number of nuclei contributing to the response. The
transient, free induction decay (FID). signal following

2. BASIC METHOD
Nuclear magnetic resonance is generated by interactions
between the magnetic moment of atomic nuclei in
materials being inspected and an externally applied
magnetic field. The frequency of this resonance is
typically in the high radiofrequency range and is
dependent upon the intensity of the applied magnetic
field and the specie of the nuclei. In the case of
hydrogen the resonant frequency, f,, is related to the
magnetic flux density, I, by
f.

-

42.57 H,

(1)

where
f. - frequency, MHz
H.
Magnetic flux density, T (Teala)
The choice of the frequency used for NMR is omewhalt
arbitray but is based on tradeofft betwem the
improved sensitivity available at higher magetqc fields
and the greater size, weight and cost of the nquird
magnet structuee and the increased potential for
damage to baggage coents, as the flux density is
increased.
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a single transmitter pulse decreases in amplitude at a
rate which, in a homogeneous magnetic field, is
dependent upon the spin-spin time constant, T,. This
time constant is characteristic of the molecular structure
and the state of the sample material as is the spin-lattice
time constant, T, which sets the time required to detect
an NMR response and the rate at which NMR tests may
be repeated without signal degradation. Transient NMR
for explosives detection makes use of multiple transmitted pulses of appropriate energy and spacing to aid in
achieving selectivity to the time constants and to the
IH-'"N cross coupling properties of the signal from
explosives,
The block diagram in Figure 3 shows the basic
components for a transient NMR system. The sequencer generates the pulses of appropriate widths and
repetition rates to drive the radio frequency transmitter
and to control the signal processing. Pulses of radio
frequency energy applied to the sample coil through the
coupling network produce the required pulsed electromagnetic (RF) field in the sample. The sample coil
also senses the NMR response and connects the signal
through the coupling network to the receiver where it is
amplified and demodulated.
After detection, the
HTNMR signal is processed to extract the desired
information and the results displayed, recorded or used
for control,
3. APPLICATION TO EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
Any acceptable explosives detection system must
rapidly inspect all bags, in "as received" condition,
without causing damage and must reliably detect all
explosives in quantities of concern regardless of the
configuration and distribution and must produce a
minimum of false alarms. These criteria can be
realized only if the apparatus responds to a signature
that is specific to explosives and which is not encountered in other materials commonly found in quantity in
baggage. In addition the inspection apparatus must
have sufficient sensitivity to produce a signal level from
the smallest quantity of explosive of interest that is well
above both the apparatus noise level and any clutter
level which results from the baggage contents. This
condition must hold even in the presence of the degrading effects of the bags and contents. These capabilities
have been realized in magnetic resonance inspection
apparatus through use of rather simple and un-sophisticated NMR techniques compared to those that are now
available and comnumn in analytical and imaging laboratories. However, these simple methods do work quite
well in the practical environment encountered in airport
baggage inspection,
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In the HTNMR system the baggage passes through a
polarizing magnetic field of selected intensity and then
into the inspection magnet. Initially the bags moved
continuous through the apparatus at a speed of about 2feet/second. In this "continuous mode" the detection
sensitivity was found to be acceptable but the "false
alarm" rate was too high. To alleviate this problem the
bags now pause for less than one (1) second in the
inspection magnet while the HTNMR data required for
inspection is acquired. The bag remains stationary for
a short time while the computer processes the data and
indicates "alarm", "pass" or "inadequate test". In the
system previously implemented the inspection rate was
10 to 12 bags per minute but this can potentially be
increased to near 30 bags per minute.
The HTNMR data required for processing is obtained
in a set of multiple pulse sequences. These data allow
HTNMR signals from materials having the
characteristics of explosives to be recognized in the
presence of the (typically) much larger HTNMR signals
from the normal baggage contents. The processing
algorithms are such that effects of the baggage and
contents on the magnetic field intensity and homogeneity and on the sensor coil resonance characteristics are
minimized. The result is that quantities of explosives
greater than the threat level can be detected with a high
probability while potential false alarms from much
greater quantities of non-explosive materials are greatly
suppressed. This is accomplished in essentially one test
sequence without benefit of any signal averaging by
making use of the T1, T2 and 1H - "N level crossing
characteristics of the HTNMR signals.
4. ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
There are several areas where enhanced performance
could make magnetic resonance technology even more
capable of meeting the needs for an operational
explosive detection system. One of these is operation
at lower magnetic field intensities to eliminate the need
to remove recorded magnetic media prior to inspection
and to enhance the capability to effectively inspect i.J
bags.
The original work was directed toward detection of bulk
(solid) explosives but developments over the past
several years have shown the need to also detect liquid
and emulsion type explosives. Means for adding this
capability are known.
Improved specificity to explosives could produce
substantial reduction in the false alarm potential and
perhaps alse extend the capability to detect smaller

quantities of explosives. Increased tolerance for the
effect of the bag and contents could also potentially improve the detection probability and reduce the false
alarm rates.
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EXPLOSIVE DETECTION UTSING MICROWAVE IMAGING
David G. Falconer, Pb.D., and David G. Walters, Ph.D.
Remote Measuiem.-nts Laboratory
SRI International Menlo Park, CA 94025

1. INTRODUCTION
We have developed a microwave technique for
detecting high-explosives (HEs, illegal drugs, and
other~ contraband in checked airline luggage. Our
technique detects chemical contraband by microwave
radiation and measuring them'agnitude and phase of
the -backscattered radiation with coher-ant receivers.
From the collected data, we form a three-dimensional
image of the checked luggage and its contents by
means of pulse-synthesis and synthetic-aperature
techniques. Special image-segmentation software
isolates Suspicious portions of the microwave image
in preparation for spectroscopic analysis. We estimate
the mricrowAve spectrum of the isolated volumes
using an invers Fourier-transform algorithm,
Suspicious chemicals are identified by examnining the
estimated spectrum for charateristic ibsorption Kati;
and resonance sme~tura.

obtain the range coordinate, and a receiver array to
measure the elevational coordinate. The azimuthal
scan, which can be almost arbitrary, is usually
achieved by translating or rotating either the target
body or the illuminating device. (Translational and
rotational motions allow one to image the azimuthal
coordinate with a fast Frewnl or Fourier transform,
respec'Avely.) T'he microwave illumination can also
take mnany forms,including a sharp~naosecond-type)
pulse,a chirped (linear FM) emission, or sequenced
(pseudorandom) illuminations. (In the latter two
cases, analog or digital processing serves to
synthesize a narrow pulse.) Although the evational
coordinate can be als be obtained with a mnechanical
scan, time and cost crxnstraints usually favor receiver
arrays thAt ca sgther the scattexing data in some
parallel fashion.
112 Nmrwave Spectrwsopy

We have demonstrated our inspection tech~nitla using
simulants for both.HE sad cocaine, In-particulur. we
havro used our raicrowave anechoit; chamber to
illuminate and imnage a soft-sided suitcase containing
et powdered swipr (ctr .cwaie sirularit) and
ammunium* NvlIt (out HE sinulat). We then
segrwrited the susicious portion of the microwave
image. Using inverse algotithms, we returned our
segmented data to the frequency domain and thereby
obtained rough estimates of the mnicrowave spectra of
the suspcious regions Finailly, we have compared
the esimated spectra with reference ones taken on
bulk samples of the ame materials and wre readily
aWe to differentiate the two giulants.

2. SPECTROSCOPIC MICROWAVC IMAGING
2.1 MkcrwAvft Imaisnf
Radio-frequency engineers use spatial a&d temnporal
diversity to form three-dimensional imnages of their
mnicrowave targets. Although implementations vary
widely, the traditional approach to microwave
imaging uses mechantical muotion to scan the azimnuthal
Coodinate, pulsed Or f q6y-sWept illumination to

Mirwv pcrocp rvdS information abttt
the molecular, as opposed to the atomic, structure of
the test sample. In backscalter spectroscopy, one
illuminates the test saMple with mnicrowave radiation
of varying wavelength, meastires tht amount of
backscatred radiation at each wavelenhb and,
Using appropriate caibration date. computes the
volumetric scattoring eu section for The test wample
as a inc-lion of wavelength. (Microwave
spectroiscopy is capable of measuring tb the
complex permittivity and permeability of the wes
sample, althogh unit permeability is often assumed.)
Absorption and resonace bands, as wall as the
general scating level, provide clues as to the
cbemical nalure of the illuminate sampl.
Microwave spectroscoy differs from atomnic
spectroscopy in that the absorption and reonxance
lines arm highly broadened, i.e.. have low Q values.
Stch broadening, which is traceable to cotipling
viochaunisms, thermal agitations, and dissipative losse
at the molecular bnwds, reduces the discrimination
capability of microwave Voectroscopy. Microwave
4*pec t 26e
lo ubject tO optical type effects. e.g..

pattern are not spectroscopic-type absorption or
resonance lineq, but rather interference effects
associated with the size, shape, and contents of the 6oz cup.) We have also illuminated a similar volume
of two cocaine simulants, granulated and powdered
sugar. Note that the microwave cross sections for
these samples, shown as the lower two curves of
Figure 2, are roughly 12 dB lower than that for the
HE simulant. Note too that the maxima and minima
of the two scattering patterns appear at different
frequencies and with difterent periodicities, as would
be expected with chemicals of differing refractive
indices.

constructive and destructive interference. Such
interference occurs when the radiation wavelength is
comparable to the physical size of the test sample.
The latter effects distort the recorded spectra and
must be treated before identifying the resonance and
absorption bands of the test chemica! itself. When the
test sample is heterogeneous, one must image the test
sample, segment the microwave image into
homogeneous regions, and finally apply the
spectroscopic procedure to each region individually,
3. LABORATORY STUDIES
3.1 SRI's Rest Chamber

3.3 Microwave Image of Soft-Sided Suitcse
Figure 1 contains plan and elevational drawings of
SRI 's REST Chamber. The transmit horn serves to
illuminate the target zone; the receive horn measures
the amplitude and phase of the backscattered
radiation. An absorbing baffle between the two horns
isolates the transmit horn from the receive horn. An
HP 8510 network analyzer steps the transmit horn
from 2-18 GHz in as many as 801 distinct steps. The
microwave target sits atop a rotating inflatable or
foam column and is illuminated by the transmit horn
at the 100-mW level. As the target rotates, the HP
the backsAttcred
8510 ntesureos and digitiz
radiation. The digitized measurements em then
handed over to am HP Spectra compute, which forms
a two-dimensional image of the scattering body. The
imgiag system is ialibratod using an atumint.r
sphere. Miscellancow reflections (range clutter) are
SUPPi&sed with phaor-diffetreaang f-Xhniqus,&
opeor
Using 4 color Saphici monitor, the .sym.
i
agey
with
can segment the two-dimensio"al
go coodinaa.
tvspct to its downrange and oartaow

To illustrate our wall-penetration capability, we
placed a 2 lb box of ammonium sulfate in a soft-ded
suitcase and then imaged this target in our REST
Chamber. A monochrome version of the microwave
image is shown in Figure 3. The walls of the suitcase
can be seen as a coarse outline, sad the box of
am.nonutrn sulfate can be seen within the walls'
outline, The downrange resolution (c/2&f) for this
imagery is governed by the bead width (.Af) of the
illuminAting r iatio, and the crosrage reolution
(XR/2D)by the tdiation wavdeangth (,), syate c
aperwe (D), so taget range (R).

3,4 Cmupoi"A of Rdlaf
spe"

e *W E9tAWted

To illustrato otw coacts for detecting ad
ukctifyinschemiu s conrbad in ctecked luggage,
ion its
we have minaa y sgmenltd the W

ttion, sweau regions a iaverme
Flowing SegrO&
trztsomxd with respect to ihair dowvrae and

bicaign (well.) a*; suqici u was (aswagiu
ltot). We thee dicarde the begn poteos of the

crossrange coordinates, which yi#lds ech. rgiooas

microwave

image And

scattering crto Wion Ab a futiua of iluminatin

rMwanin

otio

wval

aasfornmT the

pcuum shown in the dsWd curve of .F*gw 4,

th.

st
When compmd aina
3.1 Bulk-

invw

th 14y obtaina the sca

*

2), it is rAr tha the

SC tra

two bulk spoe (FPige
oewsel levtl of the atisted

r to develop

ctrM s comparbe to tt for AmmMiUM
sulAe but far tro gcr tb that tot Vgault or

approxinate met-tremne sp. tra rot iE anmdA Ie
siuwlat . in paricular, we have illuminul # 6-oz
rowave tadiation
cup of ammonugm sulfate wih

pov.,dered sugar. As noted above, the ptks ad nulls
of the micnoavVt specta shown in Figurum 2 #od 4
ate relted to the physical shipe of hr spete

We hAve i wJ our RMST Ch

s cu or box), sot to the Awioptlon Vb"tr
o the rcemicals themselve. Heace, he spetavl

coiem

c**2,I G(Hi Ad thwn rt'crde4 the bmckscter

level at efth i4miuti n wavelength. Th remating

details of the thee cwv

,ecookag.
which is "VA! to the upper curve of

ae ac directly oombe

and thus provide no additioa identifyWig ifoxWon
on te tw samle.

Figue 2.indicates the general scattng livl for
this simuien , (The wreW callp in the rtawrdJ
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We find that microwave techniques ire capable of
penetrating and imaging the interiors of nonmetallic
suitcases. With appropriate image segirentation, such
techniques can estimate the geneml level of
microwave scattering for each chemical compound
within the suitcase. Under favorable conditions, the
estimated spectra serve to identify the molecular
churActer of each segment of the microwave image.
Our technique for detecting chemical contraband
could benefit from operation at higher microwave
frequencies, e.g., 30-100 GHz. Higher illumination
frequencies would also provide better spatial
resolution and a more productive spectral band for
differentiating molecular compounds. However,
hi'her-frequency illumination wouid penetrate
suitcase walls less effectively and would thus require
higher power (I-W) illuminator. Such illuminators
are still safe .nd well within the
microwave/millimeter-w..ve art.
Our discussion has ueglected a number of technical
issues special to the microave imaging. In
particular, wc have set aside the second-order effects
of beam attenuation and multiple scatteving. These
issues can be important ones, especially when
imaging targets that fail the traditional assumption
that the scattering body *represents tenuous or
diaphanous medium.'
Microwave specialists,
including SRI International, are currently devoting
considerable time and energy to the management and
treatment of these effects.
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CONSIDERATION OF UNTRIED MAGNETIC RESONANCE
TECHNIQUES FOR POSSI]BLE BAGGAGE ANALYSIS
E. H. Poindexter, H. A. Leupold, and R. H. Wittstruck
U. S. Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703
0.1. Gerdi
Department of Chemistry
William Paterson College
Wayne, New Jersey 07470

1. INTRODUCTION

2. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE (ESR)

Magnetic resonance has been under consideration for
nearly 20 years as a possible means to detect
explosives in airline baggage, as described in several
other papers in this present proceedings (Marino;
Buess et al; McKay et al; Sanders and Barnett; King
et al) and elsewhere (De Los Santos et al, 1981). In
particular, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has
been subject to substantial test and evaluation via operational prototype apparatus. NMR is usefully limited to reliance on one resonant signal, viz., that of
the hydrogen nucleus. This is the only nucleus pr"ent in adequate concentration in explosives for surticient signal-to-noise ratio.

Electron spin resonance (ESR), also called electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), is analogous to
NMR, but relies on the Zeeman energy of unpaired
electrons rather than nuclei. It is limited to the small
proportion of materials which have free spins; but
when applicable, it benefits from this uniqueness and
an inherent sensitivity around 15000 times that of
NMR. In practice, this advantage varies widely, depending on relative free-spin concentration, which
seldom approaches that of hydrogen in materials of
interest here, and ESR linewidth, which is generally
larger than for NMR. However, despite all this,
ESR is exceptionally sesitive to one major
explosive-common black powder (De Los Santos et
al, 1981), which is readily detectable with extremely
high signal-to-noise (s-n) ratio.

The NMR method is practically limited by several
considerations to use of magnetic fields below 1000
0e. This rules out any application of frequency- or
field-dependent spectroscopic signatures, on which so
much chemical research and analysis is based.
Rather, discrimination is based on a rather unique
combination of relaxation phenomena in explosivesviz., long T, and short T2, which is in contrast to all
expected substances likely to be found in baggage
(including the luggage container). A further boon is
the quadruple resonance (NQR) of nitrogen nuclei,
which is field-independent. By tuning the NMR to
the NQR frequency (requiring a field of about 800
0e), a very efficient level-crossing energy transfer
occurs, and both the senitivity and uniqueness of the
signature are greatly enhanced. Nonetheless, certain
weaknesses and ambiguities of low-field NMR make
it desirable to seek enhancements or operational
alternatives. This paper presents limited results and
discussion of som possible enhancements.

A representative ESR signal from black powder is
shown in Fig. 1. The sample quantity in this case
was 18 mg, and the signal was detected in a cornmercial Bruker 300 spectrometer operating at Xband, 3000 Oe. The s-n ratio, not at all optimized,
for a 1 g sample would be nearly 50000:1.
Translated to 0.5 Kg of explosive at 800 Oe in a
scaled-up, baggge-size cavity", one could expect
substatial s-n ratios. Alternatively, the field could
be greatly reduced for a lesser but still useful signal.
Civilian baggage would not be expected to contain
other materials which give a significant ESR signal,
since most common organics and plastics are
processed in ways which inadvertently or intentionally preclude free radicals (a fortunate circumstance,
as they are generally highly carcinogenic). Another
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consideration is that black powder is the oldest ad
most accessible explosive. Finally, black powderbeing basically carbon (charcoal), sulfur, and potassium nitrate--contains no hydrogen, and therefore
cannot be detected by NMR. In view of all this, it
seems very desirable to evaluate the application of an
ESR accessory to NMR detectors, for sensitive and
interference-free detection of black powder in nonmetallic luggage.
3. DYNAMIC NUCLEAR POLARIZATION
(DNP)
In addition to the very strong inherent ESR signal
from black powder, a number of explosives reveal
smaller ESR signals from free-radical components.
One such signal, from nitrocellulose pistol powder, is
shown in Fig. 2. The s-n ratio here is much lower
than for black powder, about 1000 times lower. The
source of these paramagnetic impurities is not
immediately known, as the material itself in principle
has none. However, the occurrence of even small
quantities of ESR-active centers suggests consideration of their possible useful interaction with hydrogen nuclei. Stimulation of the ESR of free-radical impurities can produce an enormous effect on
NMR signals (Jeffries, 1963). A concentration of
0.001 M free-radical in a liquid sample, for example,
can allow an enhancement of the proton NMR signal
by a factor of up to nearly 300 X (Poindexter et al,
1967). In solids, an enhancement of up to 600 X is
attainable (Jeffries, 1963), even with low spin-center
concentration.
This seeming great boon for augmenting the s-n of
NMR, however, is not practically realizable in a
baggage inspection situation. The full enhancement
requires enough RF power to saturate the ESR
resonance. In a simple baggage-size low-Q resonator
structure for ESR at 800 Oe, the paramagnetic
center of Fig. 2 would require some 100 kW of
power at 2.2 GHz. Not only is such power
impractical, it would clearly be dangerous-even in
application for only a few seconds. Fortunately, the
strength of electron-nuclear interaction is so high that
even a 1% saturation would yield an NMR signal
gain of 2:1. Such a power level (1 kW) might be
feasible for a few seconds. Examples of DNP enhancements in a laboratory test are shown in Fig. 3.
A 2:1 signal improvement might or might not be
directly useful. However, its presence or absence offen another avenue for differentiation of NMR

signals, presently based on relaxation or NQR
phenomena. It seems modestly worthwhile to characterize in the laborator all organic explosive materials
for the possible DNP effect of included free radicals
upon any aspect of trait of the hydrogen NMR signature.
4. PERMANENT MAGNET FIELD SOURCES
Many systems such as those of NMR fequire static
magnetic fields for directional biasing. Traditionally,
such fields are provided by horseshoe magnets,
electric solenoids and similar primitive devices.
Since the advent of high-coercivity, high energyproduct materials, such fields are attainable with
much more compact, convenient and elegant permanent magnet structures (Leupold et al, 1987).
Such structures have proven themselves to be so
flexible as to make them readily adaptable to the production of an impressive variety of field strengths,
distributions and directions. The fields can be
longitudinal, such as those of the permanent magnet
solenoids pictured in Fig. 4, or transverse, as in Fig.
5. These structures can be of round, square, rectangular or polygonal cross section. Fields can be
very uniform or can vary with position, in both Iongitudinal and transverse directions. As can be seen
from the flux plots in Figs. 6-8, excellent uniformity
is attainable. A linear gradient of equal quality is
readily feasible.
In principle, all of the structures of the longitudinal
variety and the constant-field cases of the transverse
type completely confine the magnetic flux to the
working space and the interior of the magnetic
structure.
This, of course, obviates the
inconvenience of large stray magnetic fields in the
vicinity of the device and affords proximity with
field-sensitive equipment if close-packing is desirable.
In practice, architectural, fabricational, and financial
considerations dictate compromises in manufacture
that make flux confinement less than perfect.
Nevertheless, order-of-magnitude leakage reductions
are usually attainable without difficulty.
In the case of the transverse structures that employ no
passively ferromagnetic pole-piece material such as
iron, all fields produced by individual magnetic
elements are additive, that is, the field produced by
the structure is the vector sum of those produced by
each of its components. This consideration suggests
the possibility of a mechanically variable field source
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such as that of Fig. 9. This structure consists of two
nested cylindrical field sources, each of which
produces the same field H. in its interior. Maximum
field is produced when the polar axes of the two
cylinders are aligned, and zero field when they are
anti-aligned. If the cylinders are free to rotate with
respect to each other, any field over the range ± 2I11
is available.
Design details and an extensive bibliography can be
found in a recent technical report (Leupold and
Potenziani, 1990).
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VAPOR DETECTION: GENERAL

DICHOTOMOUS KEY APPROACH
FOR
HIGH CONFIDENCE LEVEL IDENTIFICATION

OF
SELECTED EXPLOSIVE VAPORS
David H. Fine and David P. Rounbehler
Thermedics, Inc.
470 Wildwood St.
Woburn, MA 01888
and
William A. Curby
FAA Technical Center
Atlantic City International Airport
New Jersey 08405
1. INTRODUCTION

where

Explosive vapor detectors are chemical sensors which
have been tuned to detect a few critical chemical
compounds at very low concentrations, even when the
explosive molecules are immersed in a sea of
background material.
Their performance and
effectiveness are limited to how well they can be
tuned to reject extraneous compounds and signals.
While sensitivity is also important, selectivity is by
far the dominant factor. For this reason, this paper
focusses on detectability, which is an instrument's
ability to discriminate betweeD the analyte of interest
and the background signal consisting not only of the
summation of electronic and chemical noise, but also
responses due to unknown chemical compounds in the
sample matrix.

C

= minimum detectable concentration of
explosives for i=O and e= 1

R
instrument response
concentration as if it were an explosive

ECR + b

unit

e

=

explosives species

i

=

interfering species

In a super-clean environment under ideal conditions,
there are no interfering species present and i = 0.
For this case, to register an alarm, for a single
explosive species Equation 2 reduces to:
s a f CmRR

(1)

iCA

per

b
= signal to noise ratio for the machine to
register an alarm (typically 5:1)

(3)

CUE, measured under ideal conditions, is often
erroneously used as a figure of merit in comparing
the performance of instruments of different types.
Unfortunately, CmI only has meaning under the ideal

and the minimum detectable signal, SE, as

S-

concentration of the species

CM

For an instrument to register a positive alarm for
each chemical species, the signal strength, 5, is
defined as:
S - CR

=

pristine conditions under which itwas measured. In

(2)

the real world, where there are n potentially

interfering compounds whose identity and
concentration are unknown to the user, the
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summation term in Equation 2 dominates. Thus,
Cr, the minimum amount of explosive which can be
detected under ideal conditions, is a meaninglem
quantity which serves only to distort reality and

identify the individual explosives from each other,
then only compounds which interfere with the
particular explosive of interest can give a positive
response. Positive chemical species identification

confuse would-be users,

greatly reduces the likelihood of false alarms and
helps make the problem solvable.

2. FALSE POSITIVES

Second if it is known that the interferant was present
in the tet environment, then from Equation 4, CmE
must be increased for that environment.

Under practical conditions, n > 0 and Equation 2

expands to:

First, if it was not known that the interferant(s)
was(were) present in sample matrix or test
environment, SmE(for i>l) will be >b, and an
apparent positive instrument response will be

Thus, if body sweat, for example, was found to be an
interferant, then when sampling luggage and people,
an unacceptable high number of false alarms would
be recorded. In principle, false alarms could be
reduced by decreasing the sensitivity of the machine,
effectively increasing Sm. However, increasing SmE
is effective only if the response to all interferences,
R
1 is very much less than the response to the
explosive (Ra). Thus, even if the response to the
explosive was one million times larger than the
response to the interferant, k 5 > 10R , the
compound could still be a major one-for-one
interferant if it was present in the test environment in
a million fold excess compared to the explosive, C,
> lO'Ct. In many situations, Sum has to be
increased so much to avoid the response from

SCj Rz +b ( Cf +C

... CA )
(4)

where R,, R2 are instrument responses which are
indistinguishable from an explosive, and therefore
overlap with R. Under these conditions, the sea of
potentially interfering compounds combine to
moderate Sm. The consequences are as follows:

recorded, even though an explosive was not present.

interferences that explosives can no longer be

This condition is a false alarm, and the importance
and magnitude depend on the concentration of the
interferant species C, the response factor R ,and on
how common the interferant compound(s) are in the
test environment.

detected under realistic scenarios.

If the technique cannot distinguish between the
explosive compounds of interest, then every
compound in the universe is a potential interferant,
and the likelihood of the response being due to a
compound which is not an explosive is high. A
technique, such as Thermal Neutron Activation
(TNA), for example, senses the Nitrogen (N) in all
N in the different types of explosives or from the N

A second complicating factor arises because the
response to an explosive RE is not an independent
variable, but rather depends on the type of detection
technology and on the type and quantity of the n
compounds in the environment:

3. FALSE NEGATIVES

f

C,R,

in other innocuous materials such as clothing and
foodstuffs; as a consequence, it suffers from an
inherent high false alarm rate. Also, enhanced X-ray
systems respond to all organic material and hence
have great trouble distinguishing a bar of chocolate or
a wax candle from a plastic explosive. Similarly, the
earlier geemtion of explosives vapor detectors which

Thus, in mass spectrometric and electron capture
based systems, which rely on electron impact to
ionize the compound of interest, other species can

identified explosives as t group and did not
distinguish between the different types of explosives
suffered from an inherently high and unacceptable
false alarm rate. If, however, the technique can

compete for the limited number of electrons,
leading to a lack of ions of the compound of interest
and hence a decreased response to the explosive RE.
In chrom, ographic systems, the liquid phase of the

(5)
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columns can be temporarily overloaded, thereby
Other
causing peak retention times to shift.
molecular species in the environment can even
interact chemically with the explosive of interest,
The result of these interactions is usually a decrease
in response RE, and a consequent increase in Sms,
which implies a loss in sensitivity to the explosive.In
principle, the opposite could also occur, where the
interactions lead to an enhanced sensitivity,

Dust, dirt, tobacco smoke, cigarette ash, perfumes,
body odors, etc. are typical compounds which
severely stress an instrument's ability to reject false
negatives. Although ting for false negatives is
usually not carried out when evaluating different
explosives detectors, we find it to be the single most
important test of the practical usefulness of a
particular technology. Many workers are content to
accept Cua as the delection limit, not realizing that
the practical detection limit CE in the real world can
be many orders of .aagnitude greater, CE > Cm. It
is a humbling experience indeed to learn how difficult
it is to minini false negative failures.

Again, there are two consequences:
First, if the matrix is a suitcase or a person, for
example, where the chemical species which may be
present are unpredictable or unknown, the response
to the explosive R. is decreased, causing SmE to be

In trace level "atection at the sub-nanogram level,
great attentior aeeds to be paid to all surfaces which

increased to some value above the detection limit,

come in contact with the explosives. A common flaw

resulting in a false negative response. This is the
worst possible failure mode for an explosive detector
since it should have detected the explosive, but failed
to do so because the sea of compounds in the
operating environment caused the detection threshold
to be increased.

among ermlosives detectors which limits their
usefulness under practical conditions is called
'seeding'. For a machine to be of practical use, it
must analyze thousands of samples per day without
ever coming into contact with an explosive.
However, when an explosive at the practical detection
limit, CE level is presented to the machine, it must
respond positively, without the material responsible
for Cs being adsorbed or absorbed on active interior
surfaces sites of the machine and as a consequence
not reaching the detector. A machine which needs
"seeding' may perform very well in a quick tes
where every second or tenth sample is an explosive,
but may fail totally in an airport environment where

Second, if the problem is well documented and
understood, the sensitivity of the instrument can be
degraded from the ideal SmE(for i=O), to take into
account the anticipated problems.
This is the
approach which is normally taken, based on empirical
data from a wide cross section of likely sample
matrices,

only one in every hundred thousand samples may be
4. GENERALIZED TESTING PROTOCOLS

an explosive.

The minimum detectable signal, SmE(for i=0), under
ideal pristine conditions, is generally evaluated using
either vapor generators or dilute solutions of pure
explosives. False positives are norm-lly evaluated
by exposing the instrument to likely compounds of
interest at concentrations which may be encountered
in the environment, and observing the -esponse.
False negatives, the most serious failure mode. are
the most difficult to evaluate and understand, and are,
as a result, often ignored.

The "seeding" effect can be tested by operating the
machine for several hundred samples without
e.posing it to an explosive or calibration standard,
and then determining whether the effective C5 has
been compromised. While this effect is rarely, if
ever, included in laboratory tests and acceptance
protocols, a machine which needs frequent *seeding*
is of little practical value. In the development of the
Thermedic's high speed GC-chemiluminescence
explosive detector, the avoidance of the *seeding,
effect turned out to be the single most difficult and
challenging technical problem which had to be
overcome.

In testing for false negatives, the machine must be
exposed to a sample of the explosive at the detection
limit CmE together with the potential interferant. If
the machine fails to gwye a response to CmE in the
presence of the potential interferast, then the
experiment must be repeated using larger and larger
amounts of explosive until the system gives a
response. This new value of CE, is the true minimum
detection level in the presence of the test compound.

5. INTERFERENCES
As scientists succeed in lowering the minimum
detectable concentration CmE, the number of
potentially interfering compounds is increased.
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If the sensitivity of a machine is improved, say 100
fold, the likelihood of having a false alarm problem
is thereby greatly enhanced. Unless the selectivity of
the process is likewise enhanced, the increased
sensitivity cannot be utilized. It is for this reason
that selectivity considerations dominate questions of
sensitivity, since the effective sensitivity of an
instrument in the real world depends entirely on the
ability of the system to reject false alarms. Another
example of this problem occurs with TNA, where
improved detection capability is not dependent upon
the use of a more sensitive sensor for nitrogen, but
rather on distinguishing between nitrogen in an

which is then driven through a gas chromatographic
column (key 5). On leaving the column, the RDX is
decomposed under hydrogen gas to produce the
nitrosyl radical, NO (key 6 and 7). The NO passes
through a chemical trap (key 8), after which it is
allowed to react with ozone (key 9) to produce
electronically excited N0 2*. The NO.* rapidly
decays (key 10) to its ground state, giving an
emission in the near infra red spectrum between 0.6
and 1.0 microns (key 11 and 12). The times of
arrival at the detector 9 (key 13 and 14) are
determined by the properties of the gas
chromatograph. Narrow peaks due to extraneous

explosive from nitrogen in the other compounds

photons are rejected (key 15) as are broad peaks (key

which are also present.

16). A peak shape algorithm is used by the computer
to further reject extraneous signals (key 17). Finally,
a signal to noise ratio of the right shape peak at the
proper time of greater than five times noise is
required for a positive identification (key 18).

6. DICHOTOMOUS KEY
To boost selectivity (and thereby sensitivity), all
modern explosives vapor detectors use a synergistic
dichotomous key approach to help reject false
readings. Instead of using a single selective filter,
multiple filters are used to achieve a synergistic
enhancement in detectability. In mass spectrometry mass spectrometry ( MS -. MS ), not only are the
mass to charge ratios of the parent and daughter ions
determined, but daughter ions are, in turn, subject to
further mass spectrometric analysis and the
granddaughter ions are also positively identified. In
triple MS a third stage of filtration is used. In some
ion mobility spectrometers, a positive identification is
generally made only when multiple clusters of ions
are correctly identified on the same sample. In the
EGIS explosive detector, a string of 18 sequential
filters is used before the machine can signal an
alarm.

While any single key of the dichotomous chain is
relatively non-specific, taken together in the proper
sequence, the entire dichotomous key becomes an
extraordinarily selective filter. As a result, in most
environments, the system's false positive and false
negative responses are greatly reduced, even at
concentrations approaching the level of Cm,. Thus,
even though GC-chemiluminescence is not the most
sensitive technique which has been tried, the
performance under realistic conditions at airports is
rarely degraded much from the CmF level. This fact
makes its full design sensitivity available for most
applications.
A further extension of the dichotomous key approach
is to use multiple detection technologies in an overall
system approach to airport security. Thus, the
performance of X-ray followed by vapor gives a
further synergistic enhancement, wherein the
performance of the combined X-ray-vapor system
exceeds the summation of the performance of the two
parts when used alone.

The 18 steps could be performed in a forensic
laboratory to categorize a particular species where
each test would be carried out on a separate set of
apparatus. Modem computers allow the entire 18
step filter procedure to be carried out in less than 20
seconds.
An example of the 18 sequential dichotomous keys
which are needed to identify the plastic explosive,
RDX, are shown in Figure 1. Some of the filters are
general, particularly at the beginning of the sequence.
Others are more specific, The first key is for RDX
to be held on the concentrator. In key 2, the RDX is
desorbed in an air stream and frozen out on a cold
spot (key 3). The cold spot is then desorbed in a
reducing environm'nt (key 4) to release the RDX,
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EXPLOSIVE VAPOR EMISSION
B. T. Kenna, F. J. Conrad, and D. W. Hannum
Sandia National Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM 87185
1. INTRODUCTION

gas flow. For example, at 20 C and at a flow of 20
cu/sec, their emission rate ratio is: Ern/Emrr = 3.9
x la" which is similar to their vapor pressure ratio,
viz. 4.1 x 102. Assume this relationship is also valid
between TNT and RDX, i.e., Elx = Em
[PRWx/PT?]. The vapor pressures for RDX and TNT
can be obtained from the paper by Dionne, et. al.,
(1). ETy was obtuined from the data by Dennis (3).
Figure 1 demonstrates the vapor emission rates
determined for TNT and calculated for RDX from
pure TNT and RDX, respectively. Note that the
curves begin to approach a constant emission rate
above a flow rate of about 50 cm/sec. It is a logical
step to extend this to explosive vapor emissions at
higher temperatures, still utilizig the same
assumption stated previously. This was done to
provide Figure 2. Only RDX is shown, but TNT
would give similar curves at higher etuissi n rates.

Emission rates of explosive vapors from explosive
samples dictate whether a technique will provide a
constant explosive vapor source for instrument
evaluation. Indeed, emission rates determine whether
a particular detection system is applicable directly for
explosive vapor detection or if an initial "helping'
step, such as preconcentration, is required.
Two questions facing explosives vapor detection are:
(a) Is there sufficient explosive vapor from an
explosive device to permit detection? and (b) Can an
explosive vapor source be constructed which will
provide a constant, known amount of explosive vapor
to test explosive vapor detection systems? Many
papers have been written regarding the first question.
The most complete work on vapor pressure has been
reported by Dionne, Rounbehler, Achter, Hobbs and
Fine (1)and addresses the equilibrium vapor pressure
as a function of temperature for various explosives,
including TNT and RDX. T. A. Griffy (2) has
developed a model to predict expected explosive
vapor concentration for various scenarios.

3.1 Explosive Vapor Sources
One type of explosive vapor emission source is a
coiled metallic tube, e.g., 10 ft x 0.125-in od, filled
with -mm glass beads coated with pure RDX. The
total RDX area calculated (inner tube surface plus
b"d surface) was 664 cm2 . This coil was operated at
two temperatures (33 C and 45 C) at various flow
rates and the total flow was directed into an IMS.
The area of the peaks generated by RDX were
determined. This data is compared to the calculated
emission rate of RDX in Figure 3. The important
point is not that the experimental data fall on or are
close to the calculated curves (this is probably
fortuitous), but that they approximate the shape, i.e.,
curvature, of the calculated corves. This is amplified
in Figure 4 which compares the calculated pg
RDX/cm concentration with the concentration
represented by the peak area.

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The second question, which is the primary subject of
this paper, has not been investigated as thoroughly as
the first. A possible reason is that it is somewhat
more complex than just knowing the equilibrium
vapor pressure. Rather, the amount of explosive
vapor contained in a gas flow over the pure explosive
surface at any flow rate, at any temperture, utst be
determined. The question is complicated further
when the explosive is distributed throughout other
materials, for example RDX in C-4. It is interesting
to note that this latter point also impacts the first
question.

A second type of explosive vapor generator contains
RDX deposited on a wire screen which is in the path

3. DISCUSSION

of a forced heated air flow, similar to a hair dryer.

One approach to the second question was suggested
by Win. Dennis (3). The ratios of equilibrium vapor
pressure for TNT and DNT, for example, appear to
be coaapablae to their respective emission rates in a

For this work, a #5 sieve screen was assumed
(19.6 cml area,, i.e., 4 mm sieve opening, 1.13 mm
wire diameter, with 2 mesh per cm. The screen
wire area wi; covered with RDX and was calculated
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to be 31.7 cm2 .
The estimated RDX vapor
concentration as a function of temperature at a flow
rate of 20 cm/sec for the screen is provided in Figure
5. Also shown in Figure 5 are the calculated
concentrations from the 10-ft tube described
previously, a corresponding 1-ft tube filled with

totally directed into the inlet of a measuring
instrument. The problem with not directing the total
flow into a measuring device inlet is primarily that
the RDX will deposit on the outside of the measuring
instrument. At a later time, this RDX can desorb
and perhaps produce erroneous reading(s) in the

RDX-coated 1-mm spheres, and the equilibrium

instrument, thereby providing false results.

vapor pressure of RDX as calculated using the
equations developed by Dionne, et. al. (1).

The temperature of the vapor source must be
considered the temperature of any instrument
evaluation with that source. Thus, the distance
between a vapor generator and the detection system
must be held at the same or higher temperature as the
vapor source.

Naturally, the vapor pressure cannot be more than the
equilibrium vapor pressure. Therefore, Figure 5 is
illustrating that the 10-ft and 1-ft tubes, filled with
RDX-coated spheres, yield an output of saturated
vapor. Each wire of the screen, on the other hand,
would be similar to a 0.04 cm length tube, and
provides a consiant, but unknown, vapor pressure
source. Both types of sources would have a definite
place in testing instruments,

4. SUMMARY
In summary, two types of vapor sources were
discussed in this paper. One is a tubular coil filled
with RDX-coated microspheres. It should provide an
output of RDX saturated vapor. A second is a screen
coated with RDX. This type would provide a
constant RDX vapor source, but probably not a
known RDX vapor concentration. Both stringent
calculations and analytical experimentation would be
required to define the amount of RDX vapor in the
flow from any explosive vapor source.

3.2 RDX in C-4
Dennis (3) has suggested the concept illustrated in
Figure 6. Briefly, a pure RDX particle will possess
an evaporation rate of about 33 fg RDX/cm2-sec.
However, in a material such as C-4, each RDX
particle is coated with oil and plasticizer. The RDX
particle is not open to the outside world; instead, a
tiny fraction of the RDX is dissolved in the coating of
oil and plasticizer. Raoult', Law states that the vapor
pressure of a solute in solution is equal to the mole
fraction of solute multiplied by tiv vapor pressure of
the pure solute. Dennis (3) has shown that the
solubility of RDX in the oil/plasticizer is low and
perhaps on the order of 0.1 microgram per mL.
Therefore, C.4 would have an RDX vapor pressure
on the order of 3 x 10" fg per mL. If the original
assumption pertains, i.e., that the rate of evaporation
scales with partial pressure as in a pure substance,
then the RDX evaporation rate from new C-4 would
be on the order of 5 x 10" fg RDX/cm2-sec. Of
course, as the C-4 age increases and the oil and
plasticizer concentration(s) decrease, the RDX vapor
emission rate from C-4 should increase with time
since more *pure RDX" would become available to
the outside world. However, the point to be made is
that RDX in C-4, particularly fresh C-4, may be
difficult to detect.

It should be understood that whenever a pure
explosive compound is not used, the vapor pressure
observed may not be the true vapor pressure of the
pure explosive compound. Rather, the emission rate,
and therefore the available explosive vapor, would be
that of the mixture containing the pure explosive. It
could be dictated by the solubility of the explosive
material in any *solvent' present.
REFERENCES
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3.3 Flow Sampling
One must realize that with any vapor source, two
difficulties can exist. First, the total flow area of the
vapor source cannot be left open, i.e., it must be
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FIGURE 1. VAPOR EMISSION RATES OF TNT AND RDX
FROM PURE TNT OR RDX SURFACES AS A FUNCTION
OF NITROGEN FLOW VELOCITY ACROSS SURFACES.
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FIGURE 2. CALCULATED RDX VAPOR EMISSION RATES FROM
PURE RDX AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES AS A FUNCTION OF
THE VELOCITY OF NITROGEN FLOWING ACROSS RDX SURFACE.
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FIGURE 3. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
AND CALCULATED RDX EMISSION RATE FROM PURE
RDX CONTAINED ON 1-MM BEADS IN METAL TUBE.
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FIGURE 4. RDX VAPOR CONCENTRATION from 1/8-in O.D.
10-FT TUBE(. 125-in) FILLED WITH PURE RDX-COATED BEADS:
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED RESULTS.
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A THERMODYNAMIC STUDY OF THE
VAPOR PRESSURES OF C-4 AND PURE RDX
W. McGann, A. Jenkins, and K. Ribeiro
Ion Track Instruments, Inc.
340 Fordham Road
Wilmington, MA 01887
(508) 658-3767

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THERMODYNAMIC MODEL

One of the central requirements in the design of a
chemical detection system is the understanding of the
physical and chemical properties of the targeted
compounds. In vapor detection systems for explosive
compounds, the factor which ultimately limits the
sensitivity is the amount of vapor available to the
detector. Although this factor is a function of many
variables including the efficiencies for vapor
collection, transport, trapping and detection, it
depends largely on the equilibrium vapor pressures of
the compounds of interest. Of all the explosive
compounds considered to pose a significant threat,
RDX-based explosives exhibit the lowest vapor
pressures.

The Clausius-Clapeyron equation provides a
relationship between the temperature and pressure in
a two-phase system at equilibrium (one phase being
gaseous and the other condensed).
The relationship is cast as;
dP

-I

-.--

where delta H is the enthalpy of the system, T is the
absolute temperature and V is the molar volume of
the gas. If one can assume that the molecules in the
gas behave ideally, then substituting for V from the
ideal gas law yields

The vapor pressure of RDX has been reported to be
4.6 x 10'9 mmHg [Dione, Edwards, Rosen]. This
corresponds to a saturated vapor concentration of 6
ppt at room temperature. It is often the case that
researchers gauge the sensitivity of their instruments
in the laboratory with pure RDX in its native
crystalline form. From the point of view of setting
'benchmark standards' in the laboratory, this
approach is highly recommended. However, it does
not give a good indication of the systems ability to

dP PAH
T" R"F
Separating the variables and integrating gives rise to
a particularly convenient and useful form of the
equation

measure vapor from C4 which is a solid solution of
several organic compounds.

d. .
JP

-pdT
Rr

logP -" A

+

+/
const.

2.303N

In this work, we report on the differences in the
vapor pressure between pure RDX and C4. The
arguments presented are based on a series of
experiments in the laboratory in which the signal
response versus temperature of C-4 was measured
and compared to pure RDX. Using the known
literature values for the pure compound and a
thermodynamic model based on the ClausiusClapeyron equation, the vapor pressure of military
grade C4 has been determined. From these data, an
estimate of the maximum amount of vapor available
from C4 can been made.

Using this form of the equation, and the empirical
value for the enthalpy, the change in vapor pressure
at any given temperature can be directly calculated.
For RDX, the equation reduces to
logP-
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS

ethylene glycol di-nitrate (EGDN) vapor may be
swept from the system by the separator and never be
detected. The design of the system used in these
studies, was based on the detailed understanding of
these effects and resulted in a robust system which
approached the theoretical limits of sensitivity for an
electron capture system.

3.1 System Description
The detection system used in this study was designed
in partial fulfillment of an FAA contract for the
development of a walk through vapor portal. The
new detection system operates by transporting,
trapping, separating, desorbing and detecting
explosive vapors from atmospheres containing an
abundance of pollutants. The design relies on a
rotary trap and separator which provides a means of
desorbing explosive vapor into an electron capture
detector [Jenkins].

3.2 Sampling Technique
The experiments in this study were carried out by
introducing quantitative amounts of pure RDX and C4 vapor into the system by means of a vapor syringe.
From previous work in the laboratory, we have
shown that vapor samples from pure explosives can
be introduced into a detection system from an all
glass syringe. The vapor syringe is designed such
that the entire length of the syringe barrel and the tip
are maintained at a predetermined temperature. The
temperature along the length of the syringe can be
controlled and monitored with a temperature
controlled heater and a thermocouple to within 10C.
Samples of explosive material are introduced into the
syringe via an inert mineral wool plug saturated with
the explosive compound. Figure 1 shows a drawing
of the syringe used in this study.

The design consists of a trap manufactured from a
very thin stainless steel disc coated with a
chromatographic liquid phase. The trap is supported
by a structural element made from a non-porous
machinable ceramic. The support element also serves
to define the active surface area on the trap as well as
the detection volume through the use of concentric
seals between the trap and the support. Finally, the
trap is temperature programmed to provide the
desired trapping and desorption effects along the path
of rotation.
In operation, air from the atmosphere is drawn into
the system along a heated transfer line and is made to
impinge on the trap surface at the sampling point,
The sampled air is then drawn around the surface of
the trap to the vacuum port which creates a pressure
differential to provide an appropriate air flow.

The syringe was baked out for 48 hours at 2001C in
a CC oven prior to assembly and tested for its vapor
purity before loading it with explosives. This was
accomplished by making a series of blank air
injections at 800C into the detection system. Figure 2
shows that no measurable response was obtained.
Once the syringe was determined to be free from
contamination, explosives were loaded and a series of
injections were made to determine the linearity of the
detector response with the volume of injected sample.
The linearity of the detection system itself was
greatly improved by operating the electron capture
detector in the constant current mode.
This
experiment was performed in order to make sure that
the explosive vapors are transported throughout the
volume of the syringe without loss due to adsorption.
The experiment was carried out using pure RDX
heated to 50C. Figure 3 shows that the signal
response vorsus volume of injection is quite linear.
A value for the linear correlation coefficient, R, wau
determined to be 0.98 and the best fit line is also
shown in the figure. Note that the plot is scaled to
250C down from 5 0 C. This was accomplished using
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation described above.

The trap rotates from the sample inlet point through
a region where all unwanted contaminants are
separated from the system by the chromatographic
effect of the warm carrier gas stream. From there,
the remaining filtered explosive fraction of the sample
passes into the desorption zone where the explosive
vapors are stripped from the trap and swept into an
electron capture detector. Finally, the traps rotates
back around to the sample inlet position to repeat the
cycle.
In the design of such a system there are many tradeoftf which must be made in order to achieve the best
compromise between sensitivity and selectivity for the
system. For example, ideally the trap should be at
the lowest temperature possible in order to provide
high trapping efficiency; but at low temperatures
many interfering pollutants will also be trapped and
not removed by the separator. Similarly, at high trap
temperatures, RDX may be trapped efficiently, but
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3.3 Evlaimmta Protocd

~in

C-4 plastic explosive was obtained from the
Massachusetts State Fire Marshals Office on loan and
the pure RDX was purchased from Ensign-Bickford
Chemical Corporation. These materials are believed
to be of the highest purity. The C-4 was still
contained in its original wrapping and no volatile
impurities were detected by a conventional portable
vapor detector capable of detecting 5x10"" v/v RDX
air.
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The goal of the experiments was to measure the
detector response from quantitative injections of the
RDX and C-4 as a finction of sample temperature.
Prior to performing these experiments, a series of
injections were made to generate an equilibration time
profile for each sample. These plots, shown in
Figures 4 and 5, provided the crucial data pertaining
to the soak time required to achieve saturated vapor
in the syringe.

The purpose of the least squares fit is to determine
the coefficients A, and A2 and relate them to their
designated physical quantities. The solutions are
obtained by minimizing Y with respect to the
coefficients A, and A2. This results in a set of
nonhomogeneous linear equations whose solutions are
derived from a secular determinant. These solutions
consist of normalized differences of products of sums
given by;

Once the soak times were determined, 1 ml sample
injections of pure RDX and C-4 vapor were made at

a series of temperatures and the responses were
noted.

A

4. RESULTS
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D

Figures 6 and 7 show the actual system response
versus temperature for pure RDX and C4. From
these data, the signal response versus temperature
profiles were constructed for each compound and
compared (Figures 8 and 9). These profiles show
conclusively that C-4 does indeed have a lower vapor

D

(Erl)

- (Ex

pressure than pure RDX. To try to quantitate this

Once these parameters have been determined, one can

statement, we have attempted to calculate the

predict the vapor pressure of C-4 or pure RDX at any

enthalpy of sublimation for C4 based on these data.

temperature. The vapor pressure versus temperature

The approach taken involved performing a nonlinear
least squares fit of an exponential function to the
measured data [Bevington].

plots for pure RDX and C-4 are shown in Figure 10.

The only assumption invoked in the analysis was that
the curve for pure RDX is defined by the parameters
known from the literature. The physical meaning of
the parameters obtained from the least squares fit is
realized by recognizing that the shape of the curves
is predicted by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and
on a logarithmic scale, the slope is equal to the molar
enthalpy of sublimation. Therefore, the parameters
A, and A2 parameters from the least squares fit for
pure RDX are tied to the known literature values
determined empirically. Then, by relation to the fit
for pure RDX, the A, and A 2 parameters for C-4 can
be determined. The values A, and A2 for RDX are
reported to be 22.5 and -6473 kcal/mole respectively,

First, an exponential function was cast into a linear
form.
Y - A.

Log Y

A1X

u

Ax

4

Log

A1

where Y, A, A2 and x relate the Clausiuis-Claperyon
equation as follows:
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whereas the values for C-4 are calculated to be 15.5
and -4979 kcalimole. This clear difference in the
RDX and C-4 parameters translates into a difference
in vapor pressure at room temperature of two orders
of magnitude.

the instrument.

5. DISCUSSION
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Studies such as these have relevance beyond
academic interest. Understanding the nature of
materials targeted for vapor detection at both the
physical and chemical level are crucial.
This
fundamental understanding helps to ensure that
detection systems developed and tested in the
laboratory work in an operational environment. For
example, the conclusions from this study suggest that
a vapor detection system for plastic explosives will
require 100-fold greater sensitivity to detect C-4 as
opposed to pure RDX. This fact will impact heavily
on the system design all the way from vapor
collection and transport to the choice of detector for
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Signal Response vs. Volume
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Figure 3. The signal response versus volume of injected RDX vapor at 50 OC. The purpose of the experiment was
to determine the linearity of response of the system and of the syringe. A best fit line was drawn through the points
from a linear regression analysis. The correlation coefficient is 0. 84.
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Figure.4. Shows a plot of RDX vapor concentration verus time at a fixed temperature of 58C. The epeiments
were carried out by making a series of 1 ml injections following diffeent equilibration (oak) time.
RDX, equilibrium is achieved at this temperature in about 6 minutes.
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Figume S. Shows a plot of C-4 vapor cowmcafo versus time at a fixed tempenu, of 58 C. The epalmi
were carriod out as descibed in Figure 4. The data sugges ta the soak tim for C-4 4 12 minutes.
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Figure 8. Shows the signal responeVqrsus temperature profile for pure RDX vapor. A series of I ml injectioas
were made into the portal detection system at various temperatures and the integral response was measured and
plotted.
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Figure 9. Shows the signal response versus temperature profile for C-A vapor. The data was collected and plotted
&a~ described in Figure S.
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EXTRACTION, TRANSPORTAION AND PROCESSING OF
EXPLOSIVES VAPOR IN DETECTION SYSTEMS
A. Jenkins, W. McGann, K. Ribeiro
Ion Track Instruments, Inc.
Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Trapping Process

The perceived need for non-intrusive, hands off,
detection systems for the detection of explosives on
people and in baggage has heavily in!.Iuenced the
design of such systems. Ion Track Instruments has
for many years designed and produced walk-through
portal vapor detectors and hand held sniffers which
sample the air around people and bags in order to
detect the presence of explosives. Existing systems
for portal detection of explosives such as the ITI 85
Entry Scan shown in Figure 1 employ air curtain
samplers which impinge on the body and sweep any
entrained vapors into the trap of the detection system.
Sampling flow rates in air curtains of portals have
been variously employed by ITI and others at 25 I/s,
100 I/s and 250 I/s. In a typical test of six seconds
duration, air volumes of between 150 and 1,500 liters
have to be processed for one check. The detector
used in such systems has typically less than I mnof
internal volume. This means that for each test the
volume containing the explosive molecules must be
reduced by factors in the range from 1W' to 10. We
have shown that this is impossible to achieve without
losing most of the explosive molecules which may
have been sampled.

In order to reduce the volume of the dilute sample
and hopefully increase the concentration of explosive
vapors, it is necessary to trap out the explosive vapor
and desorb the vapor into a low flow carrier gas
stream before transmitting to a detector. The choice
of detector is limited by the extreme sensitivity and
selectivity which is required to detect the subpicogram amounts of explosive which may be
available at the check point. The only commercially
available detectors with sub-picogram capability are
the electron capture detector, certain ion mobility
detectors and a few specialized mass spectrometers.
All thesea detectors optimally employ gas flowrates at
or below about 1 atmospheric ml/s. It is also
necessary to remove much of the interfering
atmospheric contaminants in order to reduce false
alarms, noise levels and suppression of real responses
in the detector. Selective trapping is therefore an
essential requirement for a successful system.
From a science and engineering point of view, there
are several critical factors which must be understood
and controlled in order to develop such a system.
First, the trap must be very low volume and selective
to explosive vapors.

An alternative method is proposed which does not
require high sample flow. This improves the sample
trapping and processing efficiency but means that the
air must be sampled intimately to clothing or bags in
order to extract the available sample in as small a
volume as possible. Low sample flows also pose
problems of irreversible adsorption of low volatility
explosives on the walls of the sample lines. These
tubes are necessarily small bore in order to keep
response times as low as possible and could pose
greater problems than exist in the extremely high
flows of air curtain samplers.

Second, in order to meet engLneering and speed
requirements it must be very low thermal inertia.
Third, to .iccommodats the sampling air flow of an
air curtain for extample, the trap must have low
restriction to very high flows. Finally, in order to
achieve high trapping efficiencies the trap should
have high surface to volume ratio with reaonable
residence time in the trap. These are all conflicting
requirements on trap design and it is worthwhile to
consider some theoretical limitations in order to
achieve the optimal solution.

Several studies and experiments have been conducted
to examine the feasibility and efficiency of low flow
intimate sampling systems. The principle can be
applied to both potal and baggage detection systems
and design solutions for both scenarios have been
and tested.

Consider the case of a tubular trap shown in Figure
2 whose walls are constructed of solid absorber with
extremely high affinity for exploive molecules. The
best trapping efficiency possible would occur if there
is a 100% probability of sticking on the wall when
explosive molecules approach within one molecular
diameter of the surface.

-oposed
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across a still boundary layer of 1mm thick from a
saturated vapor over the surface of pure TNT
explosive have been carried out by [Griffy]. The
results show that the mean velocity of the diffusion is
3 x 10"1 m/s. Furthermore, the diffusion rate across
laminar flow lines is expected to be similar for
similar concentration gradients. This allows us to
predict within an order of magnitude the rate at
which explosive molecules strike the surface of the
trap.
The theoretical maximum trapping probability
becomes the statistical probability with which the
average molecule will strike the wall of the trap.

2. In this example, the trap drops to about 50%
efficiency at 4 ml/s. It would be preferable to
maintain the trap volume no more than the free
volume of the detector otherwise time delays and
peak spreading will occur. For this purpose the trap
volume should be maintained below 1 ml. The
volume of a single tubular trap of dimensions quoted
above is approximately 1/3 ml and so three parallel
trap tubes could be used to make up a single trap
assembly.
This trap would have a maximum
theoretical efficiency of 50% at a total flow of 12
milliliters per second. Contrasting this with the air
curtain flow requirement of between 25,000 to
250,000 ml/second the maximum theoretical trapping
efficiency would fall to between 0.025 and 0.0025%.

Let the gas elution time in the trap be t" seconds
then
- Rt=
F

These efficiencies are typical of high flow trapping
systems but clearly do not represent an acceptable
solution to the trapping problem for plastic explosives
vapor when so little vapor is available in the air
stream. If one picogram is sampled by this (high
flow) method then at the most, only 1/4 femtogram
would be available at the detector. By contrast the
low flow system would deliver 500 times more vapor
to the detector.This model shows that a more creative
approach to the trapping problem is required.
Turbulent flow systems do improve the rate at which
sample molecules are impinged on the surface of a
trap but actual measurements have shown that less
than oue order of improvement is achieved.

(1)

where F is the sample flow
R is the radius of the trap tube
I is the length of the trap
Let the mean drift velocity be V. Thon the distance,
d, which the average molecule diffuses across the
laminar flow is
(2

The probabilit,' f trapping p is given by the
proportion of molecules that reach the surface to
those which emain in the tube

d(2RR2

Two further improvements have been successfully
developed. The first is the shrinking trap, in which
the volume of the trap at the point of trapping is very
much larger than the volume of the trap at the point
of desorption. This is achieved by a device known as
the Rotary Pre-concentrator. Volumetric changes
from twenty to one hundred fold have been achieved.
The second is the development of the low flow
intimate sampling system which extracts the vapor
directly from the source in clothing or bags, and
allows much lower flows to be employed.

(3)

If d < < R, thon
2d
R

1.2 The Rotary Pi-concentratoro
substituting from (I) and (2) give
p

2 vRI
F

The rotary pre-concentrator was devised in response
to the requirement to trap from high sampled air
flows and deliver desorbed vapors of interest into low
flow, low volume detection systems. The rotary preconcentrator system also incorporates a continuous
chromatographic scrubber which removes all
unwanted volatile contaminants of the atmcsphu6 and

(5)

Substituting some realistic values from a possible
high flow trap of low restriction say 10 cm long by
2 mun diameter, the mazium theoretical trapping
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designed for cleaning the trap before the next cycle
btt subsequent tests show that this is not necessary.
The trap then rotates through the post strip region
into the purge region where a flow of clean purge air
is arranged to impinge onto the trap and cool the trap
from 165 0C back to within a few degrees of the
ambient temperature.

delivers only the very low volatility and highly polar
nitro compounds into the detection system. This
reduces false alarms and interferences in the detection
system.
The system is shown in Figures 3 & 4 and a view
showing the carrier and air flow patterns is shown in
Figure 5. A ceramic plate carried two corentric
seals which defined the sample, purge and carrier gas
paths around the trap. These two 'o' ring seals
shown as concentric rings in the figures stal against
the face of the rotary disc trap. Deeper channels
were provided in the ceramic around half of the
backing plate for the flow of sampled air and purge
air. In the other half, carrier gas is directed between
the surface of the trap and the surface of the ceramic
in a path whose depth is determined by the height of
the seal above the ceramic surface. A depth between
0.25 and 0.50 mm is typical.

2. RESULTS
2.1 Efficiency and Transport Measurements
The efficiency of the transport and trapping system
was measured by a method of direct injections into
the inlet of the trapping system and the inlet of the
detector. The apparatus used for this test is shown in
Figures 6 and 7.
In previous work, conducted in our laboratories,
[Jenkins] it was shown that vapor samples from pure
explosives can be introduced into a detection system
from an all glass syringe containing the pure
explosive within the barrel of the syringe as shown in
Figure 6. Samples of pure TNT and pure RDX were
prepared on inert mineral wool by evaporation from
solution in acetone. The responses to blank injections
from syringes containing the support material alone
were first obtained. Unfortunately the flow changes
induced in the carrier stream provided significant
responses in the detector. This was eliminated by
adding two syringes back to back as shown in Figure
7. As the syringe containing the explosive was
depressed the connecting syringe was drawn back by
exactly the same amount.
The syringes were
operated many times until a steady reading was
obtained. Blank results were obtained for both the

Air is drawn into the system down the heated Teflon'
line and is caused to impinge on the trap surface at
the sampling point. The sampled air is then drawn
around the surface of the trap to the vacuum port
which was in turn connected to a multi-stage turbine
pump capable of pulling 40 mbar vacuum and up to
2 cubic meters/minute flow rate. An auxiliary air
purge is added to the apparatus shortly before the
sample inlet in order to cool the trap prior to the
sample point,
The trap rotates from the sample inlet point through
the pro-strip region where all unwanted contaminants
are separated from the system by the
chromatographic effect of the warm carrier gas
stream. The temperature of the ceramic backing

plate is maintained higher than the temperature of the

mineral wool and the glass wool supports.

disc to ensure all explosives and contaminants are
carried by either the carrier gas or the trap and do
not stick in the surface of the backing plate. In the
pro-strip region the gas flows in the opposite
direction to the trap rotation thus allowing the trap to
carry the less volatile explosives into the desorption
region in the opposite direction to the unwanted
contaminants which are stripped continuously from
the system.

syringe containing the explosives was then injected
into the carrier line as shown in Figure 7 and again
the tandem syringes were worked many times to
remove all residual oxygen and atmospheric
contaminants.
The temperatures of the syringe
needle and body were recorded. The syringes were
drawn back and then depressed by 0.5ml each time at
increasing intervals. This would show whether a
saturated vapor level was achieved.

The rotary trap carries the explosive fraction of the
sample into the esorption zone where the trap
temperature is increased rapidly to the strip
temperature of 165*C. All explosives are expected to
be desorbed at this temperature and are swept into the
electron capture detector. A post strip position was

The injection apparatus was then removed and the
rotary trap replaced in the apparatus. The operating
conditions were set and allowed to stabilize. The
same syringes were used at the same temperature to
inject metered amount, of explosive into the sample
inlet. The responses were recorded by a laboratory
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The

data acquisition system and the results are shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The response peak produced from
the air injections is much more diffuse than the direct
injection but the total integrated response showed that
in an air flow of 50 ml/s a trapping and release
efficiency of 27 % was achieved for RDX vapor.
These results encouraged us to engineer the rotary
trap system into an intimate portal sampling system
for plastic explosives,
2.2 Intimate Sampling
We have taken great care to design a portal sampling
system which although samples from actual contact
with the clothing is also nonintrusive to the subject.
Figure 10 is an illustrators depiction of an intimate
portal sampler in use alongside an x-ray and metal
detector at an airport security check. The test model
is shown in the photograph Figure 11 and a drawing
showing the sampling panels against subjects of
differing height is shown in Figure 12. The panels
are provided with heated Teflon' sampling lines in
order to intimately extract air from within the
clothing.
Previous work conducted in our laboratory showed
that RDX vapor and all other higher volatility vapors
can be transported down heated Teflon 0 lines without
attenuation at temperatures over 70"C. A Teflon*
extrusion was designed which comprised a cylindrical
bore with four small holes in the wall cross section in
which heater wires were threaded. Four fins were
extruded on the outside of the Teflon* tube to
provide thermal insulation and aid assembly into the
door cavity shown in Figure 13. A thermocouple
was assembled into the door cavity below the heated
Teflon* line. This was incorporated in a temperature
control circuit that maintained the heated Teflon' line
at constant temperature within the test range from 60
to 900C.
A groove for the heated Teflon' line was milled in
each door as shown in Figures 13. The wall of the
Teflon' sampling tube was drilled to provide several
input ports along the edge of the door as shown in
Figure 14. Preliminary testing on a two panel
system was conducted. Samples of pure plastic
explosives obtained from the laboratories of Ensign
Bickford were placed in a temperature controlled all
glass syringe as previously described. A range of
vapor volumes were injected into the door panel in
the air stream. Responses for RDX and PETN were
obtained and recorded and are shown in Figures 15
and 16.

2.3 Vapor Emission Stimulation and Extraction
The level of vapor emissions was increased by the
application of infra-red irradiation of the subjects
clothing and by direct warming by the door panels.
Further mechanical stimulation is achieved by the
action of the door panels on the subjects clothing as
seen in Figure 11. These methods of stimulation
increase the amount of available vapor from hidden
plastics explosives. The results unfortunately cannot
be published here but the system was shown to
exhibit a potent level of detection to plastics
explosives containing PETN or RDX.
The instrument cycle allowed for two seconds of
heating before directing the subject to walk through
the door. Any vapor sampled was carried into the
detection system in less than one second and a further
four seconds were taken to process and detect the
sample in the detection system. The total testing time
was between six and seven seconds to provide a
result.
3. CONCLUSION
We have shown that intimate sampling at low sample
flows provide far more sample delivery efficiency
than high flow air curtain samplers. The problems of
sample absorption at low flow were overcome by
employing heated Teflons lines at or above 70 0C.
An efficient rotary trap was designed which can
accommodate the high temperature sample gas stream
and trap RDX vapor with 27% efficiency. An
intimate sampling walk through portal detector was
designed and tested which responded to sub picogram
quantities of RDX vapor in six seconds.
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MAXIMUM TRAPPING PROBABILITY vs. FLOW
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Test Model of Portal Explosive Detector
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Signal Response vs. Volume
Pure RDX
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VAPOR SAMPLING USING CONTROLLED HEATING
Edward E. A. Bromberg, A. Lindsay Carroll,
Freeman W. Fraim, and David 1P.Lieb
Thermedics, Inc.,
470 Wildwood Street
Woburn, MA 01888

1. INTRODUCTION
In the typical use of a vapor explosive detection
system, explosive devices hidden by a terrorist in a
package, suitcase on a person etc, are being searched
for. While the practical sensitivity required to a!arm
on 99' % of the potential devices is not known, it is
recognized that the more sensitive the system is the
higher is the probability of detection. For most
vapor explosive detection systems there are at least
two major sections, the sampling section and the
analysis section. The analysis section itselfcan often
further be broken down into major sub-components.
In order to increase the total sensitivity, one could
increase the sensitivity of one or all of the
components.
In this paper we will focus on
increasing the sensitivity of the sampling device. The
important issue of increasing the sensitivity of the
analysis device, or the equally important issue of
selectivity, will not be addressed.
Figure 1 summarizes the vapor pressure data of
Dionne et a' fur some of the important explosives of
interest. As seen from this figure an increase of
temperature by IOC will typically increase the vapor
pressure by a factor of 3 - 10. Clearly, increasing
the temperature of the device being sampled will
incretos tile
vapor pressure, and thus increase the
probability of' the sampling device capturing the
vapors lor later analysis. While it may not e
practical to increase th, temperature of the complete
device being sampled in a short period of time (of the
order otl
se onds,) it is possible to heat sections of the
surfuce quickly. In designing ,,%ch a device the
following criterion were considered:
A) lteating the surface L4tickly to the desired
temperature.
B)Not burning the surface while tr)y ng to achieve
the desired temperature.
(' Integrating a reliable tcperature measuring
device if required.

D) Low power consumption so as to operate with
batteries.
E) Sate to operate.
F) Be relatively lightweight and portable.
It was based upon these considerations that the
sampler of Figure 2 was designed. This device
consists of an infra-red heat source (a projection
lamp), a temperature measuring device (infra-red
pyrometer), the concentrator (described in a
accompanying paper by L. Carroll gLA), a vacuum
blower system to suck the vapors across the
collection device, rechargeable and replaceable
batteries, and tht, internal micro-computer system and
electronics to operate the device.

2. HEATING
Many methods of heating of the ;urface were
considered. Some were eliminated as not practical,
for example ultra-sonic heating; or not acceptable
from a safety point of view, for example lasers or
microwaves. Two methods were evaluated, hot air
and infra-rd energy from a projection lamp.
One twhnique that was evaluated and eliminated was
that (if using heated air. The air would be heated by
blowing ambient air over a resistively heated element.
Since this is a battery operated unit, the heating
element would be tiff, until require~d.
It would
typically take a few weciinds for the resistively heated
rlcmtnt it achieve the desired temperature.
Additionally, unless the source temperature wa,%
significantly lhgher than the target temperattLire, it
would take itlong title for the surfaice to cone t tile
target temperature since the heating rate is a function
o f temperature diflerence. Finally. tlw hcol
air would
be sucked into the sampling collector aica, increasing
the temperature of the collector, and thus decreasing
its collection efficiency. It was also found that the

infra-red heating described below was more power
efficient and fastei.

comnmand the lamp to go on to full power and will
turn the power off when the set point temperature is
reached. Once the sct point temperature is reached,
the lamp goe, into; cutrol and tliu voltage is re-duced
to the point that the set point temperature is
maintained. For safety reasons, there is also a "time
out" that will shut the lamp off after 10 seconds
under all conditions. The reason that the power starts
off reduced, is that it has been found that for certain
materials, such as dark vinyl, rt fill power the end
point temperature is reached so quickly that the
controller does not have time to respond before the
temperature overshoots and damage may occur.
Further since it is fast heating surfaces that are
typically more delicate, the algorithm can change the
set point within a range of temperatures based upon

The second heating met:h,od evaluated, and :',tlly
chosen was a rnodified 24V 250 Watt quartz halogen
projection lamp. In order to increase lamp life, and
to increase battery life, the lamp is operated at 21 or
less volts, and thus does not operate in the halogen
cycle mode. With this lamp typical times to achieve
the target temperature of about 80C ranges from a
fraction of a second for plastic and paper, to about 4
seconds for painted metal. Highly polished metal, as
for example polished chrome, reflect most of the
infra-red, and thus hardly increase in temperature.

3. TEMPERATURE CONTROL

the heating rate.

The projection lamp chosen is effective in heating the
surface area of about 10 centimeters square of most
materials. In fact, if there is no control, for many
materials the temperatures rise could be high enough
to damage, and even cause the material to bum. In
order to avoid any damage, the surface temperature
is measured, and the power to the lamp is controlled
so that once the set point temperature is achieved, the
temperature is held constant at the set point. This is

It should be pointed out that while the pyrometer and
the software algorithm together form a sophisticated
system that is seldom fooled, it is possible for it to
occasionally over heat surfaces. For this reason the
use of the heating lamp on people is not
recommended.
Also when using the device on
delicate and expensive materials, it is rc.ommended
that a test sample be taken. It should further be
noted that the pyrometer is measuring the average

achieved by measuring the temperature remnotely
using an infra-red pyromoter hpecifically configured
for this application. Since the emissivity eAmot be
calibrated for each material, a wavelength was chosen
for which the entissivity of most materiais is similar,
Table 1 sunimarims the emissivities of'a sample of
different materials'. Iooking at table 1, one ,es that
assuming an emissivity of ,92 for most materials
using a pyrometer stasitive in the 10 micrometer
range, will lead to a proper nmeasurement. It is only
for highly polished aetala that the error will be
significant. Further, the error will be in the safe
region with respect to overheating of any of the
surfacei.

temperature of its field of view. The field of view is
smaller than the heating area of the system. Thus the
average temperature may be below the set point, and
thus the system continues heating, while #ctually
some areas may be cold, while others are being over
heated. Two extreme eximples of this would be a
checker board pattern, with sectiomi alternatively
white and black. The black surface will heat up
much faster. Since for most surfams the emissivity
is independent of the perceived color in the visible,
the pyrometr will read the temperature of each
section proiely, but if an average is being reported,
the black portion will be overheated while the while
portion may still be quite cold. A t,.ond example
would be a surface suwh as a caret. In this case the
fibers sticking out may be singed, while the main
portion of the carpet remains quitz cold. ExperieMce
has shown that it is straight forward to train the user
to u.e the sampler so as not to damage virtually all
samples that will be chocked.

The control loop between the lamp and the pyrometer
is microproce,.,or controlled. In actuAl use, the
lamp is initially tunied on at low power and the
temperature rise as a function of tine is measurcd for
a few tonths of t second.
Based upon this
temperature rise, the algorithm of the processor can
determine if the surface being heating is one that
heats up last or slow. If it is a fast heating surface,
the processor continues power to the lamp at a
reduced voltage, so that the heating process is
performed at a rate that the loop can control. If the
surface is heating slowly, the algorithm will

4. PERFORMANCE
Figure 3 shows the healing Nte (if different surfaces
as a function of time for the saa4pkr with the
projection lamp. In rinning the,, experiments, the
lamp was operated without control from the
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on~ioniputer. -Mide the ontpio ot the pyromneter
oa- iwJd to measurte thc surta,,- tLuiperalure. Prioi
to thc.c expcrimntlls, thle materials were put on it hot
plate heate:d to the diftrent tempe-oratures with the

temperature being measured by both a small
thermocouple and by the infra-red pyrometer to
calibrate the ditt~rent responses. The agreement in
worse case was +/I- 10-,C. The power used for the
vinyl sheet was about 100 watts, while the power
used in heatintg the black painted stainless steel ;heet
was about 200 watts. Even with the reduced power
for heating of the vinyl sheet, the sheet wvas heated
from ambient to about 1000C in about one second.
In the same one second period the stainless steel sheet
was heated from ambient (25oC) to about 50')C, a
significant increase, and an increase that would
significantly increase the probability of detection.
Tests with explosives were performed with absorbent
papr impregnated with explosives dissolved in
solvents, the solvent was allowed to evaporate, and
the paper was sumpled with the sampler. While the
exact detailed response to the explosives is classified
it can be stated that when thle pulper was mainpled at
ambient temperaturos without heating, the response of
the imit was%to dotect at about Ohe alarm level. When
the sample was hic.4ted there vviv5 an increttse (if signal
of -* few ordefs of magnitude. These test wore tdso
repeated with sitmlar results using a stainless steel
plate and placing a known soluiotn of' explosives on
the plate, allowing the solvent to evaporate, and thwn

sampling the plate.
A mode of opetation that has been found to be.
effective is to operate the sampler in a *Panning*
intde.c In this mtode, the -4inpler is hield up on the
surface being sianpled and slowly moved acrossw the

surface at such a rate that the lamip can maintain lte
set point tumperature of' lte surface. The fact that
the lamp can ;maintAin the temperature is indicated by
the lamp flickenng off' and on. If the- lattp is full ont.
the user is moving two fasit, If the flicker rate is 3low.
the user it. mioving too slowly. It haws Nwo~ found that
the typical user guts thea fool for lte proper psaiing
qpeed quickly.
lin addition ito '.ml)ling dircciIy with tht: "aililer
dile'crbd. it hm1%also proveni to lic cit iie to, %arnpk
arc medi..
utiog differvni types o 'wtpes. Wheniie
I.
are uM'I to %,tip
Ithe miivs. ivpioiily paper tit bib,
thle -.11hike felng chcked. 'lite explosivv% art- thenr
tranP1A-rYi.d frim the %yipesthe pre, 4otncnrlri r of the
%.amnplem h, N.ing (lhe conlridled heating syitemn of the
samnpler. III, reasing lte Probability of detection.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shitown that hx
a~
i : r r-d mmrc
for heating and an nitra-ired p~imnct cr it is.ossll
to design and build a system to heat ditferet ,urtat-,.
in a controlled and non-dcestmective manner. Th isamplingv -5)sten can be used in) effectively raise the
aurtace tvrip- raturc ot thu samrple being checked for
explosives to increase the probability (ot detection.
This samnpler has been designed to enable successful
use by guards at the ditfferent security check positions
with a minimum of training.
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TABLE I - EMISSIVITIES OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS2
WAVELENGTH, MICRONS

MATERIAL

j10

3.6

MARBLE

0.95

PLASTER

0.93

QUARTZ

0.89

WHITE PAPER

0.95

OAK, PLANED

0.91

POLISHED STEEl.

0.08

PAINTED STEEL

0.91
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Sampling device with integral heater and infra-red pyrometer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

collected vapors throughout the entire sampling
period, and efficiently release the vapors when the
sampling device is called on to do so to allow
analysis of the sample. For a sampling device to
operate effectively it has to accomplish these three
operations as efficiently as possible, while ideally
having a small size, and simple design. The
following discussion describes the approach that
ThermedeTec has taken to accomplish these
objectives.

Many explosive detection applications require the
collection of explosive vapors, or fine particulates
from air samples. In applications such as detecting
explosives from airline passengers or their luggage,
the air volume that has to be sampled is quite large
because of the size of the item sampled, or in the
case of passengers because it is not possible to
confine them in a small sampling space. In these
applications, the task is to extract the explosives
present from a large air sample. This can be done
either by sampling a portion of the total air sample,
hoping that the whole sample is well mixed so that
the explosives are present in the extracted sample, or
by sampling the entire air volume. The disadvantage
of the former approach is obviously that the quantity
of explosives in the portion sampled is reduced by the
fraction of the whole sample that is taken, assuming
that the entire sample is well mixed. The
disadvantage of the second approach is that it
becomes difficult to efficiently sample a large air
volume in a practical time frame, typically five to ten
seconds.

2.1 Sample Collection
The sample collection process involves trapping the
explosive vapors and fine particulates present in the
air being sampled for later release into a detection
system. The design goal of the collection process is
to trap as much of the vapor present in a large air
volume as possible. Many trapping systems have been
employed, including volume traps such as charcoal
beds, and surface traps such as membrane filters, and
solid surfaces. The volume traps are efficient, but
difficult to desorb quickly. Many types of surfaces
can be used for a surface filter, a typical one is a
porous membrane or filter through which all of the
air being sampled is drawn. Membrane filters are
very efficient collectors, but have the problem that
the pore size required for efficient collection results
in a high pressure drop to obtain the flows required.
This means a large sampling pump. Also a membrane
is a difficult media to release the €ollected vapors
from quickly, a problem similar to the volume trap.
Heat is usually needed to release the collected vapor.
It is difficult to quickly heat a membrane; as a result,
the analysis time for this collection approach is
slowed by the time required for heating. For these
reasons, we have concentrated on a surface collector
design, utilizing a metal surface that can be quickly
heated for fast release of' the sampled explosives,
designed to have a high collection efficiency.

ThermedeTec's approach for sampling a large
volume has been to sample as much of the total
sample as possible. The reduction in effective
sensitivity if only a small portion is sampled is felt to
be too large a sacrifice in sensitivity, resulting in an
impractically high limit of detection. Thus the main
design task has been to develop a collection means
that can handle large air volumes at high flow rates
and achieve good collection efficiency.
2. SAMPLING METHODOLOGY
A sampling device for huge air volume sampling has
to accomplish three things: efficiently collect the
explosive vapors from the air stream, retain the
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A solid surface collector operates by passing the
sampled air across the surface, rather than through it.
To collect the explosive vapors the air stream has to
be in intimate contact with the surface for :ufficicnt
time that the explosive molecules can be transported
to the surface where they are retained. The
mechanisms involved in this process are almost
identical to those in the equivalent heat transfer
process. Therefore, the approach has been to view
the collection process as being a heat transfer/mass
transfer problem. Typically in heat exchanger designs
one wants to transfer the maximum amount of heat
possible in the smallest possible volume, and do it
with as low a pressure drop as possible. Because
there is a direct correlation between heat transfer and
mass transfer processes, (1-6), the procedures used
for heat exchanger design can also be used to design
a system for optimum mass transfer. Basically then
the design task is to design an efficient mass "heat"
exchanger.

2.3 Sample Release
The third important element of the design is the
efficient release of the sampled vapors into the
detection system. Since the collector surface retains
the vapors under sampling conditions, to release them
requires an elevated temperature. A typical example
of this type of collection and release is an activated
charcoal tube collector. Once a sample is collected,
the tube is heated, and a carrier gas is used to purge
the sample from the sample tube. In the case of the
flat plate c.,'lector. if it is constructed with metal
plates then thes' can be electrically heated to heat
the surface which releases the sampled vapors.
3. DESIGN APPROACH
The previous discussion has described the design
approach ThermedeTec has taken to develop efficient
vapor collectors. From heat transfer principles a flat
plate heat exchanger produces the desired results. The
question is how to turn this basic design concept into
practical collectors. The approach that has been taken
is shown in Figure 2. The flat plates geometry is
achieved by spiral winding a ribbon. This geometry
is very common in heat exchanger applications such
as for flame arrestors where the energy in a
propagating flame front is transferred to the arrestor
structure quenching the flame. The spiral design is
very convenient because a large plate surface area
can be achieved in a small size with good rigidity,
and since the ribbon is continuous it is easy to
electrically heat.

For collecting explosive vapors the most appropriate
heat exchanger geometries are either tube bundles, or
parallel plate systems. For a variety of reasons
involving simplicity of construction, and speed of the
desorption process, a parallel plate system was
selected. This is shown schematically in Figure 1.
The air to be sampled flows through passages
between parallel plates. Vapors and fine particulate in
the stream will diffuse to, or he transferred to the
walls by turbulent flow eddies. Once the vapor
molecule reaches the surface it will he trapped on the
surface. Because the processes involvedtare identical
to heat transfer processes, all of the knowledge of
heat exchanger design can be applied to optimize the
geometry for efficient vapor collection. "The section
following on the Analytical Approach describes the
calculations involved,

The specific design parameters for a spiral wound
collector will depend on the volume of the sample to
be taken, the efficiency required of the sAmpling
process, the acceptable pressure drop across the
collector while sampling, and the acceptable physical
size of the device. "hle next section describes th
analytical model that has been used to develop spiral
collector designs. and illustrates it. use by calculating
the lrernfrance for a particular application,

2.2 Sample Retention
The model just described assunmes that if a vapor
molecule reaches the collection surface it will be
trapped, and not reenter the air stream. Obviously
for the collector to work efficiently it has to have the
proper trapping characteristics. Idcally the surface
will retain th,' material. of interest, but not materal,4
that interf'cre with the detcction prce.,,s. We have
developed urlaces to accomplih thi function uing
proprietary techniques. The result is .- treated metal
surface optimitzed to retain a wide variely of
expl,,.ive ,,alprs.

4. HEAT TRANSFERIMASS TRANSlER
MODEL
A correlation betwewn heat tran.,kr thermodynamics
and nma,, transfer through difio, on has been
demnon.trated by theory ant empirical teting by
many invetigalor lit the field. Some of the more
prominent authorities on the sublect are 1'. It. Chilton
and A.11. Colhurn'. T.K. Sherwid and R.I.
Piglird', W. Jost' and others. Many textbooks on

5iN)

this subject have been published which expand on
these principles such as: Heat, Mass and Momentum
Transfer', Mass Transfer in Heterogeneous
Catalysis5 , and Transport Phenomena6 .

K 8 - Mass transfer coefficient LB moles/sec -ft -mole fra,

- Flow stream mass velocity LB moles/sec -F7'

This technology can be applied to the design of a
vapor collection device by substituting a mass transfer
factor (Js) for the heat transfer factor (JR) and
utilizing geometric and flow parameters from heat
transfer to predict collection performance.
The
corresponding fluid property in mass transfer
becomes Schmidt Number (N,.) as contrasted with
Prandtl Number (N,) in heat transfer behavior.

G.

An examination of the fundamentals which govern
collector performance can be made by reviewing the
early work of Chilton and Colburn' sometimes
referred to as the Colburn Relation', given as
follows:

D,-

/Kf

H
.
(N ) ' a J.
CG

K
_L (Nd23

N,,-

pD,

)

f (Nf)

Mass diffmsivity FT3/HR.

-

Viscosity LB/HR

-

Density - LBIFT3

-

ill

J.

-

o

-

-

FT

Mass Flow Rate LBS/SEC.

Heat and mass transfer coefficients

H - Heat tra qfer coefficien

CP

Schmidt number

One example of the correlation between mass transfer
and heat transfer from empirical testing is shown in
Figure 2 from the works of J.M. Coulson and J.F.
Richardson' ,
This test shows the results of
evaporation of various liquids from plane suifaces
into an air sream. The test points are plotted as a
dimensionless group analogous to Schmidt Number
vermn Reynolds Number. The correlation to heat
transfer is shown by the .olidtrace generated from a
dimensionlem group relating to Prandtl Number (Np,).

BTUIB-Hr-T -F

S1e¢0fc Heat (Air) IfILB

-

*F

- Flow Stream Mas Velocity LB/HR

-

F7
5. APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUE TO ONE
GEOMETRY

N, - Prandtl swnhwr (air) C1U
K

Development work on a apiral ribbon collector
involved developing the analytical model based (n
these principles, and totq to substantiate the empirical
coefficients used to predict the collection efficiency,
and flow pressure drop. The resulting correlation
develed has been uwed to design a whole family of
collectors for a variety of applications.
The following example detcribes the analytical
process in detail for a collector design to handle a
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GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
(See Figure 3 for Dimensional Reference).
The various collector geometric parameters are
calculated using these relationships:
Flow 7hru Area

Q)=32ir (.39 + '016 . 327)=4.2 7

I=Q (R, + P
4w

To follow through a typical calculation itis first
necessary to clearly describe the collectors geometric
properties, and fluid characteristics used in the
analysis. This information is given below:

Geometric Properties

Aff . "(DIL-D)I-n

2

d

-

Free flow area (open frontal area) -

-

6

FT2
The total heat transfer area - FTLength of collector (in direction of
flow)- FT (.0313) (Fig. 1)
Free spacing between fins - FT
(1.25 x 10" ) (Fig. 1)
Fin thickness -FT (.83 x 10') (Fig.

rh
D,
D
d

Hydraulic radius - FT
Collector outer diawmter - FT (. 104)
Collector hub diameter - FT (.063)
Supportstutdiameter-FT(7.6 x

A
L

T.

6. CALCULATION OF COLLECTOR

The .ollector design is of the spiral construction
described above. It has an annular body into which
a thin metal ribbon is wound. The spiral shape is
maintained by way of orthoganol struts which pierce
the ribbon radially. Spacer washers separate the
turns of the spiral, and are held in place with the
struts. A diagram of the device is shown in Figure
3.

A

B.Il

k ,tlII
i , , .,,

-

b

where

/)

,

1)
-

-

n
*
N,

L4

16'

n.

.d d -

2-.25SF7

]

Hydraulic Rdius
A5

ribbon length (unwound)
collector foil pitch - FT. (1.33 x

-

3.81
L

-

A

.

.E

.255

10"'
10'

.0313

*

.47 x 10" F

10,)
no. of ribbon revolutiors -radians

Q

Because the collector design is an annular design with
a spiral ribbn foil. itisnccsAry to convert this
geomery to an ctuivalent rectangular heat exchanger
with fins in order to uso cla-.ic heat exchanger
1wrfmzuice data.

11e flow nedia is basically air with very small
coniicentrationts of explosive vaiur; th refore. the
appropriate air propertii to be used arc as follows:
CP
N".
4

I, L-

A",

101)
Number of ribon layers or turns
(16)
Number of supporting struts (8)
Fin proportionality factor
Reynolds Number through collc.tor

N

I
p

leat Tramfer Area

0.24 0TUft/LB T!
0.70
.075 LB/FT'

A.sume thai (he heat exchanger rectangular width
will he equivalent to the nman collh.tor CIrcus-

D,

.27 F"T'HR.

I'refice C..

N.

2.17

K

.015 BTU/HR FT oF

p

S,

i

Dl +D

[

2for

D2

rD

The rate of outlet concentration to inlet concentration
the collector is given by:

'.26 FT (X)

,,]

The fin height Y can be calculated from collector

flow area (A).
If we express this exponential power
(1)

=

as NTu (number of transfer units)

3.81 x IO-'FT = 14.7 x I0-3FT
.26 FT

The number of fins (N') con be calculated from
collector ribbon length L
it is then possible to express an efficiency equation
as:
N
(C,)

4.27 - 16.4
.26
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY(E) - 1 - e-N-

and fin spacing becomes:

, ,x
iv'

16.4

10 )

To calculate the collector's efficiency, we must
determine the operating conditions of the collector
with respmct to mass flow rate, and Reynolds Number
from which the mws transfer factor (J,) can be

.896 X 10-1 FT

estimated (see Figure 4).
solving for ot (fin proportionality)

S"

Assuming a 20 liter/sec flow rate through the collector a few more parameters must be calculated
before we can enter Figure 4 and estimate ().
MASS FLOW RATE

.896 x 10m

2 20 11s • 3.53401 Frr/

• 0765 LBIFV,,.054 LBIS

7. COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY CALCULATION
UNIT MASS FLOW
In heat collector design practice, it is convenient to
use the term N1 (number of units trawnterred) so that
un efficiency or *figure of nmrit" can be deterruine
inik-pendently froin actual heat trwutor rate.

.054
.0

A, 3.8L10

For a collector design we will detemine efficiency
without having the need to know the actual moler
cnvctratiua t from a noler balane relationship as

"

L.BISC-Fs

(Sl.OlO LB/HR-F

REYNOLDS NUMBER

4rG

follows:

fo

563

4

.47 x 10" * 51.0 O
0.044

2179

PROPORTIONALITY CONSTANT
calculated as follows:
L
4

k

4

.031

*

16.5

.47x 10-3

FLOW = 20 LITERS/SEC
- 51.0 x 103 LB/HR-FT2

From Figure 4, J. = .005 f = .019
INPUT POWER = 582 WA77S

EFFICIENCY
L *J

.0313 " .005

r,

E

1 -e o'

2 . 17

I -e

"

1979 BTU/HR

-

.20

- .47 x 10-

MAINTENANCE TEMPERATURE * 155.3 0 F

=.181 (18.1)%
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE • 68*F

8. PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION
Pressurv drop across the collector can be calculated
from the friction factor () at the specified unit nuss
flow rate G.
G

*P,
f
'1,

A

A..

.
P

(14.2)2 • .014 * .255
64.4 * 3.81 x 10-1
.075

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
H

Q
A (A7)

HEAT TRANSFER FACTOR
II (Nmf)~"
" G

4P

53.08 LB/FT

-

BTU
R F

-

L'B
OF

0

IiF7
HR
LB

OW

10.2 IN.W.C.
Combining thes exprossions.

9. CORRELATION WIT
-

6 verity the analytical

TES'T RESLLTS
nuidel

'°
(wo)',
"" Q* ATiC,
0 '.?25 t87.3) 1979
(.24)(.71)
51i.0

4 £ 1o'

against actual

performance, both heat transfor and presuwre drop
m.turemeal; were performed on this particular
design. Actual collection efficiency was ah shown
to correlate with theoretical performance. subjcmt to
a greater spread in test repoatahility doc to the
difficulty in generating ciact vapoAr concentrations
prsnted to the colk:ctor.

Compared to,
Ju a .14o0O FROM FIGUP&" 4

10. VERIFICATION OF REAT ThIANS1AR
FACTOR

11. VERIFICATION OF PRE.SSURE DROP

The heat trans'er coefficient wag verified by
establishing a steady slate flow rate through the
device, and heating tie metal riblom to a steady
temperature above amhient.
Jsi.g the flo% rafte,
amhient air temperalure. rihlbm tcmperature, and ite
electrical iwer required to mintain lit elevated
totiprature, the actual heat tranl4er factor wa.%

Figure 5 presents ,nwa ,urcd values of pressure drop
(AP) a%a function of flow rate through the collector.
Measuretunt. were made tor bxoth a fidly asselhh-d
collector and a collector housiiig without the .piral,
wound ci-Ilector. to ohtain the rire,..ireu
dr.I,
,,,.. At),, V:.tht: portion of the pressure drop due
to lictional interaction bttwei n the flowing air arid

the spiral-wound ribbon. At 20 liters/second, the
observed value of AP.. is 12 in. w.c., in good
agreement with the value of 10.2 in. w.c. obtained
using Figure 4.
12. CONCLUSION
The use of the correlation between heat and mass
transfer allows the principles of heat exchanger
design to be applied to the design of surface type
collectors for explosives vapors. The availability of
such a powerful set of design tools allows a very
thorough parametric design analysis to be done for
surface type collectors. Together with fluid flow
considerations, this model allows any collection
requirement to be modeled, and optimized. This
paper has concentrated on a flat plate spiral ribbon
design, however, the same principles can be used for
any geometry of surface type collector.
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NEGATIVE-ION FORMATION IN THE EXPLOSIVES RDX, PETN,
AND TNT USING THE REVERSAL ELECTRON ATTACHMENT

DETECTION (READ) TECHNIQUE
A. Chutjian, S. Boumisellek, and S. H. Alajajian
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91109

chlorohalocarbon compounds and perfluorinated
carbon compounds - is known to increase to values
larger than I0 "1 cm2 at near-zero electron energies
(Orient et al. 1989, Chutjian and Alajajian 1985,
1985a). In the limit of zero energy these cross
sections are predicted to diverge as e" 2, where e is
the electron energy. This is a direct consequence of
the Wigner threshold law for electron attachment
(Orient et aL. 1989, Wigner 1948). The READ
concept is, in fact, the molecular-physics analog of
the same quantum-mechanical threshold law operative
in the Thermal Neutron Analyzer (TNA) (Chutjian
1991).

1. INTRODUCTION
In the search for high sensitivity and direct
atmospheric sampling of trace species, techniques
have been developed such as atmospheric-sampling,
glow-discharge ionization (ASGDI) (McLuckey et aL.
1988, 1989, 1989a), corona discharge (Lee and Lee
1991), atmospheric pressure ionization (API) (Huang
et aL. 1990), electron-capture detection (ECD)
(Lovelock 1982, Conrad and Peterson 1978), and
negative-ion chemical ionization (NICI) (Daugherty
1981) that are capable of detecting parts-per-billion to
parts-per-trillion concentrations of trace species,
including explosives, in ambient air.
These
techniques are based on positive- or negative-ion
formation via charge-transfer to the target, or
electron capture under multiple-collision conditions in
a Maxwellian distribution of electron energies at the
source temperature. Subsequent detection of the ionmolecule reaction products or the electron-attachment
products is carried out using time-of-flight,
quadnpole, magnetic-sector, ion trap or analog
current measurement mthods.

In order to provide a better *match" between the
electron energy distribution function and attachment
cross section, a new concept of attachment in an
electrostatic mirror was developed (Orient et aL
1985). In this scheme, electrons are brought to a
momentary halt by reversing their direction with
electrostatic fields. At this turning point the electrons
have zero or near-zero energy. A beam of target
molecules is introduced, and the resultant negative
ions extracted. This basic idea has been recently
improved to allow for better reversal geometry,
higher electron currents, lower backgrounds, and
increased negative-ion extraction efficiency (Bernius
and Chuqjian 1989, 1990). We present herein
application of the so-called reversal electron
attachment detector (READ) to the study of negativeion formation in the explosives molecules RDX,
PETN, and TNT under single-collision conditions.
The technique exploits the fact that these molecules
are known, indirectly through results in the ECD
(Conrad and Peterson 1978), to attach thermal-energy
electrons. Present results provide the first direct
verification that explosives molecules attach zeroenergy electrons, and offer the dissociative
attachment fragmentation pattern for each target.

One drawback of the high-pressure, coroa- or glowdischarge devices is that they are susceptible to
interferences either through indistinguishableproduct
masses, or through undesired ion-molecule reactions,
The ASGDI technique is relatively immune from such
interferences, since at target concentrations of less
than 1 ppm the majority of negative ions arises via
electron capture rather than through ion-molecule
chemistry (McLuckey et al. 1989). A drawback of
the conventional ECD, and possibly of the ASGDI,
is that they exhibit vanishingly small densities of
electrons with energies in the range 0-10 millielectron
volts (meV), as can be seen from a typical
Maxwellian electron energy distribution function at
T= 300K. Slowing the electrons to these subthermal
(less than 10 meV) energies is crucial, since the cros
s.ction for attachment of soveral large classes of
molecules -- including tho explosives,

Unlike the ASGDI, API, corona-diswharge, ECD, or
NICI techniques, negative-ion generation by reversal
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electron attachment is also able to access resonances
at E > 0, beyond the range of thermalized energies.
This feature has been demonstrated by shifting the
location of the eiectron turning point with respect to
the target beam (Bernius and Chutjian i989). While
one would require zero-energy electrons for
attachment to the nitrogen containing explosives
RDX,PETN, TNT, and EGDN, there is yet another
class of energetic peroxy-explosives, containing no
nitrogen, whose attachment cross sections may peak
beyond the range of electron energies present in a
plasma discharge (Fetterolf and Clark 1991). The
variable-energy READ would find additional use for
such molecules, as well as for narcotics (known to be
undetected in the ECD).
Also, because
measurements are carried out under single-collision
conditions, there is no ion-molecule chemistry in
READ to speak of. Finally, since one is detecting
product masses, the READ method is capable of
identifying one or more "signature" ions in the
attachment process. In ar" lications where time is not
critical, one can .,,visage the use of several mass
detertors to detect products in coincidence. This
would mitigate strongly against *nterferences, and
could even serve to identify which type(s) of
explosives were being detected.

deflected by a 90 electrostatic analyzer (ESA) to
ensure the sign of charge, and further focused onto
the entrance plane of a quadrupole mass spectrometer
(QMS). Ion counts are recorded in a multichannel
scaling mode using an Ortec 7100 multichannel
analyzer interfaced to an Extrel quadrupole mass
controller. Spectra are obtained by scanning the
masses transmitted by the quadrupole; and are
recorded in 1024 channels with a dwell time of 0.1
sec/channel.
3. EXPLOSIVES IKANDLLNG
Because of the low vapor pressure of the explosives
targets, and their tendency to adsorb to most
surfaces, special care had to be taken to transport the
target into the reversal region, and to ensure that
there was no contamination amongst the RDX,
PETN, and TNT measurements. Each solid target
was placed in a pyrex bulb P (Fig. 11 inside the
vacuum chamber. The vapor pressures at 300K of
RDX, PETN, and TNT are quite low: 8.5 × 10r Pa,
2.7 x 106, and 1.3 x lOr' Pa, respectively (Dionne
et al. 1986). And hence the bulb had to be heated,
with nichrome wire wound around the outside body.
The resulting vapor was conducted to R through a
heated stainless-steel tube.

However, a sobering problem awaiting "in the wings"
with the READ, and with any single-collisions
technique, is that of sample introdution from
atmosphere to vocuum. This work is currently
underway in our labocatory.

4. EXPLOSIVES ATTACHMENT RESULTS
Negative-ion mass spectra of RDX, PETN, and TNT
are presented in Figs. 2-4, respectively. Several
spectra, taken on different days, were recorded for
each molecule. For each spectrum, a recording time
of 0.5-2 h was needed to scan 200-300 amu with a
.osultant signal/background of 50-150. Spectra were
obtained with a mass resolution of Am = 0.9 amu
(FWHM), using low extraction voltages in the ion
lens system and low acc-leration voltages in the
quadrupole rods (0-10 V). In order to (a) focus the
incident electron beam at the reversal plane, (b)
check the calibration of the mass scale, and (c)
monitor the spectral lineshapes, one first observed the
zero-energy electron attachment products in CCI.,, cCF6,and c-C.F. Electron attachment in CCI
4 leads
via dism:ociative attachment to form only the isotopes
"C' and 'Cl. The targets c-CF, am d c-C,1"6 form
only the molecular ions c-C6F, and c-C,
at tn/e...
186 and 212, respeo'ively. These ions served to
calibrate the entire range of the mass scale.

2. READ INSTRUMENT DESCRIKrON
A schematic diagram of the READ apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1,and details of its operaiion have
been given elsewhere (Bernius and Chutjian 1989.
1990).
READ consists of an indirectly-heated
cathode F from which electrons are extracted,
accelerated by a five-element lens system, and
focused into an electrostatic mirror. The mirror
decelerates the electron beam to zero longitudinal and
radial velocity at the reversal plane R (Fig. I). The
electron beam is square-wave modulated by fast
switches S,-03 with a nearly 50% duty cycle. These
switches are power MOSFET-based to ensure fast (50
nsec) risetimes between full-floating lens voltages
(Bernius and Chutjian 1989a, 1990a).
Electron attachment to the explosives target takes
place at R during one half of tho pulse cycle. The
resulting negative ions are extracted during the
second half (electron beam pulsed off), then fbcused,

lhe fragmentation pattern ("signature") of each
explosives molecule was recorded between mass 30
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and the mass corresponding to the molecular ion.
Spectra are not reported below mass 40. This
region, during blank runs, contained the two peaks at
mle = 35 and 37 due to persistent CC14 adsorbed on
the optics surfaces. In addition, there was a strong,
continuous background, starting at mie = 20 and
extending towards m/e = 1, which was assumed to
arise from scattered and extracted electrons from the
gun.
Each of the three explosives spectra shows an
abundance of the NO2" ion at mie = 46. This is in
agreement with methods using a multiple-collision,
high source-pressure (NICI) environment (Yinon
1982). It is useful to point out that, unlike in NICI
(Yinon 1980, 1982), no masses greater than the
parent ion mass can be observed in this work., since
one is in a single-collision regime, with crossed (or
just touching!) beams of electrons and target.
Further discussion of differences among the three
spectra can be found in Boumsellek et al. (1992).
5. INCREASING THE ELECTRON CURRENT
IN READ
The original READ (READ I) electron gun lens
system bat been redesigned to allow for greater
electron currents at the reversal region R. With the
use of a spherically-shaped electron emitter and an
added "shim* electrode in the cathode region,
currents as large as I ma have been focused at R
(Boumsellek and Chutjian 1992).
This is
approximately two orders of magnitude greater than
with the planar emitter in the original READ I
design. Electron trajectories, computed with a
sophisticated space-charge limited code, are shown in
Fig. 5.

6. THE GRIDDED (MINIATURE) ELECTRON
REVERSAL IONIZER
As noted above, there are several types of glowdischarge and corona-discharge ionizers capable of
accepting a sample of the explosives molecules
directly from atmospheric pressure, and ionizing it in
the plasma. A portion of the plasma is then focused
into suitable detector, such as a quadrupole mass
analyzer. While such devices have a low ionization
efficiency, their advantage lies in the simplicity, ease
of use, and ruggedness of the ionizer. Cleaning is
only infrequently required, and there are no filaments
to replace.
Given this simplicity, one may naturally ask if there
is a configuration to the present READ device which
may have a comparable simplicity, yet retain the
essence of the reversal idea. Shown in Fig. 7 is one
conception of the reversal ionizer, together with a
photograph of the constructed miniature READ.
Here, zero-energy electron current and precise
control of the reversal trajectories are sacrificed for
simplicity of design. Basically, electrons are emitted
from a filament F which is wrapped around or placed
adjacent to a conical, gridded structure C. Within C
is a second gridded or porous cylinder G through
which the sample is introduced. Potentials Vc , V,
and V, are arranged so that electrons are accelerated
from F towards C. A simulation of this system using
the SIMION code indeed showed electron trajectories
reflected at the surface of the porous cylinder G.
And hence attachment to the explosives molecules
will take place along the length of G. A typical set
of voltages is V= Ov, Vc
I Ov, and V0 - 12v.
For extraction Al
Ov. A2 50Ov, and A3 = 5Oy.
Between C and G the electrons are decelerated to
near zero energy. Negative ion formation through
the zero-energy or low-energy attachment resonances
in the explosives (or drugs) molecules occurs here.
By symmetry, and due to the conical shape of C,
there exists a radial electric field E, as well as an
axial field E*, which weakens towards the extraction
aperture AI.
Negative ions generated in the
immodite rtgion about G arm then accelerated
towards AI by E,. At Al, the penetrating fields of
the shaped electrodes A2 and A3 extract, focus and
accelerate the ions to several hundred oV towards the
detector entrance window W (which may be a
quadrupole mass analyzer, ion trap, etc.). The
device operates continuously, with no pulsingor grids
or lens elements required. The sample entrance may

The new detection sensitivity of READ II has been
measured using the technique of standard dilutions
(Willard et al. 1981). The test mixture was varying
concentrations of CCI, in N1, and c-CF 6 in N2 .
Results of this test are shown in Fig. 6. As one
would expect from the increased electron current in
READ II, the present detection sensitivity exceeds
that of READ 1. For example, at a common
concentration of 10 pptr, READ 1Ihas approximately
a factor of 25 greater signal rate than READ I (see
Fig. 3 of Bernius and Chutjian 1990). Moreover,
from Fig. 6 (CCI4 ) one may easily extrapolate to a
count rate of 13 kHz at a mixture of I pptr, and to a
count rate of 7.5 kHz at a mixture of 1: 10 .
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be, as with the READ case, a leak valve, or a rotary
trap.
7. THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE
ATTACHMENT PROCESS

It was apparent, although not proven, that electron
attachment to explosives molecules should have a
maximum cross section at or near zero electron
energy. While the performance of the conventional
"lectron-capture detector (ECD) is based on this
phenomenon, it was not until the recent results of
Boumsellek et al. (1992) that this was demonstrated
experimentally.
There is practically no information on the explosives
molecules of basic attachment properties such as
electron affinities, dissociation energies, rate
constants, cross sections, or energy dependence of
attachment. In the course of previous READ work
lineshape measurements were carried out on
nitrobenzene, an explosives simulant, with JPL's
photoionization apparatus. Attempts to measure
lineshapes for TNT failed due to the relatively low
vapor pressure of TNT, and the limited sensitivity of
that apparatus.
JPL is currently assembling a new type
photoionization apparatus based on our earlier
krypton photoionization idea (Chutjian and Alajajian
1985, 1985a).
In the new technique, vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) photons will be generated from a
pulsed laser (see Fig. 8 schematic). Those photons
will photoionize a mixture of xenon atoms and the
explosives target in a beam. The electrons will attach
to the target, and the resulting negative ions will be
extracted and detected by a quadrupole mass
analyzer. The VUV photons will be generated by a
unique method consisting of (a) doubling the 1064 am
Nd:YAG laser line to 532 nrm, (b)exciting a dye cell
with the 532 nm line to generate 548 nm, (c) mixing
the 532 and 548 am wavelengths to generate 270 nm
radiation, (d) tripling, in vacuum, 270 nm to 90 nm
radiation, (e) ionizing a mixture of Xe and RDX

greater, respectively, than in JPL's previous work.
Using this technique, the electron energy dependence
of the attachment process in the explosives molecules
will be determined.

Initial tests will be made on

TNT and RDX. Moreover, methods will be explored
of converting the energy dependence to attachment
cross sections.
The laser and associated equipment (doubler, dye
cell, mixer, computer, and table) were purchased
under a $95,000 grant to this project from the JPL
Capital Equipment Fund, at no cost to the DoT/FAA
Technical Center. The apparatus is currently being
assembled, and portions of it (vacuum chamber,
quadrupole mass analyzer and electronics) will also
be used for testing the miniature READ device
described in Sec. 6 above.
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CALIBRATION METHODP FOR EXPLOSIVES DETECTORS
Stephen J. MacDonald and David P. Rounbehler
Thermedics Inc.
470 Wildwood Street
Woburn MA 01888

require the use of specialized equipment. Simplicity

1. INTRODUCTION

and speed are important characteristics of a successful
calibration procedure because system operators
usually have very limited experience with the
instrument. Furthermore, any time devoted to system
calibration represents time lost for explosives

Airport security has become an important concern to
cultures in every comer of the world. Presently,
efforts to improve airport security have brought
additional technological solutions, in the form of

advanced

screening.

instrumentation for the detection of

explosives, into use at airport terminals in many
countries. This new generation of explosives detectors
is often used to augment existing security measures
and provide a more encompassing screening
capability for airline passengers.

Another factor that affects system performance is the
sampling protocol employed. The sampling protocol
interfaces the detection tec!nology with real world
samples, therefore, the calibration procedure should
closely resemble the sampling protocol used during
routine explosives screening. It is also important that
the calibration procedure include real explosives to
accurately test the entire screening procedure.

The application of a new technology to address
probl'ms encountered in the real world environment
is a complex process. The technology must be

Technologies that require dangerous amounts of
material for detection render the use of real
explosives impractical due to public safety concerns.
.n these cases a suitable explosive simulant, if
available, should be included in the calibration
sample.

designed into rugged, easy-to-operate systems that
can successfully interact with a myriad of situations
that are seldom anticipated during initial R&D
phases. Once explosives detection systems are
implemented, they are routinely operated by
personnel who are more focused on the overall
security provided by the screening procedure than on
the intricacies of the instrumentation employed. In
this context, an explosives detection system must
allow for rapid verification of performance by
untrained personnel with minimal interruption of
normal screening procedures.

This paper describes two calibration procedures used
for the Thermedics' EGIS explosives detectors. The
systems were desigaed to screen people, electronic
components, luggage, automobiles, and other objects
for the presence of concealed explosives. The
detectors have the ability to detect a wide range of
explosives in both the vapor state or as surface
adsorbed solids, therefore, calibrations were designed
to challenge the system with explosives in each form.

Because of the broad spectrum of technologies
currently being used to address explosives detection,
it would be difficult to implement an industry wide
doctrine governing the inclusion of calibration steps
into normal operating procedures. Factors such as the
frequency and extent of calibration required to ensure
proper operating performance depend on the
underlying technology of the dtection scheme. In
general, calibration procedures should provide
accurate information regarding system performance,
Additionally, a well designed calibratio.a procedure
also provides diagnostic information when the system
malfunctions. This type of information enables
corrective action to be quickly initiated and downtime
minimized. Calibration procedures should also be
fast, relatively easy, inexpensive, and should not

Because the false alarm rate during routine daily
operation is low, it is easy for system operators to
become complacent. For this reason calibration
procedures should be designed to evaluate each facet
of the analysis, from the sampling step to analysis
and detection. As described below the two calibration
procedures, one for adsorbed solids, another for
vapors, provide accurate data concerning the
performance of the EGIS instrument, do not require
any specialized equipment, and are quickly and easily
performed at minimal cost.
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A 50 microliter aliquot of the calibration solution was
placed onto a targeted area of the paper which was
suspended by a ring shaped spacer to prevent wicking
of the solution to secondary surfaces. A simple
calibration platform was built to hold the paper and
sampler such that the targeted sample area was
reproducibly aligned with the hand-held sampler.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Equipment
An EGIS explosives detector (Thermedics Inc.,
Woburn, MA) was used to evaluate the calibration
procedures for adsorbed solids and vapors. A handheld sampler collects explosives in either the vapor
state or as solids adsorbed on particulate matter by
drawing a sample stream across a
collection/preconcentration device. The sampler is
then plugged into an analyzer unit which contains
automatic sample processing hardware, a high speed
gas chromatograph, chemiluminescence detector, and
on-board computers.

The Vapor Calibration Procedure was designed to
challenge the systems ability to collect explosive
vapors emanating from surfaces. Once the surrogate
surfaces were prepared and placed in the alignment
platform, the hand-held sampler applied heat to the
paper surface and swept the resulting explosive
vapors across the collection, k.reconcentration device.
The sampler was then connected to the analyzer for
explosives determination.

2.2 Calibration Solution

2.5 Experimental Design

The calibration solution contained representative
explosives whose vapor pressures spanned more than
six orders of magnitude. Calibration data is presented
for ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN), trinitrotoluene
(TNT), and hexogen (RDX). Individual
concentrations were less than I X 10' moles per
milliliter, in acetone, and the solution was stored in
a tightly sealed amber glass vial.

Twenty five repetitive trials were performed for the
Adsorbed Solids Calibration Procedure, ten trials
were performed with the V por Calibration
Procedure. The average response and the amount of
variability inherent in eaqh calibration procedure was
determined. All of the experimental work was
performed by a person with limited EGIS experience.
The calibrations described in this text were designed
to challenge the detection system at levelt
approaching the detection limit, therefore, relative
standard deviations (RSD) of 50% or less were
targeted as acceptable.

2.3 Adsorbed Solids Calibration Equipment and
Procedure
Wooden craft sticks were used as a substrate on
which to apply trace amounts of individual explosives
for the construction of a calibration sample or bomb
surrogate which contained explosives adsorbed on its
surface. They measured 5.5" X 0.375" X 0.033",
roughly the dimensions of a popsicle stick. The craft
sticks were "loaded" by dipping them into the
calibration solution, immediately removing them, and
allowing the solvent to evaporate.

3. RESULTS ANI) DISCUSSION
3.1 Variability of the Adsorbed Solids Calibration
Procedure
The Adsorbed Solids Calibration was performed
twenty five times to determine the inherent variability
of the procedure. Data from the twenty five trials is
shown in Table I. The average (AVG) values
obtained for each explosive are also listed along with
the standard deviation (STD DEV) and the relative
standard deviation (RSD). The RSD values were 30%
tor EGDN, 43% for TNT, and 41% for RDX, this
amount of variability was satisfactory for the purpose
of fild calibration.

The Adsorbed Solids Calibration Procedure was
designed to resemble the real world sampling
protocol. It is performed by first loading a wooden
craft stick with the explosives of interest. Next, the
loaded craft stick is wiped repeatedly with a cloth
material to collect adsorbed explosives. The cloth is
then sampled with the hand-held sampler which is
subsequently connected to the analyzer to determine
the presence of explosives.
2.4 Vapor Calibration Equipment and Procedure

3.2 Variability of the Vapor Calibration
Procedure

For the Vapor Calibration Procedure, 8.5" X 11"
sheets of paper were used as the substrate surface.

The Vapor Calibration was performed ten times in
order to determine the inherent variability of the
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overall procedure. The data is shown in Table II. The
RSD values were 36% for EGDN, 28% for TNT,
and 46% for RDX. Again, these values were
acceptable for field calibration purposes.
3.3 Sources of Variability
The sources of variability associated with the
calibration procedures include operator error, as well
as the original amount of explosives transferred from
either the craft stick or the paper surface to the
sampler. These experiments were performed by an
inexperienced technician given minimal instructions.
Further experiments employing different technicians
would reveal the significance of individual technique
in performing the calibrations.
The effect of vapor pressure for the individual
explosives while the acetone is allowed to evaporate
would contribute to the variability as well. The
individual explosives contained in the calibration
sample were selected to represent a mixture with a
wide range of vapor pressures, therefore, the
behavior of individual components would be expected
to be significantly different.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The overall data indicates that these calibrations
provide accurate data reflecting the performance level
of the system. As expected, the RSD values indicate
that there are many sources of inherent variability
associated with the procedure. These would reflect
the variability of the sampling method as well as
operator error. The calibration procedures were
demonstrated to be well suited for explosive detectors
that are designed to determine the presence of trace
levels of materials in a highly complex sample
matrix.
The calibrations are simple and straightforward
because they mimic their respective sampling
protocols. Each procedure can be pertormed in
approximately two minutes and the only equipment
required is the standard explosives solution and
wooden craft sticks for the Adsorbed Solids
Calibration and a simple alignment platform for the
Vapor Calibration. The procedures are inexpensive to
perform and cause minimal interruption in the normal
screening procedures.
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TABLE I
AC.:RBED SOLIDS CALIBRATION DATA
FOR TWENTY FIVE REPETITIVE TRIAL

TRIAL f
SIGNAL INTENSITY
(arbitrary units)
EGDN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
AVG
STD DEV
RSD

TNT

RDX

792
646
1156
1055
815
1142
738
1210
1376
1325
1437
1155
850
638
1679
616
563
1555
808
939
975
1076
908
833
681

1277
699
1309
1357
1017
1045
735
1683
1376
978
942
1210
692
385
2266
553
310
11.95
1230
987
664
828
785
1165
338

1040
600
1117
1590
1007
1059
674
1647
1229
1018
935
1177
679
385
2186
864
330
1235
1312
908
572
910
811
1279
440

999
301
30

1001
430
43

1000
414
41
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TABLE II
VAPOR CALIBRATION DATA
FOR TEN REPETITIVE TRIALS
Trial #

Signal Intensity
(arbitrary units)
EGDN

TNT

RDX

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1619
599
910
1303
840
617
951
929
727
1502

1050
722
848
704
1390
957
933
743
1108
1543

950
660
581
663
2097
1176
1012
581
1214
1056

AVG
STD DEV
RSD

1000
358
36

1000
283
28

999
455
46
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VAPOR DETECTION USING SAW SENSORS
G. Watson, W. Horton, and E. Staples
Amerasia Technology, Inc.
2248 Townsgate Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361
impinge upon the active area between the resovator
electrodes (nicknamed the sweetspot of the resonator)
a frequency shift occurs in proportion to the mass of
material condensing on the crystal surface. The
frequency shift is dependent upon the mass and
elastic constants of the material being deposited, the
temperature of the SAW crystal, and the chemical
nature of the crystal surface. The narrow beam of
gas exiting the column has been mapped by traversing
the gas stream with a minute thermocouple (Figure
2). This narrow beam maintains its geometry well
beyond the distance to the SAW surface which
assures that the deposition spot matches the
sweetspot. The gas jet also causes a localized heating
of the SAW surface due to the hot carrier gas, wbich
creates a thermal gradient within the surface of the
SAW resonator. The heating effects of the carrier gas
are compensated for by the presence of a
thermoelectric cooler placed immediately beneath and
in thermal contact with the back side of the SAW
crystal.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a need to detect low concentrations
(nanogram to femtogram levels) of TNT, DNT, C4,
The
PETN and other explosive materials.
development of SAW vapor detectors has been
reported previously [Ref. 1-3], however none offer
high selectivity, specificity or high sensitivity,
Previous SAW sensors have been limited to
nanogram sensitivities because they utilize relatively
large area and low Q SAW delay lines to detect
condensing vapors. The need to coat the entire path
of the SAW delay line requires that considerable
mass be condensed and hence results in low
sensitivity when attempting to detect and classify
extremely small amounts of an unknown material.
The problem is compounded by the presence of other
unknown materials in even larger concentrations than
that of the target explosive materials,
Reported here are SAW sensors for detecting
explosive material vapors at picogram (1 x 101) and
even femtogram (1 x 10.'5) concentrations. These
SAW sorption sensors utilize a physical area no
larger than the smallest quartz capillary column. In
effect, the sensor is on the head of a pin. Using a
SAW resonator structure operating at 500 MHz, a
nearly 4 order increase (10,000) in scale factor is
achieved [Ref. 4].

The thermoelectric cooler maintains the SAW surface
at sufficiently low temperatures to ensure >95%
trapping efficiency for explosive vapors. The surface
can be rejuvenated (adsorbed vapors boiled oft) by
reversing the drive voltage polarity to the
thermoelectric cooler allowing it to heat up.
Currently temperatures over 120oC are achieved
within seconds to rapidly return the SAW to its initial
operating frequency. Thus the temperature of the
SAW crystal acts as a control over sensor specificity
based upon the vapor pressure of the species being
trapped. This feature is particularly useful in
distinguishing between relatively volatile materials
and 'sticky* explosive materials [Ref. 5].

2. SAW CHROMATOGRAPHY SENSOR
The sensors studied consisted of SAW resonators
operating at 500 MHz. Electrodes were photolithographically generated in aluminum films followed
by plasma etching of reflective grooves at either end
of the structure (Ref. 1). Typically, unloaded
resonator Q's of 10,000 are achieved,

Exposing the system to controlled vapor
concentrations has allowed scale factor data to be
obtained. A vapor generator [Ref. 6] was used to
deliver controlled amounts of explosive vapors. To
date the best scale factors observed for the SAW
resonator system operating at 500 MHz when

In the SAW based GC system the SAW resonator
crystal is exposed to the exit gas of a CC capillary
column by a carefully positioned and temperature

exposed to TNT and RDX are as follows:

controlled nozzle as shown in Figure 1. When
condensible vapors entrained in the CC carrier gas
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TNT:

9600 Hz/ng @ 500 MHz

RDX:

14,460 Hz/ng @ 500 MHz

position and the GC cryo-focus is considered armed
and ready for on-column injection.

On column injection is achieved by another short
(<2 milliseconds) electrical pulse of heating current

When operating at 500 MHz the noise floor of a
SAW resonator controlled oscillator is typically I Hz
or better, hence the minimum detectable mass is 104
and 69 femtograms for TNT and RDX respectively,
The higher scale factor for RDX is offset by its much
lower vapor pressure which reduces the amount of
actual material which can be collected and deposited
onto the sensing crystal.

(C). An injection time of less than 25 milliseconds

and >95% release of trapped vapor isachieved. The
injected vapors pass through the GC column (J & W,
DB-5) and are separated in time by normal column
operation. As the constituent vapors exit the column
they are collected and selectively trapped on the
surfaceof the SAW crystal where they cause a
frequency shift proportional to the amount of material
collected. To achieve ashort analysis time (< 10
seconds), a short 1 meter length of DB-5 (0.18 mm
I.D.) capillary column is used. The column is
operated isothermally at a temperature of
approximately 175oC. A photograph of the explosive
detector system is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5
shows a photograph of the SAW sensor module
including its oscillator circuitry.

Work with SAW crystals operating at near IGHz
(1000 MHz) frequencies iudicate that the scale factors
are higher by at least the ratio of the operating
frequencies squared.
3. SAW BASED GC SYSTEM
A SAW based GC system for explosive materials has
been constructed. A primary design goal was to
produce a system which could screen ambient vapors
for the presence of explosives in underl0 seconds and
which would be able to operate with minimum
support equipment or electrical power. In addition,
achieving other system goals such as low cost and
ease of manufacture were also important.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The current operation and timing of the explosive
detection system is controlledby a microprocessor and
the resulting chromatograms are displayed on a color
monitor. Software provides a user friendly interface
from which all temperatures and timing sequences
can be selected. Of particular importance is control
over the SAW temperature which enables the user to
control the degree of specificity based upon the vapor
pressure. By selecting a relatively low SAW detector
temperature of OoC, most effluents, even volatile
vapors, are trapped on the SAW crystal surface.

The current SAW based GC system is schematically
illustrated in Figure 3. During the sample sequence
(A), vapor samples are drawn through the inlet from
a preconcentrator (not shown), are pumped through
a 6 port GC valve and pass through a cryo-trap. The
cryo-trap is a metal capillary which is held at a low
enough temperature to trap explosive vapors while
allowing more volatile vapors to pass through to the
pumpwhere they are exhausted.

Shown in Figure 6 and 7 are typical computer
displayed chromatograms. Four areas of the screen
are used to display the SAW sensor frequency vs
time, the derivative of frequency vs time, user notes
regarding test conditions, and a listing of detected
peaks with time and total frequency change for each
peak. In addition system conditions such as timing
settings, gas flows, and column temperatures are
displayed along the bottom of the screen.

After trapping the low vapor pressure materials on
the cool cryo-trap loop, the GC valve is actuated and
the flow path containing the cryo-trap loop is
connected in series with another flow path containing
a flow controller, filter, GC column, SAW detector,
and another metal capillary loop termed the
cryo-focus (B). At this time a short duration (< 2
millisecond) pulse of electrical current is passed
through the cryo-trap loop causing rapid heating to
approximately 200oC. This causes the vapors
trapped to be released and pass through the GC valve
to the cryo-focus loop where they are again trapped.
The cryo-focus acts as an on-column injector and is
directly attached to the GC column. After transfer is
completed, the CC valve is reset to its original

In Figure 6 a chromatogram of laboratory air without
explosives is shown. The actual output of the SAW
detector is displayed in the upper left display area.
Each "step" indicates the presence of an eluting
material sticking to the SAW surface. While a
typical chromatographic detector requires that the
output be integrated to determine the peak area, the
SAW sensor gives the peak area directly and the
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signal must be differentiated to allow for the
observation of "peaks. The presence of "system"

the desorption characteristics are clearly shown as a
function of SAW substrate temperature.
The

and "background* material peaks is normal.In Figure
7 a chromatogram of nitrogen containing TNT vapors
is displayed. In this case the first five peaks
(derivative of SAW sensor frequency) are system
background peaks while peaks 7 through 10 are due
to the introductionof the sample. Peak #8 at 3.25
seconds is DNT and peak #9 at 5.78 seconds is TNT.
In this instance a relatively large sample was injected
(540 pg) and the 11,386 Hz step response for the
TNT peak at 5.78 seconds is shown inthe upper plot
of SAW frequency vs time (integrated output). In
this chromatogram the SAW temperature was SoC
and the flat line at the base of each step indicates that
the material remained trapped on the SAW surface.

deposited material causes an initial sharp drop in the
SAW frequency followed by a somewhat linear return
to the original SAW frequency as the material
desorbs from the surface of the crystal.
The
derivative measurements indicate that the slope of the
desorption curve is nearly constant until the material
is totally desorbed from the SAW crystal surface.
Desorption characteristics for all materials are not the
same. Plotting the information contained in Figures
9 and 10 as the logarithm of the desorption slope vs
the reciprocal of temperature in degrees Kelvin
results in the plot shown in Figure 11. The curves
follow straight lines which implies, not surprisingly,
that the desorption rate is also a measure of the vapor
pressure. No attempt has been made to relate the
equilibrium vapor pressure to the rate of desorption
in this work. This data can be used, however, to
determine at what temperature and for how long the
SAW should be heated to remove a sample of
explosive vapor during the heating of the
thermoelectric cooler. It is of interest to note that the
slopes or activation energies for DNT and TNTare
not the same.

Shown in Figure 8 is a plot of system response vs
sample size for TNT. The slope of the data indicates
a system scale factor of 6500 Hz per nanogram for
TNT. Because the transmission efficiency of the
system is not perfect, detected frequency changes are
not always as large as might be expected from sample
injections derived from calibrated vapor generators.
The sampling valve can act as a cold spot by holding
up the sample during the transfer from the trap to the
focus. In addition, the cryo-trap and cryo-focus do
not give do not have 100% release, hence the scale
factor (Hz/nanogram) for the system is less than that
of the SAW detector itself.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a high speed SAW based gas
chromatography system for the detection of explosive
materials has been demonstrated. The current system
is able to perform a complete analysis in 10 to 15
seconds. The SAW sensor is an integrating GC
detector with selectivity resulting from the
surfaceadsorption and desorption characteristics of
explosive materials. Desorption also allows the SAW
sensor to be easily cleaned in-situ and this allows the
integrating detector to operate for extended periods
without replacement.
Specificity to explosive
materials is enhanced
by controlling the
sorption/desorption characteristics of the SAW crystal
surface.

5. SAW DESORPTION CHARACTERISTRCS

The SAW GC detector operates as a true integrating
device and as such provides information on the
adsorption and desorption characteristics of each
material which exits from the OC column. Shown in
Figure 9 is a series of six chromatograms showing
the direct and differentiated SAW detector response
for the case of sampling TNT headspace vapors. The
presence of DNT at approximately 4.9 seconds and
TNT at 8.5 seconds is clearly shown in each
chromatogram. Of note is the slope of the integration
line immediately following each step in the upper
curves. If the material desorbs from the SAW crystal
surface, the rate of desorption is the slope of the
integration line. It is clear from Figure 9 that DNT
desorbs more rapidly from the SAW sur-face at any
given temperature than TNT.

The detection of explosive material vapors at
femtogram levels is possible usingsurface acoustic
wave sensors. Scale factors of 20,000 Hrzng and
above can be achieved by using very high frequency
SAW resonators and by confining the depositions to
only the active area of resonators. The physical size
of theSAW detector is well matched to small diameter
CC capillary columns and results in a very small
dead volume CC detector.

The desorption information is more clearly displayed
in the expanded series of chromatograms shown in
Figure 10. Here the time scale is lengthened and the
negative portion of the derivative expanded so that
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In order to successfully apply SAW sensing
technology, a full understanding of the many physical
and chemicad principles which are involved is
necessary. Besides detecting explosives there are
many other applications which may benefit from the

use of this new sensor technology. Beyond achieving
high sensitivity there is always a need for higher
specificity. Future advances are certainly possible
using material specific chemical coatings applied to
the SAW GC detector.
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Figure-

Temperature distribution resulting from carrier gas exiting capillary column.
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ire 5 Photograph of SAW sensor module.
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infrared if the displacements of the nuclei involved in
the vibration produce a change in the dipole moment,
the transition moment is given by

1. INTRODUCTION
The infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum
extends from 10,000 to 5 cm '.t This broad spectral
range is further classified into the near-IR (10,0005000 cm-t ) mid-IR (5000-200 cnm') and the far-IR
(200-5 cm'). It is the interaction of this radiation
with matter which is responsible for exciting
vibrational transitions. In the near-IR, harmonics and
combination transitions are typically observed, while
in the far-IR, phonons in crystals, and rotational
transitions in the gas phase are commonly observed.
In the mid-IR, transitions associated with fundamental
molecular vibrations may be measured and is often
referred to as the fingerprint region. It is this part of
the spectrum which is of interest with regard to
explosive materials. In particular, since many
explosives have the -NO 2 group in common,
absorptions due to this group serve as signature in the
infrared spectra of explosives,

d)'f

xd

where p is the dipole moment, X is an internal
coordinate, and the V'Ps are the vibrational
wavefunctions for the lower and upper states in the
transition. At this point, it is worthwhile to mention
that the absorptions corresponding to the -NO 2 group
vibrations, besides having well defined group
frequencies, are the strongest in the infrared spectra
of explosives. Because of the common presence of
the -NO: group in explosive materials, its group
frequencies, large oscillator strengths, and its
chemical reactivity, it is very useful to investigate by
infrared spectroscopy the interaction of this functional
group with preconcentrator materials. Consequently,
we present here, in some detail the infrared spectra
of explosives measured using selected sampling
techniques, and in some cases describe the interaction
of explosives with metal oxide substrates in which
they are adsorbed.

The energy levels of a harmonic oscillator are
given by

EV=hv(v+l)
2

2. EXPERIMENTAL
where v is the vibrational quantum number and h is
Planck's constant. The classical frequency is related

The typical instrument (Griffiths] used in modern

to the force constant, k and the reduced mass a by

infrared spectroscopy is a Fourier transform infrared

- 10 rk21t

(FTIR) spectrometer. The instrument used in the
studies descibed here has a resolution of 0.02 cm"l
and a specrtral range of 5000 to 5 cm'. The signal to
noise factor in a typical spectrum is controlled by the
number of scans selected for that given measurement.
In most cases single beam or raw spectra of a

A molecular vibration is said to be active in the

reference material are recorded and ratioed with the
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raw spectrum of the
sample to produce
transmittance, reflectance, or diffuse reflectance
spectra depending on the sampling technique
employed.

C-414-4+4

2.1 Transmission and Absorption

Inspection of the equation for penetratia depth
reveals that the concentration profile of an andyte
dispersed in a subtrate may be studied by varying the
angle of incidence. This type of measurement should
be useful for determining diffusion rates of an
explosive concealed in packing materials such as
saran. Some preliminary results of this type of
measurement are presented in Section 3.

Transmission or absorption measurements of solids
are usually made by mixing the material of interest
with a matrix material, such as KBr, which is
transparent in the mid-IR. The KBr and sample
mixtures are then pressed into solid pellets under the
pressure of a hydraulic press. The self supporting
pellets may then be introduced into the spectrometer
for analysis. The raw spectrum of the pellet is ratioed
with the raw spectrum of an undoped KBr pellet to

give

a transmission

spectrum.

For

Attenuated total reflectance is also very well uited
for pliable materials like DETA-sheet, uemtex and C4

far-IR

which do not mix well with KBr powder to form a

measurements, a support matrix of high density
polyethylene is used instead of an alkali halide and is

pellet. All that is required is to bring the sample in
contact with the reflection element to within the

heated under pressure to form a low scattering pellet.

penetration depth of the light and the spectrum may

2.2 Attenuated Total Reflectance [Harrick]

be measured. Also, reflection elements may be coated
with thin films (10-100 A) sad adsorption of
explosives on these films may be investigated.

In this technique, a transparent, high refractive index
material (KRS-5, Ge, ZnSe) is used as an internal
reflection element. Radiation incident on the
reflection element undergoes total internal reflection.
When a sample is placed in contact with the
reflection element, the radiation penetrates a finite
depth into the sample which absorbs some of the

2.3 DiffWe ReflectanJea Fuller, b. Burge]
When radiation strike the surface of a solid, two
types of reflection may ocourr. Front suface or
specular reflection, where the angle of Incidence
equals the angle of reflection, is most conm and

radiation. The penetration depth, d, depends on the

diffuse reflectance where a solid angle of li

refractive indices of the sample, n2, and the reflection
element, n, the extinction coefficient of the sample,
ki, the angle of incidence, 0, and the wavelength, X

reflected from the surfue. Diffuse reflectance ocuM
when the reflection is from a matte sure or a
powder. In diffuse reflectance, raditio paws into

and is given by

the bulk of the sample ad undeom reflectlon,
refration, materi and absorption befoir
emerging from the s, fae.

d"O( ,)[ A+5*C]2
2

Kubelf

is

ad Monk

developed a theory for diffuse refletance inwhich
they relate a fumction R. to an Aheiptom oeffidnm,
k, and a scattering cefficient, a. in do. follwing
way

where

where R.is the ratio oftido difa
flctaemefws
a um to "hatof a mooabodag referene powder
which is infinitey deep compaed to the peettio
depth of the radiation,
And
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explosives. The most two intense absorptions near
1250 and 1650 cm' l may be assigned to the
symmetric and antisymmetric NO2 stretching

The absorptivity, a, and concentration, c, are related
to the absorption coefficient by

k"2.303aw

vibrations. Their frequencies are listed in Table 1.
Inspection of the table shows that the frequencies can
be grouped into two classes, those belonging to
nitrate-esters like EGDN, PETN and those belonging
to nitro groups. Since absorption spectra are
generally free of artifacts, they serve as a data base
for interpreting more complex IR measurements
which are important for explosive vapor
investigations.

Then,
AR.)

3

03 ac 4kc
s

This shows that the concentration varies linearly with
the diffuse reflectance and can be used in quantitative
applications.

3.2 Attenuated Total Reflection

We have used metal oxides as substrates in diffuse

In this section, the application of the attenuated total
reflectance technique to monitor the diffusion of

reflectance studies to monitor adsorption and
desorption kinetics of EGDN on their surfaces. This

DETA-sheet and Semtex in commercially obtained
saran (12 sm thick) is discussed.

allowed for a direct in situ measurement of the

interaction of the explosive with the surface.
Materials other than metal oxides could be used as
substrates for adsorption/desorption studies and any

All our measurements were made with a Harrick
ATR accessory equipped with a germanium reflection
element adjusted to an angle of incidence of 45 1.

materials which are potential candidates for
preconcentrators could be studied using this
technique.

Reference spectra of a clean germanium prism were
recorded by coadding 200 interferograms in a Bomem
MBIOO IR spectrometer, Sample spectra consisted of
two types: saran and saran backed by a sheet of
explosive. The sample spectra were ratioed with the
reference spectra to give absorbance. Difference
spectra were obtained by subtracting the spectra of
the saran from the sarn plus explosive. Detection of
absorpi.on features due to explosives would confirm
that the explosive had diffused through the sran
film. Such absorptions were observed for Semtex and
are shown in Figure2. This spectrum was measured
30 days after Semtex was placed in contact with
saran. Also shown in the figure am the spectra of
saran and the difference spectra. Four bands appear
in this spectrum which are attributed to diffused
semtex and are indicated by the-vertical lines. Several
other bands are observed which are due to saran
which were not fully cozpenuited in th spectral
subtraction.

2.4 Refleciou-Absorption [Hayden]
Reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy,
(RAIRS), which is used for investigating molecules
adsorbed on a metallic surface, is based on the
surface selection rule which states that only molecular
vibrations with a finite component of their dynamic
dipole perpendicular to the surface on which they are
adsorbed are observable, This arises from the fct
that at grazing (-851) incidence only the pcomponent of the incident radiation can Interact with
the adsorbed molecule. A variety of metal substrates
(Cr, Cu, Au, Ag. Fe, Ti, Ta, Ni, W, etc) may be
used in these measuremcnts, as well as alloys or
other metal compositions which are used as
preconcentrator elements. Temperature controlled
measurements are also poasible and could be used to
investigate adsorption and desorplion phenomena of
explosives on meal sudrfces as wel as surface Phase
tnsitio,

Figure 3 shows the spectra PETN, DETA-sheet,
sarmn+DETA-shecr and saran. In this experiment,
DETA-sho was placed in contact with saran for I

days and the spectrum was recorded. Absorptions
appear in the trace for saran + DETA-sheet near 1150
and 1250 cm'. These absorptions do not belong to
PMTN, but correspond to the elasomer material
supporting PETN in DETA sheet. These results
indicate that diffusion of the elastomer in DETAsheet occurs before that of PETN. It is therefore

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Abwpm
Figme I shows the abooton spuctra of several
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likely that efforts to detect samples of DETA sheet
concealed in saran or another polymeric material will
result in strong interferences from the elastomer.

Diffuse reflectance was used to follow the adsorption
and desorption of ethyleneglycol dinitrate (EGDN)
adsorbed on zinc oxide powder as a function of

adsorption and should therefore reflect the
performance of this material as a potential
preconcentrator. Further information was obtained
from the desorption studies which were carried out at
400 C and are shown in Figure 7. These spectra show
not only a decrease in the intensities of the absorption
due to antisymmetric NO2 stretching band, but the
appearance of new bands near 1575 and 1610 cm'.
The appearance of the new bands must be due to

dosing time. Inhomogeneous broadening of the NO2

decomposition of EGDN on the ZnO surface. The

antisymmetric stretching band was found to be dose
dependent. Through non-linear curve-fitting
techniques (Morgan) the sum of three component
bands were tound to reproduce the inhomogeneously
broadened envelope and are attributed to three types
of adsorbed EGDN. The adsorbed EGDN species
were characterized in tenns of their absorption
kinetics.

desorption curves are shown in Figure 8. It is clear
from these plots that there are three rates of
desorption, the most populated site having the fastest.

3.3 Diffuse reflectance

The kinetic information obtained from these studies
and future investigations on precooceatrator elements
should provide a basis for characterizing
preconcentrators and add to the fundamental
knowledge required for understanding the
physicochemical interactions of an explosive with a
preconcentrator or other surfaces of interest.

The diffuse reflectance studies were performed using
a Harrick high vacuum accessory fitted into a Bomem
DA3.02 spectrometer. This accessory was equipped
with ZnSe windows and a thermocouple positioned at
the base of the sampling pedestal. Gas inlets and
outlets were connected to the body of the cell for

4. CONCLUSIONS
Fourier spectroscopy is a valuable analytical tool for

dosing the substrate with EGDN vapor. Single beam

characterizing explosives. Moreover, the surface

spectra of the clean ZnO were recorded and used as

techniques of diffuse reflectance, attenuated total

a reference for subsequent measurements. The ZnO
substrate was dosed with EGDN for periods up to 22

reflectance, and reflection-absorption provide means
of studying explosive-preconcentratorinteractions. An

minutes. Single beam spectrm of dosed ZnO were
recorded as a function of dosing time and ratioed
with the spectra of the clean ZnO to give
transmittance spectra. The transmittance spectra were
transformed to diffuse reflectance spectra through the
Kubeika-Munk equation.

understanding of explosive-surface interactions will
provide essential criteria for the development of
useful precoecentrators.
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rates of adsorption of EODN, corresponding to thrte
sites where EGDN is adsorbed on the ZnO mrface.
Thes rates comepond to different eathalpies of
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Table 1. Symmetric and Antisymmetric NO 2 Stretching Frequencies for Selected Explosives.
EXPLOSIVE

ANTISYMMETRIC NO2

STRETCH (cmrl )

SYMMETRIC NO2

STRETCH (cm "')

"GFDN (v)

1678

1281

EGDN (1)

1668

1279

p-NITROTOLUENE

1511

1351

m-DINITROBENZENE

1544

1352

TNT

1537

1353

PETN

1653

1285

RDX

1596

1267

SEMTEX

1656, 1644,
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MASS AND ION
MOBIL7T SPECTROSCOPY

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IONIZATION TIME-OF-FLIG1HT.
MASS SPECTROMETER
FOR REAL-TIME EXPLOSIVES VAPOR DETECTION
Harold G. Lee, Edgar D. Lee, and Milton L. Lee
Department of Chemistry
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two types of explosives chemical detectors:
bulk (condensed phase) and vapor (gas phase)
detectors. A bulk explosive detector identifies
explosives by bombarding the suspicious material
with radiation such as X-rays, gamma rays, neutrons,
or beta particles (electrons), and analyzes the
reflection, diffraction, and/or absorption of the
radiation by the explosive material. Vapor detectors,
on the other hand, identify an explosive by
chemically analyzing its vapor molecules.

reactive ions are formed. The reactive ions, as they
come in contact with the molecules in the sample,
impart a charge to them, creating ions. In an IMD,
the explosive vapor ions are separated by their
mobility in an electric field. A mass spectrometer
separates and distinguishes the explosive vapor ions
by their mass-to-charge ratios.
The ECD and the NPD do not exhibit a high degree
of selectivity. As a remilt, they are uually coupled
with gas chromatographs, which separate the
components of the sample. A chromatograph,
however, can take from 30 seconds to several
minutes to process a sample. An IMD is more
selective (but less sensitive) than a stand alone ECD
or NPD. Therefore, IMD vapor detectors are often
used without chromatography. A mass spectrometer
is, on the other hand, inherently both very sensitive
and very selective.

For the detection of explosive vapors, several
proposed technologies involving electron capture
(ECD), nitrogen-phosphorus (NPD), chemiluminescence (CD), ion mobility (IMD), and mass
spectrometry (MS) have been evaluated (Nyden,
1990). In the ECD, a radioactive foil generates beta
particles or electrons. The electrons are captured by
the explosive, which must have a high affinity for
electrons. The capture of electrons results in a
measurable loss of current. In the NPD, a thermal
source is used to remove electrons from nitrogen or
phosphorus atoms in the explosive. The current
produced is proportional to the number of nitrogen
and phosphorus atoms present. In the CD, nitro
groups are converted to nitric oxide. The nitric oxide
reacts with ozone to form nitrogen dioxide. Energy
liberated in this reaction is given off as light, which
is measured by a photomultiplier.

Analyses by gas chromatography have revealed the
presence of many different compounds in samples of
common explosive materials. These include nitroorganic compounds, nitrate salts, and flammable
liquids (which are frequently used as explosive
fillers). The commercial ECD, CD, NPD, and NID
vapor detectors can only detect a limited range of
nitro-organic compounds. They are not sensitive or
versatile enough to detect the very low vapor pressure
nitro-organic explosives and explosive components
that do not contain nitro-organic groups. For
oxample, one commonly used ECD is programmed to
detect only three explosive compouads (Nyden,
1990). In comparison, a mass spectrometer can be
used to detect a wide range of organic compounds.

The atmospheric pressure ionization (API) source is
used in both IMD and MS. The API source uses
either a corona discharge or a "Ni (-source, which
emits electrons. An air sample containing the vapor
of the substance to be analyzed is drawn into the ion
source. Ionization is initiated by the production of
ions of the most abundant species, in this case,
nitrogen gas in the air. These ions become involved
in a series of ion reactions. Eventually, so-called

A detector must be used correctly to be effective.
All else being equal, easy-to-use detectors clearly
have an advantage over complicated instruments.
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Looking for explosives can be a stressful activity, and
operators should not have to be burdened with
complicated and/or temperamental instruments,
In this study we report a high-sensitivity, easy-to-use
chemical analyzer for the detection of trace volatile
explosive chemicals in ambient air, based on a timeof-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) with an API
source. Because of its unique design, it is much
more sensitive than other mass spectrometers;
subfemtogram (< 10-15g) detection limits are possible.
As with other mass spectrometers, the TOFMS

pressures of 0.5 torr and 2 x 10Ws
torr in the first and
second compartments, respectively. The nozzle is
insulated from the source housing so a voltage can be
applied for ion focusing. The flight tube is housed in
the second vacuum compartment perpendicular to the
nozzle/skimmer axis. A repeller plate is positioned
below the nozzle/skimmer axis. A grounded focus
grid at the bottom of a cylindrical enclosure is
suspended above the nozzle/skimmer axis. Inside this
enclosure, a metal tube with a second grid is
positioned. This second grid is located above the
focus grid. The metal tube (drift tube) is 50 cm

separates ions according to their mass-to-charge ratio

long. A final grid is placed at the end of the drift

and thus gives the best selectivity among all other
non-MS based detectors. The ultrahigh sensitivity
obtained in TOFMS precludes the use of a
preconcentration stage.
The mass resolution is
approximately 500. Simultaneous analyses for up to
16 compounds can be accomplished within 200
microseconds.

2.1 Description of the Instrument

tube. The repeller plate, the focus grid, and the
second grid are electrically insulated from one
another. The area bound by the second grid, the drift
tube, and the final grid form the field-free drift
region. The electric pulse applied to the repeller
plate is provided by a 300-V fast pulse generator.
The rise time is 3 ns for a 300-V pulse. The pulse
width is 2 /us. The discharge current can be
regulated between 0 and 25 juA.
A dual
microchannel plate detector is used to detect ions as
they exit the flight tube.

In operation, air containing the substance to be
analyzed is drawn into the atmospheric pressure ion
source, where a corona discharge ionizes the
molecules at ambient pressure.
The ions are
adiabatically expanded into a vacuum chamber
through an orifice, forming a supersonic beam
perpendicular to the direction of acceleration. The
internal and kinetic energies of the ions in the beam
are equalized through numerous two-body collisions,
Ions are pulsed from the supersonic ion beam into a
perpendicular field-free drift tube. Since all ions
receive the same energy from the pulse, the specific

The ions produced in the ion source expand
supersonically into the first vacuum compartment
through the nozzle. A small voltage (10-150 V) is
applied to the nozzle to focus the ions toward and
through the skimmer. The supersonic ion beam
expands into the acceleration region between the
repeller plate and the focus grid. The repeller plate
is at ground potential before the pulse. During the
pulse, ions are repelled upward past the focus grid.
They then experience a pull from the second grid
which is used to separate the field-free region from
the ground potential on the focus grid. The second

ions in each pulse travel the length of the drift tube

grid and the drift region are set at approximately -

at velocities dependent on their masses. To a first
approximation, the arrival time of an ion at the
detector is proportional to the square root of its
molecular weight. The instrument is equipped with
a data acquisition system that monitors up to 16
masses simultaneously.

2000 V. After passing the second grid, the ions enter
the field-free drift region. The use of a double
acceleration arrangement before the field-free region
minimizes peak broadening caused by the finite width
of the ion jet. The ions exit the field-free region
through the final grid at the end of the flight tube and
are accelerated toward the microchannel plate

A schematic diagram of the API TOFMS system is
shown in Figure 1. The vacuum chamber is divided

detector.

into two compartments by a skimmer. The chamber
is differentially pumped by a rotary pump and a Hecooled cryogenic pump. The ion source is a corona
discharge needle, which is placed in front of an
orifice called the nozzle. The nozzle separates the
vacuum from the ion source which is at one
atmosphere.
The nozzle and skimmer lead to

2.2 Measurement of Sensitivity and Detectim

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples were introduced into the ion source of the
mass spectrometer by two different methods. The
first approach was to place one gram of TNT into a
balloon and fill the balloon with dry (99.999%)
nitrogen gas. The TNT was allowed to equilibrat
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N2 + e"-- N2 + + 2e7
N2 + 2N2 -# N4 + + N2
N4+ + H120 -o H2 0 + + 2N2
H2O+ + H20 -. H30 + + OH
H 30 + + -H20 + N2 - H30(H 2O) + + N2
H3O(H 20).,: + H20 + N2 -* H30(H2O), + +N 2

for 24 h at 25*C. After the 24-h period it was
assumed that the gas within the balloon was saturated
with TNT vapor. One of two different internal

diameter stainless steel capillaries was inserted into
the balloon.
The diameters of the capillaries
controlled the flows to 100 mL min4 and 400 mL
min". The exit end of the capillary was positioned
one cm from the discharge electrode in the API
source. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2.
Spectra were recorded using a LeCroy 9410 digital
storage oscilloscope. All spectra were recorded as
single, nonaveraged scans, plotted using an HP 7470
plotter. The spectra in Figure 3 show typical results
obtained at two flow rates. These spectra correspond
to 136 and 34 fg of TNT per scan, respectively,

In the positive ion mode, these water cluster ions
play an important role in the production of positive
ions, and the major mechanism is proton transfer:
H30(H 2 0).

+

+ R -. RH(H 20). + + (n - m)H20

This occurs if the proton affinity of the species, R, is
greater than that of H30+(H2O),. More generally,
any sample species in the carrier gas that is a
stronger gas phase base than H30+(H2O). will be
ionized to form RH + wad RH+(H 20).. The final ions
leaving the ion source will have reached equilibrium
and will seldom give fiagment ions. The efficiency
of API can reach 100% for trace species (Carroll et
at., 1981).

The second method of sample introduction used a
thermal and pnuematic nebulizer as shown in Figure
4. The nebulizer was constructed from a stainless
steel capillary which was heated to 20°C at the exit
end by a 50-W heater. The other end was connected
to a tee. Dry nitrogen gas was introduced into the
tee perpendicular to the stainless steel capillary. A
7
0-pm i.d. fused-silica capillary was inserted into the
opposite side of the tee and through the entire length
of the stainless steel capillary. The exit end of the
fused-silica capillary extended 0.5 mn past the end of
the stainless steel capillary. The frout end of the

Negative ionization proceeds
attachment:
RX + e7

-

through

electron

R + X"

capillary was connected to a I-LL loop inector. A

The dominant reactive ions for negative ionization in

syringe pump was used to deliver acetone to the
injector at a flow rate of 2 ;tL min". Standard
solutions of TNT in acetone were injected into the
acetone stream and single-shot spectra were collected
using the digital storage oscilloscope.

ambient air are the "uperoxide' O'2 and its
monohydrated adduct, O'(HO).
The electron
affinity of O, is only 0.44 eV, and thus it can
undergo ctarge transfer with compounds of higher
electron affinity. However, proton transfer reaction

occur mor ofte than a
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 AtmWohi

rure

transfer reactons in the

negative Ion mode

Ionization

RH + M" -*MH + RW
The & ion has a proto affinity of 350 kel mol 4
(IS.2 eV) ad will accept ptoms from acdi whooe
,
poadsnaoos have lower proton affinities.

Atmospheric pressure ionization (essentially
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization, l) is
operated with the source chamber at atmospheric
pressure. The API source uses either a "Ni P-source
that emits electrons in the energy range of several
KeY, or a corona discharge.
An API source
produces ions through ion-molecule reactions (Carroll
et al., 1981; Good et al., 1970; Kebarle and Hogg,
196S; Shahin, 1966); Siegel and Fite, 1976). As iu
Cl, ionization is initiated by the productioa of ions of
the most abundant species, in this case. nitrogen gas.
Eventually, as shown below, water clstr is are
formed:

Since an API source operates at atmospheic
pressure, it is most suitable for direct air moitong.
Air is drawn into the ion soue at a very high flow
rate (>2 mL mia*') to prevent molecules fom
adsobing onto the chabe
and to reduc any
meaory effects.
3.2 Timekn

44gh Maw Spectreadry

Tims-ofigh mesa apecirmey has bee described
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previously (Price, 1984; Sin et al., 1991; Wiley,
1955).
In a TOFMS, charged masses separate
according to the times needed for them to reach the

molecules move around, they may collide with the
probe of an explosives detector. An explosive can
only be detected if there are enough collisions with

electron multiplier. Assuming that singly charged

the detector to trigger a response. The number of

ions are formed, and that they attain equal kinetic

collisions is proportional to the number of molecules,

energies after they leave the acceleration region, the

which is, in turn, proportional to the vapor pressure.

flight time, T, of each is proportional to the square
root of its mass, M. The flight time car. be
approximately calculated by the following equation

Unfortunately, most solid explosives have extremely
low vapor pressures (St. John, 1975). Furthermore,
the actual concentration of vapor in the atmosphere of
an enclosure depends strongly on factors such as air
flow and on the hindering effect a container holding
the explosive may have on the vapor molecules
leaving the container. These concentrations are
usually only a very small fraction of the actual vapor
pressure. It is likely in a real situation that the vapor
will be concentrated near its source and localized in
other areas that are determined by air circulation.

T-

L

[M
2eV

112

where L is the length of the field-free drift region,
and V is the total potential drop across the
acceleration region.
An important parameter for this instrument is the
maximum detectable m/z value. Since there is a
horizontal velocity component for the ions going up
the drift tube, larger ions may hit the wall before
they are detected. Table I shows the flight times of
different m/z
ratios and their horizontal
displacements. These values were calculated with an
acceleration potential gain of 2100 V. Also, in the
acceleratioti region, the width of the electric repelling
pulse determines the limit for m/z ratio of the ion that
can pass the focus grid. Table 2 shows the ion
residence times within the region between the repeller
plate and the focus grid, and the corresponding
horizontal displacements for tons of different sizes.
An electric pulse that lasts longer than the residence
time is needed to de.ect the corresponding ions. The
displacement within the acceleration region is less
than 10% of the total displacement. The total
displacement for a mass of 5,000 amu is about 2.5
cm. Thus, the problem of horiamtal displacement is
easily solved by using a flight tube of larger diameter
(e.g., 6 cm). On the other hnnd, longer pulse width
or higher pulse voltogc is needed to move tons of
higher masses acros tho gap between the repeller
ph and focus grid.

The TOFMS is a mass-sensitive detector as opposed
to a concentration-sensitive detector. This means that
the response of the instrument is a function of the
mass of the nalyte that flows through the instrument
per unit time. For a mass-sensitive detector, the
detection limit is the minimum mass flow rate of
analyte that elicits a measurable response from the
detector. Different detection limits can be obtained
by increasing or decreasing the velocity of air
pumped through the detector. If the mass flow
through the instrument is increased, the detection
limit is improved. For a concentration-sensitive
vapor detector, the detection limit is the minimum
concentration of analyte in the gas flow into the
detector that elicits a measurable response from the
detector.
For comparisons of different vapor
detectors, a better measurement of detection is the
minimum detectable quantity. This is the minimum
amount of analyte that elicits a measurable response
from the detector. This measurement characterzes
ihe instrument itself. It places all vapor detectors on
the same basis, whether they are mas-seasitive or
coacemration-sensitive, or whether the sample is
prncwrvtrated or taken directly from the ambient
air.

3.3 Condilton Affecti* SewIvity Muswuaent
All tubstarn4s eml vapor molecules at any
temperate above ibsoltte zero. At some point in
time, equilihritm is nached in which the number of
molecule being emited from the substance is equal
to the numl'kr being re-Absoed by the substawe.
Given ewogb time, vapor molecules eventually
equilibrate thrughout the endosure to a vapor
psue
that is ch-mncteristic of the suboance and

depedend

the tepeaue.

3.4 Factm Aflectoig Dtector Sensitivity
Due to its high sesitivity for trace components. API
has become an important ionization method in man
spectrometry. The ionization efficiency of API is
two to three orders of magnitude greater than other
forms of ionization. For trace spocies, the ionization
effciency can approesh 100% (Carroll eA a4. 1981).

As these vapor
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The use of a perpendicular supersonic ion beam in a
TOFMS provides more sensitivity than an axial
In an on-axis
configuration (Sin, et al. 1991).
arrangement, ion pulses can only be produced by
deflecting the ion beam. Since the ion peak width
depends on the "on* time during which ions are
allowed to pass, very narrow pulses are needed to
maintain a reasonable mass resolution. These narrow
pulses result in a very low duty cycle of less than
0.2%. In a perpendicular configuration, however,
the ion peak width is determined by the rise-time of
the repelling pulse rather than the actual pulse *on*
time. When the electric pulse reaches its maximum,
no additional ions can be admitted into the
acceleration region. The ions subsequently pulsed
into the drift region are those already inside the
acceleration region. Thus, the ion packet width is
only determined by how fast the repelling plate is
brought to its maximum potential. Therefore, the
electric pulse can be as long as needed to maximize
the number of ions entering the drift tube. If the ion
beam velocity, the width of the grid, and the pulsing
frequency are represented by v, d, and f,
respectively, then the duty cycle is f x d/v.

A calibration plot of TNT at three levels in triplicate
was generated. The three data points represent 33 fg,
330 fg, and 3.3 pg of TNT for each spectrum squired
(Figure 6). The sensitivity for TNT was determined
to be 3.5 x 10. mV fg", and the minimum detectable
quantity was 10 fg of TNT at a signal to noise ratio
of 3.
3.5 Factors Affecting Detector Selectivity
The API source produces a supersonic ion beam,
because the ions are formed at one atmosphere and
adiabatically expanded into the vacuum chamber
through an orifice. Since the diameter of the orifice
is much greater than the mean free path of the gas
molecules, numerous two-body collisions occur and
energy transfer is facilitated. Both the translational
and internal energies (kinetic energy) are transferred
into a directed mass flow. Any molecules or ions
seeded in this gas jet experience a similar effect. If
the pressure downstream is low enough to prevent the
formation of a shock wave, ions and molecules in this
supersonic beam eventually travel at similar
velocities. The energy and velocity distribution is
narrowed, and the mass resolution is greatly
improved.

The beam velocity is about 3 x 10 cm s" . If the
maximum frequency (i.e., 6 kHz) is used, the duty
cycle of the system is about 50%. It should be noted
that this frequency can still be used for an ion of
5,000 amu, because the flight time is only 76 ps.
Allowing for a 50% ion loss to the grids and walls
during the flight time, the overall efficiency is 25 %,
which is much higher than those obtained from on-

Historically, TOFMS has been limited by its low
resolution (about 300). The innovative feature of the
TOFMS reported here is the use of a supersonic ion
beam at right angles to the flight tube. As a resllt of
superonic expansion, the initial energy spread of the
ions is minimized and the mas resolution is

axis TOFMS configurations and quadrupole mass

improved to more than 500, comparable to current

spectrometers (Sin et a,, 1991).

quadrupole mass spectrometers. Since this technique

does not use a reflectron or an electrostatic sector to
The main reason for the high throughput of this

focus the ion energy, sensitivity is not compromised.

instrument is that in a perpendicular arangement,

Ions are pulsed from the mupermaic ion beam into a

ions within the acceleration region are simultaneously
pulsed into the drift tube. This isdepicted in Figure
5, which compares the two different ways of creating
ion pulses. In the axial orientation, ions enter the
drift region sequentially, whereas in the perpendicular
orientation, all ions along the repeller plate are
introduced at the same time.

perpendicular flight tube. The mass resolutiou of a
TOFMS is influenced by the temporal width of the
ion packets produced by the pulse. The spatial
differences ad initial kinetic energy qread of the
ions being pulsed from the source contribute to the
peak widths. since all of the ions do not star
moving toward the drift region from the same
position at the start of each pulse, a spatial
distribution results. A double field acceleration
region is used to compensate for the spatial
differences. Another advantage of having the flight
tube perpendicular to the ion beam is that the energy
spread eliminated in the direction perpendicular to the
drift tube.

The open configuration of a TOFMS enhances
senWtivity due to its high tranusmission efficiency
(Glish et al., 1987). Unlike a quadrupole, whose ion
tnumaisvon efficiency decreases for heavier ions
(Watson, 1985), a TOFMS has an unlimited mass
rtange (provided the heaviest ions arrive t the

detector before the nat pulse begins).
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resolution. For example, the potential applied to the
nozzle may add energy spread to the ion beam.
Because the pessure in the first chamber is quite
high (0.5 - 1.0 torr), the additional energy spread is
less likely to be observed due to cooling through twobody collisions. This potential field is necessary to
focus the ions into the skimmer. If the applied
potential is less than 10 V, no ion peaks are
observed,
Other important factors include the
homogeneity of the accelerating fields, the flatness of
the grids, and the overall alignment of the flight tube.

A complete mass spectrum can be acquired in less
than 200 microseconds.
4.3 Selectivity
This system has a resolving power of 500 at 450
amu. For example, it can distinguish a compound of
mass 450 from a compound of mass 451. Unlike
most mass spectrometers, there is no tradeoff
between sensitivity and resolution since the resolution
is defined by the supersonic expansion and not by the

3.6 Factors Affecting Speed of Analysis

instrumentation.

In a TOFMS, ions are separa'-,d in space in the fieldfree drift region, allowing them to exit and hit the
detector at different times. To a first approximation,
the arrival time of an ion is proportional to the square
root of its molecular weight. TOFMS is unique in
that it can produce a complete mass spectrum in less
than 200 microseconds.

4.4 Simplicity

An important characteristic of API is its "soft"
ionization nature; usually, the majority of ions
produced are molecular *ons. This performance
makes API very suitable for environmental
monitoring since the target compounds can be easily
identified by their molecular masses without going
through tedious mass spectral matching. Other forms
of ionization used in mass spectrometry are more
energetic and produce a high percentage of fragment
ions. Because of little fragmentation interference,

4.5 Range of Compounds Detected

API can be used for direct analysis of complex
samples without pretreatment of the sample,

The API/TOFMS instrument can be easily moved or
transported. It can be mounted in a vehicle. There
are few moving parts, and the only moving voltage is
the pulsing voltage. -here are very few restrictive
environmental requirements.

The TOFMS is the simplest type of mass
spectrometer and requires very little optimization
compared to other mass spectrometers. Simplicity of
design also means less downtime and less
maintenance.

This system can detect a broad range of compounds,
including non-nitro-containing explosives and
flammable liquid explosive fillers, as well as nitroorganic explosives. Illegal drugs can also be detected
at the same time.
4.6 Robustness

4. SUMWARY
A high-sensitivity, high-speed API TOFMS system
has been ueveloped for explosives vapor detection.
The advantages of this system include:
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Table 1. Calculated flight times and horizontal displacements for ions of different m/z ratios".
Flight
m/z

100
250
1,000
2,000
5,000

Time (us)

10.8
17.0
34.0
48.1
76.0

Horizontal
Displacement (mm)

2.0
5.1
10.2
14.4
22.8

"The horizontal velocity was 3 x 10' cm s'. Total acceleration voltage was 2,100 V. The flight tube length was
60 cm.
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Table 2. Calculated residence times and horizontal displacements for ions of different m/z ratios in the acceleration
region between the repeller plate and focus grid'.

m/z
100
250
1,000
2,000
5,000

Residence
Time (us)

Horizontal
Displpcement (mm)

1.0
1.6
3.2
4.4
7.0

0.3
0.5
1.0
1.3
2.1

'A pulse voltage of 300 V was used.
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AND COLLECTION SYSTEMS FOR USE WITH THE
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IONIZATION
TIME-OF-FLIGHT MASS SPECTROMETER
M. Marx Hintze
Byron L. Hansen
Scientech, Inc.
Dr. Russell L. Heath

Consultant

1. INTRODUCTION

2. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This paper is a companion document to the
Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Time-of-Flight Mass
Spectrometer (API TOFMS) presentation (Lee, et a.,
1992). Two significant technical challenges related
to design and implementation of vapor collection
systems are addressed. They are: a. Freeing
deposited or trapped explosive material particles or
vapor; and b. Transportation of sample specimen
from the pickup point to the detector.

The collection system, which includes the sample
acquisition through the purging of preconcentration
media, must be separated from the detection system
for discussion or specification purposes.
The detector system, an API TOFMS, is an
instrument which detects and distinguishes
compounds by mass (Sin, et a., 1990).
Explosive compounds gathered by a vapor must be
swept from the air or near evussion sources, such as
luggage, people or dislodged by agitation/vacuuming.

Addressed in this dissertation will be both hand-held
collection and air shower booth accumulation.

The hypothetical, unofficial specification for deteciing
a 1.0 f4 or less sample does not equate or relate to a
dispersed explosive vapor air mixture (ppq).

Detection of low concentrations of explosive material,
(one femptogram (fg) or less range), is now a
technical accomplishment (Lee, "L., 1992). These
low trace quantities can be missed, lost, absorbed,
diluted below recognition, or destroyed !n the
collection system.

The collector system can deliver a certain weight of
sample to the detector after combing it from the area,
item or person in question. Patameters of imporaz.i
ae air flow rates, collector efficiency, media
desoplion efficiency and overall promwing time
required.
Detection procesing time, after the
collection system purges the media, is not a problem
since the API TOFMS can display t spectrum in
micro seonds (Lee, gLUt, 1992).

In nature, the collection systems of the blood hound
and polar bear have carefully positioned detectors at
the point of pickup, which is just inside the nostril
openings. An ideal man-made system would employ
the detector also at the opening or adjacent to the
orifice in which the vapor sample first passes. The
design methods for a man-made collection system
which would satisfy a one fg sensidvity am complex
and employ components that are not readily

3, HAND-iELD (AIR-SUCTION)
COLLECTION

miniaturizM or packaged at the sample intake orifice,
In theory, hand-held sample collection offers the be.t
chame for succes since it closely follows nature by
oe to the vapor surce.
placing a plettor
Implementation of hand-held colloction has several
inherent coaflicts or trtdeoffs. For instance, if a

Therefore, preoacentration is required accompanied
with secondary injection to the detector.
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high vacuum, large air-volume is employed, the

collected in the booth wtit respect to the air loss due

suspect vapors or particles will be removed
satisfactorily, but would deteriorate from dilution and
preconcentration uncertainty which would make
detection difficult. A low vacuum, small air-volume,
on the other hand, reduces the probability of
dislodging any substances at all, and again makes
detection unlikely. Assuming that an optimum
vacuum/air-flow can be attained, any significant
distance for a one (1.0) fg or less sample to travel,
from pickup point to detector, will present a risk of
reduction or even loss due to adherence, or
absorption.

to natural walk-through pumping of the transiting
individuals. Storage/purge efficiency or desorption
of the preconcentration media is of prime importance.
Budgeting the losses and efficiencies might have the
following profiles: a. 50% for air collected vs air
lost to the walk-through pumping; b. 50% for
sample collected to sample actually deposited on the
preconcentration media, and c.
80% for
storage/purge efficiency to the detector. With these
losses in mind, a one (1.0) fg sample at the detector
translates to five (5) emitted or off-gassed or
otherwise acquired during the booth transit. Booth
collection is fraught with problems. A dynamic model
of all components is needed to finalize the design or
demonstrate theoretical feasibility.

With these constraints, it is state-of-the-art to collect
and preconcentrato adjacent to the pickup point. A
two-step process, collect and purge, is required to
present the sample at the detector.

5. SUMMARY

Some added enhwement can be accomplished with
the pickup head, the media for preconcentration
storage and the purge/sample retmval technique. Six
,diJ'e pickup-head design cotfiguration concepts
for enhancing sample collection are postulated (See
Figure 1). They are:
1, regular inlet flow
employing no improvements, 2. inert gas hydraulic
stimulus positioned at the nozzle tip; 3. ultrasonic
emaission at the tip; 4. low frequency Ft*W, air piston
at the tip; 5. rotating beaters or flails at tho tip: and
6. infrared radiation emitted from the tip. Hand-held
collection is already implemented in certain
commercial vapor collection systems ad promises to
be one of the most effective meshods, of gatheriag

Vapor detection, by definition, is dependent upon
sample mass quantity being delivered to the detector.
At a one (1.0) ppq density of TNT vapor, the air
volume quantity containing one (1.0) fg would be
approxinm-ely 108 ml.
Noting the gross
inefficiencies !,ud uncertainties of mixing and
sampling in an Air Shower (Booth), significant
challenges exist for that method of credible vapor
detection. Hand-held acquisition (vacuuming) follows
nature the closest by placing a pedo-detector next
to the source, Air sampling of a large arm by
sweeping with adequate time to collect and
preconcentrate from large air volumes is fesble.
Finally, it is generally recognized that the challenge

trace amounts of e plosive vinimods.

of detecting vapors is real mad attainable. The biggw
r
quetion is: what is the specification

Waid
Its

respective bNrakdows puts for vao daectim?
4. AM.-SHOWER (OOTH)
COLLECTION

REFERENCES

Booth or walk-iwgh collection mut take into
consideration an "air-echange sweep. conentrtion
to a point, media t=mporay sample retention, and
purge to the detector. ImoXsig an abitrary time of

H. 0. Lee, E. D. Lee, and M. L Lee,
Pressure lonization ..Time-of-Plight Mass
Sgtrome .-for __Real-Ti m E losives Vauor
D,
Thea proceedings, 1992.

six (6.0) SeConds per pe.-IM and atuamhig a
conventional booth of approxinately two hundred
(200) cubic fee with a walk-tbrough transit time of
three (3) seconds, an air howertremoval period of
three (3) saconds, design critetia for the colection
system aw be fonnutated. One important trade-off
will be the air-velocity at the collection media. For
a thme (3) inch diameter media, the air velocity for
the above criteria, would be twice the speed of sound

C, H. Sin. E, D. Lee. ad M. L. Lee,
Pressure Ionization. Time-of-Fliaht. Masa
Se rM et with SJa
mc tnop
1990.

through the pteconcentmsioai. This ib. of course,
unceptae. Another onsidenAtim 'a th air
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DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES MATERAL
ON SINGLE MICROPARTICLES
W. B. Whitten, J. M. Dae, and J. M. Ramsey
Analytical Chemistry Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6142

1. INTRODUCTION

Our initial experiments have been performed on
falling microparticles rather than levitated particles to
eliminate voltage switching requirements when
changing from particle to ion trapping modes. Such
experiments have also been reported by Sinha (Sinha,
1984) and by McKeown et &I.(McKeown 1991).

Some of the explosive materials with very low vapor
pressure such as RDX or PETN are most likely to be
encountered either as solids or adsorbed on solids.
We are de eioping - new technique for the chemical
charcterization of explosives-beating microparticles
based upon the use of electrodynamic traps. The
eletroAynamic trap as achieved widespread use in
the mars spectrometry community in twe fcrm of the
ion trap mass spectrometer or quadrupole ion trap
(March, 1989).
Small macroscopic particles
(tnicroparticles) can be confined cr levitated within
the electrode structure of a three-dimesional
quadrup'1e electrodynazmic trap in the same way as
fundmental charges or molecular ions by using a
combination of ac and dc potentials (Wuerker, 1959).
Our concept is to use the same electrode struce to
perform both microparticte levitation and ion
trapping/man analysis. The microparticle will first
be trapped and spatially stabilized within the trap for
characterization by optical probes, i.e., absoqion,
fluortence, or Rammn spectrospy. (We have
previously shown that such spectroecopic probes cn
be extremely sensitive, e.g., a detection limit of one

2. THE EXPERIMENTS
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of our current
Apparatus for performing these experiments. The ion
trapping device is a modified Finnigan MAT Model
800 Ion Trap Detector (ITD).
The trapping
electrodes were removed from the ITD vacuum
chamber and placed in a 6-inch cube with the
rotational symmeby axis of the trap oriented
vc:tically. The cube is attached to a 4-ich oil
diffusion pump. ThU rf voltage from the ITD was
rettah to the rint electrode by extending the
transfomr tap wire to a high-voltae vacuum feedthmgh mounted on one of the side ports tad
retwiing the transform for eonwace. The ITD
was operted with ominalDly I CrM of He bfhe
gu as usual. IU ion le assembly wnoally used
for electro-mpuct ionization wa roved from the

molecule of Rhodainc60 has been detmined in
the case of fluorescne spectboscopy (White,

top end tap and a paticle dropping device wo
installed. The paticl dropper consisted of a flanel-

1991.)
After the particle has been optically
chaterized, it is further charat zed using mas
qopctometry. lows am generated from the partice
surface using laser tblation or deuorption. Ih
daacteri"sic of the applied voltages ae changed to
trap the ions formed by the laer with the Woas
stbquently mias anlyzed. The work described
here focuse on the ability to perform laer

shaped conainer with a 45*pm spout. A 300-pim
wire ac
to a 6-mm rod nor ally tat in the
spout. The rod exits the vwcuum chambet througb an
o-sing sealed fitting. Prticle of Wn* a plaed
in the coatain and dispemed by moving the wire
attached to the rod. The
r three side pots wee
fitted with 6-inch pyrex windows while the bottom
port was covered with a flo nmott with the

desorption expctimm on microparticle contained

channet

within the im tp. Laser desotption has previously
been demoaed in ion trap devices by applying the
sample to a probe whicbs inserte o as to place the

besm is focusd into t trap thro
the windows
ad opposing 3-mm boles drilled in the rig
electrode. The HeNe besa is positioned - I m

samle at te suace of the ring electne (Hellt.

above the center of the tap. The scowd bow Yc

1989, Ulish, 1989).

la

placem

Our technique requires the

of a micopticle in the cener of the trap.

ele

multiplier. ASi-mW HeNe law

radiation from a plsd Nd:YAO laer (at-

Pay DCR-2A) propasaes in the oppostle direction
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through the trap and is focused by a 1-rn lens at the
trap center.

the Nd:YAG laser. The intact cation peak is
observed at m/z 339. Peaks were also observed that
correspond to loss of 2 benzene units and loss of 3
phenyl groups at 183 and 105 m/z respectively. The
loss of a single phenyl group results in an odd
electron ion and is occasionally observed at low
abundance. This mass spectrum is representative of
the better spec tra observed. Spectra of this quality
are observed with - 50 % of the particles. The other
50% of the experiments are either of low ion yield
due to poor overlap of the Nd:YAG laser beam with
the particle or too high an ion yield resulting in poor
mass resolution ftom space charge effects in the ion
trap. The minimum particle loading that was tried
corresponded to 133 femtomoles or 8 x 1010
molecules on a 125-Am SiC particle.

Collection of a laser desorption mass spectrum
requires synchronization of the N0:YAG laser with
the falling particle and the ITD. The ITD runs
continuously through its normal scan sequence of
trapping and mass-selective particle eject'on. The
ITD can have a trapping-mode duty cycle of - 40 %
if appropriate scan settings are used. When pardcles
are dropped they pass through the HeNe probe beam
scattering light that is detected by the photodiode.
The photodiode signal is converted to T'L, then
ANDed with the electron gate signal from the lTD.
If a light scattering signal is detected when the ITD
is in the trapping mode, the Nd:YAG laser is fired
after an adjustable delay time. The laser trigger
delay allows for the spatial displacement between the
HeNe and Nd:YAG beams. Particles can be reliably
illuminated with the 10-ns pulse from the Nd:YAG
laser after proper alignment,

In addition to the above coated SiC particles,
uncoated particles of SiC, Fe, and Nb were also
investigated. The uncoated SiC particles yielded Na
and K ions presumably due to surface contamination.
No ions were observed that would be associated with
SiC even at intensities of 100 W/cm2. The iron and
niobium particles required slightly higher energies (3mJ/pulse) to yield ions as would be expected. The
iron spectra included the iron isotopes in addition to
showing a copper impurity. The Nb spectra also
indicated some iron contamination.

Silicon carbid, particles (nominal 12 5-sm diameter)
coated with various materials were used in our initial
studies.
Particles were coated with various
quaternary ammonium or phosphonium salts or with
TNT by dissolving the analyte (in methanol for the
quaternary salts, toluene for TNT), combining with
a given mass of particles and evaporating the solvent.
Compounds investigated include besides TNT,
trimethylphenylammonium chloride, triethylphenylammonium iodide, tetrabutylammonium iodide,
and tetraphenylphosphonium bromide.
All
experiments were performed with pulse energies of
f lmJ (10" W/cm 2) except where noted. Ions were
reliably produced from dropped particles with yield
correlating with the intensity of the 532-nm light
scattered by the particle as detected by the
photodiode. The quality of the mass spec;tra varied
primarily due to what appears to be space charge
effects. Mass spectra of the quaternary ammonium
or phosphonium salts all produced intact cations and
expected fragment ions. The mass spectra compare
favorably with those of Glish et al. (Glish, 1989) and
SIMS data on the same particles. The mass spectrum
of TNT was obtained by detecting negative ions with
a supplementary conversion dynode biased at + 3000
V. The spectrum was in good agreement with results
obtained by chemical ionization in the ion trap
(McLuckey, 1987).

3. CONCLUSION
Improvements in the cur.ent apparatus promise to
yielu good sensitivity for materials on the surface of
microparticles.
Submonolayer sensitivities have
already been achieved.
Excess ion production
leading to space charge effects in the trap is currently
more of a problem than lack of signal. Combining
particle levitation with ion trapping may allow
multiple desorption experiments to be performed on
a single particle and thus permit signal averaging.
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Figure 2 .hows a mass spectrum toi a single SiC
particle c(ated with tetraphenylphosphonium bromide
irradiated with a single pulse of 532-nm radiation for
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TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR
EXPLOSIVES VAPOR DETECTION
G.L. Glish, S.A. McLuckey, B.C. Grant, and H.S. McKown
Analytical Chemistry Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric sampling glow discharge ionization
(ASGDI) has been shown to be a highly sensitive ion
source for the detection of explosive compounds in
air (1,2). We first interfaced this ion source with a
home-built quadrupole/time-of-flight (QT) instrument
(3). A second MS/MS instrument, a Finnigan ion
trap mass spectrometer (ITMS), was then modified
extensively to adapt the ASGDI source (4). We have
recently interfaced an ASGDI source with a Finnigan
TSQ 700 tandem quadrupole instrument. Part of the
rationale behind this work was to adapt ASGDI in a
very simple and inexpensive manner to a widely
available state-of-the-art tandem mass spectrometer.
The purposes of this paper are to describe the
modification to the TSQ 700 and to show illustrative
data obtained with the ASGDI/TSQ 700 combination.
To provide a context for the TSQ 700 results we also
present data acquired with equal analyte levels with
the two other tandem mass spectrometers.
2. TSQ 700 MODIFICATION
An ASGDI ion source geometry was designed that
would adapt directly to the TSQ 700 ionization region
vacuum manifold. A side-view schematic of the
ASGDI source as it is positioned in relation to the
TSQ 700 ion source lens stack is shown in Figure 1
(vacuum manifold not shown). The modifications to
the TSQ 700 include:
Removal of the normal El/Cl ion source and
solids probe flange and replacement with the
ASGDI source,
Addition of a I cm tube extension to the first
lens eletment for ion extraction,
Addition of a 10 L/s roughing pump to
evacuate the ASGDI source to 0.8 torr, and

Addition of a DC power supply to provide
the -400 V, 10 mA for the discharge.
3. EXPERIMENTAL
All data shown here were acquired in the negative ion
mode using -350 to -400 V on the cathode (Al of
Figure 1) which results in a discharge current of 4 to
8 mA. Mass spectra were acquired with the TSQ
700 by scanning the second quadrupole. Various
approaches to acquiring MS/MS data were made and
are described with the relevant data. Samples were
admitted either as room temperature head space
vapors or by placing a few crystals in a capillary tube
and placing the capillary in a heated quartz tube
leading to the inlet aperture of the ASGDI source.
Details of the procedure for acquiring data with the
QT and ITMS have been described (3,4).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have focussed our attention on the negative ion
performance of the ASGDI/TSQ 700 system since the
analysis of explosives is most readily performed using
this polarity of ion. Figure 2 shows the background
ASGDI negative ion mass spectrum from laboratory
air. This spectrum shows the normal background
peaks ordinarily observed with the ASGDI sources on
the other instruments. The prominent peak at m/z 46
arises from NO" formed in the ion source from the
oxygen and nitrogen in air.
4.1. Mass Spectra of Explosives
Figure 3 shows negative ion mass spectra of several
explosives of interest, obtained with the ASGDI/TSQ
700.
They include TNT and the commonly
encountered plastic explosives PETN and RDX.
These mass spectra are virtually identical to those
obtained on the other instruments. TNT, for
example, gives the molecular anion almost
exclusively whereas the plastic explosives yield

fragment ions as the base peaks in the spectra. The
high mass ion used for MS/MS identification of RDX

operating modes. In all cases an equal and constant
flux of TNT was admitted into the instrument

appears at m/z 176 and corresponds to the loss of a

(maximum concentration estimated to be I ppb) and

nitro group from the molecular anion. The high mass

data were

ion used for PETN identification appears at m/z 240

normalized the analyte quantity sampled by each

and corresponds to the loss of CH2ONO2 from the

instrument.

molecular anion.

"signal/background* for each experiment was taken

collected
A

for two seconds.
quantitative

measure

This
of

as the analyte signal (minus background signal)
divided by three times the standard deviation of the
background signal. For the beam-type instruments,
the NO" product ion was used as the analyte signal
whereas the product ion at m/z 210 was used for the
ITMS data.

4.2. MS/MS Spectra of Explosives
Figures 4-6 provide the MS/MS spectra acquired for
each of the three explosives from each of the three
ASGDI/tandem mass spectrometers. Although the
mass spectra acquired from the three instruments are
similar, the MS/MS spectra show some significant
qualitative dfferences due to differences in analyzers
and collisional activation conditions. Collisional
activation conditions are similar for the TSQ 700 and

Table I summarizes the 'signal/background" results
acquired under various MS/MS operating modes.
The various operating modes establish compromises
between signal/background and specificity via the

the QT but the analyzers (MS II) differ (Q vs. T).
Of particular note is the inferior resolution provided

normal trade-offs between resolution and
transmission, duty cycle and scan length, etc. The

by the QT. The collisional activation conditions
provided by the ion trap differ significantly from
those of the TSQ 700 and the QT. Similar high mass
product ions are observed but very little NO,,, which
constitutes the most abundant product under some
conditions in the beam-type instruments, is observed
in the ITMS.

most direct comparison to evaluate signal/background
at equal specificity comes from the data acquired with
MS I resolution > 400 and MS II resolution
maximized. For the TSQ 700 and the ITMS, MS II
resolving powers are comparable. However, the
resolution of MS II of the QT is at least an order of
magnitude lower. The TSQ 700 provides slightly
better signal/background than does the QT and with
much superior specificity. The ITMS, however,
provides roughly an order of magnitude greater
signal/background with specificity at least as good as
that of the TSQ 700. At the cost of specificity,
however, the beam-type instruments can come closer
to the performance of the ITMS. This is apparent in
the numbers obtained using various forms of parent
ion resolution degradation, including the targeted
product ion mode. The TSQ 700 can approach the
performance of the ITMS in the targted product ion
mode with a narrow scan (to improve duty cycle)
over the m/z 46 product ion.
An analogous
procedure is not available for the QT.

4.3. Energy Resolved Mass Spectrometry of TNT
MS/MS spectra are, of course, dependent upon a
number of conditions. From the analytical point of
view, it is sometimes desirable to maximize the
charge in particular product ions. Such a situation is
usually desirable for the "targeted product ion' mode
of operation (5). In this mode, the first quadrupole
is operated as a high pass filter (e.g., passing only
ions of m/z > 150) and scanning the second analyzer
to detect any product ions characteristic of a
compound class. The product ions NO 2 and NO',
for example, are characteristic of nitroaromatics and
nitrate esters, respectively. It is therefore desirable
to maximize NO2" from the MS/MS of M of TNT
for application of the targeted product mode of
operation. Figure 7 shows an ERMS plot acquired
with 20% parent ion beam attenuation. Under these
conditions, laboratory collision energies of about 40
oV constitute the best compromise between
transmission and NO" production.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The TSQ 700 can be fitted with an ASODI source
simply and with minimal expense (hardware costs
< $10k). This preliminary ASGDI/TSQ 700 data
indicates that this instrument provides performance
superior to that of the QT instrument both in terms of
specificity and signal/background (which should
translate to lower limits of detection).
The
ASGDI/ITMS currently provides the best
performance of the three instruments in terms of
specificity and signal/background.
However, at

4.4. Comparison of MS/MS Performance
The performances of the three ASODI/tandem mass
spectrometers were compared under different MS/MS
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degraded specificity the ASGDI/TSQ 700 can provide
signal/background
performance in MS/MS
comparable to that of the ASGDI/ITMS.
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Table 1. Comparison of various MS/MS operating modes for three different instruments

MS/MS "Signai/ackground"'

OPERATIONAL MODES

MS I

MSLH

1Q700

mI,&m>400

m/A&m>400, Full Scan

30

mle&m>400

mI,&m-50, Full Scan

RF only,

m/,&m>400, Full Scan

QT

1Tms

-200

-20

75

-

mlz> 180
RF only,

rn/,m-5O, Full Scan

-75

mlz> 180
RF only,
m/Z> 180

m/A&m>400, Narrow
Scan

645

150

-

0.800 Torr

Extension to
Lens 1-1

To I0 s puMP
Aperture plate
A1-400v

O

To 10 Us pump
Lens Stack
1-1 to 1.3

TSQ 700

ASGDI SOURCE

Figure 1
Schematic drawing showing the coupling of the ASGDI source to the TSQ 700.
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Figure 2
ASGDI/TSQ 700 background mass spectrum.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric pressure ionization (API) is presently
widely used in trace residue detection equipment,
including the British Aerospace/SCIEX CONDOR
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) system, and the
Banringer lonscan ion mobility spectrometer (IMS)
[Danylewych-May, 1991]. Soth these devices modify
the normal API reaction mechanisms by adding
chemical reagents to incesace the potential of
detecting explosives.
Ionization at atmospheric pressure is the most
efficient method of ionizing molecules that have the
appropriate chemical features (eg., strong acids,
strong bases, or compounds that are highly
electrophilic). In addition, because of the selective
nature of the ionization process, common potential
background interferences, such as hydrocarbons, do
not form ions undor atmospheric conditions, ad are
thus not observed by techniques that utilize ionization
detectors.
Due to the presence of nitro or nitrate groups, most
explosives are jenerally highly electrophilic,
Electrons are readily attached to the explosive
molecules and are not readily released. The resulting
explosive ion can then be detected. However, in
many instances, the explosive anion decomposes on
ionization to form ions mich as the nitrite or nitrate
anions, both of which can be formed from several
other sourcts. Modifications to the ionization process
can be used to alter the chemistry and provide a more
selective product ion,

observation of one ion under IMS conditions, can
lead to a significant incidence of false alarms. The
ionization process for several explosives can once
again be altered to provide several specific ions
relating to the explosive, and thus increase the-overall
specificity of the IMS detector. A similar technique
could also be implemented in an MS/MS approach to
increase the selectivity to an even higher level.
2. NEGATIVE IONIZATION AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Most devices which form ions at atmospheric
pressure use either a corona discharge, or a
radioactive foil, most often s beta emitter such as
uNi, to initialize the ionization process. Although
thesw techniques utilize significantlydifferent methods
to initialize the ionization process, the general ion
chemistry is identical. Corona discharge systems
operate at much higher ion currents than do the
radioactive systems, but their reaction times are much
shorter. The overall sensitivity of the two approaches
for a particular chemical species is similar, but the
dynamic range of the corona discharge approach is
much broader due to the initial higher concentration
of reagent ions (Siegel, 1979).
Reagent ions ae formed via a fairly complex series
of chemical reactions as illustrated in Figure 1. The
major reagent ion at atmospheric pressure in the
negative ion mode of operation is O; and its
hydrates, O"[H20].. The four pathways for the
ionization of explosives can be summarized as
follows:
2.1 Charge Trater

Since IMS operates comnpletely at atmospheic
pressure, the resolution of the spectrometer is much
lower tan that of mas ipectrometen which operate
under vacuum. Detection schemes based on the

An electron is transferred from the reagent ion to a
molecule with a higher electro affinity (ie., more
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reagents ions for addition nactions (3), and the
intensity of any ions which can be related to the
molecular weight of the explosive is low due to
dissociation reactions such as reaction (4). However,
an additional reagent gas (or gases) can be introduced
to overcome these difficulties.

electrophilic):
(1)

02" + M -. 1k + 0%

The resulting ion, M, has a molecular weight
identical to that of the original molecule. For
example, TNT reacts with the superoxide anion, O
, to form an ion at mass 227, the molecular weight of
TNT.

An ideal reagent ion for the detection of explosives is
the chloride ion, C1"[Thomson, 1980]. It is a very
weak base, corresponding to the complementary very
strong acid, HCI, and does not readily extract protons
from potential interfering compounds in the ambient
air. The chloride radical also has a very high
electronegativity, and thus, the corresponding
chloride ion will not charge transfer to many
compounds found at trace levels in ambient air.

2.2 Proton Trasfer
A proton is transferred from the target molecule to
the reagent ion. The target molecule is considered a
strong acid,
0O"+ M- [M-If +H0

(2)

2

One additional, and highly desirable, feature of the
chloride ion is its ability to form stable clusters, or
addition products with compounds of similar acidity
to HCI [Davidson, 1980]. Clusters are also formed
from molecules that may chelate with the chloride ion
to form a stable addition product. In particular, the
chloride ion forms stable clusters with nitroesters
such as EGDN, NG, or PETN, as well as nitramines
such as RDX and HMX [Tanner, 1983]. The two
stable isotopes of the chloride ion, 35C1 and 37C1" lead
to the formation of cluster ions which are separated
by two mass units. For example, for RDX which has
a molecular weight of 222, two product ions are
formed via chloride addition at masses 257 and 259:

The detected ion, [M-H], would have a molecular
weight one mass lower than the original molecule.
For example, TNT undergoes this reaction to form a
product ion at mass 226.
2.3 Addition or Clustering
A reagent ion, generally NOx- or COx-, clusters with
the target explosive molecule.
NO3 + M -. [M*NOA]

(3)

The resulting ion has a molecular weight equal to the
sum of the reagent ion and the target molecule.
Nitroesters such as EGDN readily undergo such
addition reactions.

35Cl" + RDX .* [M*3CI]"

(m/z= 257)
37CI + RDX -o [M,3OCI] •
(m/z=259)

2.4 Dissociative Charge Transfer
In many instances, a target molecule will dissociate
upon ionization to form a very stable negative anion
such as Cl or NO.

02 + MNO3" - NO +M +

(5)

02

The chloride ion is formed in the CONDOR tandem
mass spectrometer by adding methylene chloride at
fairly high concentrations (hundreds of parts per
million) to form the chloride reagent ion. The high
concentration of chloride is beneficial in reducing the
formation of potential interferences from extraneous
compounds which may be found in the sampling
environment. For example, Figure 2 shows the
spectrum in the mass range of 200 to 260 with and
without the presence of chloride. Although the ions
formed from the butylated hydroxytoluenes (BHT's)
are not direct interferences for any explosives, their
removal in the presences of chloride is indicative of
a wide range of compounds which could potentially
interfere.

(4)

No molecular weight information about the parent ion
is available. Nitroesters and cyclic nitramines, such
as RDX, are highly susceptible to these reactions,
3. CHLORIDE ATTACHMENT REACTIONS
For explosives such as the nitroesters, and cyclic
nitramines, the normal ionization processes described
above are not suitable for use in a reliable explosive
detector. The variation in the composition of traces
in the ambient air, result in ambiguities in the
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The chloride also reduces the inherent baseline

the MS/MS operation of a CONDOR). The true key

chemical noise, as can be noted in Figure 2. Since

to the success of this approach is the fact that the

detection limits are based on signal to noise ratios,
any reduction in chemical noise will lead to more
favorable detection limits.

chloride adducts tend to be covalent rather than
electrostactic clusters. Fragmentation of the parent
results in specific fragments, which relate to the
structure of the target compound, rather thanjust the
original free chloride.

The rapid reaction to form the chloride ion as the
reagent ion, inhibits the dissociative charge transfer
reaction (reaction 4) which would otherwise occur if
O2 were the reagent ion. That is, the very favorable
reaction:
O2" + MCI -C1-

+M + 02

(6)

acts as a scavenger for the O2 and thus minimizes the
probability of reaction (4) occurring. This effect,
coupled with the formation of chloride addition
products for nitroesters and nitramines increases the
formation of specific products ions, as opposed to the
formation of non-specific fragment ions such as the
nitrate ion.
The resulting increase in sensitivity is shown for the
detection of EGDN in Figure 3. The ion intensities
for the normal parent ion formed in via charge
transfer, labelled (a) in the figure, and the chloride
addition product, labelled (b), are monitored with
respect to time. At approximately 0.2 minutes,
EGDN vapor is added to the system and both the

monitored

ions

increase

significantly

over

The fragmentation, or daughter ion, spectrum of the
parent chloride adduct of RDX is shown in Figure 5.
Although this is a fairly simple spectrum, the fact
that a nitrite ion, m/z=46, is forme". is fundamental
to the specificity of the process. Only ions that
*
*
*

undergo chloride addition,
contain a nitrite group, and
have a molecular weight of 222

will give rise to a mass 46 daughter ion from both the
257 (35Cl adduct) and 259 ("C1 adduct) parent ions.
Both these ion pairs are monitored during a normal
screening of samples for the presence of RDX-based
explosives.
A much more dramatic fragmentation spectrum
results from the chloride adducts of HMX, as shown
in Figure 6. A series of daughter ions are observed,
corresponding to the consecutive loss of -CHNK-N0 2
groups, a neutral loss of 74 mass units. It is

interesting to note from the 3 CI and 3"CI spectra,

background. The chloride adduct is formed from

boxes (a) and (b) in Figure 6, that the chloride ion is

residual methylene chloride present in the system. At
0.55 minutes, methylene chloride is introduced into

maintained in the resulting daughter ions, strongly
supporting the formation of a covalently bonded

the system, and the chloride ion adduct increases
substantially over the M"parent. The overall increase
in sensitivity, due to the presence of the chloride ion,
is approximately a factor of 4.

complex. This is such a specific fragmentation
pattern, that it is highly unlikely that there would
ever be a misidentification giving rise to a false
alarm.

A more dramatic effect is shown for RDX in Figure
4. The thermal desorption profile of the chloride
adduct of I ng of RDX is shown in box (a) of the
figure, versus the M, parent in the absence of
chloride ion in box (b) for a similar I ng desorption.
The increase in sensitivity is approximately a factor

S. SUMMARY

of 100. The major product ion for RDX when no

particular, for nitoesters and cyclic nitrmminaes,

chloride is present is mass 46, a totally non-specific
ion.

adding the chloride ion as a reagnt can increase the
detection capability of an ioa-baaed analytical system.
such as the CONDOR MSIMS. by over an order of

4. MS/MS OF CHLORIDE ADDUCTS
Although the formation of chloride adducts is specific
as an ionization process, additional specificity is
achieved by fragmurting the original chloride adduct
parent ion (see (Davidson, 19911 for a description of

Insystems which are dependent upon the fomtion
of ions through chemical processes, great gains in
both sensitivity and selectivity can be achieved
through modifications to the reagent ios,
In

magnitude.
As demonorated by the results preeneted in this
paper, the higher probability of detection is a
combination of higher sensitivity for the formation of
mass-elted parent ions, lower chemical background.

and highly specific fragmentation patterns for the
resulting chloride addition reaction products.
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DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES
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1. INTRODUCTION

and the separation and complete analysis can be

completed within a second or two.
Mass Spectrometry is considared as one of the most
sensitive and selective analytical techniques. Over
the yeaws, it has playeda n ever increasing role in the
detection of explosives, with the major emphasis on
forensic applications [Yinon, 1991). However, the
increasing need for the benefits of mass spectrometry
in combating terrorist activities has led to the
development of commercial products which are
presently in use throughout the world. These benefits
include high sensitivity (det.ction of picogram levels
of exp.osives), high selectivity (ability to detect
explosives in highly complex mAris), and the
potenta for high-speed analysis.

2. HISTORICAL REVIEW
Mass sctrometers were Arst introduced into the
detection of hiddeo explouive field inthe 197Gs as
modified residual gas analyzers [Yinow, 19811. In
general, air was introduced imto the electron immAct
ion source via a membrane. Overall, these systems
were cever considered practical since the sensitivity
was poor (part pr billion) and the selectivity was
martgol since no high resolution f
tion
techniques Wereuse

The major differences between the use of a mass
pectrometer in a forensic application &d the e in
the detection of hidden explosives relates mainly to
the speed of analysis. In t forensic approach, the
major role of the mass etMrometer is to dete
the identity of the explosive which has been Psed in
a clandatn wtvity. Th.4 generally oc
ater the
fact, in an eviden.e gathering tode, a d does no

It.the late 1970's, SCIEX introduced a ras
spectrometne based on the pinhiplt of atmoqeric
pressure ionization (API) [Bucley, 1978). Sumple
could be introduced dircty into the ioniatjion riom
of the mass spectrometer without the complications of
membm . The aensitivity of the SCIEX systM
was .equw (Part per trillion), but it had inhmndy
poor 0ealtivity sicb only o on was fwmnd fr
h eplosive, ad little atructunu infonmaloo woo

require instant feedback.

avalble.

where luggage is bew

r

Howeve, in ntac.
fot
esplosivas at an

Additioal aspmalom tchniqua woo

tequrd

airpot the "tults on ecb salysis mua be valtble
to Uzurity oficials taWOUD aly.
To gain he Weltivity requind fr mos appcations.

The ad%,wt of trplequm pole tadem mss
q*ectwL'Uby (Yo, 979) w10 fmOmil in do
progress of mWs spectometry appuiciou in h8

am eparation technique is geerally added to the
Ma spectrometer. Wbm tiae it " critical, this is

am during the 1980's. SCIEX expedd te
capobility of their sigle MS product by adding he

ofe a ga o liquid chrounWAzog

. However,

,sa.tmfi

power of o aditionl MS ITaimer.

analyas under these sepmtion devim may take up
to 25 minusto or more, a are thus net suite fo
rpid sCre6 appticAtio".

1981]. This system wat soon finar developed with
British Aeroqe &W bo'oduoed as a commerial
product in the Middle Bin in 1986 (&he CONDOR

Tandem

tw Nspect metry (for a review see

C4Atread Detection System). The otitinal system
was directed towa* the deectio' of eXplove aN

McLafferty, 1983l or MS/MS offers the ideal
solution for rpid sceeniag of luggage or cargo for
the pr senct of explosives. In this ca.e, the

drs, in ISO cargo coetainers and in the cargo
compartments of vehicles. Unlike mass qpectromet
system in us else er, the syttem was geated

echnique
,paration
is a uuu spxtrometer itself,

towards operatin by fahity unskilled opmtors.
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Tandem mass spectrometry was also the key
approach followed by other workers in this area, in
particular the group at Oak Ridge [McLuckey, 1988,
1989]. They have investigated the use of a glow

contraband. The most sensitive instrument will not
be able to detect contraband unless the sample is
presented to the analyzer. The present methods used
by the CONDOR are a direct air analysis technique

discharge ion source coupled with MS/MS system

which is appropriate for volatile signatures of

comprised of quadrupole/tinm-of
quadrupoles, and ion traps.

flight,

explosives (generally impurities or by-products of the
manufacturing process), and collection/desorption
techniques which are suitable for the detection of
picogram levels of less volatile vapors (eg,
nitroglycerine and TNT) and particles which have
been left on surfaces during the concealment of the
explosives (eg. RDX and PETN).

triple

The major advances for mass spectrometry in the
1990's will likely be oriented towards lowering the
cost of the systems and minimizing the complexity of
peration. Research and development activities will
likely be aimed towards sampling and collection
techniques, rather that on the mass spectrometer
itself. Reliability and ease-of-use will be critical

The CONDOR sample acquisition equipment is
presently optimized for both methods of sample

acquisition in an air cargo environment. A sampling
probe is fitted with a specially designed brush head

issues to resolve over the next few years.

which in turn is connected to a cartridge housing

which holds the collection medium (presently a "T*shaped device which contains three treated quartz

3. THE CONDOR TANDEM MASS SPECTROM-

ETRY

mesh elements).

Air is drawn through the sampling

The CONDOR system is based on the rapid analysis

probe during the analysis sequence at a rate of 25

of complex samples (for example, air cargo vapors

I/sec.

and residual dust particles) for the presence of trace

collection medium, and explosive vapors and particles

levels of contraband material using atmospheric
pressure chemical ionization (APCI) coupled with
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). The two key
areas which separate it from other methods of
contraband detection are the sample acquisition
network and the method of analysis.
A sample is acquired either by introducing it directly
into the ion source of the mass spectrometer or by
collecting involatiles or particles on a collector
cartridge which is in turn thermally desorbed to
provide a vapor sample for analysis. The ions which

are trapped on the quartz mesh elements. A small
fraction of the air is passed directly into the ion
source region of the MS/MS system where it is
analyzed instantaneously for the presence of volatile
explosive signatures (for example, MNT and EGDN).
The sampling takes place by passing the brush head
directly over all available air cargo surfaces within a
container or on a pallet. For a typical air pallet the
time required to sample all surfaces is about 30
seconds. At the completion of this 30 seconds, the
collection cartridge is removed from the sampling
probe and inserted into a desorption carousel which

are formed from the various items in the sample are

is attached to the ion source of the CONDOR.

first separated according to their molecular weight
using a quadrupole mass filter. To gain structural
information about the selected ions, they are
introduced into a fragmentation region where the
original ions are broken down into a series of specific
fragment ions (or daughter ions). These daughter
ions am then mass analyzed using a second mass

A second method of collecting involatiles and
particles is often used in situations where a suspect
cargo is located at a considerable distance away from
the CONDOR unit. A self-contained hand-held
sampler, complete with an internal battery pack and
air pump, is used by a security officer to sample the

filter. T7e resulting ion stream is then measured

surfaces of the cargo. The collector cartridge, which

using a detector, and the output intensity is fed into
the data system for a comparison with expected
values. The output remlts (pass/fail) are then fed to

is housed in the sampler, is returned to the CONDOR
and thermally desorbed in an identical manner as
described above for samples taken using the internal

a printer and to the tch-screen terminal which acts

CONDOR pump.

All the sampled air passes through the

as the operator interface.
3.2 Sample Analysis

3.1. Swuple Acquitio
The direct air analysis is very straightforward since
all the incoming air is in vapor form. However, the

Sample aoquisition is critical in the detection of
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collected particles and less volatile vapors .oust he
desorbed (vaporized) before the analysis can take
place. The three quartz elements of the collection
cartridge are rotated, in turn, to a desorption
position. In that position, a hot-air blast is used to
vaporize the particles on the mesh and pass the
resulting vapors into the ion source of the system.

fragment to form the same series of daughter ions
(fragments) as RDX. The first quadrupole is tuned to
mass 257, and only ions which have a molecular
weight of 257 are allowed to pass into the
fragmentation region (Q2). The impact of the 257
ions with a collision gas results in the breakup of the
257 parent ion into a series of daughters, for example

35, 46, 129 for the chloride complex of RDX. The
The ionization process occurs at atmospheric
pressure. This eliminates any need for membranes
and/or other transfer methods into an ion source at
lower pressure. The advantages to this technique are
higher sensitivity, higher reliability (minimal
contamination of the vacuum system), higher
specificity of ionization (lower false alarms) and
faster throughput. For explosives such as those based
on RDX, the major ion is a chloride ion complex,
which is formed in the ion source from all the species
available in the incoming sample. All parent ions

second mass analyzer (Q3) is then tuned for the
specific daughter ions of RDX. Only those ions
which start as mass 257 parents and then fragment to
the specific RDX daughter ions reach the detector.

formed in the ionization region are fed into the

detected on the electron multiplier, are fed into a

vacuum chamber of the instrument for separation and
subsequent analysis.

computer for subsequent data analysis.

The total system is under computer control and
several parent/daughter ion pairs can be monitored
simultaneously (in fact the analysis is sequential, but
the cycle time is extremely rapid). The measured
intensities of the various daughter ions, which are
formed from the selected parent ion masses and

3.3 Data Analysis
A schematic diagram of the ion source and mass
spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. A series of

The selection of the proper ion pairs for each

molecules from a sample are brought into the corona
discharge region of the source. Molecules with

explosive species is critical. The daughter ions must
be present at high intensity levels to maximize

certain chemical

characteristics are ionized (as

sensitivity, but they must also be specific to maximize

indicated by the dashed circles). The majority of the
molecules in the air stream (for example
hydrocarbons) are not ionized and are removed from

selectivity (or reduce false alarms). Ideally, the
higher the number of daughter ions monitored for
each explosive of interest, the more selective the

the source via a suction pump. This leads to a first
stage of selectivity in separating out unwanted
potential interfering compounds. The ions which were
formed are then focussed through an atmospheric
pressure to high vacuum interface region into the first
region of the tandem mass spectrometer (QI). In
general, explosives are monitored as negative ions.

analysis. However, the rapid vaporization of the
collected explosive vapors or particles does put
constraints on the number of ion pairs which can be
included in any single desorption of a mesh element.
In general, two or three ion pairs are sufficient to
produce optimum detection criteria.

For several of the explosives, eg. RDX and
nitroesters, a chloride ion is used to 'cluster' with

Detection is based on a comparison of the observed
intensities of all ion pairs versus a threshold value

the explosive and provide a specific complex
[Thomson, 1980]. This increases the selectivity of
the ionization process and increases sensitivity,
The tandem mass spectrometer provides a method of

which is based on background readings.
The
alarms
false
set
to
minimize
threshold is generally
while maximizing the detection of explosives. False
alarm rates vary with the application, but units
presently in the field are oriented towards a 0.1%

rapidly separating parent ions of a particular mass

false alarm rate for a specific contraband item (false

(using the first of two quadrupole mass filters),
fragmenting the selected parent ions (in a collision
chamber) and then separating out specific fragment
ions which are specific to the explosives of interest
using a second mass filter. That is, many other

alarm rates are defined as the number of false
detections versus the number of cargos examined).
For example, although the system has a detection
limit of less than a picogram of RDX when dealing
with pure standards, the thresholds are set to about

compounds have a parent ion of mass 257 (the

ten picograms in normal operations.

chloride complex of RDX), but none are known to
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3.4 An Example Result

The Real-Time Sampler consists of a sampling head,
sampling line, collector and desorption unit, and a
monitor which displays the output analysis results in
a histogram format. The sampling head contains a
rotating brush to maximize the removal of trace
residues for the exterior of baggage or other "tenj.
Rapid air flow through a 20 meter smooth bore
sampling line minimizes particle loss within the jabe
and provides a response time of approximately 1 to 2
seconds.

The thermal desorption profile of one of the early,
but critical, results obtained using the approach
described above, is shown in Figure 2. In 1985,
when this data was obtained, it was believed that all
explosives could be detected using vapor techniques
if instrument sensitivity and sample collection
methods could be improved. A sample of the air in
an automobile trunk was sampled four hours after 2
Kg of a PETN-based explosive (Hydromex) was
placed in the trunk. PETN was readily detected (as
can be seen by the high intensity reading for the two
ion pairs in Figure 2.) after that short incubation
period. This result could not be explained based on
the vapor pressure of PETN, and indicated that some
trace particles of PETN must have been collected as
opposed to vapors. Further testing supported this
hypothesis, and sampling techniques were modified to
emphasize the collection of trace particles,

The collection and desorption unit of the RTS is
shown in Figure 3. The sampled particles r-mcved
from a suitcase, or a similar item, are decelerated as
they approach a continuously moving collector (belt)
to maximize the collection efficiency of the device.
The collected particles are transported along the bolt
and enter a desorption region where the particles are
vaporized. The volatilized sample is then introduced
into the ion source of the CONDOR unit where it is
ionized and analyzed for the presence of cotraband.
Non-volatilized material is removed from the belt in
a cleaning unit.

4. REAL-TIME SAMPLING
The normal operation mode of the CONDOR is
oriented towards the examination of ISO cargo
containers.
The methods of sampling and data
analysis are aimed towards a throughput of
approximately 20 containers per hour. A modified
version of this approach has been used in the airport
environment in various trials, where pallets or air
containers were sampled in a batch mode. Although
this approach provided the required throughput of
baggage, it was not possible to rapidly identify the
particular suitcase which contained contraband. That
is, if a pallet indicated the presence of contraband, it
either required a manual search of all luggage to
determine which was the suspect item, or required
several secondary samples taken in a binary search
technique.

The display on the monitor is an output of the
relative intensities of the signatures for various
explosives or drugs. If all the signatures for a
particular target compound exceed threshold, then an
alarm is triggered (audio and/or visual).
Feasibility testing of the RTS approach was carried
out at Pearson International Airport'. A time-based
output for the screening of air cargo for RDX-based
explosives is shown in Figure 4. Five suitcases were
seeded with trace levels of C-4 explosives by
touching the outer surface with contaminated hands.
Four fingerprints were place on each of the suitcases
in locations that would be likely contaminated in reallife situations. The sample throughput was I suitcase
every three seconds, which meant that only 2 of
every 3 items of luggage could be sampled. Of the
five suitcases which were seeded, three were sampled
directly on one of the fingerprints, one was sampled
several inches from a fingerprint, and one suitcase
was not sampled at all. The RDX was detected in
the four situations where the suitcase was sampled.

The Real-Time Sampler (RTS) was conceived to
overcome the difficulties in batch mode analysis and
to orient the overall system more to the needs of
baggage examination. The sensitivity and selectivity
of the RTS mode is identical to the conventional
CONDOR approach, but the RTS offers significant
throughput advantages. The system is designed to
sample up to 20 items per minute, but has a
recommended throughput of 12 items per minute, or
720 per hour. Several sampling stations can be
multiplexed to increase the throughput, e.g. three
sampling stations would provide an examination rate
of over 2000 items per hour for a single CONDOR
system.

5. SUMMARY
The major performance requirements of equipment
used in the detection of explosives are sensitivity,
selectivity, and speed of analysis.
Mass
spectrometry, and in particular, tandem mass
spectrometry, readily meets all of these requirements.
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At present, the complexity and cost of mass
spectrometry based systems limit the market
application to *high risk" situation. However, it is
anticipated that more reliable, and more cost effective
systems will allow for the extension of the technique
to a much broader market.
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NOTE
1,

Tho trials were carried out during November
and December of 1989. A report is available to
authorized agencies from Ti rsport Canada or
Canada Customs.
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MODIFICATIONS TO THE IONIZATION PROCESS
TO ENHANCE THE DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES BY IMS
Lucy L. Danylewych-May
Barringer Research Limited
304 Carlingview Drive
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

The relevant IMS operating
summarized in Table 1.

The ionization of trace compounds at atmospheric
pressure in plasma chromatography is accomplished
by ion-molecule reactions. The nature of the ions
formed depends on the type of reactant ions generated
by the ionization source in the reaction region and the
operating temperature in the ionization and drift tube
regions.

conditions

are

Stability of formed molecular-ion clusters can be
improved for some compounds by lowering IMS
operating temperatures.
Formation of multiple ions from a molecular species
enhances selectivity in the identification of a
particular substance in the presence of contaminants.

Using 'Ni as an ionization source and air as drift and
carrier gas the free electrons are converted to
primarily (H20)m.Oy ions. The ion chemistry in the
IONSCAN can easily be modified by changing
reactant ion through introduction of a suitable dopant
to facilitate formation of molecular ions and
molecule-ion clusters from trace compounds. The
types of ions formed from several explosive
substances and taggants of interest are discussed here.

3. IONIZATION PROCESSES
The IMS detector is operated in the negative mode
since all explosives of interest form stable negative
ions.
The important ionization processes in the negative
mode are:

2. IONSCAN PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

*

Dissociative electron transfer

A commercially available instrument from Barringer
Inc., shown in Figure 1, is based on an ion mobility
spectrometer (IMS) as a detector.
The basic
principle of IMS operation is well reported in the
literature (Carr) and will not be dwelt on here. The
major differences between the IONSCAN and other
commercially available units are the flexibility in
temperature controls in three regions: sample
desorption, sample transfer line which is connected to
the reaction chamber, and the drift tube.

*

Proton transfer (proton abstraction)

*

Ion-molecule attachment

3.1 Dissociative Electron Transfer
The major reactant ion in the ionization region, when
air is used as a drift gas, is the hydrated O2" ion.
Upon introduction of a chlorinated hydrocarbon,
dissociative electron transfer takes place:

The type of reactant ion can also be easily changed

02 + MCI,

from one to another. An independent temperature
control of the desorber and ease with which either
liquid, solid or preconcentrated vapour samples can
be introduced into the IMS ionization chamber allows
great flexibility in studying different compounds of
interest,

-

CI" + MCI., + 02

(1)

3.2 Proton Transfer
Most organic compounds do not readily undergo
direct charge transfer reactions, especially in the
presence of an ion with high proton affinity. Proton
transfer reactions are more common in the negative
mode than charge transfer. Proton transfer (or a
proton abstraction) reactions are based on gas phase

Results from IONSCAN analyses were stored on a
PC for further data evaluation and hard copy record.
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acidities. The ion-molecule reactiun proceeds as,
M + CI'-

(M-H) + HCI

ion. Results from these studies are summarized in
Table 2.

(2)

4.2 Medium Operating Temperature
3.3 Ion-Molecule Attachment
At an operating temperature of 100 0C all of the
explosive substances tested were detected as proton
abstracted molecular ions. In addition to the proton
abstracted molecular ion, ion-molecular clusters were
also formed for all explosive substances investigated.
However, for TNT and DNT, an ion-molecule cluster
was detected only at high concentration (nanogram

Several small ions, and especially halide ions, can
undergo a clustering reaction with a trace compound.
Theoretically, halide attachment reactions should
occur with almost all organic compounds. However,
not all cluster ions can survive at high temperature
and pressure. If the ion attachment product is weakly

bound, it will fall apart in the drift region before it
reaches the collector. A strongly bound ion-molecule
cluster is formed due to covalent sharing of the acidic
hydrogen. When interaction is strictly electrostatic
the cluster will not normally survive. Decreasing the
operating drift tube temperature improves stability of
weakly bound ion-molecule clusters,

concentration).
A typical plasmagram for RDX is shown in Figure 2.
RDX gives rise to four different ions. The ion
denoted by peak 5 is due to proton abstraction, while
peaks 2 and 3 are molecule-ion clusters with chloride
and nitrate ions, respectively. Peak 4 becomes
prominent at higher concentration and the ion is
believed to be clustering of an RDX molecule with an
(RDX-NO)" ion. When O" is used as a reactant ion
a peak 2 shifts to longer drift time and it would
appear to be due to RDX.(H 2O.O)" ion cluster.

4. EXPLOSIVE ION IDENTIFICATION
The analyses of the explosive compounds were
carried out on the IONSCAN manufactured by
Barringer. The explosives and proposed taggants
investigated were: dinitrotoluene (DNT),
mononitrotoluene (MNT), trinitrotoluene (TNT),
cyclonite (RDX), pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN),
ethyleneglycoldinitrate (EGDN), nitroglycerin (NO),
tetranitrarnine (HMX), trinitrophenylethyl nitramine
(tetryl), and dimethyldinitrobutane (DMDNB). The

To confirm the origin of peak 3, chloride reactant ion
was replaced with NO3 reactant ion. Under these
conditions the only peak observed from RDX is peak
3 as is seen in Figure 3.
Similar ion formation patterns were observed for NO,

explosive analytes used for the study were pure
analytes supplied by Standard Analytical Reference
Materials (SARMs). The IMS operating conditions
are summarized in Table 1.

PETN, HMX and Tetryl. In the case of Tetryl an
additional peak was detected with an ion nas
corresponding to (M-N0 2).

When commercial explosives are examined, the peak
Although the IMS operating temperature was varied

associated with the NO 3" clustering is much more

2900C

between
and 501C, results from only three
temperatures will be reported here (50, 100 and

prominent than for the pure analyte; this is especially
true for explosives containing PETN. This is due to

260-C).

partial decomposition of PETN resulting in NO1" ion

presence in the reaction chamber and thus enhancing
the formation of the ion-molecule cluster associated
with the NO 3 ion. An example of the above is
shown in Figures 4 and 5.

4.1 High Operating Temperature
At 260*C single molecular ions were observed from
DNT, RDX, TNT and HMX.
Based on ion
identification for TNT and DNT reported in literature
and reduced mobilities of Cl" and NO3 (Asselin,

An RDX-baeed plastic explosive, such as C-4,
appears to be more stable and very little NO3 ion is

1978, Wernlund, 1978, Spangler, 1976) the ions
formed from the above explosives are believed to be
(M-H)" ions. At high operating temperature no
changes in reduced mobilities were observed by

observed, although more than in pure analyte.
4.3 Low Operating Temperuture

replacing Cl reactant ion with C3 ion.

At an operating temperature of 100 C the two

EGDN, PETN and NO were detected only as NOs"

proposed explosive taggants, EGDN and DMDNB,
could not be detected.
By lowering the IMS
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operating temperature to 500C the two taggants were
easily detected. All other explosives previously
mentioned showed the same basic ion pattern
observed at 1000C.

temperature (T), pressure (gas
density, N), electrostatic field (e the charge on the ion)

The two peaks observed for EGDN are associated
with chloride and nitrate ion attachment to the EGDN
molecule. The intensity of the nitrate peak is about
one third of that of EGDN.Ct ion when pure EGDN
is used. The EGDN plasmagram is shown in Figure
6. Traces of NG (peaks 8 and 9) are observed in this
record.

M-

is the mass of the neutral drift gas
molecules

m -

is the ion mass

D-

is the average collision cross section

From the above equation a non-linear relationship is
seen between ion mobility and mass.

Increasing traces of the NO3"ion concentration in the
reaction chamber enhances EODN.NO 3 formation;
however replacing C reactant ion with NO; ion
resulted in almost complete disappearance of both
EGDN ions. Similar results were obtained with NG
at 100 1C and 500C IMS operating temperatures.

A semilogarithmic plot of reduced mobility as a
function of ion mass should produce a straight line.
A semilogarithmic plot of K as a function of M/Z
did not result in a straight line. However, a plot of
K' or to as a function of ion mass produced a
reasonably straight line over a wide range of ion
mass. The breakdown appears to occur at mass
around 100 Daltons and also for very large ions. For
very large ions there is some doubt as to their
identity.

The ions observed from DMDNB are proton
abstracted ions, and chloride and nitrate ion
attachment. The effect of the NO; ion concentration
in the reaction chamber was similar to that of EGDN
and NO.

Ion drift time data and the related reduced mobilities
calculated from the equation (4) are summarized in
Table 2 for a number of explosives and explosive
related compounds.

4.4 Ion Mass Identification
The inferred chemical identity of the ion formed from
different explosives or explosive taggants was based
partially on previously identified ions in the literature
using IMS/MS and by enhancing peak intensity by

The reduced mobility can be calculated from the
measured drift time as follows:

changing the reactant ion in the ionization chamber.
In addition to the above a plot of drift time as a

Ko -

function of ion mass was used to infer mass of other
ions that could not be identified otherwise. The drift

U P

times at different temperatures were normalized to

where

the drift time of (TNT-H) at IOOC. Reduced
mobilities were also calculated based on measured
drift times and assumed reduced mobility for (TNT-

KO

d

- is the drift tube length

To, PO

-

P

- is the operating pressure, which
is the atmospheric pressure at the

From the original theory by McDaniel the ion

mobility is given by:

where

K-

- is the reduced mobility

(cm2'ws')

H) to be 1.450 cm2V"s'. This value of reduced
mobility was arrived at from calculations at high
temperature (2600C) and assuming (gL)NO; - 2.44
and (K.C" - 2.74 cm 2V's'.

K'Lan+1 14' IP ...
16N L
M1
IkTJ

(4)

E TA P*T to

standard temperature and pressure
2730K and 760 torr respectively

time of phsmagram generation
(3)

ion mobility, and determines the
drift time for a given drift distance,

E

- is the electric field strength in the
drift tube (V/cm)

to

- is the measured drift time from

the middle of the gating pulse in
seconds
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- is the drift tube temperature.

T

Some variations in the reduced mobility with IMS
temperature have been observed for some
compounds. Almost no variation was observed for
(TNT-H) ion (about 1%)throughout the temperature
range studied. Variations observed were random and
probably are due to inaccuracies in the drift tube
temperature reading rather than the reduced mobility
itself. Based on IMS operating conditions and the
drift tube length the reduced mobility for the (TNTH) ion was found to be 1.590 cm2 V's'. In column
5 of Table 3, reduced mobilities, calculated from the
equation (4) using measured drift times, drift tube
length and the operating parameters are given for a

plot of drift times or inverse reduced mobilities as a
function of M/Z is very useful in estimating ion
masses.
By adjusting operating IMS parameters and by
modifying ion chemistry (changing reactant ion) it is
possible for many compounds to form more than one
type of ion from the same parent molecular species.
Although this inherently reduces sensitivity, the
specificity for identification of a particular compound
in the presence of impurities improves greatly.
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TABLE 1
IMS OPERATING PARAMETERS

Gate

200ps

Single scan duration

24 ms (26 ms for 50"C)

Sample desorber temperature

210*C

Transfer line temperature

500C to 790°C

Data acquisitio interval

25 ;w

Carrier and drift ps

ppurified room air

Drift tube T 0 C

50" to 290°C

Drift tbs qth

7.0 cm

Drift field

180 to 230V/cm
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Ion
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3
4
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(Ws)

M/Z
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(CnV')

Kc
"w
s"

C1"

35

6.77

2.743

3.007

Ci"

70

9.03

2.223

2.437

H20.C"

53

7.99

2.513

2.755

62

8.23

2-440

2.675

I1O.2 "

68

9.16

2.194

2.406

CO3

82

9.54

2107

2.310

H O.NO;

100

1098

1.935

2.012

Cm-MNT-l1"

136

12.66

1.587

1.740

m-MNT-C"

172

13.67

1.470

1.612

ni-MNT.NO3

199

14.56

1.380

1.513

(DNT-H}

181

12.80

1.569

1.672

DNT.C"

216

13.97

1.438

1.577

4(DMDNB-)"

176

13.14

1.556

1.706

DMDNB.CI

211

13.85

1.450

1.590

DMDNB.NO 3

238

14.47

1.388

1.522

SEGDN.CI"

187

13.14

1.528

1.675

EGDN.NO

214

13.93

1.438

1.597

(NG-H)"

227

13.85

1.450

1.590

NG.Cl"

262

14.94

1.345

1.475

NG.NO;

289

15.66

1.283

1.407

(TNT-H)"

227

13.85

1.450

1.590

TNT.(TNT-NO)"

410

18.61

1.070

1.173

Based on TNT (to - 13.85 ms, Ko = 1.45 cm2V'ls "*)
Calculated from instrument and operating parameters
Observed at high drift tube temperature
Observed at ,w drift tube temperature
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A -a
mW

R

ihf
rm

ii NA

EM

221

13.48

1.490

1.634

RDX.CI

257

14.45

.390

1.524

RDX.(HP.G)"

272

14.70

1.475

1.618

RDX.NC0

284

15.28

1315

1.442

RDX.(RDXCI)

479

21.15

0.950

1.042

(Tezyl-NOW*

240

14.55

1.38S

1.18

Tetryl.Cl

322

16.32

1.231

1.350

TeylNO"

349

16.84

1.193

1.306

TefylTetryl-NO "

537

23.06

0.871

0.955

(HMX-H)

294

15.28

1.316

1.443

HMX.CI

331

16.10

1.248

1.368

HMX.NO"

358

16.82

1.194

1.309

(P"IN-H"

316

16.44

1.222

1.340

PETN.C"

351

17.42

1.153

1.264

PETN.NO"

378

18.20

1.104

1.210

PBTN.C

401

18.77

1.063

1.666

__DXo

_"

3"

1

Based on TNT (t0 - 13.85 ms,Ko - 1.45 cmZVrl)

2

calculated from iWaum t and oprating pramtrs

Detector Unit

Remote Sample Collector

Pump /Power Supply Unit

Figure 1.

Thbe ion imbility spectraneter, IONSCAN, with ptmvp/power supply
unit and r emote sample collector manufactured by Barringer Inc.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM ION-CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
(FT-ICR)
MASS SPECTROMETRY OF RDX, PETN AND OTHER
EXPLOSIVES
C.S. Giam
M.S. Ahmed
R.R. Weller
Texas A&M University
Galveston, TX
jenelle Derrickson
Federal Aviation Administration
Atlantic City International Airport, NJ
1. INTRODUCTION

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous investigations of explosives by conventional
mass spectrometry using electron impact (El)
ionization have shown that the explosives underwent
extensive fragmentation and did not provide
molecular weight information (Bulusu et al, Schulten
et al, Yinon et al, and Zitrin et al). We wish to
present the Fourier Transform Ion-Cyclotron
Resonance-Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS)
investigations of RDX (1,3,5-trinitro-l,3,5
PETN (Pentaerythfitol
triazacyclohexane),
tertranitrate) and TNT(1,3,S-Trinitm toluene).

Positive ion electron impact mass spectrum of RDX
from FT-ICR-MS is similar to those from previous
reports (Bulusu et a). Under EI conditions, RDX
undergoes extensive fragmentation giving little
(< 5 %) or no molecular ion peak intensity. The
electron capture (E) mode spectrum was found to
contain less fragmentation; (EC) was more sensitive
than El.

The theory, instrumentation and methodology of
FTMS have been described in detail elsewhere
(Lehman at a, Wanczek et a], Parisod t al, Ohaderi
et al, Joblman et a, and Weller et al).

FT-ICR-MS switches asily from I to EC, to
chemical ionization or to laser desoiptio ionizeaton
modes. An unique fture of Fr-ICR-MS is that
SCI does at require external reagent gS. Positive
ion SCI spectrum of RDX gives a bar peak of
pseodomolecular ion, [M +H]J; thus the Idetty ca
be stblished by the mlculr mass.

All experiments are carried out using an Dtrel
FTMS-1000 equipped with a Txaiato 2150 pulsed
Col laser md a S.08 cm cubical cell. ElI ad Self-

Soft ion&iton mode sach u LDI is dirable for
mpmn like RDX. PMN ad TNT that ase
themally labile. Positive Ion WIFT-ICR-MS

chemical ionization (SCI) spectra ae oAinad at 50
eV electroeney. electron capture (DC) sp taat

Ios,
spe tum of RDX gIves -or
(M+Na&JandlM+K] . NeptiveionLDIofRDX

0.2 eV. A delay of 3a, .500 ma and 200 n was
allowed between ion excitation aid detection in I,
SCI ad EC respectively. In lae desorptiom
ionization (LDI) a delay of 5 seconds was Inroduced
to allow mad of the Aeutra to be pumped away.
1he laser pulsed at 10.6t m with repetition rate of 2
per aood delivering approximntely 101 Wattakm' in
45 ns. Otherdetailsmybefo d in out adier
publIcaton (Weller ta.)

givs mono ad dimeri mductpeks at m/z 261
( (M +N0l* ) and mi 490 (12M +NOJ*). LDI of
TNT and PB1TN do gives cecteic
With rlative See of
psdoocula ion.
awiching from +ve to -e mode, to comdlon of
9I. BC, #ad .WImodes provides n excelset mehod
to Study the decomposItkon temperatue of RDX.
Thus, fom,4lCtoO'C,aovaporofRDXw
dtected by l and 8C modes. Howee, ts
presem of from RDX con be Indkad by its LDI

specta. RDX viper btw to appear at tampeaw
WS w W C as In cw by the presnce of
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characteristic peaks at m/z 46, 102 and 129 in the EC
spectrum. At temperatures higher than 1000 C, RDX
appeared to decompose, as indicated by the increase

of peak intensity at m/z 46 (NO,).
Preliminary studies of PETN and TNT gave similar
observations; thus FT-ICR mass spectrometry is one
desirable method of characterization of trace amounts
of RDX, PETN and RDX.
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1. INRODUCTION

Forensic applications of IMS technlogy from 1970
to 1969 have been thoroughly reviwevd by iKarpas
(3). Much of the earlier work on the forensic
applications of IMS techology foced on the
laboratory feasibility. Recently, an IMS detection
system has been used to te for drug microparticulate. on evideutiary material (4,5) and in
customs scenarios (6). Explosives detection by IMS
on evidentiary materials (7,S) has been peente.

Many nations, including the United States, have been
prime targets of international terrorism for many
years. The bombings of the U.S. Embassy and the
U.S. Marine Barracks in Beirut in 1983, and the
deatruction of Pan American Flight 103 over
Lockerbie, ScotI,2ad in December, 1988 are grim
reminders w, terrorism in recent years. Then
crimir: acts have prompted the need for &h
-!4velopment of innovative methods of explosives
detection. As part of an ongoing research effort, the
FBI Laboratory has been evaluating new technology
and the innovative adaptation of existing technology
for use in counterterrorism and conenrois
investigations.

1.1. Techiqe
The IMS (Figure 1)Consists of two main aftw the
reaction region and the drift region. In the reaction
region, awwaqulerc presne carrer gas (purified
air), hexachloroethane (C2IL, the reactant gas and 4nitrobeuzonltrlo, a inteWa caibmut an ionized by
a ON1 bean emitter to form C1- ions. The reactive a'
iona or reactant kmn than undergo ialaculs
ractions with an explosive mimcIs (M):

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), first introduced in
1970 (1) is currently experiencing a reougence of
interest as a specific purpose detection system
Becaus of the exceedingly low vapor premn of
explosives (ppm to ppt) (2), the detection of plastic
explosives by vapor methods alone has been difficult.
We have been examining the application of an
Woaa Model 200 by Baringer Instruments, Inc.
(South Plainfield, NJ). in detecto, of modemn
explosives in a varity of acena of of forensic
interest by collecting particulate mater.

Electron Aluhzmt
M + C1' -> M' + al
PrtnAbratio:
m+a->(1-Hy-+HC
Chloride Attachmmmt.

14
The IMS has many of the advantages of conventional
labotory instruments such as good sensitivity,
Selectivity, speed Sime, And e of use. This ase of
use and portsaiy permit operation in real World

+

a-->(A+a)".

The explosive molecul.as
tAUdergo Other ion
forming ractious such as adduct fomation mad
dissociation ractions. The owu natbr of the speWs
formd in the 1145 uoder thes condtios is dill
under investigation ad can only be decisively

situations,
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determined using an IMS/MS combination. Karpas
has reviewed the ionization of explosives in IMS
under a variety of operating conditions (3). For
routine use however, under a given set of instrument
conditions, the resulting spectra are reproducible.
From a practical standpoint, the negative ionization
provides a high degree of specificity because only
electronegative compounds are ionized.

With a given set of electric field gradient,
temperature, and pressure conditions, the product of
the reduced mobility and the drift time of an ion, K1t,
is a constant. When reduced mobilities are calculated,
the internal calibrant is used to calibrate the
plasmagram. A channel ratio of the sample mobility
versus the mobility of the calibiant corrects for any
drift. The instrument conditions for our experiments
are shown in Table I.

Under the influence of an electric field, the mixture
of reactant and product ions reaches a shutter grid
that separates the reaction region and the drift region.
The shutter grid is made of sets of thin mesh wires
with a voltage bias between them. When the shutter
grid is *on" (with bias voltage applied), the ions are
attracted to the gating grid and lose their charge. For
a brief amount of time the grid is turned 'off". Ions
are then transmitted into the drift region of the cell.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. IMS Spectra and Limits of Detection
Standards with concentrations of 1 ng/pL and 100
pg/ptL were prepared of TNT, RDX, PETN, NG,
and NH,N03, and placed on the teflon membrane
filter with a microliter syringe. The appearance of the
ions and their limit of detection for these five
common explosive components are shown in Table 2.
They were found to range from 200 pg to 80 ng. The
plasmagram for RDX and PETN are shown in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. To reduce the chance
of false alarm two of the three peaks for RDX,
PETN and NO must be detected before the audible
alarm will sound.

In the drift region an electric field gradient is applied,
The ions migrate through the electric field, but at the
same time are hindered by the countercurrent drift
gas. The smaller, compact ions have a higher
mobility than the heavier ions, and therefore traverse
the region and collide with the electrometer plate in
a shorter time. With the aid of a microprocessor, a
plot of ion current intensity versus the time elapsed
from the opening of the shutter grid gives the
mobility spectrum (plasmagram).

2.2. land and Surface Contamination
Contamination of the hands has been shown to occur
after handling commercial and military explosives
(9). The persistence of these explosives on hands and
evidence of contact transfer is well documented in
forensic sciences (10,11). IMS can be used to identify
explosives on suspects or on their belongings. This
evidewe can provide probable catie for a search
warrant, help identify a potential terrorist, and locate
concealed explosives.

1.2. Theory
The drift velocity, v,(cm/s) of an ion traversing
through an electric field, E, (V/icm) is as follows:
v4 M K
where the proportionality cotunt, K. is the mobility

of the ion.
If t is the required time (sec) for the ion to travel the
drift region length (cm), d, at this velocity, and the
drift velocity is the drift length divided by the drift

For this experiment a subject touched C4 (RDX). He
then enacted several normal stages in operating a car,
including: opening and closing the hood. the driver
side door, the trunk and handling the seering wheel,

time, then

geashift sad key.
K - d/(Et)

Samples were collected before anM after the contact
tmasfer from each of the touched aas of the car and
fom the subjoct's hancts by vacuuming onto a
membrane filter disk. Each disk was then placed over
the deaoption heater (Figure I) aW therally

In gena, for &given temperature, T, (Kelvin) of
the drift gas and pressure, P, (torr) the mobility it
given " reduced mobility, K., in the form of

deorbed into the IMS for analysis.
X. - Idl(F)I (273nr) (Pn6o)
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Careful procedures were followed to ensure that no
cross contamination occurred by changing the sample
nozzle and verifying that the sample disks and the
IMS were clear of explosives before sample
collection.
As shown in Table 3 the car surfaces and hands were
negative for RDX prior to touching the explosive,
After contact, all touched area showed essily
detectable RDX residue. In a separate experiment,
after handling C-4, eight consecutive hand washings
with soap and wate were required before the IMS
could no longer detect the RDX
2.3. Pat Blast Residue
With increased terrorist activities, improved and
accurate analysis of poetblast residues has become
vital in bombing investigations. The first question
often posed by an investigator following a blast i,
What was the explosive? The analysis may provide
the link between a suspect and the type of explosive
used. Yelveflon has demonstated the detection of
post-blast RDX vapor using a quartz tube preconcentrator and IMS (12). Because itha., portability,
the IMS can be takten to the location of the bombing
for preliminary analysis to aid law onforcemen
investigators,
We conducted a series of. posiblast residue
experiments the ret of which ame summarized in
Tabl 4. Samples wer collected by a vacuum, and
the IMS was cleared between samples by nmnlq a
blank.
Four improvised explosive devices. pipeboinba, were
prepared. The pipes contaned Halumi Green Dot
and Scott Royal double-based stookeless power,
Pyrodex (a black powder subst"t) and black
powder. Molowing detonation, fragments of 6he pipes
were recovered for analysis. Both pipes coetaning
the double based smokeless powder aaed positive
for nitroglycerine. Figre 4 shws the NO
platmagrarn from a segmen of the pip which
contained Gren Dot double-hued smakeess powder.
The fragments of pipe from the pyrodex. ad black
powder devices were negtive.

collected vacuuming the plates.
The Ionscan alarmed for PMT from the Dats-Sheet
steel plat, and for ammonium nitrate on the
Trenchrite plate. T1he lack of explosives on three of
the plates could have beow because of the high heat of
the blast and the lack of available nmtedWa in the
environment for condensation of expl,.'sives vapor or
trapping particles. This explanation muem reasonable
considering the following experiment involving C-4
in a closed suitcase full of clothing.
One demolition block of C-4 was placed in a wuitem
containing tm clothing item. Before the blaed, the
clothing And muitcase were clear of explosives. The
C-4 was detonaWe aWdie post blast debris was
collected. Posiblait RDX residue was detectd on all
artcles of clothing using "h vacuum sample mehod,
Figure S shows the plasagram, for t detection
RDX on pieces of a pair of blue Jesus. Piece of
cardboard from the line of the suitcase also aWarmed
for RDX, as did metal piece nf the rm. The
clothin was placed to heam sealed polyetur begs ad
is bein stored for la reanalysis.

LaWty, apochtae cassette/radi containing SEMTHX
was detonated. Figure 6 shows. th powtbl" RDX
and PETh resdu on a speaker mepet. RDX ad
P5TH were detected on a piee of plwloan the
meta nMeplate
3. CONCLUSION~
In our evaluato, of the lams. 200. leaosory
Mmumt of senstivity ad expsroiin
Involving practical law enforement acumwes were
presented, Ilding coact rafer ad peatblas
r"sdMs
The IMS pod to be a relibl ad si*l det"co
to tarnIt
Tese of Nao*l collection With a vacuum
5 seowd analysis, sensitivity of 200 pg (or a*t
explosives. selectivity (Uac of fwle sAlsu in Ma
World scenarios) and tde cqusbilh foe on-ails
explosives detection dsmae t vdlt of thi
aayt ical msmnt.
Microprooseer aontrow, lihtweight portbl ion
mobility secrometers offer fores scientists, law
taro r emnt ad security pseromnel a Powerful MaW
tool in trac explosives detacfWon

T3e sicod experhooot involved posiblWs steel plate.
Soone (PETH ad RDX), C-4 (RDX) Debi Sheet
(P5TH). Poweru (me Atla Powder emulsion
explosive), and Trenchile (aDupont wote gel) were
placed on top of five cka ste plalesan the gtound
OWd donated in the open atmosphere samples were
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Table 1. Operating Conditions for Explosives Detection

Parmeter

Setting

Drift Temperature

95 C

Inlet Temperature

215 C

Desorber Temperature

235 C

Desorption Time

4.3 s

Shutter Grid Pulse

200 ps

Scan Cycle Time

24 ms

Drift Flow

350 ml/min

Sample Flow

300 ml/min

Exhaust Flow

650 mi/rin
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Table 2. K. and limit of detection values for common explosives
Substanc

kcmolsec)

L.O.D.

TNT

1.451

200 pg

RDX-1

1.387

200 pg

RDX-2

1.314

800 pg

RDX-3

0,948

1 ng

PETN-l

1.213

80Ong

PETN-2

1.145

200 pg

PETN-3

1.104

1 ng

NG-1

1.339

50 pg

NG-2

1.275

200 pg

NO3

1.927

200 pg
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Table 3. Contact Transfer of C4 from Hands to Automobile Surfwce

Car Area

Before Touching

Hood

After (C4Transfer
+

Door Handle

-+

Hatch Back

-+

Steering Wheel

-+

Gear Shift

-+

Keys+
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Table 4.

Post Blast Residue Analysis Results

Explosive Detected

Item/Explosive

PIPE BOMBS
Green Dot Double Based
Smokeless Powder
Scott Royal
Pyrodex
Black Powder

NG
NG

STEEL PLATES
PETN

Deta Sheet
C-4
Semtex
Trenchrite
Powermax

NO3

SUITCASE (C-4)
RDX
RDX
RDX

10 items of clothing
Cardboard liner
Metal Rim
Cassette/Radio (SEMTEX)

RDX/PETN
RDX
RDX

Speaker Magnet
Plastic Piece
Name Plate
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GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

ANALYSIS OF EXPLOSIVES USING HIGH
SPEED GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY WITH
CHEMILUMINeSCENT DETECTION
David P. Rounbehler, Stephen J. MacDonald,
David P. Lieb, and David H. Fine
Thermedics, Inc.
470 Wildwood St.
Woburn, MA 01888

1. INTRODUCTION

(TEA) chemiluminesence detector, solvent extracts of
biosludge containing added nitroaromatics were
examined. The nitroaromatic compounds used in this
study were nitrobezene, 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT.
The biosludge was from an active chemical waste
treatment plant and was reported to contain 10- 15 %
other organic soluble material. The added levels of
nitroaromatics were from one part per million to as
low as 50 parts per billion. The spiked extracts were
then analyzed by CC using the optimum conditions
for the four detectors. The results of this study
clearly indicate that the specificity and sensitivity of
the C/TEA chemiluminesence detection method was
superior to the other three detectors. The
chromatograms obtained using the three other
selective detectors all contained many interfering
compounds that eluted on or near the retention times
of the nitroaromatics. In contrst, the C/TiHA
chemiluminescence detector respmnded onlyto the tet
nitroaromatics Mad was am able to achieve its
detction limit.

The use of gas chromatography ( GC ) with detection
by chemiluminesence (CL) has been described for the
analysis of explosive compounds such as nitrite esters
(R-O-NO2)I I ], nitramines ( R-N-NO2) [ 2 1,
and c-nitro compounds (R-N02)[ 3 ] and has been
used since 1975 for the detection of N-nitroso
compounds [ 4 1. The primary reason for using gas
chromatography chemiluminescence (GC /CL) for
the detection of these compounds is its inherent
specificity and high sensitivity[ 2,5 1. For trace
analysis of explosives in complex environmental
matrices such as samples obtained from people or
their luggage, high specificity and sensitivity is
essential. Furthermore, when sampling for explosives
in an aiqort setting, or when time does not permit
for sample letviup, specificity and sensitivitybecome
an absolute requirement of any explosives detector,
Other detection methods have been demonstrated to
be highly sensitive for explosives, however, if they
are not also highly specific then they may not be able
to achieve their rated detection limits. Interfering
components or increased background noise due to
other environmental components generally limit the
Ifonnue of these detectors. Often this aspect of
speciflcity is overlooked when testing explosives
detectors. It is one thing to detect trace levels of
explosives, it is,. however, quite another thing to do

This ability todetectexplosivesand nitro compouds,
even in the presence of comlex environmenta)
matrices and still maintain Its sesitivity, Is why
GC/CL is an ideal technique for the detection of
environmentally occurring explosive vapors ad/or
particles. Originally, the only serious drawback of the
method was the time required to effect a

so in the presence of environmental contaminants.

chromatogram. Using standard GC techalques, a
typical analysis could take up to 30 minue. Other

Using the GC/CL analytical technique, it has been
found that picogram levels of explosives can be
detected without interference in the presence of high
levels of other non-altro coqm ds 1 2 1. In a
comparison study of four sensitive and selective
detectors for nitroaromatics [ 5 1 which included, the
Hill electrolytic conductivity detector (HECD), the
thermionic detectorTSD), the electron capture
detect (CD), ad the Thermal Energy Analyaer

faster techniques til required 3 to 5 minute to
complete ( 2 ). These analysis times may be
satisfactory for a lboatory setting, but they were too
aow for use in creening airtine puasets and their
luggaq for "plosive.
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2. HIGH SPEED GC/CL EXPLOSIVES DETECTOR

with a spectral frequency higher than the
near-infrared. The signal output from the
photomultiplier is directly proportional to the amount
of NO present in the reaction chamber. It is this
signal that is used to detect the presence of explosives
in a CL system. The following illustrates the
important reactions taking place in an NO/CL
detector:

In order to utilize the potential of GC/CL for a
practical explosive detector, it was necessary to
increase the speed of analysis. To overcome this
limitation, a two column temperature programmable
high speed gas chromatograph (HSGC) was
developed at Thermedics Inc (Egis 3000). This
instrument was designed specifically for the high
speed GC separation and detection of explosive
compounds. The Egis 3000 explosive detection

1. NO + 03 ---- > N02* +
N02 + 02

system consists of two temperature programmed high

2. N02*

speed gas chromatographic columns coupled to a
nitric oxide (NO) chemiluminescence (CL) detector

----- >

N02 +

infrared light ( 600-1800 nm)
3. N02* + M --

[Figure 1]. Also included is an electrolysis gas

generator and an on-board computer. The electrolysis
gas generator is used to produce both hydrogen for
the HSGC and oxygen to make ozone. The on-board
computer is used to control all of its functions
including the analytical HSGC/CL system, data
handling and display. The computer also monitors all
operations for self diagnostics.

> N02 + M*

The actual light emitting reaction (reaction 2) is due
to NO reacting with ozone (reaction 1) to produce the
excited N02*. Reaction 3 is due to the excited N02*
transferring its energy to a third species (M). This is
not a light producing reaction but it is, however, the
predominant one. Operating the CL reaction chamber
at reduced pressures helps to minimize this reaction
such that more of the excited N02* releases its
energy as infrared light. While these reactions can be
used to detect NO, any NOx containing compounds,
with the exception of nitrous oxide (N20), can also
be detected by this method provided they can be
made to release NO. An example of this is the
detection of NO2. N02 can be converted to NO by
pyrolysis as shown in equation 4:

Using the HSGC/CL instrument it is possible to
analyze environmental samples for
explosive
compounds such as ethyleneglycol dinitrate (EGDN),
nitroglycerine (NG), dinitrotoluene (DNT),
tuinitrotoluene(TNT),
pentaerythrol
tetranitrate
(PETN), hexogen (RDX), and other explosive
compounds with no sample cleanup and with
complete chromatographic separations in under 10
second# ( Figure 2 1. While only one of the two
HSGC columns is needed to effect a separation, the
two columns are used together in an arrangement that
differentiates between compound classes of
explosives. This aspect of the HSOC/CL will be
further discussed in the section on gas
Chromatography,

catalyst
4. N02 + heat .......---- > NO
(180 C- 600 C)
This reaction (reaction 4) is used in NOx detectors to
monitor ambient air levels for NO2. Other nitrogen
containing comipounds can also be detected by
pyrolysis followed by CL. 1he temperatus used,
however, to decompose NOX containing compounds
to produce the needed NO for detection will depend
upon their thermal stability. The following are
examples- of classes of NOX containing compounds
and the "roximate
temperatures needed to
decompose them:

3. CHEMILUMINESCENCE
The chemiluminescence principle used in the
HSGC/CL explosives detector is bLed on the
detection of infrared tilhteniued from electm
ically
excited N02*. The electronically excited NO2*
results from the rewtion of nitric oxide (NO) with
ozone (03). Ina CL detector, this reaction generally
takes place in tn evacuated reaction chamber
maintained at a pressure of about 3 ton [Figure 31.
A phoiomultiplier situated behind a red light filter is
used to dec the infrared light emitted from the

S. N-nitrotaine.,
---.

(350 C)

N020. The md filter is in place to block auy light
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> NO + R2-N

controlled at up to 100 C / second to withiL, 2 C. The

6. Nitramines

--> NO +RS-N
(350 C)

CS-2 sample injector operates in a similar fashion and
it also is temperature programmed.

7. Nitrite esters
----> NO + fragments
(350 C)

The HSCG design and configuration results in all of
the explosives passing through SE-I and PYRO-1
before they enter SE-2. At the 400 C temperature of
PYRO-1, all of the nitrite esters and itramines will
decompose to produce NO. The NO gas produced
from the 400 C pyrolysis becomes part of the carrier
gas and pass through SE-2 without retention. The NO
gas from SE-1 will be detected by the CL detector
and then displayed as the SE-1 chromatogram. Since
C-nitro compounds do not decompose at 350 C they
will pass through PYRO-1 to SE-2. SE-2 at this point
in the analysis is maintained at a low temperature,

- ----

8. C-Nitro and Nitroaronmatic
compounds ----> no effect
(350 C)
9. Nitroaromatics
> NO ---------+ Fragments
(800 C)

10. C-Nitro compounds

any C-nitro compounds entering it will condense in

> NO --------+ Fragments
(800 C)
Reactions 5, 6 and 7 show that N-nitrosamines,
nitramines and nitrite esters all decompose at a
temperature of 350 C to release NO. C-nitro
compounds,including nitroaromatics require higher
temperatures for decomposition. Reaction 8 shows

its GC phase. At a preselected time after SE-I has
completed its temperature program, SE-2 is then
temperature programmed to separate any C-nitro
compounds present. At the exit of SE-2 the C-nitro
compounds pass through the 800 C PYRO-2 where
they are decomposed. The NO produced from this
pyrolysis is detected as a separate chromatogram
from the first SE-1 column. Figure 5A is an example

that heating C-nitro compounds to 350 C does not

of a typical chromatogram

result in NO being released. However, when these
compounds are heated to higher temperatures
(reactions 9 and 10) NO is produced. Examples of
nitro compounds, and the number of NO molecules
released from each, can be seen in Figure 4. As can
be seen in Figure 4, decomposition of these
compounds results in the molar release of the bound
NO. The temperature differences
needed to
decompose the various explosive compounds to NO
is exploited in the design of the two column
HSGC/CL instrument.

separation of a mixture of explosive compounds. The
added dotted line in the center of the chromatograph
shows the time separation between SB-i and SE-2.
The explosives shown in Figure 5A are 1 (EGDN),
2 (NO), 3 (PETN), 4 (RDX), 5 (DNT) and 6
(TNT). Figure 5B demonstrates the effect of lowering
the temperature of PYRO-2 to 450 C. At this
temperature, none of the DNT or TNT shows up in
the resulting chromatograph of the same teat sample
of explosives shown in Figure SA.

4. HIGH SPEED GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

S. SAMPLE ANALYSIS

The construction of the HSGC/CL is shown in Figure
1. The two HSOC's which are labeled SE-I and
SE-2 consists of two separate capillary columns,
These HSGC columns are operated in series with a
350 C pyrolyzer ( PYRO-1 ) located between them.
A second, 800 C pyrolyzer( PYRO-2 ),is located at
the end of SE-2. At the entrance to SE-I, the device
labeled CS-2 is a temperature programmed
re-focusing cold spot that is used to inject the sample
on to the HSGC system. The HSGC hydrogen gas
flow used in both columns is about 40 cc / minute.
All of the HSGC operations are controlled by the
on-board computer. Using the computer, the
temperature programing rate of the SE's can be

The types of samples examined by the Bgis 3000
usually consist of vapors and particles vacuumed
from the surfaces of objects like luggage or clothing.
When such environmental samples are gathered them
are few clues, if any, as to what they may contain.
Any other material that the sampled object had
previously been in contact with could also contribute
to the sample. Whether or not any sampled material
will produce a false explosives signal, or will contain
material that interferes with the detection of an actual
explosive can't be known for all possible
combinations of samples. For these resoms the
HSGC/CL system has been, and continues to be,
tested extensively under realistic condition with the
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resulting from the

explosives. The previous speed of GC analysis ha
been increased by over 2 orders of magnitude sucl
that it is now practical for use for the detection o
explosives in airport settings. The end result of thi
two column HSGC and pyrolysis is that there are n(
C-nitro compounds detected in that part of tht
chromatogram containing the nitrite esters or thi
nitramines. The main benefit of the 2 colurm
separation technique i, that, C-nitro compound.
cannot interfere with the detection of plasti(
explosives. This has made a highly specific detectior
system even more specific. This increase ir
selectivity is important since there are several widei3
used C-nitro compounds found in perfumes, paints,
dyes and other products. These compounds can alsc
be found as pollutants in ambient air and, perhaps, or
objects such as luggage.

actual explosives. The use of surrogates, or explosive
simulants, may produce data which suggests whether
a detection method will or will not work, but it
cannot simulate the real condition. Negaive
interferences, for example, can only be tested with
actual explosives. An example of the kind of testing
the HSGC/CL system was subjected to can be seen in
Figures 6A and 6B. Figure 6A is an analysis of a
vapor and particulate sample taken from the hands
and clothing of a person who is a smoker and who
had just finished eating a lunch of three different
pizzas. The test subjects clothing included a
laboratory jacket that had been used for 2 weeks
without cleaning. The sample was taken by
vacuuming vapors and particles from the subjects
hands and clothing on to a metal toil saiple probe
at a rate of 2 liters / second for a total of 20 seconds.
This sample also consisted of 40 / L of ambient air
and an added amount of explosives injected on to the
sample probe. The amount of explosives added were
less than 5 picomoles each and consisted of EGDN
(1), NG (2), DNT (3), TNT (4), PETN (5), and
RDX (6). Figure 6B is a chromatogram of a sample
taken from the same subject without the added
explosives.
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During an analysis, the sample which had been
collected on the sample probe is thermally desorbed
into the analytical system by a rapid resistance
heating of the collector coil while simultaneously
forcing air through it. In this fashion, all of the
collected sample is converted to a vapor which is then
separated from the non-volatile matrix. The vapors
from the sample are subsequently recondensed onto
a aub-ambient cold spot for later analysis as described
above. The time required to complete an avalysis is
18 seconds. The 18 seconds includes sample
deswoption, signal processing and the time needed to
complete the two column chromatographic separation.
The results of an analysis are presented as either
'clear * or *alarm'. In the event of an alarm, the
system indicates the specific explosive or combination
of explosives that were respoitsible by lighting a
vertical array of red lights on the display panel. The
number of red lights indicates the relative amount of
each explosive detected. In addition to the alarm
display, the system can also display the complete
chromtogram of an analysis.
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Chromatograxn of explosives showing the SE-I and the SE-2 regions. The
explosives in the SE-I region are 1 (EGDN), 2 (NO), 5 (PETN and 6 (RDX).
The others in the SE-2 region are 3 (DNTJ and 4 (TNT). The added line
indicates the time separation between the SE-i and SE-2 regions.
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This chromatogramn is similar to the one shown in 5A except that the SE-2
pyrolywe (Pyro-2) has been reduced in temperature from 800 oC to 450 oC, The
result of this temperature reduction is that theme is no DNT or TNT detection in
the SE-2 region of the chromatogram.
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A GC/ECD APPROACH FOR
THE DETECTION OF EXPLOSIVES
AND TAGGANTS
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1.NTRODUCTION

2. INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE

Since its introduction to the market some 6 years ago,
the EVD-1 has achieved an enviable reputation as an
explosive detector due mainly to its sensitivity,
specificity and durability. This paper is intended to
report on the expanded capabilities of the EVD-1 for
the detection of all proposed ICAO taggants in
addition to the conventional type of explosives (NG,

The EVD-1DC response to an injection of a standard
solution mixture of MNT, EGDN and DMNB (50100 pg of each component) is shown in Figure 2.
Background response of the solvent injection is
shown in the left side of Figure 2.

DNT). Most interesting is its ability to detect PETN
from plastic explosives.
The EVD-1DC unit is a 2 component system
consisting of a battery-powered hand-held sampling

hits on windows A & C. These peaks shown in
Figure 3 were attributed to the PETN parent peak
(channel C) and fragment peak (channel A). The
minimum detection limit for PETN is about one
nanogram producing an average of 10 counts of peak

unit and an analyzing unit, which can be AC or

area.

battery operated.

Injection of a PETN standard solution produced two

The analyzer unit consists of a

desorber, dual chromatographic columns and an ultra
sensitive ECD detector. A block diagram of the

Total analysis time per sample is roughly 60 seconds,

system is shown in Fig. 1.

which includes, thermal desorption of the 1st
adsorber tube, pre-cleaning step, chromatographic

The sample collection tube (containing the adsorbed
vapour or collected particulates) is placed in the
continuously heated desorption unit of the analyzer.
Desorption time is roughly 2-3 seconds under a purge
gas of pure nitrogen. The vapour sample then enters
the analyzer unit into a secondary adsorber, which
serves the purpose of reducing sample contamination
prior to introduction into the analytical columns.
Separation of both volatile and relatively non-volatile
explosive molecules takes place on the dual analytical
columns terminating to a single ECD detector. A
microprocessor software algorithm decides whether
there is a signal within preset retention time windows
corresponding to an explosive peak or a set of
overlapping explosive peaks. The results are then
sent to an LCD.

separation, detection and data processing/reporting.
Direct air sniffing of the head-space vapour of
Semtex H and C4 (U.S. made) plastic explosives
produced positive hits in channels A, B and C for the
Semtex explosive and only channel B for the C4 (Fig.
4) explosive. A few grams of Semtex H explosive
was placed in a glass bottle of approximately 120
cubic meters at room temperature. The same was
done with the C4 explosive. From the equilibrium
vapour pressure data of PETN (0.018 ppb at roo m
temperature Ref. 2) and the equation governing the
rate of evaporation of PETN from a solid, it is
estimated that the amount of PETN expected to be
collected on the 1st adsorber tube is roughly 16
nanograms. Laboratory sniffing of the head-space
vapour of a small piece of Semtex H showed roughly
over 20 ng of PETN. It is important to mention that
other ingredients present in the Semtex sample may
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contribute to the obtained signal. These ingredients
were not characterized, but their presence confirmed
using head-space vapour injections on a 15 meter
capillary column connected in a Varian 3400 G.C.
equipped with an ECD detector.

smoking materials and common laboratory chemicals
have revealed that Channel A was susceptible to false
alarms on the men's/women's toiletries, producing an
alarm in the 10-400 counts range. Recent EVD-1DC
evaluation in Germany have produced similar false

positives on Channel A using certain perfumes. This
however, does not exclude the presence of the orthomono nitrotoluene as a trace contaminant in these
products.
Channel A could be blanked or
disregarded as desired by the EVD-1 user.

The signals obtained in channels A & B are from
organonitrates, which the plastic explosive (e.g. C4)
was contaminated with, either during manufacturing,
transport or storage. The EVD-lDC dual column
system is not set for detection of RDX, although the
RDX peak appears at a later retention time,
unacceptably long for a routine security checking
operation.

4. CONCLUSION
A commercially available Explosive Vapour Detector
EVD-1DC was modified to allow faster sample
analysis without compromising sensitivity and
selectivity of the device and provided additional
capabili-ties to allow detection of all ICAO plastic
explosive taggants in addition to the traditional
organonitrate EGDN, NG and DNT. Finally, the
ability to detect PETN as an overlapping peak with
the DMNB taggant at Channel C was also
demonstrated.

Further improvements of the unit may involve a third
G.C. column and possibly a separate ECD detector
for detection of the RDX peak at a reasonable
analysis time. It is also important to mention that
with the high volume sampler, trace residual plastic
explosives are readily transported onto the 1st
adsorber cartridge. However, it is preferred to
perform sampling as close to the suspected surfaces
and possibly to touch the surface, in order to increase
the probability of particulate transfer into the sample
tube.

Future efforts vill be focused in improving sampling
methodo-logy, faster analysis and expanding the

instrument capability to dect RDX.
Other sampling methodology, not reported in details
in this paper, involve direct surface swabbing with a
fibre glass paper and subsequent close sampling of
the swab with the EVD-1 sample tube.
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Sampling of head-space vapour of crystallized
commercial TNT sample produced positive hits on
chanels A & B with the parent TNT peak appearing
late in the chromatogram (Fig. S.).
Further
investigation of this sample revealed presnmce of 0MNT, and P-MNT, and 2,4 DNT which are radily
detected in channels A & B, rmpectively.

2. Rudolf Meyer "Bulolves" 2ad edition, Vedag
Chemle Wmnhelm Derfield Bah Floida B&el
1981

3. TEST EXPLOSIVES RESULTS
Head-space vapouus of small samples of each of the
tet explosives were collected using the HVD- I high
volume sampler. Great care wu taken to prevent

sucling particulates onto the sample tube. The
results of sampling the a explosives ar shown in
Table 1.

Laborory air and the production assembly ae
produced positive hits of roughly 20-40 counts in

Channel A. Interferant results with a long fit of
men'a/womn's Wetie, bousehold chemicals.
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SUMMARY TABLE 1
OF
EXPLOSIVES DETECTION WITH THE MODIFIED EVD-IDC UNIT
EVD-1DC DETECTION WINDOW (+/-HIT)
A
B
C
APPROXIMATE DETECTION
TYPE OF EXPLOSIVE/TAGGANT
LIMrS
Explosive Semtex plastic

+

+

C4 U.S. made plastic

-

+

DMNB taggant

-

-

O-MNT taggant

+

-

P-MNT taggant

-

+

m-MNT tagpant

-

+

EGDN

-

+

-

lppt

+

-

5ppt

EGMN

+

ng for PETN
<5pptv*

+

5ppt
1ppt

Ippt***
Ippt

MMAN

-

+

-

5ppt

NO

-

+

-

sppt

DNT

+

+

lppt*

TNT

+

+

5ppt

Detonator cord

+

5ppt*

Plater U.K. made

+

sppt*

Double base propellent

+5ppt**

-

5ppt*

+

Black powder
Ammonium nitrate (commercial)

-

PETN

+

Background morm air

lppt*

-

Sniffing lab air

+

Sniffing assembly room

+

+

zxl ng

-

Blank ran

Machine shop-..

.

0

Organouitrat

0'

From NO

•

Always includes the P.MNT isomer

contamination or from MNT
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TAGGING

MARKING OF GERMAN PASTIC EXPLOSIVE FOR THE
ENHANCEMENT OF VAPOR DETECTION
Dr. Peter Kolla
Forensic Scientist
Bundeskriminalamt, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

taggant has to be added. In Germany the taggants still
in question are o-mononitrotoluene, pmononitrotoluene and dimethyl-dinitro-butane. No
decision could be found until today on the selection
of one. The problem for the manufacturer is that
none of the three is soluble in silicon oil to easy mix
them into the plastic explosive. Additionally during
the manufacture water has to be removed under slight
vacuum at about 600 C. Consequently it will be very
difficult to adjust a defined amount of tagging
substances in the final plastic explosive.

Explosive vapor detection is one of the most
successful methods to discover hidden explosive
devices. For the correct operation of this method,
there must be an evaporation of molecules from the
explosive. The detection limit of most of the
equipments available, the so-called explosive vapor
detectors (EVD's) (1), (2), requires at least in t'"e
range of 1-5 1012 molecules (trillions of molecules)
to be collected and introduced into the machine. That
seems to be a high amount and it is. All the
molecules must be at the outside of the sampled
container and must be in a collectable form e.g. not
adsorbed at the surface. Presuming the above number
as an example and sampling one litre of air directly
above the pure explosive substance, PETN and RDX
with vapor pressures in the range of 10 ppt (3) can
just be detected. Under real conditions the searched
explosive is covered with several layers of different
material and is placed in any kind of container. The
vapor from the explosive is retarded and the amount
of dollectable molecules is much lower. Experience
shows, that ingredients with vapor pressures lower
than TNT are not detectable. Reliable detection is
only possible for explosives that contain explosive
oils such as EGDN or NG. Pure vapor detection i.e.
without any mechanical transfer of particles is
impossible when plastic explosives are hidden. Main
constituents of plastic explosives are PETN and RDX
with very low vapor pressures. Therefore the tagging
conception was created and the addition of easy
evaporating substances to plastic explosives shall
enable vapor detection.

A very important point, which influences the
selection of a substance is the injuriousness to health.
The two nitrotoluenes are believed to be carcinogenic
and the manufacturer as well as the user want to
avoid this risk.
During such discussions the essential criterion, why
taggants are added, is often forgotten. The
enhancement of the detectability of plastic explosives
depends not only on the compatibility of the taggant
with the explosive but also on the response behaviour
in the detector. The marking agents in discussion
have molecular structures that should enable most of
the commercially available EVD's to detect them.
That statement considers only the function principle
e.g. IMS, GC-ECD or chemoluminescence. The
operational conditions of all devices have to be
adopted to all taggants in question. This additional
recognition criterion for at least three substances
simultaneously with six explosive compounds is a
very difficult problem. First, you must have a high
separation efficiency with a peak capacity
(spectroscopic and chromatographic) of nine peaks
and more in one run. It must also be possible to set
the corresponding nine windows for recognition.
Second, the false alarm rate will consequently
increase to a much higher number than before,
because much more interferences are possible. The
increase of the false alarm rate may lead to chaotic
conditions for the operation of the detection method
in the real security control.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Germany only one plastic explosive is produced,
SEISMOPLAST. The main constituent is PETN. In
contrast to many other plastic explosives from other
countries, the plastifier in the German plastic
explosive is silicon oil. This composition leads to
several problems in the production procedure if a
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The investigations, that have been made in Germany
comprise the detection as well as the stability field.
The addition of o-MNT, p-MNT and DMNB to
small amounts (50 g) of the plastic explosive was
done by intensive kneading by hand.

pressure (5). The o-MNT is the best evaporating
substance with a vapor pressure, that is roughly 100
times higher than the vapor pressure of DMNB.
Measurements of the vapour pressure showed an
approximate linear decrease with dilution in the
explosive (Table 2).

3. DETECTION WITH THE ICAO BOX
4. SUITCASE EXPERIMENTS WITH MONONITROTOLUENES

The detection experiments in Germany were
performed with the chemoluminescence based EGIS
equipment (4). It was selected because of its superior
selectivity and separation efficiency compared to all
other EVD's (Figure 1). The sampling procedure of
the EGIS supports a good mechanical transfer of
particles into the detector. That is especially
important for the detection sensitivity in real baggage
checking.

For these experiments the nitrotoluenes were
selected, because they were believed to be the best
marking agents at that time. The o-MNT and the pMNT were mixed 0.5 % in plastic simulators
consisting of paraffins.
A hardcover suitcase was cleaned with acetone at the
outer surface and the simulators with the tagging
substances were put into the suitcase. Shortly after
the closure of the suitcase, no substances could be
measured at the outside. After 16 hours three new
measurements were taken and each time a distinct
signal was obtained for the two nitrotoluenes with a
slightly higher signal for the ortho isomer. The
suitcase had overlapping slots and seemed to be fairly
tight.

The experiments were made with the prepared
explosives following the ICAO proposal. The
explosive was put into a polythene bag, wrapped into
cotton-wool and packed with newspapers in a paper
box. Measurements were performed after several
hours up to three days and the height of the signal
was recorded (Table Iaand lb). The measure for the
amount of taggant outside the box was the peak
height in the chromatogram. Distinct signals were
depicted if peaks were higher than five peak height
units. The relation of the total amount of substance in
the sampled air volume is approximately as follows:
I peak height unit of-the nitrotoluenes corresponds to
20 pptv, 1 peak bight unit of the DMNB is related
to 10 pptv. The measurements were performed with

The second experiment was done with a usual bag
with a zipper at the upperside. Already after 30
minutes clear peaks were obtained from o-MNT and
p-MNT with similar peak heights. The sampling was
done by moving the device twice along the zipper,
The simulators were layed without special covering

and without burping by sampling twice with the
sampling device (14 s; 2 l/s). The approximation of

about ten centimeters below the closed zipper.

the concentrations was performed with regard to a
collecting efficiency of 10 %of the substance to be
adsorbed on the collector coil.

Another suitcase of imitation leather and a zipper was
used because it seemed to be more tight than the bag.
The simulators were put into the middle upperside of
the suitcase, which also contained clothes. The zipper
was closed and 25 minutes afterwards the first
measurement was performed. No signal was seen in
the detector. After 3 hours a small peak arose from
o-MNT, the peak of p-MNT was in the range of the
detection limit. After 4.5 hours the signals for the
substances had increased with a clear peak for oMNT and a poor peak for p-MNT (o-MNT 3 times
higher than p-MNT). The sampling was done by
sniffing twice along the zipper.

The o-MNT in a concentration of 0.5 % could
already be detected after 1 hour with burping,
whereas under the same conditions the p-MNT was
detectable not before 3 hours. Time for the first
detection was nearly doubled at a concentration of 0.1
% (Figure 2). Without burping detectability of the
MNT's was worse, but the o-MNT gave still
acceptable results. The p-MNT could not be detected
before 24 hours. The widely discussed DMNB
showed a different behaviour. It was only detectable
when sampling was performed with burping. The 0.5
%sample took 24 hours for the first signal and the
0.1 %sample was detectable only after 2 days. All
results correspond to the differences in vapor

The last suitcase was a hardcover one again. But the
simulators were packed into polythene bags each and
then put in the upper middle region of the suitcase.
The suitcase was filled up with clothes. The outside
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of the closed suitcase was sampled after 70 hours (a
weekend). Only very small peaks just above the
detection limit were observed for the two taggants.
The peak height was similar. After opening the
suitcase and sniffing at the clothes, that were in a
layer at a distance of about 10 cm from the packed
simulators, big peaks were obtained with a peak
height of p-MNT twice of the o-MNT. That shows
that the para isomer tends to be adsorbed more
strongly.
Nitroaromatic compounds, such as the tagging
substances discussed in this paper, tend to be strongly
adsorbed at several surfaces, because of polar
interaction as well as partition effects. The vapour
pressure of the substances, when they are adsorbed is
strongly decreased, so that often above the surfaces
no vapour can be detected. In order to lo(ok finr an
adsorption effect, the inner surface of the hardcover
suitcase was sampled 3 hours after the removal of the
simulators. Very big peaks of each component were
found. Two polythene bags were put into the same
suitcase, without samples in it. The first bag was
removed after 3 hours and its surface was sampled.
Distinct peaks of o-MNT and p-MNT were observed.
The second bag was removed after 8 hours aid both
bags were exposed to clean air for 70 hours. After
that long time, there were still signals observed, but
they decreased by a factor of ten. If the taggants are
adsorbed, they stick very fast especially at plastic
surfaces.

surface. The samples were analyzed by HPLC and
CC-MS to quantify the amount of the remaining
tagging substance (Figures 3 and 4). Analysis of the
DMNB marked ball gave a 2 times higher
concentration in the sample from the center compared
to the surface sample. A possible explanation for that
big difference is the relatively slow diffusion velocity
compared to the evaporation from the surface. It is
believed, that such an effect may reduce the
detectability considerably. The o-MNT and the pMNT could only be analyzed as very low amounts by
overloading the HPLC, quantification or calculation
of ratios was not possible. In GC-MS analysis none
of the two substances were found in the explosives
that were stored without wrapping. Samples of the
same explosives that were stored in a closed bottle
gave clear signals for both taggants. It seems that the
mononitrotoluenes are lost by the one year of
unpacked storing. To get a final conclusion it is
necessary to repeat such experiments with bigger
amounts of explosives formed to different shapes
(plates, balls, blocks).
6. CONCLUSION
The detectability of German plastic explosive is
considerably enhanced with addition of the tagging
substances, The best results were obtained by
marking with o-monitrotoluene but the evaluation
of stability investigations shows, that both
nitrotoluenes are lost very fast by storing the
unwrapped explosives. Additionally, the carcinogenic
properties of the nitroaromatic taggants may prevent
their usage. Dimethyldialtrobutane shows a moderate
detection behaviour, but it seems to stick for a longer
time in the plastic explosive. Somie serious doubts
exist about the routine checks of real baggage.
Because the existing vapour detectors have to be
extended with additional detection windows for all the
possible taggants, the false alarm rate may incre
to a very high value. Especially the nitrooluanes
have very uimilar polarities and vapour presu
to
a lt of odorous substances. Some experiences in
mwt EVD tests in Germany showed posaible
interterences betwee nitroaromaics and perfumes.
If false alarm rate only rises in the rnge higher than
I %,the usage of the method may be impractical.

After the removal of the simulators from the imitation
leather suitcase, it was opened for half an hour and
then the surface of the clothes was sampled. Big
peaks of each taggant were observed, showing that
the clothes, which are exposed to the taggant vapour,
are strongly contaminated with these substances. The
same observation was made at the surface of a
briefcase, that had never been handled directly with
the taggants in before. It was standing near the
preparation place. On its surface small amounts of oMNT as well as p-MNT were mea4wed by a single
sniffing experiment.
S. STABILITY OF TilE MARKING AGENTS
The stability of the taggenis in the plastic explosive
was investigated by analytical awwurements after one
year of storing. The marked explosives were formed
to smeall balls and laid at a well ventilated place
without any wrapping. Alter one year, samples were
taken from the ceater of the bal and the outer
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Tests with the ICAO standard box (1)

aeasure: peak heights after x hours
a-NNTO.1

p-RNTO.l

DMNBO.1

o-MNTO.5

p-MNTO.5

DMNBO.5

with burping
0

---

1

-.--

2

'3.4

3
5
24
48
72

X
13.9
36.4
44.3
70.0

1

.4--

21.7--

x

--

x
1.2
7.8
7.8
26.0

26.0

-

1.6
4.2

99.0
195.0
144.0

x

2.8X
31.2
17S.0
235.0

p-RWTO.l: 0.11 v/V p-.ononittotoluene in plastic
x: not measured.
1.2#': after 7 hours

Table la.
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x

x
1.9
5.1
6.7

Tests with the ICAO standard box (2)

measure: peak heights after x hours
o-MNTO.1

p-NNTO.1

DMNBO.1

o-MNTO.5

p-MNTO.5

DMNBO.5

without burping
0

-

-

-

1.4

-

-

1

-

-

-

9.8

-

-

2

2.8

-

-

x

x

x

3

x

x

x

-

-

5

5.1

-

-

x

x

24

33.0

2.1

-

15.0

x
56.5

20.2

p-MNTO.1: 0.1% w/w p-mononitrotoluene in plastic
x: not measured

1.2t: after 7 hours

Table lb
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Figure 2
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Vapour pressure of the substances above the sarked German
plastic explosive (Seismoplast)

Plastic + 0.1% o-NNT

-

100 ppbv

Plastic + 0.5% a-MNT

-

460 ppbv

Plastic + 0.1% p-MNT -50
Plastic + 0.5% p-lINT

Table 2
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-

ppbv

200 ppbv

;PD-M6A POST ANiLYSIS

uIti-chromatora am CH.

CH2-

CH3-

CHI: 210-ZI(nm)
il

i

, ,i

It

, iI t I

4
2
ABS./FS: .B5

i t .. I

CHZ: 27-278(ni)

IH I

I

I ,

I

I

I

I , I

20
18
14
16
12
TIME(min): -8.63 ABS.: 0.00S0

8
6
MIN/DIV: I

HPLC overloading analysis of p-MNT 0.5 after one yeav storag

Figure 3
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GC-MS analysis of o-MNT 0.5 after one year storage
1. Explosive stored in a closed bottle
2. Explosive stored without wrapping

Figure 4
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PROGRAM TO TAG MILITARY PLASTIC/SHEET EXPLOSIVES
Sarah Eng, Joseph Lnnon, and Carolyn Westerdahl
U.S. Army Armament Research Development and Engineering Center

Picatinny Arsenal. NJ

1. INTRODUCTION

acceptable lifetime within the explosive; and can be
safely manufactured and stored.
After identifying the most promising taggant this
program has the goals of: carrying out all necessary
health and safety tests; ensuring that the explosive
and the related items can be produced; identifying all
items within the DoD which use plastic explosives;
testing and requalifying them as necessary; managing

Although there have been efforts by private and
Government investigators to tag explosives for more
than 20 years as evidenced by the establishment of
the Advisory Committee on Explosives Tagging in
1973, this effort took on renewed urgency in
response to the PAN AM 103 tragedy in December

1988. The International Civil Aviation Organization,
a United Nations Committee, pursued an international
convention which requires the tagging of all plastic
explosives (including flexible sheet explosives) with
an ingredient that will make the explosives detectable
with existing, commercial explosive vapor detectors.

the inventory so the minimum amount needs to be
disposed of in 1997.
3. APPROACH
ARDEC began work on this project in FY 90 with
money provided by The Department of State. A
candidate taggant was identified, and several
preliminary tests were conducted in the plastic
explosive Composition C4. This is the only plastic
explosive manufactured by DoD. The program
schematic is depicted in Figure 1. Phase I of this
program was the identification of candidate taggants
through literature search and knowledge of explosive
characteristics using the above Objectives. There was
extensive interaction with the scientific community of
other nations who are interested in this effort.

The United States Government participated in the
diplomatic conference which ratified the convention
in February, 1991. This convention requires all
manufacturers, including the government, to begin
tagging all plastic explosive production after I
January, 1994 and to ensure that no untagged
inventory of unincorporated explosive remains after
that date for civilian use, or after I January 1997 for
military use.
The Department of State was the U.S. lead for
negotiating the international agreement. Within the
Department of Defense the U.S. Army has been
given the technical lead to plan and implement the
negotiated convention. The Armament Research,
Development and Engineering Center, ARDEC, has
provided the technical support from the onset of
Army involvement.

Phase II had two parts. There was small scale testing
of the candidate taggant to determine compatibility,
sensitivity, performance, detectability, and toxicity.
There was also consultation with the other services
and other parts of the Army to identify concerns; e.g.
which items incorporate plastic explosives and may
need requalification.

2. OBJECTIVES
The first objective of this program was to identify
candidate tggants which: are reliably detectable by
commercial vapor detectors with minimal false
alsrms; are compatible with the explosives with

Phase III has 5 main parts: Full scale toxicity and
environmental testing; manufacture and qualification
of Composition C-4; testing for degradation of
neighboring materials; manufacture and qualification
of selected end items; and management of inventory.
The last part is not handled by ARDEC.

which they come in contact; do not degrade other
materials with which they are packaged; do not
degrade the performance or safety of the plastic

3.1 Full scale toxicity and environmental testing has
begun at the Army Environmental Hygiene Agency.

explosive in which they are incorporated; have an

These tests will determine if particular care is
required in the manufacture and handling of the
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tagged material.

4.3 Sensitivity and performance tests such as
compatibility, impact sensitivity, detonation velocity
and plate dent were carried out on material produced
in the laboratory to compare the tagged and untagged

3.2 One of the primary concerns in the manufacture
of tagged plastic explosive is ensuring the uniform
distribution of the taggant. Experiments are planned

C-4.

using colored mterial to monitor the dispersal in the
mixer. Afer a large batch of the tagged material is
manufactured, the distribution will be tested, the
required performance and safety tests will be
conducted, then all documentation will be modified.

4.4 Mechanical property tests compared the tagged
and untagged C-4.
4.5 The pure taggant was used in in-vitro and invivo toxicity tests for mutagenicity and
carcinogenicity, as well as, oral LD50 tests for the
Swiss-Webster mouse.

3.3
A testing program has been outlined to
determine the effect of the taggant on the nonenergetic components in the end items. These are
things like plastic sheets, adhesives, and plastic parts.
These will be aged at elevated temperatures and high
humidity with the tagged and untagged explosives,
then be examined for degradation,

5. CONCLUSION
There has been extensive tni-service co-ordination on
this program and that continues. Large scale toxicity
tests have begun and environmental tests are
scheduled. The Workplan and schedule for the
remaining tests have been finalized. It appears that
the Department of Defense will be able to meet the
deadline for incorporating taggant into plastic
explosives.

3.4 Not only the basic explosive but also key
armament items made with the explosive will be
requalified i.e. have the performance and safety
testing. The documentation for all items using
plastic/sheet explosives will be changed and new
National Stock Numbers will be issued. This includes
not only items made with Composition C-4 but also
those made with commercial sheet/flexible explosive.
3.5 Stockpile management is a tri-service effort
which is coordinated from the Office of the Single
Manager for Conventional Ammunition.
4. STATUS
The following work has been carried out on batches
of tagged Composition C-4 made in the laboratory at
Holston Army Ammunition Plant. Many of the tests
will be repeated with the material from the full scale
manufacture.
4.1 The taggant's detectability was measured with
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

suitcase using five different commercial explosive
vapor detectors. This gave guidelines as to the
minimum concentration of the taggant which could be
used.
4.2 Accelerated aging tests are being conducted at
several temperatures to deteimine the loss of taggant
from the Composition C.4 with the objective of
predicting an overall lifetime for the taggant in the
explosive.
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AN IMPROVED VAPOR TAGGANT DETECTOR
T. H. Chen
U. S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center
Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey 07806-5000
1. INTRODUCTION

be built. The discussion in this paper will be limited
to the GC/ECD type.

An international effort in the tagging of plastic
explosives with vapor taggants culminated in the
signing of an international convention this year. As
part of this effort, we conducted the detectability of
a vapor taggant in concealed modified Composition
C4 using several off-the-shelf portable commercial
explosive vapor detectors.

Experimentally so far, we have only examined the
taggant sampling protocol (see our paper in this
volume on the detection of taggant in modified
Composition C-4). We feel that we have made a
significant improvement in the existing international
detection protocol and concluded that an effective
sampling protocol must incorporate a sampling device
and procedure to enable sampling of taggant vapor
from inside the suitcase with minimum sampling of
outside air from around the sampling area. We are
currently working on a device incorporating our latest
findings for sampling taggant vapors from the "real
world* suitcases.

One detector was found to perform quite well.
However, this detector which is based on GC/ECD,
has a turnaround time of approximately two minutes.
This is, of course, too long for passenger screening
purposes. Furthermore, the retention windows are
fairly wide which could lead to potential false alarms.
In addition, the hand-held sampler does not lend itself
for automated sampling applications. The ion
mobility spectrometer (IMS) type detectors were
found to be quite unsatisfactory for the detection of
the taggant.

To my knowledge, an efficient sample concentrator
properly interfaced to the portable GC/ECD, or
GC/MS for automated analysis is not available at
present. This device is quite important in the overall
scheme of taggant detection. It must be capable of
concentrating the taggant vapor and delivering a
concentrated slug of taggant to the separation columns
very rapidly and automatically.

The objective of this paper is to briefly spell out the
general requirements for optimizing various important
parameters such as the turnaround time, sensitivity
and selectivity of detection, and the sampling
protocol.

In order to shorten the analysis time, increase the
sensitivity and specificity and thus reduce the false
alarm rate, use of short, rugged high resolution
columns is essential.
These columns became
available only recently. The multicolumn approach
will obviously enable the identification of taggants
with greater confidence.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Apparatus
A portable explosive vapor detector of GC/ECD type
with dual packed columns was used in the
improvement of an international sampling protocol.

Use of ECD should be satisfactory for taggant
detection although other taggant-specific detectors
should be carefully examined.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The vapor taggant detector for passenger screening
applications requires a very short turnaround time
(about 10 seconds). I believe that a low-cost, rapid
response portable vapor taggant detector based on
GC/ECD, or gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer
(GC/MS) or MS alone, or gas chromatograph/chemiluminescence detector (GC/CLD) could

In order to achieve the very short overall turnaround
time, the dead-volume and the heat sink throughout
the entire detection system should be eliminated, or
minimized.
Finally, the detector should be designed for rugged
automatic operation and be as *user friendly" as
possible.
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4. SUMMARY
The general system requirements for a low-cost,
rapid response portable vapor taggant detector based
on GC/ECD, which is suitable for passenger
screening as well as other applications, have been
briefly discussed.
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PLANT LABORATORY SCALE PREPARATION AND COMPLETE
CHARACTERIZATION OF MODIFIED COMPOSITION C-4
CONTAINING A TAGGANT
T. H. Chen, C. Campbell, R. Reed, W. F. Ark, J. Autera,
D. A. Wiegand, and M. S. Kirshenbaum
U. S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center
Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey 07806-5000

1. INTRODUCTION
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An international effort in the tagging of plastic
explosives with vapor taggants which culminated in

In order to simulate a situation as close as possible to

the signing of an international convention this year.

the 'real world', the modified Composition C-4

As part of this effort, modified Composition C-4
homogeneously tagged with 1 and 0.1 wt % vapor
taggant were prepared at plant laboratory scale and a
complete characterization of the modified

tagged with the taggant at nominally 1.0 and 0.1 wt.
% concentrations was prepared using a two-pound
scale manufacturing plant equipment. A total of 50
pounds, i.e., 25 batches, each of control (untagged),

Composition C-4 was conducted. The objective of

tagged at 1.0 wt. %, and tagged at 0.10 wt. %

this paper is to evaluate all parameters which are
crucial in the detection of concealed tagged plastic

compositions, were prepared.

explosives, performance of tagged explosives, and
safety. Preparation of homogeneous specimens is

A total of five cored samples were obtained from
each of the 50 pound cubic blocks of tagged

critical to obtaining valid conclusions.

Composition C4 containing approximately 1.0 and

The parameters investigated include homogeneity,
detectability, life-time, stability, compatibility,
performance, sensitivity, mechanical properties, and

0.10 wt. % taggant to determine the homogeneity of
taggant distribution. The five samples represent the
center-top, center-middle, and center-bottom along
the vertical axis, left-side, and the right-side along

toxicity.

the horizontal central axis. The samples were
analyzed by the high performance liquid
chromatographic method (HPLC) developed for this
work.

This paper will briefly describe the comprehensive

studies conducted and discuss the conclusions
obtained.

The samples were found to be homogeneous within
the experimental error and the concntrations were
identical to the nominal values. Thus, the simple
mixing process and equipment used enabled the
preparation of homogeneous specimens without

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Apparatus

A ternary high performance liquid chromatograph
was used in the analysis of the taggant. Several offthe-shelf commercial portable explosive vapor

taggant loss.

detectors and a portable particulate explosive detector
were used in the quantitative detectability evaluation
of the chosen taggant in the concealed tagged
Composition C-4 using an international protocol. A
differential scanning calorimeter was used in the
stability and compatibility studies. Other physicochemical tests were conducted in accordance with
standard military specification methods.

the taggant in concealed Composition C4 tagged at
the 1.0 and 0.1 wt. % levels. One is capable of
producing reproducible quantitative detector response
for the taggant with a detection limit of approximately
5 picograms and the detection time of approximately
2 minutes,
The response of the other is
nonquantifiable and this detector sometimes detected
the taggant as a halogenated compound, a false
response.
Although incapable of detecting the

Among the five detectors tested, only two detected
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taggant, the particulate detector tested was excellent
in the detection of 1,3,5-trinitro-l,3,5triazacyclohexane (RDX) from both outside and
inside of the suitcase contaminated with Composition
C-4.

only a minor change is needed in the current
manufacturing process.
The results of the comprehensive studies on the
physico-chemical properties of the modified
Composition C-4, tagged with 1.0 and 0.1 wt. %
taggant selected, established that the properties of
Composition C-4 are unaffected by the taggant.

The life-time studies have not been completed.
However, the results obtained so far indicate that the
life-time of the taggant in Composition C-4 will meet
the requirement.

The selected taggant meets all critical requirements
for tagging of plastic explosives.

The results of both the standard compatibility test and
the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) study on
the tagged Composition C4 were indistinguishable

from the untagged control Composition C-4 within
the experimental error. The compatibility between
the taggant and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN)
was also tested and they were found to be
compatible. Other plastic explosives containing
PETN are therefore likely to be compatible with the
taggant. Furthermore, the taggant was found to be
very stable. In fact, it is more stable than RDX.
The results of the impact sensitivity test, shock
sensitivity test, detonation velocity measurements,
and the plate dent test, an output test, showed no
significant differences between the tagged and- the
control Composition C4 within the experimental
error.

The results of In-Wuito and in-vio short-term toxicity
tests indicate that the taggant is neither mutagenic,

nor carcinogenic. The oral LD50 for the SwissWebster mouse was estimated to be similar to that of

RDX for rat.

Since RDX constitutes the main

component of the Composition C-4, the toxicity of
the taggant at the 1.0 wt. % or lower levels is
acceptable unless the results of additional long-term

tests, which are being conducted, indicate otherwise.
The results of mechanical property tests by
compression measurement of cylindrical samples
showed no significant difference between the tagged
Composition C4 and the control within the

experimental error.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A homogeneously tagged Composition C4 can be
prepared by a simple procedure at the plant
laboratory scale. It is anticipated that in the large
scale manufacture of the modified Composition C4,
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DETECTION OF TAGGANT IN MODIFIED
COMPOSITION C-4 TAGGED WITH A TAGGANT
T. H. Chen, C. Campbell, and R. A. Reed
U. S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineeg Center
Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey 07806-5000

1. INTRODUCTION
In the comparative evaluation of the detectability of
vapor taggants from concealed plastic explosives, it
is absolutely essential to develop a standard detection
protocol which is capable of obtaining reproducible
results. The current protocol is grossly inadequate
for yielding such data. Thus, the recent comparative
studies by international experts on the comparative
evaluations of the detectability of vapor taggants h om
concealed plastic explosives have been unsatisfactory.
The aim of this paper is to examine various
parameters of the detection protocol and devise a
scheme including design and sampling procedure

A total of five cored samples were obtained from
each of the 50 pound cubic blocks of tagged
Composition C-4 containing approximately 1.0 and
0.10 wt. %taggant to determine the homogeneity of
taggant distribution. The five samples represent the
center-top, center-middle, and center-bottom along
the vertical axis, left-side, and the right-side along
the horizontal central axis. The samples were
analyzed by the HPLC method developed for this
work. The blocks containing nominally 0.11 and 1.1
wt. %taggant were found to contain 0.107 (n = 10,
RSD
15 %) and 1.108 wt. % (n = 10, RSD 5.69 %) taggant. The samples are homogeneous
within the experimental error of the method
developed.

changes to obtain reproducible detector response.
The

improvement

strategy

essentially

involves

redesign of the sampling slit and sampling procedure
which ensure sampling of vapors from inside the
suitcase,
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Apparatus and Reagents
A Varian 5500 High Performance Liquid
Chromatograph and a Scintrax EVDI-DC Explosive
Vapor Detector were used in the analysis and
detection of the taggant from the standard suitcase,
respectively. The mobile phase solvents employed in
the high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

The International Civil Aviation Organization's
(ICAO) standard suitcases were used in the

improvement of the ICAO's detection protocol. Our
previous work as well as those of other nations were
not reproducible and thus a meaningful quantitative
comparative evaluation of the detectability of taggants
in concealed plastic explosives employing portable
off-the-shelf commercial explosive vapor detectors
could not be made.
Furthermore, our use of
thennocouples imbedded in the suitcases for
temperature measurement and substitution of
newspaper with a specified newsprint to eliminate
print inks still did not improve the results. We have
therefore concluded that the slit design and the
sampling protocol might be the principal causes of
non-reproducibility of detector response.

were the HPLC Grade.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to simulate a situation as close as possible to
the *real world', the modified Composition C-4
tagged with a taggant at nominally 1.0 and 0.10 wt.
% concentrations was prepared using a two-pound
scale manufacturing plant equipment. A total of 50
pounds, i.e., 25 batches, each of control (untagged),
tagged at 1.0 wt. %, and tagged at 0.10 wt. S
compositions, were prepared.

In the ICAO's standard suitcase, the slit made by a
razor blade or a narrow-blade knife on the corrugated
cardboard is not rigid. Furthermore, the slit width is
undefined. We feel that "burping* should not be
used in any quantitative studies as it would distort the
cardboard slit in a nowreproducible manner. To
eliminate this uefined parameter, a slit (0.38 ±
0.04 mzXslit width) x 100 mm (length), was
fabricated on an aluminum plate with a dimension of
S.24 cm (L) x 7.62 cm (W) x 0.16 cm(). This
plate was attached to the aide of the suitcase, with the

original slit enlarged to the width of 5 mm, so that
the center axis of th ,-.w slit was directly above that
of the enlarged original slit.

method. However, at 62.52 pg taggant level, the
RSD was 7.7 % (n = 6), a reasonably good number
(see the error bar in the Insert).

However, the results obtained were not sufficiently
reproducible.
We attributed this to imprecise
sampling of taggant vapor from inside the suitcase.
Therefore, the metal slit was further modified to
eliminate the possibility of sampling air from around
the slit area. Figure 1 shows the detail of the slit.
The length of the latter is confined to within the inner
diameter of the o-ring groove. Proper sampling
requires pressing of the outer-end of the absorption
tube vertically and squarely on the o-ring, i.e., lining
up the central axis of the tube with that of the o-ring
while exerting sufficient pressure on the o-ring to
avoid sampling of air from around the o-ring.

Figures 6 and 7 show the quantitative detector
response in pg as a function of time of taggant
samples taken from two ICAO standard suitcases up
to about 3000 and 500 hours, respectively. Samples
were not taken between about 500 to 2800 hours.
The temperatures at the time of sampling varied from
22.2 to 24.0 oC.
The suitcases contained
Composition C-4 tagged with 0.1 and 1.0 wt. %
taggant, respectively. Considering that the sample
flow rate of the hand-held sampler was not calibrated
and the crude integration method was employed, the
results are quite acceptable.
The reason for the apparently somewhat faster
response from the suitcase containing C-4 tagged with
0. 1 wt. % is not clear at this time. The random
packing of the crumpled newsprint may have played
a role. This parameter will be examined in our
future efforts. The relative response times of the
concealed C-4 tagged with 0.1 and 1.0 wt. %taggant
will be closely studied because significantly different
values will have obvious important implications in
airport security. It may be noted that the taggant
was detected within 20 minutes at about
23 oC. The reproducibility of this observation
will be carefully examined in our future efforts.

Figure 2 shows a strip chart recording of the sample
taken using the new slit and sampling procedure from
inside ICAO's standard suitcase containing all
m&te s specified wept tagged C-4. This test is
conducted to rule out the use of contaminated
suitcases. The arrow indicates the retention time of
the taggant.
It should be noted that only one
absorber tube was used throughout this study.
Furthermore, the tube was put through the clean*
cycle of the detector after each sampling to remove
any possible memory effect. The signal in Figure 1
is identical to that of a typical air sample, establishing

the uitcmw to be uncontaminated.
Figure 3 shows the signal from the suitcase
contaiuing C4 tagged with 0.1 wt. S taggant at the
784minute mark after the placing of the explosive in
the "itca" and the sealing off of the suitcase with a
qecified tape. The tagant signal is quite strong and
emily detecAble at 78 minutes.

In order to demonstrate the importance of appropriate
sampling procedure, the lateral
distance,
perpendicular to the slit, between the canter of
the slit, i.e., the center of the o-ring, and the central
ais of the sampling tube, as well as the vertical
distance between the center of the plane of the outerend of the absorption tube and the center of the slit,
were carefuily changed very slightly prior to
sampling and the effect- of thee paramete on the
taggant detectability were extamined.

Figure 4 displays the signal of 20.84 picogmms of
toggant to show the sensitivity of the detector used.
The latter is capable of detecting about 5 picograms

of the twgant.
In Figure 5, the calibration curve for tagant
quantitatlou is shown. As can be seen from the
figure, the electron capture detector of the detector is
quite non-linear. Thus, the linea range extends only
from about 100 to about 400 picograms (see the
Insert). Since the chart paper was not provided with

Figure 8 illustrates the dramatic decrease in the
taggant detection sensitivity from an ICAO's standvd
suitcase containing 50 grams of concealed modified
Composition C4 tagged with about 0. 1 wt. S
taggant after approximately 500 hours (see Figure 6).
By moving the absorption tube away directly above
the slit only about 0.2 mm, the wnitivity dropped by

an electronic integrator, the area integration of the

essentially an order of magnitude.

signal was performed by cutting and weighing the
paper, which is not a very satisfactory quantitation

that the vertical distance is a much more critical
paramet than the lateral one. The results very
srongly sugs that the improper slit design and
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It may he noted

imprecise and faulty sampling procedure are the
prime causes for the unreliable results obtained in the
past.
4. CONCLUSION
This work very strongly suggests that improper slit
design and imprecist. and faulty sampling procedure
are the prime causes for the unreliable results
obtained in the comparative evaluation of the
detectability of various taggants in concealed plastic
explosives
employing various off-the-shelf
commercial explosive vapor detectors conducted by
the U.S. and other nations.
The key to obtaining reproducible results is direct
leak-tight vapor sampling from inside the suitcase to
prevent sampling of outside air from around the slit
area.
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BIOSENSORS

DRY IMMUNOCHEMICAL SENSOR
FOR THE DETECTION OF PETN VAPOR
H.R. Lukan, Ph.D.

Dimirix Corporation

1. INTRODUCTION
Gisever (1973) showed that an indium semi mirror
coated with a monolayer of a substance would
undergo reduced optical reflectance after incubation
with a solution of the substance's antibody. He was
able to see the effect with the naked eye. Lukens and
Williams (1977) reversed the process by first
attaching the target substance's antibody to the semimirror, after which the device would show a decline
in optical density when exposed to a solution of the
target substance. Lukens and Williams (1982)
subsequently found that the device could also be used
as an immunochemical film badge (IFB) to detect an
airborne target substance,
Early efforts to develop the IFB for the detection of
airborne substances were plagued by such a high
degree of performane variability that thewn were
doubts in some quarte that an airborne target
substance could bind to its antibody until Luken
(1990) demonstrtod such biudling n expeinz with

aolbe

laboratory. The immumoge was consructed, with the
help of Dr. 0. Linig, of San Diego, by coujupviq
pentrinitrol (obtained courtesy of Wamner-Lambert,
Pharmaceutical Research Division) with TOB
(thyroglobin, bovine). The cjugtio procedure
began by refluxian 55 mg of pentrinitrol for 20
minut with 46 ma of chloroecetic acid and 2 ml of
9M NaOH, in ordlr to substitute the acetic acid
moiety for the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group of
pentrinitrol. The solution was then adjusted to a pH
of 7.5 with HCI. Then 4.3 ml of the solution was
adjusted to 5 ml with 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB),
pH 7.6, and 200 mg of 1 ethyl -3(3dimethylamtoopmpyl)cwbodit-mide was added to
activate the carboxylic acid group of the substituted
pentrinitrol. The resulting solutio, was added
dropwise, with tiring, to 10 ml of 0.01M P8
containing 100 mg of TB. TM solution was sirred
one hour at room temperature and 8 hour at 49
ceontigrade, afterwhichitwa dlalyzed aalst 0.01 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.6) for 2 days at 40 centigrade
with 5 iales of buffer. The dialyzed solution

contained the imni ogam

cocaine an morphine.

Recently improved aemimirrma and deoitomery
have been obtained ad have led to improved
petformace of IFft. As shown Ii this Mper, IF%
can now be consruted dt detect PETN v r in a
few second-.

The immunqen was nl to the com"mc antibody
baility of Dr. Luq fot mixing with Fwmud's
djuvant and ijctim in rabbits followed by
bost injectiou. Blood waa ukw from d rabbits
at intervals, ad the blood saeum, which ownaed

2. MATEUIALS AND EQUIPMENT

polyctonal antibody toward PEIN (snatPET). was
(om and delivered to this labatory.

Semimifrors, prepared by deposition of evaporud
iodium on 22mm x 22aMm a O.16mm lM
microscope slide coverm, w r obtained from Thin
Film T.mchology. Inc. (Buellton. CA). Their opical
densties (ODs) were in the nge of 0,7 to 0.8, but
each semimirvt had a highly uniform OD acma its
r
. TEM photographs show that the idum on
the semiminors exists as islands of approximately 60
Am dmmee separated from each other by abow 40
0M.

Antibody toward bovine sesum albumin (ai-BSA)
wa oband from Sigma Celmic Compay fin %a
as 0tol on the IWe
Eac IFBw prpared by depsition of 75 microlst
aliquou of dilue solutioms of ai-PM ad ati-

BSA at defined, adjat, but sqmpas.

pipd
Antibody toward PMTN was develop

in rabbits via

jectin of an iumam poduced i

omw

positios oa

indium ide of a iemilno and aen r 10
mnt. T aliquos each of which coatained about
414 molemule, of proein, wr lift1ed off wit a
t

d de antibody paitm were twid wi1h a

dam of dealwud watro.

The IF -w than dlokwmd

o dy in sir am oom tepecar ovamigh

Th
n

replacement not was one room volume every 30
minutes. The motion of air in the room could be felt
on the sin.

procedure resulted in a sensor are and a control
area, each about 0.4 cm in diameter. Each arm was
covered with s monolayer of protein molecules and.
was noticeably darker than the untrad are of tho
semunarror.

Measurements with the reader were carried out by
insertion of the framed and unexposed IFB in the
sample slot and obtaining nine readings of W, the
sensor/control light transmission ratio. W was
measured in the sam faion after each of a series of
timed exposures to PETN vapor in a Coplin staining
jar. Seventeen IFf. were prepared and tested in this
fashion with exposure times rnging from one minute
to 1400 minutes.

1lhe area of the WEB containing anti-PETN is referned
to as the target senaor i.e., the are that sense the
target substance. The ame containing %nti-BSA is
referred to as the intererence sensor, or control,
since it serves to 1rond to general envirensl
variables, such as dust and changes in humidity,
wich will affect both sensor area equally. Thus, the
control serves to compensate for general variables.

The mean and standard deviation of the mean, s(in)
of each set of nine readings was calculated. The
Percent relative difference, D. between the preexposure value of W and each post-expoaure value
was calculate, and the standard deviation of the
difference, a(d), was obtained by taking the relevant
s(mk values in quadrature. Student's t-Ust for the
diference between means was applied at the 95
percent level of Confidence. Given sets of nine
measurements, the difference is considered significanxt
ift.,where t - DIs&d is at or above 2.306.

A two-huane prototype portable IFB reader was
constructed to our specifications by C. Pepper, an
independent conUtrco in Sao Diego. The reader
splits a common light source, via light pipes, to the
tage sensor (anti-PETN in dhe present case) and
control (anti-BSA) areas of the IPE. On tho other
aide of each are is a phttaasotwo stages of
amplifcation, an analog~-tdtl convertor, and a
three decimal read-out of transmitted light intensity.
A third citcuit comoputes the ratio of light intensity
through the now are to the light intensity through
the control arm and displys the ratio to three
decimal place. There is also an aalo circut to
adjust and stblize the lamp intsity.

The average a(M) Aniong the 109 sets of dine
readings in this work was 0.018 percent felative. and
the average s(d) was 0.02S. Henc, in these
laboator condtions, detection at the 95 Percent
y bemd to have occurred,on
Wideof onfie
the average, when D rbae a value, of 0.0511
percn, relative.

Plastic frames to hold TI. for placemet In the
reader weedesigned and mufbatued by 4Ward
Tech. Wa., of Son Diego. The reader's samp sdot
was coosanacted to bold dhe framies enuy tot
Pposs of COnstan positoning.

bn order to estimate the liky value of D required for
ddancion in the field, a single IFS was masured
many time" with frequent removal (rM. And
teieertion ito, dho reader, and the Neader was
mved sever altm betwee room. Prom 87
resag twder thes conditaun it was estiate that
on the averag, for eas of 9 rendin. dowetion in
field muontis would accu when IDreached 0.152
paemn eaie

Wheale amme cap Copfin staining jas (10 slde
capacty 3.S inces MUl,66 ad owl'a). each
containing 4mg#of PETN in an "pe, one dream vial,
was mee to expoe IM to ftETN vapors
I. £XPIE

NTAL

Separt moom were Wsed for prepan ad eOpo"n
IMle No PMBT was preatent in the labovaor usad
totrpeepaig admeauing theIM in odeto
avoid prmu exposure to the target vapor. The
laboratoy was cldte contollad to the tig of 21
to 23*C ad 59 to 61 paces relative humidity. The
teader wosoc brou*h ino the rom where MI
We exposd to PEMh vapor

A quantity R. which is reated to the rawe or chaop
of 0.was obtained by dividing1) by the time of
exposure, T: iLe.:
R-Dfr

I

In the coo of eac 1FB tsedd the relationshwp
bteen
go Aad miates oftexpoure was found to be

The mom is which the esposure to PETN vaow wa
Carfied ad % ams climat cotro"ld ad the at,
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represented by the power model,
R=a * TA(n)

(2)

For convenience, the expreasion was modified to
relate T and 1000R a follows:
100CR = b * TA(m)

(3)

and the value of b and m was found for each IFB.
The constants, b and m, were obtained for each IFB
from experimental data. The performance of the 17
I17s is mmnmsuild in Table 1.wherein the values of
b and m shown are used in Eq.(3) to estimate the
minutes required for each IFB to detect PTN under
simulated field conditions (time for D to equal 0.152
percent relative). The standard deviation, a, of the
observed values of 1O00R about the calculated curve
for each IFB is also given,

4. DISCUSSION

power curve with b-247. 1 and m--0.9694 with a
standard deviation of ±45 percent relative. The data
and curve are shown in Figure 1. Similarly, for IFBs
11-17, the slow IFIs, the fit is ±35 percent relative
to the power curve with b=83.5 and m=-0.7664.
These results show considerable improvement over
earlier, unpublished results wherein the observed
10i0R values had a standard deviation of :±-156
percent relative about the calculated power curve.
The calculated response times of the three fastest
IFBs are not explicitlygivmn in Table 1, becau of
the extent of extrpolatio beyond the range of actual
exposure time.
The large spra in zeeponse times arUN. against
diffusion as the oate
limiting factor in all cam. In
fact, since the air in the jar is disturbed when the IFB
is istded to begin an exposur, it is unlikely that
any of the observed respone were limited by the
diffusion rate of PETN molecules. In the abseoce of

diffusion limitations, it might be expected tha the
lage excess of airborne PMTN molecules in the
Coplin jar over the binding sites on the IF steno

An IFB prepared with antiserum has about 2311 to
4111 binding site per square centimeter (Lukens,
1990). PTN has a vapor pressure of S4E-6 tofr,
according to McReynolds et al (1975). Thus, at
saturation, there me abow as may mokeules of
PT per ml of air (2E 11) as the
bindg
sites per bquare centimeta of IFB. Since the Coplin
jarvolumeis66mlandthe eno areaIsO.$square
centimeter. thee am bout 100 times the number of
PETN molecule tequited to satuate the no

ara would result in pseudo-firs order kinetics.
However, the fat dt the data fit a po* model
indicates that such is no the cae.

ar's binding sites.

iMPOra

Ows possble explanation for the observed decln ic
rat of eponse with time is tha no all of the
bdiAg site aesuaily aeible to the PMmoleculm , buk rather that there is a gradieat of
acceWbility of Widing st, Vaiafbility in
accebility of binding site. cold aW be a

pAr of th explanation for t

t" Nsbe

awat the 17 IFS., Th"s
learning to optieim binding sito availability is
important to the production of unirmly fua tFBh.

diffetences inr ftqm

As een in Table 1, the time to reac D of 0.152
perent relative and, thus to deftt PMTH "po, is
estimted to be less than one minute f(r 16,u of the
17 lFI. The detection threshold wa no emhed oro
19 minut or more in 5 of the 17 IS. ad two
IPBs reached the tmod in between I and 10
minte. Oa this basis, it could be argued that 59
pem of the lFBs *a fas to very (a. 12 pen
wefe of medium ged, and 29 perwt were so . In
this sene the speed of the IM exhibited a bimodal
disnribuic. Four of the five pu of IFB. bebaved
tIe tax: i.e.,. eier both were fin to vey ft or
both were slow. Only one pair split with repect to
sVeed of spunme.
Tabe I Asow dt the dta fit the calculated cumve
for ench I fairy well. It is worth notin diat the
obseved 10)R vlus from IFS. 2-10 fit a general

.

A key factor relative to the variation in ti
to
det PETN with the seveteenm Wa sppeas to be
theageof theaamlno. Sie*a ndsixold( >i0
months) and bew ( 4 2 months) semi ug r,
reqtecfively, wer used to apku the IFO.L Te ne .
IFSB with threshold detectios timas pI ovor I miate
ve all made with old samirors.
Freshness of the antibody solution used to prepare m
IFB my be an impotan act r, since die of tho
slow IFBs were sade with day-old an ismu:
solions. whereas all of tbu st 1;0* were a
with frh sdoludo. Alo, thre are data to s*1m
tha the lvl o arca mamisre i, the IFS e*eor
Mrs is W AL Rat to th point e tde

.

batt 1)IFM don't woik when the relative humidity
drops to 1percent. and 2) IP~s work beat when the
rtive humaidity is high (Lue.. 1991). Since the
targe wsor sad control are asr prepred in the
-u bile., beginining with the -m coetrations
of tlir rapoctivo proteina, it ia expected that they
will contain eqimi quanttes of trace uwitwe. Thus,
the co"tm will coqenst for changes in trae
moistur in the aeaor, but it isposuible that, in the
Wld IWD respna will be hatw wader conditions of
high humidity.
Vara Wnu
smmiro wmttbilt has also bee.
observed, sad the amiabp hetm this and IFS
perfommawc is under inveafiguto.
As we i eamed ofi9wfactonthOW govemiM
perfonsac. the prcponioe of IF~s poduced with
fa w ae to the targt cwqiowml will kuprovt

I. Giant, 1 (191). -noe Mtlbody-Antige
bastion-A Visal Qbm4oa,' J.1nmunal.
vol. 110, p,14M.
t. Ia... H.R. and C15,William (MMh 'A Soli
Sabubts Imnuaologlcal Amy for Maitoubf
OwgeicSavlronmca Camlana,' SPA Repas
3. ttAm*. H.R. sad C.Williaa (198)4- lshod

4. Laet1
~
t (IM9). SBiadlq of Airborne
RadioabWe 16$s. Connlnd Subuaeca to IPry
lmspa iaI Aozbody.hL adaL uc-a
burn,6 iaL.144, pp.223-229.
-3. - MaRe
, (1M9), 'An lauamy Film
9od. DeteCWo of. Taf Sabewcs WnAif
6. McyO~qds. LN.t O.AMS0l. #Amd %tAnfrw
(1973). 'Damagzio
of Csotamiow of
Explivel VaOWS (roea Nwvca sad LOWs, SI

R, CHANGE IN TRANSMISSION RATIO (SENSOR/CONTROL) DIVIDED
BY TIME OF EXPOSURE TO PETN VAPOR, T (MINUTES)
VS. T. AVERAGE TIME FOR DETECTION = 0.03 MIN.
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Figure 1. Nine fit IFlh for detecng PETN
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Table 1. Performance of Seventeen IFBs for Sensing PETN,
In order of increasing time for detection

IFB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Eq. (3) Parameters
b
m

Minutes
to Sense
PETN (a)(b)

1544
191.0
286.1
275.8
290.5
274.4
214.3
180.0
183.1
162.2
114.0
97.08
53.88
114.2
45.32
25.48
56.77

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.19
0.30
0.31
0.83
3.2
7.0
19
24
25
41
62

-0.9175
-0.9808
-0.9149
-0.8348
-0.8034
-0.7735
-0.7959
-0.8599
-0.8427
-0.6528
-0.7474
-0.7703
-0.6471
-0.9099
.0.6148
-0.5169
-0.7614

(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
(2)

(4)
(5)
(5)

s, %rel.
(±)(c)
10.8
29.7
1.6
24.8
22.2
11.8
17.7
12.6
15.1
37.2
25.9
2.6
16.7
13.1
14.6
19.9
6.1

(a) Time, per Eq.(1), to reach D=0. 152.
(b) Pairs of IFBs prepared at the same time are indicated by matching numbers In parentheses.
(c) Standard deviation of observed 1OOOR about the calculated curve for the IFB.
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THE CHALLENGE OF BIODETECTION FOR
SCREENING PERSONS CARRYING EXPLOSIVES
Curt Weinstein, M.A., and Sidney Weinstein, Ph.D.
Western Connecticut State University
Danbury, CT
Ronald Drozdenko, Ph.D.
NeuroCommunication Research Laboratories, Inc. (NCRL)
36 Mill Plain Road, Danbury, CT

1. INTRODUCTION
Only vapor detection is safe enough to be used to
screen persons for carrying explosives into airline
terminals, ball games, controlled-access political
gatherings, corporate buildings, bus terminals, etc.
Although there are many vapor detection techniques
available, none, as yet, surpass the following
parameters, which are based on a biodetection
model--a specific animal model developed at NCRL.
Thus, this biodetection technology becomes the
benchmark with which other detection technologies
may be judged. See Table I. The parameters reflect
those of NCRL's SYS-5(tm).
The 12 parameter model is very general; one
expression is NCRL's SYS-5 in which 5 detecting
elements are employed in simultaneous independent
datection. The detecting element is the rat, a
specially prepared rat. Following is information
about the detection behaviors of this detecting
element, considering both clean and explosively dirty
environments,
1.1 An Experiment with the Detecting Element in
an Explosive-Dirty Environment
lntrtduction.
Although much work has been
performed using trained animals to detect the
presence of explosive vapors, few attempts have been
made to determine performance as a functioni of
explosive-vaiprn concentration in an explosivedirty
environmant. In our earlier work (Nolan, Weinstein
& Weinutein, 1978a: 1978b), rats were successfully
prepared to detect military-grade TNT with a high
level of confidence. A typical example is rat-00-76
which detected military grade TNT with a statitical
confidence level of better than 99.9 %. Subsequent to
that work, rats were shown to be able to dtect pure
TNT, black powder, RDX, and any one of the three.
See Figure 1, which shows for these explosives the

average percentages of detection and false alarm,
employing detecting units with a single detecting rat.
In more recent work with highly-pure TNT we
collected samples of the test air and control air during
measurements of rat performance to see how the rat
would perform in an environment contaminated with
explosive vapors. We called the control air that was
contaminated with explosive vapors the explosivedirty environment. The task for the rat was to detect
explosive vapors greater than the environmental
levels. The concentration of TNT in test and control
air streams was measured by gas chromatography
(GC). One rat was selected for demonstration
purposes. We investigated the ability of this rat (7988) to differentiate between concentrations of pure
TNT.
Background. Rat-79-88 was trained to press a bar
when TNT-laden air was delivered, and to refrain
from pressing a bar when nonTNT-laden air was
delivered using NCRL's training technique. The test
apparatus was under computer control, and was used
to deliver varying concentrations of TNT vapor. The
computer additionally scored the rat's performance,
controlled reinforcement contingencies, and
controlled the air-sampling pumps for the GC.
Preceding results. Before the experiment to measure
rat performance concurrently with TNT
concentration, experiments were conducted to insure
that the rat was indeed responding only to the
presence of TNT, and not to some conconitant cue.
In one series of experiments, the arms of the test
apparatus that were used to deliver TNT or control
sir to the rat were switched. The rat responded to
the deliveiy of TNT and not to the control air. In
another series of experiments, the TNT source was
removed from the test apparatus. For the first 50
trials, the rat detected TNT as if the rource was still
intact. For the second SO trials, performance fell

appreciably. Finally, during the last series of 50
trials, performance stopped.
Because the
reinforcement contingencies remained enabled, the rat
could have received its reinforcement if it could have
solved the detection task by alternate means.
However, it did not, thus indicating that TNT vapor
was the controlling stimulus. Detection during the
first 100 trials was evidently due to residual TNT in
the source chamber. In this manner, we verified that
the rat responded only to the presence of TNT.
Procedure. The experiment to measure performance
as a function of concentration in an explosive-dirty
environment was conducted by measuring TNT
concentrations by GC concurrently with the rat's
performance. Path the test air and the control air
were sampled concurrently during each session. The
samples of air for GC analysis wer- collected from
the same area that the rat sampled so that an accurate
measure of what the rat was sampling would be
L ned. Rather than training the rat to specifically
detect low levels of TNT, the rat was trained to
detect saturated levels, and performance testing took
place during titration of the concentration of TNT in
the test air. During ti. titration experiments (600
trials), this rat evidenced 96 % corroct detection when
chall.anged with TNT in .he range of 2 to 3 ng/L;
simultaneously, there weta only I % false alarms (3
in the 309 challenges witl' control air). Before
titration, the rat averaged 95% correct behavior,
Table 2 provides data from the last three sessions.
Results and diseuss~on. Results are presented in
Table 2. First note from Table 2 that "pL. ormance"
is a very strict measure of the ability to perform the
task, Errors of both detection and false alarms
subtract from 100% performance. Not only do
specially prepared rats have excellent prrformance,
but also they are able to maintain that performance
for over a thousand trials over a periou ,; up to eight
hours, Second, note that performance falls for this
naive rat when the difference in concent.ations of test
to control air fall below I ng/L.
When the
concentration difference was .93 ng/L performance
fell to 95%, and when tho difference fell to .70 ng/L
performance fell to 60%. Note that the decrev.'nt in
performance concomitant with titration was probably
not due to fatigue, because the rat had a histoiy of
responding to up to 1171 trails in a few hours. That
high work level was not exceeded during these
experiments. Whereas, the experiment demonstrated
the performance level of one rat in an explosive-dirty
environment, SYS-5(ttu) performance is not limited
to the performance' of a single rat, even though the

rat is used as the detecting element. The use of
multiple detecting units enhances performance.
1.2 Use of Multiple Detection Elements
SYS-5 outperforms a single detecting element by
employing majority logic, which causes the detection
rate to be enhanced and the false-alarm rate lowered.
Because each detecting element performs an
independent simultaneous evaluation for explosives
vapors, the following equation can be used to relate
the proportional detection for one active element to
the proportional detection of the system employing
majority logic of five active elements:
Key:
D(ml5) =proportional detection of
a majority logic system of
five active elements (NCRL trade
name: SYS-5)
p

proportional detection of
one active element (all have the
same specifications for t h i s
demonstration)

D(ml5) = 6p 5-15p 4+ l0p3
Because the above formula is derived solely from
probability theory, it also relates the proportion of
false alarms for the majority logic to that of each
active element. One result of employing majority
logic based on five active elements is that detection
rates increase while false alarm rates fall. For
example, consider the specifications given in Table 3,
for an incompletely trained rat. Notice that the rates
of detection and false alarm are quite deficient. Yet
even under these conditions, the system response is
very good, having a 93% performance.' Detection
rates of 81.1% or greater by each of the active
elements combine for a system detection rate of 95 %
or better. Further, false alarm rates of 13.5 % or less
by each active element become a system false alarms
rate of less than 2%. Actually, NCRL specially
prepared rats obtain much better performance than
indicated here (se Tables 1 and 2).

2. POTENTIAL APPLICATION
2.1 Airport Passenger Screener (APS)
Overview.

The 12-parameter biodetection model

permits application to an APS that is capable of
screening individuals at the rate of 600/hour for
bombs that contain many high explosives (including
RDX). The external appearance of the NCRL APS
resembles a revolving door (see Figures 2, 3, and 4)
abutting the control center (at the stationary hub).
Persons to be screened enter the revolving door
singly at rates up to 10 each minute. The person
pushes a bar which activates the revolving door,
causing it to rotate at a fixed rate. Jets of slightly
moisturized air gently scrub the person as he/she
walks while temporarily sealed in the door's
chamber. Meanwhile, the moist air is sampled and
analyzed in real time. If no detection occurs, the
person exits the revolving door; however, if a
detection occurs, the person is locked in the revolving
door, while security personnel are alerted. A brief
discussion of the APS functional details follows,

5 are being verified for operational performance.
The remaining 20 are off duty, 10 just having
completed an 8 hour shift with the remaining 10
waiiiig for the start of an 8 hour shift. Of the ten
active elements at any one time, only five are actually
used for screening purposes in a majority-logic
program. The remaining five active-elements are
tested by the random introduction of explosives
vapors. The testing continues at ten screens per
minute for a period of two minutes. After each two
minute test, the tested-true active elements are
switched (logically) with the screening
active-elements (no physical switching is
necessary--ju-.t switching of the actual samples and
test-samples). In this manner, the active-elements
which are testing the sample have always been
freshly verified as operational within the preceding
two minute period.
In the unlikely case of
impairment of an active element, reserve elements
from the 10 waiting to be used would be logically
substituted. Therefore, the APS is always using
freshly tested and verified active elements. The low
cost of active elements makes this procedure of
providing tested and verified active elements a
feasible approach.

Redundancy. The sample, collected from within the
revolving door, is delivered to each of five detecting
elements (e.g., SYS-5). Each detecting element is
capable of detecting at least picogram levels of
explosives molecules. The APS employs these active
elements in a majority-logic response system. When
at least three of the five active elements respond, a
detection occurs. The advantage of employing 5
active elements in the APS is that performance is
increased markedly over one active element.

Maintenance. Maintenance is simple, because the
active units are contained in modules. Feeding and
waste disposal is by enclosed modules-black boxes,
in the engineering sense. If an acive element cea"a
to perform, replace the module: unplug the defoctlve
active-element module ad plug in the replacemest.
Currently, active elements ae effective for ix
months, but with the inclusion of newly developed
hardware into the rat, active elemnt may be
effective for a year or mote.

Manufacturing ease. Even though NCRL rats are
produced that perform at better than 95% detection
with less than 2 %false alarms, it is not necessary to
produce such *high performers.
A five-element
majority-logic system, if employed, could use active
elements that perform at 81.1 %detection and 13.5%
false alarms. It is not that such high performers are
not desirable, but just not nececmary for a good
system response, hence facilitating quick production.

2.2 Criteria Met
The following criteria were suggested fo an arpot
personnel screening device, and are met by NCRL's
APS design. First, the APS aventes 10 scmeiags
per minute. Second, it is harmless to people. Third,
i,'is reliable (and reliability is verified). Pout, it is
maintainable (assembly-line features). Fifth, it is
operable by unskilled labor. Sixth, it is cost
effective, because the active elements are very
inexpensive. In addition, the APS is designed to
have met the parameters of the 12-paameter model,
including the following criteria: Detect at beet than
98%. False alarm rate of less than 2%. RqJection
cycle at 5 seconds/sample. Detection cycle at 10
seconds/sample. Detects several explosives species.

Active element. The active element, of which there
are 30 in each APS, is the NCRL prepared rat. The
NCRL rat is a specially prepared and controlled rat.
Hardware placed into the rat allows it to be
controlled by electrical brain currents from external
computers. When prepared as such, the active
element will operate for long periods of time (e.g.,
up to 8 hours) and at high rates of screening without
a significant performance decrement.
Verifiable. In order to demonstrate continually that
the APS is functionel, sets of 10 active elements are
on call at any one time. Of these ten active-elements,
5 are employed for screening persons, while the other
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Does not confuse similar molecuies with target
molecule.

3. CHALLENGE
The challenge to do better than these values has been
made. We believe that this challenge is difficult to
meet with current technology. Finally, NCRL is
ready to transfer this technology for its use in
detecting explosives.
NOTE
1. Performance, a technical term, is defined as the
difference in pexcetage of detection and false alarm.
REFYRENCES
1. Nola, R.V., Weinstein, S. and Weinstein, C.
May, 1978a). Neurophysiological, operant, and
classical conditioning methods in rats in the detection
of explosives. Preseated at 3rd Annual Meeting of
Role of Behavioral Science in Physical Security.
2. Not=, R. V., Weinstein, S. and Weinstein, C.
(October, 1973b). El roencephalogrqai studies of
specifically-conditioned explosivos detecting rats.
Prseted at New Conceps Symposium and
Workshop on detecting ad Identification of
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Table 1. PARAMETERS OF NCRL BIODETECTION MODEL
Parameter Name

Description of Parameter

Detection Rate

The probability that the device
will indicate detection when

NCRL SYS-5
95 % for TNT

explosives are present.

False-Alarm Rate

The probability that the device
will indicate detection when

1%for TNT

explosives are not present.

Performance

The difference between the rates
of detection and false alarm.

94% for TNT

Time to Detect

The time from presenting a
sample until a detection decision
is made.

4.0 seconds for TNT

Detection Frequency

The number of detection decisions
per minute. This frequency
includes the total time from
sampling initiation through
detection decision.

4.0/minute for TNT

Duty Cycle

The number of working hours per

8 Hours

day.______________

______________________

Warm-up time

The number of minutes necessary

Detector Life

___,

__..
.

........

1 minute

specifications are obtained.

_before

The number of working hours
before the detector has a 50%
chance of failing to perform as
_

624 Hrs (est.)

specified.

Mininmm Weight of Sample

The smallest amount of explosives
detectable under the most
favorable conditions.

0.015 ng for TNT

Count

The percentage of explosives,
from the following list, that are
detectable at specifications.

100%

DNT, TNT, RDX, Dynamite.

Confusability

The percentage of items from the
following list that yield a false
positive. Nitrogen fertilizers,
tuna, bologna, protein powder,

0%

milk.

___powdered
J.

Volume

The volume of air needed to
lil

sample.
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3 ml (est.)

Table 2. PERFORMANCE AT CONCENTRATION LEVELS
Test Control

Sess.

Trial.

%Corr.

11.

50.

100.

12.

50.

13.

100.

%Det.

%FA.

PERF.

ng./L

ng./L

Tst.-Con.

100.

0.

100.

2.44

0.37

2.07

98.

95.

0.

95.

1.32

0.39

0.93

80.

60.

0.

60.

1.07

0.37

0.70

KEY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sess. identifies the ordinal set of trails.
Trail. is the number of challenges presented.
%Corr. is the percentage of correct decisions.
%Det. is the percentage of detections.
%FA. is the percentage of false alarms.
PERF (performance) is the difference between the percentages of detection and false alarm.
TEST presents the concentration of TNT vapors (ng./L) in the test air.
CONTROL presents the concentration of TNT vapors (ng/L) in the control air (which is background noise).
Tst.-Con is the difference of concentrations of TNT in test air to control air listed.
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Table 3. SYSTEM RESPONSE CONVERSION

Each Active Element
Detection
81.1%

System Response

IFalse Alarms

13.5%
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Detection

False Alarms

95.0%

2.0%
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THE FLOW IMMUNOSENSOR: AN ANTIBODY-BASED
SYSTEM FOR EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
Anne W. Kusterbeck
Frances S. Ligler
Center for Bio/Molecular Science and Engineering, Code 6090,
Naval Research Laboratories, Washiniton, DC 20;75-S000
James P. Whelan
Geo-Centers, Inc., Washington Operations,
Fort Washington, MD 20744

1. INTRODUL"ION

interactions are reversible, TNT mo|tsules ia the test
samples displace labelled signal molecula, which ure
detected downstream in a spectroflLorimeter. Using
a flow rate of 0.5 Wo per minute, this system
-produces a positive signal 4own to the low pais per
billion range in lem than a minute.

A dramatic need exists inthe transportation industiy
for a rapid detection systua wbkh can readily
differentiate explosive matetials in complex
eavirvments. This need for explosives detection
was the major impetus for development of a
biologically-based detector (biosensor) at the Center
for Bio/Molecular Science and Engineering at the
Naval Research LAboratories inWashington, D.C.
Designed to minimize analysis time and provide a
meas to cxami
multiple samples rapidly, the
ontinuaus flow detection system rrlies on an
immobilized antibody molecule for its high specificity
and high sensitivity. Unlike traditional antibodybased may systen (1,2,3) the flow inmunowno

does not require long am& wibai

2.METHODS
Labelled at1c
(initrohenne~cdaverinefluoremcein ixhiocytanto - ( NR-CV-FPTC)) wAS
prepared by rac;.iins trinitrtienzwe slfonic- iid
(Aldrich) with ,adave
-luoresoem (Mulmtusr
Probes) inborate-uffend stile (IUS) at pH 8.6-94
overnight at 4oC wlnl ticii.
Synthasi ofpt
-,t
was monitored by t1otay" - c inultoaphy in

periods.

methanol:chloroform (t:3)' Reation proceeS towat
completion under tee 6x4ditions. .moreIoal l-

In additioto the immobilized antibody, the prototype

TNT antibody (1183) wa mouped to trui h ,oride.

IyAm consst, of fluoreice te
molecie, a
prabe off4-helf fluimeter.alaptolpompx ,

activated Sepharose 411 by standard mdb&
of antibody bound was deerried by

a smll peitalic mp. and the associated bin
mad Mrdwue (Figue I).

Coemasse Blue pocedure(). mmobilied ibody-:
Was sA
while rocking with TNB-CV-FITC at

Ma
at .V.,

a molar ratio of antigm to antibody of 100:1 lor
Prof-of-6inciple for the system was demonstrated
pivviadly utilizing an antibody speific ft
d i
os1(DNP)andaDNP-flurescinonjuguae
as the labelled analyte (4). With only slight

severn days at 4oC. Analyte-satutated Sepharoan
w&%stored at 40C inthis oltionl
with 0. 1S sodi
azide (vlv). Bed volumeK of 0.2-0,$ millilitem were
prepared in dis" ble nkinruolomm (ISO-LAB) for

modifi"on, the ame system has been adp

to

use in the flow "ensr. Acontinuous flow mrame of

detect TNT by analogous mems. Briefly, antiritaiitotohieme(antiiiTNT)moo~onallalntibodieswer
-:..emmetally selcted for their &bility to bind to
TNT with high affinity and then aached to a matrix
of u"oft beads in a flow colitu.
The"
immobili
antibodies ae Mequently uratod

phoqhAt-buffeNd 'mlie, pli 7.4. contalining 0.1%
Trton-X.100 is 09ali.:hdW through the colum O
a downteam Spectrflluorimeter (Model 821, Jasco).
Signal above backgr oun from eah mrmnpe was
deniae by integration of naillivolt outu signad
from the pectroflumitwer utilizing an Hewlett-

with sa
exploive molecules dt bave been
couplod to a fluoreeaet masker ot fll. An aqueous
&lwmom i te etabl d thag the colu
7
ib asqdwow m iatoduotL Beall atbody

Pacard lnterata (model 33968).
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3. RESULTS

analogous oxpenmental design with antibodies
specific for other explosive molecules.

After establishing a stable baseline reading, a
standaxd curve can be determined ennploying know.,
dilutions of TNT. Under the condition3 of antigen
density, bed volume and flow rates described here the
linear range for TNT is in the 10-600 ng/ml range
(Figure 2). Specificity of the system is confirmed
since no signal is detectable when either lysine or
phenylalanine are tested at 8 jsg/ml or 5 jug/ml
concentrations (data not shown).
In addition to
TNT, dinitrotoluene (DNT) gives a signal in the
system (Figure 2). Integrated area values for DNT
are 62 ± 5% (mean ± S.E.M.) the values for TNT
over this concentration range.

REFERENCES
(1)
Smith, D.S.,
Al-Haldem, M.H.H., and
Landon, J. (1981) Ann. CMin. Biodum. 18: 253-274.
(2)
Warden, B.A., Allam, K., Sentissi, A.,
Cecchini, D.J. and Giese, R.W. (1987) Annal.
Biochem. 162: 363-369.
(3)
Lee, S.R. and Liberti, P.A. (1987) AnnaL
BicJwn. 166:41-48.
(4)
Kusterbeck,
A.W., Wemhoff, G.A.,
Charles, P.T., Yeager, D.A., Bredehorst, R., Vogel,
C.-W., and Ligler, F.S. (1990) J. lmmuwoL Meh.
135:191-197.

4. DISCUSSION
The continuous flow immunosensor has been shown
to be able to detect TNT in the nanomolar range in
less than two minutes. Further increases in sensitivity
may be possible !:y utilizing different fluorophores or
multiple fluorophores coupled to the analyte of
interest. Although a finite amount of antibody and
signal moicule limits the useful life of each column,
tests indicate that columns can be used for several
days without a loss of sensitivity. Replacement of
columns is necessary only after multiple large
positive TNT samples are introduced. An additional
advantage to the flow immunosensor is the limited
amount of reagents required for operation. Since the
chemistry of the system is confined to the small inline column, it is no- necessary that numerous
reagents be available. Both the fluorophores and the
antibody are contained in the column. P.-.,ared
columns are stable for at least several months and
continuous 8 hour operation requires only 500 ml of
buffer. Using the current system, we are currently
addressing questions such as repetitive sampling,
detection limits and analysis time.

(5)
Ahmad, If., and Saleemuddin, M. (1985)
AnaL Biochem. 148:533-541.

Despite the extreme specificity of antibodies, crossreactivities to other molecules 4ue to structural
similarities can be fortuitous, as in the case of DNT.
The DNT molecule is a significaw, contaminant in
commercial grades of TNT and has a vapor pressure
twenty times higher than TNT. Thus, for purposes
of explosive detection, DNT sensitivities are
desirable.
Finally, two major advantages of the flow
immunosensor are its ease of use and its adaptability
for detecting a wide range of cfferent molecules.
Additional explosives can be monitored by using the
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NRL FLOW IMMUNOSENSOR
PBS Buffer
with
0.1% Triton

)X-100

---

0

Laptop Computer

or
mV Signal Integrator
Peristaltic

Pum

Low
Pressure
Sampl
-or

Injecto

Row Sftam

Signal
f
Output
Spheros

Antigen*
Column
_

_

Spectro.

L i fluorimeter

Figure I

WAST

Dagran of Continuous Flow Immunosenor.

The current prototype model of the flow sensor comprises a low pressure sample injector,
peristaltic pump, antibody-antigen column, fluorimeter and signal processor. Placement of the
pump can be placed any munber of lovations in the flow stream path, however, placement as
shown minimize's tuving lenght and comcomittantly, analysis time.
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Figure 2- TNT and ONT Standard Curves
11B3 MoAb-Sepharose
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Standard Curves of Trinitrotouluene and Dinitrotoluene Signals obtained In the Flow

Sensor.
Integrated area from fluorimeter output signals are graphed verses sample concentration. Sample
size coulum bed size, and flow rate were 100d, 200/;d and 400d/min respectively. Best fit
linear regression lines are shown. Each point is the mean of three determination ± S.E.M.
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EXPLOSIVES SEARCH DOGS
S. Lovett
Defence Research Agency

United Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION

lead to the saving of many Hives. A good search dog
can have a knowledge of at least 14 different types of
odour. This list could include drugs, human odours
and explosives.

Dogs are superb detection equipments, capable of
detecting hundreds or thousands of molecules of
explosive vapours, very user friendly and mobile,
they do not need a power source except a reasonable
supply of biscuit and meat. They can not only find
explosives but can find drugs, weapons, crossbows,
money, mines, ammunition, people and empty or full
terrorist weapon hides, to name but a few. The
detection rate of this excellent detector is in excess of
70 % when trials are run using known amounts of
hidden explosives. Considerable difficulty is
experienced if attempts are made to determine the
mean failure rate in active service as we cannot
ascertain the number of misses. False alarms due to
items of, for example, attractive food, are not
recorded by dog handlers. I have asked several dog
users from the police and Customs Authorities about
the failure rate but no sensible answer has been given
- there is the possibility to be considered that handlers
do not wish to admit his dog failed in its dutyl The
irritating thing about the detection ability of the dog
is that we are very uncertain how the animal achieves
this extraordinary olfactory success. Extraordinary is
perhaps not a strong enough word because dogs have
been able to detect explosives and drugs in the
presence of very odorous materials such as farmyard
manure, diesel fuel or domestic bleach.

3. THE DOGS' DETECTION EQUIPMENT
Dogs have three systems which can be used to detect
odours. These are: the olfactory epithelium situated
under the forehead, the vomeronasal organ which is
located under the muzzle and receives stimuli through
vessels which terminate under the upper lip, and the
trigeminal system which consists of many nerve
endings in several locations in the mucus membranes
within the nose. The latter system seems to be able to
detect certain chemicals, for example, benzaldehyde,
acids and alkaline vapours but has not been studied to
a great extent. The vomeronasal system requires a
liquid stimulus and is used by the dog to detect
substances in urine which might indicate oestrus in
bitches. (The presence of the organ is very obvious
in horses as shown by the curling of the upper lip of
a stallion when testing mares urine) Most studies on
canine olfaction have been directed to the olfactory
epithelium. This organ is quite large and is easily
recognised on dissection by its yellow/orange colour
in contrast to the pink/red colour of the respiratory
epithelium. The olfactory epithelium is convoluted
and has a large surfice area - in the German
Shepherd this area is approximately 100 sq cm as
against about 3 sq cm for a human. The surface of
the organ is covered in cilia which are bathed in a
layer of mucus which is only a micron or less in
thickness. The cilia are attached to neurones in the
upper layer of the olfactory epithelium and the base
of the neurone is connected by a nerve fibre which
passes through the cribriform plate to the olfactory
bulb where the signals are processed before being
sent to the brain. Odours dissolve in the mucus and
trigger a transduction system within the cilia which
results in an electrical signal being generated within
the neurone which in turn passes to the olfactory
bulb. The electrical signal can be detected and
measured with a suitable electrode system to obtain
an electro-olfactogram (BOG) which provides a

2. TRAINING
In the UK the breeds used for detection are: German
Shepherd, Labradors, Springer Spaniels and Collies.
Dogs cannot be trained to find explosives on their
own; the handler and the dog must be trained
together. This normally takes two months or more
depending upon the natural ability of the dog and a
rigorous test of the pair must take place to ensure
their ability to carry out their work. In the UK the
pair are re-tested every year to ensure that they are
still competent to carry out search work. This is a
very reasonable requirement considering that the
discovery of explosive placed by a terrorist could
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measure of the ability of the olfactory epithelium to
detect an odour. Generally, this technique is applied
to the olfactorl epithelium exposed by a sagittal
section of the head of an experimental animal but it
is possible to apply the electrodes to the organ of an
anaesthetised animal.
However, it is desirable to use methods which do not
involve vivisection and in the UK we are funding
research into the detection of explosives which will
enable a measure of the sensitivity of dogs to
explosive vapours to be determined by behavioural
methods. The research is being conducted under a
Ministry of Defence Research Contract. Trained
sniffer dogs are allowed to search for a sample of
explosive contained in a plastic container which is
placed under a metal mesh cover to prevent access by
the dog. Twenty identical containers each under mesh
covers are used and are placed in rows in a large
room. The handler may conduct the search with the
dog running free or on a leash. The proceedings are
recorded on video. The test can be repeated as often
as required and the explosive sample can be placed in
any of the locations. The arena and the mesh covers
can be washed to remove any contaminating odours.
The plastic containers can be easily replaced. The
containers loaded with explosive can be left in
position for as long as desired to allow the vapour to
diffuse out. There are few draughts in the room and
air movements occur principally when people or dogs
move around. Different pairs of handler and dog can
be easily assessed for effectiveness. The
concentration of explosive vapour will be estimated
by collection on Tenax adsorbent followed by
desorption and determination using a gas
chromatograph. To obtain a reasonable measure of
the ability of any dog to detect the explosive the
search can be conducted several times. Appropriate
statistical analysis may then be applied to obtain the
probability of the detection of a particular explosive
at a given confidence level.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING
AND SIMULATION

BOMB/NO BOMB:
FROM MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL

SYSTEMS
Patrick Shea, Felix L1u, and Barak Yedida

Science Applications Intornational Corporation
Santa Clam, CA

1. BACKGROUND

distinguish them from mt objects in luggage. On

of these characteristics ika high density of nitrogen.
Systems for the detection of explosives hidden in
checked airline baggage have been under development
at Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) for the Federal Aviation Administration since
1985. In May of 1987, the first prototype was

3. DECISION ALGORITHMS DESCRIPTION
A simple approach to distinguishing a bag with an
explosive from an ordinary passenger bag is to

fielded for testing at San Francisco International

threshold the total number of nitrogen gamma rays

Airport. In 1989 the first production unit was fielded
at JFK Airport in New York. Since then, over
550,000 bags have been screened by SAIC units
around the world.

captured in the detectors. Figure la shows a
histogram of bags with and without simulated
explosives placed within the bags. The x-axis is an
arbitrary scale showing the relative nitrogen signal
from the bags and the y-axis represents the number of
bags in the sample. The separation is not good. A
'feature' which provides better separation can be
generated with some pre-processing of the signal to
filter for more "useful' gamma rays as is shown in
Figure lb. But the separation is still poorer than is
desirable.

2. DESCRIIrlON OF THE SYSTEM
The system uses thermal neutron activation (NA) to
detect the presence of explosives. In this technique
a suitcase on a conveyor belt moves past a source and
an array of detectors. Neutrons from the source
easily penetrate the luggage, and are absorbed by all
of the materials present. Different elements will emit
different energy gamma rays after absorbing these
neutrons (much like fluorescence). These gamma
rays are of a high enough energy that they easily
penetrate the luggage, and are detected by a detector
array which surrounds the cavity enclosing the
suitcase and conveyor belt. The detectors record the
number of gamma rays observed at each energy.
The number of gamma rays of a 'characteristic'
energy which are observed depends on the amount of
the element present, its location, the number of
neutrons present, and the probability that the element
will capture a thermal neutron and emit that gamma
ray. Since this probability is a known constant for
any particular element, and the number of neutrons
present and the number of characteristic gamma rays
are measured, the amount of each element and its
location can, in theory, be determined from the array

of signals.

This feature and others are produced by combining
the signals from the detectors and correcting for all
of the effects understood by physicists (interferences,
pileup and the like). The features have different
statistical properties; those features which average
over many detectors have smaller statistical
fluctuation but lose some spatial and elemental
resolution.
A large number of these features that use raw signals
in various combinations generate a multi-dimensional
space populated by bags with and without explosives.
It is the job of the decision algorithm to select the
best set of features and produce the best performance.
While no single feature will provide good separation,
a combination of features may be separable by a
hyperplane, a multidimensional equivalent of a line.

The bsie technique used in the automated decision
analysis is linear diacrlmino

Commercial and military explosives, such as are
used by terrorists, have several characteristics which

analysis.

A

discriminant value is computed by a linear
combination of the values of a set of fsatums
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measured for a bag. If the discriminant value is
greater than zero, the bag is classified as containing
a threat; otherwise, it is cleared. Geometrically, the
features are axes which define the classification
hyperspace. The measurement of any particular
suitcase can be plotted as a point in this space. The
points for suitcases without threats cluster separately
from those with threats. The hyperplane which best
separates the two clusters is the dividing surface
which results from the linear discriminant function;
in fact, the computed discriminant value is just the
normal distance to the hyperplane from the point
which represents the bag, the sign representing which
'side' of the hyperplane the point is on.
Application of Fischer's Criteria (the usual least
squares technique) to the problem results in the
dividing hyperplane being perpendicular to the line
that joins the centers of the two clusters. This plane
is also 'halfway' between the two centers, if the
distance is measured after normalization by the
covariance matrix. The overlap between the two
clusters determines the possible tradeoff between
detection and false alarm rates. By moving the
dividing hyperplane along the line joining the two
centers (equivalent to changing the threshold the
discriminant value has to exceed) this tradeoff can be
set to any level, from 0 false alarm rate (and a low
detection rate) to 100% detection and a
commensurately higher false alarm rate. In addition,
the value of the discriminant implies a "sureness" for
the decision. This value can be used in some kind of
Bayesian analysis or can simply map onto the tradeoff
curve as the PD/PFA point that would result if the
threshold were set at that value,

a simple two-layer network the outputs are computed
directly from the inputs through the connections or
weights between the two layers. Every unit in the
output layer is connected to every unit in the input
layer. Figure 2 is an example of a two-layer
network.
The outputs generated by the network are compared
with the desired or target outputs. Errors are
computed from the differences, and the weights are
changed in response to these error signals as dictated
by the Generalized Delta Rule. Thus, a BEP network
learns a mapping function by repeatedly presenting
patterns from a training set and adjusting the weights.
Each pass through the training set is called a cycle.
Input patterns that are similar to each other produce
output patterns that are similar because of the direct
mapping of inputs to outputs in a two-layer network.
Unfortunately, this prevents a two-layer network
from learning mappings which have very different
outputs from very similar inputs. In particular, a
two-layer network cannot learn the exclusive-OR
function. In order to learn such arbitrary mappings,
the network must have more than two layers. In a
network with more than two layers, the intermediate
layers are called the hidden layers. Figure 3 is an
example of a network with a hidden layer.
The activations of the units in the hidden layers
constitute an internal "representation" of the input
patterns. These hidden units learn to encode features
that are not explicitly present in the input patterns.
By applying the Generalized Delta Rule, a multi-layer
network can learn to develop whatever features are
necessary to perform the desired mapping.

4. ANS
The activation of each unit in the hidden and output
layers is computed by the sigmoid activation function
and is shown in Figure 4.

An artificial neural system (ANS), however, is not
limited to hyperplane separation in classifying
luggage. It is possible that an ANS can discover a
curved decision surface resulting in a much better
classification,

Here, 0 is the activation value for each unit, ne is
the sigmoid activation function used to modify each
weight, O is the bias for unit i, and wU is the weight
to unit i from unit j. (The biases are learned in the
same manner in which the weights are learned.)

The ANS paradigm that is currently used is called
Back Error Propagation (BEP). The BEP is a
supervised learning technique based on the
Generalized Delta Rule. The Generalized Delta Rule
is a steepest descent method of computing the
interconnection weights that minimize the total
squared output error over a get of tkaining vectors,
The standard BEP is a multilayered fully connected
feed forward network. It consists of an input layer,
any number of hidden layers and an output layer. In

The Generalized Delta Rule guarantees continuous
descent in the total root mean square (RMS) error.
This measure is computed by summing the square of
the target minus the output for every output unit and
for every pattern, averaging this, then taking the
square-root.
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5. ON-LINE EXPERIENCE

6. DECISION SURFACES

On test data, the ANS performed better than
discriminant analysis, i.e., at a lower false positive
rate with the same detection rate. Consequently, the
FAA decided to proceed with the testing of the ANS
in the six units it was purchasing for deployment,
The first step was to install the unit at the airport and
operate it to gather data. The ANS would then be
trained and would work in parallel with the standard
analysis, and, if the results were still better, it would
be used on-line. At the first installation at Trans
World Airlines at JFK International Airport, the
system was installed, the standard analysis was
calibrated and the performance was demonstrated in
the month of October 1989.

The full decision analysis uses a number of features.
Consequently, it is very difficult to portray decision
surfaces in only two dimensions. In order to view
sample surfaces, a small set of data was abstracted
from the data set. A few hundred bags were used,
all of which were similar in gross terms (size,
destination, etc.). The number of features used was
also reduced to five. This reduced set of data was
used to train a network using these five features.
Figure 6 shows the projection of the calibration data
onto a plane passed through the decision space. Each
of the two axes are features used in the network.
The decision surface is obtained by fixing the values
of the three features not used as axes and finding the
locus of points which form the boundary
between the
"bomb* and "no bomb" decision. 1

Typical operation at the airport involves measuring
some bags with simulated explosives and most
without. These data are shipped back to the SAIC
facility in Santa Clara for processing. All calibration
and training is done at the Santa Clara facility, and
thus only the feed-forward network needed to be
encoded in the explosive detection system. The data
which had been accumulated during operations
through early October were split into two parts. The
fist part was used for calibration, the second for
testing.

This is a strongly curved decision surface. Under
these conditions (fixing the three other features) the
discriminant analysis surface would be a straight line
on this graph. Figure 6 implies that an ANS using
only the two features can correctly separate the data
in the calibration set, while a straight line (i.e.,
discriminant analysis) could not.
It is probably possible to find a nonlinear
transformation of the features which could produce a
more linear response of the ANS (i.e., straighten the
line). However, the network training that gave this
result used the information contained in the collected
data, without operator intervention. Examination of
similar curves for other groups of bags shows that
differing degrees of curvature are required. In fact
some groups of bags will have little difference
between linear discriminant analysis and an ANS.
Whatever else it does, ANS provides a consistent and
effective algorithm for developing these nonlinear

During the week of October 21 through 26, the ANS
was tested in parallel with the standard analysis.
During this week, the ANS performed at an equal or
higher level than the discriminant analysis every day.
Since these on-line results demonstrated similar
performance improvements to those shown during the
testing phase, the ANS was installed as the decision
algorithm. It has been in operation in all units since
then.

combinations.
It is sometimes desired to set the operating point of
the system at different levels. For example, during
high threat times very high detection rates might be
required; otherwise, it may be desired to minimize
the false positive rate. The different PD and PIA
operating points at which the system can be set
determines the tradeoff* curve. A sample tradeoff
curve is shown in Figure 5, Note that while the ANS
curve is superior to the standard analysis curve in the
range of interest, there are ranges over which this is
not Inse.

7. SUMMARY
The complexity of the distribution of suitcases makes
a decision analysis a difficult problem. While some
features of bags make good decisions, and linear
combinations of thes feature do even better it takes
the nonlinearity of an artificial neural system to make
the moa effective decisions.
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NOTE
1. As should be clear from the figure, a number of
points on the separating surface were found, and
a smooth curve was passed through them. There
are not likely to be any small scale fluctuations
which are missed, due to the small number of
training points and restricted training times.
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1. INTRODUCTION

explosive and reaches the detectors of the EDS. Also
reaching the detectors will be neutrons and photons
that do not carry the explosive characteristic signal.
This background radiation can come from the source
neutrons interaction with (a) the explosive material
which do not result in the emission of characteristic
radiation; (b) constituents of the explosive enclosure
(such as luggage); and (c) constituents of the EDS,
including the detectors of the EDS. The background
radiation can also come from the interaction of the
characteristic signal with the medium it has to
transverse before reaching the detectors.
The
background radiation can mask the signal and thus
reduce the EDS sensitivity; i.e., the probability that
the EDS will identify an explosive of a given size.

The Explosive Detection Systems (EDS) under
consideration use neutron or photon sources for
probing the explosive material. For the sake of
abbreviation we shall refer explicitly only to EDS
driven by neutron sources. The design optimization
methodology to be described is applicable,
nevertheless, to EDS driven by photon sources, as
well as by a combination of photon and neutron
sources.
The design of an EDS is a complicated
multidisciplinary process. The present paper focuses
on the nuclear design discipline. The goals of the
nuclear design are defined in Section 2. Section 3
reviews the conventional approach to the nuclear
design of EDS while Section 4 describes the novel
design approach we are proposing to develop. A
limited number of illustrations of the usefulness of
the proposed optimization method are presented in
Section 5. A program plan for the development of a
powerful three-dimensional nuclear design
optimization capability is outlined in Section 6.

Once the performance requirements of an EDS are
given: namely, probability of detection and flse
alarm for specified amounts and range of contiguous
sizes of the explosives, the goals of the nuclear
design of an EDS can be set as follows: For a given
source (could be a number of sources) strength,
maximize the amplitude of the signal and minimize
the amplitude of the background radiation which
reaches the detectors. The above stated goals may
not be simultaneously attainable for every EDS. An
alternative design goal is to maximize the
signal-to-background ratio. The exact definition of
the signal and of the background for the purpose of
the design optimization may be EDS dependent.

All of the illustrations presented pertain to simplified
EDS because: (1) The limitation of the presently
available optimization code to one dimensional
problems, and (2) The commercial sensitivity of the
details about the design and composition of the EDS

and their subsystems.
Another goal of the nuclear design is to provide an
adequate shield for the neutron source (or sources) so

L GOALS OF THE NUCLEAR DESIGN

that the dose rate on the outer surface of the EDS
The inaterction of the source neutrons with one or
more of the constituents of the explosive material

will not exceed the permisble level. The acceptable
radiation level is to be achieved with a shield of

creates a characteristic signal (of gamma rays or
eutuons). This signal leaves the ewlosure of the

minimum cost. Under certain circumstances it might
be desirable to minim the shield thickness.
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dimensions that need be studied. Thus, in practice,
such an approach is not likely to lead to an optimal
nuclear design. In any event, it can never tell the
developers, or the sponsors of the development, how
close to the optimal their design really is.

Generally speaking, the closer to optimal is the
nuclear design of an EDS, the higher could be its
sensitivity. Moreover, with all other subsystems
(such as detectors, data collection and data analysis
systems) being the same, the nuclear design
optimization could minimize the cost of the EDS.
Consequently, a good nuclear optimization capability
could be highly beneficial for the development of
improved EDS. In certain circumstances the nuclear
design will be the bottleneck to the EDS sensitivity
improvement; going to a more sophisticated (and
expensive) data collection and data analysis systems
will not be effective if the nuclear design will not
provide a higher signal and/or a higher
signal-to-background ratio.

When numerical simulation of the EDS nuclear
performance is undertaken, it usually uses a
trial-and-error approach. In this approach the system
(either the entire EDS or one or more of its
components) is divided into Z number of zones; each
zone having a uniform composition. Assigning a
certain composition to each of the zones, the
transport equation for neutrons and photons is
numerically solved. From this solution one can
deduce the amplitude of the signal and background
radiation which reaches the detectors (or, even,
counted by them). The spectrum of the signal and
background radiation reaching the detectors is
obtained as well. The solution of the transport
equation can be done using one of the well developed
discrete-ordinate or Monte-Carlo codes [Bendahan et
al., 1991].

3. THE COMMON APPROACH TO NUCLEAR
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
The most efficient approach to the nuclear design of
EDS, in terms of the resources and time needed, is a
well balanced theoretical/experimental program. The
theoretical effort should involve a numerical
simulation of the host of nuclear phenomena which
take place in the EDS. The nuclear simulation tool
should be used for studying the effect of different
variations in the EDS design parameters on the
nuclear performance of the EDS. The ultimate
purpose of the theoretical effort is to identify the
design of the EDS that will optimize its nuclear
performance, as defined by the goals stated in Section
2.

The composition of different zones is then changed
and the transport equation is solved again to provide
the signal and background radiation for the modified
composition. This process is being repeated many
times until what appears to be an optimal composition
is identified.
Even though this numerical simulation process is
significantly less expensive and less time consuming
than a comparable experimental simulation, it is a
long and tedious process; if C different constituents
are to be considered for each of the system zones, the
total number of transport solutions that need be
obtained in order to cover all the possible
permutations of Z zones and C constituents is,
usually, prohibitively large (in terms of the required
time and resources). In practice, the designer will
apply his intuition and prior knowledge to reduce the
number of transport calculations that need be
performed. Nevertheless, even then it is not practical
to cover all the parametric space of relevance. As a
consequence, the best design identified by this
trial-and-error approach is not necessarily the real
optimal design. Even when the trial-and-error
approach leads to a near optimal design, the designer
(and the sponsors of the development) have no way
to know how close is the design to the real optimum.

The experimental part of the nuclear development
program is to validate the results from the numerical
calculations, which often involve different
assumptions and approximations,
In reality one encounters situations in which the
developers of EDS (as well as other nuclear systems)
do not use numerical simulation at all. One selects
the constituents of the different components and
decides on the dimensions of these components based
on general considerations and intuition. Then a
mockup is constructed in which the signal and
background radiation levels ate measured. These
measurements are repeated for a number of design
variations before a final design is selected. For such
an approach to lead to a real optimal design, the
experimental study Is likely to be prohibitively
expensive. This is because the large number of

material combinations, component geometries and
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4. A NOVEL APPROACH TO NUCLEAR
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

(b)
(c)

The novel approach proposed here for the
optimization of the nuclear design of EDS involves
three new ingredients:
(a)
The calculation of material 'effectiveness
functions',
(b)
The use of these effectiveness functions to
help identifying the most promising
constituents, and
(c)
The use of these effectiveness functions to
guide an automated search of the optimal
distribution of the selected constituents.

(d)

(e)

(f)

The effectiveness function of a given material gives

constituents.

the change in a Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) due to the
addition of a small quantity of this material to a given
zone. Thus, the Material Effectiveness Function
pertains to a given FOM and a given reference EDS
design. Usually, the addition of a given material to
a given zone can be done only at the expense of
removing the equivalent volume of one (or few) of
the existing constituents. Thus, in practice, one
needs to consider the Substitution Effectiveness
Function (SEF). The SEF of material i for material
j gives the change in the FOM due to the substitution
of a small quantity of material i for the same volume
of material j in a particular zone in the EDS.

(g)

(h)
(i)

The SEF are calculated using perturbation theory
formution [Greenspan, 1976]. The perturbation

theory calculation of the SEP requires the solution of

(j)

the transport equation and of a corresponding adjoint
equation for the EDS. The transport equation and the
numerical method used for its solution are the same
as required for thenumerical simulation of the EDS,
as described in Section 3. The solution of the adjoint
equation can be done using the same numerical
simulation codes. For each FOM to be considered
one needs to solve a corresponding adjoint equation
(For details see Greenspan, 1976).

Calculate the SEF for candidate constituents,
now pertaining to the optimized EDS
composition. By examining these SEP
decide whether a significant enough gain can
be expected by adding one or more other
constituents to the EDS, possibly instead of
an existing constituent.
Repeat the optimization procedure (Steps
"b'-'d-and 'f').
At the end of this process, estimate how for
is the FOM calculated for the optimized
system from its absolutely optimal value the value it would have assumed had we
carried the optimization process to very
close to complete convergence.
This
estimate can be done using the SEP values.

The optimal EDS composition identified
with the above outlined procedure may call
for a zone-wise variation in composition.
Based on this optimal material distribution,
work out a design that is practical to
implement and yet closely matches the
performance of the semi-continuously
varying design.

A computer code called SWAN was developed
already in the early seventies [Greenspan, 1973] to
perform all the above listed functions. Thus, details
about the theoretical basis for the above outlined
optimization procedure as well as on the practical
implementation of this procedure can be found in the
SWAN literature [Greenspan, 1973; Greenspan et Al.,
1973; Greenspan, 1976].

In summary, our approach to the optimization of the
nuclear design of EDS works as follows:
(a)

Solve the neutron and/or photon transport
equation for this reference design.
Solve the corresponding adjoint equation for
each FOM that is to guide the design
optimization.
Calculate the SEF for each of the system
constituents as well as for candidate
constituents. Get a set of SEF for each
FOM.
Guided by the SEP information, decide
whether to make a change in the constituents
of the EDS (relative to the constituents of
the reference design).
Apply an iterative optimization algorithm to
find the optimal distribution of the selected

Based on prior experience, define a
reference design for the EDS (or of one of
its subsystems).
The reference design
specifications include the system geometry,
type and location of the neutron sources,
type and location of the detectors, type of
constituents of all the subsystems and their
distribution across the EDS.

SWAN was originally developed for the optimization
of the nuclear design of fusion reactor components
which are exposed to the 14 MeV neutrons
originating from the D-T fusion reaction.
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Throughout the years SWAN was successfully
applied to the optimization of a large variety of
nuclear design optimization problems. Illustrations of
optimization studies carried with SWAN can be found
in [Greenspan et al., 1974; Gilai et al., 1977; Gilai
et al, 1983; Gilai et al, 1984; Greenspan et al, 1985a;
Greenspan et al., 1985b; Kinrot et al., 1985;
Greenspan et al., 1986; Greenspan et al., 1987; and
Karni et al., 1989]. In many of these optimization
studies the optimal nuclear designs identified with the
help of SWAN were found to offer a better
performance (i.e., to be more optimal) than
corresponding designs arrived at using conventional
nuclear design approaches (as described in Section 3).
In fact, this was the case almost whenever a
comparison was attempted between the SWAN and
the conventional approaches to the optimization of the
nuclear design of a given system. Following is a
brief summary of three of the comparisons.

arrived at by careful and professional optimization
but using the conventional design approach.
In another study [Greenspan et al., 19871 SWAN was
applied to make a systematic comparison of the effect
of the tritium breeding material on the blanket
thickness that is required to provide a given tritium
breeding ratio. A specific question addressed was
whether the remarkable difference (of over a factor
of 3) in the thickness of three different blankets
designed by three different groups of experts using
conventional design practices, is due to the different
lithium compounds used or to non-optimal nuclear
designs. SWAN easily found that the latter was the
case. As a by-product, SWAN showed how to
distribute the different constituents across the blanket
in order to obtain the desired tritium breeding ratio
Wing a minimum thickness blanket.
The optimal compositions identified with SWAN
throughout the years for a large variety of systems
also led to the invention of new composite materials
which offer improved performance. An illustration
of such composite materials and their expected
performance can be found in [Greenspan, 19911.
One of the new materials is polynated tungsten. The
total dose rate behind a 40 cm thick shield of a
californium-252 neutron source was found
[Greenspan, 1991] to be nearly 20 times lower than
the dose rate behind a comparable shield which is
made of the conventionally used commercial borated
polyethylene Another new material is polynated
titanium-hydride. The Cf-252 neutron leakage out
from a 40 cm thick shield made of this material was
found to be an order of magnitude lower than the
neutron leakage from the same thickness shield made
of the commonly used borated polyethylene. These
new composite materials might enable a significant
improvement in the design and performance of EDS.

In one of the studies [Gilai et al., 1983] SWAN was
applied to search for the optimal design of a shield
the major constituents of which are stainless steel and
water. The reference shield was designed by a team
of highly experienced professionals. It was found
that the dose rate behind the optimal shield identified
with SWAN was lower than the dose rate behind the
reference shield by a factor of 20!, when both shields
were of the same thickness. Moreover,' SWAN
found that by a proper addition of boron to die
shield, the dose rate can be reduced by a factor of
nearly 100 below the dose rate predicted using the
conventional design approach!
Another study [Kinrot et al., 1985] illustrates the
usefulness of the SEF information generated by
SWAN for identifying the most effective constituents
for radiation shields and their best location within the
shield. Conventional design practices applied by .a
shield design expert led to the corivlusion that boron

containing materials are preferable shield constituents
than hydrogen containing materials. SWAN, on the
other hand, revealed that titanium hydride is more

Even though so far SWAN was applied to primarily
the nuclear design optimization of problems
pertaining to fusion reactor systems, it can as readily

effective than the brides. A certainr combinaion of

and efficiently be applied to the optimization of the

titanium hydride and boron carbide was found to be
better than either one of these constituents. These
findings would lhave been extremely difficult to come
by even for highly experienced nuclea: design
specialists without a tool like SWAN. Also found by

nuclear design of any kind of source-driven nuclear
system (i.e., a system which is exposed to a neutron
and/or photon source). An illustration of nuclear
design optimization problems encountered in the
development of EDS which can be addressed with

SWAN is that a tungsten-copper composite material

SWAN are presented in the following sections.

makes a more effective shield constituent than
tungsten having 90% of its theoretical density.
Overall, the radiation induced heating rate beyond the
SWAN optimized shield was only about 60% that

However, presently SWAN can only be applied to
nuclear systems which can be simulated by a
one-dimensional stationary transport equation (in
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either spherical, cylindrical or slab geometries),
Fortunately, the methodology for the calculation of
the SEF and for the system composition optimization
developed for SWAN can be directly applied to twoand three dimensional problems. A program plan for
the development of a three-dimensional optimization
capability is outlined in Section 6.

neutron source is to be used, the location of the
different sources can also be a variable of the
optimization.
An even more general (and more complicated)
optimization problem is to maximize the probability
(per source neutron) of the emission of characteristic
photons from the target constituent in the direction of
the detector. There are situations in which the
optimal source system design arrived at using the
couple of optimization goals defined above will be
different. The latter criterion is the more general of
the two, but the former one is more universal.

5. NUCLEAR DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF
EDS
The ultimate goals of the optimization of the nuclear
design of EDS were defined in Section 2. In practice
it is helpful to optimize the nuclear design of selected

components of an EDS before embarking upon an
overall EDS optimization study. In Sections 5.1 and
5.2 we will briefly define a number of component

5.1.2 Optimization of the detector shielding

optimization studies that are useful to undertake in the
course of the development of a Thermal Neutron
Analyzer (TNA) and of a Fast Neutron Analyzer
(FNA). In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we shall illustrate
the application of the one-dimensional SWAN to the
optimization of one component of the TNA and one
component of the FNA under development by SAIC.

detector as close as possible to the neutron source, so
that it will "see* the target constituent at the largest
possible solid angle. The largest the solid angle, the
higher is the detection probability. Thus, it is
desirable to design the detector shield (See Figure 1)
against neutrons and photons which come out from
the source system (See path '2' and path '3', Figure
1) as compact as practical.

In many applications it is desirable to locate the

5.1 TNA Optimization Problems
A related problem (that is not illustrated in Figure 1)
is the optimization of a protection cover and/or of a
collimator for the detector. The task of these
components is to increase the signal-to-background
ratio, although not without penalty. The penalty will
be a reduction in the amplitude of the signal. A very
intriguing optimization problem is to maximize the
signal-to-background ratio under the constraint that
the signal should not be reduced below a given level.

Figure I is a highly simplified schematic illustration
of an EDS that has many features in common with
the TNA. The "thermal neutron source system" of
this EDS consists of one or more Cf-252 spontaneous
fission sources. The explosive detection mechanism
is based on thermal and epithermal neutron captures
in one of the constituents of the explosive material,
The characteristic photons emitted as a result of the
neutron capture reactions in the specific constituent
are to be detected by the detector or detectors of the
EDS. The explosive material is usually surrounded
by other materials which are either a part of the
*target" or adjacent to it. The detector needs to be
shielded from neutrons and photons which do not
originate from the target. A biological shield is
needed to assure that the dose rate at the outer
boundary of the EDS will not exceed the permissible
level,

5.1.3 Optimization of the detector deign
The optimal size of a detector of the TNS can also be
a subject for an optimization study. Too small a
detector volume will penalize the detection efficiency
and, hence, will detect a smaller signal. Too large a
detector volume (and surface area) may lower the
effectiveness of the collimation and shielding aainst
background radiation, thus increasing the backgrund
count rates.

5.1.1 Optimization of the neutron source assembly

S.1.4 Optimization of the b ologe seld

One optimization problem is to maximize the
probability that a source neutron will be captured in
the proper constituent of the target (to be referred to
as the target constituent). The optimization variables
are the constituents of the neutron source system and
their spatial distribution. When more than one

The biological shield can have a significant impact on
the size, weight and cot of the EDS. It might lWo
effect th background radiation level, as illustrated in
Figure 1 (Path "3'). For many applications the
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design goal will be to minimize the cost of the

may consist of a special

significantly increasing the background radiation

collimator and/or a
protection layer (not shown in Figure 2). The
optimization variables should be the geometry and the

level, while meeting the constraint on the permissible

composition of these detector protection measures.

biological shield (and EDS structure) without
surface dose rate.

5.2.4 Optimization of the detector design
5.2 FNA Optimization Problems

',7his optimization problem is similar to that described
in Sec. 5.1.3.

Figure 2 is a simplified schematic illustration of a
FNA. Fast neutrons emitted from the source are to
reach the target through a collimator. The interaction
of these neutrons with certain constituents of the

5.2.5 Optimization of the biological shield

explosive located in the 'target* is to cause the

This optimization problem is similar to the one

emission of characteristic photons. These photons
are to be detected by the detectors of the FNA. The
entire EDS need be surrounded by a biological shield.

described in Sec. 5.1.4.

5.2.1 Collimator optimization
The collimator is designed so as to maximize the
number of energetic neutrons to reach a
predetermined area on the surface of the target that
points towards the source. At the same time, the

Referring to the EDS system depicted in Figure 1,
the question addressed is how to design the detector
shield so as to minimize the background radiation
reaching the detector via path *2". The thermal
neutron source system is assumed to be of a fixed
design. The detector shield is taken to be 20 cm in

collimator contribution to the background radiation

thickness.

reaching the detector needs to be small enough. Path
*2" of Figure 2 illustrates one way for the
contribution of the collimatuor to the background
radiation. The variables of the collimator design
optimization include the collimator shape and the

flux of photons in the volume of the detector. The
problem is represented in spherical geometry, with a
Cf-252 neutron source at the center. The 56 group
coupled neutron - photon cross-section library
FLUNG lRoussin et at, 1991) is used for the

materials which are located adjacent to the collimator

calculations.

5.3 The Application of SWAN - Illustration 1

The FOM to be minimized is the total

walls.
S.2.2 Optimization of the collimator shield

Figure 3 shows the optimal composition of a 3 constituent shield identified with SWAN, while
Figure 4 shows one possibility for inplementing this

One function of the 'shield' (Figure 2) is to reduce

optimal composition in practice. The total amount of

the probability that energetic and other neutrons (and
photons) will reach the target not through the
collimator aperture to a acceptable level. Another
function of this shield is to shield the detectors from
neutron and photons that do not come from the
target (Such as from those which come via path *"
of Figure 2). The closer a given source can be to the
target, the lrger will be the number of neutrons
reaching a unit surface area of the target and the
more semitive the FNA could be, Hence, it is highly
desirable to minimize the thicknes of the *shield.

constituent D in the layered shield arrangement of
Figure 4 is the same as inthe SWAN optimized
shield of Figure 3. The location of the layers of
constituent D is guided by the distribution of this
conttuent in Figure 3.

5.,U

Opimizatim of the deor

Neat let us examine the SEP distributions calculated
by SWAN for a candidate constituent -- bofm
carbide in which the boro is at ita natural isotopic
composition. Figure 5 shows the BC SEF pertaining
to the shield compwition of Figure 3. The BC is to
be subtituted (or consituent A. The SEP datu of
Figure 5 provide us with a couple of important
msages: (a) The addition of some B4C to the shield
will reduce the FOM (Notice that the SEP values
shown in Figure 6 are negative), and (b) The roa
effective locationw to add 94C are right near by the
neuton sut system, and in the vicinity of the peak

sWedi

It is desirable to protect the detector from neuttm
and phoon which mem through the collimator and
thea ame scattered into its direction (as. for example,
in Path "2"of FiguR 2). The detect proteion

to the D distribution.
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By making use of this

gVidance, SWAN finds the optimal composition of
the 4 - constituent shield to be that depicted in Figure
6.

search for a practical shield design. The practical
design is to be at least as effective as the shield of
Figure 7, and to be simple and relatively inexpensive
to construct.

An estimate of the magnitude of the reduction in the
FOM due to the substitution of a small amount of
B4C for constituent A can be obtained as follows:
Multiply the SEF pertaining to a given zone by the
zone volume to be occupied by the B4C, and sum
over all the zones.

Guided by the optimal composition of the shield of
Figure 7 and by consultations with Reactor
Experiments Inc. (a shielding material manufacturer),
a new composite material specifications were defined.
SWAN was then applied to identify the optimal
detector shield composition that uses this composite
constituent. Figure 8 shows the optimal composition
identified. Figure 9 shows how we propose to
translate the shield of Figure 8 into practice. The
performance of these two shield designs is practically
identical to each other, and is as good as the
performance of the shield of Figure 7.

Notice that the optimal amount of B 4C called for by
SWAN is very small. Moreover, no B4C is needed
in more than half of the volume of the shield. The
common practice in shield design is to use borated
materials (such as borated polyethylene or borated
paraffine) whenever the base materials (i.e.,
polyethylene etc.) are to be used. Such a practice
can often impair the shield performance, as the
addition of boron comes on the expense of removal
of a more effective constituent. It is only with a code
like SWAN that it is possible to know where in the
system it is desirable to add a given constituent and
where it is not desirable to have this constituent.

It ought be realized that without a tool like SWAN it
would have been extremely difficult and time
consuming for a shield designer to arrive at the
optimal designs presented above. Even more difficult
(almost impossible) would it be for the designer to
know how far his design is from the real optimum.
Also impractical would it be for the designer to
conceive of new composite shielding materials which
enable to simplify the shield design and to make It
less expensive, while providing the best performance
attainable using existing cmmnercial mateials.

The reduction in the FOM reached by the addition of
BC turned out to be few percent only. The small
contribution of the BC is attributed to the negative
effect on the FOM associated with the displacement
of the major shield constituents caused by the
introduction of the BC. This displacement effect
compensates for most of the positive effect of neutron
capture by boron. Thus, the next question SWAN
was applied to ws to find out to what extent
concentrating the B-10 isotope in the boron used
could improve the shield peformance. The SEF data
from SWAN indicated that it should have a
significant effect.
Figure 7 shows the oplimal composition of a 8QlC

It ought also be realized that the above described
shield compositions ae not necessarily the optimal
shield for the real EDS.
Limited by the
one-dimensionality of the present SWAN, the above
illustration of the optimization capability of SWAN
did not aecount for the contribution, to the detector
background, of neutrons and photons which bypass
part of the shield. One bypassing pathway is via the
biological shield, such as illustrated by path °3E in
Figure 1. Another bypuSing pathway Is through

containing detector shield identified with SWAN.

scattering from the target system.

The amount of boron.carbide now called for is
significant; the overall shield composition is quite
different from the optimal shield composition when
natural boron is used (Figure 6). The photon flux
behind this shield is 65% that behind the shield of
Figure 6. Studying the SEP calculated by SWAN for
other candidate constituents revealed that none of
them could reduce the photon flux level below that
ahieved with the shield of Figure 7.

dimensional optimization capability is needed in order
to properly account for these effects. In addition, the
ultimate optimization of the detector shield will have
to be done interactively with the optimization of the
thermal neutron source system (See Figure 1). It will
have also to account for the detailed interaction of the
leaking radiation with the detector,
Cost
considerations may also affect the optimal shield
design.

Having identified the lowest level of photon
backgrmund radiation attainable with shields limited to
20 cm in thickness SWAN was than applied to

3.4 The Application of SWAN - IUwtraton I!

A three

Referring to the simplified FNA system shown in
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Consider, next, the Tb* FOM. Figure 13 shows the
optimal composition obtained with SWAN when
using the same constituents as in the collimator of
Figure 12. It is seen that the change in the FOM can
have a significant effect on the optimal collimator
composition.

Figure 2, the question addressed is how effective a 90
cm thick collimator can be designed to be. This
collimator is to minimize the background radiation
reaching the detector via path 1", i.e., not
accounting for the effect of streaming through the
collimator aperture and for the effect of scattering
from the target. The source is an accelerator that
generates neutrons in the 7 to 8 MeV range. Two
FOM have been considered: (a) the total flux of
neutrons, and (b) the total flux of neutrons and
photons in the volume of the detector which is
located beyond the collimator. A 1.5cm B4C layer
(using natural boron) is located between the
collimator and the detector. The 56 group coupled
neutron - photon cross-section library FLUNG
(Santoro et &1., 1981] is used for the calculations.

The shield compositions presented in this section are
not exactly the optimal for the real FNA. In order to
identify the real optimal design, it is necessary to
account for (a) the detailed interaction of the neutrons
and photons with the detector, and (b) for three
dimensional effects, notably, the streaming through
the collimator.

6. SWANTORT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Consider. first, FOM "a'. The first constituents
considered for the collimator are iron and
polyethylene - conventional constituents for the
design of collimators. Figure 10 shows the optimal
composition of the iron-poly collimator identified
with SWAN. The background radiation behind this
collimator is found to be 4 times lower than the
background behind a similar collimator made out of
a uniform distribution of iron and polyethylene, each
occupying 50% of the volume. Relative to a uniform
collimator made of only polyethylene or only iron,
the SWAN optimized collimator offers a reductioa in
the background level of, respectively, 28 and 13,4301

The methodology for the calculation of material
effectiveness functions and the methodology for the
identification of the optimal system composition
developed for SWAN are directly applicable to
Two developments
multi-dimensional problems.
which took place since the development of SWAN
make practical the extension of SWAN to two-, and
even three - dimensional systems: (a) The
development of powerful 2-D and 3.-D transport
codes for the solution of the neutron and/or photon
trnsport equation, and (b) The advancement in the
computational capability of modem computers, and
the development of novel computer architectures,
such as parallel processing. Hence, it appears that
this is the proper time to benefit from the
advancements in software and hardware developmmt
over the last couple of decades and to embark upon
tae dwelopment of a 2-D and a 3-D version of
SWAN.

Figure 11 shows the SWAN calculated effectiviness
function for the substitution of B4C for iron in the
optimal shield of Figure 10. It is seen that further
reduction in the background level is attainable by the
addition of B4C to the collimator zones near by the
detector. However, the magnitude of the possible
background reduction estimated from the SEP data of
Figure 11 was found to be rather small.

Specifically we propose to use the 2-D transport code
DORT [Rhoades, 1982] and the 3-D transport code
TORT (Rhoades,
19871 as the basis for
multi-dimensional general purpose shield design
optimization codes SWANDORT and/or
SWANTORT. DORT and TORT were developed at
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory by the same
group that developed the I-D transport code ANISN
[Engle, 1967] which makes the transport (and adjoint)
calculations for the present version of SWAN. Both
DORT and TORT have undergone extensive series
of tests and are considered highly reliable. In fact,
DORT is now incorporated as a special module of
TORT, so that, in practice, the development of
SWANTORT will give us both a 3-D and a 2-D
optimization capability.

Next we studied the SEP for alternative candidate
collimator constituents calculated with SWAN for the
optimal collimator of Figure 10. A number of
candidate materials were found to offer a lower
FOM. Figure 12 shows the optimal collimator design
identified with SWAN when the iron was replaced by
The
one of these promising constituents.
corresponding FOM Is lower than that of the optimal
iron - polyethylene collimator (Figure 10) by a factor
of 501 Additional FOM reduction by a factor of 2.5
was found possible by the use of an additional
constituent, However, this added constituent is
prwety not available commercially.
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Ihe proposed SWANTORT will be able to address
all the nuclear design optimization problems that will
be encountered in the process of the development of
EDS based on the use of neutron and/or photon
sources. These include all the problems defined in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 in addition to the optimization of
the nuclear design of the EDS as a whole.

Transport Code with Anisotropic Scattering,' Oak
Ridge National Laboratory Report K-1693.

Based on the experience gained from the application
of the I-D SWAN to the optimization of a large
variety of nuclear systems, it is expected that the
development of SWANTORT will contribute to the
development of improved EDS based on nuclear
techniques.
Expected specific contributions of
SWANTORT include, but is not limited to, the
following:

4. Gilai, D., Greenspan, E. and Levin, P., 1983,
*On Optimal Shields for Fusion Reactors," Proc. 6th
it. Conf. on Radiation Shieldings, Vol. II, pp.
646-654, Tokyo, Japan.

(a)
(b)

3. Gilai, D., Greenspan, E., Levin, P., and Price,
W.G., 1977, 'Optimal Iron-Water Shields for Fusion
Reactors,* Proc. 5th Int. Conf. Reactor Shielding,
CONF-770401, pp. 731-738.

5. Gilai, D., Greenapan, B., Levin, P., and Karni,
Y., 1984, 'Optimal Shields for Fusion Reactors,'
Proc. Amer. Nucl. Soc. Top. Mtg. on Reactor
Physics and Shielding, Chicago, IL

Improving the sensitivity of the EDS
developed so far.
Guiding the nuclear design of new
generations of EDS.

6. Greenspan, E., 1973, 'A Method for the
Optimization of Fusion Reactor Neutronic
Characteristics," Proc. Conf. on Mathematical
Models and Computation Techniques for Analysis of
Nuclear Systems,' Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory Report MATT-981.

Insummary, it appears to us that the availability of
a tool like SWANTORT will assure that the potential
of any EDS concept that is based on neutron and/or
photon sources will be exploited to the utmost, as far
as the nuclear design is concerned. Specifically,
SWANTORT will enable the designers to get the best
signal (signal-to-background ratio etc.) from the
EDS. It will also enable the designers or the
sponsors of the development to reliably compare
different design concepts. In addition, it will enable
the developers of EDS and their sponsors to examine
the consequences of new ideas and of design
modifications on the nuclear performance of the
EDS. Furthermore, SWANTORT will enable to
efficiently determine how hr from the optimal the
design of an EDS becomes as a result of a chang in
the detection goal (such as the introduction of a new
type and/or different amount of explosives). Overall,
SWANTORT islikely to Improve the beefit-to-coat
ratio of the development program of WS which use
radiation sources.

7. Greenspan, E., Price, W.G., and Fihdma, H.,
1973, "SWAN: A Code for the Analysis and
Optimization of Fusion Reactor Nucleonic
Characteristics,* Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory Report MATT-1088.
8. Oreenspan, E., and Price, W.G., 1974, 'Tritium
Breeding Potential of the Princeton Reference Fusion
Power Plant,'Princeto University Plasma Physi
Lab. Report MAT-1043.
9.
reensp,
B., 1976, 'Developmts in
Perturbation Theor,'Advances In Nuclear Sclene
and Technology, Vol.9, 181-268, Aceuhmi
r.,
Inc.
10. Ureenpma. H., 1982, 'New Dsvelkow.ts it
Sensitivity Theory, Advances in Nue,'l . 54
and Technoloty, Vol. 14, 313-361,/
r,'ari

Publishing Co.
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Figure 2

A simplified schematic illustration of an EDS based on fast neutron
interactions.
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Optimal composition of a 3.constltuent detector shield featuring a novel
composite material (B), as identified with SWAN.
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-ASSESSING THE OPERATIONAL IM4PACTS OF CHECKED
LUGGAGE SCREENING
Steve Wolff
Imatron Industia Products, Inc.
373 Vintage Paut Drive
Suite D

Foster City, £Califoria 94404
1. INTRODUCTION
Several technologies are currently under development
to more reliably detect explosives and speed up the
inspecton of checkd luggage. However, the
operational effects and benefits of equipment selection
and deployment are stMl under deaxt
The computational model described in this paper
provides insights into secuity operations by analyzing
the entire passenger luggage security screening
process. Inthisway it ispossible to determine
parameters that will be important in selecting
technologies and configurations to improve security
while minim zing operational impact. Additional
work t hlik the coat (both in terms of equipment
investment &Wd On-gOing operational costs) of security
meamares is under way Wu is not discussed herem
This pape presents the theory behind the
computatona model, briefly diocusse the dat used
and preents two examples to Illusbrae how tdo model
can evalua "himpact of differen securit straegie
and novel scnning technoolies.
2. THMOY OF COMFUTATIONAL MODEL
OPRATION
Th1m irn two distinc parts to evaluating a secuity
pwouks
*

lvaluatmo of the maium bagmg
rocsing wae for the security configuration
itself with no empbasis given to the sWa of
arrival of hugap at the setrity ares;
ANNAasns Of the ability Of Agiven security
prV s to handlo the actual bag adrval
raes, desemirred from the airline depeatr
fin, aircraft aim. load fWmor and th.
baoag amval profile.

For amni of use, we implemented the model on Excel
3.0 which can be run on either 386-PC or
Macintosh personal computers.
3. QUEUING MODEL TO DETERMINE MAXIMUM BAG PROCESSING RATE OF SECURITY PROCESS
The most useful operational parameter to determine
the efficiency of a security process is t baggage
processing rate (BPR). This is the rate at which
luggage moves through t entire screening process,
including:
*

Passenger interview;
Bagen

scnne

Secondar screening (e.. hand search);
*

Check-m pusepor check.-

*

Any othe specia measures in plae.

Note that the BPR is a the time required to scan
luggag based on scanerbell speed. This is a smAl
part of the Overall security proces.
Passenger
interview. secondaty screening and cbeck-in ame
waens tha ypialy take. wfvra minutes per big and
coy limit the DPR.
Figure IhA s a block diagrm of a typical security
Kawein proess located at the check-in counter.
Tis method is used by many U.S. camrera for
inenational flighti. Because of the time tequittd to
proes passngMs thi aRW stage Process currntly
require. a two bosu advanced check-in for
inWterntina passengers
This proess can be decribed muarhmakiAly as
:fblow$.

The mean time per passenger through the check-in
process is:

3.1 Interviewing
Interviewing is usually the first step in the security
process.
Usually, there are several interview
stations. The average time taken per passenger
processed through the interview stage is:

1,
N4
where:
t4 = Time required to check-in one paseenger at
one station
N4 = Number of check in stations

tj/Nj
where:
t= = Time required to interview one passenger at
each station
N, = Number of interview stations

The mean time per suitcase through the check-in
process is:
<t&>

3.2 Primary Screening

N4
For primary screening, if Nb is the average number
of bags carried by each passenger, then the mean
time taken per bag is:

The baggage processing rate through the entire
security process is related to each of these individual
mean processing times by the following relatioaship:

<tw > -

N,

BPR

-

_

<tw.> + <.>+ <tt > + <1 6>

Similarly, the mean time taken per bag for the

The values of Nt, % and x depend on the specific

scanning pross is:

application being analyzed. Once basic data have
ben collected for these variables, thi relatiomhip

<t,>

allows the maxium throughpul of bags through
diffemt acurity pmcee to be determined uuily.
We discuss the daa cection methods and reults
later in this pmper.

N.
where:
% - Scanning speed (average # of bags/ hour)
N3 - Number of scanners in operation.

4. OPERATIONAL IMPACT OF A SECURITY

3.3 Secondary Screning

PROCESS
Secondary screening occurs on a fraction, x, of the
total number of bags scaned. The parameter, x, can
be the alarm rate from the scanner or the random
search faction, depending on the method
inleenated by the airline. The mehods used to

In pactice, bqge arriving at the airport iscloely
tied to flights dparr times. The functiora form of
th ba e arrival disWbution for a single fliSht has
previously boor determined by eat sqiwm fit to

resolve theats also vary from airline to airline and

oberved psasn

sometmes from flight to flight.

F, -

mn time taken per bag for smndary sceing is:
<tv> -

arrivals for deutinS flights Ill:

Regardleu, the

.1
a + e "'

LI,
NJ

Whe:.

where F, is the cauuative peent of bags that have
t a deputiag time.
arrived by time. t, fo at fli wih
from lest
t.. Paraueters a and b are detemin

t, - Time required to cleatr one b
- N mbe of secondary sceing aio

squares fit to actual arrival dat. We fomd that th
values for these parinte
determined by the

3.4 Fa

a - 515,
b - 0.101.

er Chek-.,

Paseger check-in is the &l stage in ts proem
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were inconsistent with the more recent two hour
advanced check-in requirements for international
flights. We obtained new values based on more
recent data supplied by Pan Am. Figure 2 compares
the predicted arrival profile with the final form of
this distribution (a = 214, b = 0.0596).

We distilled the individual airlined at a from the
airport data-set. The flow diagram shown in Figure
3 outlines the entire analysis process.
6. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
One of the specifications that has been important in
developing requirements For explosives detection
systems (EDS) is the baggage capacity (belt speed).
Specifications of between 600 and 1000 bags/hour
have been targets for many manufacturers. We have
studied the effect of varying baggage capacity for
both primary and secondary screeners to determine
the effects on the overall baggage processing rate
(BPR).

The computational model uses the baggage arrival
function to predict the number of bags arriving within
a time interval (ten mirutes) for all fligaits in a dataset. The data-set usually consists of one airline at a
given airport. However, if several airlines are
sharing one security station, all the flights from each
airline can be included in the data-set to determine
the overall arrival profile of luggage at the security
station. The model presents the results graphically
and in tabular form.

Case Study 1: Effect of an EDS's Baggage
Capacity (Primary Scan Rate) on BPR

5. ACCUMULATION OF DATA USED IN THE
MODEL

Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the baggage
capacity of the primary screener only. Secondary
screening was set at 6 minutes/bag.
This is
equivalent to a moderate (but not exhaustive) hand
search. The graph clearly shows the sensitivity of
the BPR to the secondary screening diversion rate.

Data for these models come from several sources:
0

Measurements and observations made during
airp:,rt visits;

0

Airline schedule data;

*

Operational data supplied by airlines.

Case Study 2: Effect of Changes in Secondary
Screening Time on BPR

Security configurations and times required for each

Figure 5 shows the effect of variations in the
secondary scan ( ,r threat resolution) time have on
overall BPR. A constant primary scannirg speed of
600 bags per hour was used. These data show that a

stage of the screening process were obtained from
visits to several airports worldwide. We collected
data on personnel allocations, types of equipment,

considerable reduction in luggage processing occurs
even if only a small fraction of luggage is diverted to
seconda , screening if this process takes more than

and procedures used for all phases of the screening
process. We also measured the time taken to pass
through each stage of security. Table 1 shows the
results, averaged over all the data collected. The
model allows any of the separameters to be easily
changed to reflect a specific security process.

one minute per bag.

5.1 Airport Visits

Case Study 3: Baggage Processing Rate
Dependence on Number of Check-in and Security
Stations
The check-in process severely limits the ability to
maintain a high BPR.
International check-in
currently takes 5.5 minutes per travelling party
(which contain, on average, approximately two
people per party). As a result, one security station
can be shared by several check-in counters. Figure
6 shows the variation of RPR as a function of number
of check-in counters and the primary screening rate.
Secondary screening was set at 6 min/bag on 5 % of
the bags.

An average load factor of 0.68 ws assumed for each
flight and the aircraft baggage capacity was obtained
from a table supplied by the Reed Travel Group [2].
5.2 Airline Schedule Data
Worldwide air traffic data were supplied by the Reed
Travel Group in ASCII form, directly readable by
Excel 3.0. Data were stored initially by airport code.
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operating the primary screener at a higher belt speed.

Case Study 4: Evaluation of a Security Operation:
United Airlines at London Heathrow Airport,
Terminal 3

Baggage processing rates are reduced significantly by
check-in (and interview) processes. This can be
improved only by increasing the number of check-in
stations or speeding up this phase of the process.

Figure 7 shows the layout of United Airlines'
checked luggage security at London Heathrow
Airport in operation during May 1991.
This
information can be distilled down into data used by
the model, shown in Tables 2 and 3. Assumptions
were made regarding aircraft load factors and no
attempt was made to determine the fraction of
interline passengers; for the purposes of the cane
-:udy we assumed dat all passengers on each flight
went through security at LHR. The output from the
model (Figure 6) shows the baggage arrival profile
throughout the day and the predicted maximum
baggage processing rate of the existing security
system based on the input parameters.

In the UA-LHR scenario, the model clearly
demonstrates the inability of the security process to
ketp up with the flow of departing passengers. From
the data shown, the security process is continuously
overloaded between 6:30 am and 3:00 pm.
8. RECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTUREWORK
There are several additional directions that this work
will take. In addition to strumlining the analysis, we
are investigating ways to predict the operational cost
of the security process in place at any given termi-a.
This will allow the security process to be analyzed in
terms of operational cost for different security
procedure and equipment.

With these parameters and departure times, the model
predicts the ability of the security process to handle
the arrival rate of passengers at check-in. Figure 8
shows the baggage arrival profile and the security
system's capacity based on the existing configuration
at the check-in counter.

These tools will allow analysts to understand the
impact of different security configurations, EDS
performance, ad deployment of security personel
both in terma of operational impact and cost.

Wbnever the baggage arrival rate exceeds the BPR,
a queue develops. Only when the baggage arrival
rate drops below the baggage processing rate (from
10 am until noon) will the queue diminish. The
number of passengers in queue at any time can be
predicted by integrating the difference between the
BPR and the baggage arrival rate at any point in
time. Figure 9 shows the estimated passenger line
size for the above scenario.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
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The only ways currenly to improve BPR are to
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ability of an EDS to perform both primmy and rapid
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Table 1: Range of Values Used in Computational Model
Parameter

I

<:Value>

Aescri*n

t_

Interview time

1.3 ain/person

tg

t4

Secondary screening time
Check-in time

6- 10 win/bag
2.7 mintperson

Nb

# bags/ passenger

1.6 (check-in)

3 (check-in + carry on)

Table 2: Data from United Airlines' LHR Security Process Used in the Model

Security Proes rate cenario:
# X-ray Scanners Operating
# Secondary screening Stations

LHR United Airlines
3i Time-profiling (min/per)
3 Time-Check-in (min/per)

# Interview Stations

6

# Check-in Stations
# bags/ passenger
Primary Scan Rate (bags/hr)

4
3

6001

814

1.3
2.7

Table 3: United Airlines Departure Flight Schedule from LHR
Flight I
901
903
906
918
919
934
935
907
900
915
920
1930
1931

Aircraft
Code
763
74L
72A
72A
747
72A
742
74L
72A
72A
72A
72A
742

Load
Factor
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.68

815

Departure
Time
9:55
13:10
10"25
9:30
11:30
7:55
13:30
11:10
8:25
8:40
13:10
1025
14:15

Resolution J
X%
START

j

H Interview
tj

ScnigCheck-in

t3
SH
FIcNIn'g

%

((10O-x),

t4

Figure 1: Schematic of a Typical Security Screening Process
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FAST NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY FOR EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS
P. Ryge, R. Benetti, A. Patel, and E. Chou
Sciencz Applications intamational Corporation (SAIC)

Santa Clara, California
1. INTRODUCTION
The requirements for rapid and precise analysis in
nuclear-based explosive detection system pose
special spectroscopy problems. Sufficient data must
be acquired so that adequately low statistickl errors
are obtained in a sufficiently short time to meet
inspe'ntio throughput requirements. In practice, this
generally means that these s7stms employ many
dete.tors, each having very high signal rates.
Complex signal processing in each oi many channels
requires careful design ottention to reliability
considerations so that inspection system availability
demands can be met.

a two-pronged approach, pile-up suppi-msion and
pile-up rejection.
To overcome these problems, a high counting rate
signal processor utilizing time variant filtering was
developed [7, some of the following is from this
reference]. Since the more common counting mode
pile-up rejector did not improve the pile-up
characteristics of the system significantly, a more
effective pile-up rejector based on pulse length
inspection was used.
2. PRINCIPIES OF OPERATION

In the Thermal Neutron Analysis (TNA) system, the
primary information is a very low rte, high energy
gamma my (10,8 MV) combined with a high rate at
lower energies, producing a pile-up background at the
energy of interest. This background is one of the

The amplifier is composed of a time-invariant delayline differentiator and time-variant gated integrator.
A trapezoidal weighting function is reslized by
convolution of the roughly gaussian pulse shape with
the rectangulr function of the gated integrator (,61.
This serves to gSate and filte the signal, And produces
an output compatible with the ADC following. A
sarate logic channel generates the gating signal.

principal factors limiting system performance.
Several authors have rocognized this problem of pileup in prompt capture gama ray pcAcopy t.ing
Nal(7I) ddtector. [1,2,3,41.

* Very few valid pulses are lost

The photowultiplier anode signal pule is passively
shortend to reduce (suppress) the pile-up rate which
is propotional to the pulse width The roughly
exponential light pulses from the Nal(TI) detector
have a duration at the baseline of approximately one

e Background is minimized.

miwrcond,

Because the relative number of count. of interest is
so small, it is critical that in the signal processing:

Due to the non-exponentsal decay

components of the Na&IMl) sigA. simple delay line
clipping is not suffient and a r"idual tail occurs on
the output pulse. This is removed by a single
bridged T-filter. Pam recovery to the baseline of the

A valid pulse can be lost if it arives while the
acquisition system is busy (*dead*) p•ocessing a
previous pulse. preventing the following pulse from

being observed. To minimize thio problem. a fa
(aped
gated system can be used to Wad relevant pulses on
a fag time scale, so that the slower parts of the
electronics ate ot tied up. This teduces the ovett

pulse is critical for pm
pile-Up reector.

functioa of the

Fig. Is shows for a single gamma ray the signal
directly from the detector and the shortened pulse
foltwing the filter. Fig. Ib demomtraes the pile-up
suppression: two gamma rays separated in time by
about 250 nanoscods are not eslved directly from
the detector but are nicely separated afe being
shotteed.

rawe for the fully prcCeIse pulses and s a result,
system dead time loses are minii .
Interfering background can come from the high
taergy tail of a peak at slightly lower enely or frm
pile-up. The former is minimized by auung tha
good energy reolution is maintained through the
sigal pmces g. Pile-up is the more impotant
effe ian the TNA appkaio. and it is mitigated by

Pile-up rejection is bsed on inspecting the signal
level jt.A before md after the pule. Pile-up results
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in the pulse being wider at the baseline, and, for such

for a range of input signal amplitudes of 1:100. The

events, no gate signal to the gated integrator is
produced.

baseline discriminator inspects the signal level shortly
before the start of the pulse to verify that any residue
of another pulse is below a low threshold. The same
baseline discriminator inspects the signal level after
the pulse to verify that the signal level is below the
baseline threshold, i.e., that the pulse has not been
extended by the addition of a pile-up pulse.

Figure 2a, 2b, and 7c sLaw the input signal from the
detector and the gated integrator output signal for
three cases:
"

Single gamma ray,

•

Two gamma rays separated sufficiently that
the shortened version (internal to the ASP)
of the first is not contaminated by the second
and therefore not rejected. The second
gamma ray is lost,

•

Two gamma rays so close that they are both
rejected - no output occurs.

The timing signal is combined with other logic
signals in the control unit which generates signals for
the gated integrator and the linear gate. Other inputs
to the control unit come from the base-line inspector,
pile-up rejector and counter-divider for reducing the
processed low energy gamma ray rate by a factor
1/N.
If the above requirements are met, the pulse is
accepted as not being piled up. The linear gate will
be opened in the time interval (0,T.), and the signal
integrated in the gated integrator during that time
interval.
The integrator holds the integrated
amplitude for an extension time (T-T) to allow the
ADC time to sample accurately. The integration time
is approximately the same as the interval between the
before- and after-pulse baseline inspection. The input
linear gate cannot be opened again until the output
pulse has been completed, preventing pile-up within
the hold time of the integrated amplitude.

Two energy thresholds at different levels are used.
All gamma rays above the higher level are of
interest, and their rate is low. The lower threshold
triggers on intermediate energy gamma rays; a
fraction 1/N of these produce a gate signal, where N
is a jumper selectable multiple of two. These gamma
rays are used for secondary corrections and energy
calibration, and their rate is much higher so that
statistically adequate information can be obtained
from the fraction. By thus reducing the output rate
to the following multichannel analyzer, a higher
system throughput is maintained,

The determining parameters in the above pile-up
detection that can be optimized are pulse shape and
baseline inspector threshold level. The pulse shape
determines the minimum time interval between presignal inspection and pulse as well as time interval
from pulse to post-signal inspection. The first time
interval is defined by signal rise time and the latter
by signal baseline recovery. The baseline threshold
level is set just above the noise level to detect the
smallest signals.

Only the shaped pulses with amplitude above tie
energy threshold levels and free of pile-up are
integrated by the gated integrator. The rise time of
the output signal is determined by the width of the
input gaussian function, and the width of the flat top
is determined by the difference between the !.o'zgrator
gate width and the width of the gaussian function at
its base.

A signal delay in the system is necessary because of
the delay in the timing and inspection logic functions.

3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The pulse processor block diagram is shown in Fig.
3. Basic pulse shaping is performed by the delay line
different'ator and gated integrator. In addition, the
processor contains a baseline inspector, pile-up
rejector and a circuit to allow acquisition of a fraction
of the spectrum at lower energies, as described
above. The timing rference comes from a constant
fraction discriminator circuit (CFD) on the delay line
shortened signal. The output from the CFD is
relatively walk free; the time walk is less then 1 ns

The pulse processor has been implemented using
standard components: IC linear amplifiers, fast
buffers and high speed comparators, tapped lumped
constant delay lines, and 74S series IC's. Two
channels of thu pulse processor have been packaged
into a single width NIM module, Fig. 4.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The pulse shortening by delay line clipping results in
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losa of net signal, and, since the energy resolution is
dominated by the electron statistics, the resolution
becomes worse with the reductior of clipping time.

5. EXPERIENCE

A compromise must be made between resolution

modifications were made and procedures developed

requirements and pile-up effects. The resolution of
the system as a function of clipping time for different
gamma ray energies was measured. Fig. 5 shows the
relative deterioration of the resolution as a function of
gamma ray energy and clipping time. The resolution
deterioration due the pulse shortening becomes less
important as the energy increases and other
contributors to the resolution become dominant.

to expedite set-up and adjustment on a production
basis. With the improved set-up procedure, pile-up
rejection reduces the background by 30-50% with
losses of signal less than 5%.

The effect of random pulse pile-up also was evaluated
by measuring the number of "background' counts in
the high energy region. Since the real background is
very low at this energy (only due to cosmic rays),
almost all of the observed counts are due to pile-up.
Fig. 6 shows the relative effect of pile-up as a
function of the total count rate using a 100 ns delay
line for pulse shaping, with and without pile-up
rejection. The pile-up rejector incorporated in the
processor has reduced the number of pile-up
background more than a factor of three, while losing
less than 10% of the valid counts. Fig. 7 shows the
net number of counts under a high energy peak of
interest (signal) to background ratio for different
delay line clipping times. It can be observed that the
signal to background ratio when the pile-up rejector
was enabled is almost constant for different delay line
clipping times, from 50 ns to 200 ns. This indicated
that the pile-up rejector was more effective when the
pulse was differentiated with longer delay lines. This
is reasonable since the noise amplitude varies
inversely with the shaping time. When short shaping
times are used, to avoid excessive noise triggering,
the baseline inspector threshold level must be raised,

Since the original development of the ASP [71,

240 units have been built and used in TNA systems
over a 2.5 year period. A total of 2.1 million ASP
hours experience have been accumulated, over a total
of six TNA system-years. During this time, two
ASP failures occurred, both during the first two
system-years. The ASP mean time between failure
(MTBF) is thus about one million hours.
6. CONCLUSION
The ASP was developed to address the nuclear
spectroscopy probles that typically occur in nuclearbased explosive detection systems. Using it, the
TNA met its design specifications, and operating
experience with hundreds of units over several years
has been good, with very few failures.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
FOR EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS
Joseph Bendahan, E. Elias, Z. Shayer, J. Pierre,
E. Altschuler, and T. Gozani
Science Applications International Corporation
2950 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054

L INTRODUCTION
In the design of nuclear based explosive detection
systems (EDS) optimization techniques play an
important role. Tlese assiat in the design of a system
with maximum performance at a minimum'cost, size
and weight.
A complete and validated model is required to
efficiently probe the large parameter space of possible
EDS designs, and to quantify the ultimate explosive
discrimination performance for changes in system
parameters. The objective of such a model is to
calculate a large number of design tradeoffs and to
quantify the impact on performance of each design
configuration without the need for a full experimental
verification. This considerably reduices the extent and
cost of the design, and makes possible the production
of a highly optimized explosive detection system.
For nuclear systems based on neutrons as the probing
radiation, the neutron flux in the interrogation area
should be optimized to yield a maximum figure of
merit (FOM). The selection of detector type, size,
location and other parameters should also be modeled
and optimized to improve the imaging capabilities,
and ultimately the overall system performance.

content of a bag can be determined. The explosive
detection system searches mainly for nitrogen by
detecting its characteristic 10,82 MeV gamma- rays.
The determination of an object with high nitrogen
density would indicate the presence of explosives.
A similar technique is utilized to detect land mines.
In ,his application a vehicle equipped with a TNA
system runs on a land mine field. The detection of
an increased nitrogen signal (and other features)
indicate the presence of a mine.
In both applications, the thermal neutrons are
generated by the slowing down of "2Cf source
neutrons or those produced by d-D or d-Be reactions.
An important goal of the simulation effort is to
design the moderator atsembly to provide a maximum
thermal neutron flux in the interrogation area.
There is a variety of codes available which can be
utilized for these optimizations (see Table I). The
MORSE code has been used extensively to simulate
the thermal neutron flux and lately DORT and
TORT. The results of the calculations have been
verified against expeniments obtaining an agreement
within 15%.
TABLE I

In this paper, the tools and procedures employed by
SAIC for optimizing its EDS based on neutron
irradiation (TNA and PFNA) are presented.
2. TIERMAL NEUTRON ANALYSIS (TNA)
For TNA applications, the luggage moves on a
conveyor into the interrogation region containing a
high thermal neutron flux. The neutrons penetrate
the bag where ome of the nuclei present absorb them
and emit gamma-rays.
Every element has a
characteristic gamma ray signature, and by
monitoriag the emitted gamma ray spectrum the

Codes utilized to simulate the transport of neutrons
and gamm rays at SAIC - Santa Clra
-

ANISN
DORT,TORT
MORSE
MCNP
SWAN

: ID discrete ordinate
: 2D and 3D discrete ordinate
:Oak Ridge Monte Carlo Code
: Los Alamos Monte Carlo Code
: ID optimization code.

In Figure I MORSE calculations are shown for
various moderator configurations. The simulations
allow selection of configuration A to obtain a

maximum yield without the need of lengthy and
costly experimentation. This type ot calculations
also allows determination of the effect of suitcase
density and the effect of the explosives in a TNA
cavity. In Figure 2 the neutron flux is shown for
three suitcases with cellulose densities of 0.1, 0.2 and
0.3 gicc. The thermal flux increases with suitcase
density. Figure 3 shows the thermal flux when C4
and TNT explosives are positioned in the center of
the suitcase for various densities. Observe that the
flux is depressed in both cases, with C4 having a
larger effect. This is attributed to a larger hydrogen
weight fraction of C4 (3.2%) compared with TNT
(1.8%).

materials interact with the detectors. An optimization
code, SWAN, has been utilized to reduce this
background while keeping the amount of shielding
and signal loss to a minimum. In Figure 8 the results
of an optimization to reduce the number of gammarays arrix ing and induced in the detector for a Cf
system is shown. Figure 8 gi, es the optimal volume
fraction as a function of thickness. Unfortunately the
SWAN code can only be used for simple cases
where the configuration can be approximated by a
one dimensional geometry.
Implementation of
SWAN in 2D and 3D would allow a fast and cost
effective optimization of shielding, flux
maximization, etc. for complex geometries.I

This optimization process is very important to ensure
a minimum source strength and therefore a smaller,
lighter and cost effective EDS.

The 10.82 MeV gamma-ray is the highest energy
produced by any element following thermal neutron
capture. Except for a few gamma-rays interfering
with the nitrogen region, the main source of high
energy background is the pileup. Pileup is produced
when two or moic events overlap in time with
combined energy falling in a higher energy region.
The reduction of total count rate results in a reduction
of pileup. This effect has been modeled for arbitrary
gamma ray spectra, pulse shape and counting rate.

One of the inost efficient ways to calculate shielding
and deep penetration problems is by utilizing the.
solution of the linear version of the deterministic
transport equation (discrete ordinate codes). Before
accepting these codes for optimization we need to
have confidence that the code will solve the required
types of problems with sufficient accuray. Few
benchmark cases were calculated. In the first series
of calculations the energy dependent neutron flux in
a D.O sphere with a Cf source at the center was
determined. The results of ANISN, MORSE and
MCNP are shown in Figure 4; there is a very good
agreement at all energies. In order to verify the
DORT code, a finite cylindrical polyethylene block
with a point Cf source was run (see Figure 5). The
results are compared with MCNP in Figure 6. There
is a good agreement with differences of about 10%,
mainly attributed to the different cross section
libraries. It is important to note that MCNP took 130
minutes to complete the calculation, with a 2-3%
statistical error, while it took DORT 8 minutes to
obtain similar results.
In addition to the neutron flux, detector responses
were also modeled.
EGS4 (Electron Gamma
Shower) was utilized to generate the detector
response for a variety of detector types and sizes, in
the presence of various shielding materials. In
Figure 7 the detector responses are compared for
three detector types : NaI(TI), BaF2 and BOO at
10.82 MeV.

In order to perform a systematic analysis and design
tradeoffs in the large parametric spce of TNA
design, a computer code, TNASIM, has been written
and implemented. TNASIM inclades an extensive
knowledge of neutron fluxes, detector response,
backgrounds, gamma and X -ray imaging,
discriminant analysis and/or neural network decision
process. This code is a front-end TNA simulator that
models from the generation of realistic luggage sets,
the passage of individual bags through the TNA and
X-ray environments. TNASIM was developed by
SAIC to the following specifications: (1) fast, in
order to generate large data sets; (2) parametric and
modular, in order to understand, modify and
calibrate; (3) modifiable, through input files, to
reprewnt all hardware modifications; and (4)
verifiable, by producing simulated data that is
statistically similar to observed data. With FAA
support, TNASIM has been further calibrated and
tested, and is being used to upgrade the existing TNA
system.
3. PULSED FAST NEUTRON ANALYSIS
(PFNA)

Another important issue is the detector shielding. A
large number of neutrons and gamma-rays originating
at the source and scattered by the surrounding

FNA techniques utilize fast neutrons as the radiation
probe. The neutrons interact with various materials
and produce gatruna-rays characteristic to the element

841.

no evaluations and for other the evaluations
show major discrepancies with the experimental
results.

being irradiated. In particular, the signatures of
oxygen, carbon and nitrogen are of special interest
since explosives can be distinguisheA from benign
materials by the high oxygen and nitrogen and low
carbon densities.

4. Energy dependent neutron and gamma ray
attenuations. The neutron attenuation and
buildup have been parameterized for a variety
of materials using MCNP. The gamma ray
attenuation were taken from Nuclear Sata
Rabies.

Compared to TNA, PFNA is a more powerful, but
more complex technique. A large set of new
parameters to be simulated are required: more
elemental signatures, neutron attenuation, neutron and
gamma ray timing, etc. Since, the position resolution
is obtained with TOF (time-of-flight) techniques, time
dependent simulation codes are required.
The
standard timre dependent coupled neutron-gamma ray
code utsed i.t this purpose is MCNP (Monte Carlo
Neutron Gamma). MNP includes nuclear librares

5. Detector responses as a function of energy,
angle and distance from gamma ray source.
The detector response was obtained by running
EGS4. It includes the effect of shielding
materials and attenuation throyagh neighboring

which contain the compilations of the most important
experimental results.

detectors.
6. Detector response to fast neutrons. The
response to neutrons was determined
experimentally. Simulations were not carried
out because of the lack of (n,n'y) cross sections
for the detector materials. Partial data can be
found in the literature.

DORT has been also utifized to bwdy the transport of
fast neutrons and gamma rays.
The neutron
collimator shown in Figure 9 was model d and the
results are compared in Figure 10 with experiments.
There is good agreement within the experimental
Terrors.

PFNASIM has been utilized to optimize the neutron
source and detector locations, and other parameters
required for the design of an explosive detection
system. Under FAA support, a variation of the
PFNASIM code will be utilized to simulate the
passage of realistic luggage sets in a PFNA based

In order to carry out tradeoff studies and performance
predictions, large numbers of signal sets resulting
from the irradiation of a variety of target materials
and configurations are required. Although MCNP is
accurate, it is relatively slow for the amount of data
that should be generated. SAIC has developed a
computer code, PFNASIM, which produces
approximate results in shorter times and allows the
performance of design trades. PFNASIM is a result
of hundreds of man hours of development and

system.

contains the most important effects taking place

through a systematic engineering and design approach

during a pulsed fast neutron irradiation in an arbitrary

using coordinated experimental measurements, data

geometry. These include:

analysis and modeling efforts.
TNASIM pid
PFNASIM codes, developed at SAIC, are the key to
performing design trades, developing accurate
decision algorithms and projecting the performance of
TNA and PFNA based systems. Their utilization
ensures the designing of a well balanced optimized
and cost effective explosive detection system.

4. SUMMARY
Performance optimization can only be obtained

1. Angular and energy distribution of the
generated neutrons. These were taken from
Nuclear Data Sheets.
2. Energy dependent cross sections for (n,n'y)
reactions for the elements of interest. Most
cross sections were taken from ENDF-V and

REFERENCE

ENDF-VI evaluations.
1.
3. Angular distributions of neutron and gamma-

rays. Angular distributions of neutr,'ns were
obtained by running MCNP.
Angular
distributious for gamma-rays were determined
experimentally. For some transitions thure are

Refer to the paper "A Novel Approach to the
Optimization of Nuclear Design of Explosive

Detectors UsinL' Radiation Stui,,," preNezteJ¢i
in this proceeding.
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TNA Neutron Flux
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RECOGNITION OF PARTIALILY OCCLUDED THREAT
OBJECTS BASED ON HYBRID HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK
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Department of Electrical Engineering
North Carolina A&T State University
E. H. Park, Ph.D and C. Nfuen, Ph.D.
Department of Industrial Engineering
North Carolina A&T State University
Shiu M. Cheung, Ph.D.
FAA Technical Center

1. INTRODUCTION
Recognition of partially occluded objects has been ai
hportant issue in the fields of industrial outonmtion
and military applicati-n, because occlusion cawu.s
significant problems in identifying and locating an
object in the workpae of the robot,
lgage
inspection in airport, etc.. Occlusion occurs when two
or more objects in a given image touch or overlap one
another. In mch situations vision thniques usinr
global feaures to identify ;,i locate an object may fail
because decriptos of par of a shape may not have
auy .remblance with the dcsripor of the eate
shape,
locaI-fcturcr&od methds have been
developed in an effort to solve the occusion problem
instead of a global de.mioriw, (1-41. More rliable

nodes, each ot which is r.sponsible for a smiall portion
of the task. Dnsiu s to a few nodes or links thus do
not impair overall pirtirmance significantly. For this
reasui, I4opfield style neural network is proposed to
solve grq h matching problems for partially occluded
objects. Hopfield neural netork has been used for
solving NP-complete oFtimizwion problems and -has
been applied to pattme recognition area, which cat t'b
cast into a coubinaturial optimization problem,(0I-I 1.
Soe rsearchcrs apply Coatinuous Ilopfield Network
to ihr-dim nskinl thju-t natching problem. 112J.
itswever, ('tN takes much computational time in
smulating a diffrential equation while it provida good
solutions, Discruet type Hopfield Network ha beon
used for the two-dimenseonal objects matching
problems, 1131. However. DHN is an ppoximation

featumes e needd to trecotnire occluded olject-t

w

amhod and gives oly rough solutions nulting in

fau featut- in addition to fuattur, of oceltuded parts
acelerato mismatching of obje~bs.
A polygonal
appeoximaucm method, (S-61, which has been widely
used, may not ptovide reliable feature. becatue it wmy
aol produe unique break poinm which are ncessary
for reliable matching. Rt~schers, therefore, ate
budeW to COmpeIat for phatom segmen M well

minatching on occasio.
In this paper, Hybrid
Hopiried Neural Newowk, which has the advantage of
both CHN imd DHN is prqxoccd to -Again rtlable
solutitwn and reduce computatimal time. Unlike the
traveling
ow prblm implemented by Hopflield
Neural Nevrk, the matching problem is hadled by
oonMalizang fealure made by a fuzzy funtiM which

&*an occlusion pblem

gives distfiguishable valutsi to a connectivity matrix,

In this paper, the unique

boundary segmentaton is obtained by usga
constrained megularizatia technique, 191. As the result
of the unique "eimeatim, a gph matchinp
tecnique 17-S1 ba*,d oa neuml wt.rk will be

H tlNL deri~ed from esthaing buvior of neurons a%
tinw evolves bawd On the diaguihatle value of a
coMnMctivily Matrix. Tht nivitid m Jc1J.the amMM
of simulation titw and prvidke the ler solui04

pmtewated.

tham C.N does.

The inhernt wrllimlixn of Ncural Net
ks allo.
rapid pUruIt of aAy hypothesis 11 ial;,l ..ith tligh
computation tate. Moivver. they provide -a re(a
dtrco. of4 nldusn.. Of fault tle(lance r anrtaraive 1h,
conveaeWal comi
bcabow of thdmany pnrcmi

2. f.ATURE. CITA("I IONN AND GRAP1I TMitMATION

In bousdary haed appi; h,

wu-,z

p,met,

uat"

important since the information of the shape is
concentrated at the points having high curvatures. We
use these kinds of features such as a local feature of an
angle between neighboring comers and relational
features of distances from all the other comers. Iese
two features which are invariant under trannational
and rotational changes are used for the robust
description of shape of the boundary. Comer points
are usually detected in a curvature function space by
capturing the points whose curvature values are above
a certain threshold value. We developed a new corner
detection algorithm which provides reliable and
invariant corners for a matching procedure in the early

input image and the mwmation of the outputs of the
neurons in each row or column is no more than 1.
Some papers concerning a matching problem with
Hopfield style Neural Net have used l;E(I-Vd) as a
uniqueness constraint. This term implies global
restriction. However, matching of occluded objects wilI
not guarantee that every row or every column has only
one active neuron. Therefore the energy function of
the occluded matching problem excludes the global
restriction condition like Eq.(1). In a traveling
salesman problem. coefficients Bl, BI are more
emphasized than the coefficient A because BI, B2
contribute yielding valid aolutions. However, in the

study, [9]. A graph is constructed for a model object
using comer points as nodea of graph. Each node has
a local feature u wll as relational featu with oter

matching of occluded objecta conditions of valid
solutona are indefin
Inaddition, Cv is normalized
bye fuuy unction so that it helps us obtain good

oodes. In the matching processing, * similar graph is

solution. Therefore the coefficient A is supposed to be

constct for the input image which may conaist of
one or several overlapped objects. Each model graph
is then matched against the in image gm to fid
the beut -athing wa pb

more emphasizd in the matchlin problem. Eq.(l) can
be cast ito a Hopf&eld style energy fuction as
followa
E

3. MATCIIUG BASED UPON HYBRID HOPFlEW NEURAL NETWORK

Tw

rs . A -814# - 6,, •

, &6)6#4*

3.1 Dbcate Hoptled Ndworka (DUN)
wbore

Ilwboni -J, oirwiae 60

0. Hopfield

DHN is a origi*W model of Hopfield style neu

proved that tw e w fuction is a Lapov ftction.

network sad ba a merit that it is simple to implement

Thu the rawy fuwtion converge to a local minimum

and it is fa. A two dimemsional amy is 0onstruced
to apply match
problem to neural network.
colums of the aimty label the nodes of an objec

the Was ofnsunomverges toaab lawh 1131.
3,2 MappnV Di lNIo

model. and the row* indicate the nodes of an input
objeA.

of each neuron reprets

DHN gives a approlmab solution of the problem so

the meaure of mach between two nodes, one from
each graph. Matching process can be charactetized 0
minimisiq the flowing energy fnctioo

Therefore. the st

omeurn might have meapsed fual able oat.
which may cam mis=mchin of th objects. On the
oed hNd, CHN ipves a sa optimal solutio aac it
seks a solution in a continuou

AtAE
V
I'fills(1
2 4j4V

.!ifl5=V.

domain.

HUN

where V,, is a binary variable which coovertes to 1.0

comawthe above two typesofllpfled Neoan
Networ. IU pdmcpa osofkN i tatuip
of DHN is wed as iput of CHN smice the
wefigwaziou of oupu of DHN is very doe to stabe
as of "deired
output of CON. After running DUN,
the output is adjusted by a ,"lyziAg procedwe hued

;f tbe ith oft,in the
i put image wt.Atc
he k node
in the object model; otheruie, it converges to 0. The
first term in (I) is a compatibility constraint. Local
ad restiotal fatures which have different aeaures
are normalized to give tolerance for ambiguity of the
feat es. The lad two terms are included for enforcing
the uniquenes contraint so that each node in the
(.*ec model eventmlly matches only one node in the

upon CHN theory. In fact, adjusting neuron is
awrccplised without iteaios so tha nmin ttm* of
HHN is as fag as that of DHN. This. method is
differet from the assumpion of Wei's metbod, whcli
we contraint M V- Nis valid for initial states. since
occluded objects can lose a tot of segments of the
original. 12). Le us consider the adjusting procedure
beginning wit CiN. Mchin process of CHN can

be characterized by the same energy function as that of
DHN. Only the integral term is added to the energy
function as follows:
(3)

(1/N r g;'(vqdv

This term comes from the point of view that u,will lag
because of existence of capacitance in an analog
electrical circuit
Thus, there is a resistancecapacitance charging equation, called the equation of
motion that determines the rate of change of % , [14].
It is the first order differential equation. As explained
in the previous section, simulation of the differential
equation requires a lot of computations. we solve the
equation of the motion in a small interval to reduce
computational time caused by the equation of the
motion. The equation of the motion is as follows:
d.

_
-,IX.+E
rTV +tj

close to K,; Input state get closer to K, as the transie
part is exponentially decreasing. K, is not a consta
but time-varying behavior of inputs of a neuron as tin
evolves. Suppose that M is the number of columns ar
N is the number of rows in a neural structure. A,
might have mismatched neurons as initial states ,
CHN. Let active neurons in initial state be N1 +
whe e N' is the number of exactly matched neurons ar
e is the number of mismatched neurons at the fin,
stage of DHN, then the number of inactive neurons
NxM-(N'+E). Let us assume that T, is a ( a > 0
for the positive support and -a for the negative suppo
fbr simplification. Now K,(t) is calculated and the fin,
output of each neuron can be analyzed and predicted a
follows:
(1) For the neuron to be unmatched
K,(t)=

(4)

r,Vj +

1,+ b- -a(N'+ t)+I, + b

,#=K,(t)
ETYj +4 + b -N + + b
v=
,u:,,-m a,(-,,
(fK,.O= -a(N + f) +It

(8)

a, ,

b< r

First, a sigmoid function is linearly modeled in HHN:

l u) -au, +b()
(2) For the neuron to be matched
where r < ui < t+ otherwise g(u)=O. Therefore, a
modified motion equation is as follows:

- ETvy + I,+ b - a(M -q +1,+ b
+ I,+b-ON ++b
K,() * vlT:,
Kg)

(6)

if K,(t.J

In a small interval, TqV ( 0 i) can be considered as
a constant in synchronous / asynchronous neural
system, so the behavior of the input state i n eq.(8)
is"

- t)

(9)

+I#+ b >t

As indicated in Eq.(8), (9), a final output state of
neuron can be predicted by an initial output stat

(7)

because value of K,(td between a matched neuron an,

where K, = (b + L'TjV +11) /(1 - aT) and K, =
(1 - .aT. ). As shown in Eq.(7), u,(t) is decreasing
ekpbnentiallv with small change of time At. Deciding
the range of At with constant EETV depends on initial
states, interactions of unstable states, which causes
flctuation of the change AE in the function E. In our
algorithm, almost all of the initial states of neurons u.
are close to stable states and only few neurons would
be' ustable. It is therefore possible that one can
estimate future behavior of each neuron from Eq,(7).
For example, if u, is greater than K1, ua will
monotonically decrease, so input of the ikth neuron will

an unmatched neuron are distinguishable. For a neuro.
to be unmatched, K(:t is always negative suppor
because -a(N'+) < < -I and 1 +b is not more thaI (bis set to 0.5). The restriction therefore is alway
satisfied. For a neuron to be matched, if e is less thaj
N' - I/a(t" - I - b), then it makes the matched neurot
active, otherwise mismatching occurs. This conditioi
requires that DHN give tuo
approximate solution as ai
initial states of neurons. If violation of the restrictioi
for the neuron to be matched occurs, all neurons to b4
matched will be inactive so that one can find thi
,Wocedure goes to wrong way and can correct thi
situation by beginning again at the first stage of thi
algorithm. After running DHN, K,(t) is calculates

-

- (u

-

g

,
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with output state of DHN and final output state of
HHN is directly obtained from KI(d.
Few neurons might have similar local features which
have a fuzzy function to make a false decision because
of robustness of features and tolerable threshold levels
of a fuzzy function. When the neurons have
correspondences of relational features of some neurons
to be matched, the neurons remain unstable or cause
mismatching in DHN. Once obtaining output stable
states of neurons of DHN, we can more emphasize
relational features to adjust the states of the neurons
because those are related to both a distance and order
of all positions of active neurons. It therefore gives
more confidence to the theory of HHN and can even
improve the performance of CHN.

S. DISCUSSION
A method for recognizing occluded objects based on
neural network approach has been presented. Features
such as angle and distance which are invariant under a
rotational and translational changes are used for the
robust description of the shape. Experimental results
show that HHN gives a reliable matching of the
corresponding segments between two objects. The
method eliminates possibility of matching for a part of
an object to be matched to similar segments in a
different object by finally adjusting states of neurons.
We conclude that HHN is a robust approach to solve
the two-dimensional occlusion problems.
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Table 1. Comparison of Results

Type

DHN

Experiment

# of desired
Matched
Neurons

# of
Matched
Neurons

# of
Unmatched
Neurons

# of
Mismatched
Neurons

Experiment
#1

10

9

1

4

Experiment
#2

10

10

0

2

Experiment
#3

6

7

1

4

7

0

1

Experiment
#4

HUlN

Experiment
#1

!0

9

1

6

Experiment
4-2

10

0

0

0

Experiment
#3

6

6

0

0

Experiment

7

7
5#4
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SEGMENTATION OF X-RAY IMAGES USING
PROBABILISTIC RELAXATION LABELING
Tan Q. Thai
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM 87185

1. INTRODUCTION

dependencies among neighboring pixels of regions in
an image and Gaussian noise is assumed as the image
noise mode [1,51.

One of the most important tasks of an image analysis
system for contraband detection using X-ray images
is to separate objects or regions of interest from their
background or other objects in the image. The
segmentation problem can be stated as follows: Given
an X-ray baggage image and some limited a-priori
knowledge about the image characteristics of a
contraband item, we want to label all pixels in the
image into two classes: one class has similar image
characteristics of the contraband and the other does
not. Although segmentation of an image can be done
with many different methods, there are three general
approaches to the problem: 1) pixel-based approach,
2) region-based approach, and 3) model-based
approach.

Probabilistic relaxation labeling (PRL) segmentation
is an iterative algorithm that labels each pixel in an
image by cooperative use of two information sources:
the probability that a pixel belongs to a class and the
degree of certainty of its probability supported by the
neighboring pixels. PRL algorithm can be considered
as a hybrid approach of both region-based and
model-based algorithms because of the dependency
of each pixel to its neighbors in the labeling process
and the assumption that each pixel can be assigned a
probability index.
Details of the PRL algorithm are shown in Section 2.
Practical implementation of the PRL segmentation
algorithm is discussed in Section 3. Its application to
X-ray baggage images and a comparison of the
results with other methods are presented in Section
4.

Pixel-based algorithms segment an image using
information such as grey level, gradient magnitude or
color of each pixel independently from its neighboring pixels. The pixels' information can then be
used in a cumulative fashion as in histogram
thresholding [3] or thresholding based on the degree
of membership of the image pixels using fuzzy set
concept [7]. Region-based approach takes into
consideration the information of the neighboring
pixels and their relations with the examined pixel. A
pixel is assigned to the same region (class, cluster,
etc.) if it has similar properties to its neighbors. One
method of region-based approach is region growing
[6]. Using this method the image is first divided into
atomic regions of constant grey levels, then similar
adjacent regions are merged sequentially until the
adjacent regions become sufficiently different,
Examples of region-based algorithms are the K-means
clustering [121, the split-and-merge [6] and
morphological segmentation using watershed
transform with markers [4]. Unlike the pixel-based
and region-based approaches that make no assumption
about the image content and its noise, the
model-based approach attempts to model both the
image content and the image noise. Markov random
field is often used to model the local properties and

2. PROBABILISTIC RELAXATION LABELING
SEGMENTATION
The idea of cooperative use of two sources of
information in pixel classification through the
mechanism of probabilistic relaxation was first
developed by Rosenfeld et al. [11]. In essence the
basic concept of the method is to iteratively reduce
local ambiguities by optimizing a probabilistic index
associated with a pixel in classifying a pixel using
local contextual information of the neighboring
pixels. The method, however, does not guarantee a
unique optimal solution but rather seeks a practical
suboptimal solution.
The relaxation labeling process is defined as the
"best" assignment of a set of pixels A = {al, a2, ...
aN} to a set of labels (or classes) A = (X, X2, ...
)
XM} where N is the total number of pixels in the
image and M is the total number of labels (classes).
Initially each pixel a, is given a probability that it

860

belongs to a label X, pi(X1). These probabilities must
satisfy the following constraints:
0:

1
pi(Al)
1"- Icoefficients

pi( ):S 1 and

Given the update rule, how can we determine the
initial probabilities of all image pixels? What is a
good number for the neighboring system in the
How do we select the compatibility
update rule?r,,'s7
Although different answers to these
questions can lead to slightly different results in

For each pair of neighboring pixels a1, a and each
pair of labels k, X,, we assume that there exists a
measure of compatibility (compatibility coefficient)
that a, E Xk and a E X1. This measure of
compatibility, denoted as rij(Xk, \) has the following

evaluating the relaxation update rule, the overall
relaxation update should consistently reduce the
ambiguity in the labeling process. Fekete et al [2]
suggested two criteria to measure the performance of
the probabilistic relaxation process: the rate of change

properties:

between consecutive updates

a)

-1 : rU,(X,, ))

r 1

+[101

R()-n

If the assignment of pixels a1, a. to labels Xk, )4
is not compatible then ru(X , , X) < 0

H(lm)-

P1

))

(1)

0'
j

+update

Iwhere
!
jt

M(2)

~j0AO=P~I) 0them

1-1

m is the iteration number, K is the total number of
neighboring pixels, wu are the weighting coefficients
for the contribution of the neighboring pixels j in the
labeling process to pixel i, and M is the total number
of labels (classes).
The update rule is simply a product of both p,, the
pixel probability and ch, the degree of certainty of its
probability, supported by the neighboring pixels.
Since the range of r1l's is [-I, 1], 1 is added to ch to
ensure that pjm+'(X) is always in the range of [0, 11.
The denominator of the update rule, which is a
normalizing factor, ensures that the probability of
pixel i is summed to I for all possible M labels,

IIP7

lst

The iterative update process of the image pixels
incorporates the information of both the pixel's initial
probability and the influence of neighboring pixels
based on the compatibility coefficients. One heuristic
update process [10,111 is given as follows
(1 +

(3)

and the entropy of the pixel probabilities evaluated at
each iteration

d) If the assignment of a, to X. and a, to X, is
independent of each other then rij(Xk, X1) = 0

pm)

2

I""lut

b) If the assignment of pixels a,, a1to labels Xk, Xt
is compatible then ro(X,, X) > 0
c)

1

(4a)

H(m) -H(1)

(4b)
lit

where N is the number of pixels in the image, M is
the total number of labels and m is the iteration
index. In general, the rate of change and entropy
between updates should be decreased in the relaxation
process. The measures, however, are not true
indicators of the performance measures because they
tell us nothing about the correctness of the
segmentation results. Therefore, instead of using
as performance measures, we only use them as
convergence criteria for the update process.
2.1 Assignment of Initial Labeling Probability
Most commonly the image's histogram is used to
assign the initial labeling probability to each pixel in
the image. A histogram represents the relative
frequency of occurrences of the grey levels in the
image.
(N

Pt

1)

1

,

L-N

where L is the number of grey levels, n(xj) is the
number of occurrence of pixels with grey level i in
the image, and N is the total number of pixels in the

image. This assignment, however, doesn't take into
consideration the a-priori knowledge about the classes

probability that a pixel i having label X, then the
probability of all pixels in the image having label X

that we want to segment the image into. In our

is given by

application of segmenting X-ray baggage images, the
&-priori knowledge can be the average grey level of
the X-ray images of a certain type of contraband that
we want to extract from the input image. Since the
a-priori knowledge is only an estimate, it is more

The joint probability of a pixel pair having label Xat

appropriate to model the assignment of the initial

pixel i and

probability by the S function [13, 71 which is defined

one pixel on the south side from i) is estimated as

as

follows

)N

jut
' at pixel j relative to i (e.g. pixel j is

N-

2

S(xa. b.c

2

Given the above probabilities, the conditional

.bs x:sc

"

and a : b

,ikhb

()

probability is given by

cc.Figure Ishowsan

p

example of the S function with the sam crosspoint b
for different values of a's and c's. If the crosspoint b
is an estimate of the average grey level of an X-ray
contraband image, then the S function defines the
membership function corresponding to a fuzzy set
*grey level x is similar to the contraband average
grey level. The "spread" of the S function which
controls by the distance (c - a) is a measure of
fuzziness (uncertainty) in associating a grey level x to
the contraband average grey level. As (c - a)
approaches zero, the S function becomes a simple
thresholding function about the crospoint value b.

PI ) ,

The simplest selection of compatibility coefficients is
to restrict them to the extreme values -1 and 1
if k - V

if X

. .
PIP'

--

(6)

Note that the estimate of the compatibilitycoefficients
using conditional probabilities are global estimates
because it is computed only once for a given
neighboringconfigurationsystem.Oncecomputedthe
coefficients are kept constant during the update
process. The estimates only reflect the overall
dependencies among neighboring pixels of the entire
image; therefore, they may not be good estimate for
local dependencies. For images with different textural
details, local dependencies can be preserved by using
a different estimate that applies only to local
neighboring pixels. Such estimates can be computed
by simply replacing N (total number of pixels in the
image) with K (total number of pixels in the
neighboring system). One drawback, however, isthe
significant increase in the overall computation of the
algorithm, If conditional probabilities =re used for
compatibility coefficients, the relaxation update rule
can be reformulated using Bayesian probability theory
(8) with the assumption that the probability of pixel
igiven its label is )Xis independent of its neighboring
pixel's label. The relaxation update scheme is now
given by

The compatibility coefficients are the measures of
how much the labeling of a pixel is compatible with
what its neighbors 'think' that labeling ought to be.
There are many ways to select these coefficients
according to different definitions of compatibility
functions [9].

tu(XX') -- 1

f

Jul

2.2 Selection of Compatibility Coeffiients

+iI

""-"

Plm) qXIs)

'

This assignment does not take into consideration the

-P

4)

fact that a pair of labels can spatially co-occur in the

(A

o'a

image. To account for these co-occurences, one way
to estimate the coefficients is using conditional
probabilities. Let A(X) be the initial estimate of the

lt
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(7)

where q, is in the same formulation as in Eq. (2).
The update rule is basically the same as Eq. (1); the
only difference is the elimination of 1 because the
compatibility coefficients are now in the range of [0,
1] instead of 1-1, 11 as before.
Experimentally we find that one set of compatibility
coefficients does not work well for X-ray baggage
images because the estimate is done globally. For
example, if a bag is small and the background level
is dominant then the estimated compatibility
coefficients tend to bias toward the background. To
compensate for the bias in the estimate, we propose
the use of two update passes using two different sets
of compatibility coefficients. The first set of

coefficients can be viewed as estimates from images
with more background than baggage details; while the
second set is the estimates from images with cluttered
baggage details. The biggest advantage of this method
is that the compatibility coefficients do not have to be
computed on-line for each image but they can be
leaned off-line from a number of different images.

then
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3. ALGORITM IMPLEMENATION

+0

Because the compatibility coefficients can be
calculated off-line, the implementation of the PRL
algonthr becomes very simple for the two-clam.
segmentation problem. Recall from Eq. (2), the local
dependency information in the labeling process for
the twodass problem is given by a vector. (For
notation conveience, from now on qI(a) is wriae as

(6.)

[:
[1J
p1

.44

4
with a and

rj~
UL
as the two classes. W

(U)

Dq

Theoretically, the ralge of pixel vahs in a PRL
should be 10.0, 1.01; however, for display pwpcm
the pixel values must rnge torm [0, 251 for an B bit
image. Tbe mapping frm al valum to intg
values is siAmly done as follows

value ad cu)i a
displayed *W
s
a
when p
greaer than,or equal to x. Uwe neglect t&e mud off
errors in the mapping Eq. (11I)
ca b ipe

of.$
th update
sizeP
pssbe

mea

rl U sue oacw c l

possible results inthe product of p's andq'. Piu

2shows the block diagram of the PIL algrithnm for

L'~i %Opp] ptobbiliiesupdate
wocw problem. All computatioas for the WInia
role, and the cotiveane

c2 f r, (a.*)
c2 W r4 (.0)

criteria can be implemented using LUTs and a
convolvlr. B(caw
e both the LUT and convolution
( wially with 130and U S keral) can be executed
in real-time (30 ft arsond)
in many ofepeasive

c3 -r 4(J3,a)
c4 -r (ftU)

image processing hardware, each iteration of the PRL
can be completed in less than 10 ms.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

following.

The experimental results are based on X-ray images
that are taken from a local airport. The image size is
512 x 512 with 256 grey levels. In this paper, we
only show the results from two X-ray baggage images
using four different methods: PRL, adaptive
histogram thresholding, constrast intensification using
fuzzy set concept [71 and Iterated Conditional Modes
(ICM) (1, 3]. The adaptive histogram thresholding is
a simple, one pass segmentation using an adaptive
threshold which is defined as the peak of the image's
histogram that falls within the segmenting class'
variance and has a certain height. (The peak height is
used for size discrimination purpose.) The peak is
found using the top-hat transformation 141

- Adaptive histogram thresholding:
Structure element
= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1}
Minimum peak height = 800
(average grey level of class 1)
= 15
(r= 6.5
- Contrast intensification with fuzzy set:
A, = 15
Fe = 2
- Iterated conditional modes:
J(a, b) = 1 if a = b
= 0 if a Pe b
= 15
= 60

Peak - H-O(H)

,=

v2

- 6.5

0, = 1.5 for all r

c - 4 and the relative neigborhod configuration
(r's) is as follows:

where H is the image histogram and O(H). is the
opening of H by a line structure element of o pixels

long. The opening operation is defined by an erosion
followed by a dilation.

3

.

The contrast intensification using fuzzy concept is an
iterative algorithm which attempts to assign individual
pixel values into different classes based on their

.1

s

I

intial membership function. The assignment is doua

recursively with the following Opeion
(s0 ,

2 a)l

Oasasa

1-2(l-1a)),

GS ss IA

-

j

- Probabilistic relaxation label:
S function pamwte:

- 0.o. c w 25.0

Deu& oftd goithmcanbe fouadin 171.

Compatibility coefficients for pass 1:
ra - 0.62: rm - 0.38; rw - 0.57; r, - 0.43
Compatibility coefficients for pa 2:
rw - 0.49; r - 0.51; r " 0.45; ri
0.55
33 coavolution oms - (1, 1, , 1.2, 1,1 1,1, 1

The lCM algorithm is a model-based method. In its
simplest form, the method iteatively minimiz the

Except for the daptive higram Wahmold, the other
thue metrhod am iterative. The itetstioa loop is frd

fol

to 7 for those metbods.

ig eery famWos

4.2 Reaslbsuid Dhsusin

,.1

3 nd S Omw two original bgig
-a
imses. The tesults of adaptive histogram threshold
method are shown in Fig. 4 and 9. Only the final
results from the lat iteration aft displayed tot eau
iterative algorithm. Fig. 5 and 1o are the rults of
PRL .egmentation. The images ate taktn (tom the
uzond pass of the algorithm. The rcsuIVL, of the
Contrast intcasitication using fuzzy Wt concept afe
shown in Fig. 6 and II. Finally, Fig. 7 and 12 are
the teults fron the 1CM algorithm. Althotgh the
high denity and cluiteed areas in the test images can

* tFigures

where a is the clas label, &Y2 and it

am the
vxiance and mean of class a. 'espectively. 0, i%the
clique' ptrameter, and JRa.b) is the spatial teraciti
am"On the clique neighbots.

4.1 Ta4Paameten
All pamnetenr of the rour teted algoithmni ate fixed
during the cotre segmenaio ptowcs. They are the
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be segmented out with all four methods, the results
from the PRL method are much cleaner. For example
in Fig. 5 we can detect the objects from the cluttered
areas in the two bags easier than with the results
from other methods.

the examined image as proposed in various literature.
For a two-class problem it is shown that all
computation of the PRL method can be implemented
with look-up tables and a convolver. Using a realtime convolver that processes at a rate of 30 image
frames/second, the PRL process can be done under
one second. In addition, the algorithm can also be
extended to seg:1ent contrabands based .n other
features such as color, texture, volume density, shape
and size.

Although the results from the PRL method are
visually better than those of the other methods,
assigning a *measure of performance* to their results
is not a trivial task. The rate of change between
consecutive updates and the entropy measurements
proposed by Fekete et al. [21 do not guarantee the
correctness of the segmentation results. For example,
among the iterative algorithms, the rate of change
between updates and entropy of the Iterated
Conditional Modes method decreases faster than other
methods; however, by visual inspection, one can
conclude that its results are poorer than those of other
methods. Using *true map" (a known segmentation
result) then computing a deviation (e.g. mean square
error) from the segmented results and the true map is
also not a valid measure of performance because
different parameters in the algorithms can give
differ,:nt results. Therefore, a fair comparison must
not only be one with various possible combinationps
of the algorithms' param turs but also over a large
number of data.
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Figure 3: Original X-ray image 1

Figure 4. Result from adaptive histogram threshold
on image 1
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

ROBOTICS SYSTEMS FOR DEPLOYMENT OF EXPLOSIVE
DETECTION SENSORS AND INSTRUMENTS

M.W. Siegel
The Robotics Institute, School of Computer Science
A.M. Guzman and W.M. Kaufman
Carnegie Mellon Research Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA

1. INTRODUCTION
Methods for intercepting explosive devices in
commercial aviation by directly detecting the
explosives fall into two categories: vapor (or
sometimes particulate) detection and bulk detection.
Vapor (or particulate) detection (for example, gas or
plasma chromatography) is inadequate because all
such methods are child's play to evade by packaging
the explosive component or the entire device in
plastic bags, metal cans, etc. In contrast, several bulk
detection instruments have been demonstrated to have
enough sensitivity, selectivity, probing range, and
immunity to evasion to be practical explosives
detectors. The most promising methods appear to be
neutron activation and x-ray backscattering.
However, radiation-based methods are unsuitable for
passenger screening, and the present generation of
these instruments are neither portable nor flexible,
Radiation safety requirements limit the intensity of
the source that can be used, forcing design
compromises that reduce the sensitivity. Hand carried
instruments that might be envisioned fundamentally
suffer from functional problems such as low
throughput, spotty coverage, and inconsistent
interpretation.

viable in the hands of some especially knowledgeable
and enthusiastic inspectors who have developed and
begun to use effective operating protocols. In the
context of these facts, we propose a five point
program:
1) Deploying existing instruments via robotic
machines that would operate at the skill level of the
most expert inspectors. Thus we would improve the
effectiveness of existing instruments by:
*

applying a consistently high level of
operating expertise equivalent to the level
now practiced by the most capable human
inspector now in the field;

*

improving throughput, inasmuch as robots
work with unfailing consistency without
taking off for meals, sleep, sickness or
vacation;

*

increasing acceptability to the inspection
work force by essentially eliminating
exposing them to radiation.

2) Optimizing instrument sensitivity for deployment
by robotic machines:

In this paper we outline a program whereby
instruments based on a bulk detection method that
uses penetrating radiation that is hazardous to
enforcement personnel, can nevertheless he used
safely and effectively. Several methodq that use
penetrating radiation are feasible in theory and in the
laboratory, but hand-held instrument designs sacrifice
sensitivity to meet safety requirements. Thewe
degraded instruments nevertheles have been shown,
in contets such as contraband drug detction, to be

instrument design compromiwse previously
made to minimize radiation exposure to the
operator of a hand-held instruent would be
removed;
*
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the instruments would be designed for
maximum effwfiveness
in explosives
detection;

safety interlocks would ensure that these
high dose instruments would cease to emit
radiation any time humans were in their
vicinity.

*

Taking into account knowledge of container materials
and construction, physical properties of the
anticipated explosives types, and the operating
methods employed by terrorists, we can select the
instrument source radiation energy or spectrum, the
instrument detector physical and electronic filtering,
and other engineering parameters to maximize overall
instrument effectiveness in the context of the
application. If a dual technology instrument is
employed, "sensor fusion" methods allow synergistic
operation wherein the whole becomes, effectively,
greater than the sum of the parts.

3) Augmenting the primary detection method with
complementary sensing technologies and "sensor
fusion" data handling methods for disambiguation:
other bulk solid sensing modalities to reduce
the false alarm rate, resolve borderline
detections, etc., all in the general category
of "disambiguation";
vapor detecting sensor modalities for
situations in which penetrating radiation
based bulk detection is unsuitable, e.g., for
endpoint searching by hand, for sniffing the
garments of suspected offenders, etc.;

2. ROBOTIC DEPLOYMENT
The purpose of this paper is to outline the concept
that the functional and safety shortcomings of existing
instrumentation can be overcome by using remotely
operated machinery to separate the inspector from the
instrument. We also suggest that at the same time the
functional problems can be overcome by using
computer control of the machinery to automate the
boring, uncomfortable, time consuming and error
prone aspects of the inspector's job. We believe that
some supporting basic research will be required to
accomplish these goals: mobile robots similar to those
that will be required in this application (with respect
to mechanical complexity, remote controllability, and
degree of local autonomy) are already in use in other
applications. The flexibility and extensibility of the
robotic approach will permit systems built along these
lines to keep up with evasive maneuvers that will
emerge in terrorists' bomb construction and
deployment technologies as the interdiction
technology improves.

a suite of navigation, location, and
manipulation sensors, coupled with machine
vision systems to provide a multi-sensor
modality image and interpretation of the
baggage under inspection,
4)
Providing a picture- and graphics-oriented
interface through which the inspectors would
remotely supervise the robotic machines and
instruments, thus improving interdiction system
performance by:
*

depicting the primary data in a natural form
amenable to rapid and accurate interpretation
by people and computers;

*

providing an integrated representation of
multiple data types synergistically
contributing to a high interdiction rate and a
low false alarm rate;

*

taking optimum advantage of the respective
unique strengths of people, machines, and
people and machines working together.

Robotic approaches to deployment of established
detection technology would wis.ly be the first step of
a broad program to make systematic improvements in
the effectiveness of counterterrorism activities in
commesial air transportation. These might include,
in addition to explosives, substances such as chemical
and biological weapons, guns and anununition,
.ecial nuclear materials, and various forms of

5) Developing stale-of-the-art database nmnagenent
and statistical analysis tools to aid inpwution
personnel:
*

in making strategic and tactical dvi~. i~
about deployment of finite humlan aO
machin resources.

*

in intcrpretatiua of instrument re.ponm%;

in identifying the most suitable strategies and
tactics for physical seizure of explosives and
other contraband.

"currency" including narcotic-, cash, and securities.

The application of the %amelevel of technology to a
variety of similar problems, each with unique features
that ne-d to be individually addressed in a common
context. presets an opportunity in breadth.
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The machines would be integrated with a suite of
proven detection and sensing technologies, using
established observation and context based procedures
for path planning, guidance, and world model
building. A combined color TV and computer graphic
human interface would report the instrument's
findings via contour maps, special symbols marking
suspicious areas, with printed numerical data and
appropriate highlighting superimposed on live images
of the actual container under inspection. In our
operational scenario a supervisor, working at the
display, dispatches inspectors to suspicious pieces of
baggage or passengers who may have explosives
concealed on their persons. The inspectors carry
color prints of the display, guiding them rapidly, by
images and coordinates, to the suspicious artifacts or
people. They proceed with their own familiar
methods of inspection and interrogation. If they want
more detail from the instrument, they request it. The
immediate localization to a specific locality enhances
by a hundred or more the throughputs and the seizure
rates that are credited to the inspectors. The machines
are doing what machines do best: the tedious,
uncomfortable, and dangerous work. The inspectors
are doing what intelligent people do best: flexibly
exercising human judgment.

3. METHODS SELECTION
Contraband detection technologies that have been
considered are divided, in some arenas, into physical,
chemical, and biological, and in other arenas,
including (at least recently) explosives detection, into
vapor (and pariculate)collection based means and
bulk interrogation. The latter grouping is the most
relevant in the deployment systems context.
The vapor (or particulate) based group, which
includes techniques like mass spectrometry, ion
mobility spectrometry (a.k.a. plasma
chromatography), gas and liquid chromatography,
chemiluminescence, antibodies, and others, require
the evaporation or removal of a portion of the
contraband material from its hiding place, and its
introduction into the instrument. There is generally at
most one opportunity to interrogate each molecule
before it is buried in the walls of the instrument,
dissolved in the vacuum pump oil, or otherwise lost.
Vapor (and particulate) techniques have generally
been demonstrated on the relatively large quantities of
material found in particulate suspensions, e.g.,
airborne dust. Whether any of them have adequate
sensitivity to detect and discriminate dilute vapors in
real world environments is still under intense study.
But these studies and debates aside, vapor barriers
(plastic film, metal containers, etc.) are just too
cheap and too effective for any air sampling
technology to be considered seriously as a sole
interdiction technology against explosive-containing
packages.

The unpredictable and open-ended jobs of final
inspection, seizure, and apprehension of the terrorist
cannot be automated with off-the-shelf technology. To
automate these tasks would take large s-.ale,
expensive, risk laden research programs outside the
pragmatic boundaries dictated by the present
perceived need to rapidly deploy a practical explosive
devices interdiction system.

On the other hand vapor detection must continue to
be pursued as it is one of the few available
alternatives (along perhaps with magnetic resonance
methods) for inspecting people; fortunately
encapsulation of explosives carried on the person is
more difficult than encapsulation of explosives in a
package, and body temperatue aids volatilization and
thus detectability.

Practical constraints will also limit the number of
instruments that can be deployed in a pilot program
that must produce real results. The most technical
and cost-effective solution will therefore be achieved
by the most intelligent deployment of a small number
of machines. Intelligent deployment means being able
to predict which objects and people are most likely to
be concealing explosives, and concentrating the
machines and the inspectors there. The inspection
technology that we conceive incorporates electronic
command, communications, and computing
components that, for program evaluation, will
automatically build a performance database. It would
he useful, although not essential, to combine this
program with research toward improving the
statistical and heuristic (artificial intelligence)
methods available for using the database to guide
remburce deployment decision making.

In contrast, potential bulk detection methods, which
include x-rays, acoustics, neutron interrogation,
neutron and x-ray backscatter, nuclear magnetic
resonance, microwave attenuation, and others, are
applicable in situ, They are in some caes (especially
neutron interrogation) difficult to shield, and they
more than compensate for udestly low sensitivity by
being able to work with the order of 10 times the
number density of molecules that are available in
vapor sniffing. They provide the opportunity,
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bec: u-e they are not destnictive, to improve signalLo-nois by interrogating each molecule an arbitrarily
large number of times. For these reasons we consider
the bulk detection technologies to be the only serious
contenders for screening of baggage, cargo, mail,
galley supplies, etc.

6

automated or semi-automated machines
operate steadily and continuously;

0

one inspector can simultaneously direct
multiple robots;
inspectors will work primarily in an
endpoint search mode, with a very high hit
rate per person-hour, in contrast to the
present situation where they spend most of
their time looking for suspicious looking
passengers and baggage.

Both single-sided and through-the-container
implementations, both with and without imaging, are
more or less feasible for most of the identified bulk
interrogation technologies. Our advocated
methodology, the combination of existing (optimized

for

the

new

deployment

method)

detection

instruments with robotic mobility, is flexible and
extensible with respect to these choices. The five

There are numerous additional technical possibilities,
for example, differentiation of robotic deployment

component program we have outlined describes a
pragmatic evolutionary path.

machines into those specializing in volume inspection
through the container and those specializing in singlesided or outside surface inspection. In particular,

The weakness of these instruments, in a scenario

volume inspection could be facilitated by:

where the threat is constantly evolving in evasion of
detection apparatus, is their inflexibility because of

0

0
0
*

they expose the inspectors to radiation; and

has to develop an

4. DETECTION REQUIREMENTS

unlikely

Mrapport* with the instrument, given the

The required, or at least the desired, attributes of a
contraband explosives detection system include:

hazard to his (or her) health.
However the possibility of robotic deployment opens
up several areas of dramatic improvement:

"

by coordinated movement of two or more
robotic machines working different faces of
the baggage or container.

to use these instruments effectively the
inspector

*

placing source(s) and receiver(s) on two

limbs of one machine; or

their marginal suitability for deployment as hand-held
instruments. There are two essential reasons:

sensitivity -- the ability to detect quantities

well under 1 kilogram on a person or in
baggage and perhaps just a few kilograms in
cargo;

the existing instruments, remotely deployed
in a computer-aided and partially automated
scenario, become much more attractive
because the health hazard is immediately and
virtually completely removed;

*

specificity -- the ability to discriminate
explosives from legitimate baggage or cargo
contents;

the instruments can be optimized, e.g.,
source strengths increased, and therefore
signal to noise ratio improved, once the

portability and transportability -- we regard
it As estential, against an ever changing

operational scenario ha, the inspector at a
remote location;

threat, that the instrument can be carried to
vice
the sAspectd baggage or cargo, twA
versa;

" whether or not the instruments actually are
optimized for robotic deployment, the
systematic nature of the automated robotic
inspection process will decrease both the
miss rate and the false alarm rate.
In

addition,

throughput

will

be

0

substantially

improved:
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rate -- despite some
low false alan
evidhence that a modest level of false alarm,
keeps inspectors *on their toe,' the high
cost of manual inspectin dictates a
reqairument for a very sall falw alarm
rate;

"

safety - e.g., both ionizing and laser
radiation present personnel problems;

and context cross checking, disambiguation,
etc, provided by the computer modeling,
analysis, and reporting system;

" simple to operate - inspectors are not
trained in instrumentation;

*

safety is assured, for detecion modalities
involving penetrating radiation, by the
physical separation of man and machine, and
by conservative programming of the
man/machine interaction with numerous
software implemented interlocks and limit
switches;

* reliable - down times must be short and
infrequent.

*

simplicity of operation is inherent in the
n ature of the system

The semi-automated robotic deployment scenario
makes a positive contribution to ach of these

*

all the interactons with the humans ae at a
natura language comuiction level. and
are thus, from the h--man perspective.

* "in the flow* - the instrument must not
introduce additional delays into the already
objectionably slow inspection process, nor
can it significantly disrupt current
procedures;

requirements:
*

-O~l -ip

sensitivity of any instrument deployed
robotically isenhanced by the systematic and
untiring nature of the process, which
improves signal-to-noise ratio by decreasing
the noise associated with procedural
inconsistency and increases the signal by
permitting uifr&m scans at rates that are
automatically adapted to the situation

e

throughput is enhbanced. t because robots
are fas (in fact. in th siwi run they are
usually slower than skilled peope), but
because the competition almost Always turns
out to be a tortoisn-bare story in which
t robot's pervermac anl untirinly
systematic methods win cut, statistically,
Over the human's apulnta of wisdomn or
intuition;.

*

reliability is asurd by conservative design,

pertaining at any moment;
e

sensitivity is further enhane if the
opprtunity is taken to optim the
instrument for mocin deployment, e-..
relazation of aditio Xsoc aresgt

and by the reatvely
reudwy.

low Cost of

S.SYStEM ARCIOTECTUR

# specificity is enhanced by improved signaltooaoise, felitating signatureanlysis, as
well as by the ease of incoeporaon of
Auxiliary sensor Ond senso fusio
appoache to
Mlabgaln
*

portability AMd transportability become
fundamental features of the Approach, i.e.,
in the robotic deployment sceasio the
instrument is Inherently and integrally part
of a mobile maclim deined a every level
to bring the instrument to the bagag cargo
container, or passenger, and modt effectively
to sca the subjec with the instrument:

*

a low false alarm rate is asured both by the
improvements to the physical detection
process per se, and even more by the
filteeing, reliaity hecking. coasiseav'y

Our approch is not on
but naher a
methodl of deployinS existn and faun instrument
to uaalmlm
audictiod rWe and "miim
interdiction ads. We taO it as given that there are
several existing inumts that, with specifiable
coestrants, can detec explosives. Mwe design phae
for a practical system would includes sswssment of
sensitivity, selectivity, fale positive rale, fals
negative rte, aNd eted technical paramelts, in a
teslisti contet subject to t Constraints of the
comeria air travel scenario. By usin automatic
sad aema~utomswi robotic machines to transport ad
operate one or mowe instruments, system
funcionality, throughput. and ay will rais one or
more detection technologies to the realm of practial
femibility.
*Instnumen
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supervisor designating other areas as suspect
based on his or her interpretation of the data
in context.

The system we envision is comprised of four
subsystems: measurement, manipulation, mobility,
and monitoring, integrated in a system that delivers
adequate sensitivity, discrimination, reliability and

throughput:
6. DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
"

*

measurement: primary sensing technologies,
e.g., neutron activation, interact with the
baggage per se, cargo containers, and any
suspected contrabaad; secondary sensing
e.g.,
magnetometers,
technologies,
discriminate effects relating to the container
from effects relating to its content;
knowledge based interpretation integrates
sensor data into the explosives interdiction
context;

We suggest that in contraband interdiction it is a
more valuable skill to be expert about when and
where to inspect than it is to be expert, with or
without "high tech" instruments, at conducting the
inspection per se. Present inspection target selection
methods rely on heuristics whose effectiveness are
unmeasured. Were inspection resources unlimited,
targeting effectiveness would not be an issue. But the
real situation is that there are too few inspectors to
physically examine more than a small fraction of the
targets. Under these circumstances, flawed heuristics
may be worse than no heuristics. Powerful statistical
and analytical methods could be brought to bear on at
least two components of the contraband interdiction
deployment problem: verifying and improving
existing heuristics (a sampling program), and
systematizing inspection targeting practice in the
context of knowledge of the heuristics (an operations
research program).

manipulation: precise navigation and motion
control relative to the dimensions of the
baggage piece or cargo container are
essential to localization of supect regions;
scanning is generally autonomous, but n
inspector or supervisor can intercede to
target suspect pieces or areas; a knowledge
base of baggage and container types will aid
navigation by facilitating landmark
recognition, and it aids discrimination by

maintaining sensitivity to anomalies, e.g.,
backscattering from structural regions that

7. CONCLUSION

shold be empty;

We have described a concept for uing robotic

system
"

to deploy and to evaluate objectively the

mobiy: it is cca that the inspection
equipment move to the subject peam, piece
of luggae, or car cotsier whetever its

effeiveness of sensors and inatments for detection
of contrband exploelves, paticulaly as they might
be employed by terorids againt commexa

location; the alunalve of bringing these to
a C al inspection sation is uasccp y
disruptive to the norm.) flow of ativitiW;
however there is Uttle impetu to mike th"
activity autonomous, an there would be
much techwolosicals ris ina mpting Wdo

aviation. The ystem archtece divides the problem
ito four levels: mmuom at. wais4 l.
mobily. ad A0oi444.

to* mobility is thus directed by iopec-ion
persone, eite locally or by

preseace of material with chemical or physical
e; ta sugest the preace of explosives.
p

wAoniorixq high level control and
command, ind ing daa.drven dispotch of

The mupuklaon level is a family of fine motion
devices that, with the aid of secondary sensors.

inspectors, is effected via a high quality

automslly deploys the explosive dtig

trW
between a
visual intece;
supervisor, the robotic inspection equipment.

ad i"ntmets.

1Th measur
adped sensmo

level is a suite of existing or
inruments that reot the

sensr

Wpection staff is based on

The mobility level is a family of virtually unlimited

color TV images of mjects with tomtic
overlaid mappin of sesory dat, com-pa

"ion plafom that trnsrt the manipulatos and
locatios.
th no suites tapproprie io

and the huan

highlighting

of

automatically

areasso th

detected

optio8n of the
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Thie monitoring level is the computer, interface, and
display that, in response to strategic requirements
articulated by the human operator, carries out an
appropriate sequence of inspection, interpretation,and
5ensor fusion tasks, and notifies the operator of
exceptions that require human attention. The
monitoring function particularly benefits from access
to a variety of sensor inputs and a historical database.
These in con.ert substantially enhance the abilities of
the monitoring system to discern and call to the
operator's attention small but potentially significant
departures from nominal, and to resolve ambiguities
due to sensors with high sensitivity but imperfect
selectivity.
We developed this model as a flexible approach to
the general problem of making difficult observations
in difficult environments. In commercial aviation, our
concept is now being realized via an FAA sponsored
program through which we are applying it to aging
aircraft inspection. The systems integration concepts
and technology we are developing in the aging
aircraft program have direct countorparts in the
explosive detection program. We look forward to
being able to apply what we learn in the first context
to the problems of the second context.
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A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE EXPLOSIVE
DETECTION PROBLEM
Michael C. Smith and Roger L. Hoopengardner
Science Applications International Corporation
1710 Goodridge Drive
McLean, Virginia

Figure 1 shows the operational analysis approach
needed to fully evaluate EDS alternatives. The
approach begins with a clear statement of
requirements in the form of security system
objectives (e.g., specific threats and the required
detection probability) and operational requirements
(e.g., throughput, space available). The analytical
framework prescribes the scope of the analysis effort,
the system measures of effectiveness and the relevant
trade-offs. The simulation model discussed here falls
in the "Identify or Develop Tools" and "Apply
Analysis Tools" boxes. It is an example of one of the
tools that could be used in an operational analysis of
the process for detecting explosives in baggage.

1. INTRODUCTION
Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) has been involved in research and
development (R&D) of Explosive Detection Systems
(EDS) for baggage inspection since the mid-1980's
when the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) funded SAIC to develop the Thermal Neutron
Analysis (TNA) system. After the tragic bombing of
Pan Am Flight 103, the FAA accelerated research
efforts, leading to early fielding of TNA systems.
TNA is currently being used on a trial basis in
airports in both the United States and Great Britain.
While TNA met the initial FAA specifications,
evidence from the Pan Am 103 bombing indicates
that smaller amounts of explosive than originally
specified must be detected. However, TNA testing
for smaller amounts of explosives yields higher than
desirable false positive rates. Most experts agree that
TNA is currently the only true explosive detection
technology available, but, to provide an effective
system with acceptable false alarm rates, TNA may
need to be supplemented with other detection devices,
methods and procedures,

Our compressed schedule required that security
objectives and baseline operational parameters be
assumed as given. Data for the analysis were
generally obtained from internal SAIC sources or
from available literature and are adequate to
demonstrate the utility of the approach and the model.
We have not developed specific options for evaluation
and testing but have provided an analytical tool that
could assist in the evaluation and have demonstrated
it using notional data the approximates what is likely
to be experienced using available technologies and
procedures.

Recently, the FAA Technical Center began
considering different combinations of technology and
procedures that could provide acceptable detection
and false alarm rates. Since most people agree that
TNA is likely be a part of any system fielded, SAIC
elected to take an overall systems approach to the
problem, seeking to develop a method or procedare
to evaluate "systems of systems" comprised of TNA
and other technologies and procedures. The authors
of this paper studied the problem; developed logical
measures of effectiveness (MOB); designed,
constructed, validated, and exercised an EDS
simulation model; and briefed results to the FAA
Technical Center's Aviation Security Research
Service. The resulting PC-based computer simulation
model was designed to be simple to understand,
logically correct, and capable of providing
meaningful visual displays of the results.

This paper describes the computer simulation that
was developed. The paper also suggests some
enhancements that could be made to increase the
fidelity of the simulation and other ways to use a
systems analysis approach to improve security.
2. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the simulation model described here
is to assist in developing and assessing various
systems alternatives for achieving security system
design goals for screening checked baggage in
airports. A simplified logical model of the simulation
is shown in Figure 2.
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Attributes are assigned to passengers randomly as
they arrive. Attributes include the number of bags the
passenger wishes to check and whether or not one of
the passenger's bags contains an explosive. The
model permits the analyst to select any combination
of EDS technology and procedures and configure
them in series, parallel, or recycle patterns. This
modeling flexibility facilitates analysis of options
where bags have to clear two or more EDS
technologies or procedures before being placed on the
aircraft. The model logic flowchart shows how, once
a passenger or bag is "Cleared," the passenger or bag
may be routed to the aircraft ("To A/C") or to
another inspection station. Generally, if a passenger's
bag fails to clear an inspection, the bag is sent to
another device or procedure and, ultimately, to a
hand search station for final resolution. If an
explosive is suspected, the bag is sent to a holding
area for explosive ordinance disposal.

The stimulation model requires a number of run
parameters that describe the operational environment
of the EDS. These parameters include:
*

the total number of passengers to be
processed;

*

the time during which passengers arrive;

0

the peak passenger arrival time;

*

the average number of checked bags per
passenger;

0

the probability that a passenger is carrying a
bag that contains an explosive;
the fraction of passengers that will be
profiled through interrogation ("manual
profiling") or through electronically
compiled data (automatic profiling*); and
the first device or procedure used to screen

The simulation model produces a number of metrics
that can be monitored throughout the simulated period
and at the end of each simulation run. The measures

checked bags.

we routinely report are:

In addition to these run parameters, each EDS

0

Sensitivity. The percentage of bags that

technology and procedure is characterized by a set of

contain explosives that are detected by the

parameters. These parameters are:

system.

*

the probability of detecting an explosive

Spedficity. The percentage of bags that do

when an explosive is present;

not contain explosives that are correctly
cleared for boarding.

*

the probability of a false alarm (i.e.,

indicating the presence of an explosive when

Time to Clear. The total elapsed time from

there is none);

the arrival of the first passenger until the last
passenger is cleared through the system.

the time required to process a checked bag
or, in the case of passenger screening, a
passenger; and
0

Maximum Pasengers in the System. The
single largest number of passengers that
were in the system at any one time during
the simulated period.

the next station for bags and/or passengers if
not cleared (i.e., an alarm, detection, or
positive screening result).

In addition to these measures reported by the
simulation, we compute a rough order magnitude cost
for each configuration considered. Cost estimates
include initial acquisition cost (including training) and
the annual operating cost, including costs for
personnel and support. A total five-year cost is
computed comprised of the initial cost and five times
the annual cost. No discounting is used in these
estimats.

The model begins with the arrival of passengers in
the security screening area according to the arrival
pattern specified through model parameters. The
model uses a triangular distribution to reflect the
gradual rise and fall in pasLnger arrivals as an
aircraft departure approaches. The triangular
distribution is divided into fifteen minute intervals,
The model computes the mean interarrival time for
each interval and passenger arrivals occur
exponentially within each fifteen minute interval.
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PC simulation language and runs under MS-DOS on
a 386 platform with a VGA monitor. This
configuration provides real-time interactive modeling
capability as well as dynamic graphic color graphics
displays of the simulation in progress. Typical run
times for processing 1200 passengers and their
checked bags are 2-3 minutes, depending upon the
amount of interaction that occurs during the
simulation run.

to include, we selc,'ted configurations to use in our
initial analyses. We briefly reviewed how the TNA
devices are beinc us'd in New York's Kennedy
Airport and London':s Gatwick Airport, and how El
Al handles security checks in Tel Aviv. We visited
Washington's Dulles Airport to observe how United
Airlines is using the TNA system. Finally, we
conducted a brainstorming session to identify
potential configurations that employed other
technologies and procedures. We began our work

3. INITIAL ANALYSES

with eleven possible configurations, reducing them to
eight important configuration. Figure 3 shows an
example configuration based on a highly simplified
view of how XENIS is employed at Gatwick.

One of the most difficult tasks in developing and
demonstrating the simulation model was finding
reasonable data to characterize the EDS technologies
and procedures. Except for the TNA System, no hard
performance data exist. In fact quantification of
performance data of many of the available techniques
is quite difficult to obtain and significant effort will
be required to obtain it. Because of the short time
frame for our work, we tuned to SAIC experts for
descriptions of technologies available and for initial
rough estimates of the required parameters. We
focused our efforts on currently or soon to be
available technologies and procedures. These included
both manual and automated profiling, TNA with Xray (or XENIS -- X-Ray Enhanced Neutron
Inspection System), vapor detectors ("sniffers"),
enhanced X-ray, focused hand search (where the
inspector knows a specific area of the bag to examine
based on information from a previous device) and
unfocused hand search (where the inspector has no
prior information about the bag). Initial parameter
estimates used are shown in Table 1.

Based on historical data from Gatwick, we used the
model to determine the number of stations that would
be needed to handle approximately 1,200 passengers
arriving over a three hour time period for a flight.
We wanted to have enough stations to process all the
passengers in as close to three hours as possible. By
monitoring the simulation as it ran, we could observe
where queues were building and then estimate the
number of stations needed. We tried to reduce the
maximum number of people in the system at any one
time to a number that we felt was reasonable. Once
we had a reasonable configuration, we ran the
simulation a number of times to obtain average
results and then computed a rough order of
magnitude cost estimate for the system.
Summary graphs of the eight initial cases evaluated
are shown in Figure 4. Table 2 shows the actual
configuration of the devices used in each case. In
each case, the number of devices or stations was
chosen to ensure that the 1200 arriving passengers
were processed in a reasonable time. Figure 4(b)
shows the delay after the last passenger arrived until
all passengers cleared the EDS. Note that
configuration "A"with manual profiling resulted in
the greatest delay, clearing the last passenger about
14 minutes after the last passenger arrived.
Configurations "F", "G", and "H" use parallel rather
than sequential logic. That is, if either device or
procedure alarms, the bag must be band searched. As
would be expected, the Sensitivity (see Figure 4 (a))
for these configurations is high, but additional hand
search stations are required to clear false alarms (see
Table 2). In all other cases, as soon as the passenger
or bag clears one procecare or inspection device, the
bag is cleared for boarding. Cases "D"and "E"are
identical except that case "E" has one additional
automatic profiling station. Note the resulting

Our reasons for limiting our initial work to available
technologies and procedures were (1) to be able to
use reasonable parameter estimates and (2) to
facilitate examining test-bed configurations that the
FAA is considering for field testing. No matter how
valid the simulation logic may be, without field
testing of the devices to validate the parameter values
and provide accurate estimates, the simulation cannot
provide reliable results. However, the simulation will
assist analysts in determining which proposed
configurations of systems make sense to field test and
which are obviously less attractive from the very
beginning. After field test data are available to refine
parameter estimates, the simulation model can be
used to evaluate other configurations that might prove
too costly or have too great an operational impact for
operational testing.
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reduction in delay time and maximum passengers in

uncover flaws in the tests that may not be discovered

the system.

until after the expense of conducting the test has been
incurred. The use of such a tool is also likely to
develop an increased sense of confidence in the tests
and their ability to determine the capabilities of a
specific EDS.

The results of these runs are interesting, but one must
remember that the values used were for illustrative
purposes only. The real benefits of this modest effort
are the demonstration that a more vigorous
quantitative analysis approach can provide insights
and different ways to look at the problem, and that
using a computer-based simulation offers a viable
method for examining system metrics that cannot be
easily calculated because of the synergism of various
components. This simple simulation is, by no means,
the answer or tool to solve the EDS problem.
However, there are a number of ways that this
approach can be used in examining the explosive
detection problem, and a higher resolution simulation
could and should be developed to help in this systems
approach.

Development and use of a simulation tool such as this
has added benefits that may not be readily apparent.
As the simulation is run, questions or observations
will surface that allow systems developers and
funding agencies to identify areas where additional
research is needed. This allows the FAA and others
to focus R&D efforts and to apply limited R&D
funds more efficiently. Simulations also point out
areas that require better data and greater analytical
emphasis. For instance, the simulation may indicate
that a number of bags will be awaiting additional
inspection, but developers are not certain how much
space is available in a specific airport for holding
bags. The model would help determine the amount of
space needed so that data could be gathered
concerning available space for baggage storage and
passenger waiting at the airports being considered for
the test-bed activities. These types of analyses help
make analysts more aware of the ramifications of the
total system and more knowledgeable about the total
impact that their recommendations may have.

4. POTENTIAL USES OF THE SIMULATION
As the FAA continues to grapple with the air travel
security problem, it faces the dilemma of whether to
call for fielding of imperfect systems or to wait until
a new technique or device can be evaluated to see if
it is the "answer." A simulation such as the one
described above can be used to examine various
system combinations in an operational environment.
This provides a low-cost method for assessing
proposed techniques or equipment, thus allowing
more than one configuration to be tested with a
minimal change to the overall site. This allows the
FAA to begin a testing program of the currently
available detection devices while other EDS programs
continue in the R&D mode.

Another possible use of this model would be to use it
in conjunction with other models used to assess the
explosive detection problem. One model, developed
at the Institute for Transportation Studies (ITS) at the
University of California at Berkeley, examines the
operational impacts on airlines of using some type of
explosive detection device to screen all international
baggage throughout the U.S. The two models could
form a type of hierarchical structure with the SAIC
model providing inputs for ITS model to examine
delays in airline flights or quantities of bags that miss
their flights due to the time needed to screen them.
Such a combination offers a comprehensive
examination of potential system configurations and
airport layouts without incurring the expense of actual
system purchases. It could help save money by
allowing airlines and security personnel to estimate
the number of people needed during peak hours of
the day.

Naturally, as test-beds are designed, testing
procedures must also be developed for use at the test
sites. The design of operational tests is a difficult and
time consuming process that carries significart
ramifications not only in terms of safety for millions
of travelers, but also in financial implications for the
airlines and the EDS designers and manufacturers. As
a prerequisite for designing detection devices and the
operational tests, the operational requirements that the
systems must meet must be determined and
announced. More sophisticated simulation models
could be used by the FAA to assist in determining
operational parameters and in validating test results.
The importance of developing valid tests cannot be
over stressed because of the safety and financial
significance such tests have. Simulations can help

5. CONCLUSIONS
The authors were originally challenged to find some
system measures of effectiveness that were different
from the individual detection devices' MOE. In the
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course of examining this large problem of baggage
screening, a computer simulation has been developed
that, if imaginatively applied, can assist in the
examination of a wide variety of operational
problems. We have demonstrated that a simple
computer tool can be quickly, yet effectively, applied
to a seemingly very difficult problem to provide
insights to the interaction and synergism of several
components of an overall system. Complex problems,
such as this problem of insuring that unaccompanied
baggage is safe to load on the aircraft, must be
examined in their total operational context in order to
make wise decisions about solutions. Tools such as
the computer simulation discussed here help provide
the decision maker with a better understanding of the
operational consequences of decisions and help
develop sound and rational choices.
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INTEGRATION OF THE HUMAN, CANINE, MACHINE INTERFACE
FOR EXPLOSIVES DETECTION
J.W. Teres, Ph.D.
Philadelphia VA Medical Center
A.M. Prestrude, Ph.D.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
There is extensive precedent for the use of dogs as
explosives detectors. The U.S. Army has funded
several projects (e.g., Carr-Harris and Thal, 1970;
Nolan and Gravitte, 1977) which have demonstrated
the dog's ability to detect mines, trip wires, and
tunnels. These capabilities were subsequently tested
in the war in Viet Nam. Based on the U.S.
experience in Viet Nam, the government of Thailand,
beginning in 1970, developed 300 teams of minedetecting dogs and their handlers to locate and
remove mines left by various insurgent groups
(Francis, 1991a). In 1989 the Thias sent 14 trained
mine-detecting dogs to be used in Afghanistan
(Francis, 1991b). The Soviets left 50,000,000 mines
in roadways, airstrips, and towns. Commerce was at
a standstill. Many mines were buried too deeply to
be detected by metal detectors. Mine clearing by
teams using only metal detectors proceeded at 200
meters of highway per day whereas dog teams
averaged 2 to 4 kilometers of highway clearance per
day. These 14 dog teams cleared 2,473 mines from
636 kilometers of road and two airstrips. No dogs or
humans were lost or injured. There are now SO dog
teams ast work in Afghanistan, the remainder trained
under the auquces of USAID.

1. INTRODUCTION
The technology of terrorism has outpaced airport
security. A recent review of airport bomb detection
technologies (Yeaple, 1991) indicated that the metal
detecting and x-ray devices currently in place are not
capable of detecting plastic explosives. Though there
is a new generation of devices which promise to
significantly improve detection of explosives, many
of these devices are still in development and
prototype stages. Further, most of these devices are
large, fixed-base and expensive. There is however,
a *technology' which is mobile, relatively
inexpensive, and has been field tested under a wide
variety of conditions for many years. That, of
course, is the dog/human-handler explosives detector
team.
In out modern world, technology has provided
mechanical devices to fulfill functions formerly
provided by humans and animals, but the dog's
combination of sensory acuity, mobility, and bond
with humans leaves it uniquely qualified as a tracker

and detector for which there is no mechanical
surmgte. In addition to its coutinued use in hunting

More specific to airport security, the FAA has

and locating missing persons, dogs are cum tly
being used in awide variy of other search taks, all
presumably depending on olfatory sensitivity. For
example, inthe United Kingdom dogs have been used

trained handlers ad dogs to be deployed as
explosives detectos at mjor airports throughout the
U.S. where they mre used to search aircraft, vehicles,
ad freight ard bag age am in the event of an alert.

to locate and retrieve parts from crashed aircraft at
the RAP Famborough base (Booer, 1969) and by the

U.S. Custom and the Department of Agriculture
have extensive training programS for sniffer" dogs

police to locae unnown, but suspected burial sites
(Lewis, 199). Of course, detcting contrlnd

to det

item at major airpor and ports of entry has been
and remins one of the detector dog's primary

Until recently, moat of the 'evidence" for the dog's
kee see of smell was anecdotl. Coqirsatve

fncions. The U.S. Custom Service (Francis, 1990

aatomIcal Wui,

a,bc), the Depatment of Agriculture (Eastwood,
1990), and the Federal Aviation Administration

a higly developed olfactoy apparatus The shape of
the skull ad the air pmg are paticulaly
aopriae for waming, moitening, and mvIn ai

rglarly employ dos to detect dri-g, contraband
a n exploaves at pot of depatur
food ad plats,
a
t.

contraamnd

drup and food and plant item,.

however, indicate that dog have

over the olfactory epitlellum. Tbat olfacory
epithelum Is large (30 ims larger tn th of
huma) snd convolusd ad coain a arge nm e
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of receptors (20 to 40 times as many as humans).
Each of those receptors contains 6 - 16 cilia (twice
the number of human receptors). Since the dog's
nares are completely separated by a septum, it
essentially has a bilateral separation of olfactory
stimuli which allows it to detect the direction and/or
location of an odorant source similar to directional
hearing or auditory localization.

The current machine technology is almost exclusively
fixed-base, and most machine detectors are still in the
developmental stage. Several of the larger systems
are still in the prototype stage and won't even be
available for testing until 1994 to 1996. The cost of
dog-handler team training is a mere fraction of the
cost of current bomb detection devices. Dog teams
are mobile and reliable within known training limits.
They also enjoy a reputation for accuracy such that
the deterrent and public relations aspects of detector
dog technology is an important psychological factor
which cannot be over estimated.

Both laboratory and field studies, varying in
procedures and precision, all agree that the dog's
absolute sensitivity for a given chemical is
considerably greater than that of humans.
Psychophysical studies of canine olfactory sensitivity
suggest that dogs can detect chemicals in molar
concentrations 3 - 4 log units less than those detected
by humans. Table 1 summarizes some observations
from several studies about the thresholds of dogs to
a vaiety of odorants.

A current problem with detector dogs is that the dogs
frequently exhibit a decline in performance over time
after deployment to the field which requires checking
and constant retraining.
Additionally, when
performing a search task dogs become tired after
approximately 30 to 120 minutes of work which
suggests the need for two or more dogs in each
location, the number depending on the size of the
airport and the number of machine detectors in
operation. Of course, the machine detection devices
also require regular checking and recalibration.

Not much is known about the dog's differential
sensitivity to odor intensity, but the alleged ability of
the dog to track an individual in the correct direction
suggests that it is discriminating a fine gradient in
odor intensity. T"he successes of dogs in tracking and
in detecting contraband items and explosives suggests
that they are capable of ignoring distractors and
attending to the signal odorant. The detector dog
training program at Lackiand AFB has demonstrated
that dogs can be readily trained to respond to each of
several members of a class of odorants while ignoring
a variety of distractors. A recent study by Craig
(Personal Communication) analyzed the training of 82
drg detector dogs in the LAckland Detector Dog
Training School.
German Shepherds. Belgian
Malinois. German Shorthaired Pointers. Beagles,
English Pointers. Labrador Retrievers and Caiti
Terriers were trained to detect marijuana, hashish,
cocaine, and heroin. The dogs were trained to search
warehouses, occupied and unoccupied buildings,
aircraft, vehicles, thaders. open areas (woods or
fields) and luggage. They attained a 90 to 95%
proftiem.y level within twelve weeks.

Severd federal agencies have dog teams in place and
have their own training facilities, e.g., the Customs
tacility at Front Royal, VA. The Department of
Agriculture also trains its own dogs. FAA contracts
the training to the U.S. Air Force which trains the
FAA's dogs at Lackland AFB.
Recently, Public Law 10145 mandated that the FAA
review its explosives detection procedures and initiate
reearch to evaluate various forms of explosive
detection tochnologies including the explosives
detector dog teams.
This paper reviews that
technology and suggest research which would allow
its integration with machine technologies.
2. A BRIEF EVALUATION OF EXPLOSIVES
DETECTOR DOG TEAM TECItNOLOGY
When crude order of magnitude calculations to
estimte the mean concentrations of various
explovives chemical cues in the field are compared
with the upper bounds for reported laboratory dog
olfactory threshods, it appears that the number of
molecules that could be emitted from a coocealed
explosive are large enough to be detected by a
canine's sense of smel (Caine, Masn & Morton
1985). It isalso quite possible that chemical cues of
low volatility may be trnsported to chwaical sense
organs sch as the dog's vomwns
asal system via dust

There is often a tradeoff between sensitivity and
selectivity in designing electronic detectors. As the
device becomes more sensitive it brings in more
signals and cannot select between them.
Coft"tly, the target signal becomes lost in the
toise of the other sigals The usual remedy is to
reduce the seasitivity. The dog seems to be an
olfwAory detector with a high degree of sensitivity
which, by training, ca also be made highly selective
without to" of sensitivity.
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particles or water droplets, particularly from targets

2.2 Sensitivity

that have been concealed for a long period of time.
The aerodynamics of odorant dispersal over short

The training program at Lackland AFB demonstrates

ranges suggests that the distribution of odorant in the

that a variety of dog breeds can be trained to

atmosphere usually consists of pockets (or plumes or
filaments) of high concentration comingled with
pockets of air that contain virtually no odorant. Odor
detection under these conditions requires v sampling
strategy that optimizes the likelihood of sampling an
odorant containing filament. This implies that the
sensor must be properly oriented with respect to the
prevailing wind and that the positions of eddies (or
odorant plumes) be located. Dogs invariably orient
their noses downwind from possible odor sources and
their vibrissae are exquisitely sensitive to air currents.
Thus dogs are able to maximize the number of
molecules reaching their noses through any
instantaneous advection. This gives the dog a
substantial advantage over artificial detectors, because
it can move its nose to sample eddies in a nonrandom
fashion. There is no convenient way for humans to
visualize these eddies; therefore, an optimal strategy
for sampling with a hand held detector device would
be random sampling unless otherwise directed by a
canine.

correctly detect all of the nine major explosives on at
least 95% of the test trials prior to certification.
Higher performance levels of 98% or 99%6 correct
detections are also possible but are not cost effective
under current training protocols. Maintenance of
these high proficiency levels following deployment of
the detector dog to the field is a significant problem
which has not been adequately addressed to date. A
human factors task analysis of the handler/dog
interface is a necessary first step to developing
improved handler and dog selection and training
procedures. Research to determine the dog's absolute
thresholds for the nine major explosives and
investigations of various methods for enhancing
sensitivity are long overdue. Thus the physiological
limits of the detector dog technology have not as yet
been defined. We believe that new behavioral and
pharmacological strategies could be utilized to
produce a superior explosives detector
dog/man/machine system.
2.3 Cost

2.1 Specificity
Currently the cost of training a detector dog and a
handler at Lackland AFB is approximately $18,000.
The yearly salary of the handler who is responsible
for the care and maintenance of detector dog's skills
varies depending on the agency which supports the
team as well as the handler's experience and years of
service. Ideally, multiple dog teams should be
deployed to all Category X airports in the USA,
However, significant problems in nisintaining the
skill and proficiency of certified dog teams after
deployment to the field have been consistently
identified. Research to study methods to remedy
these problems and to improve the dogs' performance
should be funded.

Dogs can search for contraband concealed both on the
person or in bags or packages carried by a passenger
and can do so effectively even in areas where there
are large numbers of people in close proximity.
Dog/handler teams are mobile search units which are
particularly well suited for searches of areas such as
aircraft, vehicles, cargo, baggage lockers,
warehouses and terminals. Well trained explosive
detector dog teams offer mobility, speed and accuracy
which cannot be matched by current artificial detector
technology. Portable machine systems may augment
or complement the detector dog teams' effectiveness,
however in certain environments such as in aircraft
searches and in time-critical tasks prior to explosive
ordinance disposal (EOD) operations the dog team
has no competition. Finally, the detector dog teams'
reputation as a highly reliable contraband detection
technology has powerfid psychological value both as
a deterrence to potential terrorist activity as well as
for maintaining the public's confidence in airport
security measures against terrorism during periods of
international tension or social unrest.

2.4 Relation of Detector Dog Teas to Other
Methods and Possible Systans Intersctions
Machines usually must sacrifice some degree of
sensitivity for selectivity in order to avoid losing the
target signal among the noise of other signals whereas
dogs can be trained to be highly selective for the ine
explosives without loss of sensitivity. All available

information indicates that detector dog teams are
potentially reliable, the current problems with
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maintaining their skills after deployment not
withstanding. Detector dogs which are in place at all
major airports are certified 95% correct at time of
deployment. Dogs don't need to be recalibrated
during a search if their skills are appropriately

necessary to physically search each bag. We are not
proposing that dogs be used to screen all bags but
rather to use them as a back up. This would utilize
the best aspects of both systems.

maintained. They could be utilized in conjunction
with a variety of machine explosive detector

The major problem for deployed detector dog teams
is the decline in performance over time following

technologies to reduce the false alarm rate following
a potential detection by a mechanical device. They
also offer mobility, speed and a known level of
accuracy. When a time-critical search for explosives
must be made within a closed space like an aircraft,
only the dog can indicate where to focus a physical
search by the EOD. And only a dog can then be
used in that same closed space following the disposal
of the first bomb to search for a second explosive
device.

assignment to the field. This implies a need for
procedures for maintaining readiness of the dog at an
acceptable level of proficiency through regularly
scheduled retraining and proliciency
testing.
Portable machine detectors could also assist dog
handlers during training and retraining to guard
against contamination of search areas by training
aids, and to avoid contamination of the dog's coat by
training aids.

In other instances, a portable machine explosives
detector device could be used to complement the
detector dog team during the search of a warehouse
or luggage locker by indicating a general area to be
subsequently searched by the (log team. Dogs have
a time limited search capacity in that they can only be
motivated to work effectivoly for periods of 30-120

It is also important to maintain the efficacy of the
motivating reinforcer by meaws of appropriate
scheduling of reinforcement following deployment to
the field. Examples are feeding dogs 10-15% less
than normal so that they will be motivated to work
for food reinforcers or avoiding making the dog a pet
and taming it so that chasing a ball will be
reinforcing.
Then giving training which

minutes at a time without a break. Once on line, a

systematically reinforces correct performance. Many

machine will work for a period of 20 hours or more
without maintenance or recalibration.
Using a

dogs live at the homes of their handlers. This may
have both positive and negative tatures (e.g., weight

portable ED machine to limit the length of the dog's

gain or access to reinforcers such as too much play,

search by indicating specific areas to be examined

taming, etc.)

would assist the dog to maintain sufficient motivation

in performance and aware of the consequences of any

to work efficiently and to conserve it- energy during

retraining procedures or to any possible extraneous

a time-critical search in areas where machine EDs
would be less effective or unable to et up and
operate.

influences or factors which could result in unexpected
performance decrements. The handler must also be
capable of taking appropriate remedial action if this
occurs. The recent recertification procedures tir
FAA dulector dog teans, which had an unacceptably
high failure rate, suggests that the selection, training,
and supervision of handlers following deployment

Potentially a detector dog team could also be used to
back up a machine baggage examination system such
as a mass spectrometer using batch sampling

Handlers must be alert to any decline

techniques for screening pallets or cargo containers,
The required throughput speed of baggage handling
could be preserved if a detector dog team could be
held in reserve to search if the machine indicates the
presence of explosives in a container. Ordinarily this

needs serious scrutiny.

requires a mnanal w.arch of all baggage to determine

either have their own training facilities, or contract

which one contains contraband, or it requires sveral
secondary samples be taken in a binary March
technique. B1oth of these are prohibitively time
consuming and costly. However. a dog spcifically
trained for this pwpose could rapidly identify the
particular item of baggage containing tie explosive
when the pallet or container is unloaded thus avoiding
the physical sarch of most of the baggage and saving
at least 80% of the time which otherwise would be

the whole operation to private contractors who
provide the dog-handler leamts to a vari,'ty of
consurmtrs e.g., FAA dogs trained at l:kiand AFB,
However, although detector dog tea' gm are currently
in place at maijor facilities across the country we are
not sure how well "suit skill% te ing maintained.
Public Law 10' .45 mandates th it the I'AA review iLts
explosives tleltion prou.edures. tinfortunately, as of
this date i14 late '91 no rcsear h .fort to accomplish

2.5 Current Status
Several federal agencies have dog teams in place and
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this for the detector dog technology is in progress.
A research effort should be initiated to study the
multiple possibilities for utilizing dogs as explosives
detectors both as primary first line detection systems
and/or as back up systems. This should include
investigations of methods of improving the training
and the sensitivity of dogs as well as the selection,
training, and supervision of handlers.

as well as by naturally occurring masking elements),
and to compare these results with the detection of
*pure" vapors of explosives. We also need to make
direct comparisons with a variety of vapor and
particle detector devices.
2.6.2

Determination of Canine Olfactory
Detection Thresholds for the Nine Major
Explosives

2.6 Research
Absolute detection thresholds for explosives vapors
need to be determined in order to establish the
theoretical limits of the dog's olfactory explosive
detection abilities. We also need to study both sexes
and a variety of breeds to determine if there are
important breed and sex differences in the dog's
explosives detection abilities. This will allow the
selection of the best breeds for training relative to
both chemosensory sensitivity and operational
requirements. Finally, comparisons should be made
to mechanical explosive detectors to determine
whether the dog can do a better job, or could be used
in conjunction with or to back up a machine detector.
Even if the dog is more sensitive, but unable to
sustain high performance levels for more than 30
minutes, it may still be an effective back up for a
machine with lower sensitivity in order to reduce the
false alarm rate to an acceptable level.

The methods to be described in this section are
technologically and behaviorally complex. They are
sketched here to indicate that the behavioral
methodology for measuring sensitivity and the
technology for measuring the physical stimulus are
currently available. However, their use would be
unwise if not impossible for anyone who has not had
advanced training in psychophysics and behavioral
science. We believe that the detector dog technology
is good; however, no one knows how good. We also
believe that methods exist to improve it as well.
Since the dog teams are currently in place and
functioning it makes ense to investigate how good
they currently are, how good they could become, and
ways to integrate them with other technologies. The
thesis of this paper is that it is currently possible and
economically feasible to develop a superior explosives
detection system for airport security which integrates
dogs, men and machines. However, in order to
achieve this goal several basic and applied research
projects need to be accomplished.

2.6.3

Measurement of Olfactory Thresholds in
Canines

Over the past 40-50 years there has been a consistent

2.6.1 Evaluation of Current Detector Dog Team

effort by researchers in olfaction to measure the

Skills
At the time of deployment detector dogs trained on
all nine major explosives odors are certified to be
capable of 95% correct detections. However, their

responses of animals and humans to different
concentrations of a wide variety of odorants. The
single most commonly generated measure from these
studies is the absolute threshold. Although there are
a variety of definitions of this term (see Engen 1971

performnce

frequently

deteriorates

following

for an excellent review of this topic as it relates

deployment to the field. Whether this is due to their
original training (e.g. with contaminated training
aids) or to poor skill maintenance or to
mismanagement by the handler is at present
undetermined. Therefbre, an empirical evaluation of
currently deployed dog/handler explosives detector
teams in a standardized field trial needs to be
performed by an objective and independent research
team.
We need to evaluate currently deployed
detector dog/handler teams in a well controlled and
entirely novel teat environment in order to assess
their ability to detect pure uncontaminated explosive
vaixrs; to asesm their abilities to detet standard

specifically to olfaction), it is generally taken to mean
the lowest concentration of odorant that can be
detected.
Concentrations higher than this are
required for odor identification. Concentrations
lower than threshold cannot be identified through the
olfactory receptors. They may be identifiable on the
basis of some other attribute such as their ability to
act as irritants to the nasal or ocular systems.

taining aids (contaminated by handler or dog smells

be accurately specified.

Progress in the study of olfaction in dogs has
improved with the advent of the olfactometer so that
odors can be presented in a more controlled way.
Trial characteristics and odor concentrations can now
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Modern procedures for

measuring thresholds with animals (animal
psychophysics) involve conditioning techniques to
establish different behaviors in the presence and
absence of odor. Once this training is complete, the
concentrations are lowered until no evidence of
detection is seen. The ability to respond differently
to odor and clean air declines in an orderly manner
with decreases in concentration and supports the
interpretation that a complete absence of this ability
indicates the absence of odor sensations. More
practically, threshold measurements inn given species

odorant in air. His data suggest that even when there
is no psychophysical evidence of detection of
suprathreshold concentration of an odorant, e.g. in an
anosmic subject, there are respiratory changes to odor
stimuli at concentrations within the range of the
psychophysical thresholds of normals. These data
provide strong evidence that one or more
nonolfactory systems are stimulated by odorants at
concentrations at least as low as the psychophysical
threshold for normals. These changes occur in
several aspects of respiratory behavior and appear to

provide an estimate of the minimum concentration
required in order for particular odorant to influence
behavior in the natural environment. The most
straightforward means of comparing different animals

be due to stimulation of the trigeminal receptors on
the surface of the cornea and in the nasal cavity.
Thus it seems essential to record psychophysical,
physiological and behavioral measures in order to

or different species for odor sensitivity is to examine
their thresholds for the same compounds. Powerful
animal psychophysical procedures, such as
conditioned suppression brings behavior under precise
control for psychophysical measurements. This
allows the investigator to more precisely define the
'edge" of the detection threshold. While it is
relatively easy to demonstrate that dogs can make use
of airborne chemical cues, it is far more difficult to
maintain odor stimulus control when stimulus
concentrations approach the limits of a dog's sensory
capacity.
A variety of procedures have been
developed to accomplish this. Most have used
reinforcement techniques coupled with either response
lever or body placement (e.g., nose positioned in the
correct odor port) to register a response. The
method of conditioned suppression combines both
appetitive reinforcement and aversive conditioning
(see Smith 1970 for a review of this procedure).

characterize an animal's chemosensory detector
capabilities.
An automated system designed and recently patented
by J.C. Walker is available for the measurement of
the psychophysical, physiological, and behavioral
responses of dogs to odorant stimulation of the nose.
All aspects of the generation and production of odor
stimuli from explosive molecules, the recording of
physiological and psychophysical responses of the
subjects and the storage of data are managed by an
Apple lie computer. The nasal olfactometer is based
on electronic mass flow controllers which are used to
control the ratio of volume flow rates of clean and
odorant-saturmku air. The output of the olfactometer
is measured by i photo-ionization detector. Odor
stimuli are delivered to fitted face chambers that
allow stimulation of nose through teflon (rtm) flow
valves. A video camera and a pneumotechograph, in
combination with a pressure transducer records
changes in respiration and behavior. A nose key is
used to enter the dog's operant responding for water
reinforcement directly into the computer. Odorant
and control stimulus presentations are controlled by
the computer which presents equal numbers of each
during periods of operant responding which are
matched for response and reinforcement rate and
density.

Systematic comparative research is needed to
determine which canid species is better at judging
intensity differences and how this ability may be
influenced by nonolfactory factors such as nasal
irritation and respiration (sampling rate). This
research is predicated on the use of newly developed
olfactometers, newly developed control techniques
and reliable psychophysical methods in order to
obtain more reliable detection thresholds and make

3. AN EXAMINATION OF THE PROCEDURES
FOR THE SELECTION AND TRAINING OF
NEW TEAMS AND FOR THE REHEARSAL
OR RETRAINING OF DEPLOYED
DETECTOR DOG/HANDLER TEAMS

direct comparisons of different canid species.
Walker (1989) has pointed out the need for adequate
controls of stimulus concentration and purity, as well
as the need to avoid psychological "impurity" (the
perception of irritation as well as odor) and the use of
procedures which avoid biasing subjects to either

We need to examine the practices and procedures for

selection, training and skill maintenance of detector
dog/handler teams by means of human factors task

over-report or under-report odor stimulation. Walker
has also reported that total volume of air breathed
increases as an inverse function of concentration of
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analysis of the man/dog interaction in detector team
training. If as we suggest a portable ED is to be
added to the dog team it would be important to
perform the task analysis of the three-way man/dog/
machine interaction,

categories and task complexity, redundancy among
tasks, and integration of the tasks in meeting the
overall purpose of the work system.
Task
identification often proceeds by successive
approximation, repeating several times until the
integration of the system and its work force are
thoroughly understood.

3.1 Task Analysis
The purpose of a task analysis is to evaluate a
procedure by identifying its components and
determining how these individual components
integrate into an efficiently functioning entity.
Typically, a task analysis is used to match human
operators to complex jobs requiring the use of
equipment. The ability and training required for an
optimum match among operator-equipment-outcome
can be identified and the conditions and criteria for
subsequent evaluations and modifications can be
specified. Task analyses are routinely done to match
humans and equipment. The present situation
presents a unique opportunity to optimize a three-way
match among dogs, humans, and equipment.

System structure refers to the relative complexity of
the various tasks involved in a piece of work. It
describes the work system in regard to the
proportions of simple, moderately complex, and
highly complex tasks it contains. This description
suggests the level of experience required of
individuals entering training, the extent to which
previous experience will transfer into the system, and
how quickly one should master the training.
Functions are statements of required work which
incorporate tasks with similar requirements and levels
of complexity. The structure of an already extant
system can be identified and compared with that of an
"ideal" system suggested by the task identification
process above.

The strong probability exists that airport security can
be maximized by the integration of the dog-handler
explosives detector team with the newly developed
machine detection technologies. The task analysis
procedure can identify those responsibilities which
are best allocated to the dog handler team and those
which can be most effectively done by machine
technology. Furthermore, a task analysis can tell us
when and where the two systems can best supplement
and complement each other.

A task description in the form of a task level flow
chart is then developed to illustrate the integration
and interdependence of the tasks which make up the
work system. This stage provides a check on the
previous stages, identifying omissions and
unnecessary redundancies.
When this stage is
completed, the work modules can be defined.
A work module is a basic unit of work (Bailey,
1982). It is the set of tasks that the worker must
accomplish in completing a part or all of the work
system. Work modules, however, can be made up of
tasks from several different functions (see system
structure above). A function is a statement of
required work, but a work module is a description of
the work (task set) to be accomplished by a specific
person.

The process of task analysis has four main parts.
They are: identifying tasks, determining system
structure, developing a functional task description
which can take any one of several forms, e.g. a flow
chart, and defining work modules (Bailey, 1982).
Task analysis must not only consider the
characteristics of tasks, but also of people and work
settings (Guion, 1981). A completed task analysis
logically leads to the identification of performance
based criteria, preparation of instructional materials
and training procedures, and development of
evaluation techniques.

A description of the work system in terms of tasks,
functions, and modules must include the
characteristics of the work settings and of the people
to do the work (Guion, 1981). Work settings are
typically described by work space, organizational,
managerial, and social variables.
Work space
variables include descriptions of areas, structures,
vehicles, barriers, numbers of people, and condition
such as temperature, lighting, noise, and humidity.
Organizational variables deal with the chain of
command and managerial variables describe the
management policies and communications within that

Identifying tasks essentially focuses on the
information, skills, and performance levels that need
to be developed in order for humans (and, in this
case, dogs) to perform the tasks as described
(McCormick, 1976). This requires that the system
analysis consider such factors as current knowledge
and skills required in related work systems, skill level
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chain of command.

work climate;

e.g.,

cooperation among
stress, etc.

Social variables consider the

drugs can enhance or depress the odor detection

attitudes of confidence,
colleagues,

performances of rats.

competitiveness,

Characteristics of people are the individual difference
variables which qualify one for training and
placement in the work system. They can include
physiological responses, sensorimotor capability, task
proficiency, *ask related knowledge, information
processing, personality or temperament, and attitudes.
Once the task description has been completed, the
system structure, as it currently exists can be
evaluated for efficiency and any improvements
identified and instituted. Subsequent procedures
would be directed at revising training procedures,
producing training aids, and developing field test and
evaluation techniques and methods for maintaining
the proficiency of the dog/handler teams in the field,
4.

For example, at very low

doses (.2 mg/kg), amphetamine enhances detection
performance of rats to the odorant ethyl acetate,
whereas at slightly higher doses (1.2 mg/kg) this drug
depresses such performance, without significantly
altering motor performance, per se (Doty &
Ferguson-Segall, 1987). Recent data suggest that
these effects may be due to differential stimulation of
dopamine D-1 and D-2 receptors.
Thus, the
dopamine D-1 agonist SKF 38393 enhances detection
performance, whereas the dopamine D-2 agonist
quinpirole depresses such performance (Doty, Li,
Pfeiffer & Risser, 1990).
Despite such observations, it is important to note that
a number of drugs which adversely alter odor-guided
behaviors in the field have, in fact, little influence on
olfactory sensitivity, per se (e.g. fluprazine
hydrochloride; Doty, Li & Risser, 1990). Thus,
rigorous psychophysical evaluation of not only the
effect of a drug on olfactory sensitivity but of other
related factors is needed; for example, some drugs
may alter olfactory function via sharpening of the

BASIC RESEARCH ON ENHANCING
ODOR SENSITIVITY AND IMOVING
ODOR DETECTION TRAINING

signal to noise ratio in a complex signal or by
altering odor memory. Studies should explore the
influence of a number of pharmacologic agents,
including catecholanergic,
serotonergic, and
cholinergic agonists, on tests of olfactory detectio,

Data from drug detector dogs trained at Lackland
AFB Detector Dog School (Craig, Personal
Communication) indicate that the average dog will
learn to detect an odor at any of four locations and
respond fifteen consecutive times correctly in six
days. They will learn to discriminate subsequent
odors to the same criterion in two days. Positive
transfer of training occurs when dogs are trained on
more than one odor since the number of trials
required to learn the subsequent odors decreases.
These data also indicate that task sequence, sex, and
breed are not important, at least with present training

odor discrimination, and odor memory.
4,2

A New Behavioral Technology for Biosensation

A new behavioral strategy for the detection of flavors
(compounds of taste and odor in solution) that, until
recently has been used primarily for the study of

and selection procedures. Final certification averages

ingestional learning, recently has been brought to

35 training days with a standard deviation of 14 days.
Although we understand how dogs are currently
trained to discriminate odors, there are several

bear on the problems of improving odor
discriminations in animals. It has proved extremely
successful in the learning of discriminations between
various flavors. This technique involves pmsentation

pharmacological and behavioral techniques for

of a flavor for a brief period of time (e.

sensitization, potentiation, and enhancement of
detection techniques which need to be evaluated for

prior to administration of a malaiso-producing
chemical, lithium chloride. Aversions to the flavor

their applicability to the detector dog training
procedures.

are produced after only one pairing of the flavor and
lithium chloride. This technique has allowed the
examination of the retention of flavor aversions
across time and the behavioral mechanisms of flavor
memory.

4.1

The Influence of Selected Drugs on Measures of Olfactory Sensitivity

The degree to which olfactory sensitivity can be
enhanced by pharmacologic agents has received little
attention, although recent studies suggest that sonic
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ways: First, the effectiveness of an odor as a
training stimulus can be increased through
manipulation of the interaction with taste. Second,
retention of an odor memory can be improved with
time if the novelty of the background cues in the
testing environment is reduced through repeated
exposure or familiarization. One determinant of how
readily a flavor memory can be retrieved is the
presence of contextual stimuli which can interfere or
compete with the retrieval of a flavor memory. To
prevent retrieval competition at the time of a test, the
contextual stimuli around which the test occurs should
be familiar and any contextual stimuli that were
present during conditioning should be refamiliarized.
This implies that an unbiased objective test of a dog
team's potential explosives detection skills should
actually be conducted in an entirely novel and
unfamiliar environment (simulating the real world).
On the other hand, training and actual msrching
would benefit from presenting stimuli which were
present during the initial training (reminders).

4.3 Retention of Hlavor Memory
Recent investigations have demonstrated that a flavor
aversion appears to be stronger as many as 21 days
after the flavor was originally paired with lithium
chloride than it was 1 day after this pairing. Since
flavor aversions are known for their strength, it is
surprising to observe that these aversions were
weaker I day after they were learned than they were
as much as 3 weeks after they were learned,
When a complex flavor is consumed and followed by
internal malaise, the aversions established to the
various components of this flavor are often weaker
than they are when the elements are conditioned
separately. For example, when a strong bitter taste
such as denatonium saccharide and a weaker sweet
taste such as saccharin are paired with lithium illness
(conditioned), the aversion to denatonium is weaker
than when conditioning occurs only to denatonium
alone if both tests for conditioning are performed one
day after the taste illness pairings. This diminution
of learning is known as overshadowing but could
also be thought of as the effort of maskie .
However, when sweet
accharin and bitter
denatonium are conditioned in compound and tested
three weeks later, aversions to the saccharin are
greater than when conditioning occurs only to the
sweet saccharin element. This enhancement of flavor
aversion is called potentiation and, at least
empirically, is the opposite of overshadowing. The
context (environment) of both the conditioning and of
tie testing has ben found to influence the
manifestation of flavor memories in the following
way: The novel taste and the malaise experienced
during flavor aversion conditioning sensitizes the

Applications of these findings could be brought to
bear on the training of dogs to detect explosives in
the following ways:
I) This method should allow the rapid acquisition of
conditioned responses to explosives vapors. We
believe dogs could be trained to detect target
odors presented in tate/odocr compounds (flavors
in solutioo) in only a few trials. Using this
mod, one could reliably produce both
conditioned aversions to taWse-in-solution and
conditioned prfermces to odor-l40wlution,
Additioally,a cosditoaedinhlbitionmethodoloy
could be employed. TMe conditioned inhibition

contextual stimuli present on this occasion. If these

procedure makes are stimulus B one which

coatextual timuli am not further familiarized or
extinguished before the flavor is tested in the
presence of these contextual stimuli, they will
interfere with the retrieval of the flavor memory.
This erieval inteference ismore likely to occur if
the flavor aversion Is usd I day after conditioning
than 21 day# after conditioning because the
conditioning environment will not have been

predictaaperiodofaafetyinthe contextof dangr
to stimulus A. Stimulus B could be the odor of
the explosive to be detected which would. be
appetitively conditioned by pairing It with
recovery fto Illness (cooditioned preference)
while stimulus A could be an avasively
coedioned tse.
Tote A could them be
administered at the beginnin of a asech to

rehabituated or extinguished. Flavor aversions to the

provide a mildly averslve exciitory ,cntext (the

sucharin were stronger if nimals spent the interval

dang ous coaet) to m

betwe conditioning and testing in the coiditioning

performone of the tak of detecting (the say

context (in other words if the conditiong occurred

sipnal) odor B. Th adminstation of this
reminder (ta A)in the field ahol facliat tde

in the home cagr).

perfomn
Thew findings have sipnficant iortance for th
training of explosive detecor dop inhd following
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the ocasion for

of a sarch for expluves vapors.

2) This new method should yield high resistence-toextinction of the conditioned responses.
A
persistent problem in bomb-detecting dogs is that
their behavior deteriorates over time. Conditioned
odor preferences in rats have persisted (failed to
extinguish) for as long as they have been
measured. Therefore, by implication, this new
training method should avoid the rapid
deterioration of performance currently occurring
with present training techniques. Theoretically,
once established, these conditioned responses
should be relatively permanent. Dogs trained
using the conditioned inhibition procedures should
need minimal, if any, retraining in the field.

bombs is a quality that no mechanical device, fixed
base or portable, can yet duplicate.
The
determination of explosives detection thresholds for
dogs, the human factors analysis of the training
procedures, the actual field testing, and the
subsequent study and improvement of recertification
and retraining procedures is of great importance.
This information will make it possible to have dog
teams functioning on-site more quickly, to deploy
thera more widely and at a far lower cost than the
current machine technologies development promise.
When improved machine technologies do come on
line and are integrated with the new detector dog
team technology, airport security will be even further
improved.

3) Sensitivity enhancement. Conditioned inhibitory
procedures theoretically should sharpen
discriminations for target odors.
Animal
psychophysical methods used to measure odor
thresholds could in theory be improved if
conditioned inhibition procedures were
incorporated into the animal training regimen.
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Table 1. Canine thresholds (in molecules/cc) for various odorants.

(after Caine, Mason, & Morton, 198)
Odorant

Thresholds
5

12

5x 10 ,6x 10

amyl acetate

I x 10

butyric acid

1 x 10,

caproic acid

4 x 10, 2 x 100 2 x 107

,

18

2x 10

acetic acid

511
, 2 x 10
4

9
16
3 x 10, 3 x 10

4

8

16

caprylic acid

5 x 10 , 5 x 10 , 3 x 10

formic acid

3 x 10 , 2 x 10

haptanoic acid

8 x 1026

heptylic acid

8
3 x 10

isobutyric acid

4 x 09

propionic acid

17
11
5
3 x 10 , 1 x 10 , I x 10

valeric acid

4x 10 , 9 x 10

14

4
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19

10

17

, 3 x 10

LOGISTICS AND THE "ILITIES"
REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS
Russell L. Cole and Gerald V. Brown
Science Applications International Corporation
2950 Patrick Hery Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054

1. INTRODUCTION

2. LOGISIICS AND THE UTIES

For purposes of this paper, Explosive Detection
Systems (EDS) will include Thermal Neutron
Analysis (TNA), Fast Neutron Analysis (FNA),
Pulsed Fast Neutron Analysis (PFNA), and Gamma
Resonance. These techniques, either by virtue of
demonstrated performance or from their promise
based on preliminary findings, are all accepted
explosive detection techniques. These techniques all
share common characteristics. They are expensive,
both to acquire and to operate. They are large.
They incorporate complicated technology. The
technology they use is unique.

A story has been told, and attributed to Werner Von
Braun, of the early days of rocket development in
Germany. It seems that a requirement for a highly
reliable pump, with high capacity, low weight, and
high availability was identified. Scientists and
engineers carefully specified and debuted the
trade-offs between various design parameters. When
the dust settled, a crack team was put to work on
designing the pump. Nearly two yearns later, at
enormous cost of time and effort, the pump was
ready for testing. It worked. When the pump wa in
the process of being integrated into the firt
manufacturing tun, a worker asked why a standard
pump, currently inuse on fir egine (which,
incidentally, met all the design criteria), had not been
used. There was no credible answer. Two precious
years were lost because certain types of lnowled
were thought to have little or no value to the task at
hand. Anecdotes abound, all with a similar mimge,
erly involvement by those not trationally though
to be a poat of the dsip prem ca pay unupcted
dividends.

These characteristics taken as a whole are a recipe
for high costs. Economies of scale are limited.
Availability of trained personnel is non-existent. The
limited application resulting from the cost factor
results in higher support costs. Qualified suppliers
are scarce. Lead times are long. Volume production
is not feasible. Development is costly, so prototypes
often move directly into production,
Further exacerbating this difficult situation, system
requirements are demanding.
DSa must be
available, reliable, accurate, maintainable,
supportable, and safe. Levels of perfrmance,
thought to be acceptable only a matter of months ago,
are in a state of flux.
How then,

Fundamental to the apprmch we aremawading
Is
concept of
o
m ,.
Interdicplinay tam b
frak ights and mw
smqt
to bear.
Ti eftay bat bm
demonstratd tim ad again. Thoy ca whe
Ailluy used, mal contributions sot ormally

in the face of these seemingly

aticptedM

insurmountable challenge, do we design and develop
systems and equipment that meet our needs is
companies, agencies, governmeats, and as a people?
The answer lies W in panaces or miracle um.
This paper will offer, atleast aa partial souio, an
approach utilizing proven meh acrosa a bod
spectrum of techniques and a recognition tha th
sumcce of these efforts lies inyour individual
reivity and ienuity.

.

CArfNN Neo

of ti9 Wke

of

60006-ny team em produce poitiv flt.
3. TECIHNIQES AND ARM O AM IJCAION
Lgistic ., do "ilUm, sam "inern, desg to
cos. opeatiowmarch., md ncumismia .
to eo a few, am "thniqu of grog prom..
Te poeni for coatributle is linmdisly by dw
imagimto of a given progm w m ad tha
p tcal couamiats Vpe to d progam Le..
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offer 5 the following definition '...a systematic
approach to the integrated, concurrent design of
products and their related processes, including
manufacture and support. This approach is intended
to cause the developers, from the outset, to consider
all elements of the product life cycle from conception
through disposal including quality, cost, schedule,
and user requirements.'

schedule and budget. In order to fully develop our
argument for the application of these techniques we
will first define the techniques we wish to
recommend and the specific areas where they are best
applied.
Logistic according to the Society of Logistics
Engineers (SOLE)', is 'the art and science of
management, engineering, and technical activities
concerned with requirements, design, and supplying
and maintaining resources to support objectives,
plans, and operations'.

Life-cycle cost According to Blanchard3, '...in
addressing the economic aspects of a system, one
must look at total cost in the context of the overall
life cycle, particularly during the early stages of
conceptual design and advanced system planning.
Life-cycle cost, when included as a parameter in the
systems engineering process, provides the opportunity
to design for economic feasibility.'

Availabiliti is the probability that a system or
equipment will be capable of operating at or above a
specified level of performance if called upon to do so
at a random point in time.

4. APPLICATION

reliability is an inherent characteristic of a design. In
simple words, this means that when the design is
complete you cannot improve its reliability without
altering the design or its operating environment. It is
defined by Jones2 as 'the probability that an item of
equipment will perform its intended mission without
failing, assuming that the item is used within the
conditions for which it was designed'.

Techniques applied to the wrong areas are not likely
to result in beneficial results. Application of the
'ility' techniques is most appropriate in the
'development' areas. The following definitions are
offered to further limit the area of application.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) uses the
following definitions of R & D in its resources
surveys:

Maintainability is also an inherent design
characteristic and, like reliability, 'what you see is
what you get'. Without altering the design or its
operating environment, you cannot change the
maintainability of a system or product. According to
Blanchard ), 'it pertains to the ease, accuracy, safety,
and economy in the performance of maintenance

1. Basic research has as its objective 'a fuller
knowledge or understanding of the subject
under study, rather than a practical

application thereof."

actions'.

Mhabii embaces the disciplines of human factors

2, Applied research is directed toward gaining
'knowledge or understanding necessary for
determining the means by which a

engineering and safety enineering. It deals with
such itema as personnel requiremments, the

recognized and specific need may be met."

accomplishment of analyses and trade-offs dealing
with huan-machine relationship., equipment design

3. Development is the 'systematic use of the
knowledge or understanding gained from
research directed toward the production of
useful materials, devices, systems or

functions, the determination of training requirements,
and the teat and evaluation of the human being in the
system. And yea, you guessed it, it too is an
.
,tii
inherent design char

methods, including design and development
of prototypes and processes."

g
is a term, introduced with
MIL-STD-138-IA. Logistics Suppot Analysis, that
defines the degree to which a system or product,
when placed ift its intended operating environment
and aready establIshed support system, can be

It is eident from an examination of these definitions
that the areas defined in 2 and 3 will be the most
appropriate for logistics and the "ilities'. These

economically suppored,

areas ae where product developm

C

Meredith and Ranchard
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takes place.

Blanchard reports3 that 41 percent of all scientists

b. Changing

of

suppliers

in

the

procurement of system components.

and engineers are engaged in applied research,
development, and the management of research and
development. This numbers more than one million
individuals and does not include those performing R
& D related functions through consulting, teaching,
professional services, and others. Blanchard also
states3 that national expenditures for R & D by
character of work reveal that the greatest portion is
related to the early life-cycle activities of applied
research and development. Of the total dollars
expended in 1989 for R & D activities, 86% was
directed toward applied research and development.

c.

System production and/or construction
changes.

d.

Changes in
capability.

e.

Initial estimting inaccuries and
changes in estimating procedures.

f.

Unforeseen problem.

the

logistic

support

It has been noted on occasion that cost growth due to
these various causes has ranged from 5 to 10 times
the rate of inflation over the past severa decades.

5. MAXIMIZING THE BENEFICLL EFFECTS
Wh?

The obvious message here is to apply the techniques
as early in the development process as possible, while
there is still time to have mximum favorable cost
impact on the design.

Isn't there a point beyond which the application of
interdisciplinary teams have a negative effect? Won't
this approach slow things down in the early stages?
The answer to these questions is, of course, yes. But

6. THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

on the other hand, waiting too long can also have a
negative effect as evidenced by the following:

6.1 Chaqe
1. Blanchard offers 3 'Exrprience has indicated
that a large portion of the total cost for
many systems is the direct result of activities
amociated with the operation and support of
these systems, while the commitment of
thes costs is based on decisions made in the
early stages of the system life cycle.'

Volumes have been written on how to implement
change. This paper would not presume to offer
anything other than a few observations by the authors
and recommendations for further eading on the
subject of change ad how to implement it.

6.2 Gett
2. Again citing Blanchard' 'The costs
associated with activities such as research,
design, testing, production or construction,
operations, consumer use, and support have
been isolated and addred at various stages
in the system life cycle, and not viewed oa
an integrated basis.

SaWd

Do a 'lessons learned" analysis of a r cently
completed project and extract the item that might
havt; been avoided if the 'ilifies' bad bew applied or
VplWi differently.
Integrate logistics and the 'iliti' into your next
project planning session. Let them raise imum and
voice concerns. Better to Oa %,Aththem when them
is a opportunity to design problenm ou/improvements in tan to allempt costly fixes Ltr on.

3. Blanchard also reports' '...costs of
operating and maintaining systems
already in use are increming at
alarming rates.' This i: d, e primarily
to a combination of inflttio and cost
growth from causes swh as:

7. THE PROCESS
Commencing with a definitio of a *need, identify
the characteristics desired by the met wbea the
yatm is deployed in the um enviomen. These
incude, but are not eessry limied to:

a. Engineering changes occurring
throughout the deign aid development
of a system ot product (for the
purposes of imnpnving performace,
adding capability. ec.).

a. Fuc,tiomllty
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Spcf!Aly identify

what, how much, when and where the
system will perform.

psychologists, civil engineers, safety engineers,
electrical engineers, mechanical engineers and others
are called upon to conceptualize and develop the
functionality of the systems.

b. Availability - Identify' the minimum
time the user demands the system be
operational and what if any degradation
can be tolerated.

But there's more than just the function - namely;
'How long will the system function without failure?*
and *Howmuch will it cost -both to procure and to
operate?*

c. Physical limnitations, - Identify space,
weight, power consumption,
configuration dimensions, and
These areas require to use another group of
environmental maximum/ mnumspecialists. Reliability engineers, maintainability
requivrments,
engineers, support specialists, logisticians,
mathematicians, human factors analysts are just a few
d. Manability - Clearly define the human
of the supporting engineering disciplines required to
interfalce,
field a successful EDS.
e. Cost - Identify all cost limitations and
cost factors. This is not just to define
tolerable initial procurement coat, but to
look at lif;-cycle costa all of the way to
system retirment.

8. UTELIZING SUPPORTING DISCIPLINES
While functional aillocations are being derived by the
science and engineering staff, the availability analysis
should commence.
An operational availability
requirement or desire was obtained from the
customer. This requirement may be so simple as to
merely state '1 want the system to work 98% of the
time.' Or it may be much better defined with such
elements as mission timea, through-put, maximum
down-time, mean down-time, minimum reliability
provided.

Once these factors have been addressed, a tepmr of
subject element experts is assembled to begin concept
exploration and definition. This team should be
planned to remain active on the project until the
system is turned over to the customer for his use.
The team is drawn from the required disciplines of
science and engineerig, but must also include
experts in logliics U
andiities.'

Regardless of the level of detail, it is necesary to
obtain or develop infoimation such that Fquirenienf%
and allocations ca be made in such a language that
the required system parameter my be defined in a
clsaical way by all participants in the systems
engineering process.

Working within the customer defined constraints, a
system concept is developed that includes functional
and characteristic allocations that incet the 'need' and
the customer imposed limitations. This is the moat
important phase of a system development program.
As allocations of fanctions, availability, phyxical
limitations, human factors and cost are made, the
customer should he educated on the trado-offs that
were made to reach these allocations &Wiwhy th"s
trade-offs were chosen. T6hecutomer should be an
'active' member of the design team. This strategy
Mmi um"uqrils!

9. APIPLCATION NOTES
9. I Operatloonl AvaWIaity
Using the term operational availability requires
retrnig to the casaldefinition which was
previously provided in words bat is expressed
maihemuically as

Once the customer bas provided the d"sred system
chamsteristics and impo'vd hi% lintitaions. a
SYsAsatic ptocms .if allications began. EKAh step
in this proess ivok-es analynis. trad-offs. and
e-anaysis. System Engineering a'. not a clear-cut
sciene. Many disciplines west be called upon fot
inputs, opinions, and cmnributiows. In the case of
Explosive Datections System physicists, chemists.

A. ...91IiL..
M1hiF + MOT
Where:
A.
-Oprational Availability
MThF -Mean Tim Between Failur
MDT
Mean Down Time
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a customer's availability requirement, a trade-off
must be made between MTBF and MDT.

for the system described in reliability terms above,
1/0.0044 = 228 hours

The customer may have provided minimum
requirements for either one or both of these
parameters. In the case of MTBF, a relationship to
reliability must be made.

Is this acceptable to you and your customer? Yes,
then pass on this requirement to your designers and
get on with it. If not, work with the parameters until
you have an acceptable set. Note: It's not
uncommon at this point to discover that you have a
situation that is unacceptable from a cost standpoint,
i.e., you save met the customers stated requirements,
but the cost may be unacceptably high. This must be
resolved and mutually acceptable parameters agreed
Upon.

R = ek
Where: R, = Reliability
=

Failure Rate

=

1/MTBF
11. RELIABILITY ALLOCATION

t= Mission Time
Reliability allocation allows one to take the individual
elements of a system and provide each with an
equitable share of the available system reliability.
One may start with a very simple block diagram.
The block diagram is expanded element by element
with the reliability of the parent being allocated to the
children. This provides both targets for designers
and tracking points for management. Expect the
allocation process to bring forth 'screams of agony'.
These conflicts must be resolved in either of three
ways, (a) rob peter to pay paul; (b) redesign; or (c)
changed requirements. Figure I depicts a typical
iterative allocation process. Figure 2 shows, in a
different format, the results of the allocation process.

10. RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS
A very useful application of the fundamental
reliability equation, is to answer the question, 'what
is my probability of being in operation *x" hours
after beginning operations?'
R = e .1
Given I = 0.0005
I = failures per hour
t = 24 hours

12. HOW NOT TO
R = .988 or 98.8%
probability of
operating for 24 hours
without failure

Certainly, we would be remiss if we did not offer
some 'words to the wise' regarding the pitfalls
associated with applying the specialty engineering
disciplines.

Obviously you can manipulate this equation to solve
for any of the variables. It is quite often instructive
to do so. For instance, suppose that you wish to
know what failure rate will give you a 90%

Do not be discouraged if your expectations are not
met. Re-examine the expectations, the techniques,
how they were applied, and develop new approaches.

probability of operating for a 24 hour period.

Remember you are tinkering with a process and as

Again, R = e"I

long as you are improving the process your efforts
aire justified.

and

1 = - n.

Do not use fear or thres. Use positive motivation.
Note: its ok to use the lessons learned and negative

24

results to get peoples attention, but using thoue ame
=

0.0044 failures per hour

items in a jawboning fashion can result in destnuctive
backlash effects.

If one takes the reciprocal of the failure rate (1)you
obtain the time between failures, normally presented
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IMPACT ON THE AIR CARRIER OF
EXPLOSIVE DETECTION SYSTEMS
Diane Hsiung, Patrick Shea, and Mai Sivakumar
Science Applications IntitWal CoUrportion
2950 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054

1. INTRODUCTION

that a system offers, it is important to consider all
characteiistics of a system. All of these systeam ar
evaluated only on those bags which are rejected by
the TNA as needing further inspection. Also, all of
those systems are followed by a tertiary ptocess
which may include human intervention or destructive
testing. While the cost of the tertiary process is
relevant to the study, the method of this technique
need not be well defined.

The addition or improvement of security screening
measures will have an impact on air carrier
operations. This impact must be at least planned for,
and preferably evaluated to optimize the choice of
systems and procedures to be used. In order to do
this, an economic model has been constructed which
allows for the comparison of different technologies
and procedures on a common basis.

2. MODEL INPUTS
This paper describes the application of this model tce
one specific case. In this case, different X-ray
technologies are compared to see which ones are
most useful as a *secondary* screening for explosives
in checked luggage. The different X-ray technologies
are placed between a Thermal Neutron Analysis
(TNAh, the "primary* screening syste. anm. an
arbitrary 'tertiary* screening system (here taken as
hand searching of the luggage). All of the alternative
X-ray systems are operated at t' - same detection
rate; and system performance inf rmation is used to
predict how many bags are rejt.cted to the tertiary

The economic model analyzes system and rate
parameters. The system parameters describe unique
characteristics of a particular unit (e.g., footprint or
unit cost). These parmeters originate from field
tests, manufacturer's literature, or extrapolation from
lab tests.
The following are system parmneters (per month) and
default values used in the study:
a) Footprint (per square foot): The floor ares

screening for final examination. Note that this is just
the specific case under study; the same modeling
techniques can be applied tt combinations of other

of a unit.
b) Utility (per kilowatt hour): The power
needed to operate a unit for an hour.

systems to lead to a coherent evaluation of the
relative merits.

c) Unit cost ($)
d) Operator fee: The cost of an operator to
run a unit, if applicable.
e) Installation (Default: $4,000): An initial,
one-time fee to install a unit.
f) Maintenance (Default: 10% of unit cost):
The cost to maintain operations of a unit.

The different systems being evaluated have quite
different technologies for inspection, and thus will
have very different strengths and weaknesses. The
purpose of the economic model is to systematically
compare these very different X-ray systems and
determine the operational and economic impact that
each imposes on the air carrier. There are many
systems on the market or in advanced development
with a wide range of size, performance and costs.
Some systems are expensive with excellent
performance while others are less expensive with
moderate performance.
To achieve an overall
understanding of the cost and performance benefits

The rate parameters describe cost rates (e.g., floor
space rental rate per month) and are determined from
outside sources. They are influenced by the location
and individual specifications of the airports; thus,
rates will vary from site to site. The following am
rate parameters (per month) and default values used
for the study:
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a) Rental space (Default: $2.00/square foot)
b) Utility (Default: $56.00/KW month)
c) Radiation License (Default: $175/year)

and the choice of bags fed into the TNA. The
tertiary technique is bere represented only by a cost
of handling any bag which alarms the secondary
system; if an X-ray system is better at clearing falst,
alarms, fewer bags will be sent to the tertiary
clearing process and thus the cost of clearing TNA
alarms .ill be reduced. Thus, the economic model
is okie consistent way for comparing different
technolcgies if the performance of the different units
caL be estimated, and if the other 'mundane'
piameters like floor space, capital cost, etc. can be
dtermined.
Figure 1 illustrates the baggage
screening process as 2000 bags pass through the
TNA, X-ray and tertiary system.

The study is not limited to the system and rate
parameters listed above. Additionalparameters could
be added as required.
The system and rate
parameters combine to form an expense parameter.
For example, combining the footprint with the floor
space rental rate per month yields the floor space
expense parameter.
The summation of expense
parameters reveals the cost to run a particular
system.
Since this is a model, assumptions were made based
on research conducted to produce realistic default
values for the study. It is important in this kind of
modeling to see how the various parameters and
assumptions influence the cost to process a bag
through a particular X-ray unit, that is, establish the
sensitivity of the model results to these inputs. To
accomplish this, rate parameters were analyzed with
values greater and less than the default value. By
evaluating each system under the same operational
scenario, the relative costs of the systems can be
determined as a function of the parameter values.
Furthermore, graphing these results allows visual
comparison of the different systems to each other
over a range of parameter values. Intersections of
two graph lines represent equal performance of two
systems and a pivotal change in the choice of the
superior system. Large slopes indicate a 'sensitive'
parameter, that is, a parameter that notably effects
the rating of one system against another. For
example, at some parameter value x the cost per bag
through system A may be the lowest. At parameter
value y, however, the cost per bag through system B
may be the most efficient. Thus, the evaluations and
conclusions are influenced on the particular value of
these 'sensitive' parameters.

3. ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY
This study utilizes a net present value equation,'
whicb computes the difference between "income" and
cost of a system. The income term is determined by
the flow of secure bags passing through the system.
Secure bags refer to bags which are cleared by the
TNA and X-ray. The 'benefit' of the system is the
cleared bags which can be loaded onto the plane.
The cost term is the total sum of expenses needed to
operate a system (e.g., utilities, floor rental space).
These terms were introduced in the previous section
as the expense parameters. Equating the monetary
input of the expense with the output (cleared bags)
result3 in a cost per bag to provide the fixed level of
security (determined by the fixed detection rate).
This can be achieved by setting the net present value
to zero and equating the income and cost terms.
The following is the basic formula used for the
economic model.
Income
NPV

Each system is evaluated under identical economic
conditions and base assumptions.
A Thermal
Neutron Analysis (TNA)-Explosive Detection System
is assumed to be operating on about 2000 bags per
day, at a 10% false alarm rate. This means that 200
false alarm bags per day need to be cleared by a
combination of the secondary technique (the X-ray
systems discussed here) and the tertiary technique.
The secondary and tertiary techniques are both
assumed to be set at nearly 100% relative PD; that is,
if the TNA alarmed on a bag with a threat, it must be
found by all of the following systems. Thus, the
level of security is fixed by the TNA detection rate

N
t-1

PI*BI

(

+

Costs

NC+p2*

E
-,e

-,P2B(1)

(1 +)'

The following variables are used to solve the net
present value equation and can be set by the user to
satisfy any desired economic scenario:
Y =
P

=

N I
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Number of Years this model spans
(default: 3 years)
Time Period (Annually, Semi-Annually,
Quarterly, etc.)
Total time (Y*P)
Interest rate (default: 5.00%)

BO = Initial Number Bags through TNA
(default: 2000 bags)
B1 = Number of bags through Secondary
B2 = Number of bags through Tertiary
PI = Cost per bag through Secondary
(Desired variable.)
P2 = Cost per bag through Tertiary (default*

bag are the 'sensitive' ones most important to any
conclusions drawn from this study. It is through
these graphs that one can visually observe unusual
activity. The graphs compare the following five
systems and two alternative techniques:
1) XENIS

(Astro Physics System 5) - an

integration of the TNATm image with a two-view

$5.00)
C,=

Total Cost of all expenses needed to run
XENIS
TNA PFA = Percentage of false alarm of
the TNA (default: 10%)
SECONDARY PFA = Percentage of false
alarm of the Secondary
Unit

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

The total cost, C,, includes the capital cost incurred
in time period t= 0; so the second sum starts at t=
0; t = I is the first period the system is used. The
first step insolving the economic model is to balance
all costs with total income. This is accomplished by
setting the NPV 00.
CN P252
N.1

__

X-ray system.
American Scimce and Engineering 1O1Z
Heimann Hi-Scan 5170 DV
Heimman Hi-Scan 5170 TS
Imatron CTX 5000
Laminography/Laminar Tomography
Custom two-view X-ray system

These systems are typical* of their class, where
such exists.
Figure 2 shows how the cost per bag isaffected by
the power needed to operate a system. The y-axis
displays the cost per bag and the x-axis displays the
Kilowatt-Month Rate. This ra ranges from $30 to
in increments of $5. Notice that as the power
rate increases, the cost per bag only slightly
increases. The cost per bag calculated at a rte of

()$80
(2)

(+

$30 is comparable to the cost at $80. This indicae
that the coat per bag is not significantly affected by
the cost to power a system.
The key variable in this model is Pl, the cost to
process a bag through the secondary system.

Figure 3 shows how the cost per bag is affected by
the space requirements of a system. The monthly
rent is calculated by multiplying the footprint of a
system by the monthly rent which is set by the
airport. The y-axls displays the cot per bag and the

Solving and isolating PI yields the following
equation:

x-axis displays the monthly Rental Spae RateSquare
Foot. Thismt ranges from $0.00 to $5.00 at
increments of $.50. This graph behaves very

N Ci4242

E I,,-,
S(3)

N

similarly to that shown inFigure 2. As the rental

.rate

increases, the cost per bag only slightly

Sol (I /'

increases. Again, this indicates that the cost per bag
is not significantly affected by the rent ra at the
airport.2

The software for this economic model uses this
reduced form of the net present value equation to
solve the cost of processing a bag through a given
system.

Figure 4 shows how the cost per bag is af0eed by
the coat to process a bag through the tertiary unit.
The y-axis displays the coat per bag and the x-axis
displays the tertiary cod per bag. This tertiary cost

ranges from $0.00 to $10.00 at increments of $1.00.

4. RESULTS
The following graphs show how variations of certain
parameters affect the processing cost per bag. Recall

This graph displays some very unusal activity,
Notice that the Imatrm system is initially much more
expensive than the other four systems, which have
roughly the same coas at $0.00.) When the tertiary

that parameters with unusual effects on the cost per

cost is $5.00. the Imatron system begins to interect
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with the cost of the other systems. This indicates that

basic conclusions can be drawn.

the Imatron system starts to cost the same or less

parameters were found, the tertiary cost per bag and

than that of the others.

Two sensitive

When the tertiary cost

the number of bags through the TNA. This means

reaches $9.00 the Imatron system is the cheapest
system. This graph clearly displays a 'sensitive'
parameter. Depending on the value of the tertiary
cost, the Imatron system will either be the most
practical alternative or the most expensive choice.
In Figure 5 the number of bags through the TNA unit
is varied which in turn varies the number of bags

that the values chosen for these parameters greatly
influence which system performs best under the given
scenario.
Over reasonable ranges of these
parameters, the AS&E IO1ZZ System was
significantly lower on a cost per bag basis than the
present XENIS or other alternatives. As the cost per
bag was increased over $8.00 per bag or the system
load exceeds 3400 per day, the assumed high

processed through the X-ray; the effect on the cost

performance of the expensive Imatron system makes

per bag is shown. Recall that the probability of false
alarm (PFA) for the TNA unit is set at 10% for this
study; therefore, running 2000 bags per day produces
200 bags for the XENIS to process. Initially, the
Imatron system is more costly than the others. It
costs over $7.00 while the others fall in a range from
$3.40 to $4.30. As the number of bags through the
TNA increases, however, the Imatron demonstrates
the most dramatic reduction in cost per bag. At
nnning 1900 bags, the Imatron system matches the
cost of the HS 5170 TS. As the number of bags
increases, it slowly surpasses all of the other systems
and at over 3400 bags, it becomes the cheapest
alternative. Note that the AS&E system is the most
inexpensive system to run when the number of bags

it the most cost effective choice.

range from 1000 to about 3400. This would be the

makes sense to use a secondary system.

NOTES
'The net present value takes into account the cost of
money by decreasing the future value of money by
the discount rate.
2

Changes in this rate may affect the cost of the
tertiary screening system, which may be more space
intensive. See below for the impact of the cost of the
tertiary system.
'Note that at $0 for the tertiary cost, it no longer

bet alternative to handle a moderate flow of bags.
Like Figure 4, Figure S displays a *sensitive'
parameter. Depending on the number of bags run
through the TNA, the Imatmn can be the most
expensive or the most cost efficient alternative X-ray
system.

Lastly, the projected cost per bag incurred with
alternative X-ray techniques can be compared to other
systems. Based on the projected specifications, the
cost per bag for the custom two-view X-ray system

ad the laminographc system are shown compared to
the present XENIS system, the Imatroo and AS&E
systems in Figure 6. It is sen that although the
initial capital cost of the custom system are higher
than the XENiS or AS&E IOIZZ system that due to
the better performance, the cost per bag is lower than
the XENIS at a tertiary cost of around $1.00 -$2.00
per bag. Thecrosaoverpointwith the AS&E 101ZZ
is around $6.00 per bag. It should be noted that the
crou over points are very sensitive to the assured

performance numbers.
S. CONCLUSION
From the economi analysis presented above some
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APPENDIX B

List of Acronyms Used in
Explosive Detection Technology

ADC
Al
ANS
API
ART
ASGDI
ATR

Analo 6 to Digital Converter
Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Neural Systems
Atmospheric Pressure Ionization
Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
Atmospheric Sampling Glow Discharge Ionization
Attenuated Total Reflectance

BEP

Back Error Propagation

BGO
BIA
BSA

Bismuth Germanate (BiGe301
Bioluminescent Immunoassay
Bovine Serum Albumin

C4
CAD
CAMAC
CAT
CDD
CFD
CHN
CI
CL
CLD
CPU
CT
CW

91% RDX + 9% Plastic Binder
Computer Aided Design
Computer Automated Measurement and Control
Computed Axial Tomography
Component Detection Device
Constant Fraction Discriminator
Continuous Hopfield Network
Chemical Ionization
Chemiluminescence
Chemiluminescence Detector
Central Processing Unit
Computed Tomography
Continuous Wave

DAC
DDNP
DHN
DNP
DNP
DRIFT
DSC
DSP
DVDE

Digital to Analog Converter
Diazodinitrophenol
Discrete Hopfield Network
Dinitrotoluene
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Digital Signal Pr. 2-ssing
Dual View Dual Energy

EC

Electron Capture

ECD
EDD
EDS
EGDN
EGS4
El
EOG

Electron Capture Detector
Explosive Detection Device
Explosive Detection System
Ethyleneglycol Dinitrate
Electron Gamma Shower, version 4 (simulation code)
Electron Impact
Electro-Olfactogram

EMI

Eleetrmagnetic Interferem

ENG
ESCA
ESR

Electron Neutron Generator
Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis
Electron Spin Resonance

EVD

Explosive Vapor Detector

FET

Field Effect Transistor

FFT
FID
FID
FNA
FOIA
FOM
FPA
FT-ICR
FTIR
FWHM

FasZ Fourier Transform
Flame Ionization Detector
Free Induction Decay
Fast Neutron Analysis
Fiber Optic Immunoassay
Figure of Merit
Focal Plane Array
Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Full Width at Half Maximum

GC
GC/CLD
GC/ECD

GCMS

Gas Chromatography
Gas Chromatography/Chemiluminescence Detector
Gas Chromatography/Electron Capture Detector
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry

HE
HEBT

High Explosive
High Energy Beam Transport

HECD

Hall Electrolytic Conductivity Detector

HHN

Hybrid Hopfield Network

HMT

Hexamethylenetetramine

HMX

Tetranitramine

HPGe
HPLC

High Purity Germanium
High Performance Liquid Chromatography

HSGC

High Spee Gas Chromatography

IC
IDL
IFB
IMS
IR
IRRAS
ITI)

Integrated Circuit
Instrument Detection limit
Immunochemical Film Badge
Ion Mobility Spectroscopy
Infrared
Infrared Reflection-Absorption Spectroscopy
Ion Trap Detector

LCD
LDI
LEBT
LED
LET
LLD

Liquid Crystal Display
Lasr Desorption Ionization
Low Energy Beam Transport
Light Emitting Diode
Linear Energy Transfer
Lower Limit of Detctin
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LLD

Lower-Level Discrininator

LOD

Limit of Detection

LOQ

Limit of Quantification

MCA

Multi-Channel Analyzer

MCNP
MDL

Monte Carlo Neutron Gamma (simulation code)
Method of Detection Limit

MDT

Mean Down Time

MMW
MNT
MPD
MRI
MS
MTBF

Milli-Meter Wave
Mononitrotoluene
Maximum Permissible Dose
Magn.tic Resonance Imaging
Mass Spectroscopy
Mean Tine Between Failure

NAA
NDE
NEA
NES
NG
NICI
NIM
NMR
NN
NPD
NQR
NRA
NRA

Neutron Activation Analysis
Non-Destructive Evaluation
Negative Ion Affinity
Neutron Elastic Scatter
Nitroglycerin
Negative Ion Chemical Ionization
Nuclear Instrument Module
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Neural Networks
Nitrogen Phosphorus Detector
Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
Neutron Resonance Attenuation
Nuclear Resonance Absorption

OD
0I

Optical Density or Outer Diameter
Operator Interface

PD
PET
PETN
PFA
PFNA
PGNAA
PM
PMT
PSD
PSD
PSND
PWG

Probability of Detection
Positron Emission Tomography
Pentaerythritol Tetranitrate
Probability of False Alarm
Pulse Fast Neutron Analysis
Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis
Photomultiplier
Photomultiplier Tube
Position Sensitive Detector
Pulse Shape Discrimination
Position Sen'$itive Neutron Detector
Pulse Width Generator

QT

Quadrupole Time-of-Flight
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RAIRS
RAM
RAM
RBE
RDX
READ
RF
RF1
RFQ

Reflection-Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy
Random Access Memory
Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability
Relative Biological Effectiveness
Cyclonite or Hexogen (1,3,5-trinitro- 1,3,5-triazacyclohexane)
Reverse Electron Attachment Detector
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency Interference
Radio Frequency Quadrupole

SAW
SCI
SNM
SNR
SQUID
SRIA

Surface Acoustic Waves
Self Chemical Ionization
Special Nuclear Material
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, also S/N
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
Surface Reflectance Immunoassay

TA
TAC
TATP
TC
TCD
TDC
TEA
TLD
TNA
TNT
TOF
TOFMS

Trace Analysis
Time-to.-Amplitude Convertor
Tricycloacetone Peroxide
Thermocouple
Thermal Conductivity Detector
Time-to-Digital Convertor
Thermal Energy Analyzer
Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
Thermal Neutron Analysis
Trinitrotoluene
Time-of-Flight
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

ULD
UV

Upper Level Discriminator
Ultraviolet

VOl

Voxels of Interest

ZT

Backscatter Tomography (Z refers to atomic number)
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